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ERRATA:

Part I. p. 61, next to last line, for “ 1889 " read “ 1869."

p. 62, 1st line , for “ 1888 ” read “ 1868."

p. 83, 4th line should read “ would not have been

re -elected . "

Part II. p. 19, 8th line, for “ Quincy ” read “ Quiney."

p. 66, 9th line, for “ tooted ” read “ toted .”



PREFACE .

TH
HERE is, perhaps, no man in the United States who is more

talked of to -day than Hon. Ignatius Donnelly, of Minnesota .

For while one man may be more prominent in the political arena

and another more conspicuous in scientific circles, and still an

other more talked of in the literary world, no one man , perhaps, has

combined so many diverse fames. There are thousands in Europe

who are familiar with his name, as an author, who know nothing

about his career as a statesman and lawmaker ; and, on the other

hand, there are many in the United States, with whom his name is

a household word as an orator, who know little or nothing of him as

a writer. One man believes in his “ Atlantis , ” another swears

by his “ Ragnarök ," still another is a convert to the “ Great Crypto

gram ; " and there are hundreds of thousands, on both sides of the

Atlantic, who think “ Cæsar's Column ” or “ Doctor Huguet ” the

greatest book ever written ; while there are tens of thousands more,

who have never read any of these books, or scarcely heard of them,

who love him for his quarter of a century's championship of the rights

of the common people, against all the crushing power of Corpora

tions, Rings, Trusts, and the Plutocracy generally . He is indeed

a many -sided man .

When , therefore, the publishing house of F. J. Schulte & Co. re

quested me to prepare a biography ofGovernor Donnelly, I hesitated,

for some time, about attempting the task . Not that a long continued

political intimacy, and kindred scientific and literary tastes , with

many visits to him in his own home, and seeing him tried under all

sorts of circumstances, had not made me very familiar with his char

acterandwritings; but Governor Donnelly's careerhad been so active,

he had lived through so many and such important events, and had

taken such an important part in them all, that I felt that it would

require years of time, and a volume of hundreds of pages, to do jus

tice to his life and acts ; and that anything I could attempt, in that.
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6 PREFACE.

direction , would be . but a feeble and imperfect sketcb, prepared

in the hurry of other pursuits, and unworthy of both the writer

and the subject.

It is in this view that I submit the following pages to the reader

-more as an editor and compiler, than an author. A great many,

perhaps hundreds, of short biographies of Gov. Donnelly have been

published in newspapers, magazines and encyclopædias; and these

show the public curiosity to know something about the history and

character of the man ; and I feel confident, therefore, that the many

additional and interesting facts given in these pages will be

acceptable to general readers, on both sides of the Atlantic.

I beg leave to acknowledge my indebtedness to Hon. John A.

Giltinan for valuable assistance in the preparation of this work .

Judge Giltiñan made a visit of several weeks' duration to Gov. Don

nelly's home, in 1887, and had free access to all his papers; and he

selected and collated hundreds of the extracts given in Don

nelliana, and arranged them in very much the order in which they

stand in the following pages. The work could scarcely have been

prepared without his help.
E. W. F.

ST. PAUL, MINN., October, 1891.

-
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DONNELLIANA.

Part First

IN

A BIOGRAPHY OF HON. IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

' N THIS age of the world the lives of many great men become

a part of history before 'the contemporary chapter is closed,

and it often becomes necessary to write the chronicles of the day

before the sun has reached the western horizon . Thus the history

of the individual is often inscribed while the sky is still brilliant

with promise and the day pregnant with events.

That the subject of this sketch has attained a zenith at this

date, no one acquainted with his powers can calmly contemplate .

Thesuppression of his political activities, during years of vigorous

manhood , because the beating of his heart would not silence, has

schooled bim for a loftier light in the present great humanitarian

movement, many of whose watch - fires his inspiration has lighted
upon the western hills.

Hence weput forth this biographical sketch as one who, witness

ing great and immediate changes in the world , descries a clearly

defined “ genius " -one whose profound thoughts and masterful

utterances havebecome guiding forces in the contentious elements

of the times. We write not as one ringing down the curtain upon a .

mighty drama, involving human destinies, but as one who lifts the

curtain upon another act, wherein the drama approaches the climax

of its power.

IGNATIUS DONNELLY was born in William Penn's famous old

City of Brotherly Love, Philadelphia , in the State of Pennsylvania,

on the south side ofPine Street, between Ninth and Tenth Streets,

on the third day of November,in the year of our Lord 1831.

His father, Dr. Philip Carroll Donnelly, was an eminent physi

cian of Philadelphia, a graduate of the Jefferson Medical College of

that city, an institution founded by the celebrated Dr. George

McClellan , a man of profound mindand great learning, and the uncle ,

we believe, of General George B. McClellan, famous in our Civil War.

Doctor Donnelly was a native of the parish of Fintona, in Tyrone

County, Ireland. While yet a boy he emigrated to Philadelphia ,in

the early part of the present century. Here, on June 29, 1826, he

7



8 BIOGRAPHICAL.

He says :

married Miss Catharine Frances Gavin , a native of the District of

Southwark , a part ofthe present city of Philadelphia .

John Gavin , the father of Catharine, came to the United States

in the latter part of the last century . He was , also, from Fintona,

Tyrone County, Ireland , and a descendant of one of the Scotch

emigrant families which settled in Ireland at the time of the great

English andScotch emigration ,to the North of Ireland, about 1640.

He died in Philadelpbia in 1826.

Young, in his History of Christian Names,derives Gavin from

the name of " SirGawain ,” King Arthur's nephew, the meaning of
which was Hawk of Battle ."

" His name, whether as Waluron ,' ' Gawain' or 'Gavin ,' was popular in England

and Scotland in the middle ages, and in the last-mentionedshape named the high

spirited bishop of Dunkeld, the one son of ' Bell the Cat ' who could pen a line, and,

who did so to good purpose, when he gave rudeScotland Virgil's page; ' nor is the

name of Gavinby any means extinct in Scotland. ”

In Lower's Patronymica Britannica, page 126, we read that

" Gawan , Gawen and Gavin are different forms of an old Scotch and Welsh per

sonal name. The Gawans of Norrington, in the parish of Alvidestan, continued in

that place four hundred and fifty years."

The reader of Robert Burns' poetry will remember his devoted

attachment to his friend Gavin Hamilton, to whom he dedicated a

volume of his poems :

“ So, sir, you see 'twas no daft vapor,

But I mutually thought it proper,

Whena' my works I did review ,

To dedicate them , sir, to you ,

Because (ye need na tak it ill)

I thought them something like yoursel. "

DR. EDWARD MAGINN .

Mr. Donnelly's mother's mother was a first cousin of the cele

brated Dr. Edward Maginn , Bishop of Derry, the friend of Daniel

O'Connell, and , in hisday, the greatest orator, controversialist and

philanthropist of the North of Ireland. The New York Natioń , of

February 17, 1849, speaking of his death, said :

“ He was the earliest andmost ardent friend of the union of parties. He was

ntterly opposed to the antiquated folly of petitioning England. He was a believer

in theright of nations to resort to arms forthe defense, or assertion, of justclaims;

and if banners had appeared, last year , in the summer air, over the fields of Ire

land , his benediction would have hailed them as they rose. The utter vanishing of

all our brave prospects, beyonda doubt, weighed on his enthusiastic spirit, and

perhaps induced that fever ofmind and body which has ended in his death ."

He was a profoundly learned man. A gentleman who heard

him speak describes him as possessing

“ A mind stored with an immense accumulation of general knowledge, with

an imagery, bold, various and peculiar ; brilliant, correct, striking. Hisviews were
clear and vivid, and he had always a full and absolute possession of his subject. A

-



DR . EDWARD MAGINN.

warm heart and a coul head gure him that rery rare combination of strong, puna

tical common sense united to a brilliant imagination and a rigorous poetic fanc:."

The celebrated Thomas D'Arcy McGee, who wrote a biogra

phy of Doctor Maginn, speaks of -

“ Hispublic spirit, bis moral courage , his thorough identity with the country,

his fierce eloquence, his unwearied industry ."

He adds :

" His application to details made him, in some sort , the judge and legislator
of his people .

Thomas D'Arcy McGee says of him :

." The continued negligence of subordinates, indifference of superiors, and

insensibilityofthe government to thewholesaledestruction of Irish life, atlast

inspired Dr. Maginn with that deep -seated abhorrence of English misrule whichhe

carried with him to his grave. For myself,' he says, in a letter, ' as a Christian

bishop, living as I do amid scenes that must rend the heart of any one having the

least feeling of humanity, though attached to our queen as much from affection as

from the duty of allegiance, I don't hesitate to sayto you that there arenomeans

under heaven that I would not cheerfully resort to to redeem my people from their

present misery ; and sooner than allow it to continue, liko the Archbishop of Milan,

I would grasp the cross and the green flag of Ireland, and rescue my country or

perish with its people.' ”

He died prematurely at the age of 53. He was really the great

man of his epoch and country ; ,and but for his early demise would

bave played a still more important part in the history of Ireland.

He was an ardent friend of tenperance, having administered

the pledge of total abstinence to several thousandpersons before he

became bishop. He was a strong opponent of slavery , a lover of

liberty , and a profound admirerof the United Statos. But his

hatred of oppression and sympathy with the wretched were the

strongest seutiments of his noble character. In his speech , when

elevated to tho episcopate, he said :

- Believing the poor to be the treasures of God's church ,' I must have proved

false to my vocation had I stood on the side of thepowerful against the weak , or

of the oppressor against the oppressed. The rich seldom want advocates— the

poor often. My sympathies, I own, have always been with the poor and lowly . In

this I have a bright example in His conduct who refused to go to the ruler's

daughter, and went, with alacrity, to the centurion's servant.”

In reading bis eloquent speeches, full of learning, vigor, imag

ination and humor, one is constantly reminded of his relative, the

subject of this sketch .

MR . DONNELLY'S MOTHER .

Mr. Donnelly's mother died June 13, 1887, at Philadelphia.

She was a woman of great mental endowments. The Philadelphia

Star, speaking of her death , said :

* Mrs. Catharine Donnelly , of 534 Pine Street, widow of the late Doctor Philip

Carroll Donnelly, was a lady of marked and admirable traits of character, and
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beloved by all who knew her. She possessed extraordinary breadth of mind and

escellence of judgment, associated with great kindness andbenevolenceof heart,

and all the womanly graces. She was the beloved center of one of the brightest
and happiest homes in the city , and the gap in thelives of those who loved her

can never be filled. The poor will miss her many charities , and all who came in

contact with her, in the daily walks of life, will grieve to think that her cheery and

vivacious manner and kindly presence are gone forever.”

The New York Freeman's Journal of June 18th , 1887, spoke of

Mrs. Donnelly as

“ A woman of rare intellectual force and unremitting energy, joined to solid

piety. She was the mother of a family noted for talent and even genius in its

members . "

.

The Philadelphia Record of June 16th , 1887, speaking of her

death, said :

“ She was a lady of rare force of character, combined with other qualities that

win respect and esteem . She was the motherof a notably talented family ."

The Philadelphia Times spoke of her as " a woman of extraor

dinary powers of mind, great vitality, and beloved by a large
circle of friends. "

She was seventy-seven years old at the time of her death. Mr.

Donnelly thus speaks of his mother in his journal :
“ My mother was a great-brained, noble-hearted woman. Her life was one

of sacrifice for her children . When my father died, she was still young and

attractivo; but she took the ornaments from her ears, and, assuming her widow's

weeds, resolutely dovoted herself to the care of her family, repulsing the advances
of the suitors who sought her hand. For herself she hadno ambition and no van

ity; she was the humblest of women ; but her pride in her children was unbounded.

Activeand powerful as was her mind , her heart over-weighed it. She could never

have attained distinction, for all her energies went out in behalf of those she loved.

“ Her courage, resolution, perseverance and sagacity were man -like, but she

never employed them for herself. Her temper was cheerful; her heart tender, and

the elasticity of her spirit extraordinary: Herenergy was withont limit.

“ She was a true mother. The wings of her spirit spread over her brood con

tinually, and she had no thought but for their happiness. A purer and cleaner

heart never beat on earth. I cannot believe that she could be happy, even in

heaven , if she knew that her children were miserable . ”

THE DONNELLYS.

TheDonnellys, according to Doctor Donavan, arean ancient. ·

sept, of Ulster. In his great work , The Annals of the Four Mast

ers (vol. vi . p . 2426),Doctor Donavan traces back the pedigree of the

“ clan Donnelly ” to “ Niall of the Nine Hostages, " monarch of all

Ireland , slain A. D. 406. The eighteenth in descent from Niall was

“ Donoghal, a quo O'Donnelly .

The Donnellys boasted thattheir ancestors never worethe iron

collar of serfdom since the foundation of the world ; that they and

their ancestors were clansmen ; and in the clan every member was

held to be of as good blood as the chief, and might succeed to the
command .

.



THE DONNELLYS. Il

According to Doctor Donovan, the Donnellys were originally

settled , more than two thousand years ago, in the district of

Tir Enda, in the extreme northernmost part of the island ; they

were probably descended, in the remote past, from some colony of

Northmen who had landed on that wild coast.

Not from any desire to carry the subject ofthissketch back into

ancestral shadows, deeply involved in the mythical , but to connect

modern research with that Irish history approached, at least, by

this investigation, we make the following suggestions:

It was in this North - Ireland region that the ship of the Danites

landed, 480 B. C., bearing the Lais fuil, or stone of destiny, borne,

subsequently,to Scotlandby King Feargus, and now the coronation

stone of England. With this Danish vessel came the old seer of

Irish tradition (who either justly or unjustly gave origin to the belief

that Jeremiah was buried near the Lake of Tara ), and the fair

haired “ Tephi," or Hebrew daughter. And it is held by some that

the Saxon -haired, or light-haired , Semite -faced Irish sept sprang

from this source, at the village of Tuatha-d’Danaan.

From that point, on the extreme northern coast of Ireland,

the Donnellys fought- their way inward to the center of Tyrone

County. They were a bold, warlike race. The head of theclan,

according to Keating, was the hereditary marshal of the great

O'Neill's forctes, Fynes Morryson, in his History of Ireland, states,

in his enumeration of the forces of the chieftains of Ulster who

combinedto oppose the Earl of Essex, in 1599, “ that the Donolaghes
(O'Donnellys) had, in their country, one hundred foot and sixty

horse. "

Doctor Donovan says :

“ Donnall Groome MacDonnell (Donnelly ), the brother of the marshal, accom

panied Tyrone to Kinsale, where he fought with such desperation that he, a capo.

tain of one hundred , and all his men were slain .”

This was courage worthy of the field of Marathon . If all Irish

men had fought with similar desperation Ireland would never have.
been conquered.

Francis Bacon little thought that the revelation of his wonder

ful cipher was to come from a descendantof one of the Irish rebels,

who were giving at that time so much trouble to the Earl of Essex

and Queen Elizabeth . Phettiplace wrote the English council, speak

ing of the great John O'Neill, that “ his strength and safety con

sists, not in the noblest of his men, nor in his kinsmen, por his

brothers, butin his foster -brothers, the O'Donnellys, who are three

hundred gentlemen ."

According to Doctor Donovan Queen Elizabeth at one time pro

posed to make John O'Donnelly an earl, but he refused the splendid

offer, and stood by his country.
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Doctor Donovan concludes his lengthy account of the Donnellys

with these words :

" All of themen of this family that I ever saw are remarkable for their manly

form and symmetry ofperson ; andeven the peasants, who bear the name, exhibit

generally a stature and expression of countenance which indicate high descent.”

THE CARROLLS.

t

Dr. Philip Carroll Donnelly's mother was a Carroll, from whose

family hetook his middle name; and, with pardonable pride, he en

tered in the family Bible , many years ago, a statement of the fact

that she was a lineal descendant of the last of the ancient kings of

Ergall, or Orgiall, whose royal seat was at Clogber, in Tyrone
County .

The kingdom of Orgiall comprised the counties of Armagh,

Monaghan,Louth, and part of Tyrone ; and the dynasty lasted from

the year 332 to near the end of the twelfth century, more than eight

hundred years. The remains of their royal palace still exist, sur

rounded by extensive earthworks, mounds and ditches. · The

race of the O'Carrolls was beld in such high esteem that it was stip

ulated, with the King of all Ireland, that if any of the sept were

given as hostages, they should , if shackled, wear fetters of gold;

and hence the name of their kingdom , signifying “ shackles of gold . ”

Of course, in these days, and this free country , such memories

are very little thought of ; and yet those wbo believe in the hered

itary transmitability of qualities of the mind and heart find a cer

tain interest in them .

This, I think, is tbe same family of Carrolls from which the cele

brated Carrolls of Maryland are descended . The reader will

remember the often quoted remark of Charles Carroll, of the Con

tinental Congress, in 1776. When he signed the Declaration of

Independence some one said--for it wasa perilous deed to do,
and might lead to confiscation and the scaffold : “ Well, Carroll,you

will escape, for there are so many of the name of Carroll that, if we

are beaten , the government can never tellwhich Carroll it was who

wrote his name there." Whereupon the bold patriot took the pen

again and wrote after his namethe words, “ Of Carrollton ; " and

there it stands to this day, a memorial of the time when men staked

“ their lives, their fortunes and their sacred honors" for liberty.

In Ireland, ashas often been remarked , the pativearistocracy,

who, by, “ natural selection , ” had, during centuries, fought their

way to the top, were trampled down into the ranks by conquest and

confiscation ; and hence it is that so much talent constantly crops

up from the Irish peasantry. An Irish king was as much in his day

as a Saxon king, and possessed just as much power, splendor

and culture ; and there is no reason, therefore, why the strong traits

which made his race leaders of men should not reappear in his
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descendants for many generations .* The world, moreover, is nat

urally curious,whenany man attracts public attention, to inquire

whence he got his characteristics, believing that “ like must pro
duce like. "

DOCTOR DONNELLY.

Doctor Donnelly, the father of Ignatius, held several important

positions. He was one ofthe Board of School Commissioners, and

a great friend ofthe public school system . He was also one of the

commissionersof the township of Moyamensing, in Philadelphia ,

during 1837, 1838, 1839 and 1840.

He was one of the founders of the Philadelphia College of

Medicine, baving been one of the original incorporators named in

the act of the Legislature of Pennsylvania.

At the time of his death , he was the physician in charge of the

Moyamensing Alms-house. Moyamensing, now part of the cityof

Philadelphia , wasthen a separate municipality. Doctor Donnelly

owed his death to his benevolence of character. A poor fellow , an

immigrant, was brought to the Alms-house, suffering from typhus

fever, or· ship fever, " as it was called . His case was so hopeless,

and the disease so far advanced , that the assistant physicians and

nurses refused to waitupon him , knowing the dangerous and con

tagiousnature of the disease. Doctor Donnelly devoted himself to

'the poor man, and in doing so contracted the disease from which he

died .

He was respected by all who knew him , and was long remem .

bered by the poor of Philadelphia for his many charities. He was a

profound thinker and a great student. At the time of his death be .

had accumulated a library of several thousand volumes. It is a

curious fact that he was a constant reader of the works of Francis

Bacon , and this may be cited as another illustration of the theory

that oven mental tastes, as well as talents, are transmitted from
father to son .

IGNATIUS DONNELLY'S EDUCATION .

The subject of this sketch owes all his education to the public

school system . He was sent, when about ten years old, to the public

grammar school at the corner of Eighth and FitzwaterStreets, Phil

adelphia , where heremained until his thirteenth year, when he

entered the Central High Sohool of Philadelphia , a very fine institu

tion , possessing a collegiate course.

* And it must not be forgotten that Ireland once possessedadegree of culture

higher than any of the other nations around her. The kings of England (notably

Altred theGreat) resortedto the green isle "to obtain theireducation ; and Irish

scholars traveled to all parts of Europe disseminating learning and civilization.

Tothis day, in France, Germany,and even inAustria, youwill find ancient colleges

and monasteries that wore establishod by Irish missionarios.
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The principal of the school was, at that time, Professor John S.

Hart, theauthor of numerous books, editor of Sartain's Magazine,

the leading literary monthly publication of that day,and a gentle

man of great amiability, as well as learning ; afterwards president of

Princeton College.

Mr. Donnelly graduated from the Philadelphia High School in

1849, and soon after entered upon the study of law in the office of

Benjamin Harris Brewster, subsequently Attorney -General of the

United States. He remained in Mr. Brewster's office until his ad

mission to the bar, and was a careful and laborious student. He

worked so hard, the first year, in mastering themysteriesof the pro

fession , that his health was temporarily affected, and his mothersent

hin, in 1851, to Muncy, Lycoming County , Pennsylvania, where he

spent some months, hunting and fishing, in the wild , mountainous

region of Sullivan County, then infested with panthers and bears,

and full of deer and other game. Here he sbot his first deer. These

excursions restored him to health . -

In his nineteenth year be published a volume of poems called

The Mourner's Vision . He has since been diligently engaged

trying to suppress all the copies he could find. At this time he gave

morepromise of turning outa poet than anything else .

1

ADMITTED TO THE BAR .

In the year 1853 he was admitted to the bar, and at once en

tered upon the practice of his profession. He speedily built up a
considerable business. In 1855 he delivered tbe annual address on

the 4th of July, from the steps of the old Court -house, from the

very spot where the Declaration of Independencewas firstpromul

gated in 1776. The Pennsylvanian, Col. John W. Forney's paper,

then the leading journal of the city, complimented this address

strongly. It said :

The oration deliveredbyMr. Donnelly is an effort deserving of the highest

' encomium . The style in which it is written is clear, cogent and graceful, combin

ing eloquence of thought with purity of diction . "

NOMINATED FOR THE LEGISLATURE .

In the fall of the same year ( 1855 ), Mr. Donnelly was nominated,

without any solicitation on his part, by the Democrats of the legis

lative district in which he resided (his home was then on the south

side of Spruce Street, above Sixth) , for the House ofRepresentatives;

but he declined the nomination, partly because he began to have

doubts about the soundnessof the position of the Democratic party

on the slavery question , but principally because he was verybusy

paying his addresses to a young lady, Miss Katharine McCaffrey,

a native of Philadelphia, whom he soon afterward married .
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HIS MARRIAGE.

Miss McCaffrey was the principal of the boys' secondary school

at Eighth and Fitzwater Streets, Philadelphia , and was generally

regarded, at that time, as the finest amateur singer of that old and

cultured city. The marriage took place on the 10th of September,

1855. Mr. Donnelly's groomsman was Samuel S. Fisher, afterward

of Cincinnati, Ohio, and one of the leading patent lawyers of the

United States. He was Commissioner of Patents under President

Grant. That 10th of September was “ a red letter day " in the lives

of both Mr. and Mrs. Donnelly, for their married life has been an

exceptionally happy one. A lady correspondent of the Chicago

Times, who visited Mr. and Mrs. Donnelly at their home, in 1886,

said :

“ Nothing could be happier than the domestic life of Mr. and Mrs. Donnelly.

Upon the occasion of mylast visit to them Mr. Donnelly, in speaking of his early

life, said : “ When I was three and twenty 1 married the best woman in the world.'

" • Yes,'said Mrs. Donnelly, with the ready wit which is one of her many

charms, 'we both of us met with bargains.'

“ Mrs. Donnelly is the intelligent, sympathetically critical, and admiring

partner of all her husband's efforts , and although the eldest of their three children

isnow twenty-eight years of age , they are still affectionate companions, happy in

their busy retirement, and in their sincere attachment; wholly free from sentimen

tality, they demonstrate, to those who holdhigh ideals of what the domestic relation
may be, the practicality of their conceptions.

The celebrated Mrs. Jane G. Swisshelm , in 1861, thus spoke of

Governor and Mrs. Donnelly :

“ Lieutenant-Governor Donnelly and lady dined and spent the evening with

us. Our readers all know our opinion of Mr. Donnelly, Governor Ramsey's right

hand man in bringing our State up from the slough of despond in which they found

it floundering ; but Mrs. Donnelly is by far the most entertaining companion. She

'is the finest singer I have ever heard off the stage ; and those whohear her can

form a good idea of Jenny Lind. Then she read for us · Lochiel's Warning ,' as
one might expect Charlotte Cushman to have read it.”

HE TAKES A TRIP WEST.

In the winter of 1855–6 there was a great deal of talk , in the

East, about the now and rapidly growing West, and an immense

movement of population westward followed. In thespring of 1856,

[ April 14th ], Mr. Donnelly, accompanied by his wife, and a young

lady and gentleman , cousins of his wife ,who had relatives living in

Iowa, started west to look at the new world. Mr. Donnelly kept

a very curious and interesting journal, from whicb I extract the

following description of Chicago:

CHICAGO IN 1856 .

" We find Chicago situated on a flat, so low that they are busily engaged

raising the houses above the level of the mud and water. The buildings, even on

the principal streets, are of wood. Everything has a temporary look ; it gives one

the idea of a great caravansary. There seems to be a large amount of business,

but very little comfort. That will como with time.
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“ Here we are in the heart of the Great West. All is hurry and confusion ;

rapid growth is everywhere; millionaires are as thick as whortleberries ; life and
animation are visible on all sides.

“ Our old friend F. L. married a gentleman who is part owner of the

• Young America ,' a handsome hotel here. So , with letters of introduction, we go

there .

“The house, despite its grandeur, seems to have fallen into disfavor. We

are lodged sumptuously, sleeping in a bed that would do honor to royalty, and

waited on by liveried servants ; but the fare, although heralded on a gorgeous card ,

with the names of many French dishes, consists , when reduced tothe testof

reality,of beef-steak and lake-snipe. These latter are very abundant at this season,
and sell, we are told , forone dollarper bushel.

" We ride around the town. The city looks as if a gigantic board-yard had

been worked up over pigbt into a multitude ofsmall, half-finished houses, and

these bad beendropped at random over the face of a dead flat prairie. The streets

are muddy beyond conception. The sidewalks are of boards, in many cases high

above the streets, and often dilapidated to an extent dangerous to life and limb.

Yet it is a city of mighty possibilities the great city of the future . ”

The travelers reached the Mississippi River April 23, 1856 .

THE FATHER OF WATERS.

“ Here we bebeld, for the first time, the mighty river -- the Father of Waters.

Wesurvey it with feelings almost of awe, sweeping on from its intercontinental

birth -springs to its grave in the tropical sea .'

They crossed the river at Davenport, on the first railroad pas

senger train ever drawn across theMississippi River,
The road terminated at Iowa City, then the end of the railroad

system of the West. The journal says:

“ The railroad to Iowa City is in a horrible condition. It was built under con

tract during the fall and winter, and as the frost went out of the ground the road

sank into the soft mud. After leaving Davenport, a beautiful and growingcity, on

the west bank of the river, we were a whole day reaching Iowa City, when we

should have accomplished the distance in a few hours. Twice we had to leave the

train and walk, with baggage in hand , past portions of the mud -drowned road, and

then take a new train toanother mud -hole . The country is wild prairie ;two or

three deerare seenin the distance. Most of the passengers are going to Kansas ;

and nearly every man (and they are all men) hashis Sharpe's rifle, or some other

similar implement of civilization. There is agood deal of conversation in thecar

about the troubles and bloodshed in that territory. "

He describes the accommodations at an Iowa City hotel :

)

THE BEEF-STEAK AND THE PICKANINNY.

.“ By takinga carriagewe got to the American House'in advance ofthe reg .

ular ' bus, ' and with great difficulty obtained one room for all four of us. The room

was about six feet by ten . My wife and Miss slept in thesingle bed ; John

and Iona quilton the floor, with our feet under the bed. Wehadto put them
there or out of doors. The rush of travel is enormous . The landlord andhis clerk

acted as chambermaids. I looked into one room , about twenty by twenty ; there

were eight beds, occupyingthe entire room ; each bed holding three persons,twenty

four in all. The struggle for room and air was so great that we observed, in some

instances, the middleman with his headat an angle of forty -five degreesagainst the
head -board, and his arms stretched out, like a crucifixion, above the beade ofbis fel

lows. How human beings could live insuch an atmosphere was a marvel. Dirt
and discomfort were everywhere. We should probably hare endured it all but for
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a pleasing incident which occurred at breakfast the next morning. The iadies of

our party were seated where they had a full view of the kitchen. The cook — a

large, black woman— had placed several pans ot' fried meat, ready cooked , for carv

ing, upon the brick pavement near the fire. Her child , a little, eighteen -months-old,

bow -legged, half-clad pickaninny, was toddling around, when it accidentally fell

backward, in a sitting position , into one of the pans of ineat. The mother rushed

over, picked it up, gave it a slap and a wipe, and proceeded to carve up the con

tents of the pan for the waiting guests. That settled us. "

They removed to “ The Park House. "

Mr. Donnelly left the ladies at Iowa City, and he and “ John "

proceeded west by stage.

IOWA IN 1856 .

“ Our route lay through Iowa and Poweshiek Counties, and part of Jasper ;

the country is almost altogether treeless prairie. The roads are utterly abominable

-roughandmuddy to the last degree. Occasionally they are crossed by sloughs, low ,

wet swales, where the hidden bog is covered by a carpet of grass, through which

the wheels of the lumbering stage are apt to break . At this season they are

especially bad. The traveler is regaled with humorous stories illustrating their

character. One, forinstance, of a man who, on arriving at the brink of the slough,

found a stranger whistling , as if calling for something.

- Is this slough safe ?' asked the new - comer.

" Oh , yes, ' was the response.

“ What are you whistling for ?'

**My oxen and wagon are down in there somewhere, and I am trying to coax
them out.

" The accommodations are wretched. In a trip of one hundred and thirty

miles, we saw butter but once, and then the specimen was floating at the bottom

of a dirty saucer. The hotels are log -bouses ; the fare , fried ham and bad bread

(forty or fifty cents per meal) ; the drivers rough and impudent ; the stages in
tolerable.

" The male passengers, in the morning, usually fire off their revolvers and
re -load .

“ This country will not do for me. It is a great and rising country, certain to

become rich , prosperous and popular, but it is desolate and bleak, and the comforts

of life are all wanting. The next generation will find it a paradise compared to
what it is now. Trees are so scarce that evena bush is a relief to the eyes; the

scenery is so monotonous that the sight of a boulder, on tho prairie, furnishes the

stage-passengers with conversation for an hour. The winds roar and sweep over

theland as they do over the ocean. I saw large houses that had been removed

bodily from their foundations and carried several feet. "

After visiting “ John's ” father at Albion or Lafayette, in

Marshall County, Mr. Donnelly left “ John " to stay a few days with

his parents, and returned alone to Iowa City.

Two Iowa FAMILIES CONTRASTED.

“ I took dinner at Indiantown on my way from Newton eastward . We staid

all night ata place called Clem's .' Mr. Clem was, I think, from Indiana. His

house was of logs, but large and roomy and well built. It realized all my ideas of

& comfortable Western home. It had a huge old fire-place, ornamented with

" andirons.' The walls were hung with all manner of things: powder-horns, rifles,

whips, children's dresses, etc.

" It was a cold , windy night. I went to sleep in a bed facing the glorious fire ;

the room roseate with its dickering light.

.

2
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" Intelligence sets its stamp everywhere. There is no substitute for brains.

From the old grand'ther,' who warmed his shriveled palms before the fire, down

to the hearty -looking boy who waited on the horses, the whole family bore the
marks of industry and intelligence.

" I have rarely enjoyed a night'srest more than I did in that cleanly bed, facing

that pleasant fire,droppingofftosleep listeningto thecrackleofthelogsand the

howl ofthe wind outside.

" The pext night wasa violent contrast to all this. It was at a place twenty

two miles west of Iowa City. A rickety, rough -built cabin ; a dirty, cheerless

room ; a huge, empty stove , around which we gathered, vainly, hoping to extract

some i comfort from its cold sides ; and a set of villainous-looking louts ofstage

drivers, lying aroundupon equallý villainous-looking beds. A vinegar-faced old

woman acted as landlady; an overgrown slouch of a young one acted as cook ;

while a dirty-faced boy filled the position of chambermaid. My bed -room was a

loft; my bed a straw mattress on the floor; myovercoat served for a pillow , while

the rain , trickling through the miserable roof, lulled me into uneasy slumber. The

fare was equally bad. Molasses supplied the place of butter; doughy cakes were &

substitute for bread ; while ham, here as elsewhere, was the unvarying substitute

for all the meats. · And all this was flavored with the most uncompromising im

pudence. One or two ofthecompany ventured to complain,but always at the risk
of being drubbedby the landlord , who took any objection to his fare as a personal
insult to himself."

Mr. Donnelly and the ladies left Iowa City May 2d, 1856 , and

thatevening took the steamboat “ York State " for St. Paul. Some

twelve hours were consumed in getting through the Rock Island

bridge, the force of the current being terrific. The boat was four

days goingto St. Paul. There were no railroads then north or west

of Galena , Illinois. I quote again from that interesting journal:

THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI,

"The whole trip was delightful. The meals on the boat are not to be

burpassed at any hotel. Wo had a beautiful cabin , fine bed and polite attendance ,

everything,in short, thatthe most fastidious coulddesire. - Deducting the value of

the meals , this foating piece of civilization carried us four hundred miles for two

dollars !

" Without, the scenery is magnificent- it is one unending and ever-varying

panorama of beauty .

"When we first came on deck we were twenty - five miles above Dubuque.

The river is full of islands, now overflowed by the spring freshets. Through their

foliage we could catch glimpses of the glancing waters .

" . Anon , through many a copse, 'gan peep •

The wandering river, wide anddeep .'

“ The whole scene is beautiful, indeed. The black waters, the green islets,

the guarding hills, the sunlight and the fresh wind , made it all seem like fairyland.
“ The river shores appear to rise as we go northward . On the Iowa side the

hills are rolling and broken . The channel lies toward theeasternside. A narrow

strip of arable land stretches along the river's edge, backed by high rocks,with

their rough fronts marked by variously colored strată, greened by mosses, andworn

bywind and weather and the uncounted centuriesinto towers androunded pillars,

and all the shapes of antique castles, which remind one of Praod's lines :

"Where foams and flows the glorious Rhine,

Many a ruin wan and grey

O'erlooks the cornfield and the vine,

Majestic in its dark decay.'

As we advanced we caughtglimpses of the rapidly fleeting barbarism which

for so many centuries has held these beautiful lands in thrall. Wesaw ap.old
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Indian , dressed ina curiously compounded costume , -leggins and stove-pipe hat,
moccasins and cloth coat,-húrrying along in a bark canoe, from one little islandto

another, as thegreat steamermoved slowlyforward .

· Álthough we had left lowa bleak and bare , in her gray winter garb, with not

a tree in leaf, we were surprised to find the trees on these islands, hundreds ofmiles

further north, covered with bright foliage. This was probably due to the moisture
of the river -bed.

“ Wehave sailed into a new world. We have left the flats , the morasses-

the old coal-fields -of Illinois , Indiana and Igwa, far below us. Here are health,

beauty, majesty.

1. The blueriver ; the green islands; a white steamer ( " The Lady Franklin '),

steaming alongthe narrowchannel in frontof us; while faralongthe western bluffs

lie the deep shadows cast by the departing sun , his yellow light bathing the eastern
banks in glory

“ What a beautifulland has the red man lost and the white man won ! "

After describing in detail Winona, Prescott, Hudson, Stillwater

( for the boat went up the St. Croix) , and Hastings, as they ap

peared in 1856, Mr. Donnelly's journal proceeds to narrate that he

and his wife and her cousin reached St.Paul May 7, 1856. He tbus

describes that city :

ST. PAUL IN 1856 .

“ When I awoke the nextmorning , at about five o'clock, I hurried out, for the

steamer was notin motion , and there, before us and above us, lay the bluffs and

storehouses of St. Paul. The levee was crowded ; steamboats were on all sides of

us. Early as it was, men were at work on the levee, with draysand wagons, among
the piles of freight.

“ We had reached the city of promise ; the cynosure of all eyes ; the new

St. Louis; the youthful Chicago , the capital ofthe new -born territory of Minnesota ;

the ultimate practicable point of navigation onthe great river.

" Ihurried ashore. Everything was rough and new. I climbed the precipit

ous bluffs, overlooking the landing, and reached the level of the town -site. ... I

hurried to the post-office, expectingletters fromhome. It was not yet open,to my

great disappointment. The post-office was a little brick building which looked as it

it had been built as a sample when bricks were scarce. It was not yet six o'clock.

andthe office would not open until half past seven ; so I returned tothe boat, Vak

ened my companions, and weleft the York State'; not without some rerret, for

we hadhad avery pleasant, comfortable timeupon her. Tobesure , the four days'

trip ,had been somewhat tedious . The first dayIexhausted all the newspapers on
the boat, even to the advertisements, and then took to a diligent perusal of the

Holy Bible, the only book on the steamer, which Iread with the utmost assiduity .

In fact, I was so devoted to it that the ladies on the steamer concluded I was a

clergyman , and they appointed a committee to request my wife to ask me to preach
to them !

" I had heard on the boat that the “ Winslow House ' was the best hotel in

town : so, taking a conveyance, we proceeded there. It was a fair house, but the

rooms were small and the place too crowded for comfort. After staying there a

day we concluded to remove to the American House,'kept by E. H.Long . It was

nearly opposite the Winslow , and was a large, frame, rambling establishment,built,

evidently, in patchesandsections,at different times . Thelandlady, Mrs. Long,
was a study. A plump figure , a pleasant face ; sharp , black, restless, energetic

eyes, and a voice that rose to X sharp ,' especially when addressing the servants.

She was of Pennsylvania -Dutch extraction, and had all their thrift, and ten -fold moro

than their usual energy. She was a good woman, a thorough help -mate to her

husband, and a tremendous worker. Her education was not equal to her intelli

gence . She told me, with wide -open eyes, one inorning, that there had been mid

night buglers ' in the house the night before. On another occasion she informed
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me that the schools of St. Paul were not very good , and that Mr. Long iutended to

take their daughter- a handsome young girl— to Pennsylvania, and put her in a

• cemetery .' But these little slips of the tongue were a small thing, compared

with hermany sterling virtues.

“ Everything in the town is, as might be expected, crude and new. The

houses and stores are generally small and of frame. There arevery few on the

upper half of the main street, between the American House and the steamboat

levee. Thereis, however, a great appearance of growth and prosperity. It is the

heart of all this region.

A CHARACTER DESCRIBED .

" I met Mr. He is a nondescript. His fatherwas an Alsatian, anold

soldier of Napoleon, living at He is a small man, with a inarked

countenance and a droopof his nose that looks liko a reminiscence of Hebrew .

blood . He is very illiterate. He has no breadth of mind,but great nerve and

shrewdness. His knowledge ofmen , his cunning and his self- control are remarka

ble. When most excited, he holds his head a little higher and talks a trito tbrough

his nose ; these are the only indications he gives of any internal commotion. A

close and selfish man he is, 'nevertheless lavish in decorating his wife and child

dren , in whom he takes the greatest pride. This is alınost the only redeeming

trait of his character. He is one of a class of men here wbo infest the hotels,

examine the registers, get acquainted with all strangers, and,under the guise of

courtesy , show them property which they have for sale, and till their heads with

stories of enormous fortunes, made ina few weeks or months, by the rise in real

estate . Their art is , of course, to hide the art- to sell without appearing to want

to sell. For this end they have accomplices and stool-pigeons - snuffy -nosed

adventurers and fast young dandies-andthey work their games with great skill

and shrewdness. "

FIVE PER CENT. PER MONTH FOR MONEY.

“ Everything here is inflated and exaggerated. The people are discounting

the future. " It will require years to give body and substance to their speculations.

Everything is wild.

"To-day Mr. was telling me that businesswas done here so differently

from the East; and to illustrate this, he took from his safe a promissory note for

about two thousand dollars, drawn by a Mr. Randall, living here, familiarly known

as ' Pap Randall ,' supposed to be a millionaire; the note bearing interest until due,

at ihree per cent. per month , with five per cent. per month, after maturity , until

paid! It was overdue sereralmonths. 1 expressed the opinion that themaker of
such a note must be crazy or a bankrupt. Not at all,' said Mr. “ Come with

me, and I will prove to you that it isthe usual custom , andthat the vote is fully

worth all that it calls for. So saying, he took ine to thebanking-bouse of Borup &

Oakes, and, laying the note on thecounter, they purchased itas readily as they
would a Statebond, and counted him out the face of the note, with threeper cent.

and five per cent. added, as calmly as if it were indeed an every day transaction.

BORUP & OAKES.

“ This firm of Borup & Oakes are the leading bankers of St. Paul. Mr.

Borup is a Dane; Mr. Oakes is a mild -spoken New Yorker. Both went years ago,

as young men to the shores ofLake Superior, to engage in the fur trade with the

Indians . Here they made money andmarried two sisters, daughters of a French

officer by one of the native women . These young ladies had been educated in a

Canadian convent, and are spoken of, by all who know them , as highly intelligent,

able and excellent women. They are at the head of society here, and entertain in

splendid style.

“ Mr. Borup is a man of marked character ; short, thick -set, prompt, active,

keep ; a great lorer of music and well-read- a Napoleonic style of man . He is

said to be merciless in business and generous outside of it.
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Mr.

" I like the people of St. Paul -- what I see of them . They are all adventurers,

but of the best type. There seem to be a great number of intellectual men con
centrated here.

took me through the town and showed me various pieces ofprop

erty. Men . - A real estate dealer should always own a fast horse . “ lu that way
outlying property seems nearer theimprovements."

Mr. Donnelly's journal details bis visits to Lake Como, St.

Anthony's Falls, Minneapolis, etc. He describes the way in which

he and two or three other_gentlemen, who were with him, got a

room in a crowded hotel in Hastings.

VIRTUE IS ITS OWN REWARD.

“ After taking dinner at Mr. John Bassett's, we drove to Hastings, and put up

at a frame hotelbelonging to the Bailleys, French half-breeds, the principal owners

of the town. Fare and accommodations are all poor ; the house rough, and the

guests of all degrees, from the rudest specimen of a Western outlaw to the Eastern

capitalist looking for an investment. The crowd is very great, and we should

probably have been obliged to sit up all night on chairs in the bar-room , but for the

fortunate fact that we happened to get on very friendly terms with a Mr. Boyle, the

agent or clerk of the Bailloys, having charge of the house. He is an Irishman ;

quite handsome and genial, and a good singer. We adjourned to a saloon near by,

and had somethingto eatand drink, and he treated us to somegood music. He is

a tinospecimen of the dark -haired Irish, with all their good qualities. .

“ We so won upon his good will that about 8 o'clock he came to us and told

us, in a whisper, that therewas not a bed in the house not already engaged, but

that one ofthe rooms had been given to a party of threeor fourrough fellows, who

were drinking hard , and would probably make a night of it ; and that we had better
secure tho room and lock the door.

“ We acted promptly on this suggestion. About midnight we were aroused

by a terrible banging at the door. It was our gay fellows returning from their spree.

We referred tbem, through the unopened door, to Mr. Boyle, anil he, when called

upon, told them that that was not their room ; and, in fact, he expressed grave

dloubts as to whether they over had had any room anyhow ! This was followed by

a great deal of banging and swearing, but it finally subsided, and the roystorers

slept off their potations on the hard floor of the bar-room . There we saw them

stretched out the next morning. Thus were illustrated the great truths, that

virtue is its own reward, and thatthe way of the transgressor is hard . And with

theso reflections I quietedmy conscience . ”

HE LAYS OUT THE TOWN OF NININGER .

I would be glad to quote more extensively from this very inter

esting journal, did space permit me to do so, for it is full of descrip

tions ofmen and things and the new country, but it will be sufficient

for me to state that Mr. Donnelly united with Mr. John Nininger in

thepurchase of about 640 acresof land, where the present village

of Nininger stands (or rather .where it did stand, as it is now only

known to transitional Western history), and laid out a town there of
that name. He returned to Philadelphia, and came back in July,

1856, accompanied by hisbrother-in -law , Mr. Louis Faivre, of Louis

ville, Stark County, Ohio, and made arrangements to build the
house where he now resides.

The plan of the town was his own , and it was unique.

It proposed to set aside one -half the lots, to be held by the
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proprietors, Nininger and bimself ; the remainder were to be sold at

the cost price, about six dollars per lot , to those who would con

tract to make a certain amount of improvements upon them . The

plan worked admirably . The price of the lots rose at once to one,

two and three hundred dollars each, and men eagerly took the six

dollar lots and erected stores, mills, dwelling -houses, etc. Some

two hundred houses were erected in a year, and there were con

tracts out for hundreds of thousands of dollars' worth of improve

ments. The town would have been one of the most successful in

the Territory, butunfortunately, about one year after it was started,

in August, 1857, the great and memorable crisis came which swept

over the whole country. The town collapsed . The houses were

hauled off onto the neighboring farms, or to the town of Hastings,
three miles distant, and Mr.Donnelly, whohad built a much finer

house than he needed , and had held on to the greater portion of his

lots,in perfect faithin the future ofthe place, found himself prac
tically a bankrupt, in the midst of the hardest times that had ever

fallen upon the West.

But while the good times lasted Mr. Donnelly pushed the town

with unexampled energy.

THE EMIGRANT AID JOURNAL.

He established a large newspaper, with an illuminated head,

called The Emigrant Aid Journal. The first number was printed

December 1st, 1855, in Philadelphia. Mr. Donnelly edited it. Its

object was to aid the town , and furnish information to emigrants to

the new Territory. It wasa very able journal. It died in the fall

of 1857, in the midst of the financial panic.

HE ESTABLISHES ANOTHER PAPER.

Nothing disheartened, he established, in April, 1859, another

paper, called The Dakota County Sentinel, which was strongly

Republican. This paper acquireda large circulation in thecounty,

and continued to exist until the civil war broke out, when the pub

lisher, Henry W. Lindergreen (now publishing a paper in Geneva,

Ohio ), entered the army as a volunteer, and pretty much all his

subordinates in the office followed his example.

MR. DONNELLY'S SCRAP - BOOKS.

And here I would notice Mr. Donnelly's voluminous and method

ically arranged scrap -books, of which there are very many volumes.

They contain not only details of his own history, copies of his

speeches and public letters, newspaper clippings, but he has even

preserved what others would have esteemedthe mostunimportant

trifles, but which time has rendered very curious and interesting.

For instance, I have one before me of 1857and1858. Here is a copy

of the old St. Paul Financial Real Estate and Railroad Advertiser
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(J. A. Wheelock & Co. , publishers), dated April 3d, 1858. Here

we have a bill -of-fare of the Fuller House, for dinner,June 14th ,

1857, surrounded by wood -cuts, and showing just what the pioneers

of that day lived on. It commences with “ green turtle soup ” and

ends with eight different kinds of pie , two kinds of pudding and two

sorts of ice -cream ! Here we have band -bills setting forth the attrac

tions of the new Territory . Here is the originalprogramme of a

Christmas party at Concert Hall , Prescott, Wisconsin, December25th ,

1857. And another at the 'Tremont Hall, Nininger , December 31st,

1857. And here is an old , yellow Mississippi steamboat ticket,

with the distances from town to town on theriver, printed on the

back . And bere is a grand , eloquent placard of the “ Red River

Land Improvement Company ; ” and here a still larger hand-bill ,

printed by “ The Calhoun Steam Printing Co.,66 State Street , Hart

ford, Connecticut, ” booming: “ Bois des Sioux City,” a paper town

on the Red River, never heard of after the collapse of 1857. Here

we have an election ballot of 1857. And so it goes. These things

are already very valuable on account of their rarity, and, if not ,

destroyed , will be still more valuable in ihe future.

And in this connection I would also notice Mr. Donnelly's

library of pamphlets, of all kinds and periods, neatly bound ; a

collection that will some day bave great interest for the antiquarian

and historian .

A WINTER TRIP .

But I am anticipating the course of events. After a few weeks

spent at Nininger and St.Paul, Mr. Donnelly returned to Philadel

phia. He had only one doubt upon his mind as to removing his

family to the Territory of Minnesota, ( for it was not yet a State), and

making it his permanent home, and that was the question whether

or not the winter climate was too severe. The Eastern papers, at

this time, were full of horrible parrations about the arctic cold of

the region. I find in one of the oldscrap -books a story of a mother

who went out sleighing, with her babe in her arms, to attend church,

and when she got to her destination she found the child frozen stiff

at her breast . These stories were set afloat to divert emigration

to regions farther south. But Mr. Donnelly resolved to make a

winter trip to the Territory, to test the question for himself. And

so, arrayed in fur coat and buckskin leggins, and carrying a travel

ing robe ,he started alone for his longand severe journey. After

leaving Dubuque, where the railroad ended, the rest of the journey

to St. Paulhad to be performed in a sleigh, which was simply a

wagon box, on runners, with a canvas cover, like a Connestoga

wagon . It required six days' journey to St. Paul . The winter

( 1856–7) was long famous for its severity. The snow in Iowa was

very deep, so much so that in some places only the tops of the

upright stakes of the “ snake fences " could be seen projecting, like

horns, above the white expanse .
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PLAYING CARDS FOR THE ROAD.

The roads were beaten hard by travel , but only to the width of

the runners, and on each side was the deep, soft snow. It was all

very well as long as the stage hadthe road to itself, but woe to it if

it met another, for one or both had to turn out and go over ! A

story was told of a traveling peddler, a bright, smart Yankee, well

known on the road , who met another, as bright as himself; each

refused to turn out, and they sat for an hour, with their horses' noses

touching each other, the thermometer down to about 40 degrees
below zero. At length the Yankee said :

“ See here, stranger, it won't pay to sit here all day. What do

yousay to come over here and play a game of poker, to settle who
shall turn out ? "

Agreed ," said the other.

And so they played their game , under many inconveniences;

and the defeated party, with good grace, turned out and went over;

and the victor helped him to straighten up again and reload his

sled, before he drove on. These were what might be called “ the

amenities of the road. "

BREAKING THE ICE.

I have heard Mr. Donnellydescribe the beginning of his trip.

The sleigh left Dubuque at about six o'clock in themorning. It

was still black night. He packed himself into his corner of the

stage, and could see by the light of the hotel lantern that the sleigh

was full of men and women, principally men. The driver whipped

up his horses, the runners groaned and creaked on the hard snow ,

and all was darkness. And so they rode on in profound silence,

each traveler wrapped to the eyes in his or her furs and robes, and

deep in his or her own cogitations; probably not very agreeable at

such a time . Gradually the winter day commenced to dawn, and

the travelers began to examine each other furtively and with cold

distrust. And so they rode for hours in glum silence. To a man of

Mr. Donnelly's cheerful and convivial teniper, this was very distress

ing. He thought, with horror, of the idea ofriding in this way for

sis or seven mortal days ! At last he could stand it no longer, and

addressed the crowd generally:

“ Ladies and gentlemen , ” he said, " this will never do. If we

are to ride this way for a week, we will all be lunatics! Can't some

one tell a story ? ”

There was dead silence . No one even smiled. Not to be de

feated in this way, he turned to one after another of themen, and

then to the women , and preferred the same request individually;

No. No. They all shook their heads, and relapsed into chilled

silence. Then Mr. Donnelly asked whether any of them could sing

a song. No - no. None of them could sing.
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HIS FINAL REMOVAL TO THE WEST.

2
5

MR. DONNELLY'S SINGING .

• Then. " said he, “ I'll sing a song myself.”

Now, ifthere is any one thing, among his varied accomplish

ments, which Mr. Donnelly cannot do, it is to sing a song to any

recognized and established tune. He often says that “ any fool can

singasong to one tune, but it takes a man of genius to sing a song

to half a dozen tunes at the same time; ” and his wife persists that

he always sings “ Bonny Doon ” to the air of “ The Last Rose of

Summer. ” Consequently when, on that cold morning, he broke

forth into melody, the passengers forgot the cold and the discom

forts, and the long trip before them , and everything else, and

laughed till they were sore.

But he had accomplished his object. In a few minutes sone

body was found who could sing ; and then thestory -telling began,

and for the rest of the trip they were the jolliest crowd that ever

rode over Minnesota snow -drifts.

THE RETURN HOME.

Mr. Donnelly started back on the same route, ac.d afteranother

journey, not quiteas long as the last, reached Dubuque, and thence

made his way to Philadelphia by rail. But he had satisfied himself

of one thing — the winter cold could be borne, and instead of being

destructiveit was beneficial to him . He had considerably increased

in weight and strength, for at the time he started on bistrip be

weighed but 135 pounds. He came to the conclusion that Minne

sota's cold was a bugbear, and he made up his mind to remove to

the new Territory with his family in the spring.

HIS FINAL REMOVAL TO THE WEST.

He bad intended to leave on the 1st of May, but the closing-up

of his business detained him until the 15th. His departure elicited

a number of newspaper compliments. The Daily Pennsylvanian of

April 4th , 1856, the leading Democratic paper ofthe city , in referring

to Mr. Donnelly's proposed remoral to the West, spoke of him as

young, energetic and enterprising,” and as having earned for him

self “ a high reputation for probity and integrity, ” and as a promi

nent graduate of the Central High School and honorably dis

tinguished in the Democratic party .

And so , with hislittle family, consisting of his wife and eldest

child, then an infant of a few months old, accompanied to the depot

by more than fifty relatives and friends, among whom were Hon .

Benjamin Harris Brewster and other prominent personages , he left

his native city for the new Territory in the land of promise— the
Great West.

He remained for some months at the Fuller House in St. Paul,

bought some property in that city, wbich he still owns, and which

hasrecently become quite valuable ; laid out forty acres with John

97
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Nininger, as “ Nininger & Donnelly's Addition to St. Paul," and then

removed his family to the new city of Nivinger, where the construc

tion of his residence was still progressing:

MINNESOTA IN 1857.

Minnesota in that day was in a strange condition . It did not

produce one-tenth of the food consumed by its inhabitants. Al

though now one of the most productive portions of the Union , then

the steamboats came up the Mississippi River, every day,drawing

great flat-boats loaded to the water with piles of flour in sacks,

together with stacks of pork in barrels. All travel was by the river,

and the steamers would bear several hundred passengers at a trip .

The usual state -rooms would not accommodate but a small partof

them , and they slept at night on the floor of the cabins, on the tables

and under the tables.

There were scarcely any farms opened ; a" garden was almost

unknown ; an onion was as scarce acd almost as valuable as an

apple ; nobody produced anytbing, but everybody speculated.

Every tenth man was a millionaire-in his own conceit; andevery

other man hoped that he soon would be. On almost every window

in St. Paul there were written on slips of paper, with pencil or pen ,

“ Money to loan ; " and money could be had in unlimited quantities

at three per cent. per month ! Every man trusted his neighbors.

It would be regarded almost as a piece of disrespect to examine the

title to a property which any man professed to own. Fast borses,

fast women, gay equipages, display, high living, were everywhere.

It was a holiday time, without any of the orderly restraints which

usually characterize society.

THE CRISIS OF 1857.

Nininger City " grew with great rapidity - hotels, mills, stores,

residences sprang up in every direction. Mr. Donnelly tells, with

great good humor, that he one day walked bis porch , saying to him

self: “ Here I am, but twenty -six years old , and I have already

made a large fortune. What shall Ido to occupy myself during the

rest of my life ? ”

But an event soon oceurred which relieved him of any of these

perplexities.

In August, 1857, the Ohio Trust Company failed, and, like a row

of bricks, each kuocking down its neighbor, the panic spread north,

south , east and west, until the hole business of the United States

lay prostrate. In Minnesota, tle catastrophe was overwhelming,

forthe Territory had nothing to build on but hopeand confidence,

and the panic leveled both . In a few days the whole nature of man

seemed to have changed ; every one distrusted his fellow ; rogues

surang up in every direction ; the creditors turned on the debtors.

Values did not shrink ; they collapsed utterly . Millionaires were

scrambling around to find enough to pay their board - bills.

66
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ITS BENEFICIAL

But while the butterflies perished , urdy yeomanry took to

industry. The town lot that could not be cold could be turned into

a garden ; -the broad acres that could no longer be mortgaged , even

at three per cent. per month , cond so farned into farms. Society

divided itself into workers and drones, and the drones were soon

driven out. The next year there was not so much flour and pork

imported, and soon the Territory began to ship out its productions ;

and gradually the community got upon a substantial basis of pros

perity, which ithas continuesit ever since to occupy.

Mr. Donnelly suffered with therest. His vast fortune disap

peared ; but he began to cultivate his lands, and soon he was seen

driving his reaper in his own wheat- fields.

ARKABLE PROPHECY.

In the sum 1957, Mr. Donnelly was goingfrom Nininger

to St. Paul on boat, and met on the boatDr.Thomas Foster,

of Hastings. Foster was, a man of remarkable vigor and

ability . He cames the Territory from Philadelphia, where hehad

been a newspaper editor ,with Hon. Alexander Ramsey, the first Ter

ritorial Governor, and bad acted as his secretary. He was then

running a flour mill at the falls of the Vermillion River, near Hast

ings, owned by himself and Governor Ramsey. He was a natural

politician and an earnest Republican. He fell into conversation with

Mr. Donnelly on theboat,and the subject of slavery came up. Mr.
Donnelly quicti remarked :

“ In trong years it will be impossible to find in the United

States anyman whowill acknowledge thathe ever defended, or even

apologized for lavery . ”

Docteloster looked at the young man with open - eyed aston

ishment. Sla ery was then incommand everywhere; Buchanan

was President Minnesota was Democratic, and every office in the

State wanted with advocatesof slavery ; it was looked upon by

many a ripe institution. Doctor Foster said :

hen you are a Republican ? "

M lly replied :

know about that. I have been a Democrat, in

Philad but I am no politician ; all I know is that I am

oppose spread of slavery over our new Territories."

HIS ADVENT IN POLITICS.

TI ersation was thebeginning of Mr. Donnelly's career as

a publ in Minnesota. Doctor Foster went on to explain to

him th were trying to keep up a Republican organization in

Dakot ty, but that the county was thinly settled, the Repub

licans afar between , and the cause hopeless, so far as per

sonal was concerned, as the Democrats were nearly two to
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one in numbers. HН aim that in a few days they would bave a

Repåblican county ition at Hastings, and he begged him to

come down, as a vol delegate, from Nininger Township. This

Mr. Donnelly did.

HE IS NOMINATED FOR STATE SENATOR.

He found a few gentlemen gathered from different parts of the

county. There wasno struggle for nominations ; the struggle was to

get some one to let his name be used asa candidate. Under these

circumstances, without any solicitation on his part, and very much

to his surprise, and against his wishes, Mr. Donnelly was nominated

for State Senator. The county was entitled to two Senators, and

his friend Doctor Foster was nominated for the other place. The

whole vote of the county was 1,690, of which the Republicans bad

about 670, and the Democrats about 1,020. Hewas, of course , de

feated .

NOMINATED AGAIN FOR SENATOR.

In 1858 there was another election, and again the Republicans

placed Mr. Donnelly on their ticket for State Serrator. This time

he decided to makea.canvass, for the good of the cause, hopeless as

the contest was. Accompanied by Archibald M. Hayes, a young

attorney, who hadnot long before migrated to the new Territory

from the State of New Hampshire, and for whom Mr. Donnelly had

formed a strong attachment (for he was the soul ofhonor, and a

genial and intelligent gentleman ), he started out into the half

settled country. They would ride sometimes for smalles without

seeing a house or amav; and the men they saw were often Indians,

moving in squads through the country, with their pönies, with long

poles fastened likeshafts on each sideof them , the ends resting on

the ground; and their squaws and children and household goods

piled half -way up on them . The white people weru gathered in

clusters at certain points, and bere the young lawyers made what

were probably the first political speeches evermade in that section .
Aftera week ortwo of rough living, the pair started backto Hast

ings, and in fording the Vermillion River, in the night, they upset

their buggy and rode the rest of the way into town thorougbly
drenched .

As showing the esteem in which Mr. Donnelly was held in his

own town (Nininger) I would point to the vote he received in both

elections. In 1857, while the Republican candidate for Governor

had but 102 votes, Mr.Donnelly bad 143; in 1858 he had seventy

four votes, while bis associate on the ticket had but forty -one votes.

HIS RED NOSE.

I have heard Mr.Donnelly laugh over an incident connected

with this campaign. He worea narrow -brimmed, Easterr city hat,
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and the sun beat down upon his face, and especially his nose , with

full force. Mrs. Hayes, like a careful lady, was naturally solicitous

about the company her husband kept, and one day, soon after this

campaign , she said:

* Arcáy, I wish you would not associate so šnuch with that Mr.
Donnelly .

Why, my dear ? ” asked Archy.

“ Because you will fall into bad habits like him . "

" What habits ? ” he asked .

“ Why, drinking.'

“ Drinking ! He don't drink ! He never touches a drop of any
kind of liquor. ”

“ You can't make me believe that. Just look at his nose ! ”

ENCOURAGING THE VANQUISHED.

This time, in consequence partly of the canvass they had made,

and partly of a split in the Democratic ranks, the Republican vote

was larger and the Democratic vote smaller ; so that Mr. Donnelly

was beaten by but six votes.

After the election was over, he issued a brief address to the

voters of the county, dated October 18th , 1858, in which he said :

** FELLOW CITIZENS : After a close contest. the Republican party of Dakota

County has again , with one exception , been defeated. Defents are dangerousthings.

They unnerve and discourage the weaker.party, and encourage and strengthen the

victorious ono. There are always those whose opinions are in a formative and

fluctuating state, and these naturally fall into the ranks of the dominant party :

" The Republican party is one of sentiment and principle, not of spoil and

plunder. We have joined it, not for selfish aims of personal advancement, but in

pursuance of our convictions that it embodies in itself the great moral and political

advancement of the day - that movement which points to complete fulfillment of

the purposes'which made us a distinct nation. If, then,we have failed to accomplisk.

political success, let usnotbecast down, but, comforted bytheassurancethat we
have done our best, gird up our loins once more, and prepare ourselves again to

fight the good fight.”

RESUMES THE PRACTICE OF THE LAW .

Soon after this, that is to say, in November, 1858, Mr

was admitted to the bar of Dakota County, and resur

tice of the law. Shortly after he formed a partnersh

Archibald M. Hayes and Oren T. Hayes, the

Major of the First Minnesota Regiment; the nam

Hayes, Donnelly & Hayes.

HE STARTS THE DAKOTA COUNTY AGRICO

Mr. Donnelly was thefirst to organize the

of Dakota County, and this was either the firs

societies of this kind ever organized in the new

menced his work by issuing a circular, which

tributed through the county. The Agricultura
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County , thus established, has held annual fairs from that day to this,

and will probably last for hundreds of years to come . It now bas

fine buildings at Farmington , and the people of the county take
great interest in it.

THE STATE IS ADMITTED INTO THE UNION .

Up tothe year 1857 thepeople of Minnesota had remained in

the swaddling -clothes of a Territorial existence. On the 26th of

February of that year, Congress passed an Act “to authorize the

people of the Territory of Minnesota to form a Constitution and

State Government, preparatory to their admission into the Union ,”

etc. A constitutional conventionwas called ; a Constitution was

agreed upon ,and the people ratified and adopted it at an election

held October13th, 1857 ; and, on the 11th day of May, 1858, Congress

passed the Act of admission , and Minnesota becameone of the great

sisterhood of States . At this time thọ Territory had perhaps some

thing over 150,000 inhabitants. It has now about one million four

hundred thousand. In 1857.there were 35,340 votes polled ; in 1859,

38,917 ; in 1890 , the total vote was 240,892.

LECTURES IN ST. PAUL.

On January 17th , 1859, Mr. Donnelly lectured in St. Paul,

before the Mercantile Library Association, on “ Style in Composition

as Indicative of Character. " The lecture was repeated at other

places, and was highly commended. But his literarypower was, as

yet, shadowed by the evident development of political power. The
word “strength is more fitting than power. His political

“ strength ” was the promise of great power. The solid character

of his mind ; his loyalty to conviction ; his ability upon the platform ;

his already apparent love for the common people ; a mastery of

humor in public address; the purity of his life , and above all, a

presciencein conversation and public address that impressed his

auditor with far -seeing statecraft, all combined to bring him forward

a future political power in the West.

at combinative elements ofunjustly accumulated wealth

vilt up no aristocracy. The term “ Plutocracy ” had

instructed, and, however much individual dollar

sve disliked bis anti -monopoly views, they were

ir aptipathy into a political force against him .

promising and reasonable entrance of Igpatius

and National politics was but the natural

ir morning into the noontide. However, the

ntellectual power into the great maelstrom of

med the scheming political forces of the North

sun was balf-way to the zenith , a combination

spreading their robber -tentacles out over the

omplished ; and the policies of the thenformative

E
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Plutocracy of the Nation began to exhibit some of that tremendous

power to crush which has since extinguished much of the noblest

and best brains of the great Western republican empire. The very

preface to Mr. Donnelly's life was one of inspiration to the pioneer,

and of misgiving to the public robber, but his tremendous antag

onism to corruption and public wrongs had not, as yet, been dis

tinctly formulated or noted as an indestructible element of his

character.

NOMINATED FOR LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR .

The canvass Mr. Donnelly had madein Dakota County had

attracted a good deal of attention throughout the new State , and

his letter of encouragement to the defeated Republicans had been

extensively copied through the party papers; and when the Repub

icans held their second State Convention on June 20th , 1859 , Jr.

Donnelly's name was urged by DoctorFoster and others ( the Doctor

was then publishing the leading Republican paper of St. Paul , the

Daily Minnesotian ), for the position of Lieutenant-Governor. The

party were in the minority in the State, and they needed speakers

to advocate their principles, and Mr. Donnelly had already achieved

considerable renown as an orator. There were three ballots: the

first was taken July 20th . Mr. Donnelly had 31 votes out of 125 del

egates. The convention adjourned until the next day ; on the second

ballot Mr. Donnelly had 53 votes ; on the third, he had 77 votes and

was nominated. He made a short speech thanking the convention.

He was probably the youngest man ever nominated for so high

an office, being then but twenty -eight years of age.

THE POLITICAL CAMPAIGN OF 1859.

In 1859 there were no railroads in the State ; the people and the

candidates were alike poor. Alexander Ramsey (the first Governor

of the Territory, appointed in 1849) was the nominee for Governor.
He took his family horses and carriage (an open conveyance ), and

invited Mr. Donnelly and Hon . AaronGoodrich (who had been the

first Chief Justice of the Territory) to seats in it; and the party set
forth to convert the State from Democracy to Republicanism . At

Winona they were joined by Mr. William Windom , who had just

been nominated for Congress, and who wasat the timepracticing
law in Winona . Mr. Windom bas since filled the high posts of

UnitedStates Senator, and Secretary of the Treasury, under Pres

ident Garfield, and again under President Harrison, and died

recently while filling that post. Governor Ramsey has also been

United States Senator, and Secretary of War under President Hayes.

Judge Goodrich, who is also now dead, was, during the war, Secre

tary of Legation of the U. S. at Brussels, and has written a very

interesting and valuable work, The Life of Columbus.
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THE Hon. WILLIAM WINDOM IN 1859.

Mr. Donnelly in his journal says :

" Mr. Windom , having no experience in campaigning, had an idea that he

couldtravel from town to town by stage-coaches.Thisexpedient didwell enough

for a dayor two ; but he then found himself at a small town that hadstage connec
tions with its neighbors butonce in one or two weeks. He started out to find a

horse and buggy, but after diligent search the only thing he could discover, inthe

way of conveyance that he could hire, was a great long-eared, venerable mule; but
he would have to ride him- for carriage or wagon ofany kind was out of the ques

tion. So the candidate for Congress mounted his mule and accompanied the other

candidates in the carriage. It was a painful mode oftraveling to one unaccustomed

to it, especially for the first two or three days ; and Mr. Windom was a handsome,

modest, rosy-faced young man ,who felt very much abashed. The worst of it was

that the mule was ofa social temper, and whenever he came near a cluster of

houses, be it hamlet, village or town,he would set up the most sonorous and un

earthlybraying; and the astonishedinhabitants would rush out in alarm to find the

future Member of Congress, blushing to his eyelids, bestride his long -eared com

panion, looking the very picture of mortification, and wishing the dratted mule '
was in Hades.

" Theworst of it was that his competitor, the Democratic candidate for Con

gress, a witty young Irishman , by the nameof ‘Jim Cavanaugh,' got to telling, in

his speeches, that an ass was riding a mule through the country, and that one of

them was running for Congress.?"

But the party of campaigners won, all the same. They traveled

by this private conveyanceabout two thousand miles, and made

over sixty speeches each. They visited regions that had never

heard a political speech before. They spoke in barns, saw -mills.

school-houses, halls, churches, and in the open air. They were for

ten days ina frontier region so primitive that there was not a pair

of stairs to be seen.

MR. DONNELLY'S PART IN THE CAMPAIGN.

The State went Republican for the first time, the entire State

ticket being elected :Ramsey, Governor; Donnelly, Lieutenant

Governor ; Windom, Congressman, etc. Mr. Donnelly's speeches

contributed a great deal to the conversion of the State. The

Minneapolis State Atlas said , after the election :

“Mr. Donnelly's nomination was thought by some, at the time it was made,

to be a weak one, but the service he has rendered the cause, and the fant that he

has run ahead of Governor Ramsey even, in many sections, must, we think, satisfy

every Republican that his selection for that post was a most excellent and fortunate

)

one .

The Mankato Independent said :

“ Innoticingthe nomination ofMr. Donnelly ,we spoke of him as the coming

man of Minnesota .'. Some of our friends thought this was too strong,but sincehis

speech here we believe the universal verdict is in favor of the truthfulness of our

prediction ."

Many, Democrats concede , to this date , that it was Mr. Don .

nelly's speeches which , more than anything else, turned the scale

and made the State Republican. Of course we have no doubt that.
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eventually Minnesota would have been Republican anyhow– the

character of its settlers would have produced that result; but there

is no doubt that Mr. Donnelly's speeches hurried forward that event.

HIS CAREER AS LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOR.

In 180 the Legislature met , in the beginning of December,

while the newly elected State officers did not take their seats until

the beginningofJanuary , 1860. The Legislature was Republican

by a large majority; in the Senate, however, the Democrats had a

little more than one-third of the members. The outgoing Lieutenant.

Governor, Mr. Holcombe , wasa Democrat, and among the Demo

cratic Senators were some of the best parliamentarians and bright

est men in the State. These gentlemen, getting control, by accident,

of the committee on rules, fixed things so that the minority could

control the majority on all important questions ; and then provided

that the rules could not be amended without a two- thirds vote ,

which the Republicans did not have ; they thus rendered the large

Republican majority perfectly powerless. The Lieutenant

Governor sustained his party friends. Political feeling ran very

high at the time ; the Democrats were incensed at losing the State,

while the Republicans were indignant at the trick which had been

played upon them; and they were especially ' fierce against Lieu
tenant-Governor Holcombe.

OBJECTS TO THE PRECEDENT.

In their rage the Republicans appointed a committed to confer

with Governor Donnelly,and they told him that they had pretty

much made up their minds to throw Governor Holcombe out of the

second - story window of the Capitol, and they wanted to knowwhat

he ( Mr. Donnelly) thought of the plan . He replied that, so far as

Governor Holcombe was individually concerned, he would not object

very much, but that he did notwant to see such a precedent estab

lished ! It would only be a short time until the new State officers

would be sworn in and Governor Holcombe would go out, and be

thought it better to wait patiently for that event. They took his

advice. There was a complete dead -lock until the end of the month.

The Democrats did not see how Mr. Donnelly could get out of tl : o

tangle they had cunningly involved the Republicans in ; but Mr.

Donnelly, with his usual thoroughness, had studied parliamentary

law in all its refinements .

HE SETTLED THE QUESTION.

Friends and enemies were alike curious to see how this young

and untried man would settle the difficulty. As soon as he had

taken his seat the question arose, and thereupori Governor Dounelly

pronounced a judgment so clear and lucid , and so thoroughly sus

tained at every point by authorities, that he broke the dead - lock ,
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and even the Democrats were forced to confess that he was right.

After about a month's service, the State News of St. Anthony and

Minneapolis, of January 21st, 1860, expressed the geveral judgment
when it said :

“ During the recent canvass, Lieutenant-Governor Donnelly was made the

subject of especial depreciation by his opponents. Taking advantage of the fact

that hewas comparatively a new maninthe State, the opposition press denied to

him ability, or any other qualifications for the responsible office to which he was

nominated. Even his supporters felt a hesitation, because he was so much of a

stranger to them . The canvass gare proof of his ability in popular discussion.

But he has done much more sincehis accession to the Presidency of the Senate to

prove the propriety of the choicemade by the nominating convention. He has won

upon the good graces of all parties bythe impartial courtesywith which he governs

the deliberations of the Senate; and he has amply proved his ability to interpret

and apply the laws of parliamentary proceedings. We have read the decision ' by

which he set aside the arbitrary action of his predecessor. It is a logical citation of

principles and authorities, perfectlyconclusive. So convincing is it that even the

political adherents of the late President are constrained to admit that he (Hol

combe) was mistaken in his course."

THE ELECTION OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

Abraham Lincoln was Governor Donnelly's first choice for the

Republican nomination for President ; and when he was nominated,

heheartily supported his election , making a vigorous canvass and

helping very much to again carry the State for the Republican

ticket. Some report of one of his speeches was preserved by the

St. Cloud Journal, and from it I make a few extracts to show his

sagacity in foreseeing the course of events. The “ Squatter Sov

ereignty Doctrine ” of Stephen A. Douglas was, at that time, very

popular in the West, but Mr. Donnelly showed up its errors in the

following remarks, every word of which the good sense of mankind

will approve to -day :

SQUATTER SOVEREIGNTY. "

“ Springing from this state of things- for platformsare but revelations of the

conditions of the public mind and heart - is the doctrine of which Mr. Douglas is

the great founder and exponent -- the doctrine of Squatter Sovereignty .'

“ This doctrine has been for some years exposed to the scrutiny of the most

intelligent peoplein the world, and has been fairly riddled and perforated with

criticism and ridicule. Its inception, its startling novelty

"Got when the soul didmuddled notions try ,
And born a shapeless mass, like anarchy ;

its incongruities; its deceits; its impossibilities with itself; its shuffling and fraud

ulent history, have all been , time and again, laid before you, by your public

speakers, in your newspapers, in your private conversations, until it has become

" A thrice -told tale,

Vexing the dull ear of a drowsy man .'

I should weary your patience did I attempt to go over the well-worn path .
.There is, however,one aspect of this singular and norel doctrinewhich has

been but little touched upon, but which, nevertheless, appears to me of the first

consequence. I refer to the practical workings of the doctrine of Squatter Sov

ereignty' as applied to the Territories. It is my position here to -night that the
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results of Squatter Sovereignty are anarchy, war, bloodshed in the Territory, and
eventually civil war in the Nation itself .

" To that branch of the subject I shall devote my remarks this evening. .

“ Mr. Breckenridge says, speaking of the American Congress, “ A stranger,

visiting Washington, would supposethe President of the United States to be the

ruler of two distinct and hostile nations.'

" At this critical moment, when the nation is all tinder, waiting for the spark,

when the great work , proceeding peaceably, walks amid shadowy dangers, Mr.

Douglas comes forward with the announcement:

" True, my friends,' he says, in effect, ' we cannot settle this question here ;

our officers cannot keep order: our parliamentary rules amount to nothing ; we will

come to blows and murder each other, which would be neither respectable nor

pleasant. But there is a great empty region west of us. You Southerners, pick

out your best fighting men, and you Northerners yours ; send them forth andlet

them fight it out. For mypart, I don't care which wins.'

" . And so he washeshis hands of the whole matter, liké Pontius Pilate, when

he handed over Christ to the executioners.

“ And this, we are told , is a great policy ! This is great statesmanship ! This

is · Popular Sovereignty !' .:

** It removes this question , ' says Mr. Douglas, “ from the halls of Congress.'

" Is it, then, the great end ofstatesmanship to remove greatquestions from
the halls of Congress, to dodge issues, to change the venue of agitation ?

“ It was said in condemnation of William Pitt that he transferred the em

barrassments of his own ageto the shoulders of a succeeding one. What shall be

said of this man , Douglas, who preserves order in Washington by removing the dis

order to Kansas ? Who heals the discase at its natural outlet , that it mar break

forth , with ten -fold virulence , in another part ? And who is willing to chase the

ulcer from the belly to the membersand allaround the system ?

“ But whither does he remove it? To the battle field !

“ The words of Alexander Hamilton become prophetic. There, between con

tending hosts, amid.the mixed population of a newcountry , stimulated by the fury

of the on -gazing Nation , beneath the light of blazing dwellings, and accompanied

by the rattle of rifles and the roar of artillery, the great problemof our age is solved,
and man is proved capable of self -government!

“ But, my friends, this ismore than a question of admiration forthis or that

man, or even of devotion to this or that principle. Mr. Douglas' doctrine involves

the perpetuity of our Government, the continuance of peace, and the personal wel
fare of all of us.

“There are portentous consequences flowing from it; a dark terror stands in

the background , which every man who sympathizes with Mr. Douglas should be

prepared to confront.

" Who will arrest this Territorial system when once established ?

“ . Like the young lion that has once lapped blood,

'The heart cannever be coaxed back to anglit else.'

" Will Mr. Douglas contract to build a wall around this Territorial conflict ?

Who shall say to this desperate iniquity, when it reaches the Territorial boundaries,

Thus far and no farther'ſ

“ No, my friends; you will see the inevitable evil rise into the air- gorgon

like- with all its horrors spread : looking abroad with blood-red eyes for wider

fields of conquests. Where shall its pestilent feet first strike the earth ?

“ Let Harper's Ferry answer !

ereignty - theembodied genius oficialand recognize in it -in this Squatter Sov

There is amass of tinder in this country which needsonly such a fire- brand.

as this Squatter Sovereignty hasproved itself to be . Warnings,' says Guizot, órays
of light, are never withheld from rising revolutions. '"

It is a striking evidence of the foresight of Governor Donnelly

that, thus early, he foresaw the coming of the civil war , for it will
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be remembered that even so late as the spring of 1861 there were

few who believedthat war was possible. In fact, I understand that

as far back as 1856 Mr. Donnelly prophesied that the country was

on the brink of a great war, between the North and South , on the

question of slavery, and he said it would depend on the capacity of

the generals, on either side, whether it would be fought out north

of Mason and Dixon's line or south of it . And he has sinceargued

that if Beauregard had marched on Washington, after the dis

astrous rout of the national troops, at the first battle of Bull's Run ,

the conflict would have been transferred to the soil of Pennsylvania

and Ohio.

THE CIVIL WAR.

In the spring of 1861 the great civil war began. This is not

the proper place to refer,with any detail , to these great events.

Governor Ramsey,of Minnesota, was in Washington when the

news was first received ofthe firing on Fort Sumter. The Presi

dent issued his call for 75,000 volunteers, and Governor Ramsey had

the honor to offer to the President the first thousand men . He

telegraphed to St. Paul, to Lieutenant -Governor Donnelly, wbo was

acting as Governor during his absence, to publish a call for one

regiment, whereupon Governor Donnellyissued the following procla

mation :

“ Whereas, the Government of the United States, in the enforcement of the

laws , has, for several months past, been resisted by armed organizations of citizens

in several of the Southern States,who, precipitating the country into revolution,

have seized upon and confiscated the property of the nation, to the amount ofmany

millions of dollars; have takon possession of its forts and arsenals; have fired upon
its flag; and, at last, consummating their treason, hav under circumstances of

peculiar indignity and humiliation,assaultedand capturea a Federal fort, occupied

byFederal troops. Ana, whereas, all theseoutrages, it iserident, are tobe followed

by an attempt to seize upon the National Capitoland the offices and archives of

the Government. And whereas, the President of the United States, recurring in

this extremity to the only resource left him , the patriotism of a people who,

throughthree great wars, and all the changes of eighty -five years, hare ever proved

true to the cause of law , order and free institutions, has issued a requisition to the

Governors of the several States for troops to support the National Government.

“ Now , therefore, in pursuance oflaw , and of the requisition of the President

of theUnited States, I do hereby give notice that volunteers will be received at the

citr of St. Paul for one regiment ofinfantry, composed of ten companies, each of

sixty -four privatos, one captain, two lieutenants, four sergeants, four corporals and

onobugler. The volunteer companies already organized, upon complying riththe
foregoing requirements as to numbers and officers , will be entitled to be first

received . The term of service will be three months, unless sooner discharged .

Volunteers will report themselves to the Adjutant-General, at the Caputol, St. Paul,

by whom orders will be at once issued, giving all the necessary details as to cnroll

ment and organization.

“ Given under my hand and the great sealof the State, at St. Paul, this six

teenth day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty.

“ IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

* Governor ad interim .

“ By the Governor.

• J. H. BAKER, Secretary of State. ”

one .
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ORGANIZING THE FIRST REGIMENT.

The men came pouring in with wonderful alacrity; the State

Capitol was a busy place in those days. Governor Donnelly dis

played great executive ability ; he provided for the shelter and sup

port ofthe men, and organized theregiment,all except the appoint

ment of the officers. This Governor Ramsey reserved to himself,

havinga shrewd eye to the political influence of those appointments

upon his own fortunes.

The difficulty was, that more men were offered than could be

accepted , aud there was a scramble to get into the regiment, which

afterward achiered such great renown on many a bloody.battle

field , and of whom but few ever returned to the State.

It was Governor Donnelly's fortune to act as Governor during

the organization of nearly all the regiments sent out by the State

duringthe war, and he received high praise for the energy and exec

utive ability which he displayed in the work . He was strongly

opposedto any person plundering the Government, and insisted that

allsupplies ofclothing ,or rations, should becontracted for, after full

notice in the newspapers, and should then be given to the lowest

responsible bidder.

THE UNIFORMS OF THE FIRST REGIMENT.

In a spicy correspondence which, some years afterward, oc

curred between Governor Donnelly and Hon. Gordon E. Cole, the

Attorney-General of the State, and which created great amuse

ment atthe time, Governor Donnelly thus refers facetiously to the

contract for the equipment of the famous First Minnesota Regiment:

SURRENDERING IN A BODY.

« • Bluff Aleck' [Governor Ramsey's nick -name] wrote me

one day to come at once to the State Capitol, as he was about to go

up the Minnesota Valley to the Indian payment, and would be gone

for a few days. I felt like that celebrated member of the Irish Par

liament, Sir Boyle Roche, when he said , “Mr. Speaker ! I smell a

rat ! I see him floating in the air ! But by the blessing of God I

will yet nip him in the bud ! '

I came to St. Paul. One 6shoddy'contract had already been

consummated upon the First Regiment. The cloth of the pants fur

nished was of such fine quality, it was said , that when the regi

ment made a charge over a fence, there was such a display of white

flags that the enemy thought the regiment had surrendered in a

body. This naturally led to remonstrances, and some of the sol

diers were profane, my dear Cole. They thought it more important

to protect their órear'than to keep open their lines ofcommunication.

" As soon as I reached St. Paul I discovered that a new con

tract was about to be made for some more of those valuable goods,

and that it was to be done under my temporary administration ! I
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felt confident, of course , that · Lluff Aleck ' would come out, in case

any complaint was made, and assume the whole responsibility of the
transaction ! So, to save him, I put ny foot down, ' as good Mr.

Lincoln would say, and squelched the whole thing, and compelled

the publication of an advertisement for bidders, and the awarding
of the contract to the lowest bidder. "

The events here referred to, in this jocose way, created a great

deal of interest at the time. There was adetermination on the part

of certain parties, who were looking for large profits, to use Gov

ernor Donnelly as a cat’s -paw , to pull their chestnuts out of the

fire.” . An immense pressure was brought to bear on the Governor

ad interim , but he resisted it well, as the following anecdote will
show :

JACKSONIAN FIRMNESS.

The Adjutant -General of the State insisted that the contract

must be made at once without any previous advertising. To this

Governor Donnelly strenuously objected. He refused to sign the

contract. The following spicy dialogue then occurred :

Adjutant-General — “ Do you mean to say that you will not sign
this contract ? "

Governor Donnelly No; I will sign no contract where there

is not a fair chance for all parties to bid ; and then the contract

must go to the lowest responsible bidder ."
Adjutant-General- -“ But Governor Ramsey is satisfied with

this contract. "

Governor Donnelly— “ Then let Governor Ramsey return home

and sign it. "

Adjutant-General – “ If you will not sign it I will sign it myself,

as Adjutant-General of the State. ”

Governor Donnelly—“ If you attempt anything of the kind I

shall remove you from your office so quick that it will make your
head swim . "

And the Adjutant -General subsided .

It is easy to see that this kind of a man who could neither be

bullied nor bought nor fooled was not the kind of person that was

wanted at the head of affairs, in a condition of things when

plunder wasthe great object of the politicians and public lifswas

full of moral rottenness. Every step Governor. Donnelly took in

defense of fair play and honesty accumulated more and more enemies

against him , untilat last they drove him out of public life.

FIGHTING THE BATTLE OF THE DEBTORS.

During Mr. Donnelly's term as Lieutenant -Governor he showza

the samedisposition to work forthe unfortunate that has been appar

ent in all his later career. There was at that time no limitation

upon the price that could be charged for the use of money, and three,

per cent. per month, and five percent. per month after maturity, as
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I have shown, were the usual rates. When the crisis came, while all

property was flattened out, these rates continued to run, and they

were bankrupting all the business men of the country. Governor

Donnelly began a series of letters in the Minnesotian, then the

leading Republican paper, published by his friend Doctor Foster,

whichshowed up the enormity of the system and led to a decision

by the Supreme Court, which swept away the five per cent. per

month after maturity extortion. As indicating the spirit in which

Governor Donnelly looked upon these matters, I quote the following

fable, from his pen, which appeared, at that time, in the Minnesotian:

THE BEAR AND THE BEES- A FABLE ADAPTED TO THE TIMES.

“ Once upon a time a certain bear made his home in a small piece of woods.

A swarm of bees, entering thesame, proceeded to build their hivoin a hollow log.

The bear visited them , and, after informing them that he was the owner of the

woods thereabouts, claimed that if they remained they mustpay him a certain

amount of honey, in the nature of rent. To this the bees readily consented, pro

vided, however, that they were not to be called upon for the firstinstallmentuntil

the end of the autum months.

“ When the time appointed arrived the bear called for his rent. The bees

informed him that they had had a very storiny, unpropitious summer; that their

hire had been very imperfect, and open to the rain and the wind ; that many of

them had fallen sick and died , and that, on the whole , the utmost they had been

able to accomplish was to build their wax - cells and support themselves. That con

sequently they were unable to pay the rent as agreed upon ; but that they found

the woods around them full of flowers, and , if not driven out, they felt confi

dent that they could , in the following summer, collect very large quantities of

honey, pay the rent, and have a handsome surplus left.

** The bear would not listen to this. He insisted that they agreed to pay a

certain amount of honey ; thatthe time had arrived and they mustpay it. And

forthwith he set to work upon the hollow log ; and in a few moments the fragments

of wax- cells were strewn over the ground ;and the poor bees might be seen wing

ing their way to somemore hospitable land.

“ Bruin --his teeth clogged with wax – stood for some time looking after

the retreatingbees, and then fellinto the following solemn ineditations:

“ True, I have driven them forth ; Ihavebroken up their bive ; I am revenged;

but' in what amI the gainer? I have neither honey in the present, nor the hope of

honey in the future. 1 haredestroyed that which in time would have brought me

a settled income;. and for it I hare what? This torn log, these broken chips, this
defaced mass of wax . Alas! in unhousing them I have injured myself! Logs and

flowers are nothing without bees ; and foolish indeed have I been to seek to en

force the payment of honey by driving out those who made the honey . '

“ Exit Bruin with a lugubrious countenance.

“ MORAL: The honorable creditors of the people of this State can neither re

obtain their money, nor increase their security,by driving out the laborers of the
State . The State is people — not land. And land is no more money than flowers

are honey . Time and labor are necessary to produce either. ”

It is worth remembering that a fierce fight was made by

interested parties to maintain the three and five percent. a month

system ; and it was urged that to oppose it would drive capital out

of the State and bring everything to destruction. This, by theway,

is the same effigy at present erected in every grain - field of the

West - powerless, except to frighten the weak and strengthen the
usurers .
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A FOURTH OF JULY SPEECH IN WAR TIMES.

On the fourth day of July , 1861, Lieutenant-Governor Don

nelly delivered an address at Northfield , Minnesota. As illustrating

the way in which things were looked at by him , in those momentous

times, now so rapidly receding into the dim past, I quote a few

extracts :

“ FELLOW CITIZENS : We are assembled, in the midst of revolution, to celo

brate the greatest of revolutions. For the first time in eighty years the anniver

sary of our nation dawns in storm and darkness. We can no longer turn back, in

exultation and pride, to contemplate the past ; our gaze must be fixed with trem

bling solicitude upon the immediate future.

“And can we expect abatement in God's still greater work — the forward

movement of his creature, man? Will He fall asleep and wake up with new plans !

Will His schemesend like the Lost River of Utah , in the sandlickedup by the
overcoming heat of the flames of civil war ?

“ No ! Thechords upon which the tempest now plays such discordant notes

reach back into the bosom of primeral night. You will find the fibrous roots of

this day's occurrences ,' says Carlyle, “among the dust ofCadmus and Trismegistus,

with Father Adam himself, and the cinders of Eve's first fire .'

“ In this contest Marston Moor is one of our battle- fields ; Milton's Defensio

Populi,one of our state papers; and everygreat effort of the human understand

ing, in behalf of human rights, has contributed to our certain success . God is

with us, and we need but be true to ourselves.

“Among nations we stand alone. If our experiment of free government sur

vives thisgreat trial, no monarchy, no matter how popularized and palliated, can
out- last fifty years .

“ Rival governments stand ready to snatch upour broken commerce and re

joice over our destruction. Already the sneer is on their lips.

“ They judge us by false parallels. This great people, in . the full enjoyment

of liberty, accustomed to self-government, and with a greatmeasure of education.

can not be compared with either the people of Englandor France, bursting with vol

canic force through the formsof centuries,and struggling, blindlyand madly, after

à vague and ill-defined idea of liberty.

“ It will go hard if a people whoseinvention, ingenuity and adaptability haye

illustratedevery art and science, and widened the power and capacity of the human

mind, shall be unable to survive the throes and convulsionsof their simple and
well -understood form of government.

“The chief merit ofour form of government is that, like the tent in the fáble

of the Arabian , it can be made to cover a frontier settlement of a dozen families,

or it can be spread, wide as the canopy of the sky, over all nations and alí

“ Let the Republic feel the full weight of the burden that rests upon her.

Let her awaken, in the language of Milton, ' rousing herself like a strong man

aftersleep,andshakingher invincible locks... It isindeed bat apoorcourage
which refuses to look danger.in the face, or which ignores the difficulty by hiding

it froin sight.

" Once thoroughly understanding it, we shall have the fortitude to meet and
overcome it.

“ The flagwhich waves over ourheads to -day represents not alone a name or

a war -cry ,butall that advancing timehas given of freedom to our race; all that our
race can hope of freedom from thefuture . "

AGAIN ELECTED LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR.

In 1861 Governor Donnelly was again nominated, almost with

out opposition ,for Lieutenant-Governor, and elected by an increased

majority.

races .
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HE IS ELECTED TO CONGRESS.

Mr. Donnelly's career as Lieutenant-Governor had given great

satisfaction to those who had elected him , and even the Democratic

members of the Senate were loud in his praise. The St. Anthony
News said :

“ As a parliamentarian, we are safe in asserting that he stands without a rival
in Minnesota . As an accomplished and highly successful presiding officer over a

deliberativeassembly,weknow ofno superior inanyof oursisterStates, east or
west. For three important sessions of the Legislature he has presided over the

deliberations of ourStato Senate, and through his intimateacquaintance with par

liamentary usage and law, he has always greatly, facilitated thepublicbusiness.

No appeal was ever takenand sustained from any of his numerous decisions. His polit,

ical opponents, on the floor, always conceded to him the first order of talent, and

were ready, at the close of each' session, to join in the warmest expressions of

praise and approval."

This was in the year 1862— the darkest year of the war.

There were but two Congressmen from Minnesota at that time ( there

are now seven ); and there was a general feeling, throughout the

district, in favor of the nomination of Governor Donnelly for Con

gress. It was felt that it was necessary for the district, which

embraced the northern two - thirds of the State, and included the

larger cities, to put forth its best and ablest man. The result was

that when the Republican District Convention met, the sentiment

was so much in favor of Governor Donnelly that his only competi

tor; Hon. James Smith , Jr. , of St. Paul, withdrew ; and he was

nominated by acclimation ,amid great enthusiasm . Governor Don

nelly acknowledged the honor in an acceptance speech fromwhich we

take an extract or two :

“ If, to -day, two parties are in the field, it is because of the existence among

thepeople oftwophases ofsentiment in relation to this war : -one, adetermination to

sustainthe government and preserve the unity of the nation at all hazards and at

all cost ; the other, a desire toregard any and all side-issues as paramount to the

government and the Union. Your organization to -day is rendered imperatively

necessary by the existence of another organization , already in the field , whosean

nounced platform is simply abill of grievances, and a catalogue of crimes, charged

against the government in this, the extreme hour of its peril . You can not, as

loyal men , permit the nation to fall under the control of those who would place it,

bound hand and foot, at the mercy of its enemies.

“ It is not necessary for me to enlarge upon the relations of this struggle to

the whole humanfamily, here and in other lands; to ourselves, and to our poster

ity, and to all the countless generations ofmen . Your own minds have already

grasped this subject. Let us, then , rise to the emergency ,as a chosen generation,
upon whose shoulders have fallen the toils and honors of a great era. Let us so

actthat after ages will delight to revert to us, as one of the shining examples of

history. Let us make our mark on the face of the world, that the blessings of our

work may live when we have all perished. ”

THE DAWNING OPPOSITION .

It is true that evenat this time Governor Donnelly's love for the

Man as against the privileges of Power began to awaken hostility.

An examination of the newspapers of the day distinctly foreshadows
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the fear, on the part of the incipient milționaires of the West, that ,

this young giantwould yet prove a thorn in their sides. Already

the slowly - forming agencies of political destruction began to shape

themselves, and a newspaper man can readily detect the hand of

the schemer laying out thegrave-digger's task , should Mr. Donnelly

continue in his independent course .

JOSEPH A. WHEELOCK.

The man who was to attempt to assume, in later years, the im

portant task of grave -digger for Governor Donnelly - Joseph A.

Wheelock, now the editorof the chief organ of Plutocracy in Minne

sota-at that time gave no sign of the prominence to which he bas

since attained as the tool of monopoly. He was then in the last

extremity of poverty and sickness, andlooked as if he would soon

be himself a proper subject for the grave-digger. He had com

menced his career in Minnesota , away back in the fifties, as clerk to

Frank Steele, the sutler atFort Snelling, and it was his business to
deal out whisky to the buck Indians, and calico to the squaws. He

afterwards took a number of the red men and women and traveled

through the East, giving exhibitions in the principal cities. Little

did the mobs who paid their ten cents each to look at the show

think that the cadaverous and badly-diseased youth , who was

showing off the fine points of his red brethren and sisters , would, in
the coming years, grow into a St. Paul aristocrat But Mr. Wheel

ock’s financial ability was not equal to the task he had undertaken ,

and at last, on Boston Common, the show broke up ; Wheelock turned

tail on his exhibition and fled in unmanly haste, leaving the painted

warriors and wretched squaws to the tender mercies of the poor

house ; while he himself worked his way back to Minnesota— God

only knows how— living during the whole trip, it is said , on a sin

gle loaf of bread. Governor Donnelly found him in St. Paul, in

1860, in a garret of the old Fuller House, in a dirty room , full of

empty bottles and inhaling-apparatus, wrestling with death and

poverty. He saw that the man had ability , and his kind heart

pitied him, and he worked hard , and made personal appeals to bis
friends, until he secured the passage of a bill creating the office of

Commissioner of Statistics (an office which the bankrupt young

State needed about as much as a cow needs an umbrella ), with no

salary, but with an appropriation of $ 100 for “ stationery." It

used to be jokingly said that Wheelock lived for a whole year

postage stamps and mucilage,” thatis, he sponged on the State offi

cers for stationery and applied the $ 100 to keepingthe spark of life in

his unhealthy body. Governor Donnelly kept him alive to sting
him continually for years afterward . It was the old story of the

countrymanwho put the frozen snake in his bosom , to warm it, and

lost his life as a reward for his generosity . If he had not, by his

personal influence, secured for him that $ 100 of “ mucilage and

1 on
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postage stamps, " the fellow would undoubtedly have perished . We

will see, as we goon with this narrative, bow he repaid this gener

ous kindness of his friend , and how he blossomedout into wealth

and power as the servile tool of corporations and rings.

THE INDIAN OUTBREAK AND ITS CAUSES.

The Congressional Convention which nominated Governor Don

nelly met on the 30th day of July, 1862, and in the following month,

on August 18th , came that terrible outbreak of the Sioux Indians,

never to be forgotten in the Northwest, in which one thousand inno

cent settlers, men , women and children , lost their lives , victimsto the

rutbless savages, fired to desperation by a long series of robberies,

practiced upon themever sincethe first treaty made between them
and the United States Government.

At that time, Governor Ramsey, then Territorial Governor, and

Superintendent of Indian Affairs, although he was treating with the

Sioux as an independent nation , took a large number of their recog

nized chiefs and leaders prisoners, and, because they would not do

what he desired, deprived them of their chieftainships and of their

right to represent their people ; and picked out dissolute and foolish

youngmen , to whom he gave ponies and blankets, and clothed them

with the powers of chiefs, and made a treaty with them — his own

tools andinstruments. It was a bold and most unheard-of outrage.

I. V. D. Heard says, in his History of the Sioux War, page 35 :

“ The opposition of Red Iron , the principal chief of the Sissetons, becameso

boisterous that he was brokenofhis chieftainshipby GovernorRamsey, Superin
tendent of Indian Affairs, and one of the commissioners who made the treaties.

An eye-witness has sketched the appearance of the chief on that occasion , and the

interview between him and the Governor, and what afterward transpired .' It took

place in December, 1852. The council was crowded with Indians and white men,

when Red Iron was brought in, guarded by soldiers. "

Imagine the United States and England attempting to negotiate

a treaty, and the English commissioners placing the American com

missioners under arrest and marching them intothe council chamber

under a guard of English soldiers ! We would , indeed , call it an

outrage unheard -of before in the history of the civilized nations of

the world . Mr. Heard continues :

“ Ho (Red Iron ) was about forty years old , tall and athletic , about six feet

in his moccasins, with a large, well-developed head, aquiline nose, thin , compressed

lips ,and physiognomy beaming with intelligence and resolution.

The following is an extract from the interview :

“ Governor. – At the treaty I thought you a good man, but since, you have

acted badly,and I amdisposed to break you- I do break you.

" Red Iron . You break me ! My people made me a chief. My people love
me. I will still be their chief. I have done nothing wrong.'

“ Governor. - Red Iron , why did you get your braves together, and march

around here for the purpose of intimidating other chiefs, and to prevent their
coming to the council ?

" RedIron.-' I did not get my braves together, they got together themselves

to prevent boys going to council to be made chiefs, to signpapers ; andto prerent
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single chiefs from going to council at night to be bribed to sign papers for money
wehave nerer got . We hare heard how the Mdewakantons were served at

Mendota-that by secret councils you got their names on paper and took away

their money ." "

Vast sums of money, over $ 400,000, which , by the terms of the

treaty , were to have been paid over to the Indians, were paid to the

traders, a desperate and unscrupulous set of men, who trumped up

bills against the Sious , dating back for twenty years. All sorts

of tricks were resorted to. In two cases very large amounts were
paid to chiefs by placing the money on the tables before them ,this

constituting technically a payment ; but, at the same moment, the

hand of some trader would reach in , from behind the chief, and

grab the money before the Indian could lay his hands upon it. But

at the same time the white witnesses were ready to swear that they

saw the money paid to the chiefs . The sum of $ 55,000 was appro

priated by one Hugh Tyler, a stranger in the country , a Pennsyl

vanian, who took it under pretense that it was to cover outlays in
getting the treaty through the United States Senate ! The whole

matter was sub ently investigated by the United States Senate,

but , as usual , nothing was discovered, and everybody was white

washed . Nevertheless a great deal of bad blood remained and

rankled in theveins of the savages, until it broke out in the bloody
sacrifice of 1862.

At that time the Indians were called together to the annual pay

ment . The money was to have been paid in greenbacks, the same

currencywith which the Government paid its soldiers and all its other

creditors. But there was a large premium on gold , and the cunning

traders, who were sure , in the long run, to get mostof the money,

persuaded the Indians to refuse the greenbacks and demand gold.

And so the greenbacks had to be shipped back and exchanged for

gold ; and in the meantime the traders refused to let the Indians

have the goods. Says Mr. Heard, page 47 :

“ Here they remained for some time, all pinched for food, and several dying

of starvation. They dug up roots to appease their hunger. and when corn was

turned out to them , like animals they devoured it uncooked. ”

Little Crow, the Sioux leader, in a letter to General Sibley, ,

written after the outbreak ( Sept. 7th) , thus alluded to this matter :

• For what reason we have commenced this war I will tell you . It is on ac

count of Major Galbraith ” ( the U.S. Indian Agent) . “ We made a treaty with the

Government a beg for what little we do get, and then can't get it till our children

are dying with hunger. It was with the traders that commence. Mr. A. J. My.

rick told the Indians that they would eat grass or their own dung. "*

The wrongs inflicted upon the Indians by rascally officials and

traders have never been balf told ; and, unfortunately, the same

' men who robbed the red men , as we shall see hereafter, controlled

the politics of the new State. In fact, these extortions could not be

carried on without friends at Washington; and both political

* The abore is the English of a half- breed amanuensis . - E . W. F.
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them

parties therefore fell under the control of what was kuown as the

moccasin olement,” that is , politicians wearing moccasins, many of

squaw -men.” A great part of Mr. Donnelly's political

career consisted of a continuous battlewith these influences, which

finally overthrew him. He did not belong to the older generation

of Indian traders : he represented a newer civilization .

GOVERNOR DONNELLY'S MILITARY EXPERIENCE.

When the outbreak came, August 18, 1862, Governor Ramsey

called for volunteers to put it down ; and a force, of about 1,500

men, was soon collected at St. Peter; and placed under the com

mand of Gen. Henry H. Sibley, formerly Delegate in Congress from

the Territory, and first Governor of the new State. Governor Don

nelly joined General Sibley at St. Peter, and accompanied the little

army to the relief of Fort Ridgley, on August 26th . It was sur

rounded by thousands of the hostile savages. A night attack was

made on the fort after the troops had gained possession of it ; and

on September 2d a detachment encamped at Birch Cooley, under

the command of Maj. Jos. R. Brown, which had been sent out to

bury the dead settlers, was surrounded , and a large part of the

force killed and wounded.

Governor Donnelly wrote a very interesting account of that

part of the Indian war which he witnessed, with many graphic

descriptions of the bloody and terrible pictures presented by she
ruined homes and slaughtered people. It was afterward published

by the Interior Department as an official document. If space per

mitted, I would like to quote from it . It was during all these excit

ing events that Mr. Donnelly's first election to Congress took

place.

MAJOR CULLEN.

Governor Donnelly's Democratic competitor for Congress was

Maj. W. J. Cullen , formerly United States Indian Agent, and a

very shrewd, witty, good -natured Irishman . An amusing story is

told of his reply to an acquaintance who one day asked him :

“ How does it happen, Major, that wbile your salary as Indian

Agent is only $ 2,500 ayear, and you have held the office but for

four years, and you came here poor, yet you are worth to -day

$ 100,000 ! ' How did you save so much out of so little ? "

“ I'll tell you, my friend, ” said the Colonel confidentially, with
a wink and a chuckle , “ if you'll say nothing about it . We didn't

keep any hired girl !

THE MAJOR'S STRATEGY.

The Colonel was a great wag. When his competitor for Con

gress reached St. Peter, the little town was overrun with troops and

it was very difficult to find a place to sleep ; and the Colonel gallantiy

in zited Governor Donnelly to share his rude couch on the floor.
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The invitation was gladly accepted , but when the Republican can

didate for Congress rose the next morning, he found not only that

his Democratic opponent had disappeared , but that his weapons of
war were gone with him !

The troops were to move out to the attack of the Indians that

day, and the Major thought that Governor Donnelly would not dare
to go out , on such an expedition, unarmed ; and that if he showed

the white feather, he would be disgraced. But the Major didn't

understand the nature of his opponent. After making fruitless

efforts, in St. Peter, to purchase a rifle, or some other weapon,
Governor Donnelly moved out with the troops — in fact, at the head of

them- unarmed ." He and Colonel Merriam , father of the present
Governor of Minnesota, a manof reckless courage, kept a mile or

two in advance of the troops, all the way to Fort Ridgely, despite
the aids -de - camp sent out 'by General Sibley to warn then of their

danger and call them back ; for , as the attack shortly afterward

made at Birch Cooley showed, thecountrywas swarming with bostile

savages. When thestory got out that MajorCullen had spirited

away his competitor's weapons, and that the Republican candidate

forCongress had actually ridden, unarmed , in advance of the troops,

to the relief of the 3,000 settlers, men, women and children , shut up

in Fort Ridgely, thetables were completelyturned on the Major,

and Governor Donnelly's vote was correspondingly increased .

HE IS ÉLECTED TO CONGRESS.

In the election Governor Donnelly had above 1,200 majority .

He took his seat in the House in December, 1863, as a member of

the Thirty- eighth Congress. General Garfield of Ohio, afterwards

President of the United States, and himself drew seatsat thesame

double desk. They were the two youngest members of the House,

General Garfield being a few days Mr. Donnelly's junior. They

became intimate friends and so continued ever after, as long as

General Garfield lived .

Mr. Donnelly devoted himself zealously to the interests of his

constituents. Therewas a great deal to do. The country was all new .

New post-offices had to be established ; new mail routes organized ;

new land offices created , and at the same time there was a vast

amount of business growing out of the war and out of the Indian

troubles.

Amember of Congress fromWisconsin, a Mr. Cobb, who repre

sented a districtlargely settled by lead -miners, sat near Governor

Donnelly in the House , and one day he remarked to him :

“ Governor, how comes it you get such piles of letters every

day ! I do not receive more than one or two letters in a week. ”

“ Why, ” replied Mr. Donnelly, “ my.constituents are all on top ...

of the earth, not in it.”

.
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STOPPING A SWINDLE:

We now come to an act of Governor Donnelly which had , per

haps, more to do with shaping his whole future career than any

other one thing.

On the 2d of May, 1864, Governor Donnelly sent to Hon.

Thaddeus Stevens, Chairman of the Committee of Ways and Means

of the House of Representatives, a letter of which the following is

a copy:

* Hon. Thaddeus Stevens, Chairman Committee of Ways and Means, H. R., Wash

ington , D. C ,

“ Sir : On the 27th ult. there was referred to the Committee of Ways and

Means a letter from the Secretary of the Interior, transmitting estimates of amounts

required to carry out the stipulations ofthe Chippewa treaty of March, 1863 .

Although the Indians referred to live altogether in the Congressional district

which I have the honor to represent in the House,and although the appropriations

asked for are very large, I have never been notified that such steps were being

taken, or such appropriations asked for, and it was only by accident that my atten

tion was called to the same .

“ I feel that I would be false to the plainest dictates of duty if I did not, re

gardless of the consequences to myself, interpose an earnest protest against the

appropriations asked for. It is proposed at thistime, when the nation is struggling

for its very life, and when every dollar of needless expenditure should be carefully

avoided, to pay $ 157,930 for what your committee have already estimated would

be worth $7,600 ,being a difference of $ 150,330.*

“ Some of these itemsare overcharges of the grossest kind. Take the first :

" Forbreaking,clearing and grubbing three hundred acres of land, for

Mississippi Indians, per fourth article, treaty of 1863, $ 50 per acre .... $ 15,00r

“ Why grubbing ? Is it pretended that three hundred acres of prairie la

can not be found in that region, but thatland must be cleared and grubbed ?

“ The price asked is $50.00 per acre for breaking, clearing and grubbing '

the most densely settled parts of Minnesota the most valuable farm lands

bought- broken, fenced , and with buildings on them– for $ 25.00 peracry

halfwhat is hereasked should be given for breaking, clearingand grubbis

“ There can be no difficulty in finding abundance of prairie land,

be · broken ' for three dollars per acre , making, for the threehundred a

difference of $ 14,100.

“ Thenextitem which I particularly notice is this :

" For railroad from Gull Lake to Leach Lake ....

" I am at a loss to understand this, and suppose it to be a

the Government is not about to build a railroad for those Ir

the construction of a wagon road the amount seems to me t

think it will be so consideredby any frontier people. !
" The next item is as follows:

" For removing agency to new location ......

“ What can this refer to ? If it means the bodily

the presentagency to the new agency, it is an unnecf

the romoval of the agent and his family, books, "

fraud . If it means the construction of new buildi

enormous overcharge. The sum of $ 25,000 woul

agency .

*The treaty itself fixed the amount to b

at that figure - $7,600. - E . W. F.

At this time there were not one hup

of Minnesota . - E . W. F.
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• The next item is as follows :

Transportation and subsistence to their new homes, 2,000 Indians. at

$ 10 per head $ 25,000

“ How do Indians travel ? With their ponies carrying their tents and luggage ,'

the women on foot, carrying their infants on their backs, and the men and half

grown children on foot. In this way they will make journeys of hundreds of miles.

The average distance to whichtheyare to be removedis, I am informed, but about

one hundred and fifty miles. Isit proposed to furnish stages and ambulances for

them ? Certainly not. They will make the journey in the samemanner in which

they have traveled from time immemorial, and the UnitedStates, out of a depleted
treasury, is asked to pay $ 20,000 to the men who superintend this movement.

The next and last item is as follows:

*** Subsistence for 2,000 Indians for six months, at fifteen cents per head,
each day ... $ 54,000

" It is hard to analyze this item , as it isimpossible to say what kindor amount

of foodwill be furnished them, but the sum charged is very large, and I have no

doubt the same number ofIndians, part of them being children, could be supported
for six months for one- half that sum.

“ I would therefore ask that every, item of this account should be duly

scanned, and not one dollar appropriated that is not just and right. Such claims,

while they take from the trea that which is not duc, benefit neither the State

nor the Indians.

" I have the honor to be very truly and respectfully yours,

" IGNATIUS DONNELLY. "

This letter ended that “ steal. " The Secretary of the Interior

wrote a letter to Governor Donnelly, thanking him for the exposure
f a great fraud. The knaves were overwhelmed. Their advance

the United States Treasury had been blocked. Many of the

‘ ing newspapers of the State expressed their thanks to the bold

ressmanfor his course.

he leading Republican paper of Faribault said :

tender Mr. Donnelly our sincere thanks for this, we hope, timely ex

nost audacious , barefaced attempt to swindle the Government, in the

ndians, for the benefitof a few individual office -holders in the Indian

d we deeply regret that the balance of the Minnesota delegation

vually prompt in rebuking the avarice and fraudulent purposes of
this svindle.

a representative from this State, in the Senate or the House,

hatthe best agricultural lands in the best settled and best cul

State, with good buildings and improvements, can be

money asked for to breakand grub some lands for these

ng isnecessary. No man, better than AlexanderRamses,

inds of acres of prairie in the country assigned to these

ich , by the treaty he made with them , they are to be

28 Mr. Donnelly says , for $ 3.00 per acre.

expose the rascality of men who will thus strive to

redit to the State that beings in the human form

i to very prominent officialsituations, claiming

syal men and warm friends of the administra

timents of patriotism and manhood , so re

od opinion of decent men , that they will , in

the present, deliberatelyplan and apply to

• and bold a piece of villainy as that pro

pewa treaty . But justice, patriotism and
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man.

common decency imperatively require that all such schemes and schemers should

be exposed, and Mr. Donnelly's prompt exposure should be commended by every
true friend of the country . ”

THE WAR IS OPENED ON GOVERNOR DONNELLY.

This was the keynote to Vr. Donnelly's career , and the bugle

call to his enemies. From this moment Mr. Donnelly was a doomed

No power, no genius, no manhood could rise above the

secret engineering of the dominant politicians, until the trumpet

sounded for the dawn of a new and tremendous revolution in the

political history of the world .

The St. Paul Press, the leading Republican paper ofthe State,

substantially the same as the present Pioneer -Press , which is owned

by the same men,Joseph A. Wheelock and F. Driscoll, rushed to the

defense of the Indian Ring, and took up the cudgels in behalf of the

proposed appropriations. The nature of its attacks will be showny
by the replies made to it by other newspapers.

I make one or two extracts, from the State papers, to show the

spirit of the contest.

The St. Paul Pioneer, the leading Democratic paper of the

State, said, June 15th , 1864 :

“ Mr. Donnelly has been guilty of a species of treason which makeshim worso

than a copperhead -- in the estimation of the Press. What the effect will be on the

personal fortunes of Mr. Donnelly, or of the Indianocracy, we know little and care
less . "

The Daily Republican , of Winona, of July 8th, 1864, said :

“For the purpose of making capital against Mr. Donnelly, the St. Paul Pres

which is the organ of the clique of Indian agents and others, whose instincts

plunder are well -developed, took occasion todenounce that gentleman, in an

warrantably severe manner, on account of his protest against the proposi

swindle the Governmentby expending $ 150,000 in the removal of theChipr

their new reservation. It was discovered, however, that this method

war would not prove successful, and, after learning that Mr. Donnelly's

caused the withdrawal of the estimates, and called from the Secretar

terior a letter of thanks to Mr. Donnelly, for the services he had

country , the Government and the Department, the open attacks us

and now the warfare is being conducted in the manner familiarlº

the Indian agents and their dependents as the ' still hunt." "

The Hastings Independent said :

“Wecan not seeonwhat the Press predicates its ability '

butwe believe it will be futile, before a pure and honorable
of the sparsely - settled counties of the State these cont

and omployes ; these men are the men wbo will contro)

be electedas delegates to the State Convention , and th'

defeat the nomination of Mr. Donnelly. Thus it wil

to the corruptionists to carry out its schemes. ”

To the attacks of the St. Paul Pri

plied, in a letter dated Washington, M'

" Editors Press : I was aware that

ruption must be prepared for the resistan

.

en balionai
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thwarts of their expected prey, and I thereforo desired to luy all the facts, in this

case, plainly before the people. Neither was my action precipitate. My sense of

duty compelled me to resist the consummation of so great a fraud, but, at the samo

time, I deliberately weighed all tho consequences to inyself and accepted them .

“ I have saved the people of the United States the expenditure of $ 153.000.

I am satisfied I have done my dutr. The Secretary of the Interior, upou the

receipt of a copy of that letter, withdrew his communication to the Committee of

Ways and Means, and personally thanked mo for the services I had rendered tho

department.

“ Surely no sensible man would believe that to transport 2,000 men, women

and children, 150 miles , in canoes and on foot, would cost the Government$ 20,000,

when , by your own showing, it is impossible to transport them on wagons, and

they have to move themselves . It is a little too much of a good thing to require

an Indian to walk and paddle 150 miles, through-tho wilderness, and then charge the

Government $ 10 for carrying him !.

Nor can I see the propriety of expending $ 15,000 in constructing a wagou

road, in the midst of an impassable wilderness of swamps, for the accommodation

of those who travel in canoes!

“ You ask me to persevere in uprooting this matter . I shall doso . I have

faith to believe that the people will strengthenthe hands of the man who seeks to

serve them . If God spares my life, I shall rip open this whole Indiansystem , ani?

let the light of day into its dark places. The evils can be remediod. It cau pot bo

to the interest of the white manto perpetually degrade and brutalize and impover

ish this wretched race, dependent upon him . It would be more merciful to let

loose fire and sword at once and sweep him from existence. It is not the fault of

the American people , for they are Christianized and humane; it is not the faultof

the Government, for it annually wastes its millions upon the Indians; but it is the

fruitof the system , which leaves an ignorant, savage and helpless race at the mercy

of afew able, unscrupulous and irresponsible men .'

REËLECTED TO CONGRESS.

The battle raged fast and furious to prevent Governor Don

lly's reëlection to Congress. He was a hindrance and an offense.

must be defeated. He must be got out of the way. Jue.

glock, in the St.Paul Press, ledthe fight, butmany of the coun

mers stood by Governor Donnelly nobly. Their articles make

ing reading. They show that the Indian Ring was at the

the opposition.

hen the district convention assembled in 1884, Governor

' 8 renominated by acclamation, the following resolution

by a unanimous vote :

fiat we have watched with admiration the bold, manly and patri.

Ignatius Donnelly in Congress ; that we recognize in him it

ever alive to the true interests of his constituents and of the

ow renominate him by acclamation for the position he so

7

acceptance, Governor Donnelly alluded, in a

opposition that had been made to him , as

his in the kindest spirit), that the remarkable

'ccepted everywhere as an indication that the

it economy and honesty shall prevail in the

*ho Government. (Great applausc.)
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" It is, indeed, a great point gained when a community makes it manifest, as

you havo done,that the pathof political safety lies on the side of official honesty.
I trust theverdict you have this day renderedwill stand unimpeachedfor a genera

tion, for surely no subject can touch your own welfare more nearly. Without

honesty among officials and vigilant watchfulness among the people, popular insti

tutions must inevitably siuk în a sea of corruption and profligacy, and the fairest

hopes of mankind be destroyed . "

In the course of his remarks, alluding to the war then raging ,
ho said :

** Let us rise, then , to the highest plane possible. Let us remember that the

question at issue is not the safety of our party, butof our country: and that if we

would be able to exercise our party preferences in the future , we must save the
nation in the present.

On tbe battle- field , under our flag, men stand shoulder to shoulder, who

represent every shade of loyal political sentiment. Does not their blood , com

mingling its crimson currents, send up a roice of reproach from the ground. against

political intolerance among the people for whom it is shed ! Shall we, who may

differ as to detail, not stand shoulder to shoulder in this army-behind -the -army, in
this reserve force of national sentiment, and so do as unanimous a work in the war

of opinions as they are doing in tho strifo of the battle-field ? ( Hear, hear.]

*.Politics are principles. Over the lesser details, the effervescences, the

excrescences of the surface, men differ. The great undercurrents of humanity and

God -head are the centrifugal and centripetal principles of nature, and uponthem

rest all politics.

* Truth is not a violence. It does not take its votary by the throat. It never

got into any man in that way. It is a figure, standing upon the pedestal of the

world -- a lesser God.- the shadow of the one crcativo God. Men walk past and

look up to it. To one, it seems cold and lifeless, and shrouded in leaden mists .

To another, it stands with the glory of the world upon its brow , thu gentleness of

heaven in its eres, its hand pointing the undoubtedway to life .

• Truth irill live though we all die. Galileo muttered, as he signed his

recantation of the doctrine of the earth's motion, “ But it does move. ' Pen and ink,

prison and chains, bread and water could not stop it : the monks had no lever that

cou!d pry it from its orbit ; it kept on moving untilall Christendom was ready to

speak aloud the muttered words of Galileo, ‘ But it does move. " "

Speaking of the American flag coming triumphantly out of th
civil war, be said :

" To our children and our children's children, it will represent all thi

moro, much moro ; it will represent a great schism and rebellion overco

subdued ; it willérepresent a larger period of history and a wider experiene

its clustering constelation will becrowned with a hundred stars,and its

beautiful lines will glitter the protecting genius of regions and races

know them not - everywhero proaching of peace and freedom , evr
fying to love for man and faith in God. ”

I think it will be conceded that this was certain) :

nary kind of speech for a triumphant politician *

nominated to Congress, and in the midst of the p?

terriblc civil war of modern times.

CONGRESSIONAL CAREER - IMM

In the first session of the Thirty -eig

Donnelly made several important speet

clelivered an address on immigration,

mendation of President Lincoln in
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period when immigration was extremely desirable. He showed how

largely foreign immigration had contributed to the growth of our

population and wealth . He showed that “ the immigrants arriving

in the United States, sincethe foundation of the government, were

1,259,449 more than the total population with which we commenced
our career as a nation . " He said :

“ This, then, Mr. Chairman, is the explanation of the almost fabulous rate of

growth which wehave enjoyed. This is the source of the incalculable resources

we have been enabled to pour forth in the face as an astonished world. This is the

womb from which have gone forth those countless hordes of med men , beneath

whose tread the earth seems to tremble . "

He introduced a bill 'for the establishment of a Bureau of Immi

gration, the chief purpose of which was to protect the immigrants
from fraud and robbery.

He concluded his speech with these words:

“ With nearlyone billion acres of unsettled lands on oneside of the Atlantic,

and withmany millions ofpoor and oppressed peopleonthe other, let us organizé
the exodus which needs must come, and build, if necessary , abridge of gold across

the chasm which divides them , that the chosen races of mankind may occupy the

chosen lands of the world . "

During the twenty -seven years which have elapsed since that

speech was delivered, the vast immigration which he foresaw would ,

after the war, flood our shores, has been realized, and we have now

reached a new era when the question arises whether we should not

put some restraints upon the great migration , at least so far as to .

separate the good from the bad, and divide the chafffrom the wheat.

THE CIVIL WAR.

On the 2d of May, 1864, Governor Donnelly delivered a speech

upon the pending war and the reconstruction of the South. It

kes the ground that slavery must perish , that the safety of the

ion andthe welfare ofthe whole people, North and South , requires

He concludes with the following thoughts on Truth :

ind who will dare to say that in thelongfight ofthecenturies error is not

ring bloodandstrength andlife ; that truth is noteach day arming itself
d more formidable weapons, shining each day with more glorious and

t , radiance .

take to ourselves the consolation afforded by this thought that

hable, and that no human power is sufficient to destroy it. It is a

he soul of the material world . The heavens and the earth may

h shall not pass away. We have seen it in all the past liberated

at its destruction. We have seen it passing,upon golden

the meshes with which the preverted skill of the human
it.

then, that,in so far as we contribute, however humbly, to

'entifying our temporary existence with aneternalwork.

hall never die ; this shall live and brighten and keep

e descendants of our bodies have disappeared from

'fareof my country only in those things which

'e dignity of mankind. I cannot perceive the

in of any other man , and I feel assured of
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the greatness and perpetuity of my country only in so far as it identifies itself with

the uuiaterrupted progress and the universal liberty of mankind . "

This was a remarkable speech to have been delivered in the

midst of a fierce civil war. There was no invective in it and no

denunciation of the South . It discussed the issues of the war from

a high and generous platform .

THE THIRTY - NINTH CONGRESS.—THE STATE OF LINCOLN.

On December 13 , 1865, Mr. Donnelly introduced a resolution ,

which was adopted, directing the Committee on Territories to in

quire into the propriety of affixing the name of Lincoln to some

one of the Territories of the West. It is a pity this suggestion has

not been carried out.

UNIVERSAL EDUCATION.

On December 14, 1865, Governor Donnelly introduced the fol

lowing resolution :

6. WHEREAS, Republican institutions can find permanent safety only upon

the basis of the universal intelligence of the people ; and whereas the great disas
ters which havo afflicted the nation and desolated one-half of its territory are

traceable, in a great degree, to the absence of commonschools and general educa
tion among the people of thelately rebellious States; therefore,

“ Resolved , " That the Joint Committee on Reconstruction be instructed to in

quire into the expediencyof establishing, in this Capitol, a National Bureau of Edu

cation, whose duty it shall be toenforceeducation,without regard torace or color,

upon the population of all such States as shall fall below a standard to be estab

lished by Congress, and to inquire whether such a bureau shall not be made an

essential and permanent part of any system of reconstruction . "

There was quite a battle overthis resolution. Mr. Philip John

son , a memberof tho House from Pennsylvania, moved to lay it on

the table. Tellers were appointed, and the motion to lay on the

table was defeated, by a vote of37 ayes and 113 nays; and the reso

lution was then adopted.

It is to Governor Donnelly's honor that, whilemanyofhis political

associates were clamoring for vengeance on the prostrate South , he

was simply anxious to give the whole country universal education.

This was the first suggestion of a Bureau of Education , as part

of the GeneralGovernment, ever inade in Congress, and after a long,

fierce battle Mr. Donnelly, aided by General Garfield, secured its

establishment, and it stands to this dayamonument of his foresight

andpatriotism . His speech on the subject of education was the

marked feature of the Thirty -ninth Congress.

OPENING UP A NEW EMPIRE.

On January 26, 1866, Mr. Donnelly introduced a resolution

which was adopted and was the forerunner of the Northern Pacific

Railroad , and of the settlement of the great region of country now

occupied by the States of North Dakota, Montana, Idaho, etc. It

was as follows :

“ WHEREAS, the development of the gold-producing regions ofthecountry is of
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the utmost importance to the financial success of the nation ; and whereas, commu

nication between the northern ticr of States asıl the gold fields of Idaho and Mon

tana is now possible only by a long detour to the southward, as far as St. Louis ;

therefore,

“ Resolved , That the Committee on · Military Affairsbe directed to inquireinto

the expediency ofdirecting the Secretary of War, by bill or otherwise, to establish

a lino of military posts, from the western boundary of Minnesotn to tho Territories

of Montana and'Idaho, by the mostdirect and advantageonsroute ; and to facilitate

communication along said route by the construction ofa military road , with proper

bridges over the water- courses.

This line of forts and military bridgeswas soon after established ,

and the result was the opening up and settlement of a region of

country ten times as large as all New England.

TRUE STATESMANSHIP.

Governor Donnelly's far -sightedness and liberality of spirit was,

however, mostplainlyshown in his speech delivered Feb. 1st, 1866.

He had offered an amendment requiring the Commissioner of the

Freedman's Bureau to provide a common school education to all

refugees and freedmen who should apply therefor. In the course of
his remarks, he said :

“ It is a subject of congratulation that we have passed beyond those old and

bitter days when revenge and intolerance weretheguiding principles of govern

ments . As pictors in the mighty struggle which has but lately terminated , and as

weclaimto be the superiors of the South in enlightenment and Christianity , we

can afford to bo magnanimous to the highest degree compatible with public

safety. That alone should be the limit of our generosity, and beyond that we

should not go a hair's breadth .

“ Wemust cultivate an enlarged national spirit. We are , andmustalways be,

one people. We cannot advance the nation by despoiling any part of it. We cannot

strengthen liberty here by inaugurating oppression elsewhere. Wemust hasten

that day when we will be , in mutual regard , aswe are in name, one people.
“ The spirit of humanitycannot be illiberal. Reform cannot work injustice.

" The right wrongs no man. ' ' In all this we shall bless and benefit the South and

lift her up to a higher plano of prosperity and greatness. It will be a work of

mercy . Todootherwisewould beto leave her a prey to the misgovernment which
has already blasted ber fair fields and filled her habitations with mourning."

UNIVERSAL EDUCATION.

Again, in the same speech, Governor Donnelly spoke outin be
half of popular enlightenment. He said :

" The best laws will not save an unworthy people from ruin , as is seen in the

case of the South American republics . The worst form of government will not pre

pent a clear-headed race from struggling up to prosperity , as is seen in the history

of England. You may have as manyconstitutions and as perfect as thefertile

Sieyes keptinthe pigeon -holes of his desk, but they will provoof no avail if the
people are not fit to receive them . Gentlemen demand that the ballot shall be
universal. They must go further; they must insist that capacity to properly direct
the ballot shall be likewise universal.

“ Let us inquire, what is education !

" It is a means to an end - the intelligent action of the human faculties . He

who is opposed to education is opposed to the enlightenment of the people, and

must necessarily be their enemy, since he seeks to obtain for himself some advan

' tage out oftheir ignorance, and strives to obscure their judgment that be may the
better mislead them .

te worker
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" It is not necessary to demonstrate the importance of education. The common

sense of inankind approves it ; the success of our nation attests it ; aʻmilliou happy

homes in ourmidst proclaim it. Education hashere fused all nations into one; it

has obliterated prajudices ; it has dissolved falsehoods; it has announced great

truths ; it has fúng, open all doors; and, thank God, it has at last broken all the

shackles in the land ! Therebellion sprang from popular ignorance; its suppression

camo from popular education. When the Englishman described the North as &

land here every man had a newspaper in his pocket,' he touched at once the vital

point of our greatness and the true secret of our success.

• Let the great work go on. Its tasks are but halfcompleted. Let it go on

until ignorance is driven beyond our remotest borders. This is the noblest of all

human labors . This will build deep and wide and imperishable the foundations of

our Government ; this will raise up a structure that shall withstand the slow

capker of timeand the open assaults of riolence. The freedom ofthe people resting

upon the intelligence of the people ! Who shall destroy a nation founded upon this
rock ?"

Governor Donnelly proceeded to give some striking statistics,

showing the vast number of illiterate persons in the United States,

according to the census of 1860.

This speech created a great sensation and fixed Governor Don

nelly's position as one of the leaders ofthe House. It was a princi

pal cause of the establishment of the Bureau of Education, which,

as I have said , is still a part of the National Government.

A Philadelphia newspaper said :

" Mr. Donnelly will be remembered by this wise and noble measure long after
his part in transitory politics is forgotten . ”

The Anoka Union (Minn .) said :

“ This movement will immortalize his name, whether he is permitted to wit

ness the consummation of his desires or not. His scheme, as has been well said,

will nationalize America ."

George Alfred Townsend ( “Gath " ) wrote to the New York

Tribune :

“ Ho ( Mr. Donnelly) is a smooth -faced, auburn -haired young man —

est member of the House; and his speech for the EducationalBureau bill was an

ardent and intelligent argument, conceived in gratitude [ to the public-school sys

tem ) and confirmed by conviction. He belongs to a singularly gifted family . "

And yet, strange to say, the officers of the Bureau of Education ,

from the day of its establishment to this hour, have never recognized

Governor Donnelly's connection with that work, while awarding

great praise to others who either did nothing in the matter or very

little. As soon as the bureau was established, Governor Ramsey,

then a member of the United States Senate, secured the appoint

ment of Commissioner for one of his Minnesotafriends, and about

one-half of the first report consisted of praises of Ramsey, who had
no more to do with the establishment of the bureau than the man

in the moon . And this illustrates the difference between a states

man and a politician. One saw an opportunity to benefit the whole

people for all time ; the other sawan opportunity to obtain an ap

pointment for a follower. · One labored for mankind ; the other
worked for himself.

the young
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BLAINE'S INDORSEMENT.

Hon. James G. Blaine, commenting upon this debate , in his

great work, Twenty Years of Congress, vol. II., p. 167, says:

" One of the most striking speeches made in the House upon this subject was

by Mr. Ignatius Donnelly ,of Minnesota. He had carefully prepared for the deace,

and dwelt with great force upon the educational features. Education ,' he said,

'means the intelligent exercise of liberty, and surely, without this, liberty is a

calamity, since it means simply the unlimited right to err. "

After quoting still further from the speech, Mr. Blaine says :

“ It is worthy of remark that the question so cogently presented'and enforced
by Mr. Donnelly—that of the connection between education and suffrage- dis

closed the general fact that even among the Republicans there was no disposition,

at this period, to confer upon the negro the right to vote. "

TREE - PLANTING .

Governor Donnelly was the originator of another great move
ment.

On May 18, 1866 , by unanimous consent, he introduced the fol

lowing resolution, which was adopted :

“ Resolved , That, in view of the almost complete absence of woods and forests

in the interiorregions of the continent,and of their parapount importance in the

settlement and occupancy of the country, the Committee on Public Lands be di

rected to inquire whether a system cannotbe devisedwhereby,theplantingof
woods and forests may be encouraged in regions destitute of timber, by liberal

donations of public lands, in alternate sections, to individuals or corporations, and

the reservation of the adjoining sections by the Government, at an increased price,

as in the case of railroad grants ; the lands so granted, or a proportional part

thereof, to be planted with trees adapted to the climate and the needs of the com

munity .”

This suggestion , while it setthoughtfulmen all over the country

to thinking, and eventually resulted in the passage of the Timber

Culture Act, under which hundreds of thousandsand perhaps mil

lions of acres of land in the treeless parts of the United Stateshave

been planted with trees, was hailed with great shouts ofridicule by

Mr. Donnelly's enemies in Minnesota. The leading Democratic

paper, the St. Paul Pioneer, publishedanarticle in which it inserted

a number of little wood-cutsoftrees-the kind used for advertising

and underneath them , in large capitals, it placed the words:

" THESE ARE THE TREES DONNELLY PROPOSES TO PLANT ON THE PRAIRIES ! ”

In Western Minnesota one is hardly ever out of sight, to -day,

of beautiful groves, in regions that previously did not possess a

single tree , and which were planted under the impulse of the laws
which grew out of Mr. Donnelly's resolution and speeches. ' The

recent repeal of the Tree-Culture Act is to be regretted. It was

probably due to the fact that the land -grabbers and the lumber

thieves saw no way under it of stealing the public domain. The

law should be reënacted with such alterations and safeguards as

experience has suggested .
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ANOTHER HOMAVE WORK .

On the first of May, 1866, Jr. Donnelly made a speech in oppo
sition to a motion of Mr. Chanler, of New York , to strike out section

14 of an act to regulateimmigration. Mr. Donnelly urged that the

section should be retained, so as to prevent the overcrowding of

emigrant ships and the consequent lossof life to the immigrants, as

vell as the importation of pestilence into the country , as in the case

of vessels that had recently reached New York and Halifax. His

views prevailed , and Chanler's amendment was defeated .

THE BUREAU OF EDUCATION AGAIN .

On June 5, 1866, Governor Donnelly spoke at length in favor of

the establishment of the Bureau of Education . I regret that I can

not, for lack of space, quote extensively from this great speech. It

was largely instrumental in securing the passage of the bill in the

House. Mr. Donnelly said :

“What prossing necessity results from these two great facts ? Education

education for the white man of the South, that he may so wisely and liberally judge

as to love the great Nationwhich lifts him up, and the flag which is the symbol of

the noblest and broadest liberality in all this world . Education for the black man ,

that the new powers conferred uponhim may not be merely brute forces, reacting

against himself, but may be wisely directed to his own advantage and the glory of

his country. Educationfor the country itself, that the entire population may rise

to the level , and above the level , of the most favored localities, and that, as we are

the freest, the bravest and the most energetic, so also we may become the most

onlightened people upon the face of the carth , the foremost instruments in what

erer good God mdy yet design to work out upon the globe.

* . Is it not a shamo, Mr. Speaker, thatthis nation, which rests solely and

alone upon the intelligence of its citizens, without which it could not exist for

an hour, should thus far have done nothing, either to recognize or enforce educa

tion ! As John Adams said, The despotisms have stolen a march upon this Re:

public in the liberal patronage of that education upon which a Republic is based .'

But the United States, whose theory of government is that if the peoplo aro

ignorant they are necessarily unwise ; if theyare unwise theyare necessarily mis

governed , and if they are misgoverned, every interest dear to the citizen is neces
sarily put in jeopardy ; the United States, say, whose very corner-stone is the

enlightened judgmentofeach individual citizen ,has allowed despotism to buildup
mighty systems in behalf ofeducation, while in this , its capital, not a department,

not a bureau, not even a clerkship, is to be found representing that grandest of all
interests.

" Then let us eliminate that which is more dangerous than slavery — ignor
Let us labor to make every man who votes an intelligent, self - conscious,

reasoning, reflecting being. Then the true Republic will be realized. Then the

strugglo of parties will be, not to hold back the world, not to throw blocks beforo

the car of progress, but to strike down every wrong, every error,every injustice.

“ Passthis bill, and it will give education a mouth -piece and arallying-point.

While it will have no power to enter into the Statesand interfere with theirsystem ,

it willbe able to collect facts and report the same to Congress, tobe thence spread

over the entire country. It will throw aflood of light upon the dark places of our :

land. It will form a public sentiment which will arouse to increasedactivity the

friends of education everywhere, and ignorance will fly before it. It will press for

ward in its work , from the bright villages of the North, down to the lowly huts of

the poor whites and poorer freedmen in the South ; down to the bayous of Loui

siana, down to the everglades of Florida, down to thó very shores of the Gulf. And

ance.
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in its train what a glorious assom blage shall pour forward ; - the newspapers, the

public libraries, themultiplying railroads, the improved machinery for agriculture,

the ipcreased comforts for thehome ; with liberality, generosity, mercy , justico and

religion. This is the foundation upon which time and our cnorinous

national growth will build the noblestof structures. The hope of Agassiz may here

be realized; or even that grander dream of Bacon,-that university with unlimited

powerto do good, and with the wholeworld paying tribute to it !

" I can say, sir, with truth ,that Ipress this measure with nourkindfeeling

toward the people of that unfortunate region (the South ). I will do all in my

power to alleviate the sufferings they yet endure ;their prosperity is identical with

that of the country , and their eleration essential to thepermanence of the nation .

I press this measure because it is just to all, and willbe beneficent to all.

" As war dies let peace rise from its ashes- white -wirged , white -robed and

luminous with the light of a new morning.- a morning never to pass away while

the world shall stand . Then may be said .in the language of one of our writers :

" • How they pale,

Ancient myth and song and tale ,

In this wonder of our dat;

When the cruel rod of war

Blossoms white with righteous law ,

And the wrath of man is praise.'

One cannot help but experience a feeling of sorrow , when read

ing this speech, that such a man should bedriven out of public life

by a gang of greedy Indian - traders and thieving corporations - in

fact, that for twenty - five years he should be compelled to make that

farm -home at Nininger famous even through bis literary labors, only

by the irrepressible power of genius to force itself to the light.

N P & UD SAFETY FOR THE FRONTIERS.

On December 6, 1886, Mr. Donnelly introduced a preambleand
resolution declarivg that it was a reproach to our government that

its citizens cannot pass from one portion of the national domain to

another without danger to life and property, at the hands of a few

thousand savages, " therefore resolving thatthe Secretary of War be

required to “ thoroughly protect communication by two great routes

across the continent,” one by the line of theUnion Pacific Railroad,

the other by the future Northern Pacific Railroad , etc. The resolu- .

tion was agreed to .

UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE.

On January 18, 1867, Governor Donnelly delivered another

speech which attracted great attention at the time. It was upon

the question of universal and impartial suffrage. I have space for
but a passage :

“The purpose of government is thehappiness ofthe people—therefore, ofthe

whole people. A government cannot be halfa republicand half a despotism

public, justand equable to one class of its citizens ; a despotism , crueland destruc
tive to another class. It mustbecome either all despotism orall republic.

“ If you make it all republic the future is plain . All erils will correct them

selves. Temporary disorders willsubside;the path will lie wide open before every
man , and every stepand every hourwill take hím farther away from error and dark

ness. Give the right to vote , and you give theright to aid in making the laws.

The laws, being made by all, will be for the benefit of all ; theimprovementand

-are
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advancement ofeach member of the community will be the improvement and ad
vancement of the whole community. . The ' carth is God's, and all the children

of God haſe an equal right upon its surface. And human legislation which would
seek to subvert this truth merely legislates injustice into law , and he who believes

that injustice conserves the peace, order or welfare of society has read history to
little purpose .”

The New York Tribune referred to this speech as an able argu

ment, and stated that, at the close of it , Mr. Donnelly received the

congratulations of many of the leading members of the House .

RENOMINATED FOR CONGRESS, 1866.

The Congressional District Convention for the Second District of

Minnesota was held at St. Paul September 20, 1866. A fierce fight

had been made against Governor Donnelly's renomination, headed

by his old enemy, the St. Paul Press, and the famous “ Bill King,”

publisher of the Minneapolis Atlas. The great warfare of Aristoc

racy against the Commoner now began in earnest. The battle

raged in every county in the district, embracing two- thirds of the

territory of the new State, a sparsely -settled region, larger than all

New England. But when the convention assembled Mr. Donnelly

was renominated on the first formal ballot, receiving forty votes,

against twenty-eight, divided between three other candidates. The

great combineagainst the people was not yet all -powertul. It bad

not ripened. I quote an extract or two from his acceptance speech :

“ It is my hope and belief that I shall never, in the future, say or do aught
that shall lower the standard of human progress a hair's breadth , or that shall

strengthen the arm of injustice or add a single pang to the sufferings of the op

pressed . By this light I have sought to interpret constitutions, politics, parties
and laws. The right wrongs no man; and equal rights, equal opportunities and

equal laws are a platform which cannot be resisted, since God and man alike ap

prove them . If I can know at the end of my public career, however long or how
over short it may be, that the world has been benefited, in any degree, by my har
ing lived, I shall feel that I have not existed in vain .

“ I have striven not to degrademy constituents, but to be the mouth-piece and

exponent of all that was best and truest and noblest in their thoughts and aspira
tions . "

THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE .

" There is , " he continued, “ in the Patent Office at Washington , a timeworn ,

discolored, rudely -written parchment. The signatures are faded ; the illustrious

men who penned them have long since perishedinto dust. Butthe principleswritten
there have not faded. They are to -day inscribed in ineffaceable characters in

millions ofbrains; millions of hearts dilatewhenthey are uttered ; millions ofbreasts

are bared to the deadly hail of battle when they are imperiled. The emigrant

bails them afar off, his face shining with promise ; to them the dusky freedman

looks up as to the overlasting stars of tho sky; – they are that consummation and

crystalization of the Sermon on the Mount, contained in the august declaration of
the inalienable right of all men to life, liberty and happiness."

THE DEBATE WITH COLONEL ROBERTSON .

In this campaign a prominent and able Democrat, Col. D. A.

Robertson ,of St.Paul, challenged Governor Donnelly toa public dis

cussion . The result was so overwhelming that no man in Minnesota
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has since had the temerity to follow bis example . Even Mr. Don

nelly's old enemy , the St. Paul Press, though usually bitterly hostile

to Mr. Donnelly , could not refrain from saying, in its issue of Nov.

24, 1886 :

“His speech was the ablest and most powerful effort of campaign oratory ever

delivered in this city, and in this we butexpress thegeneral opinion of those who

heard it. We give elsewhere a pretty full report of his speech, though no report

can do full justice to thekeenandincisiveforce ofhisarguments,or the telling

home-thrusts with which it abounded. Every argument or statement of his

opponent was met and refuted with an irresistiblo cogency that elicited bursts of

uproarious and prolonged applause from the audience. The blank, spell-bound

silence of the numerous Democrats present, no less than the exultant and respons

iveenthusiasm of the Republicans, was an eloquent testimony to the unanswerable

logic of Mr. Donnelly's exposition of the great principles at issue. "

REËLECTED TO CONGRESS.

Despite the continued opposition of the St. Paul Press, which,

by all sorts of insidious arguments, sought to slay him, Mr. Donnelly

was reëlected by an increased majority . His opponent was Colonel

Wm. Colville, a strong Democrat, with a brilliant war record. He

received7,754 votes, while Mr. Donnelly received 12,022 - a major

ity of 4,268.

THE OLD BOND SWINDLE.

During the year 1867 Mr. Donnelly became involved in the fierce

battle which'was raging about the payment of nearly two and ahalf

million dollars of Statebonds which had been issued at the time of

the admission of the State into the Union. The original law was a

trick and a fraud practiced upon the people of the State. Under its

terms that vast indebtedness was saddledon the new State for the

grading of road-beds of railroads alone, and at the rate of $ 10,000

per mile,while the grading actually cost from $ 300 to $ 300 per mile !

The result was that the people found themselves involved in a debt

of vast amount, without a mile of iron, or railroad, or a single carto

show for it . It was a base and intentional swindle,and the Repub

lican party first came into power in the State, in 1859, on the plat

form of repudiating the debt caused thereby.

Mr. Donnelly had taken no part in thisbattle, but was at length

dragged into it , by an attackin the St. Paul Press, and in reply he

tookground against the pending proposition in a letter to thePress.

And his arguments were so cogent and concluslve that the people

voted the proposition down by an overwhelming vote. Since then .

thepersistentholders of the old bonds bave effected a settlement

with the State, wbereby they secured State bonds, bearing 44 per

cent. interest , fornearly four million dollars, with 500,000 acres of

land, worth $ 2,500,000 , as security for a debt which originally cost

them about $300,000 or $ 400,000 ! The whole history of the State of

Minnesota has been written in fraud and corruption , and this great

State debt remains as one of the colossal monumentsof its history.
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THE FORTIETH CONGRESS.

We come now to therecord of the last term of Congress in which

Mr. Donnelly ever served .

And here we come to a story as strange and terrible as any ever

known in the history of politics —its parallel can hardly befound

in the pages of fiction .

BILL KING IS ELECTED POSTMASTER.

Bill Kinghadopposed Governor Donnelly in the Congressional

contest of 1866. When the House assembled in December, 1867,

King was on hand asa candidate for postmaster . He found, however,

that, as Governor Donnelly represented the district in whichhe

lived, he could not succeed without his support. He sent Mr. Win

dom , Governor Donnelly's colleague in the House, to him , to beg

him not to fight King. Mr. Windom made a personal appeal to

Governor Donnelly. He said he had loaned money to King, and had

indorsedhis paper, and if King did not get the office of postmaster,

he would lose every cent of it . He begged him as his friend , and as

a favor to him , not oppose King. The King came to Donnelly ,

and, with tears in his eyes, implored him to help him . He said he

was sick and poor, he had been unfortunate in some New York spec

ulations, and he and his family would suffer greatly if he did not

get the place. He said the poor -house stared them all in the face.

Mr. Donnelly could not stand the tears, and at last, with that mag

nanimity which is almost a weakness of character with him , he

agreed to vote for King in the Republican caucus. But he said :

King, for .Windom’s - sake, I shall vote for you ; but do not send any

member of the House to me to recommend you, or I shall be cer

tain to tell themthat you are the biggest rascal in America ; but if

my single vote is of any use to you, you can have it.” King was

profuse in his thanks. The caucus was held. Governor Donnelly

voted an open ballot for King ( Windom was one of the tellers), and

King was nominated for postmaster by just one majority . Gov

ernor Donnelly's vote bad given him thevictory. But it was an un

fortunaté vote for Donnelly - the most unfortunate he ever cast.

KING'S GRATITUDE.

Immediately after the vote was taken King met Governor Dol'

nelly in one of the lobbies ; he threw bis arms around his neck , and

blubbered over him , and said : “ Donnelly , you have treated me a

thousandtimes better than I deserved ; and all the rest of my life

shall be devoted to proving my gratitude. You have saved, me and

my family from ruin . "

How , HE PROVED HIS GRATITUDE.

In January, 1849, the election of United States Senator from

Minnesota eame off at St. Paul . Shortly before it was to occur, in
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December, 1888, King came to Governor Donnelly in Washington,
and said to him :

“ Governor, a year ago you saved me from destruction. I told

you then that the rest ofmy life should be devoted to provingmy

gratitude. The time has come to do so. I am goingto St. Paul

to -morrow . I shall take a suite of rooms, and shall do my utmost to

make you United States Senator."

Governor Doppelly thanked him and said : " While I am grate

ful to you , I do not think it right that you should go to that expense

on my account. Let me give you money enough to pay your travel

ing and hotel expenses.

“ Never mind that,” replied King ; we can settle all that after

you are elected . "

Governor Donnelly afterwards learned that at that very mo

ment King had three thousand dollars of Ramsey's money in his

pocket.

When Mr. Donnelly reached St. Paul , King called on him at

once , professing the most earnest friendship, and Mr. D. , incapable

of believing that any man uld be guilty of such infinite baseness,

told him all his secrets, and from day today King called and Don

nelly unbosomed himself to this tool of his enemies.

THE MIDNIGHT Visit.

And so the work of deception continued until the senatorial fight

drewvery near to a ballot. GovernorDonnelly's room was in the old

Merchants', then a frame building. Thenext roomwas occupied

by Mr. Abner Tibbetts, a member of the House from Lake City , and

Governor Donnelly's principal advocate in the senatorial fight. The

partition between thetwo rooms was very thin , and one night, after

midvight, Mr. Donnelly was awakened by a great uproar in Tib

betts' room ; he heard voices high in argument, and violently profane

language, which he thought he recognized as King's. The next

morning Tibbettsexplained it all. He said that King had come to his

room atmidnight and told him that the time had come to throw off

the mask ; that be, King, had been fooling Donnelly all along, but

that he was now doomed , and that Tibbetts must turn in and vote

for Ramsey. Tibbetts refused to do so. And King went back to

the Ramsey headquarters and boasted of how he had deceived and

spied upon the man who had saved him from ruin .

A FURTHER DEPTH OF VILLAINY.

Subsequently King tried to destroy the character of the man

-he had sotreacherously used , and in the great libel suit , of which I

shall speak hereafter, took thestand and swore that in the senator
ial fight he and his brother Dana were not sựpportingGovernor

Donnelly, and that on his first visit to Governor Donnelly , on his

arrival in St. Paul, Governor Donnelly had offered him , King,
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$ 3,000, with which to bribe his brother Dana, who was then a

member of the Legislature, to vote for him , Donnelly, for Senator:

But, on cross-examination, certain old letters of King and his

brother, written in 1868, were submitted to him , wbich showed the

true stateof the case, and thereupon King adapted himself to what

could not be denied , and swore thathe and Dapa were both earnest

and ardent supporters of Governor Donnelly in that senatorial con

test as long ashe was a candidato : forgetting that this admission

gave the lie to the charge of attempted bribery, for if Dana King

was always a supporter of Governor Donnelly, there was no reason

why he, Donnelly, should offer Bill King $ 3,000 with which to bribe

Dana to support him ! Even the most experienced villain some

times slips up when brought face to face with evidence which be

supposedwas destroyed .

But I do not think the whole history of human rascality can

present amore terrible instance of ingratitude, duplicity, treachery

and wickedness than that of this man toward his generous and

kind -hearted benefactor. Judas, it is true, betrayed Christ with a

kiss, but it was a momentary treason , and he expiated his crime,

the next day, by hạnging himself ; but King still flourishes, with

unabashed and brazen face, glorying in his iniquity, and ready to go

into court, twenty-two years afterward, and attempt to swear

away the character of the man he had betrayed and destroyed, and

who had been his friend at the most gloomy point of his fortunes.

It is a shocking narrative, and we record it here, not out of any

malevolence toward King, but simply to show. this generation and

posterity the character of the men and the influence which drove

Ignatius Donnelly out of public life.

SAUCE FOR THE GOOSE IS SAUCE FOR THE GANDER.

On the 11th day of March , 1867, Mr. Donnelly introduced the

following preamble and resolutions, which explain themselves :

" WHEREAS, the government of Great Britain did, so soon as an armed rebel

lion appeared within the limits of the United States, hasten toaccord to the rebels

belligerent rights, and, thereafter, during the whole course of the war, continued

to give moral and material aid to the same, furnishing them with arms, munitions

and vessels of war, inflicting thereby, incalculable injury upon our foreign com

merce , and greatly increasing our sacrifices of men and money, in the suppression
of the rebellion.

And whereas,the said governmentof Great Britain has hitherto refused to pay

the government of the United States for any part of the enormous damage so in

flicted upon the commerceof the UnitedStates.

And whereas, the Irish people, afterhaving suffered for centuries the burdens

of an hereditary aristocracy: an established church, and a system of lawsdesigned

expressly for their impoverishment, have at last risen in rebellion, and are now

waging å gallant, though unequal, contest with the government of Great Britain :
Therefore ,

** Resolved, That the profoundest sympathies of the American peoplo are en

listed in behalf of the people of Ireland, in their efforts to establish a republican

government in Ireland , upon the basis of universal suffrage and a total separation
of Church and State,
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Resolved , That the Committee on Foreign Affairs is hereby instructed to

report to thisHouse what legislation , if any , is necessary to enable the executive

ofthe United States to accord to the people of Ireland belligerent rights, and

generally to enabletheexecutiveto follow in every particular the precedents es
tablished by Great Britain during the late rebellion.

Hon . Thaddeus Stevens; of Pentsylvania, objected to the intro

duction of the resolution . Mr. Donnellymoved to suspend the rules.

There was great alarm among the English party, and to prevent a

test vote, Mr. Bingham , of Ohio, moved that the Houseadjourn ,

and the motion prevailed. Uvfortunately for Mr. Donnelly, the

Irish insurrection collapsed before the House met again . If it could

hare organized and held possession of even a smallstrip of territory

andmaintained the forms ofgovernment, Mr. Donnelly's resolution

would have been adopted, and it wouldbare been the most laughable

incident of the century to have seen England's precedents applied

to England's own case , and the seas swarming with American priva

teersmen , under the Irish flag, playing bob with the commerce of

Great Britain, as she had played hob with ours.

FREE SCHOOLS IN THE SOUTH.

Mr. Donnelly continued to work awayon behalf of education .

On the 25th of March, 1867, he presentedthe following, which was

adopted :

“ WHEREAS, Religion,morality and knowledge are,' in thelanguage of
Jefferson in the Ordinance of 1787, 'necessary to good government andthe happi

ness of mankind,' therefore schools and the means of education should be every

where established .; and whereas, from various causes, the interests of popular edu

cation have been so greatly neglected, in the States lately in rebellion; that yearly

one-half of the voting population there are, at thepresent time, unable to read and

write ; and whereas, sucha state of things cannot long continue with safety to the

nation or to the best interests, prosperity and happiness of the people of the States ;,

therefore,

“ Resolved . That this House expresses its carnest hope that the people of

the States lately in insurrection will, in reorganizing the same, in accordance

with existing laws for that purpose, insert in their respective State Constitutions

a provisionrequiring the legislature to establish and maintaina system of free

schoolswhich shall afford adequate opportunity forthepubliceducationof allthe
children of the State. "

This resolution , which was unanimously adopted by the House,

had an excellent effect in calling attention to a great question, and

its suggestionswere carried out throughout the SouthernStateswith
the most excellent results.

RELIEF FOR THE SOUTH.

While Governor Donnelly naturally and properly shared in the

feelings of the North as to the rebellion and the civil war, he lost no

opportunity to show thathisheart was generous enough to sympa

thize with the people of the South -in their misfortunes. On the 13th

of March , 1867, a joint resolution (No. 16) came up for consideration

in the House, which proposed to appropriate a million dollars to
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purchase supplies of food to be distributed, by the Secretary of War,

* in those Southern and Southwestern Stateswhere a failure of crops

and other causes bave occasioned wide-spread destitution .” Hon.

Fernando Wood, the famous Democratic leader of New York City,

opposed the grant vigorously. He was followed by Hon. William

Williams, of Indiana , a Republican member. He was “ opposed ,"

he said , " to taxing the one-armed and limbless soldiers of the Re

· public to pay money to the women and children of rebels, who, with

malignant hatred, spat upon our soldiers, wounded and weary in

their march to the sea ." "He was followed by Mr. Chanler, of New

York, Democrat, who also opposed the passage of the grant. It was

a time of fierce passions; the civil war had just ended . General

Butler moved to amend that the million dollars should go to the

widows of those who were starved to death in the rebel prisons of

Andersouville, Libby, etc. General Logan also opposed the resolu

tion . Mr. Boyer, of Pennsylvania, Democrat, supported the grant.

Mr. Bingham , ofOhio , Republican , also spoke for it. So, also, did

General Garfield . Men divided according to their instincts, and

party lines were forgotten . John Covode, of Pennsylvania , in a

speech worthy of the timeof Oliver Cromwell and the Long Parlia

ment, cited the case of King Ahab, told of in the Old Testament,

who was instructedby the Lord to go out and make war upon the

Assyrians, under King Benhadad, and when he had conquered

them , to utterly exterminate them . But King Ahab , after he had

slain 100,000 Assyrians, thought be had done enough to satisfy the

wrath of God, and he pardoned Benhadad, the king, and therefore

King Abab and all hissons were slain by the Lord. “ Now , I ask ,

gentlemen ," John Covode said , in conclusion, “ if they suppose the

Lord is done with punishing the rebels of this country ? ” And

therefore he was opposed to the Government feeding the starving

women and children of the South.

It is pleasant to turn from such a screed of fanaticism and

batred to the utterances of Governor Donnelly. He took a leading

part in the discussion. He made three speeches and secured an

amendment providing tbatif the million dollars appropriated were not

sufficient " to save men, women and children from death by starva

tion, " then any other further sum was to be expended by the War

Department. I make two or three extracts from his remarks on

this question . I would note that the joint resolution finally passed

by a vote of 98 to 31 , and there canbe no doubt that Mr. Donnelly's

efforts very greatly contributed to that end :

* The war is at an end. The bitterness and acrimony that accompanied it

should die with it. We must base this Government of ours upon thelove of the

people. Wecannot permit the now empty seats, upon the other side of this cham

ber ,to be filledbya race of men who wiil bethehereditary enemies of the land

they assist in governing. This Government, as it must rest upon the free will of

the people , must rest also upon the love of the people.

* I am sorry tohear those appeals made to the natural prejudices and natural

bitterness whichexist in our hearts. I am sorry to hear these references to inder
5
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sonville and Libby prisons. Let us recollect that if we, the representatives of the

American people ,after having been brought face to face, byofficial proof, with

the knowledge of this starvation in our land,dow withhold the hand of relief,

then , in the eyes of the civilized world, we will bare placed ourselves on a level

with the very rebels who starved our men todeath .

" The chronicles of England preserve the memory of an Anglo -Saxon bishop
who, in a time of famine, took the gold andsilver ornaments from the altars of his

churchesand the decorations from their walls, and sold them to purchase food for

the starving multitudes. And when one, who looked rather to the letter thanto

the spirit of religion, would have rebuked hin or his act, he made a poble

answer, which will live through all time:. That it was better that the living

temples of the Lord should be fed, eren though the dead temples of the Lord should

go empty '

" I have somewhere read of a gallant Swede, of the army of Charles XII. , who,

at theclose ofone of the great battles fought by thatsovereign , sought to assist á

wounded and dying enemy;givinghim watertodrink , from hisowncanteen. Inthe

very moment thathe wasthus aiding him , the dying man, stillfull of the rage of the

battlefield ,attempted to take the life of his benefactor. The gallant soldier never

theless stayed his hand, and aided, with others, to bear him to a place of safety .

When the King heard of the noble act he sent for the soldier and rewarded his

humanity by promotion. He asked him, however, how it came that he didnot

strikean enemy who thus sought to take his life even while he was relieving him ?

Sire,' he replied, ' my heart would not permit me to strike a prostrate and helpless

“ So I say now , in the presence of this suffering and this death, I have not the

heart to remember anything save only that these people are human , and, being

human , pitiable.

6

man .

999

SETTLERS ON PUBLIC LANDS.

On the 15th of January, 1868 , Mr. Donnelly made a speech in

favor of a bill, introduced by his colleague Mr. Windom , to permit

settlers on the public lands tomake the necessary proofs before the

clerk of the nearest court, without being obliged to travel , perhaps,

hundreds of miles to the land office , at heavy expense, which the

poor frontiersmen could ill afford. Mr. Elibu Washburne, of Illinois,

who perceived that Mr.Donnelly was rapidly advancing to the fore

most ranks of the House, and that, if he was not crippledin some

way, his brother William , who resided in Mr. Donnelly's Congres

sional district, could never come to Congress, proceeded to make a
fierce fightupon this just and humane measure. But he was de

feated, the billpassing by a vote of 81 to 15. All this was very irri

tating to Washburne, and belped precipitate the storm which soon
after burst on Mr. Donnelly's head.

SOUTHERN RAILROAD GRANTS.

On January 29, 1868, Mr. Donnelly made a speech in favor of

theGovernmentreassuming possession of five million acres ofland,

held by railroad companies, in the South, that bad forfeited the

same by not complying with the terms of their grants. He urged

that these lands should be restored to the public domain and given,

under the Homestead Act , to the people of the South, white and

black , in tracts of forty acres each, thus making homes for more
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than six hundred thousand poor people. In the course of the debate

he said :

" I do not believe there is anyreasonable legislation thereconstructed States

of the South can ask at the hands of the North which the North will not willingly

and promptly grant. Being once back in the Union, it will be our pleasure and

delight to nourish them into prosperity and do everything in our power to devel

op that entire Southern country.'

The money of the wealthy corporations who owned these roads

wastoo potent to be overcome inthe interest of the people , and

the bill was eventually defeated .

RIGHTS OF AMERICAN CITIZENS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

On January 30, 1868, Mr. Donnelly made a speech , in the House,

and took strong ground against the imprisonment of American

naturalized citizens by foreign governments, then being practiced

in Europe. He declared that Congress should announce its ulti

matum that any such act was “ just ground for war, " and let

European nations understand that if they imprisoned our citizens

they had got to fight for it .

THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AGAIN.

A lively battle occurred on February 12, 1868. Elihu Wash

burne, acting chairman of the Committee on Appropriations,

probably because Mr. Donnelly was largely instrumental in secur

ing the passage of the act establishing the Bureau of Education ,

contrived to have the appropriation for the support of the bureau

left out of the appropriation bill , and Mr. Donnelly moved to rein

state it. Washburne fougbt it hard , and in a very unfair and tricky

way. Mr. Donnelly showed , in an exceedingly courteous manner,

that Washburne bad grossly misstated the facts in several particu

lars. He showed that the appropriation asked for amounted to

one-thirty - fourth part of a cent for each inhabitant of the United

States. In fact he squelched Mr. Washburne completely. He

wound up with these pregnant sentences:

“ We cannot pay toohigh a price for the national safetyor the national life.

School-houses in this generation will prevent wars in the next. Education , in the long

is always cheaper than ignorance."

Fernando Wood, as was to be expected , came to the help of

Elihu Washburne. General Garfield held up the hands of Mr. Don

nelly. He showed that the bill had passed , in the previous Congress,

by a vote of 80 to 44- by a striet party vote - while Washburne,

with his usual mendacity , had stated thatit had only one or twoma

jority. He also showed that the example of Congress, in establish

ing the Bureau of Education , had been most favorably commented

onby foreign nations, and that -

“ One of the leading members of the English Parliament , on the 2d of Decem

ber , 1867, had moved that a sinuilar department be created, and that a Minister of

L'ducation should have a seat in the cabinet as one of the counselors of her Maj

nun ,
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ests . " " The bill establishing the department,” he continued, has been no

ticed in all the nations and languages of Europe, as a step in the direction which

nations must take to secure the liberty of the people and the safety of the Gov
ernment.”

Washburne's opposition , supported by Fernando Wood, pre

vailed for a time, and the appropriation for tbe support of the Bureau

of Education was killed . The Senate, however, refused to accede to

this contemptible action and preserved the bureau. But all this

showedbow Washburne was writhing under the general recognition

of Mr. Donnelly's ability .

SETTLERS ON INDIAN LANDS IN KANSAS.

On March 6, 1868, Governor Donnelly secured the passageof an

amendment, offered by him, to the bill in reference to the Osage

Indian lands in Kansas, whereby both the odd and even numbered

sections should be sold at public sale, to actual settlers, so that tbe

settlers should have the right to pay for them in installments, where

they could not pay all cash . Thus the speculators were shut out and

the settlers enabled to secure their homesteads.

HE CANVÅSSES CONNECTICUT AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

In the spring of 1868, Governor Donnelly, at the request of the

State committees, madea canvass of the States of Connecticut and

New Hampshire, in behalf of theRepublican ticket , holding immense

meetings and doing very effectivework, for which he was warmly

thanked by the leading men of those States.

THE EVILS OF LAND GRANTS.

The injurious influences which flow. from Jand grants to rail

road companies, and which are now , after the lapse of a quarter of

a century, so plainly apparent to every one , were foreseen by Gov

ernor Donnelly, and he labored to prevent them . He acknow )

edged the importance of railroads to such vast regions of country as

are embraced in the West. He said, in a speech delivered in the

House May 7, +1868 :

" The importance of the railroad system to theWest can not be orerestimated.

The grain raised upon land forty miles from a railroad or any great water course

is almost valuelesss, save for home consumption, anda people 80 situatedmust

continue in a poor, primitive and unprogressive condition . Unable to exchange

the surplus productions of their soil for agricultural implements, manufactured

goods, or the manifold necessities or luxuries of life, they lapse, in a generation
or two, into a semi-barbarous and wretched condition ."

I firmly believe that water -navigation and intercourse would

lead to greaterand better results than therailway system , and that

the statistics of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Michigan demonstrate

the proposition. Governor Donnelly's speech exhibits his liberality

upon these issues, and his willingness to accord credit where doubt

exists.
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He even admitted that railroads could not have been built,

ut thattime, without the aid of land grants, and perhaps in that

respect he was right.

But he further said :

* I am of the opinion that we should resort to all measures which will tend

to lessen the evils which are necessarily incidentto such gigantic corporations. The
greatest of these is the withdrawal of large bodies of public land, the line

of the roads, from settlement."

He, therefore , advocated a bill, H. F. 370, introduced by Hon.

George W. Julian , which provided that all grants of lands to railroad

companies ( the odd -numbered sections) should be placed in the

hands of the States in which the lands are situated , as trustees for

the corporations, and the States should sell the lands to actual settlers,

at a fixed price, and deliver the proceeds to the railroad companies.
He said :

- The conversion of lands into farins and the construction of the railroad

would proceed side by side ; the farms would furnish business for the road ; the

road would furnish an outlet for the productions of the farms. Thuscommerce

and agriculture would meet on equal terms and mutually assist each other. It is

in this marriage ofthe wisdom oflegislation with tho wants and neccssities of the

people that the highest statesmanship will be found to exist.

• We cannotorerrato theimportanceof the subdivision of the land among

tho people. Being the original parent of all wealth, its blessing should be wide

spread and should reach as many as possible ; otherwise it will concentrate in a few

hands, and then will follow plethora for the few and pauperism for the many, until

at last we realize the pitiful and lamentablo condition of Europe, where tho blood

and tears and sweat of the afflicted cry from the earth like the blood of Abel.

** Now, Mr. Speaker, we owe to every man who desires to possess it a reason.

abloportion of the unoccupied landof thenation. The right inheres inhim and

it inheres in the great mass of his fellow -men, because he and they are alike to be

benefited, he directly, they indirectly. That right the homestead law recognizes

and protocts ."

Speaking of the poor laborers of Europe, he said :

“ How pitiful, Mr. Speaker, is the condition of those populations ? They lie

at the base of a column of injustices heaped high above them . How desolate is tho

cry which their wretchedness, their misery, their very sinfulness, sends up to

heaven ? How pale, how bloodless are their poor faces as they gather in the fetid

alleys of the great cities of the Old World, or sit down patientlyto their insutti

cient food. in miserable cabins ? The wholo past of the human family seems to rest

crushingly upon them . Conquests a thousand years oldyet press upontheir
shoulders. The distinctions of race and caste and religion, and all the million

forms of injustice growing out ofthese , yet hold them under their feet. They look

to the laws, and they are against them ; they look to the land, and it is occupied;

they can only hope by the most cruel and unceasing toil to snatch a living more

scant, more precarious than that which the gaunt wolf gathers in the depths ofthe
forest."

PROTECTING THE RIGHTS OF ACTUAL SETTLERS.

On June 4, 1868, Governor Donnelly reported back and secured

the passage of an act, House bill No. 23, to prevent the entry of

more than three sections of public lands in any township by means

of agricultural college scrip. He showed that in some sections whole
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townships were being seized upon by speculators — the purcbasers

of that scrip - to the esclusion of actual settlers.

MAIL SERVICE TO MONTANA AND IDAHO.

On the 19th of June, 1868, there was a lively contest over a bill,

asked by the Postmaster -General, to increase the mail service be

tween Fort Abercrombie and Helena from “ pony service ” to “ stage

service,” at an additional cost of $ 50,000, thereby saving a distance of

a thousand miles in the transportation ofmails and passengers. A

very illiberal opposition was made to the bill by some Eastern

members, probably in the interest ofthe UnionPacificRailroad , led

by Hon. Hamilton Ward , of NewYork. The bill was finally passed,

after a hard fight, by a vote of 57 yeas to 50 nays. In the course of

the debate the following passage -at-arms took place :

Mr. Ward . " How do we know that it is a just and righteous measure if we

do not find it out through the instrumentality of the committee appointed for the

purpose of ascertaining the facts ? How do we know ? ”

Mr. Donnelly . " By that common sense and judgment with which God has
endowed most men .

M1. Ward. “ The gentleman has more than his share, and I was inquiring

for a little of his . "

Mr. Donnelly. " I should be happy, if time permitted, to fully enlighten the
gentleman— but it would take time ! ”

It is unnecessary to state that Mr. Ward discovered the House

convulsed with laughter— at him .

99

THE PURCHASE OF ALASKA.

On July 1, 1868 , there was quite a conflict in the House over the

appropriation of $10,000,000 for.the purchase of Alaska. Mr. Don

nelly said :

" I shall vote for this bill because I consider it one of the necessary steps in

the expansion of our institutions and nationality over the entire domainofthe

North American continent. From both North and South the territory and the peo

ple of thecontinent gravitateinevitablytowardus, drawnbyoursteadilyincreas
ing greatness, the benignity of our institutions, and the individual prosperity

manifestedeverywhere throughout all our broad expanse, There is no reason

why those institutions should notextend,on the one hand,to thatthread of land

which ties together the Northern and Southern continents, and, on the other hand,

to the extremelimits of human habitation under the frozen constellations of the

North .

“ When the traces of the great rebellion shall have passed away , when the

debt incurredin its suppression shallhave been extinguished, or shall have been

dwarfed into insignificance, compared withthe vastness of our population and the
magnitude of our wealth ; when our institutions shall have been purified from
every taint of the old and the cruel past, and shall be sublimated and refined into

the very perfection of human justice and Christian benevolence, and when our

nationalityshall have expanded until it fades out beneath the fire of the tropics,

on the one hand, or disappears alongthe margin of the eternal snows,on the other,

we shall presenttotheworld theaspect of anation greater ,mightier, wiser and
happier than any ever known before to man in the whole tide of time. We will

be a nation that by the mere power of its moral influence shall compel justice and
destroy injustice in all the lands of the earth . "
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The chief opponent ofthe purchase of Alaska was C. C. Wash

burn , of Wisconsin. He declared that the country was worthless,

that therewere no fur-bearing animals in it , etc. He was assisted

by the “ liberal-minded ” Elihu, his brother, who roted against the

purchase. But the bill passed . " Tho seal fisheries have turned out
to be worth hundreds ofmilliops of dollars , and there is no conceiv.

able sum for which the United States would to -day sell the Terri

tory of Alaska to any foreign nation . As Yr. Donnelly said, in the

course of the debate:

“ With our great nation on the south and our new acquisition resting npon

the north , British domination will be inevitably pressed out of Western British

America . It will disappear between the upper and the nether mill-stones. These

jaws of the nation will swallow it up ."

THE TROUBLE WITH THE WASHBURN FAMILY.

I haveshown that trouble was brewingbetween Ur. Donnelly

and Elihu Washburne . For four years Mr.William D. Washburn ,

brother of Elihu , had been a candidate for Congress against
Mr. Donnelly.

He failed in 1864 , because he insisted that all the other candi

dates in the district must withdraw and unite on him, and defeat

Jr. Donnelly in that way. Each of the other candidates preferred

himself to Mr. Donnelly, but preferred Mr. Donnelly to any of

the rest, and so Mr. Donnelly was renominated.

In 1866 he adopted a different plan. He urged some one prom

inent man in each principal county to be a candidate for Congress,

and to bring his delegation to the convention , intending, when he

got them there, to unite all the opposition in his own behalf. But,

when that point was reached, agaiu Mr. Donnelly was the choice

of so many delegates that he was renominated, and on the first

ballot, by à vote of 40 to 28.

Since 1866 Mr. Donnelly had been steadily rising in the estima

tion of the people both in Minnesota and tbroughout the whole

country ; his reputation was becoming national. The Washburn

familywere in distress, and the Washburnfamily carriedthe armor

ofmodern plutocracy ! They knew not what io do. William must

come to Congress — it was the Heaven-appointed destiny of the

family — but how was he to get there while that able and indus

trious man stood in his way ? Donnelly must be got rid of. But

how ? It was evident he could not be defeated in the Congressional

conventions. It was therefore decided that the great Elibu- the

head of the family—must jump upon and crush him to death.

Everything favored such a scheme. It was evident that the victor

ious UnionGeneral, Ulysses S. Grant, was certain to be President.

Washburne lived in Grant's town , Galena, and he was generally

supposed to be Grant's right-hand man— the power behind the

throne . Presuming on this fact, Washburne played the dictator in
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( 'ongress. Amau of very little intellect ( for none of thefamily were

intellectual), but of great energy and force , he felt the full prestige

of his accidental position. Hewas surrounded by all those cringing •

multitudes that always gather around wen who are supposed to pos

sess power and patronage. Mr. Donnelly was n young man , without

powerful family connections, without wealth, without church or any
other kind of influence to sustain him . Elibu Washburne reasoned

thatif he assailed and denounced Mr. Donnelly from the heightof his

position, as the supposed premier of the incoming administration, it

would absolutely destroy him ; and if, in addition to this, he could

blacken his reputation , he would ruinhim as a man and citizen, and

so end him . It was necessary not only to kill him offas a Congress

man , but as a politician . William must come to.Congress over his

corpse.

Mr. Donnelly's relations with Elihu Washburne had always been

pleasant, if not cordial, asthey were with every member of Congress.

It was necessary that Washburne must pick a quarrel with him to

justify the onslaught hewas about to make. Mr. Donnelly , in his

speech in Congress May 2d , 1868, tells how this was accomplished :

" Mr. Speaker, on the 20th of March last, I asked, in this House, unanimous

consent to introduce a bill for a land grant, toaid in the construction of a railroad

from the town of Taylor's Falls,in the State ofMinnesota, by the way ofSt. Cloud ,

to the western boundary of the State;and asked that it bereferred to the Committee

of PublicLandsandprinted . An objection was made by thegentleman from Illinois

( Mr. Washburne ) . I did not hear any otber objection at thetime. It seems, however,

that the gentleman from Indiana (Mr. Holman ) had also objected. I immediately

went to the gentleman from Illinois, and said to bin that was about to leave the

city, to go to the State of Connecticut, to labor in behalf of theRepublican pårty in

that State, that I must leave the next day, and that I would be obliged to him , as a

personal favor, if he would withdraw his objection and permitmo to introduce the

bill. His answer to me was, “ Mr. Holman has objected .' Taking it for granted
that he meant that he would not press his objection , I to Mr. man . I made

the same statement to him, and, although opposed to me in politics, he was gentle

man enough to say that he would not interfere with the mere introduction of the

bill , and he rose, as you will recollect, Mr. Speaker, and said that, although

opposed to land grants, he was not opposed to the introduction and referenco of

the bill, and withdrewhis objection. There wasreally scarcely any public land on

the proposed line , but the citizens of Taylor's Falls wanted the bill simply for

the charter. E. W.F.) The Speaker again put the question, and stated that the

bill would hare its first and second readings, when the gentleman from Illinois

rose in his seat and said : “ I also object ; ' and it was impossible for me to intro

duce the bill . I was filled, as any gentleman would be, with indignation at

this course , at this seeming ill faith, and I sat down and wrote a letter to the

gentleman in Minnesota most interested in that project, and who had written to

ine upon the subject, and stated merely the facts . I send the letter to the clerk's

desk to be read :

* Hon . M. H. C. Folsom , Taylor's Falls, Minnesota :

" I have carefullyprepared abill fora grant of lands to the State ofMinnesota ,

to aid in the construction of arailroad “ from Taylor's Falls, via St. Cloud,to the

western boundary of theState, " as rillappear by a copy of the Globe which I will

send yon.to-morrow . Mr. E. B. Washburne, of Illinois,twice objected , and pre
rented its introduction and reference to the Committee on Public Lands. “ As

unanimous consent was necessary , the objection made by Mr. Washbarne has de

}
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lared for the present all action upon the hill. I fear that this delas will throw the

bill forward to a very lato periodin the session.

• The introduction and reference of bills are so much matters of course . “

in parliamentary proceedings, that I am at a loss to account for this action of Mr.

Washburne. I should regret to think that his continued opposition toevery meas

ure of a public or privatenature in which I appear to bo interested is due to a desire

to utterly impair my ability to serve my constituents. I can scarcely think it

possible that any respectable gentleman would indulge in such an illiberaland

ungenerous policy, but this fact remains, that he scems determined to resist in

every way every measure which Ideem important to my constituents. I propose

to do mywholeduty, in spite of his opposition . Truly your friend,
... IGNATIUS DONNELLY.***

It was considered by the Republicans that the States of New

Hampshire and Connecticut, holding their election in the spring of

1868,would have a great influence upon the presidential election to

be held in the fall of tbat year, and they therefore urged the great

speakers of the party, from all over the country, to come to their help

in the canvass of those States. A delegation from the Republican

committees of New Hampshire and Connecticut came to Wasbing

ton and urged Vr. Donnelly (as I have already stated) to makesome

speeches for them . This be reluctantly consented to do. It was

while engaged in this very important and laborious work in behalf

of the Republican party that Mr. Washburne, a leader ofthat party,

sought the opportunity to destroy his character, by sending for pub

lication to Mr. Donnelly's ancient and villainous enemy, the St.

Paul Press, a letter which Mr. Donnelly fitly characterized, in

his speech on May 2d, as “ without a parallel in the history of

any parliamentary body on the face of the earth ; so shocking, so
abusive, so outrageous in its character and in all its parts." In

addition to attacking Mr. Donnelly's course in Congress at every
possible point, it charged that he “ had left the city of Phila

delphia between two days, under suspicious circumstances.

On Mr. Donnelly's return to Washington from the State of Con

necticut, he was shown by bis friends a copy of the Press containing

this infamous attack. He deliberated for some time whether it was

not his duty to shoot Washburne. He finally decided to reply to his

assailant, not in a remote newspaper, but on the floor of Congress.

TÅE GREAT ANTI-WASHBURNE SPEECH .

It was not until the 2d of May, the House being then busy

attending the impeachment of the President, Andrew Johnson, that
he could obtain the floor. On a Saturday afternoon , just as the

House returned from the Senate, he rose in his seat, the galleries

being nearly empty , and delivered a speech that was in many re

spects the greatestand most famous ever made in Congress since
the establishment of the Government. The news spread ; the gal

leries filled up ; the excitement on the floor of the House became in

teuse. Washburne had terrorized the House ; he was almost uni

versally hated and despised , but at the same time feared ; and when
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as be

one man , and he the quietest gentleman in the House, rose to

impale him and flay him alive, the joy of the members knew no

bounds. They cried out, “ Give it to him !” “ Hit him again !” and

the applause and laughterwere unbounded. When Mr. Donnelly's

hour had expired he was about two-thirds through hisspeech . Hon .

Wm. D. Kelley, of Pennsylvania , thefamous “ Pig -Iron Kelley

was called, one of the foremost and ablest men of the House, rose

and moved that Mr. Donnelly's time be extended without limit, and

this extraordinary motion was unanimously agreed to !

The first part of Mr. Donnelly's speech was devoted to a de

fense of bis Congressional acts, andhe completely wiped away every

charge made by Washburne; he showed that they were disproved
by the official record of the votes he had given . He then took up

the personal charges. He said :

WASHBURNE'S SLANDERS.

" I left the city ofPhiladelphiaonthe 15th of May, 1857, in broad daylight,
from the depot of the Pennsylvania CentralRai pad , accompanied to that depot by

crowds of friends. For months before my departure I hadadvertised in thepapers

of that city that I would leave about the 1st of May, and that all persons having

claims against me must present them. ”

He quoted an advertisement from the Philadelphia Public Ledger

of May 12, 1857, in which a society of which he was a member unani

mously thanked him for his services, and said that “ he bears with '

him to his new bome the best wishes of the members of this associa

tion for his prosperity and success. "

Mr. Donnelly_then bad read the following letter from Hon.

Benjamin Harris Brewster, then Attorney -General of the State of

Pennsylvania , since Attorney -General of the United States--a letter

of which any man might be justly proud.

MR. BREWSTER'S LETTER.

Mr. Donnelly said :

" Mr. SPEAKER : I now send to the clerk's desk and ask him to read a letter - a

letterfrom a gentleman well known tomanymembers of this Housepersonally,

well known, I think , to all of them by reputation, the distinguished Benjamin

Harris Brewster, ofPhiladelphia, a man whoselearning, genius and character have

illuminatedthe profession of the lawin that State, ofwhich he is now Attorney.
General the man under whom I studied law, and who knew mefrommy boyhood

up . I ask the clerk to read what he says in answer to this slanderer . ”

The clerk read as follows :

" COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA ,

6. Office of Attorney -General,

“ HARRISBURG , April 28, 1868.

“ MY DEAR MR. DONNELLY : Your letter of yesterday is now before me.

It is a surprise tome thatany one should be so hardy as to assail your good name
for acts done while a resident here.

" To me youhave been known for nearly twenty years. Youwere my stu

dent, and from 1849to 1853 you were daily with me, and down to 1857 there was
not a week that we were not in con stant intercourse. For a year before you left it
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was publicly notorious that you were arranging your affairs to go west and resido

there. Your departuro was open , public, conspicuously public. You made a
formal call on mo to bid me good -by.

“ Your character from your boyhood up was well known to mo ; your business

affairs were known to me, as you advised with me, and from other sources my

means of information wero cxact , and you were regarded by me, as by others, in.

deed, by all who ever spoke to me of you, as a man of uncommon energy,skill
and strict integrity .

" After youhad been absent for some years, and on an occasion when you

were present in Philadelphia - my recollection is that it was in 1863 — you camo to

me, and, tomy surprise,you advised me that somo person of the name of Porter

had charged you with a conspiracy to defraud. As your counsel, the whole matter

was committed to my exclusivo charge. Thecase was heard before themagistrate,

in my presence, and ho discharged you , thero being no proof of any kind

against you.

“ My recollection is distinct ;there wasnotthoshadowof proofagainst you .
The conviction impressed on my mind then was, and still is , that it was an attempt,

under colorof criminal proceedings, to frighten you intothe payment of a debt
you did not owe, and that there was also some personal and political ill-feeling at
ibe bottom of the affair .

" la that transaction you acted like a man of courage and high honor. You

refused to plead tho statute of limitations ,and you also refused to plead yourprivi

lege as a member of the House of Representatives; and that refusal was publicly

announced by me in open court,before the magistrato and all the bystanders. You

also, being present, announced, through me, that no technicaldefense of any kind

would be set up ; that you challenged any ono to come forward and mako a charge,

it they had any to make; and, as representing you , I further said that, if no

tice were sent tome atany subsequent day, when you were absent, that you would

forth with be produced by me, at any time and from any distanco ; that you had

been honored, by a respectable constituency, with a responsible office, and that

you owed it totheir honor and to yourownhonor to contront all accusers atall
times and meet all such charges on their merits.

Formy part, to me you have ever been dear as a friend and a pupil of whom
I am proud.

- You are known by me to enjoy a character for stern integrity, and by me
you would be trusted to the utmost limit of human confidence.

“ Truly, as ever, more and more , your friend,
“ BENJAMIN HARRIS BREWSTER.

“ Hon. I. DONNELLY, House ofRepresentatives, Washington , D. O."

Continuing, Mr. Donnelly said :

“ The gentleman's brother (W. D. Washburn ), four years ago , contesting,
with me the rightto a seat in this House, used these slanders upon thestreets of

St. Paul, until I was forced to comoout,in a card in the public papers of tho State,

and say that, if he could prove anything against my honor, Iwould withdraw from

the contest for Congress, and resign myseatin this body. I had thought, knowing

the source from which these things spring, that that denial would have ended the
matter.

" I shall not stop to amplify that splendid passage from Shakespeare which my

friend from lowa (Mr. Price) was compelled the other day to quote against the

gentleman from Ilinois (Mr. Washburne ) :

" Who steals my purse steals trash ; " tis something, nothing ;

' Twas mine,' tishis, and has been slave to thousands;

But he that filches from me my good name

Robs me of that whichnaughtenriches him ,

And makes me poor indeed. "

Why, Mr. Speaker, the cringing sneak -thiefwho picks your pocket, or steals
your overcoat, is a Christian gentleman compared with that monsterwhowould

rob you of the precious mantle of your reputation and leave you shivering before

the contempt of the world. The assassin who strikes you down in your blood

66
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leares at least your memory sacred anon , oil, and your grave may be bedewed hr

the tears of affection ; but he wbo would assassinate your reputation, he who

would strike at the lifeof your character, he who would befoul you, who would

cover you all over with night-soil, is a wretch whom it were baso Aattery to call a

coward.' Beside such a man the memory of the assassin Booth grows respectable.'

CARRYING THE WAR INTO AFRICA .

Having closed the defeuseof himself, Mr. Donnelly then “ car

ried the war into Africa ." He attacked Washburne in a terrible

philippic, winding up with this summary :

“ What greatmeasure, in his sixteen years of legislation, has this gentleman

erer originated ? What liberal measure has ever met with his support ? What

original sentiment has he ever uttered ? .. What thought of his has ever risen

above the dead-level of the dreariest platitudes ? If he lay dead to-morrow in this

chamber, whatheart in this body would experience one sincere pangof sorrow ? .

He has sought to build himself up upon our dishonor ; to glorifjú himself in our

disgrace; to poliute and befoul and traduce the very body of which he is a mem
ber. "

In the following pages several extracts are given of this great

speech. It was widely copied all over the United States ; it was re

printed in English books and in the Paris newspapers. It created

an immense sensation throughout the whole country . It practically
ended Elihu Washburne as a public man . He desired tobe amem

ber ofGrant's cabinet, and Grant permitted him to serve as Secre

tary of State for two or three days, and then exiled the ambitious

Warwick to France.

THE EFFECT OF THE SPEECH.

The Washington correspondent of the Chicago Times ex

pressed the general feeling when he said :

“ Donnelly has completely wiped out Washburne as a radical leader. ”

The New York Herald spoke of-

" The vein of genius, . the thunderbolts of powerful invective and genu

ine wit amid the storm and flood of Billingsgate.”

The Philadelphia Telegraph said :

“ While‘Mr.Donnelly's language is almost inexcusable, yet his provocation

was great. The statements made by Mr. Washburne as to his character are utterly

and entirely false ."

Mr. Donnelly was told when he lectured , years afterward, in

Madison, Wisconsin, during the session of the legislature which

had just refused to elect Cadwalader C. Washburn to the United

States Senate, that his great speech had been republished in nearly

all the Wisconsin papers, during the recent campaign, and that it

had materially contributed to C.C. Washburn's defeat.

MR. DONNELLY'S OVATION.

But to resume our narrative. Mr. Donnelly was boarding at the

time at the St. James Hotel, and that night and all of thenext day

( Sunday ) he was the subject of a perfect ovation . He was called

upon by hundreds of leading men, including agreat many Congress
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men. The entire delegation from Illinois (with the exception of

Washburne) called in a body, with United States Senator Richard

Yates, the great war Governor of Illinois, at their head ; and , com

ing up to him , laughing, and holding out his hand , Senator Yates

said : “ Of course you can not expect us to rejoice in your castiga
tion of our colleague ! ” The officials of the House called also , :

in a body, and said they intended to take up a collection and pre

sent Mr. Donnelly with a service of plate . Mr. Donnelly beggel

them not to do so; not that he would not highly appreciate such a

gift, but that he knew Washburne's vindictive nature , and that he

wouldfollow them up , and persecute them , individually, for the rest
of their lives.

As I said before, the affair ended Washburne's political career.

After his return from Paris he sought to be elected again to the

House, but could not succeed . Then he tried to be United States

Senator, and had but a small support. Then he even aspired to the

nomination for President, and received two or three votes. He will

he remembered in history only by Mr. Donnelly's philippic. Mr.

Donnelly said at the time: “ I have embalmed him for posterity-

like a bug in amber.”

MR. DONNELLY DEMANDS AN INVESTIGATION .

Mr. Donnelly demanded a committee of investigation to inquire

into the truth ofWashburno's charges. He was determined to give

Washburne a chance to prove his slanders, if he could. Mr. Win

dom , his colleague , made the motion at his request, and the com

mittee was appointed. The committee met May 15th . Mr. Wash

burne had been invited by the chairman to be present and prove

his charges. He did not attend. In the meantime he had theclerk

of his standing committee busy in Philadelphia, seeking for any possi

ble shadow of evidence to sustain his slander. The committee met

again May 16th . Mr. Washburne appeared, and stated that his let

ter to the St. PaulPress did not contain any charges of crime or cor

ruption against Mr. Donnelly ! Then he sought to intimidate the

committee, by declaring that he wanted “ fifty or more witnesses

- not from Philadelphia, but from Minnesota, while none of Mr.

Donnelly's pretended offenses had been committed in Vinnesota.

Then, at his request, the committee adjourned over , for about ten

days, to enable his clerk to finish his researches in Philadelphia .

A telegram to the Chicago Republican of Jay 28th says :

- Mr. Washburne made a sad mistake when he attacked the Minnesotian , and

isnow put to his trumps to find any evidencewhatever to support his charges. He

will probably have to back out as best he can ."

Then, on the 27th of May, 1868, Washburne wrote a letter to

the committee from which I make these choice extracts :

After extraordinary provocations, unknown to the committee or to the House

of Representatives, and extendingthrough a series ofyears, Iwrote the letter which
has boen made the subject of investigation ."
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Mr. Donnelly stated to the committeethat this allegation was an

absolute and abominable falsehood : that he had never given Wash

burn the slightest provocation for his course ; and he challenged him
to name a single instance of the kind.

WASHBURNE BACKS Down .

Washburne goes on to say in his letter :

" In the letter there is no charge touching the gentleman's official character as

amemberof the House ; and no allegation of bribery and corruption as stated in

the preamble."

And this in the face of the fact that he had in that letter

charged Mr. Donnelly with havingbeen seen " that is, bribed ,

uponthe vote on the bill to legalize a bridge across the Mississippi
at Clinton .

The committee in their report say :

" On behalf of Mr. Washburne it was claimed that the charges or statements

in the letter, haring reference to the conduct and characterof Mr. Donnelly, an

terior to his election to Congress , were no breach of theprivileges of the House or

of Mr. Donnelly as a member,and that therefore the House had no proper juris

diction to direct an investigation as to their truth or falsity . "

Mr. Washburne was in this dilemma : He had made charges

which he could not prove; which be knew were unjust to a fellow

member, and false; but, instead of coming forward, and, in a manly

way, making a proper retraction and apology, he withdraws alto

gether so muchof the charges which affectedMr. Donnelly's char

acter as a member of the House, and wbich the House would com

pel him to prove or retract, and then he urges that , as to the other

charges, the House bas no right to investigate them , because they

referred to events which transpired beforeMr. Donnelly's election

to Congress.

WASHBURNE'S BASENESS.

It is difficult to conceive of greater baseness. To make terri

ble charges against a gentleman, and then refuse to attempt to

provethem, and argue that the assailed party could not be per

mitted to disprove them himself ! The committee say :

“ Mr. Washburne, in his written communication before referred to, and alsó

verbally before the committee, stated that he did not appear before the committee

as a prosecutor, and declined to assume the affirmative of attempting to sub

stantiate his charge against Mr. Donnelly by proof. "

The committee further say :

“ Mr. Donnelly constantly and persistently urged upon the committee that

they should proceed to investigate tho truth or falsity of the allegations against

him , and avowed his entire willingness to assume the affirmative, and to disprove

them, and to pay the expensesof witnesses for that parpose

But the committee were constrained to follow the parliamentary

rule , and took the ground in their report that they had no right to

inquire into the acts of members prior to their election. But the
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whole matter leaves Washburne in the most shameful and degraded

light for the contemplation of posterity. He interfered, without

provocation, discourteously in the business of another member, and

then, when that member, obliged to explain the cause of the delay

in introducing the bill to those interested, stated the facts without

abuse or denunciation , he enters his district and , in the leading

paper of theState, covers bim withcharges of corruption and crime;

and then, when an investigation is ordered into the truth of his

charges, he withdraws so much as he wouldbe compelled , by par

liamentarylaw, to prove, and interposes an objection to the assailed

party proving his innocence, at his own expense, of the remainder
of bis base slanders.

THE EFFECT IN MINNESOTA.

Of course, all this battle produced an immense sensation in Min

nesota. The papers werefiled with it , pro and con , for weeks. An

attempt was made, by preliminary telegrams, to represent that the

speech made by Mr. Donnelly was exceedingly vulgar and profane;

but the speech soon circulated and was readby everybody, and this

charge fell to the ground.

MR. DONNELLY'S RETURN HOME.

On Mr. Donnelly'sreturn to the State he spoketo an immense

meeting in Ingersoll's Hall, then the largest hall in the city. The

speech waslong remembered. He attacked his enemies with elo
quence , ridicule and facts.

The Democratic paper, the St. Paul Pioneer, of Aug. 2, 1868,

said :

“The reading of these extracts presented the richest scene, wepresume to say,

everwitnessed by any person in St.Paul; and the audiencelaughedandlaughed

and laughed, till old men and young menwere compelled to wipethe tears from

their eyes. Such yelping and shouting and slapping oach other on tho back as was

witnessed there last night has seldom beenseen. During all this portion

of Mr. Donnelly'sspeech his remarks were interrupted continually by cheering,clap

ping of hands, laughterand every conceivable indication of satisfaction. Thereis

no possible way to present the scene to our readers ; the speaker's points, during

thewhole of these last remarks, were so sharp, so pointed and so perfectly ludi

crous . ”

The St. Paul Dispatch of Aug. 2d said :

“ The scene witnessed in Ingersoll's Hall Saturday night was unparalleled in

the history of the State. It was aspontaneous outpouring and outbursting of the

people to do honorto a faithful publíc servant and show disapproval of the malic

ious opposition to him . . . . From his entrance into the hall until his exit, un

bounded approbation was manifested towardhim . Hisappearance uponthe stage

called forth a greeting such as was never before tendereda public speaker inthis

city. For fiveminutes the very buildingshook with applause. Cheer after cheer

pealed forth,hundredsrose to their feet, hats were tossed high in theair, andthe

most indescribable enthusiasm prevailed ."

In this speech , .not content with the evidence he had furnished

ils to his private character in his reply to Washburne, Governor

.
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Donnelly produced receipts, or sworn certificates, from a dozen par

ties, showing that, before leaving Philadelphia, he had settled up all
his accounts in the most honorable manner .

DEFEATED FOR CONGRESS.

We have very little beart to follow this narrative of events

farther. By a series of high-handed measures that would have dis

graced the South during the carpet-bag days, Mr. Donnelly's ene

mies, plentifully supplied with money by the wealthy and despotic

aristocracy of the district , who are believed to have spent $ 50,000

in the fight,defeated him and elected the Hon. Eugene Wilson ,

· a Democrat, from a district which , two years before, had given over

4,000 majority. To do this, men took possession of the hall where

the Congressional convention was to be held, placed armed police

men on the stairs, to keep out the delegates favorable to Mr. Don

nelly, split the Republican party in two, nominated General Hub

bard astheir .candidate against Mr. Donnelly, and when General

Hubbard withdrew , apparently secured a man named Andrews,

with the use of $7,000, in some peculiar manner, and the prospect of

a ministership abroad, to run as candidate, and draw off enough

Republican votes to give the district to a Democrat . Andrews was

appointed Minister to Stockholm , by E. B. Washburne, during his

three or four days' incumbency of the Secretary of State's office, as

a reward for defeating Donnelly and sending à Democrat to Con

gress from a Republican district.

THE SENATORIAL BATTLE OF 1869 .

senator Ramsey (the same man who had made the Indian

treaties to which I referred in the early pages of this biography )

had been one of the chief factors in the battle against Governor

Donnelly, simply because hefeared that if the latter was not killed

off he might become a candidate for Senator. In the Legislature

which was to elect aUnited States Senator, and which met in January,

1869,. succeeding Governor Donnelly's defeat, a large majority of

the members- elect were opposed to Ramsey. But Ramsey's strikers

bad shown a number of them the usual potent arguments used in

such contests and converted them . In Wabasha Couvty the three

delegates had been instructed to vote against Ramsey, but he

managed to procure two out of the three. One of them was known

ever afterward by the name of “ Seed -wheat because ,

when seen coming out of Ramsey's headquarters, in the midst of

the fight, at a suspicious hour, he said he had been in thereto see
a man who had some seed -wheat for sale ! " Another member of

the delegation had received, it was alleged, $ 3,000 ; he was in poor

health, and the exposure which followed was so crushing that he
died soon after the session closed . Governor Donnelly's friends

were supporting him for United States Senator, against Ramses ,

but when he saw how his men were being captured be withdrew
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from the contest. He bad neither the money nor the inclination to

make such a fight.

AN AMUSING NARRATIVE.

But there were others who were not willing to see the Ramsey

party sail off with the prize without a battle . They believed that

it was legitimate to “ fight the devil with fire ." A bold man , with

plenty of money, who was supporting another candidate, took man

after man aside,and a conversation something like this followed :

1. “ You came here opposed to Ramsey."

2. “ Yes. "

1 . You have been paid by his friends $ 3,000 to support him .”

2. “ Sir !. Do you mean to insult me ” .

1. “ Tut, tut ; let's talk business. Now, wouldn't you like to

make $ 2,000 more, if you can do so without being found out ? "

2. “ How ? "

1. “ The vote in the caucus is to be by ballot. If we furnish

you with a ballot that will look exactly like the Ramsey ballot, but

will contain another name, and you vote it , and the party werepre

sent is elected, I will guarantee you $ 2,000 more . You will then

have $ 5,000 instead of $ 3,000, and you can swear by all the gods

that you voted for Ramsey, and no one can ever show that you did

not. Others will vote the same way, and our man will be elected . "

And so a bargain was struck , and so the ingenious manipulator

of men passed from member to member until he had about secured

all themen who had been bought by the adherents of the other

side.

DIAMOND CUT DIAMOND.

Now, the editor of the opposition paper to Ransey, Mr. H. , a

very shrewd, energetic gentleman , had in his employ a young

printer who had a brother working in the Press office . And Mr.

H. said to his employe: “ If you will procure for me one of the

tickets printed in the Press office forthe Senatorial caucus to

morrow night- Ramsey's tickets - I will give you $10 for it. ” And

thereupon that young man hied him to his brother in the Press

office, and repeated the offer made him .

But the publisher of the Press, Fred. Driscoll, who had as

much honesty as a rat, and a good deal more cunning thana fox,

knew that a certain printer working for him had a brother in the

office of the rival paper, and he anticipated the tactics of the enemy,

and so he said to his young man : “ Print me five hundred tickets on

white paper, after this form :

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR ,

ALEXANDER RAMSEY.

And print them at once. " And that young man thought fortune

6
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was pouring her favors into his lap ; and be printed the tickets, and

an extra one for Mr. H. , and in a little while his brother had the

$10 and Mr. H. was happy.

But at the dead hour of midnight, "when graveyards yawn

and graves give up their dead,” the foxy Mr. Driscoll goes to bis

office, and in a little room , áll "by himself, he himself prints off five

hundred tickets for the caucus the next night, on stiff, red paste

board !

THE RED PASTEBOARD.

The next day, about noon, a thunder -clap fell out of a clear

sky when the jubilant Mr. H. saw for the first time one of the real

senatorial tickets. He grabbed his hat and rushed to the nearest

stationery store .

“ Have you any red pasteboard like this ? "

“ I regret to saythatMr. Driscoll called yesterday and bought

every scrap of it we had. "

Consternation !

Mr. H. darted off to the nex store .

The same question, the same answer.

The next store.

The same question , the same answer.

That Irishfox, Fred. Driscoll, had bought every piece ofredpaste

boardfor sale in the city !

Brother H. tore his hair.

But a brightthought struck him . DavidRamaley had been in

"the job -printing business for a long time. He might bave some of

the coveted article among his old stock. A diligent search revealed

the treasure !

In a little while there were a lot of stiff, red pasteboard tickets

in the pockets of certain honest men, of the same size, shape and

color as the Ramsey ticket, but without Ramsey's name on them .

All but one of the virtuous men had them. He, in the hurry ,

had been furnished by somebody with a “ sticker , " with the other

candidate's name on it, to paste over the name of the Indian treaty

maker ; but he was so closely watched, properly enough , by the fel -

lows wbo had bought him , that he got no chance to paste it on until

he found bimself in the caucus ; and then he tried to stick it on by

wetting his thumb and applying it to the ticket in his pants

pocket! But he made such clumsy work of it that thesticker came

off, and was found by the tellers, rolled up in a pellet, in the bat.

Those who were present have said that it was one of the most

amusing sights in the world to see Driscoll, checking off the red

tickets,with a complacent smile on his face, as they were dropped ,

face downward, in the teller's hat, and then to see the same Driscoll

with his eyes " hanging out of his head ” wben the red tickets

camo out of the hat, face uppermost, with another man's name on

them !
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Ramsey was nominated by one majority without counting the

" sticker. " If the oppositionhad had the sense to insist thatthat

also was a ballot,as it was, therewould have been a “ tie ; ” and if

there had been Ramsey would have been re-elected to the Senate,

for several men had been forced into voting for bim under the belief

that he bad a sure thing " without them.

IN PRIVATE LIFE .

Ever since that year, 1868 — twenty- three years ago—Governor

Donnelly has lived uponhis farm in private life, except during his

service in the State Legislature. From 1874 to 1878 , inclusive—tive

years -- he was an independent member of the State Senate, from

Dakota County -- the county where he had settledin 1856. In 1886

he was elected by the Alliance , for two years, to the House of Rep

resentatives of the State, and in 1890 he was elected again, by the

Alliance party, to the State Senate , of which he is now a member.

His POLITICS.

It has been charged all over the United States that Governor

Donnelly has been , politically , “ everythingby turns and nothing .
long ; that he has been , “ in the course of one revolving moon , "

Democrat, Republican , Anti-Monopolist andGreenbacker.

This is false. After his defeat for Congress, in 1868, he contin

ued to act with the Republican party until 1870. In thatyear,with

out any solicitation on his part, hewasrequested , in petitions, signed

by 3,500 Republicans, to run for Congress, on a low -tariff platform ,

as an independent Republican . And on September 15, 1870, the

Democratic district conventionmet and resolved not to put a Demo

cratic candidate in the field , but to support Mr. Donnelly " as an

independent candidate for gress . " This surely did not make

him a Democrat . In 1872 he supported Horace Greeley for Presi

dent, as against Ulysses Grant, whose administration had been be

fouled with whisky -rings and corruptions of all kinds. · With thou

sounds of others he supported Greeley as a Liberal Republican . In

187+ he started “ The Anti-Jonopoly Party of Minnesota ," and on

July 16th of that year he established the Anti -Monopolist news
paper to advocate and defend it

From that hour to this he has remained an Anti-Monopolist.

As such he coöperatedwith theadvocates of the remonetization of

silver and the defenders of the greenback currency, which the

national banks sought to destros. As an Anti-Monopolist he is now

a member of the People's Party . The doctrine which the People's

Party is now advocating he has been preaching, on the stump and

in the press , for twenty years past . He may justly claim to hare

lieen the father of the whole independent movement in the United

States. The following pages of this work will show how early he

advocated its distinctive principles. In defense of those principles
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he has made a dozen campaigns, and lod a half-dozen “ forlorn

hopes; " sometimes his independent forces formed temporary alli

ances with the minority party, the Democracy, and at othertimes,

in local matters, the Republicans supported them ; and at still other

times they fought boththe old parties, with the leaders united by

“the cohesive power of public plunder. ". Sometimes they were

successful, and many times they were defeated. But after every

defeat Mr. Donnellyrose, with indomitable resolution, and renewed

the battle for popular rights.

THE ANTI -MONOPOLIST,

On the 16th day of July, 1874, be published the first number of

his weekly newspaper, The Anti-Monopolist, in the city of St.

Paul, Minnesota . He chose for the motto of his paper the text of

Scripture :

Speak to the children of Israel that they go forward.”

The whole purpose of the paperwas to educate the people in

what he believed to be the truth. His great drawback , from the

first, was lack of capital . He had not the means to employ a suffi

ciept force to help him . He had to write theeditorials, keep the

books, collect the subscriptions, look after the advertisements, read

the proofs, and for a time mail the paper tothesubscribers. And all

thiswhile he was managing a farm of about 1,500 acres, and traveling

backward and forward from St. Paul to Donnelly , in Stevens County,

and from Donnelly to his home at Nininger, occasionally rushing

off to make speeches at public meetings,county fairs and political

conventions. " And yet, despite all this, he managed to make one :

of the liveliest,most readable and best - edited papers ever published

in the United States.

As soon as the first number appeared his swarming opponents
assailed him like a cloud of hornets; but they did not know what

they were undertaking. It was one thing to attack Governor Dop

nelly without a single newspaper in the State that would defend

him, and quiteanother to assail him with bis own newspaperto re

ply through. He openeda column of “ Recalcitrations, ” or “ kicli

ings-backward,” in which he answered his enemies in short, pithy,

pointed articles, that stung like the sting of a wasp. Very few

showed any desire to assail him the second time, and after a while

he was forced to complain that be would have to abandon his “ Re

calcitrations " for lack of opponents to recalcitrate upon . In the

following pages some extracts are given from these retorts.

THE POWER OF THE ANTI -MONOPOLIST.

TheAnti-Monopolist wielded a large influence in the State and

possessed an extensive circulation. At one time its subscription lit

r'an up to 17,000, a rery large one for a new and small state . 11

the fall of 1878 Mr. Donnelly found his labors greater than he could
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perform , and he sold it out, but it did not live loug after he ith

Irew from it . It contributed very materially to lay the foundation

in men's minds of the strong public sentiment onwhich the People's

Party rests to-day in Minnesota.

MR. DONNELLY'S LEGISLATIVE CAREER.

In his career as State Senator and member of the House of Rep

l'esentatives of the State of Minnesota , Governor Donnelly showed

the same disposition to work for the good of the oppressed and the

unfortunate which bad been so marked in his course in Congress.

He championed every measure which tended to improve the condi

tion of the people , regardless of the abuse and persecution of the

men whose robberies he was interfering with .

CHEAP SCHOOL Books.

One of the questions to which Mr. Donnelly addressed himself,

as a member of the State Senate, was that of the text -books used in

the public schools. The Governor of the State, Governor Austin ,

in his message addressed to the Legislature, in 1874, thus referred

to the subject:

" It is estimated by thosemostthoroughly informed that the people of tho

Statehave paid the past year $250,000 for school books used in the public schools,

and that the amount thus expended increases at the rate of ten per cent. per

that being the supposed increase of our population in the future. I am

informed that the average profit of the publisher, as he wholesales to the jobber

and retail dealer,is about one hundred percent.; that the originalcost oftho read

crs that aro sold to us at one dollar cach is but fifty cents, and of a speller, small

arithmetic or geography, for which we pay twenty five cents, is but ten cents,
Thus itwillbeseen that the first cost ofthe books for which our people have paid

$ 230,000 during the year was but $ 125,000, and that we should have saved ,had

they been supplied to us at cost, an annual tax of $ 125,000.

“ I apprehend there is no good reason to suppose that we shall receive any

better terms in the future thanthe past, without a radicalchangeof policy. Tho

prices are irrevocably fixed by a convention of the craft, and it matters notwhether

thepublishersare few or many, thecosttothepeople is the same.
• Where com

bination is possible, competition is impossible.!!!

Governor Donnelly's own experience confirmed these views of

the Governor of the State. He knew that the evil complained of

was a great one. It was not only the increased price of the books,

but manyof the county superintendents of schools were in the habit

of combining with the publishers and receiving a large commission

on all sales made in their county. The result was that every few

months the books were changed , and those which the scholars had

been using were thrownaside, and the parents had to buy complete
sets of new ones. This became an onerous burden on the poor, and

a result children were in many instances kept away from

school and grew up in ignorance , because theirparents were unable,

out of their small earnings, to purchase the necessary text-books.

annum ,

as

..
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EFFORTS TO STOP A ROBBERY.

With Mr. Donnelly , to hear of an abuse was to more for its cor

rection , and so he setto work to relieve his beloved popular educa

tion of this heavy burden. He first proposed that the State should

employ scholars to prepare arithmetics, grammars, etc. , and set the

boys in the Reform Schoolto learn printing and print them ; and

then furnish the books to the people free or at cost. But' to this

scheme thefriends of theBook Ring made a hundred objections. It

was impossible; men could not be found learned enough to prepare

a spelling-book , etc. The struggle lasted through. two or three

years. Twice Mr. Donnelly secured the passage of a bill through

tbe Senate, of which he wasa member, only to bave it defeated in

the House . At last, in 1877, a bookseller of St. Paul, Mr.D.D. Mer

rill , came forward and offered to furnish the necessary text-books

for one -half the then prices, to furnish equally good booksof the

samo fizes and quality , if the State would make acontract with him

that he should have the furnishing of all the books used in the State

for fifteen years. Such a law was passed , and it stated , in the rery

law itself, that the book that had cost 20 cents should be furnished

by Mr. Merrill for 10 cents , the book that had cost 45 cents should

be had for 20 cents, the book that bad cost 90 cents should be

furnished for 40 cents, etc. And a contract was entered into

with Mr. Merrill that he should furnish bis books at these prices

for fifteen years. The School-book Ring of the United States bac

entered into a combination to control the book trade of the whole

country; and had given bonds to each other not to cheapen prices;

but the Minnesota legislation broke the back of the ring, and the

next year the prices of school books fell all over the United States.

The number of scholars entitled to apportionment in 1878 was 157,

476 ; in 1890 the number was 221,186. If we will average this for

the ofteen years during which the law has stood , we will hare 189,

331 scholars per year. According to Governor Austin's estimate,
the book ring took from the people each year $ 125,000. If we will

multiply this by 15, for the fifteen years of the contract , then

the saving to the State has been $ 1,875,000— that is to say, there

are $1,875,000 left in the pockets of the people of Minnesota that

would not have been there but for the passage of this act ; and this

on the basis of the number of scholars seventeen years ago. But as

the text-book act reduced the cost of the books one -half, and as

there have been an average of 189,331 scholars during the life of tbe

contract, we have but to call the saving to each scholar $ 1.00 per

year (a very moderate estimate) , and the text-book act has saved

the people of Minnesota the great sum of $ 2,839,965 in fifteen years.

In other words, the State is that much better off from Governor Don

nelly having lived in it.

This is practical statesmanship . But it was not accomplished ,

except after a dreadful fight. The Book Ring of the United States
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sent unscrupulous agents, with plenty of money, to St. Paul , to kill
the measure. The following amusing story is told , as happening

at one stage of the contest :

THE INDIGNATION OF AN HONEST MAN .

A necessary amendment to the act was pending in the House .

The Book Ring had bought just enough votes to kill the bill . To

kill that amendment was practically to kill the whole reform . Their

representative stood in the lobby, checking off the names of mem

bers as they voted . Just at this point a member wlio had not yet

voted , and was about to vote against the bill, turned to his neigh

bor, and said , in a whisper :

“ How much did you get for your vote ? "

Twenty - five hundreddollars, ” was the reply, also in a whisper.

“ You did ? " said the first party. “Why, I only got $ 300 . "

Oh,” said the other, " there is no use of lying to me ; you got

$ 2,500. I was in the headquarters of the Ring and saw the list of

names , and got $ 2,500 for you ."

“ Hedid ! ” said the first member, thoroughly aroused . Why,

that d- -d rascal has pocketed $ 2,000, and given me but $ 500.

I'll show the ring that I can't be bought in that way ! ”

And when his name was called he voted for the bill and it was

carried , by one vote ! Mr. Donnelly was in the hall of the House

atthe time, and hesaw,by the consternation of the Ring,that some

thing unexpected had happened; and so he got the clerk of the

House to return the bill to the Senate at once ; and he had the Sen

ate act upon it at once, and hehurried it instantly to the Governor,

who was ready to sign it . In a few minutes the agent of the Ring had

“ fixed ” things to thesatisfaction of the indignant member ;

moved to reconsider the vote by which the bill had passed ; apd the

House requested the Senate to return the bill ; and the Senate polite

ly informed the House that the bill was in the hands of the Gov

ernor avd refused to recall it. And so this one man's honest ( ! ) in.

dignation has saved Minnesota $ 2,839,965 .

THE USURY QUESTION.

Another subject very dear to Mr. Donnelly's heart is the protec

tion of thepeople from excessive rates of interest and usurious

practices. He argues, in Cæsar's Column, that interest on money

should be abolished altogether. He holds , with the early Christian

church , that , as an abstract proposition, it is a crime for " money to

breed money. ”

When he was elected to the State Senate in 1874, the rate of

interest was twelve per cent. per annum-and there was, practically ,

no law against usury-but borrowers paid twenty , fifty, one hundred ,

two hundred per cent . per annum . He fought for five years, until be:

secure:l the passage of an act which declared the forfeiture of princi.

was
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pal andinterest whenever more than the legal rate of interest was

taken . The Supreme Court ofthe State, for a time,ruled against the

law , in such a way as to make it practically inoperative ; but latterly

their decisions bave been on the side of the people, and the law is
having an excellent effect in prerenting usury. Last winter there

was a terrible battle to repeal the forfeiture clause, and but for the

help of the Alliances, who nobly sustained Mr. Donnelly by hundreds

of petitions, the money-lenders would have succeeded . As it is ,

the great fight then made has brought the knowledge of the for
feiture clause home.to the farmers, and the result is , in many parts

ofthe State , that usury has substantially ceased. The bankers, how

ever,hare been able to prevent the reduction of the rate of interest

from ten per cent. (at which it was fixed in 1879 ) to eight per cent ;

but the Alliance hopes to accomplishthis reform at thenext ses

sion of the Legislature. It is impossible to estimate the number of

millions of dollars taken from the producing classes of Minnesota by

usury , or to tell of the thousands of families that have been

reduced to poverty by this means.

AN AGE OF CORRUPTION.

It is no wonder that Governor Donnelly wrote Cæsar's Column.

His convictions asto the future, expressed in that book , were forced

home upon him by his knowledge of the conditions of Minnesota

politics. We cannot convey to the reader in other lands any con

ception of the bottomless abyss of corruption in which the affairs of

this State have fallen during the last twenty- five years.

The admissions and charges of the leading newspapers of th3

State throw some light on this dreadful condition of affairs.

The St. Paul Press, the leading Republican paper of Minnesota

made in 1871 the following charge against the St. Paul Pioneer,

the leading Democratic paper of the State :

" And the Press begs to express the further opinion that it can very well afford

the resuscitation ofthe stale andexploded falsehood that it was ever bronght to

support the claims of political candidates, by the publisher of a journal pho, last

fallandwinter, exacted and obtained from a notorious Republican corruptionist a

bribe. of twenty thousand dollars, on the condition that it should not support the

claimsof Bír. Donnelly, the Democratic candidate for Congress.”

And I find the St. Paul Dispatch of July 21, 1871 , referring to

the fact that the St. Paul Press ( the Republican organ ) had con

fessed that it blackmailed the Northern Pacific Railroad's construc

tion company out of $ 30,000, as the price of its support of Hon . Wm.

Windom forUnited States Senator.

The most amusing part of this quarrel (if anything so terrible

can be amusing) between the editor of the St. Paul Press , Mr.

Joseph A. Wheelock, and_the editor of the Democratic sheet,

the St. Paul Pioneer , Mr. Henry L. Carver, is that Carver defied ,

Wheelock to show that he, Carver, had been paid $ 20,000 as a

bribe to help the Republican candidate and defeat Mr. Donnelly,
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who had the indorsement of the Democratic party ; Carver well

knowing that Wheelock could not sub -tillitiate his charge withi

out rendering the Republican Congressman - elect, who was said to

have paid the money, liable to expulsion from his seat for bribery .

And thereupon Wheelock replied that if Carver would agree to the

appointment ofreferees, whowould report their conclusions, but not

the evidence, he would go before the referees and prove the truthof

his charge! It is laughable to read the debate between these polit

ical prostitutes, and the effort to blacken eacb other without giving

away party secrets to the people. But two such kindred institutions

as the Press and Pioneer could not be long kept apart, and the re

sult was they were eventually merged into one and became the Pio

neer - Press, which to-day holds up , in splendid shape, the reputation

of both the original contracting parties.

H. L. GORDON AND THE $500.

I have heard Mr. Donnelly tell of the first appearance of cor

ruption in the politics of the State ,- for all these terrible conditions

have been of recent growth.

It was, I think , in 1861; Mr. Donnelly was a candidate for re

election to Congress ; and the convention was in his favor. Among

the delegates was the Hon . H. L. Gordon , a young man, a lawyer of

ability and a man of honorable instincts, besides being a gallant sol

vier. Mr. Gordon represented , with three or four others, the county

of Wright in that convention, and was an ardent friend and suppor

ter of Governor Donnelly, as he is to this day.

It seems thattwo very prominent Republicans, one from Henne

pin County , and the other from St. Paul , came to Mr. Gordon , and
one of them said :

“ See here, Gordon, canyou conceive of anything that would

ir:duce you to oppose Donnelly ? "

Oh, yes, " said the wily young man, “ I can conceive of a

great many things that would have that effect. ”

Gordon , " said his visitor, “ will the rest of your delegation

vote as you do ? "

“ I have po doubt they will,” replied Gordon .

“ Gordon, would you like to have five handred dollars ? ”

“ I never saw the time yet,” replied Gordon , “ that I would not

like to have five hundred dollars . "

And thereupon they handed him that sum .

This was just before the convention assembled. Gordon, a few

moments later, rushedup toGovernor Donnelly.

“ Have you a revolvert” he asked .

No ; what do you want with a revolver

“ See here, ” he said , pulling out a great wad of greenbacks, “ I

have been paid $500 to sell you out. If you are nominated , I shall
say nothing; but, if you are defeated, I shall rise in the hall and

show this money, and there will be a free fight. ”
12
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and with this he rushell down the street to a gun - shop.

Fortunately , Governor Donnelly was nominated on the first bal

lot, and the “ free fight ” did not come off. The vext day Gordon sent

the $ 500 to good old Doctor Foster, chairman of the Republican

district committee , with a note in which he said the money had been

handed him by two prominent Republicans, without any instructions

as to its use, and he desired that the committee should use it to belp

the re -election of that gallant representative, etc., Governor Don

nelly. Doctor Foster published the letter, but subsequently, at

Governor D.'s suggestion, returned the money to the humiliated

men whc had given it to Gordon .

This was the first blossoming of the upas tree which has since

covered Minnesota with its deadly growth. But it was as nothing .

to what has followed .

A CORDUROY RAILWAY.

Bill King and eleven associates got acontract about that time,

for political considerations, to build the Northern Pacific Railroad

from Lake Superior to the Mississippi River, about 150 miles, and

they made $ 1,200,000, or $ 100,000 each , out of it ! The road ran

through a swampy country, and they built it by laying down logs

and brushwood on the swamp and placing the track on top of it, and

in several places the road soon after sank down into the bottomless

marsh' andhad to be rebuilt by driving piles, at great cost to the

plundered company. And this is the constructioncompany which

the Dispatch says was blackmailed by the editors of the Press.

“ BILL KING . "

The master-spirit of this terrible epoch was William S. King,

of Minneapolis , called “ Colonel " King, although he had never been

in the arniy or smelled gunpowder, but he had been postmaster of

theHouse of Representatives at Washington for years , and wasone

of the most notorious lobbyists that had ever been seen in Washing

ton . That he made immense sums of money and brought it home

with him to purchase real estate , and to use it in the politics of

Minnesota, has been asserted timeand again, and never denied, and

his career seems to sustain the charge. It was alleged that at one

time he returned to Minneapolis, at the end of a session of Cougress,

with $ 250,000 iu his pocket. No argument, or eloquence, or ability,

or honesty could avail anything against the power of such a man .

He was Mr. Dondelly's chiefest enemy, and has continued such

to this day. He is a man of desperate recklessness and great

energy. But he was not content to play the Warwick or King

maker. He had dealt in politicians, as he had in high -priced bulls, so

long that the idea finally entered his head that, instead of merely

making statesmen ,he should become ono himself. It occurred to

him also that if hehad been able to wield such great power as a lob
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byist, while holding the inferior place of postmaster of the House,he
would exercise ten times as much intluence if he could walk the floor

as a full-blown member and an honorable law-maker. And so he

set himself up for Congress. And then followed a tremendous battle

of the money-bags. The St. Paul Press Wirs disgusted and enraged .

It had ruled theroost for years, but now came a bigger rascal than

itself, with more money and more recklessness. And this is the

graphic way in which the Press, aroused at last to virtuous ( ! ) in

dignation, describes Bill King's campaign of 1874 :

" The recent Congressional campaign in this district is likely to pass into his

tory as the most rotten and disgracefulone which ever stirred tho slimy depths of

political corruption . No such unblushing and systematic effort was erer inade to

debauch the primaries and purchase votes anddelegates intoopen briberyas has

been witnessed in various parts of this districtduring the last few weeks. It has

become such a loathsome and sickening scandal that all honest men turn away

from it in disgust. If not an entirely new feature in our politics, it has heretofore

been veiled in prudent secrecy. But now the strumpet of corruption strides in naked

horror over the district and opens her shameful market at every caucus and convention ,

and buys menfor the herd, like cattle and sheep ."

But, in spite of this terrible indictment, perhaps because of it ,

King was elected to Congress to represent the Fifth District of

Minnesota .

THE EMPTY CHAIR.

But during a great part of his term as Congressman King's

chair on the floor of the House of Representatives at Washington

stood empty.

Was King sick ? No , he was out of the country. He had gone

to Canada. He had been indicted by the grand jury of the District

of Columbia for perjury ! How did it happen ?

It is a disgraceful record for Minnesota, and we do not quote it

now out of any hostility to King - for we never saw the man— but

asa historian , to show the dreadful influences which have brought

Minnesota to the condition she is now in , when her people find them

selves powerless in the hands of the corruptionists, their members

and Senators bought up year after year, in spite of all party pledges,

to refuse the people — the self- governing people ( !) of this State -

' the reforms which they demand at the ballot -box. The awful spec

tacle and memory of that empty chair should be branded forever in

the mind of every voter in this State, forall generations to come, and

should stand there as an incentive to higher and nobler sentiments

in politics.

THE PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

The matchless 'audacity of King is shown by the fact that at

the very time he was running for Congress, inthe Third District of

Minnesota , an investigation had beencommenced in Congress into

one of themost gigantic frauds ever perpetrated upon the American

people, and in which he had taken a conspicuous and shameful part.
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The Pacific Mail Steamship Company, in the year 1872, had

expeuded about one million dollarsin purchasing corruptly from

Congress an act, approved June 1 , 1872, granting them a subsidy of

$ 500,000 per year for a term of years, for additional mail service be

tween San Francisco, Japan and China. One man , named Richard B.

Irwin ,of San Francisco, an agent of the company, received, it was

proved and acknowledged by him before an investigation commit

tee , the sum of $ 890,000, of which he disbursed $ 750,000 and retained

for his own services $140,000. Irwin store (p. 463 of testimony)

that of the $ 750,000 named he had paid the sum of $ 125,000 to

William S. King, $ 10,000 in cash and $ 115,000 by a check . But,

long before this fact came out, on February 25, 1873, suspicion had

fallen on King, and he was the second fitness called by the com

mittee to testify liefore it. He was at that time postmaster of the

House of Representatives. He swore, point blank , (p.8, Report

No. 268, Second Sessiou, Forty - third Congress) that he had not

received one dollar in behalf of the subsidy scheme— “ not one clol .

lar, directly or indirectly ." That he had no bank account and never

kept one .

But on December 28, 1874, less than sixty days after King was

elected to Congress, George S. Coe, president of the American Ex

change Bank of New York , came before the same committee of in .

vestigation , and testified , under oath , tbat on the 29th of May , 1872

(nearly a year before King testified that he had never received a

dollarfrom any one in behalf of the subsidy scbeme), a man came to

his bank and presented a check drawn by R. B. Irwin, to bearer,

for $ 115,000, the man refusing to be identified or to sign his name

on the check , and when the bank paid him the $ 115,000 they sent a

detective to shadow bim to find out mbo be was, and the officer

found hewas William S. King. And this was confirmed by Dumont

Clarke, the assistant cashier, who also swore that King came into

the bank a year afterward with another check , accompanied by a

gentleman ibo came to identify him , but Clarke said : “ Mr. King

does not need any identification , we remember him , " and King

replied , “ It is not always well to have too long memories !” It also

appeared that this R. B. Irwin wasthe sameagent for the Pacific

Mail Steamship Co. who disbursed $ 890,000 to corrupt Congress, and

this $ 115,000 check was the same which he swore he paid King, be

sides $ 10,000 in cash. And so King's testimony ran bull-headed

plump upagainst the sworn vath of two respectable and disinterested
parties.

And it was also shown that King's statement that be had never

kept a bank account was absolutely false, as he had kept a bank

account with Jay Cook & Co. at the very time the $ 125,000 was paid
to bim.

And the committee of Congress reported in favor of placing the

testimony against King in the hands of the grand jury of the Dis

trict, which was done, and King was indicted for perjury. In the

mot
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meantime he had made his escape to Canada, and many months

afterward the prosecution was dropped and King permitted to re
turn home.

And this is an illustration of thekind of men who have ruled

the politics of Minnesota for twenty - five years past. King was vo

worse than many others . He simply carried on business more boldly

and on a larger scale . Some of those who were fighting him were

bigger rascals than he, with fewer redeeming features of character,

but they lacked King's nerve and money. But as a chapter in the

history of free government, in a new country, in one of the States of

the American Union, in the latter part of the nineteenth century,

this dreadful picture can be studied with advantage by all subse

quent generations. And it must not be thought that this is an inci

dent or a condition peculiar tothe past. The same terrible corrup

tion is on us now, and not in Minnesota alone, but in every part of

the United States, and it means — if there is not virtue enough

among the people to check it by political revolution — it means a

bloody catastrophe like that depicted in Cæsar's Column.

GOVERNOR DONNELLY BECOMES A LARGE FARMER.

In 1876 there was an opportunity to buy cheap land in Minne

sota. The old “ St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company was bank

rupt, and its bondswere selling in Holland for the interest due on

them ; and these bonds were exchangeable for land, at rates that

made the land cost about one dollar an acre. Mr. Donnelly's two

sons desired to secure lands on which to make homes, and the re

sult was thåt Mr. Donnelly and a number of his friends secured

several thousand acres of land in the western part of the State , in

Stevens County, forty miles from the Dakota line, around the town

of Donnelly, and proceeded to colonize on them and build homes

and open up farms. Here for sereral years they all worked hard

and lived poor. They raised large crops, and the railroads and

wheat rings, as I shall show hereafter, stole the profits, and the

harder they worked the poorer they got. Allthishelped to open

Governor Donnelly's eyes to the iniquities of the present system .

After “ breaking up " about fifteen hundred acres for himself and

sons and building several houses and fences, planting trees, etc. , he

was forced to give up the enterprise at very great loss. One of his

sons became a doctor, and the other a lawyer ; and more than ten

thousand acres in that county of Stevens, in that neighborhood alone,

which had once been cultivated fields, relapsed into the wilderness

ondition again, and the people were driven off to seek livelihoods

Isewhere. It is true that during two years the grasshoppers largely

stroyed the crops, but the principal cause of these results (and

'y were typical of like results occurring all over Minnesota, and,

ict, I might say , all over the great West ) was the robberies of

Vheat Ring and the exactions of the railroad companies.

1
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THE ERA OF WOODEN SHOES.

The tendency of these thieveries was to reducethe people to the

condition of peasants. In one of his speeches Governor Donnelly

foretold that if the treatmentofthe producers was not changed it

would not_be many years until they reached the era of wooden

shoes. " His audience laugbed, but witbin tive years wooden shoes

were to be seen hanging at the door of every store in the Red River

Valley.

Åbout this time a prominent citizen , GeneralT. H. Barrett, of

Grant County, formerly president of the State Alliance, and an old

, soldier, withan excellent war record , and who bad taken up a large

quantity of the cheap lands andinvested over $ 100,000 inthecountry,

had a discussion before a legislative committee, with a famous rail

road magnate, whohad made himself ;a mauy-times millionaire

by means of watered stock . In the course of the controversy the

following dialogue took place :

General Barrett. “ 1 tell you, Mr. that if we men , who brought

money into that country , cannot get cheaper rates of transportation and better
treatment, we will have to leave it."

R. R. Magnate . " Leave it, da -1 sou, and we will get men in wooden

shoes to take your places ! ”

This conversation typifies the spirit of the Plutocracy. They

would like to see the intelligent American yeomanry, native or

adopted , driven off the soil , and their places taken by a horde of un

reasoning peasants, in wooden shoes, incapable of self -defense.

HE IS NOMINATED FOR CONGRESS AGAIN

In 1878 the farmers of Minnesota were in a desperate condi

tion and a state of great excitement. Their chief crop was wheat,

and they producedimmense quantities of it, of the finest quality

known in the world, out of which the very best and highest-priced

flour of commerce was made. This wheat, raised upon a virgin soil,

was of great strength and nutritive value, and, practically, nearly

all of the same quality. The Minneapolis millers had, however,

organized a society, whose ramificationsreached all over the North

west, to every railroad depot, and excluded all competition and

freedom of market, by drivingout all other buyers, thus leaving it

in their own hands to say, not how much, but how little , they would

pay for the farmers' wheat. And of course it was to their interest

to beat down tbe price to the lowest possil figure, and yet leave

the poor producer just enough to induce him to raise another crop

for them to steal . Their chief officer stood every day, with h :

finger on the telegraphic pedal , and dictated wbat price should i

paid for wheat in every town in Minnesota and Dakota Territr
( now the two States of North and South Dakota ),

the farmers had to take what be said or not get anything

there were no other buyers. Not satisfied , however, with this m

Serenang
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sale robbery, which in any other country except long-enduring

America would have bred an armedrevolution, they declared that à

difference of a few ounces, or even , in some cases, of one ounce or a

fraction of an ounce, in the weight of sixty poundsof wheat repre

sented a difference of five, ten , and, in some cases, fifteen cents per

bushel in the price, on account of a pretended difference in the flour

making capacity of the wheat; although in every case, whatever

grade they called the wheat, they exacted sixty pounds of wheat,

making first a large deduction for the dirt that might be in it . For

instance, if No. I had to weigh fifty -eight pounds to the bushel ,

and the sample tested weighed an ounce less than fifty - eight

pounds, the farmer's whole load was called No. 2, at a loss of

fifteen cents per bushel , but when they weighed the load they

exacted not fifty -eight pounds to the bushel, but sixty pounds.

And thus they established swindling grades, in addition to

the swindling practiced on the farmers by putting an end to

all freedom of market in the whole State. And then, having estab

lished these grades, they compelled their buyers to buy number

one ” for “ number two,” “number two ” for “ number three, " and

“ number three " for rejected , ” on penalty of having it graded back

on them , and they being made to pay the difference out of their own

pockets or being discharged fromtheir service. But even this was

not enough. They wentinto the question of the genealogy of the

wheat, pretending that one kindof wheatwould not make as good

flour as another, and hence, if they could detect a ' few grains of

Lost Nation or Blue Stem in a farmer's sack , his whole load was

condemned to the lowest grade, and he was robbed of 5, 10 or 15

cents per bushel.

66
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* THE SWINDLING BRASS KETTLE. "

But even this was not enough. One would think that if the

weight of a bushel of wheat was to be ascertained the natural

course would be to weigh a bushel of wheat, stroked off to a water

level , on the scales. Instead of doing this,some ingenious knave

invented what became known as “ the swindling brass kettle, ” and

this was speedily adopted by all the wheat - buyers in the State.

This “ little joker " held about one quart of wheat, and was so cou
structed as was demonstrated before a legislative committee -

that an expert could make the same wheat yield three different

grades, according to the way in which the little vessel was filled .

As some one remarked, " If a man sneezed over the ket would

make a difference of a grade in the result ! " Governor Donnelly

said in a stump-speech that “ there had been enough money stolen

from the farmers of Minnesota by the Wheat Ring to pave the foor

of all hell with gold ! "

Governor Donnelly was struggling away on his frontier farm ,

suffering, in common with his brother farmers, from all these iniquit

ܐܝܫܐ
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ies, his soul boiling within him with righteous indignation . He saw

the poor farmers, too poverty - stricken in many cases to even put up

at a hotel, compelled to camp by the roadside, in the midst of the

cold and snows, sleeping on straw in their buffalo robes, on their

way to sell their wagon-load of wheat to the swindling agents of a

swindling Ring.

In the meantime, all the vast wealth thus appropriated from

the hands of a hundred thousand farmers was transferred to the

pockets of the millers and the 'railroad men , and while the farm

ers were sinking into poverty , their homes covered with wortgages

and their families insufficiently fed, cowering inarctic winters, in

smoke-blackened , wretched rooms, around fires of hay and

straw or weeds, the city of Minneapolis was growing at a

rate unheard-of in the previous history of the world . Great

mills, the largest then known, sprang up ; mighty elevators

arose, holdingmillions of bushels of grain ; palatial homes

were erected , adorned with the paintings of the great European

masters ; diamonds fit for kings flashed on the breasts of adventurers

who had never added a dollar to the actual wealth of the world ,

and the politics of the State felt into the powerofa lot of inhuman

knaves, who bought the honors of life as they bought their fast
horses and faster women.

In their great distress the farmers turned, as usual, to Governor

Donnelly as their champion, and he could not refuse to respond to

their call .

" THE BRASS KETTLE CAMPAIGN. ”

The Republicans had nominated William D. Washburn, Mr.

Donnelly's old enemy, the real head of the Minneapolis millers, for

Congress in that district. He had , apparently, a clear field. The

district was overwhelmingly Republican. The year before, 1877,

Mr. John S. Pillsbury, another leading Minneapolis miller, the Re

publican candidate for Governor, bad about eleven thousand major .

ity in the counties composing that Congressional district. The

Democrats were hopeless. Washburn's election seemed a foregone

conclusion.

A convention of Independent Greenbackers, or Nationalists, as

sembled in Minneapolis, September 5, 1878, adopted a platform of

principles, noninated Mr. Donnelly for Congress, and appointed a

committee to confer with the Democratic district convention, which

met the next day in St. Paul. The Democrats, in the face of that

11,000 Republican majority, knew they had no show for a candidate

of their own , so, after quite a battle, made in the interest of Wash

burn, by hired Democratic clacquers, they, ipdorsed Mr. Donnelly's

candidacy,and soon after be left his wheat-fields and entered upon the
canvass . That canvass will long be remembered in this State as the

most extraordinary campaign ever made in the United States. Mr.

Donnelly moved constantly from place to place over that vast dis
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trict , traveling twenty , thirty, fifty miles a day , and making, many

days, two speeches, and sometimes three. His campaign was

largely basedon local issues —wrongs suffered by the farmers, the

robberies of the millers, the railroads, and, above all, the iniquities

of “ the swindling brass kettle ." At first Washburn lay back and

laughed ; he relied upon that 11,000 majority. But gradually he

began to hear that Mr. Donnelly was creating a whirlwind of er

citement wherever he appeared, and converting whole counties to

his support. And so, as usual,the money began to flow in unlimited

quantities, and the candidate and his friends were soon seen rush

ing and hustling around the district, wild with terror, running

from one bank to another, summoning the faithful and disbursing
the sinews of war.

The result of the contest was that Mr. Donnelly, in the district

outside of Minneapolis, swept away that 11,000 majority andplaced

750 majority on his own side. And he would have carried Minne

apolis also, but the Ring had secured the passage of an act whereby,

in the large towns, the ballots of the voters were all numbered , with

the number of the voter on the poll list, and thus the employers of

labor could know exactly how their workmen voted . In this way

the labor vote was terrorized, and Minneapolis saved Washburn

from defeat, although Judges and the Attorney -General and the

County Attorney had all declared that the law was unconstitutional.

But, unconstitutional or not, the Republicans insisted on keeping it
in force .

HE CONTESTS WASHBURN'S ELECTION.

Mr. Donnelly's friends insisted that he must contest Wash

burn's election, and he reluctantly consented to do so, for he knew

too wellthe power of money. He proceeded to take testimony , act

ing as his own attorney . The results are best stated in the follow

ing extract from the report of the Committee of Elections, made

June 16, 1880, signed by Messrs. Manning, Sawyer, Armfield , Beltz

hoover and Colerick , and assented to — except as to one county

and as to the resolution to seat Mr. Donnelly— by a majority of the

committee :

“The committee find that bribery was committed on behalf of the sitting

member, Mr. Washburn , by his friends, by members of his district committee, and

by personal, political and business agents ; that this bribery was not confined to

any portion of the district, or to any one town or county, but that it extended

throughout a region of country nearly 400 miles long and 100 miles wide; and they

further find thatin many cases the bribery has been traced home directly to Mr.
Washburn himself."

ÅN AWFUL RECORD.

They then gave manyinstances in support of this conclusion .

Charles Berens, of NorthPrairie, swore that he wrote and mailed a

letter, directly to Washburn himself, in whichhe said he would give

him his support for $ 50. Berens was Democrat and Washa

7
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burn a Republican . The Republican postmaster, Dr. Keith , of Min

neapolis, a friend of Washburn , wrote to Berens , saying he was glad

“ Berens would work that way, " and that he would give bis letter

(thus showing that Washburn had received it) to one J. V. Brower ,,

à local Republican leader, who would attend to the matter. Brower

admits the receipt of $ 50 from Washburn or his committee, and

he called to see Berens and told him he should " work for Wash

burn and he would see him all right; " but , he , Brower, was suspic

ious of Berens' good faith , and so did not pay him the $ 50, and so

advised Mr. Washburn .

This was only one case out of a hundred . Elections were held

in moving railroad cars, with cigar -boxes for ballot -boxes. In one

case eighty or ninety wood -choppers were paid from $ 1.65 to $ 2.20

each tovote for Washburn ; they did so rote , and the money paid

them was repaid to the party bribing them , by one Hale , the busi

ness manager of Washburn, in Washburn's own office. ( Page 300

of testimony.) In another case a warm supporter of Mr. Donnelly

was paid$ 5 and promised $ 36 by Washburn's businessmanager, the

same Hale, in Washburn's office, andin the presenceof C. C. Wash

burn, his brother, and a member of Congress from Wisconsin, with

whom Hale conferred in wbispers before paying the money. (P. 15

of testimony.) In another case, Bernard Cloutier, a leading Demo

crat of Minneapolis, swore that he was promised $ 50 by Charles

W. Johnson, – now Secretary of theUnited States Senate ! - then

Secretary of the Republican District Committee, if he would go out

and electioneer for Washburn ; Johnson paid Cloutier $ 30 on the

street, so Cloutier testifies, and the witness called at Washburn's

office, and he swears that Johnson went into the next room and

talked with Washburn and returned and handed Cloutier twenty dol

lars more !

The whole record is an awful one . The committee find 291

cases where men were bribed to vote for Washburn, and the money

“ paid by the sitting member or his business manager, or the clerk

of his Congressional committee , or some friend, and the parties

voted for Washburn . "

The committee say :

“ The records of the contested -election cases of Congress will be searched in

vain for a parallel to this case. It shows that the people of this Congressional
district were debauched to the last degree; the witnesses, in many cases, defend

the practice of buying up voters to forego their principles ; the parties who re
ceived the bribes in many cases boastedto their neighbors of the money they had

received, and seemed to be proud ofthe high price for which they had sold them

selves, and the sitting member(Washburn) did not think it at allnecessary to call

witnesses to deny or explain away this overwhelming mass ofcorruption ."

The committee also find that -

" There is evidence shoring a wide-spread conspiracy among the employers

of labor to corrupt, and, where they could not corrupt, to intimidate theirwork.
men. ... The workmen were intimidated, and beliered that they would lose
their means of subsistence if they voted against Washburn . "

.
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In Minneapolis the Republicans persisted in numbering the

ballots of the workingmen , as I have shown, although the District

Court of Ramsey County, the Attorney-General ofthe State and

their own law -officer had all advised them that such numbering was
unconstitutional.

The committee say :

" It will be observed that in nearly every one of these cases of bribery , com
mitted throughout a region ofcountry halfas largeas the State of New York, the

money paid is traced backto the city of Minneapolis, the residence of the sitting

member. From this point , as a common center , the corruption radiated in all di

rections over the district, and when we come to Minneapolis all tho testimony

shows that it was a very hotbed of bribery ."

Mr. Donnelly's speakers were bought up for $ 150 each to make

Republican speeches; Democratic newspapers were bought up for

$ 125 each to denounce their own party ticket. The office of Charles

Johnson literally swarmed with men coming for their purchase

money.

The committee thus state the law as to bribery :

" It is a clearly established principle of law , both in England and the United

States, that briberycommitted by the sitting member- orby any agent of the

sitting member, with or without the knowledge or direction of his principal'
renders the election roid. In England bribery is an offense of so heinous a char

acter, and so utterly subversive of the freedom of elections, that, when proved in

one instance only, the election will be absolutely void ."

But in spite of this law and testimony, Washburn kept his seat.

How did he do it I will show .

BILL KING APPEARS ON THE SCENE.

On the strength of this testimony, and the fact that there was

no evidence to show that Mr. Donnelly had spent, or offered to spend

a single dollar for any corrupt purpose , the sub-committee, to whom

this case has been referred, reported back to the Committee on

Elections in favor of unseating Washburn and seating Donnelly. A

great terror fell on the soul of the sitting member,and just then,

mysteriously enough , the notorious Bill King reappeared on the

Hewent to Willard's Hotel and took a room, without regis

tering his name! He remained there during the greater part of

February, as Mr. Donnelly swore, “ in hiding;' he saw him but
twice in a month.

scene.

THE ANONYMOUS LETTER.

He left Washington March 4.

On the very day he left the following letter was written to

William M. Springer, eliairman of the Committee on Elections, a
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Democrat, who, up to that time, had been strongly supporting Don

nelly's claims to his seat :

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

WASHINGTON, D. C. , March 4, 1880 .

Hon . Wm . M. Springer:

SIR– If you willkeep Washburn in his seat, in spite of the Democrats, we

will pay Mrs. S. $ 5,000.

Get the thing squashed at once .

Respectfully.

There are several things about this letter which wouldshow that

it was a bona fide proposalto buy Springer, or a memorandum of

some previous verbal agreement. The contested election might

have one of two issues : it might result in turning Washburn out

and putting Donnelly in ; or it might result in turning Washburn

out and not seating Donnelly, but referring the matter back to the

district for another election . If the latter course was adopted it

meant for Washburn another very expensive and bazardous cam

paign, and he especially desired to avoid that conclusion of the

matter. If the letter had originated in a joke , by some outsider, be

would have said , “ If you willkeep Donnelly out of bis seat, ”" or " If

you will beat Donnelly ” or some such careless phraseology. But

here the $ 5,000 was to be paid upon a specific, clearly -defined con

sideration- Washburn was to be kept in his seat. The writer was

evidently a man of good business talent. And he was anxious and

tired of the fight that was raging so fiercely ; he wanted it “ squashed

at once. " And the $5,000 was to be paid to Mrs. Springer. These

were alldetails of which an ordinary jesterwould not have thought.

And on the very day that the anonymous letter was written

Mr. Manning had distributed the printed reports cf the Democrats

ofthe sub -committee, in favor of ousting Washburn and seating Don

nelly (p. 65, report No. 395, 3d sess. Fortieth Congress) , so that Mr.

Washburn then knew , for the first time, that the Democrats were

a upit in favor of turning him out of his seat, and the Democrats

had a large majority in that Congress. But the anonymous letter

was not mailed until March 8th. Springer was absent, in New

York. His wife opened the letter andshowed it to Hon .GeorgeW.

Julian , and he showed it to Mr. Donnelly . 'Mr. Donnelly testified

subsequently that hebelieved it had beenwritten by either Charles

W. Johnson, (Washburd's paymaster in the recent campaign ),

or Bill King, and be told Mrs. Springer so ; and he of

fered to help Mr. Springer, when be returned from New

York , to find out the author of it ; supposing, of course, that

Mr..Springer, as an honest man, would lay the anonymous letter

before the Committee on Elections,of whichhe was chairman, and

have the whole matter investigated, as it referred to an attempt to

corruptly affect the action of that committee. But Springer was

very angry that the existence of the letter had been revealed . He

said he would not have it come out for ten thousand dollars, and
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that if it did get out he would charge that Henry H. Finley, one of

Vr. Donnelly's counsel, had written it ! The audacity of such a

charge is astonishing. That Mr. Donnelly --- or his counsel—seeking

to obtain Washburn's seat, would offer $ 5,000 to Springer to keep

Washburn in his scat ! Only an extraordinary mind could have

conceived such a threat. He was going to punish Mr. Donnelly for

exposing an attempt to corrupt the chairman of a committee of

Congress! As an honest man he sbould himself have published the

anonymous letter at once, and should have been grateful to Mr.

Donnelly for his offer to aid him in finding the author.

SPRINGER FLOPS.

But at this very time Springer, who had been , up to that date,

earnestly supporting Donnelly, turned squarely around, and not only

labored to do what the anonymous letter suggested, “ keep Wash

burn in his seat in spite of the Democrats,” but even labored with

other Democrats on the committee to get them to do the same thing.

If he had done this openly, one might have supposed that he hat

experienced an honest change of mind and heart on the question

involved , but he proceeded to slaughter Donnelly secretly, while

keeping up the appearance of supporting him. Gen. Van Ä. Man

ning, M. C. from Mississippi, a Democratic member of the Commit .

tee on Elections, and a man of the highest courage and integrity ,

testified that Springer made him believe, up to 'the last moment,

that he would support Donnelly ; and General Manning even pro

duced, before the committee of investigation, a scrap of an old

envelope on which Springer had written down, a day or two before

the final vote, his own name among the names of those who would

vote to seat Donnelly, and this scrap of paper Springer admitted

that he had written .

AN EXTRAORDINARY “ PAIR . "

Springer also sent his clerk to tell General Manning to preside

in thecommitteeduring his absence, and to bring up theDonnelly

Washburn case the next day , and that he was “ paired ” with Mr.

Calkins, a Republican member of the committee from Indiana ; and

Mr. Calkins subsequently , on the 5th of April , 1880, stated in debate,

in the House, the extraordinary nature of that pair (see Congres

sional Record ) :

I am not able now to recollect the exact language used upon the occasion,

but the substance ofit was, that if his ( Springer's) vote was not necessary to de

cide the seating of Donnelly he desired me to pair' all the way through. with

bim ,but if my vote was necessary to keep Donnelly from being seated heauthorizedme
to vote in the committee. "

And Mr. Springer followed Mr. Calkins, by saying, on the floor

of the House, as the Congressional Record shows :

The matter is substantially stated , as I understood it, by Mr. Calkins.”
..
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This was a caudid confession of one of the most peculiar

pieces of work ever heard of ia Congress. This Democrat pairs

with a Republican. He gives it out, in his own handwriting, that

he is in favor of seating Mr. Donnelly ; and sends word to General

Manning that he is in favor of Donnelly and paired withCalkins,
and call up the Donnelly case in his absence; and then he has a

secret understanding with his Republican friend , Mr. Calkins, that

this is only a bogus “ pair,” good only as long as it was of no im

portance to the Democratic party or to Mr. Donnelly, but at an end

the moment Calkins' vote was necessary to defeatDonnelly ! And all

this “ duplicity, ” as General Manning justly called it, came into

play just at the very time some one wrote this eminent Democrat à

letter sayingthat Mrs. S. could have $5,000 if he( Springer) would

keep Washburn in his seat. " And Springer did keep Washburn

in hisseat, despite the law as to bribery and all that overwheloding

testimony ; and Bill King, who left Washington the day the

anonymous letter was written, reappeared in Washington March25,

and left there for good April 1 , the very day the final vote was taken

on the Donnelly -Washburn case in the Committee of Elections, and

Mr. Donnelly was defeated .

These are the facts in the case. It certainly looked peculiar,

and an investigation seemed necessary .

AN INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE.

And an investigating committee was appointed to find out who

wrote that letter, and , while some experts swore positively that the

anonymous letter wasin Bill King's handwriting, others swore that

it was in Finley's natural, undisguised hand, and by the same mail

hehad written Springer another letter, over his own signature, also

in his own natural, uqdisguised handwriting, so that Springer could

compare one with the other, and tell just where the anonymous

letter came from ! But Finley swore that he did not write the

letter, and, as his character for truth and veracity was unim

peached, that, of course, ended the matter. But Expert Hay, of

Washington , prepared acopy of the anonymous letter, made up by

tracing letters out of Bill King's acknowledged writings, and the

copy was so exactly like the original anonymous letter that one of

Springer's experts testified upon it and criticised itfor some time, as
the original letter, before he found out his mistake !

PUTTING SPRINGER'S FACE IN EVIDENCE.

But the marvel is that a great Democratic statesman should

“ flop ” precisely at the very time when $5,000 was offered to him

to have him “ flop ; " and that Mr. Donnelly should promise $ 5,000

to Springer to keep his enemy, Washburn , in his seat; and that
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Springer should do it ! Mr. Donnelly said in a speech, in St. Paul,

after his return home :

But it claimed that I knew that Mr. Springer was a pure, saintly and vir

tuousman, and that I had that letter written to him to rouse up his righteous in
dignation against Washburn for attempting to bribe him. God help us ! Fellow
citizens, you never saw Mr. Springer, or you would not entertain that hypothesis
for one moment. I could make proffer mert of this man's head and face. The
small , restless, furtive eyes ; the quick, shambling: uncertain shiftiness of hi
body; the dints in the flesh of his face, as if the devil had putmarks of identifica
tion, with his finger, here and there, on the soft putty of his figure -head ; – if you
could behold that countenance, follow - citizens, and witness that manner, you

would not believe for one instant that any man - nota fool- would offer him

$ 5,000 in the hope of rousing up his soul to virtnous resentment against the rav
isher of his honor. Oh no ! Bill Springer is not built that way.”

THE END OF THE SWINDLING BRASS KETTLE.

But while Mr. Donnelly made nothing by his tremendous cam

paign , against such overwhelmingodds of numbers and money, the

people profited by it ; for he literally drove “ the little brass kettle "

out of use - with a resulting benefit to the producers of millions of

dollars.

More than that, his terrific philippics against the Millers' Ring

caused those gentlemen to abate their exactions. Whilethey con

tinued, and still continue to this day, to hold possession of the grain

markets of Minnesota, and exclude all competition, the force of an

aroused public opinion has shamed them into decency ; and now

they make but two or three cents difference in the price of grades,

where formerly they made a difference of fifteen cents—or thirty

cents between number one and number three ; when, probably, the

only difference between the two grades, in the question of the man

ufacture of flour, was that number three had a little more light chaff

and dirt in it thannumber one, and an allowance had been made,
in buying, for the dirt !

OTHER LABORS.

Of course , in a brief bingraphy like this, I have been able to

give the record of but a small part of Governor Donnelly's labors for

the public welfare. I have said nothing about his fight in 1866 to

prevent the dishonest sale of the land in the Sioux Reservation ,

Minnesota, out of which many men made fortunes. Nor have Í

time to more than allude to the great battle he fought, while amem

ber of the State Senate, in 1874, by which he broke up a corrupt

contract madeby the Interior Department for the sale of allthe pine

on the Leech Lake Indian Reservation, at one- third its real value,

and saved vast quantities of the school lands of the State from being

despoiled of thetimber which gave them their only value. For this

great work hewas rewarded by the St. Paul Press and the other

Ring organs with the foulest and most unlimited abuse and slander.

In fact, during his whole career in public life the denunciations
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which have been poured out upon himhave been in exact proportion

to his services to the public . He saved thepeople of Minnesota mil

lions of dollars, but, as a consequence , before his great literary suc

cess placed him beyond the reach of his enemies, he was so black

cned by the abuseof a hireling press that a large portion of the

people of the State regarded him as one of their worst enemies.

Whenever he would attack a public wrong the thieves would attack

him , and the more good he did the more he was blackened by abuse.

The fact that he would not “ sell out” was regarded by the plun

derers as a crime worse than high treason . There was no getting

along witli such a fellow . He had to be crushed .

" THE REBATE ON WHEAT."

In 1884 the Minneapolis millers had invented a new rascality.

Not content with all theother thieveries which I have described , they

got up a scheme whereby any farmer who lived in any part of the
great territory south and west of Minneapolis, on the lines of the

Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad, couldnot ship his grain to Minne

apolis by paying the freight on his grain to that city, but he was

compelled to pay the freight both to Minneapolis and Chicago, four

hundred miles further ! The farmers, or the buyers who bought

from the farmers, at the local stations, might protest that they did

not want to ship their wheat to Chicago ; that it would , in fact, go

no further thanMinneapolis as wheat, as it would there be manu

factured into flour. It was of no avail ; the farmer must pay the

freight to Chicago or he could not ship hiswheat. Theywould give

him a receipt for the freight onthe extra distance of 400 miles, and

he could take that receipt to Minneapolis and sell it , at a large dis

count, to the millers, who could use it, for its face value, in payment

of freight on flour from Minneapolis 'to Chicago ! In this way the

wretched farmers,many of whom were struggling with extreme

poverty , were compelled to pay part of the transportation of the

millers’ four. A more shameful and outrageous fraud never was

practiced on a free people.

In their distress the people turned , as usual, to Mr. Donnelly.

Three conventions were held -ean Alliance convention, an Inde

pendent Republican convention , and a Democratic convention, and

all three united in nominating Mr. Donnelly. Two years before,

Major Strait, the Republican candidate, had carried the district bý

nearly 10,000 majority. The Democrats knew there was no chance

for one of their own men, and so they agreed to coöperate with the

other elements of opposition to Strait. Strait was himself a miller

and banker, and supported bythe Indian Ring and even by many

leading Democrats,who had sbared in Indian contracts and other

schemes of plunder. Mr. Donnelly, as usual, made a tremendous

cauvass ; he had but $600with which to make the fight, while it

was believed that $ 50,000 was spent in behalf of his opponent.
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Nevertheless, and despite considerable Democratic disaffec

tion, he reduced Strait's majority from nearly 10,000 to about 750 .

He would have won the fight but for the opposition of some of the

leading Democrats. He had the satisfaction, however, of knowing

that he had forever broken up the villainous - rebate system , ” just

as he had abolished “ the swindling brass kettle ” by his campaign
in 1878 ; and he thereby saved the farmers of that section hundreds

of thousands of dollars annually, forever afterward .

A GREAT Book PROMISED.

But it would take abook as large as this whole volume to be

gin to tell the story of Mr. Donnelly's active and useful life ; and

that book may some day be written , with thrilling pen - and -ink

sketches of his contemporaries, drawn to the life, for the instruc

tion and amusement of posterity.

While, therefore, Governor Donnelly's labors have profited him
nothing, they have been of great value to the State of Minnesota.

A Republican paper, the Blue Earth City Post, made , June 23,

1887, the following candid acknowledgment:

“ The Post hasstated again and again what Donnelly has accomplished. He

has completely revolutionized the legislative sentimentof theState. He has made

it possible for lawstobe enacted fortherelief of the people. He has educated the

masses ofthe Republican partyup to his anti -monopolistic ideas, and forced the

leaders of that partyto advocate his principles. He has put the politicians through

a course of sprouts,' and won almost completely the battle he began, in favor of

the people, fifteenyears ago; but as a politician,himself, he hasnot been a suc

No, and it is to his honor that he has not.

THE GRANGE AND THE ALLIANCE .

Neither have I the space or the time to enumerate Governor

Donnelly's labors in the old Grange, or in the later Alliance . He

has delivered hundreds of speeches in Minnesota and elsewhere,

without apenny of reward and generally at his own expense. He

has probably traveled as many miles as would circumnavigate the

globe, in these efforts to rouse up and defend the people. Neither
can I give any account of the efforts to break him down in the

Alliance,or of his triumph , with the help of the Great West, over

his enemies, and bis election in December, 1890, by an overwhelm

ing vote, to the presidency of the Minnesota State Farmers ' Alliance ,
or of his labors in the House and Senate in behalf of the Alliance

and its principles. It is to his honor that during twenty years

spent in these conflicts he has never received a dollar of compensa
tion from the Grange or the Alliance for bis great services. He has

fought as George Washington fought, during the Revolutionary War,
without a salary, and at his own expense.

MR. DONNELLY BECOMES A BOOK-MAKER.

Governor Donnelly writes in his journal: “ In the winter of

cess .

.
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1880-81 there was nothing left of me but the back -bone. I was

pounding my keel on the rocks. The very gulls had abandoned me.

He hadbeen driven out of public life by the corrupt power of

money; his crops had been devoured by corporations and grasshop

pers ; his newspaper, the Anti -Monopolist, had been forced to

suspend publication ; be was covered with debts to the eye-lids.

Instead of taking to drink to drown his sorroirs, or going out and

hanging himself, as some men would hare done under similar cir

cumstances, he retired to “ the shades of Nininger ;" and there,in the

midst of the arctic cold and the deep snows of a very severe winter,

with the sheriff or the coustable banging every day or two at the

door, to serve a summons or an execution, he sat quietly downto re

create the history of man before the Deluge ; to add myriads of years

to the records of the human race ; and to trace out the original par

entage of the European alphabet. He wrote Atlantis.

He began then and there a wonderful literary career, which has

lifted himout of poverty and debt, and rendered his name famous
over all the world . We know of no more striking testimony of an

indomitable will and unshaken courage than this carving out ofa

new career from the very depths of ruin . And just as soon , it

must be noted , as his new success gave him a vantage-ground to re

new the fight, he commenced once more bis fierce battle for the

rights of the people ; and ever since he has mingled the most ab

struse studies of the library with his labors on the stump in behalf

of popular rights. And it must also be remembered, to his honor,

that in the darkest hours of his career he never cringed to the pow

ers that controlled the State and dispensed fortune ; he never

“ Crooked the pregnant hinges of the knee

That thrift might follow fawning."

The idea of submission seems never once to have occurred to

him . It was not in the power of all his powerful enemies, com

bined, to pound him into obedience or servility.

Atlantis was an immediate and great success. The Chicago

Times first called attention to it, devoting several columns to the

discussion of its theories. The book has passed through about

twenty - five editions in the United States, and this on its own

merits. It commands a larger sale to -day than it dideight years

ago. It has become one of “ the standards ” ofEnglish literature.

I quote some brief extracts from the press reviews, made at the

time it was published :

“ Mr. Donnelly's theory is an ingenious one, as well as fortified by arguments

drawn from gcology and history, from prehistoric relics, from traditions, and from

manners, languages and customs of widely separated nations. His theory offers a

plausible explanation for many puzzling discoveries of the philosophers, and his

bookwill give a fresh impulse to historic and prehistoric research.” — Philadelphia

Inquirer .

“ Mfr. Ignatius Donnelly has written a unique and interestingargument to

prove that the legend of Atlantis is based upon fact, 'and that it tells ofthe first

3

Share
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and one of the greatest of civilized nations, which a terrible convulsion of nature

obliterated ." - Congregationalist, Boston.

- All of this is rery startling, but the author has made out a case which , if

not convincing, is at least interesting and wonderfully plausible. His book shows,

throughout, wide reading, logical clearness and carefulthought, and the work can .

not fail tointerest by the vast accumulation of out-of-the-way information it con

tains." —Saturday Evening Gazette, Boston.

“ This is a most remarkable book, entertaining, instructive and fascinating to

a degree. A bookwell worth reading. The world will never tire of the

story of the lost Atlantis and of speculations in regard to it. It has been the theme

of the poet and tho philosopher. Now it is brought to the test of science."

Brooklyn Union-Argus.

Atlantis has been republished by Sampson, Low & Co., in

England, andhasgone through several editions there. It is read in

all parts of the civilized world. Governor Donnelly has received

letters of congratulation and commendation from Spain ,France, Ger

many, all parts of the British Islands, Australia, New Zealand , India,

Japan and China . Politically the book was a great help to Governor

Donnelly , for, wbile the press of the whole world was sounding its

praises, it was impossible for the bireling newspapers of his own

State , working under the inspiration of the corporations, to convince

the people any longer that he was a base, low ruffian and dema

gogue, as they had very effectually done before its publication . The

book was therefore a sort of resurrection for the proscribed friend

of the people.

Governor Donnelly may justly claim that he was the first man

in the world who thought to identify Atlantis with the antediluvian

world , the land of Noah. In other words, he first found the link of

connection between the story told by the Egyptian priests to Solon

and the tale of the Deluge told in Genesis. He was alsothe first to

prove that the alphabet of the Phænicians, from which our own

alphabet is derived, and the Landa alphabet, of tho Mayas of Cen

tral America , were both derived from one common source, the

alphabet of Atlantis. He was alsothefirst to connect Plato's story

with the legends of the Greeks and other nations of antiquity , and

show that thegods of the pagan world had been originally the
kings and queens of Atlantis.

Among the many tributes paid to Mr. Donnelly's book , one of

the most gratifying was the following letter from Hon. W. E. Glad

stone, the great English parliamentary leader and scholar :

“ 10 Downing STREET, WHITEHALL , March 11 , 1882.

“DEAR SIR :, I thank you very much for your · Atlantis,' a copy of which you

have beenso kind astopresenttome. Though muchpressed by public affairs,
I have contrived to read already an appreciable portion of it, with an interest
which makes me very desirous to go through the whole.

“ I may not be able to acceptall yourpropositions, but I ammuch disposed to

believe in an Atlantis ; and I think I can supply you with another case in which

traditions have come down into the historic age from periods of time lying far

away in the background of preceding ages.

* Homerunquestionably (I do not fear to say) believed in a sea -exit from the

• Northern Adriatic, and imagined the north of Europe to be an expanse of water.
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And this, geology . I beliere, assures us that it was , but not withiu what we harc

heretofore received as the limit ofthe memory of man .

“ Three or four years agothe Duke of Argyle was at Venice,and saw on a fisb

stall a fish which he was familiar with on the west coast of Scotland, but which is ,

unknown in the Mediterranean generalls. And, on further examination, he found

that the corner of the Adriatic corresponded , as to local tish, in a high degree, -with

the Atlantic. This is a curious and, perhaps, a significant fact.

“ I am, dcar sir, pour very faithful and obedient

. " W.E. GLADSTONE.

" Ignatius Donnelly, Esq ., U. S. A."

I understand that Governor Donnelly has collected a vast mass

of new material since the publication of Atlantis, and that he will

soon publish another work on the same subject, which he thinks

will strongly corroborate his first book .

“ RAGNARÖK ."

Mr. Donnelly's second book , Ragnarok, takes its name from the

most ancient legends of the Scandinavians, wbich contain a descrip

tion of a Day of Judgmentor destruction which once, in the remote

past, overtook the world, when a great conflagration swept the face

of the planet. The following review will give an idea of the nature
of the work :

" The title of this book is taken from the Scandinavian sagas, or legends, and

means the darkness of the gods. The work consists of a chain of arguments
and facts to prove

series of extraordinary theories, viz .: That the Drift Age,

prith its vastđeposits of clay and gravel, its decomposed rocks, and its great rents

in the face of the globe, was the result of contact between the earth and a comet,

and that the Drift-material was brought to the earth by the comet; that man lived

on the earth at that time; that he was highly civilized ; that all the human family,

with the exception of a few persons who saved themselves in caves, perished from

the same causes which destroyed the mammoth and the other pre- glacial animals ;

that the legends of all the races of the world preserve references to and descrip

tions of this catastrophe ; that following it came a terrible age of ice and snow, of

great floods, while the clouds were restoring the waters to the sea, and an age of
darkness while the dense clouds infolded the globe. These startling ideas are sup

ported by an arrayof scientific facts, and bylegends drawn from all ages and all

regionsof the earth.

“ There is nothing impossible or unreasonable in the theory of this singular

work. A hundred years ago it was believed that there were in space only suns and

planets. Wenowknow thatthere are multitudes of asteroids or planetoids —

bodies so small asto be scarcely perceptible in the telescope — and it is conceded
that the tails of comets consistof vast streams of stones, and that even the heads

of comets may be composed of great masses of rocks. It follows that there may

be, in space, great regions occupied by immenseclouds of stones, gravel anddust.

This is confirmed by the fact that annually , in November and August, the orbit of

the carth traverses portions of the heavens whence fall toward the earth millions

of stones, andit is known that these meteor-bearing regions correspond with the

paths of certain comets.

“If, in former geological ages, space contained greater quantities of this loose

andfloating material, the earth would necessarily have received yast accessionsto
its bulk from this source. In the course of time the planets have cleared the

space within the reach of their attractive power, by drawing in this loose material,

but to someextentthe work is still going on. Professor Nordenskjold has recently

found that on the great snow -coveredplains of interior Greenland, far removed

from volcanoes or mountain -chains, there is a constant shower of cosmic dust , and
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that this dust forins a clory -like deposit. If a small deposit of clay comes from the

heavens at the present time, is it unreasonable to suppose that in former ages sim

ilar deposits may have fallen in greater quantities, and formed the clay beds which

cover a large partofthe earth's surface ! And if this betrue ot clay, whichis

granitic stones ground to dust, why may it not be equally true of gravel, which

consists of stones in process of being ground to dust?

“Certain it is that geologists entertain widely different views as to the origin

of the Drift. One classholdsthat land iceorglaciershaveno power to tear and

scour the surface rocks, or to break them up and reduce them to gravel; that , on

the contrary , ice is 'protective rather than erosire,' and that the atmospherically

wasted detritus of a glacier bears no resemblance to the ' till , ' and that the results

characteristic of theGlacial Age were due to floating icebergs ; while, on the other

hand, another section claims that the mountains of New England, marked by the

glaciers to their very summits,have been constantly above the sea, since a period

ages prior to the coming of the Drift, and that the Drift gives evidence, in its non

.stratified condition , and in its absence of fossils, that it was not laid down in the
water, either fresh or salt.

" Ragnarok supplies a new theory as to the origin of the Glacial Age, co

herent in all its parts, plausible, not opposed to any of the teachings of modern

science, and curiously supported by the traditions of mankind. If the theory is

true,it will beproductive of far-reaching consequences ; it willteach us to look to

cosmical causes for many things on the earth which we have heretofore ascribed to

telluric causes, and it will revolutionize the present science of geology."

Ragnarok was published by D. Appleton & Co., of New
York. It proved a great success; five thousand copies ( the first

edition ) were sold in six months, and its theories were the cause of

wide-spread interest and discussion . The book is now published by

F. J. Schulte & Co. , Chicago. It is in its twelfth edition . I quote

extracts from a fewof the thousands of newspaper notices :

“ The idea beginsto draw upon the minds of men that this globe of ours could

not have rolled in space for hundreds of millions of years unaffected by the other

forms of matter which occupy space. And just as every November we pass through

regions fromwhich showers of stones are attracted to the earth, burning as they

come, and filling the heavens with celestial fireworks, so , in past ages, vaster and

denser bodies ofmatter, comets' tails or what you will , protected from combustion

by their own atmosphere of gases, may have struck the earth,covering it with

detritus, and scarring and tearing up its surface . ” — Louisville Courier- Journal.

“ This stupendous speculator in cosmogons begins and ends with • Drift,' on

the summit of which temporary pile of successive superincumbent ruins of worlds

destroyed by convulsions or by comets, at vast intervals of time,the human race

breathes out its moment of a life. A book which , with all its deliberate eccen

tricities , is often eloquent and suggestire.” — London Daily Ners.

“ It is a bold enterprise , and its very boldness gives it a peculiar fascination.

The vast range of the survey and the multitude of witnesses, of every age and

clime, which theauthor passes in review , yield thereader a decidedly new sensa

tion , something like that of making a voyage around the carth in mid -air ." — Home
Journal.

“ Vr. Donnelly can claim the credit of furnishing a theory which is consistent

with itself, and, as he evidently thinks, with the scientific requirementsof the

problem , and also with the teachings of Holy Scripture. The shifting opinions

of geologists in regard to this question, and the fact that the latest theory is mani

festly inadequate,afford, we must say, a fair presumption in the author's favor .

Thisisjust thatkind of teaching whichcannotbe metwitha sneer.
The book is well worth studying. If it is true, it answers two very important pur

poscs- the first connected with science, and the second with prophecy. It gives

is reasonable account for the tremendous changes which the earth hasundergone,
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andit showshowitsdissolution, so clearlydescribed in St. Peter's Second Epistle.
may be accomplished ."- The Churchman , New York.

“ In this remarkable volumeMr. Donnelly, with an originality and rigor of

which wehad a taste in Atlantis . unceremoniously knocks in the head all the

elaborate theorizing as to the glacial period and other scientific forms of argument,

andboldly proceeds to prove that the world owes its various physical changes to

collisions with comets, more or less terrific in force, and to the calamitous and

long -continued visitations of snow, and flood , and fire, the result of the encoun

ter. " —Troy Times .

“The work will be read with curious interest by the learned , and, though it

draws perpetuallyonthe treasuries of scientificandethnic lore ,the unlearned will

pore ofer its pages with eagerness and delight. : : Ragnarokis a strong and

brilliant literary production, which will command the interest of general readers,

and the admiration and respect, if not the universal credence , of the conservative

and the scientific . ”– Prof. ALEXANDER WINCHELL, in The Dial.

“ In a few sharp, short and decisive chapters the author disposes of the theory

that the rast phenomena of the ' Drift'could have been produced by the action of

ice , no matter if the ice swept over the continent. His facts and theirapplication

are certainly impressive. In fact, his book is very original "– Hartford Times.

" It is one of the most powerful and suggestive books of the day, and deserves

respectful attention, not only from the general reader, but from the scientist. ”—
The Continent.

“ No mere summary can do justice to this extraordinary book, which certainly

contains many strong argumentsagainst the generally accepted theory that all the

giganticphenomenaof the Drift were due to the action of ice. Whether readers

believeMr.Donnelly or not,they will find hisbookintensely interesting."-The

Guardian, Banbury, England.

“ These two volumes are phenomenal. The author; who has beenknown as

one of the most prominent polítical men west of the Mississippi, suddenly appears

before the public as a writer upon scientific subjects , and issues two volumes in

quick succession, one of whíchreaches the seventh edition in less than nine

months, and the other is in a fair way for a similar success . " — American An.

tiquarian.

CONFIRMATION OF THE RAGNAROK THEORY.

The truth of the theory set forth in Ragnarok has received

startling confirmation in the fact that theleading astronomer of Eng

land has, since its publication, presented the world with a powerful

work , in which he proves that the accepted theory of the formation

of worlds from matterin a gaseous condition is impossible. He

shows that space is full of vast streams of stones, similar to the

meteoric stones, and that wberever a center of attraction is estab

lished among them , by any one stone being much larger tban the

rest, a sun or planet is formed , by the rushing together of the

rocky fragments to the center of gravitation; and that the clash

and impact of the stones produces such intense beat that the body

becomes luminous, and a blazing world or staris formed .*

Ragnarok is probably the most original book ever written .

Thewhole conception is perfectly novel ; and tbe linking together

of the wonderful legends of mankind with the latest conclusions

arrived at by the scientific world is a marvelous piece of work .

* The revelations of the spectroscope prove the truth of this theory.
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The light the theory throws upon Genesis and the Fall of Man is

unique, and is accepted by many clergymen as true .

Since the publication of Ragnarok, Governor Donnelly has re

ceived corroborations of his theory from scholars in all parts of the

world , and he hopes to some day publish a continuation of the work .

FRANCIS BACON'S AUTHORSHIP OF THE SHAKESPEARE PLAYS.

It would take a volume much larger tban the space assigned

for this biography to give anything like a full account of thevast

labors of Governor Donnelly in the preparation of that which is,
perhaps, the chief literary work of his life his book The

GreatCryptogram .

The size of the book ( containing a thousand pages ) ; the im

mense toil involved in its preparation, continued through fifteen

years ; the difficulty of theworking-out of the hidden cipher ; the

intense microscopic work of the cipher itself, all make the book

memorable in theannals of literature.

Thę Pall Mall Gazette, of London , said :

“ Mr. Ignatius Donnelly's Great Cryptogram is not a thing to be dismissed

in a moment. If it be a delusion, it is respectable by reason of its very magni

tude. The labor represented by the two great volumes before us, andespeciallyby

the second, is stupendous. America, the land of · big things,' has in Mr. Donnelli

a son worthy of her immensity .”

The London Telegraph (" the newspaper with the largest

circulation in the world " ) May 2, 1888 , said :

" Whether it is to be regarded as fatal to the personal claims of our sovereign

English genius, a piece of extraordinary special pleading for the long-delayed

recognition of his great rival, Bacon , carrying judgment and conviction with it ,

or only a vast delusion, based' on some remarkable freaks of chance, it will be for

specialists and the age to say .

Such are a few of these strange · finds ' of Mr. Donnelly , and, if he has not

allowed himself to be deceived, it is impossible to avoid the deduction that for one

purpose or another , a wonderfully intricate series of stories has been threaded through

the web of the great English classic."

Labouchere's Truth , the great independent journal, of May

20, 1888, said :

“ I think every critic will say that the book is a monument of laborious indus

try , such as has hardly ever been produced before outside of Germany, and that

some of Mr. Donnelly's results are very astonishing, while all of them are interest

ing and curious. .

THE OPINION OF MATHEMATICIANS AS TO THE CIPHER.

But some readers may ask : “ Has not Mr. Donnelly, as

the London Telegraph suggests, deceived bimself ? Is not the

cipher an illusion ? "

I answer this by saying that the proof -sheets of the book were

subinitted to two eminent mathematicians--one in England and one

in tais country - George Parker Bidder, Q. C. , of London, and Pro

ܘ.
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fessor Elias Colbert, of Chicago, author of well -known works on

astronomy, etc.* Both gentlemen took their time and thoroughly

examined the proofs submitted to them , and these are their verdicts :

MR. BIDDER'S STATEMENT.

“ HOUSE OF COMMONS, April 19, 1888.

“ MY DEAR SIR : I have given a good many hours to the examination of the

proofs of Mr. Donnelly's book, so far as the method of the Cryptogram is dealt

with , and write to letyou knowtheopinion Ihave formed .
" In the first place, I am amazed at the stupendous industry and perseverance

shown, and the ingenuity with which Mr. Donnelly has followed up his clues.

The numerical coincidences, in the position of words which he has discovered in

tho plays-notably of suggestive words such as ‘ Bacon ,' ' St. Albans, etc.- are

very remarkable , so remarkable, in fact , that my own strong belief is that they

cannot possibly be due to chance. And considering this in connection with the

extraordinary peculiarities of the text, which he points out, both as regards typog
raphyand paging, and as regards the unnatural introduction of words into the

text, I am further strongly inclined to the opinion that Mr. Donnelly is probably

right in his conclusions that there is a cipher interwoven—possibly several—and very

probably by Bacon . "

PROF. COLBERT'S STATEMENT.

“ I am obliged to indorse the claimmade by Mr. Donnelly that he has found a cipher

in some of the plags. Itcan be intelligently traced by theaid of explanations given

by him , some of which'are only hinted at in the book. I donot say, nor does be

claim , that he has discovered the complete cipher, and I think it is quite probable

that some of the readings he gives will bear modification in the light of subse

quent knowledge. BUT THECIPHER IS THERE , as claimed, and he hasdone enough

to prove its existence to my satisfaction .”

OPINIONS OF EMINENT CRITICS.

In addition to these statements, which should be conclusive, I
add a few other testimonials :

That distinguished scholar and author, Count Vitzthum

d'Eckstadt,wrote, from Paris, to a friend in London, under date of

May 18th, 1888 :

“ Will you be good enough to convey to Mr. Donnelly my sincerest congrat

ulations .I donot knowwhethertheopinion of an old diplomate may be of any

value to him . At any rate I give it to you.: . : Taking the first volume alone,

it is absolutely conclusive. It is a fair, seientific investigation, most skillfully .

condųcted and complete. I do not knowwhichto admire most, the industry,the

extreme ingenuity, or the strong powerof reasoning shown in those volumes. The

style isperfect ; terse, business-like, and always to the point. The reader bimself
assists in the inquiry. Every honest man , afterreading the first volume,must

come to the conclusionthat the Shakespeare theory has no leg to standupon . Those

who havenotstudiedthe bookhaveno voiceinthequestion. Mr. Donnellymay
safely appeal to posterity, as Lord Bacon did . . . It is certain the cipher exists,

.though whether theactual key, by which it is to be unlocked, has been yet found,

may be doubtful. I can never believe that Bacon left this discovery to inere

chance; and it has been a chance that a man has been found, in the nineteenth

century , ingenious and persevering enough to find and to trace out the existence of

a cipher. Iam convinced that Bacon left the MSS. , together with the key, either

*Mr. Bidder was selectedfor the taskof examining the proofs by Mr. Knowles,

the editor of the Nineteenth century, theleading review of England, and Professor

Colbert was selected by Hon. Joseph Medill, editor of the Tribune of Chicago.
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to Percy, or Sir Tobie Matthew , with authority to publish the secret after his death .

But the civil warbroke out,andthe trustees mayhave thought that under the
rule of Cromwell and the Puritans the memory of Bacon, as a philosopher, would
have beenruined, if it were published that he was the author ofthe plays. In the

interest of their deceased friend they may have destroyed the JSS. of the plays,
together with the key . "

Mrs. Henry Pott, of London , the author of that great work,

The Promus,and otherbooks, and a ladyof extensive learning and

profound penetration , thus writes to the Bacon Journal of London :

With regard to the cipher part ofMr. Donnelly's book, it appears to me that

the fact of the cipher being there, and of the matter and narratives inclosed in it

being as Mr. Donnelly has stated, is beyond question . All those who haveespressed

themselves, who are competent to understand it , and who have been able to give

time to the close examination of the arithmetical calculations, of the sequence of

words by means of these calculations, and of the doctrino of chancesagainst or in

favor of that seqnence, have come to the same conclusions,namely, that the cipher
exists as Mr. Donnelly has demonstrated . : . . The imperfections in minor details to

which Mr. Donnelly draws attention are, as ho modestly says, due, not to the

maker of the cipher, but to the decipherer. ' And we unite with Mr. Donnelly in the

belief that wherever a sentenceis not mathematically exact, or whenerer agap

or flaw occurs in the work, it will, with the further time and laborwhich Jr. Don

nelly is bestowing upon it , be corrected and the rule brought to absolute perfection ."

Sir Joseph Neal McKenna, member of Parliament, and an

emineut cryptologist, writes to the Dublin Nation as follows:

"I have had for many years of my life considerable practice in the construc.

tion of cryptograph notes and messages for the purposes of secrecy , brevity and

economy. What I assert is that there is a genuine, demonstrated, mathemati

cally -constructed cryptogram in the text of the play Henry IV ., which tells tho

story ; and it isimpossible tomaintainthat theprinter, editor or publisheroťthe
Folio edition of 1623 was not privy to the infolding of the cryptogram in the text

of the edition published in that year. I do not go into minor points , none of

which , however, in the slightest degree derogate from the certainty with wbich I

have already pronounced my own opinion or judgment.”

Professor Greenwood, in the Kansas City Journal of May 21 ,

1888, says :

“ Without going into all the details in the first part of the book ; ... in

point of scholarship, close study, numerous and extended comparisons, minute re

search and the greatest familiarity with all that is known ofShakspere and his

entire history , .. it must be confessed that Mr. Donnelly, by all laws of evi

dence,has shown that Shakspere could not have written the plays that are now
called his... On any theory of certainty, the chance that he did so would be as

great a miracle as the creation of a world. Any jury of intelligent lawyers, on tho

first part of this great work, would bring in a verdict against Shakspero's author

ship. No one can assert, after glancing through this part of the work, that

thereis nothing in the cipher, unless he actuallyproves it mathematically. It

would take an expert mathematician several months to verify all these statements

or to disprove them. It would be very much less work to calculate an eclipse of

the sun or moon. On the other hand, if the number-relations he presents and veri

fies are simply happy coincidences without any significance , then it is the most

elaborate and connected set of coincidences that haseverbeenbrought to light in chance

work. . . . It is a strong case with hardly weak point in it. Of course it would

be humiliating for English scholars to give an author justice who hails from the
wheat - fields of Minnesota ."

8
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The Philadelphia Evening Star says :

“ If Mr. Donnelly has made a single miscount his critics should be able to

demonstrate it. He gives the page and the number on the pageof every cipber

word. It would, of course, beaneasy matter for anybody to pick out words from

the pages of the playsthatwould makea consecntive story; but here wehavea

story which is consecutive, which is grammatical, which is written in the purest

English, with a rhetoric striking alike by its force and its simplicity , and is hich

retains the very flavor of the Elizabethån age, and all the words corresponding

with certain root numbers, which nerer vary , save according to certain modifiers.

This could not be theworkofchance. It rests,with those who may deny the possi
bility of the cipher to explain awar this startling fact , if they can . . :

body take any of the cipher pages, as we have done, and a glance at its symmetri.
cal structure irill suffice at once to exclude the idea that Mr. Donnelly hasdeceived

himself. The figures are there . They are not there arbitrarily. It is inconceiva

ble how they could be put there by any system of self-deception, and no othercon

clusion appears possible than the alternativesuggested by the London editor-
that there is a cipher and Mr. Donnelly has found it. ”

Let any

SHAKSPERE'S CLAIMS.

While differences of opinion exist as to the reality of the cipher,

there is none as to the literary merit of the work , or its effect in

demolishing the claims of William Shakspere to be the author of

the great plays which bear his name.

Dr. R. M. Theobald, A. M. , Hon . Secretary of the Bacon

Society, of London , says :

" I cannotrefrain from expressing mạ most unqualified admiration of his

[Mr. Donnelly's) masterly exposition of the Bacon-Shakspere case. His first

volume is , by far, the completest and strongest Baconian argument crer written

Its cogener åstonished even me, convinced as I amfrom long familiarity with all

sides of the argument. How the Shakspereans will wriggle away from those 200

pages of parallels' I cannot conceive. It is the most magnificent bit of circumstan
tial evidence ever: produced in the whole range of the world's literature. But there

is the samecogencyinmostofthe other chapters ;and the bright,attractive,
eloquent, often genuinely poetical, way in which he marshals bisargumentsand

enforces them , makes the whole book so fascinating- so absolutely irresistible --

that I find it far more captivating than any novel I erer read. ”

The Hon. Joseph Medill, the distinguished editor of the Chicago

Tribune, thus expressed himself the day the book appeared :

6. For those who have not scen Mr. Donnelly's work, the magnitude of his

performance cannot be described adequately withoutdanger of apparent exagger.
ation .Whether the world shall accept his conclusions or hold the verdict in

abeyance, Ignatius Donnelly must hereafter be counted among the men whose

industry , persistence and sincerity have thrust into literature and history a force

compelling recognition, if not conviction; and whose prodigious and pationt

labor has amassed against the current belief about Shakspere too much testimony

for incredulity to scoff at , for jests to smile out of sight, or for learning to ignore. ”

The New York World said :

" It is the most startling announcement that has been hurled at mankind

sinceGalileo proclaimed his theory of the earth’s motion . "

Julian Hawthorne says :

• It inrolves the most interesting literary possibility of our generation."
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The San Francisco Argonaut said :

“ The ignorance of Shakspere, tho learning of Bacon ; the parallel passages
in Bacon's works and in tho plays; the unity of thought, the community of crror;

the employment of the identical metaphors, and of unusual and neirly coined

words ; the display of the same phases of religious belief, of politics and ot' human

sympathy; the acute knowledgo displayed in the plays of common law . eren in

its mosttechnical forin , as well as of science , and of moraland natural philos

ophy , are all strikingly set forth , and demonstrato that either Bacon wrote all, or

at least a portion of theplays, or that he and Shakspere were mental twins -

each a heinisphere of a siūglo brain . "

The Bury Times, East Lancashire , England, said :

“ This is one of the most remarkable books America has ever produced.

monumentof ability, industry and literary acumen ... An epoch -making book.”

Hon. JOHN BRIGHT'S OPINIOX .

The Great Cryptogram has made many converts, among

others the famous English statesman , John Bright. The Birming

ham Daily Mail of May 13 , 1888, said :

“ Jr. Johu Bright, M. P., is much better and practically out of danger. He
has not been publing hishead recently about political matters, but fortho last

few weeks he has been chictly occupied in tho study of the Bacon - Shakspero

- controversy. Jr. Brightis one of the fewliring men who have read all through

the ponderous volumes of Mr. Donnelly. He does not go all the wayand assert

the accuracy of Mr. Donnelly's discovery , but in his uncompromising and unhesitat

ing manner declares his belief that, whoevermay have written the plays, it wus

not William Shakspere. ”

The English newspapers also report Vr. Bright as saying, in

his brusque fashion , îhat " any man who believes that William

Shakspere wrote Lear and Hamlet is a fool! "

THE ST. PAUL PIONEER -PRESS AGAIN .

No book ever created' such intense excitement as The Great

Cryptogram ; every newspaper in England and America was full of

it , before and after it appeared ; and the New York World devoted

tuco whole pages to it . But the book was, so far as the sales were

concerned, a comparative failure . Joseph A. Wheelock began his

persecution of it before it appeared. d sub editor of the Pioneer

Press named Piles ( approp :iate name) prepared a small book ,

called The Little Cryptogram , which was a burlesque of Governor

Donnelly's work ; copies were sent to all the newspapers in the

United States, and even to England ; agents were employed by the

(lay, by the Pioneer - Press, to peddle copies everywhere, at twenty

five cents each , in advance of the agents sent out by Governor

Donnelly's publishers, so that when those agents calle :l to sel tho

work they would find the public mind filled with the belief that ing

cipher was an absurd fraud . These acts, with a concerted aitack

from the plutocratic press, and a failure of the publishers t ) procuro

the 5,000 agents they had promised ( they had but about 350 1.ir the

Ishole United States), and the fact that the book was not 01:3. le in any

book -store (the publishers had threatened the retail booksellers wită
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prosecution if they dared to sell a singlecopy of it ,while for ninety

nine hundredths of the territory of the United States there were no

canvassing agents to seek out those who might want it) , could have

but one result : the sale was but a few thousand copies where the

publishers had promised Governor Donnelly a sale of 100,000 copies.

The New York Morning Journal said :

" No book of modern times has excited so much interest all over the civil

ized world as this volume, and its sale will probably reach a million copies . "

The free advertising which the book had received was worth a

million dollars, and if the book had been properly presented to the

public there ought to have been such a sale as the Journal

predicted.

VISIT TO ENGLAND.

On March 17th , 1888 , Governor Donnelly sailedfrom New York,

on the steamship Etruria, of the Cunard line, for Liverpool. The

object of his visit was to secure an English copyright of The

Great Cryptogram . He returned the same year on the Aurania,

of the same line , leaving Liverpool August 11th, and reaching New

YorkAugust 19th , after a delightful sea voyage. Hespentmostofhis

time in London, but visited and traveled through Scotland and Ire

land . In the latter country he visited the birth-place of his father,

and was most hospitably entertained by many relatives. While in

Fintona, he delivered a lecture upon “ The Irish in America, " and

dwelt upon the necessity for temperance among the Irish people.

His address, particularly that part of it which related to the ques

tion of total abstinence , produced a great effect upon his audience,

andwasextensively quoted in the newspapersof Ireland. The pro

ceeds of the lecture went to the benefit of the Liberal campaign

fund. He was called upon , while in Fintona, by a delegation of

leading citizens, and asked if he would become a candidate for

Parliament on the Liberal ticket, and assured that if he would

they would nominate and elect him . He declined on the ground

that, while he was deeply interested in the successof the movement

for Home Rule, his interests and feelings all tied him to his native

country; that he was first, last and all the time an American .

ENGLISH NEWSPAPER ABUSE.

Governor Donnelly and his book were the theme of constant
discussion and general denunciation by the English newspapers.

As some one said, “ if the English people had to give up Shakspere
or the Indian Empire,they would let the Indian Empire go. In

fact, one distinguished English lady told Governor Donnelly that the

English people would give up Christianity before they would surren
der the Bard of Avon. The fact that Governor Donnelly was an

American had a great deal to do with the ferocious opposition of the

lnglish press. As one English gentleman said to him ,

17

" If you
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.

hiud even been a Canadian, we would not feel so badly about it !

But to think that the secret which had escaped the eyes of the Eng

lish critics, during three hundred years, should be found out by it

despised Yankee, from the backwoods ofAmerica, where but yester

day the buffalo and the red man held undisputed sway, was, is

Artemus Ward said , “ too much ! too much !”

Governor Donnelly kept his temper under all the abuse that

was heaped upon him , and replied in an effective manner to many

of his assailants, through the columns of the daily press. The Bacon

Society of London , an association of ladies and gentlemen of high

culture and social standing, formed to study the works of Francis

Bacon- both his acknowledged :works and those that are attributed

to bim— invited Governor Donnelly to lecture before it , and subsc

quently made a public challenge for the advocates of Shakspere to

pick out any man in the kingdom to meet Governor Donnelly in

joint debate on the question, in Londou. But the men who were

ready to denounce the iconoclastic American ‘at long range could

not be induced to meet him on the platform .

ST. ALBANS.

Gorernor Donnelly spent a great deal of his time at St. Albans,

the former home of Francis Bacon . He wandered , dạy by day, over

the fields and through the woods about Gorhamsbury, accompanied

by his son, Doctor Iguatius Donnelly, who was in London perfect

ing his medical education ; and spent hours in the quaint old church

of St. Michael , in the ancient city of St. Albans, where Bacon is

buried, and where his statue is erected, representing the great phi

losopher and poet sitting in his chair, rapt in meditation .

DEBATES IN ENGLAND.

While Governor Donnelly was in England he made several

speeches in London , Birmingham , etc. , on the Bacon -Shakspere

question , besides conducting debates at Cambridge University and

Oxford University, on the same topic , with bright young men, stu

derts and graduates. The discussion at Cambridge was especially

spirited. It lasted from 8 o'clock to 12, and would probably have

continued all night but that the rules of the University required the

students to retire at midnight. Mr. Donnelly opened and closed the

debate, and some half-dozen others took part in it , equally divided

between the adherents of Bacon and Shakspere. Some of these

debaters were youngmen of twenty -five years of age, all of them

were among the brightest of the rising generation ; they were from

all parts of the British Empire,even from Australia; and all of them

harl been studying The Great Cryptogram in the University library ,

and vere perfectly informed on the subject of which it treated. The

rules of the society required that at the close of every debate all the

members present, as they filed oụt through an ante - room , should
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write their names in a book kept for that purpose , and record how

they voted on the question which had been under discussion. There

were five hundred present on the nightof the debate on the authorship

of the plays , but the great majority of them became so perplexed by

the arguments in favor of Bacon that they refused to vote at all,

and of the remainder who did vote one hundred and twenty voted

that Sbakspere wrote the plays, and ,one hundred and one that
Bacon wrote them !

This was considered a great victory for the new theory, right

in the heart of English conservatism , especially as one of the bigoted

professors of the university had stated , three months before, that he

* did not believe a single person, professor orstudent, could be

found in Cambridge who believed in the absurd Baconian theory . "

In Edinburgh, Scotland, the interest in The Great Cryptogram

was so intense that the newspapers were filledwithdiscussionson the

subject; and Dir. Donnelly was told that, iv the Advocates' Library ,

theapplications,by thelawyers, were so numerous for the book , that it

would be kept out of the library , in the hands of readers, for six
months to come.

A Manchester paper has recently stated , as a generally recog

nized fact, that Shakspere is already cast down from bis

pedestal

W. F. C. Wigston, of England, the learned author of A New

Study of Shakespeare and Bacon, Shakspere and the Rosicru

cians, wrote to Mr. Donnelly, after his return to America , under

date of December 28th , 1888 :

" You have written a wonderful book . Everybody who takes it up is very

soon converted ,and I call it the most iconoclastic, idol-smashing piece of writing

erer penned . Shakspere has been attacked before, but never really shaken on

his pedestal with thepublic in England, until your work appeared . It has made a

great, silent and quick revolution. The boys in the college at Ryde [ Isle of Wight

-Mr. Wigston'splace of residence] divide and fight upon the subject; lectures

are given pro and contra . What more would you have ? "

And at another time Mr. Wigston writes, to an American friend :

“ Mr. Donnelly may console himself for any temporary, checks or annoyances.

His name will be as eternal as the god in art' whom he has vindicated from

oblivion. Newton's great discovery was by no means accepted till many years

after his publication ofit ; even Leibnitz opposed it. The greater the present oppo

sition the greater will be his ultimate triumph. I havemade many discoveries

which go to confirm his cipher ."

FRANCIS BACON'S SECRET SOCIETY.

Mrs. Henry Pott, a very learned and able lady, at whose house

Governor Donnelly visited,while in London, has now in press a re

markable book, entitled Francis Bacon and His Secret Society'

(F. J. Schulte & Co. , Chicago), which goes to show that Bacon vas

the real founder of the famous Rosicrucian Society , and that this vas

the parent organization out of which Freemasonry arose . Thereare

ܙܙ
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those who claim thirt the Rosicrucian Society is yet alive , in Ger

many, in possessed ofthe secret history of Bacon's life and works.

Governor Donnelly is now engaged upon a supplementary volume

to The Great Cryptogram , which he believes will forever end the

Shaksperean controversy, and establish Francis Bacon's claims to

the authorship. It will be entitled , The Cipher in the Plays and

on the Tombstone. He says he will be able to prove, not only

the reality of the cipher in the plays, but also that the curious

inscription which was placed over Shakspere's grave, at the time of

his cleath , contains a statement, in Francis Bacon's biliteral cipher,

that Francis Bacon wrote the plays. The original inscription was in

this extraordinary form :

“ Good Frend, for Jesus SAKE forbeare

To diGG T-É Dust Enclo - Ased HE.Re.

Blese be T-E Man'ſ spares T-Es Stones ,

And curst be He ſ moves my Bones. ”

“ CÆSAR'S COLUMN. ”

The year 1889 maybe set down as a great year in the annals of

the struggle of the people of the whole world for their rights against

the encroachments of capital, for in that year was written , a book

which has become the Uncle Tom's Cabin of the new revolution ,

-Cæsar's Column .

Everywork that deserves to live has its genesis. How did this

wonderful book come to be written ? What were the circumstances

out of which it arose ?

The session of the Legislature of Minnesota of 1889 was the most

rotten and corrupt ever held in thehistoryofthis rotten and corrupt

commonwealth. The very man , W. D. Washburn , who was elected

by it to the United States Senate, declared, to a New York news

paper reporter, that such was the case, although he afterward tried

to disavow what he said ; for, even with bis limited intelligence, lie

perceived that the man who had triumphed in such a degraded body

was, to say the least, under suspicion. Two great rival railroad

systems, the Canadian andthe Chicagoan , contended for supremacy,

and their weapons were not arguments ,but greenbacks. There was

a perfect holocaust of corruption. Bill King was fluttering around

the battle like a foul bird ofnight. Men wbo hail been bought by

one side for $ 5,000 held on to the money and sold out to the other

side for $ 5,000 more; the men who made the last payment got the

votes. The thing was boundless and unfathomable. Scarcely were

the forms of decency preserved. One Senator, always impecunious,

became dead drunk in one of the orgies of the time, and , as his

friends were putting him to bed, sereral thousand dollars, in wads

of bank notes, rolled out of his clothes. The houses of prostitution

were the headquarters of the corruption . The newspapers were

filled with charges and counter-charges. After Washburn was

elected Senator, committees were appointed by the House and Sen
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ate to investigate these allegations. A large mass of testimony was

taken, by both committees,of the most damaging kind. When the

Senate committee reported , the Senate turned the public out and

listened to the testimony in “ executive session ," and then sup

pressed it. The House bad no “ executive session , " and it deliber

ately refused to permit the testimony tobe read, and it never was

made public until two years afterward, uponthe demand of Gov

ernor Donnelly. But the corruption of that legislature was not con

fined to the Senatorial election . It covered everything. One Sena

tor charged, and offered to prove , that $ 25,000 had been paid to

another Senator for his vote ; and that dignified body did not think

it worth while to investigate the charge. In the House, thirty

members were said to have banded themselves together, and one

man sold their votes, on all important questions, as Mr. Donnelly

said , “ like a bunch of asparagus. An universal outcry went up

from the people of the State that it was the worst legislature that

had ever been known in the world .

Mr. Donnelly saw all this. He was not a memberof the legis

lature . He received fifteen votes of Alliance men for U. S. Senator,

but he recognizedthat in such a contest of money -bags he was out

of the question. Buthe knew everything that was going on . He

was appalled. He said to himself, if twenty - five or thirty years have

produced these dreadful conditions, what will one hundred years

yield us ? Can civilization continue to exist under such conditions ?

What is to arrest the forward movement to destruction ? Where is

the remedy to be found ? Out of these reflections Cæsar's Column

was born . Mr. Donnelly believes he was inspired to write the book .

He says that while he was full of these gloomy reflections thewords

“ Cæsar's Column ” were spoken , as it were, within his mind. He

repeated them : “ Cæsar's Column! What does that mean ? What

Cæsar ? What Column ?” And then the thought came to him that

the phrase with its singular alliterationwould make a good name for

a novel. Why not a novelto show the dangers that hung overman

kind ? And so he proceeded step by step until he had built the

famous novel around the name thus singularly suggested to him .

He wrote the first chapter the night Washburn was elected

Senator. A few weeks afterward he resumed the work in his home

and finished it in about a month .

He then tried to find a publisher. Remember that this work

has probably had a million readers in both hemispheres, in a little

over one year ; that it has been translated into two languages; and

three editions of it have been published in England. And yet when

Governor Donnelly submitted it to four leading publishers, in New

York City, they each declined to print it . He then took it to a

prominent Chicago house . That too declined it , and the head of

the firm wrote GovernorDonnelly a long letter, imploring him not

to publish it, or, if he did, to put the price so high that itwould be
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besond the reach of the common people. At this time Mr. Donnelly

Vegan to think tbat his book would never see the light . He realizeil

that there was already in America a censorship of the press ils com

plete and autocratic as that ofRussia, and that eren anote of warn

ing to the people, of the hell of destruction to which they were rush

ing, with headlong speed , must be suppressed. Fortunately for the

world be at this time met a young manwho was just starting into

the business of book publishing -a bright, capable, clear-headed

man, Mr. F. J. Schulte, of Chicago. He took the book, and it not

only proved, from the very first, a greatsuccess, but it brought suc

cess to the publishing house which put it forth . It was the first of

a long line of very popular books on industrial questions.

Julian Hawthorne, himself a novelist of highrank,and the son

of the illustrious autbor of The Marble Faun and The House of the

Seven Gables, said of Caesar's Column :

" It is exceedingly interesting as a narratire and is written bsa man of

thought, learning and imagination. I cousider it the best work of its class since

Bulwer's ComingRace. I was impressed with the power of the book - the vivid

ness and strength with which the incidents of the tale are described and developed.

The plot is absorbing, and yet nothing in it seems forced. The conception of the

Column'is as original as its treatment is vigorous. There is no padding in the

book ; theevents are portrayed tersely and clearly. The analysis is reasonable

and sagacious, and the breadth of the author's mind, as well as his careful study

of social conditions, is made evident by his treatment of the discussions put into

themouths of his characters. Justice is done to cach side . "

Cardinal Gibbons said :

** As an example of the highest literary form it deserves unstinted praise ."

The Episcopal Bishop of New York, Right Rev. Henry C. Potter,

called it “ a very extraordinary production.”

Miss Frances E. Willard pronounced it a “ Gabriel's trump."

H. L. Loucks, president of the National Alliance , said :

" I was unable to lay it down until I had finished reading it. It should be

read by every farmer in the land. "

Milton George, the founder of the Farmers' Alliance, said :,

“: Bellamy looks backward upon what is impossible as wellas improbable.
Casar's Column looks forward to what is not only possible, but probable. ”

George Cạry Eggleston said , in the New York World :

“ The book points ont tendencies which actually exist and are in need of

It warnsus with vehemence and force of thenecessity of guarding our lib

crties against the encroachments of monopoly and plutocracy , and of disarming

corruption in government by every device that a vigilant ingenuity can supply .

The Arena spoke of it as

" The most remarkable and thought-provoking novel that the disturbed in

dustrial and social conditions of the present have produced. The purpose of

this book is to arrest attention—to make men think wisely and act justly and with

dispatch. The writer holds it as a signal of danger before the on - coming train .
Will thowarning be hooded ? "

cuire .

alam
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Tbe great Washington journal, Public Opinion , said :

• The author writes with tremendous feeling and great imaginative power:

The picture gives in startling colors what would be the case if many of our busi
ness methodsand social tendencies were to move on unimpededto their legitimate

results. The book is a plea , and a striking one. Its plot'is bold , its language is
forceful, and the great uprising is given with terrible vividness . "

These areafew of a thousand similar utterances in England
and the United States.

Mr. Donnelly was so conscious of the opposition of the Plutoc

racy that he did not, at first, dare to publish Cæsar's Column

with his ownname on the title -page, but put it forth under the nom

de plume of “ Edmund Boisgilbert, M. D., " and the publishers

allowed it to be believed that it was the work of a Chicago million

aire, and it was most amusing to see such villainous tools of mo

nopoly as the Pioneer - Press cringing before the wealth of its sup

posed author, and praising it to the skies !

The book has madean immense impression on the public mind,

and is doing a greatdeal to warn thinking men and women of the

dangers that impend over the country.

“ DOCTOR HUGUET,"

Governor Donnelly's second novel , promises to becomeas greata suc

cess as his first. It is devoted to an entirely different subject, which it

treats in an altogether different manner . His first novel was writ

ten to save men , of all races, from the loss of liberty and civiliza

tion; the second is a philanthropic appeal to the hearts of man

kind in behalf of a poor and oppressed race, the negroes.

MR. DONNELLY IS NOMINATED FOR GOVERNOR.

On Mr. Donnelly's return fr England he found that a Farm

and Labor Convention had been called to meet in St. Paul the next

day after he reached that city. He had taken no part in convening

the convention, and the meeting was composed of a number of

workiugmen from the cities of St. Paul and Minneapolis, and but

three or four farmers who represented all the rest of the great States

The gathering insisted on nominating Mr. Donnelly for Governor.

He objected strenuously. He told them that the movement was

premature; that there was no organization behind it, and no public

sentiment to sustain it ; and that it would be better to postpone

action for a year or two, and not injure the good cause by making

a fizzle of it . But sume of the leaders were honest enthusiasts and

some were cunning tricksters who desired to affect the action of the

coming Republican State convention by Mr. Donnelly's candidacy,

and they assured him that he knew nothing of the feeling in the

State, and that a fund of $ 3,000 could be readily raised to pay the

expenses of speakers and for thedistribution of printed matter and

that he must run . He was then nominated unanimously and

accepted, but with a reiteration of the views he had already im
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pressed on the leaders. Theerent proved he was right. He started

in at once on the campaign , and made a number of speeches and

spent between two and three bundred dollars of his own funds, and

then returned to St. Paul to find that the movement had utterly

collapsed ; that, instead of the $ 3,000 promised , they had raised but

$ 80 (one- fourth of which he had himself contributed ) with which to

canvass the whole State , and the candidate for Lieutenant-Governor

insisted on getting off the ticket. The executive committee got

together and withdrew the State ticket and resolved that the whole

effort of the new movement must be directed to electing members

of the Legislature to secure needed legislation. And so Governor Dou

nelly's campaign came to an end, very much to his disgust, for he is

• the last man in the world to give up a contest , and he had wasted two

weeks of bard work and , for him , a considerable sum of money. I

refer to these facts because they were afterwards made the subject

of unjust comments, by his enemies.

MR. DONNELLY'S RELATIVES.

The reader will probably remember the article in the New York

Tribune of June 20, 1866, which I quoted heretofore, from the pen of

George Alfred Townsend, which , speaking of Mr. Donnelly, conclud

ed with these words: “ He belongs to a singularly gifted family . ”

It seems to me that it might be proper, before concluding this

biography, to say a few words as to Mr. Donnelly's immediate fam

ily — that is , his sisters. They all reside in their native city, Phil

adelphia, and they fully deserve Gath's words of praise .

Someyears since, when Professor Maguire was principal of the

Philadelphia Central High School, a gentleman from the West, who

was visiting the school, asked the Professor who was themost intel

ligent young lady of his acquaintance in the Quaker City. Prof.

Maguire replied that the two most intellectual women of the city

were two sisters, of the nameofDonnelly. Further inquiry diclosed

that they were the sisters of Ignatius Donnelly.

Miss ELEANOR C. DONNELLY.

Mr. Donnelly's sister , Miss Eleanor C. Donnelly , of Philadelphia,

is a very distinguished poetess. She bas written some of the sweet

est versesin our language. Her “ Monk Gabriel's Vision ” has been

rated by eminent critics farabove a poem on the same subject written

by Longfellow .

The Philadelphia Press, speaking of the “ Vision of the Monk

Gabriel," said :

“ Its warmth of imagination, artistic vigor and tenderness of color and ex .

pression make it glow.liko an old painting beside the cold marble of Longfellow's

poem on the same subject."

The Minneapolis Tribune pronounced it " a companion piece to

Whittier's ' Brother of Mercy' – Piero Luca."

The famous Dr. Mackenzie declared that Miss Donnelly's work

.
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contained
some of the best poetry published in this or any other

country for many a long day."

The New Orleans Morning Star said :

“ The North lionizes Longfellow , the West pays homage to Joaquin Miller,

the South is proud of Father Ryan, but the East may name Eleanor Ç Donnelly as
one in all respects equal to these poets, and whose writings will live by the side of

theirs as long as the English language is spoken .”

I regret that the limitations of this biography, prevent me

from quoting. “ The Monk Gabriel's Vision.” I give, however, as a

specimen of her style, the following poem :

“ MISSING ."

In the cool , sweethush ofa wooded nook,

Where theMay-buds sprinkle the greenold ground,

And the wind, and the birds, and the limpid brook

Murmur their dreams with a drowsy sound,

Who lies so still in the plushy moss,

With his pale cheekpressed to abreezy pillow ,

Concealed where the light and shadows cross,

Through the flickering fringe of the willow ?
Who lies, alas !

So still, so chill, in the whispering grass ?

A soldier, clad in the zouave dress,

A bright-haired man , with his lips apart,

One hand thrown up o'er his frank, deadface,

And the other clutching his pulseless heart,

Lies there in the shadows cool and dim ;

Hismusket brushedby a trailing bough,

A careless grace in each quiet limb,

And a wound on his manly brow
A wound, alas !

Whose dark clots blood the pleasant grass.

Theviolets poer from their dusky beds,
With a tearful dew in their great blue eyes ;

The lilies quiver their shining heads,

Their pale lips full of sad surprise ,

And the lizard darts through the glistening fern ,

And the squirrel rustles the branches hoary ;

Strange birds fly out, with a cry, to burn

Their wings in the sunset glory,

While the shadows pass

O'er the quiet faco on the dewy grass .

Godpity the bride who waits at home,

With her lily checks and her violet eyes,

Dreamingthe sweet olddream of love ,

While the lover is walking in paradise !

God strengthen her heart as thedays go by,

And the long, drear nights of her vigil follow ;
Nor bird, nor moon, nor whispering wind

May breathe the tale of the hollow !

Alas ! Alas !

The secret is safo with the woodland grass.

Miss Donnelly has published thirteen volumes of poems, and I

understand a collected edition of her most popular writings is about

1
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to be put forth by F. J. Schulte & Co. , of Chicago . All Jr.

Donnelly's sisters are “ book -makers, ” artists and musicians; they

have published a number of volumes, many of them translations

from the French, Italian and German. They are , all of them , rery

intellectual and scholarly women.

Governor Donnelly bad but one brother - John Garin Donnelly .

He was at one time Collector of Internal Rerenue in Philadelphia .

He migrated to Minnesota, and settled on a farm near Donnelly,

where he died , September 9th , 1889. He was a man of a very

modest, retiring disposition, butof excellent mind and great kind

nessof heart, and beloved by all who knew him.

Mr. Donnelly's uncle, his father's youngest brother, John C.

Donnelly, of Fintona, is famous in the north of Ireland as a most

attractive and eloquent speaker; and crowds gather from many

miles around whenever it is known that he is about to make an ad

dress. Heis greatly respected where he lives , and has held several

important local offices.

MR. DONNELLY AT HOME.

Like many others engaged in public work , we have been in

many homes, but never in one where the charm of home- life ap

peared more exquisitely realized than in that literary farm -home at

Nininger, on the Mississippi, three miles above the city of llastings ,

Minnesota. The quiet humor of theman , whose famous sobriquet

of “ The Sage of Nininger " will outlive the age ; the tenderuess of

speech, the affection unspoken and yet ever expressed, made every

visit of ours one of great delight and of pleasant memory. One

who has witnessed the Titanic intellectual strength of Ignatius

Donnelly, in keeping an entire hostile State Senateat bay, for ten

days at a time, with a rhetorical vehemence and a mastery of ag

gressive eloquence unprecedented , can hardly imagine the peaceful

quiet that marks his home as one of the happiest on earth.

A newspaper correspondent, Mr. James Sullivan, sent by ons

of the Chicago papers, the Tribune, to interview Mr. Donnelly,at his

home, thus describes him :

“ A man of wonderful vitality and energy, Mr. Donnellybelongs to that class,

by no meansa large one,who neverknowwhen they are beaten. Bis exhaustless

energy and elasticity really amountto that rigor so highly prized by the Hindoo

Mencius, and described by him as being · supremely great, and in the highest de

gree unbending.' Heis a little below inediuin height, and deep-chested, while bis
fine head is set, Douglas-like, above his broad shoulders, upon the Icast possible

length of Deck . His face is ruddy and smooth -shaven, and his expression is the

very essence of brightness and good feeling; and when ho speaks his clear, blue

eyes sparkle or grow humid with every shade of feeling. In inannerMr. Donnelly

unitesthe quiet ofthe cultivated man of the East; the forcefulness of the Western

man, and the chivalrous courtesy wbich distinguishes the Southern gentleman.

He is really pleasing to a charm socially, and in his own home, as the affable, en

tertaining höst, is the embodiment of gracious agreeableness. "

wie
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Another correspondent writes :

" I believe that in all the bitter political strifes to which Mr. Donnelly has

been a party - and tbey bave not been a few - there has not been a sustained as

sertion against bis morality, nor to the effect that he has not, when elected , repre

sented his constituents honestly ."

The celebrated Prof. Thomas Davidson , of Orange, N. J.,who

visited Mr. Donnelly in 1887, as the representative of the New York

World , thus describes bis home and himself :

“ Mr. Donnelly had sent a carriage to meet us, and we were soon driving vig .

orously along the high western bank of the Mississippi. In about half an hour we

reached Mr. Donnelly's residence, a rooms, old -fashioned, frame building, standing

in the midst of a large rural garden on a bluff of the river, and affordingasuperb

view of its course both above and below . The spot seemed altogether suitable for

a quiet scholar desirous of uninterrupted leisure to dovote to study. Everything

looked modest, simple and durable, betokening competency without wealth, and

retinement withoutluxury or show . At the garden gate I was met by Mr. Don

nells, who seemed made for his surroundings, and wbo greeted me in a most
cordial and unaffected manner. I had sharpened my eyes to discover in himthe

deludcd crank or the deluding fraud. I felt pretty sure that the first sight'

would rereal either the one or the other to me and it was only when I utterly

failedto find in the man a trace of either that I becameaware, ( to my shamc),with

how much prejudice I had come laden . In Mr. Donnelly's person and demeanor I

could tind nothing that was not perfectly simple and genuine. His quietuess and

geniality at once disarmed me. I was forced to believe that he was an honestman ,

and during my intercourse with him I did not alter this opinion for a moment. Í

could not find a trace of mystery about him , or of any desire to impose upon me.

His smile shows a nian isho delights in fun , while his whole expression is

keen , intelligent and kindly . "

Another correspondent, the celebrated Mrs. Antoinette V. Wake

man, thus writes to the Chicago Times :

“ A short way up from the Mississippi River, embowered ina natural grove of

oaks, stands Mr. Donnelly's broad , roomy house, which is encircled by piazzas and

surrounded by broad grounds that give itan air of ample hospitality . The brood.

ing stillness about tho place is broken only by the song of birds and the occasional

puff of engine and beatof great wheelson the placidly flowingwater, as a steamer

pliesupordown . The wagon -way leading to this retired spot, which is situated

fully a quarter of a mile from the main country road, is quite overgrown with the

thick clinging kpot-grass. As weapproached our carriage wheelsrevolvednoise

lessly along this truly velvety way, and the placo seemed to be quito awayfrom all

the world and its bustle and noise :while the view from the approach , and the house

itself, of the distant towns of Hastings andPrescott, the great, green , billowy bluffs ,
the woodland, and the opposite tawny limestone cliff , pine-crowned, over all of

which hung the diaphanous veil of soft blue hazo which almost continually rests

above the distance of all Minnesota landscapes, was a picture of marvelous beauty.

His farm supplies the needs of life without personal effort on his part, while
there is still the ' somewhat to be desired ,' which is ever a wholesome stimulant to

cffort ; and the profound and charming retirement of his home gives ideal oppor

tunity for literary work."

MR. DONNELLY'S RELIGION .

During all his life- time, since he came to man's estate , Mr.

Donnelly has never opened his mouthtomake any statement as to

his religious riews. As far back as 1855 , when he was nominatel

for the Legislature, 10 Philadelphia, he was denounced in public
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bandbills, as an “ infidel.” Time and again he has been assailed in

Minnesota, on the one hand as a heretic and renegade, and on the

other as a Catholic and Jesuit. Even Elihu Washburne, in 1868,

said he was “ false to his religion, ” – implying that Mr. 'Donnelly

had been a Catholic and had left bis faith : — a strange charge for a

Protestant , like Washburne, a believer in the right of private

judgment, to make, as a matter of opprobrium . It is to Mr.

Donnelly's honor that he has never made any appeal to race or

sectarian prejudices of any kind . He preferred to suffer political

unpopularity rather than say one word about his religious belief

which might affect the opinions of others, or be interpreted as
reflecting upon any creed . But we learn from members of his

family that Elihu Washburne's charge was without any foundation :

- Mr. Donnelly had never been a member of the Catholic church ,

or of any other church . He never received even the rite of confirma

tion, which is administered in early youth . He inherited his frame

of mindupon this question from bis father. His creed was the creed

of Micah : “ And what doth the Lord require of thee, but to do

justly and love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God ? " But

whilo Mr. Donnelly is as independent in religion as in politics ,

he has felt that it was wrong to shake any man's faith in the

restraining influences of the gospel ; and in his lecture, in reply

to Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, entitled “ The Mistakes of Inger

soll in Literature and Religion, he denounces him strongly

for unsettling the beliefs of men in their old creeds, while giving

them nothing in exchange except barren agnosticism . He declared

that allreligions conserve morality and are a restraint on our pat

uralweakness and wickedness , and hencethat any religion is better

than none. His books show that hehas the profoundest respect for

Christianity and the most unshaken belief in the immortality of the

soul and the existence of an intelligent First Cause in the Universe .

In fact, the tone of all his writings is strongly religious ; be is not a

“ materialisti ” he believes that man is a spirit, dwelling, for a

time, in a shell of flesh , and thatGod is overruling the affairs of

earth for the good of mankind. - He is, therefore, a Christian in the

broadest sense of the word, while notaccepting the dogmas of any

particular denomination . Although: be entertains his own views

uponmany questions, he has neverwritten or spoken a word in all

his life that could wound the religious feelings of anyman or lessen

his respect for virtue. He believes that each individual has just

that kind and grade of religion which is fitted to bis mental coudi

tion and stage of development. I remember to have heard him say,

inone of his Alliance speeches :

“ When I die and present myself at the golden gate, I do not

expect St. Peter to ask me, ' What is your opinion upon this or that

dogma, or this or that translation of such a Greek or Hebrew text ? '

But I expect him to thrust his head out of his window and roar

$
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at me, iu a voice of thunder : You miserable little cuss, what did

you ever do, while on eartb, to help your fellow man ? What did you

ever do to punish the robbers of the people and lift up the fallen ? '

And I fear, my friends, that if I cannot satisfactorily answer that .

question , I will never play on a golden harp, even if my shroud is

stuffed full of receipts for pew -rents and certificates of good charac

ter from all the clergymen in Minnesota.”

MR. DONNELLY'S CHARACTER.

At the close of the session of the Legislature of 1887, the St.

Paul Dispatch, then and now theably-edited leader of the Republi

can party ofMinnesota, proceeded to announce Mr. Donnelly's ruin,

and to read him out of the party . It is the most singular and at

the same time complimentary indictment ever framed against a

public man , as an excuse for retiring him to private life.

Mr. Donnelly was elected tothe House that year, from his own

county, as an Independent or Alliance man , indorsed by theRepub

licans ; and when it came to voting for United States Senator, the

Independents having no candidate , he voted for the Republican

candidate. The Republicans claimed that he had turned Republi

can again, but he insisted that he was still an Independent. The

Dispatch thus refers to this episode:

“ No man had ever entered anew upon apolitical career with brighter pros

pects than had Mr. Donnelly at the opening of the present session. The arms of

the Republican party had been opened to receive him , with a joy that no returning
political prodigal bad ever before experienced. In a speech oftherarest power and

eloquence, in the Republican legislative caucus, he placed himselfsquarely upon
theplatform of thatparty and justified his errantry in the past. He was at once
the prophet and the leader of the farming element in the State .”

But he fell from grace. Tbe Dispatch continues its remarkable

eulogy , suggesting as a cause for his “ fall ” his faithfulness to the

people :

“ The bent of Mr. Donnelly's mind and sympathies undoubtedly leads him to

the championship of thecause of the common people. It is ingrained in him that

heshouldopposeevery form of publicpolicywhichhe might believeto lead toward

the curtailment of individual right. In the many digressions which he has made

from the path of party fealty,the people have involuntarily made allowancethe

most liberal for this manifest disposition of his . They have marked his signal tal

ents. Few of them there are who have not,ʻatone time or other, fallen under the

spell of his magic cloquence . Intellectually there is no man that has appeared

among us, perhaps, who can be said to be his peer. A scholar the most profound,

a debater the most 'skillful, a publicist trained and educated ; still this singular man

has willfully stamped upon his own character the brand of political failure. "

Why ? He was not dishonest. The Dispatch continues :

“ For upward of a quarter of a century Ignatius Donnelly has beenprominent

in the public life of Minnesota. It may be truly said, however, that duringthat

period the enmities which he has aroused have been more numerous and enduring,

and have had a more vital bearing upon his career, than any friendships which

may havesprung either from his personal good qualities orfrom that admiration
which his grand talents could not help but evoke. Enemies and friends . alike

unite in conceding to bim that the duties of every public station which Mr. Don.
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nelly has ever held have been discharged faithfully and with ability . That this is

the public verdict the people of Minnesota have borne testimonyin the many ex

alted positions to which they have successively called him ."

Who were these enemies he had made, whose opposition had

such a vital bearing on his career ? They were the men who were

profiting by the plunder of the people. Why, let us ask , hadhe in

curred their enmity ? Because he would neither betray nor deceive

the people . And therefore, despite all his honesty, industry and

ability, to which the Dispatch bears such ample testimony , he is

branded as a “ political failure, " and the leading Republican organ

of the State reads him out of the party. And in doing so it throws

a flood of light on the character of the man it proscribes, and the

eharacter of the age and country in which he lives.

Yes, it is “ ingrained " in him to defend the oppressed , and it is

“ ingrained ” in him to advocate the same ideas in office that he did

before he got thooffice. And there is no human power that can

corrupt him , or intimidate him , or cajole him . He will fight as

bravely alone as with ten thousand at his back . I well remember

last winter, when the great battle was on over the usury question

and the repeal of the forfeiture clause, when his allies , and some

even of his own men, deserted him , and when he was the subject of

savage attacks without number on the floor and in the newspapers

I well remember the fierce determination with which he said :

“ The Republicans may desert me,but I shall stand firm . The

Democrats may desert me, but I shall stand firm . The Alliance

may desert me, but I shall stand firm . You may hack the flesh off

these bones, but the very bones will continue to fight for justice . "

We know of nothing equal to that since Martin Luther declared

that he would go to the Diet of Worms “ though there were as many

devi there as there are tiles on the roofs of the houses."

Indeed , it might be said that Governor Donnelly is the strang

est and most extraordinary combination of fierce determination

with amiability and magnanimity thatwas ever heard of. He will

fight the whole world in arms, but he will not strike his worst

enemy when he is down. Indeed , he is oftentimes too good

natured for bis own good ; and part of his failure ia public life has

been due to the fact that he would trust, and take to bis heart, those

who had once proved themselves unworthy ofhis confidence, but

who came to him with appeals to his mercy. His treatment of Bill

King illustrates this feature of his character.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

It will probably be expected that, as usual at the end of a

biography, there should be some summing up of the character of:

the subject of the narrative, in particulars other than those I have..

just spoken of ; but I doʻnot feelable to undertake such a task. If

I attempted it my readers would , I fear, conclude that my natural

9
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feelings, as a friend , had colored my judgment. Moreover it seems

to methat any one who has read the foregoing biography, or who

will read the extracts which follow in the body of this work , will

have formed a fairly accurate judgmentfor himself. I would there

fore only call attention to one or two points.

In the first place itis very apparent that Mr. Donnelly is a very

composite character, with a greatmany sides to his mind .

It is usually the rule that a ready man is not a profound man ;

an orator is seldom a writer;and high imagination and close reason

ing and penetration of mind seldom go together. But it seems to

me all these qualities will be conceded, by all men, to the subject of

this sketch .

An amusing article appeared, not long since, in the St. Paul

Globe, the leading Democratic paper of Minnesota, which considers

Governor Donnelly's composite character from a hostile standpoint:

“Some people have compared Ignatius Donnelly to Cicero. This is on

tirely unfair. When it comes to talking, Cicero is not to be namedwith Donnelly.

Cicero was wordy, prosy , ornate and elaborate. Donnelly scintillates with the

rarest of prismatic brilliancy ; he isaswitty as Lucifer, who made the angels

laugh around the glassy sea ; be is asfluent as an Itasca County brook -stream on a

July day ; he is as original and as full of joyous surprises, terrifying, abysses and

overshadowing summits as are the Peruvian Andes. " Ignatius Donnelly is a great

orator.

" Donnelly is not like Cicero in action either. Cæsar and Pompey and Mark

Antony, and other ward politicians of ancient Rome, snubbed Cicero, and mado

him whimper. Finally, he gotto be such a bore that theycut off his head, or somo

other vital part of him .' Just fancy anybody'ssnubbingIgnatius Donnelly! Who
ever heard Ignatius Donnelly whimper? Who, in the whole wide world, would

dare say that he had everbeen anything but interesting and effective ? Ho is as

earnest and persistent as Charles Stewart Parnell . Hecan exist without political
pabulum as long as Succi wentwithout food, and then come up smiling, sleek and

fat, as though he had been all the time fattening on the fees of the best office iö

Ramsey County. He is as steadfast and brave, in defeat and disaster, as Marcus

Aurelius . He is as industrious and many-sidedas William Ewart Gladstone. Ho

can thrust and parry with the grace of an Orlando. He is as subtle as Jay Gould ;

as masterful asThomas B. Reed ; andas crafty as Macchiavelli. Donnelly is not

at all like Cicero in action . He is an amazing man .”

HIS READY WIT.

I

I give a good many specimens of his quick wit in the following

extracts. I would call attention to but one or two more at this

time.

The:Waterways Convention of the Northwestern States, which

met a few years ago in in St. Paul, was called, bstensibly ,in thein

terest of the producers, as against the exactions of the railroad cor

porations; but these latter interests, as usual, packed the conven

tion with railroad attorneys, who were determined that nothing

shouldbe donethat would conflict with the interests of their employers.

Mr. Donnellywas invited to attend by Governor:Hubbard, as a promi.

nent representative of the producing class . He tried to get some

resolutions passed looking toreduced railroad charges, because, ashe
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" GOT 'EM AGIN , BY THUNDER.”

argued, it would be useless to improve the great waterway

public expense, if the productions of the country were eaten up .

exorbitant railroad charges before they could reach those water

ways. The railroad lawyers combined to table his resolutions and

put him down. Onegentleman, of this class, a very able, and per

sonally a very worthy man, now deceased, got up, and , referring

to Governor Donnelly's resolutions, and desiring to intimate that

they were foreign to the business of the convention, said :

“ Mr. Chairman, I move you that we also indorse the new

revision of the Old Testament. "

Governor Donnelly sprang to his feet, as quick as a flash, and
said :

“ And, Mr. Chairman, I move that we especially indorse that

verse of the Old Testament which says : "And the ox knoweth his

owner, and the ass his master's crib .' is

The convention “ took " at once, and the roar of laughter and

applause that followed lasted for several minutes, while the railroad

attorney sat down pale as a sheet, and looking as if he had been

hit on the head with a club.

Another attorney, who sat in the gallery , and whose sympathies

were not at all with Mr. Donnelly's views,and who, when excited,

is an especially profane man, turned to a friend sitting vext to him ,
and, swearing fiercely, said : “ To think that that d- d fool bad

not sense enough to keep out of the claws of that d- -d wild

cat ! "

Another story is told of him that illustrates his rare quickness
of mind.

Hewas making a speech during the war, when party feeling

ran high, to an outdoor meeting at Stillwater, standing on a piazza,

between two posts. Some political opponent, in the background,

hurled a hard, solid head of cabbage at him , and it struck one of

the posts beside him with great force. He stooped and picked it

up.

“ Gentlemen ,” he said, " some Democrat has flung bis head up

here. I only asked him for his ears, and, lo ! he has given me his

whole head ! "

Then, turning the mangled side of the vegetable to the audi
ence, he continued :

“Look at the fine, intelligent cast of that countenance ! The man

that head belongs to believes, I have no doubt, that slavery is

ordained of God ,and that the best way to prosecute the war is to

stop fighting. ”

“ GoT 'EM AGIN , BY THUNDER.”

During the Senatorial contest of 1889 , Gorernor Donnelly had

rooms in the Merchants Hotel, St. Paul. On a cabinet , in his re

ception room, was one of those curious Japanese dragons, made of
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ir mache, all eyes and horns, a horrible -looking object. Among

o Governor's callers, every day, was an amiable young fellow ,

whose great weakness was drink. He made himself rather a bore to

the Governor and his friends, for be was seldom sober.

One day be happened to roll his eyes up until they encountered

the terrible -lookingcreature on the cabinet.

“Good God ! " he cried , rising to his feet, “ what's that ? ”

" What's what? " asked the Governor, quietly.

“Why, that thing there ! ” pointing to it.

“ There's nothing there,” said the Governor.

" What ! nothing there ?

"Not a thing . Is there, gentlemen ? ” asked the Governor, ap

pealing to those present.

They entered into the spirit of the joke, and protested that

there was not a thing to be seen on the cabinet.

The young man's face grew very solemn ; he grabbed his hat

and struck a bee-line for the door, muttering as he went, “ Got 'em

agin , by thunder ! "

He never returned . He remained sober for six months.

A DIFFERENCE IN THE SIZE OF VESSELS.

One day in the State Senate, a very important question was up

for discussion , and one of the Senators, a man of very mediocre

ability, proposed that all speeches be limited to five minutes each.

A discussion followed .

Why,” said he, “ Mr. President, I can say all I have to say,

on any question, in five minutes."

“ Mr. President, " said Governor Donnelly, “ it takes longer to

empty a five-gallon jug than a pint bottle . ':

The motion was lost.

HIS ORIGINALITY .

On the other hand, in Governor Donnelly's literary works wefind

evidences ofthe deepest and most original thought. Who, before him ,

ever conceived that the destruction of Plato's Atlantis was identical

with the Flood of Noah ? Who, before him , ever saw the relationship

between the alphabets of the old and new world ? And in Ragna

rok we have the most startling and original conceptions as to the

origin of the Drift, and a linking together of legends and geological

and astronomical facts which has carried conviction to thousands of

minds. Who, before him , ever conceived the idea that an absolute

arithmetical cipher existed in the Shakespeare plays, and saw the .

real nature of Bacon's hints about a cipher narrative infolded in an

external narrative ?

HIS COURAGE.

In 1887, while Governor Donnelly was a member of the Min

nesota House, he proved , in the most striking way, his possession of
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extraordinary nerve. The State Capitol building had been very

poorly constructed ; an immense weight of iron , thousands of tons,

was piled on the roof, which was insufficiently held up by the walls.

One day a tremendous crowd gathered to witness the fight between

the temperance and anti- temperance elements over the high license

law - every seat and everyfoot of space was occupied . Governor

Donnelly was acting as speaker pro tem . One of the officers of the

House came and whispered to him that the floor was settling, the

walls cracking, and that iu another moment the ponderous roof

might come crashing down. Already great cracks appeared right

over his head. A sudden movement of the dense mass of people

might bring down death and ruin upon them. Governor Donnelly

rose, and, with a smiling face, said that in all legislative buildings

“ the dead -point of danger " was always inside the door, on the

floor of the House,and that there were too many people present;

and he requested thosein the galleries to move out. He did it so

jovially that the crowd quietly and reluctantly withdrew . Many

laughed and kept their seats, for they could not believe there was

any er. Then he urged those in the lobby to withdraw ; and,

when they had done so , be called the attention of the House to the

cracks in the wall and ceiling, and the frightened House instantly

adjourned. The St. Paul Globe said , the next day :

“ Thevalue of having a man with a cool head and steady nerve at the helm

was never better illustrated than yesterday, whenMr. Donnelly filledthe speaker's

chair during the impending crisis of a falling, building. It was Mr. Donnelly's

reassuring manner, in requesting thecrowd to withdraw , thataverted a stampede,

which would assuredly have been athing of horrible fatality at that crisis. Tho

probabilities are thata veryslight vibration ofthefloorwould have hastened the

spreading of the walls, and the hundreds of men and women assembled in the

House of Representativeswould have been buried in the wreck. People who, at

The polite request of Acting Speaker Donnelly, quietly withdrew , laughing over

what they supposed wasa little practical joke toget them out of the room , so as

to give the membersof the Legislature a better chance to spread themselves on the

high license bill, little realized the imminent peril which environed them, or how

much they owe to Mr. Donnelly for averting what otherwise might have been the

most dreadful catastrophe of modern times. Mr. Donnelly's way of thinking, on

manypublicmatters, isnotourwayofthinking , but theGlobe is alwaysready to
rendercredit where credit is due. And so it iswe write it down, that for a cool

head and steady nerve Ignatius Donnelly takes the palm , and deserves praise for

his heroism in the face of danger ."

The hall of the House could not be again occupied until great

pillars were erected to hold up the roof, and after the adjournment

of the Legislature the whole thing had to be reconstructed.

HIS INDUSTRY.

Governor Donnelly's industry is something phenomenal. It is

endless and absolutely tireless. He never rests during hiswaking
hours . He works regularly from twelve to fourteen hours a day, and

he boasts that he is as fresh at midnight as he was in the morning.
Nor does he force himself to this industry. It is natural to him .
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He could not do otherwise. One of his brother senators culled

a steam -engine. ” His greatest delight is in bis library, and

he never leaves his home except reluctantly, and under the pres

sure of his sense of public duty.

HIS HABITS.

He has been all his life abstemious and temperate in his habits.

He has never used wbisky or tobacco. Of late years he does not

drink tea or coffee, believing, with. Thiers, that they are nerve

poisons and destructive of digestion. The result of his mode of life

is that, while nearly sixty years of age, he looks like a man of forty

five, and can perform , without effort, an amount of work that would

kill many a man of forty.

THE FUTURE .

As we intimated when we began this biography, we do not

think Governor Donnelly's career is at an end, or evennear its close.

He is in the full flush of extraordinary vigor. Even as we write, a

new novel from his pen, DoctorHuguet, is, as we have shown, at

tracting the attention of the world ; and he has, he says, literary

work enough blocked out to occupy him for months and years to

come ; so that, even if the Plutocracy are able, as is very probable,

to keep him out of national public life, as they have done for the last

twenty -three years, he will be neither idle nor useless.

IN CONCLUSION.

We conclude these pages with many apologies. They were

written hurriedly, in the midst of the exactionsof newspaper life

and many pressing duties ,and we offer them simply asa rough and

imperfect throwing together of facts, and a mere sketch of the

life of a man in whom many people areto -day greatly interested.

We hope to recur to the subject hereafter, under more

favorable circumstances.
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THE LAST ACT IN THE DRAMA .

INCE I prepared the foregoing pages ofthis biography, some

Governor Donnelly, on both sides of the Atlantic ; namely, his action

for damages against the Pioneer - Press newspaper for libel.

Althoughevery page of the preceding record has shown him

constantly battling for rigbt and justice, against wealth and power ;

while facts and official documents have proved, beyond controversy,

that his enemies were a gang of public plunderers and desperate

thieves, nevertheless, as if by the very irony of fate, this champion.

of the people has been forced to defend himself, in the last few

months, against the charge of the corruptionists, that he has been,

or rather was, twenty -two or twenty - three yearsago, acorrupt and

• dishonest man ; and they bare sought to establish the truth of his

charge by the testimony of no less a person than that dreadful

character — Bill King-whom we saw indicted for perjury by the

grand jury of the District of Columbia, and flying toCanada for

shelter from the officers of his outraged country.

A PECULIAR KIND OF WITNESSES.

I do not propose to defend Governor Donnelly, in much detail,

against theso attacks. They are too flimsy . They are already

answered by the verdict of a jury in his favor, for if that jury had

believed that any one of the counter - charges made againsthim was

sustained by the evidence, theywould undoubtedly have given their

decision in favor of his persecutors. But the end is not yet. Other

suits are pending, and , I learn , still others are to be instituted . All

the lion in Governor Donnelly is aroused, and his assailants will get

enough of it before he consents to stop.

It is sufficient to say now that during the last twenty -three

years Governor Donnelly hasbeen almost constantly in public life ,

in Minnesota ; he has served in seven sessions of the House and

Senate of the State ; he has been at all times a public leader, with

a large influence and following . If he had been corrupt he could

readily have sold out a score of times to the corporations and the
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rings. But during all that period not a single charge of wrong

doing is brought against him . His enemies concedethat his career

has been spotless. He testified in the course of the libel suit that in

1887 he was offered $ 100,000 to betray the Alliance and stop his

fight against the railroad corporations. And, strange to say, the

very man , (a fellow by the name of Rhoads ), who made this offer,

and pressed Governor Donnelly to accept it, and go with him and

see the leading railroad magnate of the State, and close up the

trade , took the stand and swore that Governor Donnelly's character

as an honest legislator was bad ! And yet be admitted that Gov

ernor Donnelly, in a public meeting in Hastings, where he , Rhoads,

lired, had publicly charged, in 1890, that Rhoads had made him

that offer, and bad challenged him , Rhoads, to meet him before the

public, at a subsequent meeting, and deny the charge if he dared ;

and that he, Rhoads, had never accepted that challenge.

A DEFEATED CANDIDATE TESTIFIETH !

Another man one R. C. Libby, of Hastings — also swore that

Governor Donnelly's character was “ bad,” especially among his

friends andneighbors, in Dakota County. Mr. Donnelly's attorney

– Mr. C. Wellington—then asked him the following brief and

pointed questions:

Wellington. “ Did you run against Governor Donnelly last fall for the State
Senate in Dakota County ? "

Libby. “ Yes .
Wellington . " On what ticket ?."

Libby. “ The Democratic ticket. ”

Wellington. “ The county is usually Democratic by about 500 majority, I be
lieve ? "

Libby. " Yes."

Wellington . "There was a Republican candidate also in the field ? ”

Libby. " Yes . "

Wellington . “And Governor Donnelly beat both of you, by large majorities ? "

Libby . Yes ."

Wellington . “ And you say his character is bad and the people have no con

fidence in him ? "

Libby. “ Yes . "

Wellington. - That's all."

And tbe obliterated Libby retired, amid shouts and roars of

laughter, from judges, attorneys, jury and audience.

Another witness, named Rich, swore that he lived quite near

Governor Donnelly, and that his reputation for political honesty was

bad among his immediate neighbors. Then came the following

cross-examaination :

Tellington. " You say Governor Donnelly's character is bad among his neigh

bors in his own township ?

Rich. “ Yes . "

Wellington . " Whattownship is that ? "

Rich . Nininger Township ."

Wellington. “ He has lived there thirty -five years, hasn't be ? "

Rich . " I believe so ."
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Wellington . Now , was not the vote of that township almost unanimously

in favor of Governor Donnelly when he run for Stato Senator last fall, while the

rest of his party ticket had but a third of the vote ? "

Rich . “ " I believe itwas." (Great laughter and applause. ]

In fact,the immense crowd in the court-room was so strongly

in favor of Governor Donnelly, even in that hostile city of Minneap

olis, that they repeatedly broke forth in tremendous applause when

ever his brilliant counsel, Mr. Wellington, said a word in his favor,

until the presiding judge threatened to clear the court-room if the

interruptions continued .

THE HASTINGS AND DAKOTA RAILWAY CHARGE.

Ono William G. Le Duc, a personal and political enemy ofGov

ernor Donnelly , and now a Republican office -holder and tool of the

Plutocrats, swore that in 1867 Governor Donnelly made a demand on

him for $ 10,000, for services rendered in procuring a land -grant, as

member of Congress, for the Hastings and Dakota Railroad , of

which he, Le Duc,was president; and that he, Le Duc, presented

his demand to the board ofdirectors of the company, and thatthey

refused to pay it ; and that he, Governor Donnelly, then reduced his

demand to $ 5,000, and again Le Duc presented it to the company, and

again they refused to pay it . But Le Duc said that he did not con

sider this attempt at bribery dishonorable, and that he and Mr. Don

nelly remainedwarm friends for years afterwards. Governor Donnelly

produced the secretary of the company and another gentleman, one

of the board of directors and of the executive committee at that

time, both perfectly reputable men, andthey swore positively that

no such demands were ever made by Le Duc, Donnelly or any

one else . And Le Duc could not and did not produce a single wit

ness to sustain his statement, out of all the large board of directors

and stockholders of the company.

And it further appeared that the company was practically

bankrupt at the time; that it had but about $ 3,000 in its treasury
when Le Duc swore Donnelly asked them for $ 10,000; that its stock

was worthless ; that he, Le Duc, stated , at a meeting of the direct

ors (Governor Dounelly not being present, and never having been

present at auy meeting of the board ), that Governor D. had ren

dered the companygreat services, outside of his duties as Congress

man ; that he asked no compensation therefor, but that he, LeDuc,

moved that , as an expresssion of their gratitude (Governor Don

Delly having subscribed for $ 2,500 of the stock and paid in a five per

cent. assessment on it) , his money so paid , $125, be returned to him,

and that the balancu of his assessments be treated as paid up in full.

This was done ; and the secretary so notified Governor Donnelly ;

but he never replied to the notice; he regarded the stock as worth

less; he had subscribed for stock, as others had done , to help along

a local enterprise ; the stock was never issued or delivered to him ; the

road became bankrupt through Le Duc's mismanagement, and the
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citizens of Hastings, who had invested some $70,000 in the enterprise,

lost every cent oftheir money, and the stock becameutterly worth

less — not worth the paperit was printed on. The largest stockholder

in the company, Stephen Gardner, president of the First National

Bank of Hastings; L. S. Follett, cashier of the same, and Michael

Comer, Treasurer of Dakota County (both of these two last named

gentlemen having also puttheir money into the road, as a local pub

lic enterprise ), united in a letter to the St. Paul Press, dated Feb

ruary 23, 1874, in which they said :

“ Le Duc asked us to vote Mr. Donnelly $ 2,500 in stock, saying that it would

only in part compensáte him for his trouble. We knew that Mr. Donnelly had

performed these services, and voted him the stock , not for any past Congressional

services, or with the hope of any in the future, but solely for services in aiding

Lo Duc, upon his (LeDuc's) own representations as to the value of the services en

dered . The resolution waspassed at a publlc meeting of the Board of Directors,

and almost every person in Hastings, at the time, knew of it , and it was looked upon by

all as a perfectly legitimate transaction. Mr. Donnelly, was not present, knew

nothing of the matter until afterwards,and did not take thestock.”

They further say :

“ We knew Governor Donnelly when he first went to Congress, and had pretty

fair means ofknowing his financial condition, and when he returned , aftersixyears

in Congress, hismeans were not visibly increased , and he was not one of that kind

that squandered money . We believe he is unselfish and above bribery ,

and weknow that he did not prostitute his position in Congress to his own pecu
niary advantage. ”

The St. Paul Press published this letter. It never attempted to

deny or contradict its statements, and yet, with dreadful mendacity,

it continued its slanderous attacks on Governor Donnelly ,on this
very charge, year after year, and set it up in its answer to the libel

suit; and when Governor Donnelly's counsel attempted to show

that they had published the foregoing letter, and knew perfectly

well thatthe charge was false, they madethe technical objection

that the St. Paul Press and the St. Paul Pioneer - Press were not

one and the same paper ,although they admitted that the Press had

simply bought out the Pioneer; and that the same man edited and

the same man managed the old Press and the new Pioneer - Press !

THE MEMPHIS AND EL PASO CHARGE.

This charge was fully as baseless as the last. Gen. John C.

Fremont, the great explorer, conqueror ofCalifornia, and first can

didate of the Republican party for the Presidency, was, in 1869,

presiủent ofa Texas railroad company called “ TheMemphisand
El Paso . " At the close of Governor Donnelly's term as Congress

man , when he was about to return to private life, General Fremont

offered to employ him, as an attorney for his company, to appear

before the committees of the next Congress and sustain an applica

tion for legislation which would enable them to extend their road

from Texas tothe Pacific Ocean, over the line now occupied by the

Southern Pacific Railway. The company had no money, and its
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stock was practically worthless ; and General Fremont offered

Governor Donnelly a large amount of such stock , and a due- bill

of the company for $ 30,000, if he would cometo the next Congress,

pay his own expenses andwork for the road . If Governor Don

nelly bad accepted that offer there would have been nothing wrong

about it , for he was out of public life, and he had been educated

for the law, and was even then a practicing attorney. But, after

considering the offer, Mr. Donnelly declined it and never received a

penny from the company .

In 1875 the St. PaulPress— Joe Wheelock-made a charge that

Mr. Donnelly had been corruptly influenced by the Memphis and

El Paso Company, as a member of Congress, and thereupon Doctor

Williain Schmoele, treasurer of the company, wrote a letter to the

Philadelphia Press, dated February 10, 1875 , in which he said :

“ Having held a contract with that company , by which I was to nold and dis

pose of allthe assets of the company, and apply the proceeds to the building, etc.,

of the road , and being, at the same time, one of the officers of the company and

familiar with its affairs. I am able to state authoritatively that Mr. Donnelly

rever received one cent from the company, or from any person for it. ”

Dr. Schmoele then proceeds to state the offer made to Gov

ernor Donnelly to employ him , about a week , he says ( it was

really four days) , before the close of his term as Congressman ; and

that Governor Donnelly declined the same ; ard adds :

“ [ feel that this statement is due to Mr. Donnelly, whom I have always

known and regarded as one of our most patriotic, pure and thorough statesmen .'

This letter the St. Paul Press printed , and then retracted the

charge that it had made; this retraction was in February, 1875, and
closed with these words :

And we, therefore, cheerfully admit that, as the case now stands, the evidence

affords no sufficientground for the conclusion that the stock or money agreed to be paid

him were designed as a corrupt consideration for his legislative services. ”

And yet, despite this retraction , Wheelock, year after year,when

ever Governor Donnelly was a candidate for office, or was striking

heavy blows against the thieves, in the legislature or elswhere , bas

revamped and revived this charge, and even made it a part ofhis

justification in the libel suit ! There are no words in the English

language that can do justice to such a malignant character.

COL. BLANTON DUNCAN'S STATEMENT.

It seems that one of the directors of the defunct Memphis and

El Paso company was thecelebrated Col. Blanton Duncan, of Ken

tucky, one of the ablest Democrats and foremost statesmen of the

South . He was at Los Angeles, California , at the time of the trial

of the libel suit, and seeing, by the newspaper reports, that one of

the charges made against Governor Donnelly, by his enemies , was in

connection with that company, of which he had been a director, he
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voluntarily wrote a letter to Governor Donnelly , in which he gives

a full history of the company, and says :

" Ifyou had informed me that you required anybody to bear testimony that

you hadpassed through the times withclean hands and a clear conscience,when
dishonest men couldmake fortunes under the syndicates which ruled at Washing

ton in 1868–9,I could havesaid emphatically, as I do now, that you were one of

the clean -handed. You had opportunities, from your great influence and the warm

friendship entertained for you by many prominent men, to haveamassed a million

easily , by simply turning rascal . But instead ofthat you have lived as poor as a

church -mouse for twenty years, expressing your fearless independence on all occa

sions, and,as Iunderstand, making a bare living from your literary efforts. If all

the slanderous charges brought against you have no greaterfoundation ihan those in con

nection with the El Paso, you are as white as an angel."

After giving a history of thelegislation in connection with the

company, and its subsequent unfortunate career, he concludes :

“ I knew fully who were the corrupt men engaged, and I have no hesitation

in saying that youwere not in it ; ' and that no breath of scandal was whispered

about you, when scores of public men were freely discussed . "

BILL KING'S CHARGES.

It is hardly worth while to dignify Bill King's charges by reply

ing to them. The fact that he made them is a sufficient refutation.

He has been the life -long enemy of Governor Donnelly ; the life - long

tool of rings and corporations, with all his dreadfui record in the

past– he has been , in short, the worst and most dangerous instru

ment of Plutocracy in the whole world . Governor Donnelly epit

omized the man when he said :

“ And there sits the mephitic Bill King, with his tail over his

back , surrounded by the unapproachable atmosphere of his own un
paralleled reputation !”

We haveseen that he contradicted himself flatly on the witness

stand. He first swore that, in the Senatorial fight, in 1869, he and

his brother Dana were neutral, as between Governor Donnelly and

Governor Ramsey ; and then, when he saw thatGovernor Donnelly

held in his hand documentaryevidence which would contradict him on

that point, be whirled around and swore that both he and his brother

Dana, who was a member of the Legislature, were earnestly support

ing Governor Donnelly, andcontinued tosupport him to the end of

the contest. And yet he had just sworn that Governor Donnellyhad

offered him $ 3,000 , to give to Dana, to corruptly induce him to sup

portDonnelly, the man he was already earnestly infavor of !

But his other charge was even more ridiculous. He swore that

C. P. Huntington, the famous president of the Central Pacific Rail

road Company, wrote him, King , a letter, in January or February,

1869, - the first and only letter, he says, that Huntington had ever

written him,-inclosing a check , for $2,500 , drawn to bearer , and

requested him to give it to Governor Donnelly, because “for obvious

reasons” be ,Huntington, did not want to send it directly to Don

nelly ! And he swore he handed Governor Donnelly that check and
destroyed that letter. There was, of course, nothing to have pre
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vented Mr. Huntington, if the story had been true, from sending

the check, in a letter, directly to Governor Donnelly himself

through the mails; and, as no one would have known anything

about it, in that case, but Donnelly and himself, it would have

been a thousand times safer than to have placed in the hands

of a man of King's reputation evidence that would — if the charge

was true —have been sufficient to convict both Huntington and

Donnelly of bribery, and have sent them to the penitentiary. As

Mr. Wellington said, on the trial :

“ If King, had ever come into possession of any such letter,written by the

millionaire Californian, be would have cut his right arm off before he wouldhave

destroyed it. He would have had notonly the president ofthe richest railroad cor

porationinthe world on his knees forever after,subjecttoall the exactionshe

might see fit to make upon him; but hewould also have had his enemy,Donnelly,
in his power forever. The whole story is a lie, and an absurd lie."

It is needless to add that Governor Donnelly swore that there was

not a syllable of truth in King's statement. The Pioneer - Press did

not call Mr. Huntington as a witness, althougb as a railroad man

he could have had no sympathy with Mr. Donnelly ; and since the

trial Huntington has declared, most emphatically, through the

public press , that King is a liar; that he never sent any such

check to King; and that he never paid Mr. Donnelly, directly or

indirectly, a single dollar.

DEGRADING THE LAW.

Andthis is all there is of the charges thathave been heralded over
the whole world . This is all there is of the filth that has been heaped

upon Governor Donnelly's head for twenty years past by Joseph
A. Wheelock. Brought to theanalysis ofa court and jury, it becomes
thin air. Governor Donnelly's defense has been complete and

overwhelming at every point. The Pioneer- Press spent $ 12,000

in this trial; a large part of this was paid to detectives to
search the face of the world for everything Governor Don

nelly had done during thirty -five years past , in order to find
something anything that would sustain and them.

And, not content with professional detectives, they have de

graded the very profession of the law, by hiring the law - firm of

Flandrau & Squires, of St. Paul, to play sleuth -hounds and spies,

and range over the country from New York and Washington

to the western boundary of Minnesota. No other reputable firm in
America would have descended to such work .

- -

save

A CLASS OF DEMOCRATS DESCRIBED.

And this reminds us of a description in Governor Donnelly's

journal ( 1880 ) of a class of men thathave been , for twenty years,

the curse of the Democratic party in Minnesota , and probably in

other States :

“ There is a class of superserviceable Democrats who are always ready to sell
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their poor, whisky -sodden brains to the defense of Republican iniquity. Like

prostitutes that come of respectable families, the very decency of theirantecedents

gives an increased rate to the wages of their infamy: They are always hired by

Republican thieveswhen they are in trouble, becausethey belong to the opposition,

which , as a party, has had no share in the steal. They are a stench in the nostrils

of honest Democrats—for Democracy means,or ought to mean , the cause of the

common peopleagainst the aristocracj. But these fellows believe that if they get

drunk on Republican champagpe it makes them gentlemen-knights — barons
feudal lords; while their instincts may be as base as those of sneak -thieves, -

mere blackguards, befuddlers ofjuries, perverters of justice and allies of criminals.

But they steal thelivery of Democratic decency to serve the Republican devil in .

Pah! The spirits ofJeffersonandJackson lookdownfrom the clouds and spit upon
the wretches. "

As a general statement of an abstract truth no exception will

be taken to the correctness of this description of a class.

ATTACKING MR. DONNELLY'S BOOKS.

One of the attorneys for the Pioneer - Press in the libel suit

ent the greater part of his time, during his final argument, in

denouncing Governor Donnelly's literary works ! He said , for in

stance, that Cæsar's Column was stolen bodily from Bellamy's Look

ing Backward ! Tbere is, in fact, no more resemblance between
these two books than there is between Thomson's Seasons and the

tragedy of Lear. Nothing but a powerful alcoholic stimulant could

excuse such ignorant misrepresentation ; butthe malignity was all the

lawyer's own- it had about it the ingrained flavor of the tomahawk

and the scalping -knife.

A significant fact is, that this man is the hireling of the

railroad corporations. At thevery time that he was thus denouncing

Governor Donnelly and his great works he was the paid attorney of

the Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company, the company whose

agents flood Dakota County every time Governor D. is a candidate
for office.

THE MOTIVE.

But why, I ask , these attacks ? Why Elihu Washburne's un

founded and unsupported charges ? Why Wheelock's venomous

persecutions of a lifetime? Why Bill King's coming out from the

shameful obscurity to which bis evil life had consigned him , and

daring to enter once more into a court of justice, to attempt to

swear away any man's character? Why did the very railroad attor

neys join in this man-hunt ?

Why is Governor Donnelly so harried , tormented, pursued and

blackened with lies, spread through the agency of the Associated

Press all over the United States and all over the world ? Why, at

sixty years of age, is he compelled to go into court to defend his

good name— for the sake of his wife and children -- against such a

gang of knaves and thieves ? Why was the inside railing of the

court- room at Minneapolis filled, crammed (Mr. Wellington called
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attention to the fact in his speech) with a mob of tools and agents

of every form of robbery that oppresses the people ? The Millers'

Ring, the Elevator Ring, the Watered Stock Ring, the Railroad Ring,

the Indian Ring, the Pine LandRing, allwere there , inside thatrailing ,

to belp kill and bury this man. What had be done ! They admitted ,

by failing to attackit, that for twenty -three years his life had been

blameless and spotless. They could not show that he had ever in

jured a human being. They could not trace home a single wrong

or oppression to his door. No combination owned him. In themidst

of povertyhe had always fought for humanity.

Ah ! that was his offense .

He would not cease ; he would not come to terms; he would not

sell out ; he would not be corrupt ; AND , THEREFORE, THEY CHARGED

HIM WITH CORRUPTION .

Think of it ! A gang of rich rascals, rich by public plunder,

trying to prove that a poor man, living in a little hamlet, not even

a village, supporting himself by tongue and pen , was a corruptand

purchasable knave, when , if it had been true, they would have had

no quarrel with bim , for they would have bought him, over and over

again , longago.

" Ah !" they said , “ if he would only stick to literature and

book -making , we would crownhim with bays and laurels, and we

would carry him on our shoulders. Why will a man with such

genius interfere in politics? ”

Why ? Because Ignatius Donnelly is something more than a

book -maker. He is a philanthropist. He wishes to leave the

world better than be found it. Onlysome such reason can explain

his entrance into the filthypool of politics. He believes, as he shows

in Cæsar's Column, that the world is on the high road to ruin , and

he would save it, if thatbe possible. He knowsthere is no money in

such a contest for him , and no promotion ; nothing but defamation

and sorrow . Itis a thankless task. But, as he has often said , in

his public speeches, he believes that the only title a man can have

to happiness in the next world is devotion to the interests of his

fellow creatures in this. That is the key-note of his career.

HE IS INDORSED .

Anyone can see the purpose of these ferocious attacks onGo

ernor Donnelly. Hon . John G. Otis, member of Congress elect from

Kansas, and a very able gentleman , wrote to Governor Donnelly,

immediatelyafter the trial :

“ We have read with great interest the reports from your libel case . It is

simply Plutocracy versus the People .
* We admire your courage in never giving up to the infernal Money-Power.

" In that suit Ignatius Donnellyrepresentsthe cause of the commonpeople

single-handed. But restassuredhe bas the sympathy of every true reformer .”
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The Farmers' Voice, of Chicago, one of the leading Reform

papers of the United States, says :

“From his first entrance into public life down to the present time Ignatius

Donnelly has been a loyal tribune of the people.

“ He has not only been scrupulously honest in keeping his hands clean from

thestain of vulgar money bribes , but he has shown forth that loftier integrity that

will not temporize and palter withsincere convictions in order to gain high place.

“ Ignatius Donnelly, gifted as he is with commanding genius , could have been

continuously in public life during the past twenty years.

“ Hehad merely to compromise with truth, and Governorships, United States

Senatorships, and even the Presidency of the Nation, would have invited him . "

“ If Mr. Donnelly had consented to a truce with the plutocratic corporations

it would have been all -sufficient.

“ He need not have workedfor them either openly or secretly, for the mon

opolists would have rewarded him withthe highest honors in the Nation, as a

Wage forkeeping silent.

“They would have joyously compromised with him, on a basis that he should

not attacktheir atrocious felonies against the prosperity of the producers and the
stability of the republic.

“ Ignatius Donnelly is above and beyond the power of plutocratic corruption,

and thethreats of the Triumphant Plutocracy cannot frighten his serene and fear

less soul .

“ He is the unrelenting foo of aristocratic privilege, and the leagued money

kings of America hate, and would destroy him iftheycould.

“ Men of the great plain people of America, the plutocrats are striving to crush

Ignatius Donnelly , and they do this because he is your friend, your defender, your
dauntless tribune.

“ Every blow these assassins strike at him is a blow struck at you, because if

he were not your champion , they would not seek to do him harm .”

A thousand similar utterances could be quoted from newspapers

and individuals, since the trial of that famous suit for libel.

AN APPENDIX TO “ CÆSAR'S COLUMN. "

Can any one doubt that the events detailed in this biography,

and especially in these closing chapters,are a fit andproper appendix
to Cæsar's Column ? Can any one fail to see that there is noth

ing told in that book balf sosignificant of the decadence of free

institutions as this record of the long and terrible battle of a human

life against the combined forces of the Money Power ? Can any one

fail to see that the subtle, wide-spreading, cruel, degrading despot

ism of Prince Cabano alreadyhaspossession of this country, East and

West ? Can any one doubt thatif the new political revolution is not

able to arrest these evils and save the republic, peacefully,at the

ballot-box, the dreadful figure of the column of corpses will soon

rise, amid flame and ashes, and the destruction of a rotten civiliza
tion ?
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Part Second.

EXTRACTS FROM THE WIT, WISDOM, POETRY AND

ELOQUENCE OF IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

INTELLECT. Anounce of brains outweighs a pound ofmuscle.
Speech to Farmers, 1873.

THE SOUL. Every fiber of the frame of man or woman partakes

of the characteristics of the soul. - Cæsar's Column .

TRUTH . Truth is born an acorn , not an oak . - Ragnarok.

THE JEWS. “ Well,” he replied ,“ it was the old question of the

survival of the fittest. Christianity fell upon the Jews, originally a

race of agriculturists and shepherds, and forced them , for many cent

uries, through the most terrible ordeal of persecution the history

of mankind bears any record of. Only the strong of body, the cun

ning of brain , the long - headed , the persistent, the men with capacity

to live where a dog would starve, survived the awful trial. Like

breeds like; and now the Christian world is paying, in tears and

blood, for the sufferings inflicted by their bigoted and ignorant an

cestors upon a noble race. When the time came for liberty and

fair play, the Jew was master in the contest with the Gentile, who

hated and feared him . ” — Cæsar's Column.

How TO IMPROVE THE WORLD. Out of arrested selfishness

comes happiness . - Speech to the State Alliance, December, 1890 .

EVENING .

The day drops piecemeal, darkly crumbling down,

Heaping the east with gray, worn, twilight ruins. — 1850.

THE WORLD. The world is a garden of beauty, filled with the

stench of injustice. - Journal, 1886 .

3
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LOSS OF FORCE. Every concession to our own weaknesses is a

robbery of our own forces .-- 1855 .

LIFE. A fight with bacteria . Journal, 1889.

DEATH. Death is simply the opening of the windows. - Jour

nal, 1886 .

THE FARMERS. “ There are 6,000,000 farmersin the United States

hard at work .” — Exchange.

Yes; and half a million thieves living off them . — The Anti-Monop

olist.

MAGNANIMOUS. When God lays his hand upon a man it is time

to take ours off. — The Anti-Monopolist.

LOVE. What a powerful impulse is this love ! It is nature -wide.

The rushing together of the chemical elements; the attraction of suns

and planets - all are love. See how even the plant casts its pollen

abroad on the winds, that it may somewhere reach and rest upon

the bosom of a sister-flower; and there, amid perfume and sweetness

and the breath of zephyrs, the great mystery of life is re - enacted . The

plant is without intellect, but it is sensible to love . - Cæsar'sColumn .

TĦE VIRTUES OF SELFISHNESS. It will be no consolation to the

traveler, when he feels the teeth of the lioness crunching bis ribs, to

know that she is a devoted mother and an affectionate spouse.

Journal, 1882 .

TWILIGHT. The sunset towers from gold heaps into gloom .-

1850 .

WHEN Truth's wings are grown she draws her feet out of the

pigeon -nets of technicality. Journal, 1868.

THE TRIBUTES OF VIRTUE. Abuse and denunciation are the

tributes which villainy pays to virtue. - Speech to the State Alliance,

Dec., 1890.

GREAT POETS. And as the hunter knows the older and bolder

eagles, as they fly far above him in the heavens, by the ragged

clefts in their wings, where the feathers have fallen out, -80 in the

daring and venturesome soarers above Parnassus, there is a rough

ness and carelessness which reveals them, no matter at what alti

tude they may ily . - Essay, 1851.
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THE MIND. The mind, enlightened, is a tremendous engine.

Given industry enough, and the capacities of the human iatellect

are as unlimited as the universe. It is not the mind falls short. It is

knowledge. God give us knowledge.--Journal, 1886 .

POLITICAL ORATORY . — The average political speaker knows no

other literature than the inflamed, disjointed , metaphorical, ex

travagant and abusive stuff of party organs and campaign papers.

Essay, 1853.

THE PENALTIES OF INDEPENDENCE. The man who in this

world undertakes to think his own thoughts, and express them , will

find the apgles of ten thousand elbows grinding his ribs continually.

The fool who has no opinions, and the coward who conceals what

he has, are always en rapport with the streaming, shouting, happy

go-lucky multitude ; but woe unto the strong man who does his

own thinking, and will not be bullied into silence ! - The Great

Cryptogram .

THE PURPOSE OF THINGS. The purpose of the thing must

always be greater than the thing itself ; it incloses, permeates and

maintains it. The result is but a small part of the pre -existent in

tention . All things must stand or fall by their purposes, and every

great work is the outgrowth of a great purpose.—The Great Crypto

gram .

OPPORTUNITY. Then came the news that a Manchurian pro

fessor, an iconoclast, had written a learned work in English, to

prove that George Washington's genius and moral greatness had

been much overrated by the partiality of his countrymen . He was

answered by a learned doctor of Japan, who argued that the great

ness of all great men consisted simply in opportunity , and that, for

every illustrious name that shone in the pages of history , associated

with important events, a hundred abler men had lived and died un

known. The battle was raging hotly, and all China and Japan were

dividing into contending factions upon this great issue . - Cæsar's
Column.

GOD's POWER EXERCISED THROUGH AGENTS. Through what

infinite seas or atmospheres of life—myriad - formed and multiple

natured life—do the spirit and purposes of God reach down to this

lower world . — Journal, 1889.
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GENIUS AND TALENT. The jeweled arrow of genius will often

miss the mark which the sturdy shaft of talent pierces to the cen

tei . — 1854.

GREAT RACES. Great races are the weeded-out survivors of

great sufferings. — Ragnarok .

THE Power OF TIME. You can carry a score of acorns in your

vest pocket. But one acorn plus time will crush a hundred men.

Journal, 1884 .

THE POWER OF MAN . What an infiñite thing is man, as revealed

in the tremendous civilization he has built up ! These swarming,

laborious, all- capable ants seem great enough to attack heaven

itself, if they could but find a resting - place for their ladders. Who

can fix a limit to the intelligence or the achievements of our species ?

-Cæsar's Column.

REASONABLE. If a man has betrayed you once, do not trust him

again- at least not in this world.- Address to State Farmers' Alli

ance, 1886 .

WHAT THE WORKINGMEN NEED. A friend writes to ask us if

we indorse the extreme doctrines of the Socialists, as to the division

of property, etc. Not at all. What the workingmen of the world

need is a fair chance to acquire property, not an opportunity to de

stroy it . — The Anti-Monopolist.

THE UNBELIEF OF IGNORANCE . The fact that the story of

Atlantis was for thousands of years regarded as a fable proves noth

ing. There is an unbelief which grows out of ignorance, as well as

a scepticism which is born of intelligence. The people nearest to

thepast are not always those who are best informed concerning the

past . - Atlantis.

THE DUTY OF THE RACES. To the white race I would preach

mercy and charity . I ask them to give the humblest and lowesta

chance in the great, fierce battle of life . Do not trample on the

man that is down . To the black race I would preach patience and

wisdom. The negro's remedy is not in violence. Six millions cannot

go to war with sixty millions. He who steps outside of the law

invokes all the overwhelming powers of government upon his own

head , and they crush him. The prejudices of race are not to be

ircaܟܕܣܙܕܝܐܪܟ܀ܰܐܪ݁ܕܰܝܗ݂ܕ݁ܬܶܐܰܝܐܝ݂ܬ;
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dissipated by grouping the people into the separations of race- poli

tics.-- Doctor Huguet.

WASHBURNE ÁCKNOWLEDGING GRANT'S HONORS. Why, sir, we

had General Grant up in Minnesota , and of course the distinguished

gentleman from Illinois was with him , and when General Grant was

serenaded the gentleman from Illinois stuck his head out of the

window and thanked the crowd, and when they rode in an open

barouche together, and the crowd hurrahed , the gentleman from

Illinois laid his hand upon his heart and bowed profound acknowl .

edgments. Why, Mr. Speaker, my people up there were in great

doubt which wasGrant and which was Washburne. They naturally

concluded that the quiet little gentleman must be the fourth - class

politician, and that the pretentious, fussy individual must be the

conqueror of Lee. Good old Jesse Grant, it is said, remarked on

that occasion, “ It ’ pears to me that Washburne thinks he owns

'Lysses ; but he don't own me, not by a long sight.” — Speech in

Congress, 1868 .

GREAT THOUGHTS. Every great thought is part of the living

God . It can no more die than God can die. The world may perish,

but it will be repeated by spirits beyond the stars.--Journal, 1886 .

A PLAY ON WORDS.

What matters it , what does my lady lose,

If I, a muse, amuse , am used, or muse ?

Sing, sigh, soar, sorrow , smile , or smirk, or smatter,

So that I please at all, it is no matter . — 1854.

A NEUTRAL PAPER. What will that be ? It will represent those

obscure forms of primal life where both sexes were embraced in the

same system , and the process of procreation was slow and difficult.

It will be like the stuff that fell the other day in Kentucky, neither

fish, flesh, nor good red -herring, but a kind of ill - smelling, unor

ganized protoplasm–Democratic at one end, and Republican at the

other end, united by Government contracts . — The Anti-Monopolist.

THE FAILURE OF MODERN CIVILIZATION .

" It is the greatest of pities tbat so noble and beautiful a civiliza

tion should have become so hollow and rotten at the core. "

“Rotten at the core ! ” I exclaimed.
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“ Yes ; our civilization has grown to be a gorgeous shell, a mere

mockery, a sham , outwardly fair and lovely, but inwardly full of

dead men's bones and all uncleanness. To think that mankind is

80 capable of good, and now so cultured and polished , and yet all

above is cruelty , craft and destruction, and all below is suffering,

wretchedness, sin and shame !”

“ What do you mean ?” I asked.

" That civilization is a gross and dreadful failure for seven -tenths

of the human family ; that seven - tenths of the backs of the world

are insufficiently clothed ; seven -tenths of the stomachs of the world

are insufficiently fed ; seven -tenths of the minds of the world are

darkened and despairing, and filled with bitterness against the

Author of the universe. It is pitiful to think what society is, and

then to think what it might have been if our ancestors had not cast

away. their magnificent opportunities—had not thrown them into

the pens of the swine of greed and gluttony . " - Cæsar's Column.

THE BATTLE OF LIFE.

Life is a perpetual struggle even under the most favorable cir

cumstances ; an unending fight of man against man ,

“ For some slight plank whose weight will bear but one ! "

And occasionally how monstrous and horrible are the giant selfish

nesses which start up under our feet like ghouls and affrights !

History is the record of the gradual amelioration of deep - rooted,

ancient injustice. What a hard, long, bloody, terrible fight it has

been ! But for the fact that our national organization rests upon a

basis of new colonizations we would not possess the large measure of

liberty we now enjoy ; we would be as are the old landsof the world ,

still weighed down by the burdens of feudality and barbarism . Bąt

being peopled by the overflowings of the poor laboring people of

Europe, who left the errors and prejudices of the Old World in mid

ocean , we have started upon our career of national greatness on the

grand basis of the perfect political equality of all men . - Speech in

Congress, January 17, 1867.

THE BLUE FLOWERS AND THE RED . I said to them that I did

not expect black men to become white men, or white men to turn

into black men ; but there was room on God's footstool for them all.

The blue flowers in the meadow did not quarrel with the red flowers.
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The oak tree grew peacefully beside the maple. The orange (lid

not ask God why He made the laurel. - Doctor Huguet.

DANIEL AND THE LIONS. No wouder the editor of the Winne

apolis Tribunewrote to his paper that the “ resolutions were MODER

ATELY applauded ! ” “ I thank thee, Jew, for teaching me that

word : " " moderately applauded.” They cheered sotto - voce, with

their ears cocked to catch the responsive echoes from Faneuil Hall.

They did well not to let themselves out. As “ Gath " says, they

were distressed with the problem “ how to keep Daniel alive and

satisfy the lions at the same time." They were willing to com

promise by giving the lions the meat, and letting Daniel keep the

bones— his own bones ! ( Laughter.] It is impossible, my friends,

to sweeten such a mass of putridity with a pinch of salt in the shape

of a respectable candidate .-- Speech to Grangers, 1873.

MATERIAL CIVILIZATION . Material civilization might be de

fined to be the result of a series of inventions and discoveries,

whereby man improves his condition , and controls the forces of

nature for his own advantage . - Atlantis.

A PENETRATING MIND. His mind was like a great forceps,

that reached out and seized the central fact or core of a thing, and

twisted and pulled until he dragged it out, shrieking, into the light

of day ; never to retreat into the shadow again . — Journal, 1890.

THE LEGAL PROFESSION . The mental labor bestowed by the

lawyers on their business is out of all proportion to the objects at

stake. Ask the names of the great lawyers of the last century, and

there is no answer. Ask the names of the great lawyers of another

nation, and fame is silent . Their toil is in the little affairs of others;

their reputation is among their brethren. And yet some have given

more anxious toil and severe thought to this trifling business than

have been employed to conquer kingdoms and build up dynasties.

-Law Essays, 1852.

DAKOTA COUNTY AFTER AN ELECTION . Dakota County this

year is a perfect Golgotha— “ a place of skulls. " Nearly every

man has his head in his hand, examining the cracks and sore

places, and wondering whether the other fellow's skull is as badly

damaged as his own . — The Anti-Monopolist.

wattereil comune
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WASHBURNE'S ERUDITIOX. Mr. Speaker, I tremble for my

country . Is it true that cighty odd years of republican government

have reduced us so low that there is but one honcst man in this

House — but one Lot in all this Sodom ? Does no voice but his ring

out against cliques and conspiracies and rings ? Will no voice but

his be heard in all the future assuring this House that they are

all a pack of knaves, that the country is going to the devil— con

cluding with that favorite quotation , launched at us from the vast

stores of his erudition :

“Shake not thy gory locks at me,

Thou canst not say I did it ,”

given with a roar like a wounded gorilla, and ending with a rush on

the cloak -room , amid the shouts and laughter of the House ?-Speech

in Congress, 1868.

.

BREAK RANKS.

The perpetual dread of the South is a race war. When the

negroes all mass themselves together, in solid political phalanx, it

looks, to the whites, like a black army ready to march to battle.

Every passion in the white man's breast rises at the challenge, ready

for the conflict ; - race , home, wife, children , prosperity , self-govern

ment, liberty, sbriek in his ears their clamorous appeals for protec

tion . He seizes his rifle , - he marches , - he murders.

What is the remedy ?

Let the black men break ranks ! Let them dissolve into the com .

munity. Let them divide politically on other lines than those of

color. Great economic questions are arising which have nothing to

do with the old struggle. A tidal wave- a great passionate cry for

justice, for prosperity, for liberation from the plunderers, for each

man's share of happiness and the fruits of civilization—sweeps,

high-mounting, through the hearts and brains of the whites of the

South . They are gathering in a vast army, with principles for ban

ners and ballots for weapons. The black man's interests are the

same as theirs. He needs prosperity, growth , opportunity , happi

He wants to see the robbers struck down. He desires all

that civilization can give him-- all that belongs to him . Will he

join with his white brethren to rescue the land from poverty and

ruin ? Or will he stand afar off, in solid , unreasoning, sullen , threat

ening array , to perpetuate the race - prejudices which are destroying

ness .
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bim ? When he breaks his own ranks an: l moves, in solid column,

with part, at least, of his white friends and neighbors, they will

perceive that his ballots are bullets, as potent as their own to kill

injustice. Their own interests will compel them to defend his rights.

The day of persecution and cruelty will end . In every intelligent

white man the intelligent black man will find a defender ; and the

reign of peace and love and brotherhood will begin in the South,

yea, in the whole land. And if the negro does not then rise to the

topmost heights of culture and education and material prosperity , it

will be his own fault . - Doctor Huguet.

THE FABLES OF THE WORLD'S YOUTH . There is nothing in

antiquity that has not a meaning. The very tables of the world's

childhood should be sacred from our laughter.Ragncrok.

HUMAN TIGERS AND WOLVES. I pitied mankind, caught in

the grip of such wide -spreading tendencies. I said to myself:

“ Where is it all to end ? What are we to expect of a race without

heart or honor ? What may we look for when the powers of the

highest civilization supplement the instincts of tigers and wolves ?

Can the brain of man flourish when the heart is dead ? ” — Cæsar's

Column.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN. I am aware, Mr. Speaker, of the great

claims which President Lincoln has upon the people of the United

States. I recognize that popularity which accompanies him , and

which , considering the ordeal through which he has passed , is little

less than miraculous. I recognize that unquestioning faith in his

honesty and ability which perrades all classes, and that sincere

affection with which almost the entire population regard him . We

must not underrate him even in our praises. He is a great man.

Great not after the old models of the world, but with a homely and

original greatness. He will stand out to future ages in the history

of these crowded and confused times with wonderful distinctness.

He has carried a vast and discordant population safely and peace

fully through the greatest of political revolutions with such consum

mate sagacity and skill that while he led he appeared to follow ;

while he innovated beyond all precedent he has been denounced as

tardy ; while he struck the shackles from the limbs of three million

slaves he has been hailed as a conservative ! If to adapt, persist

نبدعس
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ently and continuously, just and righteous principles to all the

perplexed windings and changes of human events, and to secure in

the end the complete triumph of those principles, be statesmanship,

then Abraham Lincoln is the first of statesmen . - Speech in Congress,

May 2, 1864.

MONEY -MAKING . The money -getting faculty is low down in the

accoutrement of the mind. Midas was always painted with the ears

of an ass . — Journal, 1889.

GENIUS. Genius is a powerful predisposition , so strong that it

overrules a man's whole life, from boyhood to the grave. The

greatness of a mind is in proportion to its receptivity , its capacity

to assimilate a vast mass of food ; it is an intellectual stomach that

eliminates, not muscle, but thought. Its power holds a due relation

to its greed – it is an eternal and insatiable hunger. In itself it is

but an instrument. It can work only upon external material.

The Great Cryptogram .

SITTING ON THE SAFETY -VALVE. But I must cease . Several

speakers are to follow me. In the old days of steamboat racing on

the Southern Mississippi it was customary to set a negro on the

safety - valve. If the boiler got more pressure on it than it could

stand there was an explosion and that colored gentleman was pro

jected into space and became a white -robed angel. When I look

back at these gentlemen behind me, full to bursting with bottled -up

eloquence, I feel like the negro on the safety -valve — something has

got to give, and if I don't get out of the way I run a risk of being

thrown half way across this hall. — Speech, St. Paul, 1887.

THE LABORERS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY.

What struck me most was their incalculable multitude and their

silence. It seemed to me that I was witnessing the resurrection of

the dead ; and that these vast,' streaming, endless swarms were the

condemned marching noiselessly as shades to unavoidable and ever

lasting misery. They seemed to me merely automata in the hands

of some ruthless and unrelenting destiny. They lived and moved,

but they were without heart or hope. The illusions of the imagina

tion , which beckon all of us forward, even over the roughest paths

aud through the darkest valleys and shadows of life, had departed

from the scope of their vision. They knew that to -morrow could
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bring them nothing better than to-day- the same shameful,

pitiable, contemptible, sordid struggle for a mere existence. If they

produced children it was reluctantly or unmeaningly ; for they

knew the wretches must tread in their footsteps, and enter, like

them, that narrow , gloomy, high -walled pathway, out of which

they could never climb; which began almost in infancy and ended

in a pauper's grave— nay, I am wrong, not even in a pauper's

grave ; for they might have claimed, perhaps, some sort of owner

ship over the earth which enfolded them, which touched them and

mingled with their dust. But public safety and the demands of

science had long ago decreed that they should be whisked off, as

soon as dead , a score or two at a time, and swept on iron tram-cars

into furnaces heated to such intense white heat that they dissolved

crackling, even as they entered the chamber, and rose in nameless

gases through the high chimney. That towering structure was the

sole memorial monument of millions of them. Their graveyard was

the air. Nature reclaimed her own with such velocity that she

seemed to grudge them the very dust she had lent them during their

wretched pilgrimage. The busy , toiling, rushing, roaring, groaning

universe, big with young, appeared to cry out : “ Away with them !

Away with them ! They have had their hour ! They have per

formed their task . Here are a billion spirits waiting for the sub

stance we loaned them. The spirits are boundless in number;

matter is scarce . Away with them ! ” - Cesar's Column .

Too TRUE . Poverty in all ages has been the most efficient tool

of despotism . - The Anti-Monopolist.

THE OLD WORLD. That boundless sea of human misery, which

roars and dashes and moans and threatens around the base of civil

ization , flinging its salt tears even into the faces of those who sit

highest in assured prosperity .Journal, 1888 .

AN ADVICE TO THE RACES. The race, whatever its color,

which gives itself over unanimously and unconditionally to any one

political party, incurs the hatred of the organization it opposes and

the contempt of the organization it serves. The one has nothing to

hope from it ; the other has nothing to fear from it. The one party

feels that it can never gain it ; the other that it can never lose it.

The former persecutes the race for their unreasoning hostility; the

>

dele van
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other despises them for their unreasoning fidelity. The first feels

that it cannot placate them by doing them justice; the other that

they will not revolt under any amount of injustice. They become a

target for the abuse of all men ; a wall behind which scoundrels

hide to steal; a faction without a friend or an advocate .-- Doctor

Huguet.

INSUFFICIENCY . There can be no doubt that if one were to

look abroad, with a wide range of thought, he would cast down his

weapons and turn his back on the world's conflict. Insufficiency is

written over all the temples of human labor. Riches to the sordid ;

praise to the vain ; pleasure to the thoughtless ; but for the search

ing and penetrating soul of man there is no rest, no refuge.-- Essay,

1854.

Did You? Did you ever know a banker to be reduced to snow

packs and a ragged overcoat ? - The Anti -Monopolist.

À VISION OF DESTRUCTION. And then I thought how thin a

crust of earth separated all this splendor from that burning hell of

misery beneath it . And if the molten mass of horror should break

its limitations and overflow the earth ! Already it seemed to me the

planet trembled; I could hear the volcanic explosions; I could see

the sordid flood of wrath and hunger pouring through these halls;

cataracts of misery bursting through every door and window, and

sweeping away all this splendor into never- ending blackness and

ruin . — Cæsar's Column.

A QUESTION . Who ride in buggies —the men who raise the

crops or the men who handle them ?—The Anti-Monopolist.

INTEMPERANCE. A habit deadlier thandeath, for it makes even

death disgraceful. - Journal, 1888.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF DOCTOR HUGUET:

How long I slept I know not. It must have been an hour or

two- an hour or two of disturbed and uneasy slumber, troubled

with dreams, in which I saw again and again those reproachful,

threatening eyes. Then came a feeling as if I was smothering

choking. I gasped and was awake. But the smothering sensation

did not leave me. It seemed to me as if the air was exhausted ; as

if I was shut up in a vault or— coffin ! And then I noticed a strong,
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negro -like smell. My first thought was that a negro burglar had

entered my room and was leaning over me. I threw my hands up ;

they encountered nothing. I was in total darkness. As my arms

fell one of them came near my face, and the negro -like smell grew

stronger than before. Instinctively I placed my bare arm close to

my nose, and I then perceived that the strong odor came from my

own person . What could it mean ? I felt with one hand my other

hand and arm . The arm was larger than my own—much larger.

The hand was coarse and huge — the palms calloused and rough

little, fine filaments of skin projected from the frayed callosities, as

in the hands of those worn with hard work. My God ! What does

it mean ? I quickly brought both hands to my face. The negroloid

smell was stronger than ever. I felt my face. Instead of my own

clean - cut features, my hands encountered a flat nose and a pair of

swollen lips. Was I dreaming some dreadful dream ? I bit my

hand until the blood came. No ; I was wide awake. The bed was

not my own. It was lumpy and stuffed, apparently, with straw . I

felt out on both sides of me. My left hand encountered a huge,

sleeping body.

Where am I ? What in God's name does all this mean ? Am I

insane ? Has some dreadful disease -- like the Indian elephantiasis

overtaken me in my sleep , and swelled my limbs and features to

twice their natural size ? But that would not account for the

changed bed and the sleeper by my side. I must find out where I

am . I put my feet out of the bed, and stood erect. In doing so

my head struck the ceiling with such force that I made an exclama

tion of pain. There was a movement in the bed , and a voice cried

out, shrilly and fiercely , and in the unmistakable speech of a negro

woman :

“ Hi, there ! Sam Johnsing, you d—d nigger ! What you

gittin ' up for now ?. Does you think yer gwine steal Colonel Jen

kins' shirts again , and pawn 'em ? "

There was a bounce out of bed on the instant, and the next

minute a match was struck and a tallow candle lighted. It re

realed to me an astonishing sight. I was standing in a negro cabin ,

between the bed and the wall, my head touching the sloping roof.

On the other side of the bed , holding the lighted candle in her

hand, and glaring at me savagely, was a huge , coal-black negro
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woman .
In one corner was a cradle, in another a wash - tub, and

across the further end of the cabin were some lines, on which hung

an assortment of washing- stockings, shirts and underwear. All

this my astonished eyes took in at a glance. I looked down at

myself. A torn fragment of a shirt revealed to me the large body,

arms and legs of a negro— the huge, splay feet resting on the mud

floor of the cabin .

For a few moments I was as one paralyzed. My mind seemed

torn from its moorings. I could not put the facts together. I had

fa -.en asleep in my own luxurious room. I had awakened here in

this wretched hovel. Who was this woman ? I had never seen her

before. Who was this man, standing, almost naked, against the

wall, with eyes revolving wildly , taking in his surroundings ! It

could not be I -Doctor Anthony Huguet— the gentleman— the

physician — the cultured scholar ! Oh, no ! That thought was too

dreadful —too impossible. I smiled.

The woman noted the expression , and said :

" What you grinnin ' at, you d- d nigger - you chicken - thief.

You knows berry well dat you got up to steal de clothes, to buy

more whisky. But I'll crack yer d- d skull first. "

With this she picked up an ironing -board and assumed a

threatening position , advancing toward me.

And still my brain worked, and still I couldn't understand what

it all meant. How did I come here ? Where was I ? What had

happened to me ? Who was this standing against - the wall, with

stooped head, watching the advancing virago ? It was not I, and

yet I seemed to think within it ! How did I come to be within this

black figure ? And then came to me a dreadful thought:

My God ! has my soul been placed within the body of this black

man ? " -Doctor Huguet.

MARLOWE AND SHAKESPEARE. And we have seen the critics

speculating whether Marlowe, if he had not been prematurely cut

off, in his twenty -ninth year, would not have been in time as great a

poet as Shakespeare! As if bountiful Nature, after waiting for five

thousand years to produce a Shakespeare, had been delivered of

twins in that year of grace 1564 ! And we are asked to believe that,

if it had not been for Marlowe's drunken brawl, the two intellectual

monsters would have existed side by side for thirty years or so, cor
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ruscating Tamburlanes, Lears, Doctor Faustuses and Hamlets to

the end of the chapter ; 'to the infinite delight of the pyrotechni

cally astounded multitude, who couldn't have told the productions

of one from the other. But it was a sad fact that one of these

brilliant suns was not able to rise until the other had set ; and

unfortunate that both at last declined their glorious orbs into a sea

of strong drink , while “ the god of the machine " was behind the

scenes delivering immortal sermons in behalf of temperance . — The

Great Cryptogram .

THE CIVILIZATION OF THE WOOD - TICK . The civilization of the

world to -day is the civilization of the wood -tick and not the honey

bee. The wood -tick sucks, but it creates nothing. The thing that

carries it feeds it. It is the bloated plutocrat of the woods - simply

claws and belly. A higher civilization means death to the wood

ticks and fair play for the honeybees. — Speech to State Alliance, Dec.,

1890 .

THE DEVOTION OF THE WEST TO THE UNION.

We who come, Mr. Speaker, from the far West, have not that

deep and ingrained veneration for State power which is to be found

among the inhabitants of some of the older States. We have found

that State lines, State names, State organizations, are , in most

cases, the veriest creatures of accident. To us there is no savor of

antiquity about them. Our people move into a region of country

and make the State. We feel ourselves to be offshoots of the nation.

We look to the nation for protection. The love of our hearts

gathers around the nation ; and there is no prouder and no gladder

sight to our eyes than the flag of the nation fluttering in the sun

shine over our frontier homes. We are willing to trust the nation.

We have never received aught at its hands but benefits. We need

erect no bulwark of State sovereignty behind which to shelter our

selves from the gifts which it so generously and bountifully showers

upon us ; and when the order of nature is reversed and it calls to us

in its extremity for help and protection , the farmer will be found

leaving his plow in the furrow , and the woodman the tree half

felled in the forest, to iy to its assistance. Part of a inighty nation,

we feel that our fame and greatness reach to the uttermost ends of

the earth , over all the seas, and through all the continent. Citizens

the
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of States, we are lost and buried from the gaze of mankind, the

tributary Nubias of those governments which control the mouth of

our Nile ; without commerce , without a navy, without a flag ; the

merest insignificant accidents. Be assured , sir, those interior States

will forever insist upon “the Union ," and will continue to insist

upon it, even if abandoned by all the rest of the nation . It is their

right to reach the sea in every direction over kindred territory; nay ,

it is more than their right; it is their necessity.

There is, then , one solidified sentiment in the hearts of our

people, one sentiment which will not be denied, one sentiment which

rises above all political considerations — this nation must live.

What shall stand in the way of its life ? The institution of

slavery ? Put the nation and slavery in the balance, and ask

the people of the Northwest to choose between them . What

is slavery to them ? Unfitted for their climate, repugnant to

their tastes, destructive to their interests, bloody with the

blood of their children, onerous with the weight of taxation to

themselves, and terrible with portents of ruin to the nation in the

future, what interest have they in the preservation of slavery ?

Will they for slavery give up that kind and generousGovernment

which has so long blessed and protected them ? Will they for

slavery see their fair, bright flag, with all its clustering stars and

all its lines of light, torn into shreds and trampled in the dust ?

Will they for slavery drag down upon themselves the fabric of their

Government and bury themselves beneath mountains of anarchy

and destruction | Never ! It needs but to present the question to

call forth a unanimous answer . Let that man step forth who is

willing to bring calamity and ruin upon himself and family that a

· gigantic crimę may continue to exist, undisturbed, a thousand miles

away ; who is willing to sacrifice the enjoyments of earth that hell

may escape annoyance.-- Speech in Congress, May 2, 1864.

THE CRUEL PAST. Let the dead past bury its dead. It was a

cruel, bloody and merciless past. Its ways were not our ways, nor

its thoughts our thoughts. Let us thank God that we live in this

great, broad, generous, tolerant age ; and let us frown down all

attempts to revive the evil passions and hatreds of the past. — The

Anti- Monopolist.
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SHAKSPERE'S DAUGHTER.

Think of it ! The daughter of William Shakspere, the daughter

of the greatest intellect of the age (if he wrote the Plays) , or of all

ages, the profound scholar, the master of Latin , Greek, Italian,

French , Spanish , Danish, the philosopher, the scientist, the politi

cian, the statesman , the physician, the musician , signs her name with

a curley - queue like a Pottawatomie Indian. And this girl was

twenty -seven years old, and no idiot ; she was subsequently married

to one of the leading citizens of the town, Thomas Quincy, vintner.

She was raised in the same town wherein was the same free -school

in which , we are assured, Shækspere received that magnificent edu

cation which is manifested in the Plays.

Imagine William E. Gladstone, or Herbert Spencer, dwelling in

the sam house with a daughter, in the full possession of all her

faculties, who signed her name with a pot-hook. Imagine the father

and daughter meeting every day and looking at each other ! And

yet neither of these really great men is to be mentioned in the same

breath with the immortal genius who produced the plays.

With an income, as we have shown, equal to $ 25,000 yearly of

our money ; with the country swarming with graduates of Oxford

and Cambridge, begging for bread and ready to act as tutors ; living

in a quiet, rural neighborhood, where there were few things to dis

tract attention, William Shakspere permitted his daughter to attain

the ripe age of twenty - seven years, unable to read the immortal

quartos which had made her father famous and wealthy. We will

not - we cannot—believe it . — The Great Cryptogram .

DAYBREAK .

The sweep

Of the torn sunlight down some craggy slope,

Half morning and half midnight. — 1850.

AMERICAN POLITICS. Dean Swift described a country where the

horses ruled the men ; we have here in America a country where

the asses rule the men . — The Anti-Monopolist.

NIGHT.

Many - folded night,

Like a black banner drooped along the sky,

Blazoning a quaint device of stars. — 1850 .
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RIGHT -LIVING . Death is not a thing to be dreaded , if man

lives aright.

" For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight:

He can't be wrong whose life is in the right.

In Faith and Hope the world will disagree,

But all mankind's concern is Charity.”

-Doctor Huguet.

A COMPARISON. “ A negro highwayman near Lexington bought

arevolver of a manfor $3, and then used the weapon to rob him of

all his money, including the purchase price ."

That's a good deal like getting a land -grant from the people to

build a railroad , and then charging them oppressive tariffs on the

transportation of their goods forever after . — The Anti -Monopolist.

AN APPEAL TO MAN'S BETTER NATURE.

Build a little broader, Dives. Establish spiritual relations.

Matter is not everything. You do not deal in certainties. You are

but a vitalized speck , filled with a fraction of God's delegated intelli

gence , crawling over an egg- shell filled with fire, whirling madly

through infinite space, a target for the bombs of a universe .

Take your mind off your bricks and mortar, and put out your

tentacles toward the great spiritual world around you. . Open com

munications with God . You can not help God. For Him who

made the Milky Way you can do nothing. But here are His creatures.

Not a nerve, muscle or brain-convolution of the humblest of these

but duplicates your own ; you excel them simply in the co-ordination

of certain inherited faculties wbich have given you success. Widen

your heart. Put your intellect to work to so readjust the values of

labor and increase the productive capacity of nature, that plenty

and happiness, light and hope, shall dwell in every heart, and the

catacombs be closed for ever.

And from such a world God will fend off the comets with His

great right arm, and the angels will exult over it in heaven.

Ragnarok.

THE POWER OF POVERTY .

“ The strongest resolves of men melt in the fire of want like

figures of wax . It is simply a question of inereasing pressure to

find the point where virtue inevitably breaks. Morality, in man or
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woman, is a magnificent flower which blossoms only in the rich soil

of prosperity ; impoverish the land, and the bloom witbers. If

there are cases that seem to you otherwise , it is simply because the

pressure has not been great enough ; sufficient nourishment has not

yet been withdrawn from the soil . Dignity, decency, honor, fade

away wben man or woman reduced to shabby, shameful, degrad

ing, cruel wretchedness. Before the clamors of the stomach the

soul is silent. ”

“ I cannot believe that, " I replied ; “ look at the martyrs who

have perished in the flames for an opinion.”

“ Yes," he said , “ it is easy to die in an ecstasy of enthusiasm

for a creed, with all the world looking on ; to exchange life for eter

nal glory ; but put the virgin, who would face without shrinking

the flames or the wild beasts of the arena, into some wretched gar

ret, in some miserable alley, surrounded by the low, the ignorant,

the vile ; close every avenue and prospect of hope ; shut off every

ennobling thought or sight or deed ; and then subject the emaci

ated frame to endless toil and hopeless hunger, and the very fibers

of the soul will rot under the debasing ordeal, and there is nothing

left but the bare animal, that must be fed at whatever sacrifice."

Cæsaris Column .

THE CHIN . The chin , the organ of character. The pedestal on

which the brain rests. - Journal, 1891.

BIGOTRY. Bacon's mind was too great to be illiberal. Bigotry

is a burst of strong light, through the crevice of a narrow mind,

lighting only one face of its object and throwing all the rest into

hideous and grotesque shadows. Bacon's mind, like the sun in the

tropics, illuminated all sides of the object upon which it shdne, with

a comprehensive and vivifying light.—The Great Cryptogram .

DEATH AS NATURAL AS LIFE. Death is as natural as life ; there

is nothing horrible about it. It is superstition that has invested it

with terrors and hobgoblins. Let the mantle of Christian charity

cover the differences of race and social conditions, for under it all

men can dwell together in peace and happiness . - Doctor Huguet.

ROBERT EMMETT.

We have seen the world celebrate the centennial of the plough

man poet, the sweet singer of Scotland, Robert Burns. We have
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seen the German race gather together to renewthe memories of that

master of the human soul, Schiller. The other day the Emperor of

Germany unveiled the statue of that old Gothic hero who over

threw the Roman legions in the day of their glory. A few days ago

our whole land celebrated the birth of that great and good man who

led the forces of the American colonies through the War of Inde

pendence. Ireland, alas ! has none of these triumphant memories.

In the midst of her gloom and desolation she selects as her idol one

who, like herself, went down in disaster - one whose life, like her

own, was a life of suffering and sacrifice.

The poet has said :

“ Whether upon the scaffold high,

Or in the battle's van ,

The noblest place for man to die

Is where he dies for man . "

It is easy to die for one's country in the rush and roar of battle,

with the soul ablaze with combat. How different is it to be led

forth by a rude executioner, the basest of his species, and consigned

to a brutal and shameful death. Thus did Emmett die.

Did he die in vain ? No. From generation to generation of Irish

men the flame of patriotism leaps along the line of the ages. From

the Irishman who fought Strongbow to the Irishman who now lan

guishes in England's prison the long line is unbroken— the chain of

succession is complete—and far away into the future it will reach

through many generations.

Sooner or later that persistent, passionate patriotism will triumph.

Under the ameliorating influences of modern civilization England

will of her own accord do Ireland justice, or in some grand crisis on

her fate the conquered but unsubjugated race will spring to their

feet and hurl down their oppressors. —Speech at St. Paul on

Emmett's Birthday .

THE LAST MAN . " The newspapers are wondering what will

become of the last man ?' As he will have all the money in the

world, and nothing in particular todo, he will probably marry the

last woman . Heaven only knows what will become of him then . "

He wiil probably raise a family of last children , and the race

take a new start. This planet will not get clear of mankind as long

as there is a fragment of it left. They will breed and fight and steal

on a good-sized chunk of meteor. - The Anti- Monopolist.
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Give every

DRUNKENNESS IS MISGOVERNMENT. “ In England they are

getting nearer to the root of that dreadful disease, drunkenness.

At a recent temperance meeting in his diocese, the Bishop of Ely

said that he attributed drunkenness not to a desire for liquor, but to

the comfort of the public -house and the discomfort of their homes ."

In the last analysis drunkenness is misgovernment.

man a comfortable home, prosperity, hope and bright thoughts, and .

drunkenness will disappear from the face of the earth . And if

the laws were wise and just the earth could afford all these blessings

to all her children . - The Anti-Monopolist.

THE ANIMAL WORLD. Have you entered into the mind of the

animal ? Can you say that he has no glimpses of the Infinite 4

barrier of incommunicability is placed between your soul and his.

If it were removed he might perchance tell you more than you

could tell him. Why do horses tremble at the sight of white objects

in the dark ? Do they believe in ghosts ? And if so , - why ? Tell

us all about it ..— Journal, 1886 .

METALLIC MONEY AND CIVILIZATION .

And thus has it come to pass that, precisely as the physicians of

Europe, fifty years ago, practiced bleeding, because for thousands

of years their savage ancestors had used it to draw away the evil

spirits out of the man, so the business of our modern civilization is

dependent upon the superstition of a past civilization , and the

bankers of the world are to-day perpetuating the adoration of "the

tears wept by the sun " which was commenced ages since on the

island of Atlantis .

And it becomes a grave question— when we remember that the

rapidly increasing business of the world, consequent upon an in

creasing population, and a civilization advancing with giant steps,

is measured by the standard of a currency limited by natural laws,

decreasing annually in production , and incapable of expanding pro

portionately to the growth of the world–whether the Atlantean

superstition may not yet inflict more incalculable injuries on man

kind than those which resulted from the practice of phlebotomy.

Atlantis.

THE FUTURE OF MANKIND. I tremble, my brother, I tremble

with horror when I think of what is crawling toward us, with noise

less steps ; couchant, silent, treacherous, pardlike; scarce rustling

.

mesini istedi
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the dry leaves as it moves, and yet, with bloodshot, glaring eyes and

tense -drawn limbs of steel, ready for the fatal spring. When comes

it ? To -night ? To -morrow ? A week hence ? Who can say?

Cæsar's Column .

THE DUTY OF A GREAT MAN. A man of an ignorant, a low, a

base mind may refuse to sympathize with his own caste because it is

oppressed and down -trodden, and put himself in posture of cringe

and conciliation to those whose whip descends upon his shoulders ;

but a really great and noble soul, a really broad and comprehensive

mind, never would dissociate himself from his brethren in the hour

of their affliction . — The Great Cryptogram .

THE NECESSITY FOR RELIGION. But, say some, it will be ad

mitted that there is a great deal of immorality in the age itself, a

loosening of the marriage tie, debauchery, corruption, peculation ,

and crime and violence. Granted ; but are the public schools

responsible for this ? Is it not due to the fact that religion has been

for years past, yes, we may say, for a century past, losing its hold

upon the convictions of the adult population ? It is not necessary

to go into the causes of this result ; it is sufficient to know that

thousands are skeptical and hundrds of thousands indifferent. There

is scarcely a leading newspaper in our country that does not sneer

at religion . This result is to be deplored ; for, aside from the truth

or error of the dogmas taught, the moral training and discipline for

which we must look alone to churches and pastors is essential, in

our judgment, to the preservation of virtue and the safety of society;

and hence all the Christian churches are working together for the

good of mankind. It is scarcely possible to conceive of an endur

ing republic based on intelligence without morality. The walls of

the penitentiaries of such a country would simply divide the stupid

knaves inside from the intellectual knaves outside. - The Anti

Monopolist.

MORNING .

The trees shake out the fragments of the night,

And the glad sun thrusts in his glowing hand

Till the rough bark is splashed with laughing gold . — 1850.
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PARTY SLAVERY. The curse of our land is party slavery . It is

worse for the negro than the old physical slavery. God have mercy

on the man who permits another to do his thinking.

“ First slave to words, then vassal to a name,

Then dupe of party ; child and man the same :

Bounded by nature, narrowed still by art,

A trifling head and a contracted heart. "

– Doctor Huguet.

THE HIGHER ARGUMENT.

But there is still another consideration . So far I have striven to

conduct this argument with a view only to its political relations, to

the effect of the questions involved upon the material welfare of the

people.

But there is something beyond all this . There are considera

tions as far above all this as the heavens are above the earth . To

every man comes home this question : Shall I take my place in the

ranks of that continuous and unending procession of events which ,

since the revival of civilization in Europe, has been steadily pressing

forward over the world and through the centuries ? Or shall I be

of those frail and feeble ones who present their breasts as barriers

and bulwarks against the rising flood which the breath of God is

swelling and lifting over all the wrongs and iniquities of the world ?

For who will dare to say that in the long fight of the centuries

error is not hourly losing blood and strength and life ; that truth is

not each day arming itself with new and more formidable weapons,

shining each day with more glorious and more effulgent radiance ?

Let us take to ourselves the consolation afforded by this thought,

that truth is imperishable, and that no human power is sufficient to

destroy it. It is a subtle essence, the soul of the material world .

The heavens and the earth may pass away, but truth shall not pass

away. We have seen it in all the past liberated by the blows

aimed at its destruction . We have seen it passing, upon golden

wings, out through all the meshes with which the perverted skill of

the human mind sought to entangle it.

Let us remember, then , that in so far as we contribute , however

humbly, to the cause of truth, we are identifying our temporary

existence with an eternal work . This is a posterity which shall

never die ; this shall live and brighten and keep green our memories
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when the descendants of our bodies have disappeared from among

the things of the world .

For myself, I can see the welfare of my country only in those ,

things which widen the opportunities and elevate the dignity of

mankind. I cannot perceive the advantage to any man of the

degradation of any other man ; and I feel assured of the greatness

and perpetuity of my country only in so far as it identifies itself

with the uninterrupted progress and the universal liberty of man

kind. — Speech in Congress, May 2 , 1864.

SECULAR EDUCATION HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH RELIGION.

Neither can it be claimed that there is anything irreligious in edu

cation itself. There is no possible heresy in reading, writing, gram

mar, geograpby or arithmetic. The rule of three neither proves

nor disproves any theological dogma; and the length of the Tom

bigbee or the Hoangbo river throws no light on transubstantiation

or predestination. If our whole people were converted to -morrow

to Mobammedanism or Brahminism, the alphabet, the rules of arith

metic , the forms of grammar and the facts of geography, astronomy,

etc. , would remain the same. In short, secular education, con

sidered in itself, has nothing whatever to do with morality or im

morality, religion or irreligion . And we cannot therefore perceive

wherein congregations of young people, to pursue their studies in a

public school, are necessarily any more “ Godless ” than similar

assemblages would be to learn the printer's art or the carpenter's

trade. — The Anti-Monopolist.

THE GREAT CRIMINALS.

And when you come to look at it, my brother, how shall we

compare the condition of the well -to -do man, who has been merely

robbed of his watch and purse, even at the cost of a broken head,

which will heal in a few days, with the awful doom of the poor mul

titude, who from the cradle to the grave work without joy and live

without hope ? Wbo is there that would take back his watch and

purse at the cost of changing places with one of these wretches ?

And who is there that, if the choice were presented to him,

would not prefer instant death, which is but a change of conditions,

a flight from world to world, or at worst annihilation, rather than

to be hurled into the living tomb which I have depicted, there to
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ģrovel and writhe, pressed down by the sordid mass around him ,

until death comes to his relief ?

And so it seems to me that , in the final analysis of reason, the

great criminals of the world are not these wild beasts, who break

through all laws, whose selfishness takes the form of the bloody

knife, the fire -brand, or the bludgeon ; but those who, equally

selfish , corrupt the fountains of government and create laws and

conditions by which. millions suffer, and out of which these mur

derers and robbers naturally and unavoidably arise . — Cæsar's

Column .

THE PERSIAN THEORY . The presence of such narrow -headed ,

bitter-hearted , small - souled- men as McC- in this world goes far

to support the Persian theory that occasionally God turns over his

creative power to the devil. McC— was slipped into the world in

one of these unfortunate moments. How else could be have got

here ! -- The Anti-Monopolist.

EGYPT. And how mighty must have been the parent nation of

wbich this Egypt was a colony ! Egypt was the magnificent, the

golden bridge, ten thousand years long, glorious with temples and

pyramids, illuminated and illustrated by the most complete and

continuous records of human history , along which the civilization

of Atlantis, in a great procession of kings and priests, philosophers

and astronomers, artists and artisans, streamed forward to Greece,

to Rome, to Europe, to America . As far back in the ages as the

eye can penetrate, even where the perspective dwindles almost to a

point, we can still see the swarming multitudes, possessed of all the

arts of the highest civilization, pressing forward from out that other

and greater empire of which even this wonder -working Nile -land is

but a faint and imperfect copy . - Atlantis.

GOD AND THE EGG.

Science is merely knowledge of the materials of nature. It has

never yet solved the enigma of that principle which makes matter

move, grow , think and reproduce, which we call life . The philoso

pher can tell you the constituents of an egg in their due propor

tions ; he might even put them together --so much lime, so much

albumen , so much sulphur, so much of the phosphates, etc.; he

might cover them with a shell, but he could not, until the end of
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time, start within his composition that vital principle which is to

convert these dead elements into flesh , blood, bones, feathers,

brains, motion , life and capacity for reproduction. Here is a

miracle which you can hold in your hand, and which yet transcends

all the wonders of man's power.

Is there not to this great globe of matter, the universe, a vital

principle, a germ-spot, as there is to the egg ? Is there something

in the egg which is able to construct that marvel of mechanism ,

the eye, out of inert matter, by processes which the microscope is

too gross to follow , and is there no constructive power, no order

enforcing genius in the great cosmos, of which the egg is but an

humble, infinitesimal speck ?—The Anti -Monopolist.

THE SENTIMENT OF IRISH NATIONALITY .

The history of Europe gives us the record of more than one

nationality stamped out of existence by an armed power. Poland's

subjugation is as a thing of yesterday, and yet Poland sits to -day

silent and passive in her chains. Hungary's last great struggle

for independence occurred in our own generation , but to-day Hun

gary seems contented in her unnatural alliance with Austria. It

is to the honor of the Irish people that, from the day when King

John and Stropgbow and De Courci trod their shores to this hour,

they have never failed to resist , in spirit or in arms, the domination

· of the conqueror. For several enturies Ir man as been a

rebel. And there is no reason to doubt that he will continue to

be such until his country is free. This long - continued, per

sistent, undying devotion to the idea of nationality is one of the

marvels of the world . That flag (pointing to the green flag of Ire

land ) floats to-day over no fortress, over no ship , over no govern

ment. And yet it it is honored and treasured by millions, as if it were

the recognized emblem of a great, powerful and established nation

Ality . This meeting in honor of Robert Emmett, and the thousands

of kindred meetings held to -night all over the world, are simply an

expression of that undying sentiment of nationality , that persistent

Love of the motherland, that eternal purpose that Ireland must one

day be a free republic . — Speech at St. Paul, 1878.

FAME AND GLORY. For I kept repeating to myself: How little

thing is glory ! It consists simply of thoughts of you in the minds
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of others, and in a short time those others will be dust, and their

very names have perished . And what is immortality ? Who were

the great men that lived before Agamemnon ? Lost ! lost ! And

the day will come when the earth's generations will have forgotten

Alexander and Napoleon. Fame ? Fame is nothing. We leave

nothing behind us on this earth that is permanent, except our influ

ence for good or ill ; that goes on , visible to God, but invisible to :

men-a force in the affairs of humanity, spreading like a great, un

dying ripple in the sea of mind. Big or little , eminent or obscure,

we each contribute to that intangible net -work of earth -forces, for

ever renewing themselves with every new brain that is born into the

world. Fame ! No ; let us do our duty. ---Doctor Huguet.

LOVE. And what is Love ? Love is the drawing together of

two beings, in that nature -enforced affinity and commingling, when ,

out of the very impact and identity of two spirits, life, triumphant

life, springs into the universe.— Cæsar's Column.

NIGHT.

Out in the hollow sky the darkness sits

Owl-like and lone. The royal night strides on ,

Trailing his starred train over the dusky earth.— 1850 .

FINE MINDS. It is a curious fact that when nature makes a

fine mind she casts it in very much the same mold as all the other

fine minds that preceded it- it looks at things and reaches conclu

sions in much the same way. It would seem , the that intellect

is not an accidental development, but a growth upward to a pre

scribed standard . — Journal, 1888.

EVOLUTION. If our thread of life bas expanded from Cain to

Christ, from the man who murders to him who submits to murder

for the love of man , who can doubt that the Cain-like in the race

will gradually pass away and the Christ -like dominate the planet ?

-Ragnarok.

A TIMON IN WATTLES.

Yonder is a rooster that has been whipped out in the great battle

of life . Man delights not him-nor woman either. He reposes

beneath a tree , far from the madding crowd. His air is somber.

He seems to have been studying the great problem , " Is life worth

living ? " and to have decided it in the negative. The conceit -
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which usually supports us all — has been pounded out of him. He

has no illusions. Life is a mockery --a hollow sham . He is a feath

ered misanthrope -- a Timon in wattles.

But lo ! A hen approaches - wandering, meandering - appar

ently without purpose ; her head down, seemingly intent on the

sequestered bug . Never did man fall so low that one woman did

not sympathize with him.

“ O woman , in our hours of ease ,

Uncertain , coy, and hard to please ;

When pain and suffering wring the brow ,

A ministering angel thou ! "

What a change comes over Timon !

With one eye furtively fixed on the distant tyrant, he rises and

asserts himself. “ He will peek as long as he has the spirit of a

man left ! ” He crows. He says in eloquent, inflectional notes, “ I,

too , am a man ! I defy Fate and the Devil ! "

And the coy schemer sympathizes with the poor exile ; and with

many little womanly airs and arts,-as if still intent on the

ubiquitous bug ,-she leads him , strutting and parading, like a

militia colonel on training day, into the high brush . Eve has

climbed the fence of Paradise, and Adam is once more happy.

Journal, 1886 .

THE RATS .

Andthe thought forever presses on me, Can I do nothing to avert

this catastrophe ? Is there no hope ? For mankind is in itself 80

noble, so beautiful, so full of all graces and capacities ; with aspira

tions fitted to sing among the angels ; with.comprehension fitted to

embrace the universe ! Consider the exquisite, lithe-limbed figures

of the first man and woman , as they stood forth against the red

light of their first sunset—fresh from the hand of the Mighty One-

His graceful, perfected, magnificent thoughts! What love shines

out of their great eyes ; what goodness, like dawn-awakened

flowers, is blooming in their singing hearts ! And all to come to

this. To this ! A hell of injustice, ending in a holocaust of

slaughter.

God is not at fault. Nature isnot to blame. Civilization , signifying

increased human power, is not responsible. But human greed –

blind, insatiable human greed shallow cunning; the basest, stuff

animation
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grabbing, nut-gathering, selfish instincts, these have done this work !

The rats know too much to gnaw through the sides of the ship that

carries them ; but these so - called wise men of the world have eaten

away the walls of society in a thousand places, to the thinness of

tissue -paper, and the great 'ocean is about to pour in at every aper

ture. And still they hoot and laugh their insolent laugh of safety and

triumph above the roar of the greedy and boundless waters, just

ready to overwhelm them forever.- Cæsar's Column.

THE PIONEERS OF THE WEST.

If there is any one subject which the eye of philanthropy can

contemplate with more satisfaction than all others, it is the first

settlement ofa fertile and beautiful country. We there see humanity

in its most attractive aspects. The emigrant goes forth with his

family, his train of horses and cattle, his household goods, into the

new.land which lies open before his feet, the richest gift of the

Almighty. He passes along by fenced fields and pleasant homes,

where but yesterday the wilderness reigned supreme, and he looks .

forward ,

“ With all his future in his face ,”

to that coming day when he, too, shall sit under his own roof-tree

and look abroad over his own land ; when he shall escape forever

from the hard and grinding hand of poverty and from

" The oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely,

The insolence of office, and the spurns

Which patient merit ofthe unworthy takes. "

When he strikes his plow into the earth it is the virgin earth,

pure and sweet from the hands of its great Maker. The air that

sweeps around him comes not freighted with the reeks of crowded

and pestilential cities, the dreadful haunts of poverty and vice, but

it blows from out the lips of heaven with health and beauty on

its wings.

The first settler is the corner -stone of all future development ;

the entire structure of society and government must rest upon the

foundation of his labors. His work shall last till doomsday. He

first unites the industry of man to the capabilities of the fertile

earth . The tide of which he is the forerunning breaker shall never

recede_ " ne'er feel returning ebb , but keep dut on " — until the

wilderness is densely populated ; until every foot of land, however
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intractable, is subdued ; until the factories cluster thickly in great'

knots upon every falling stream ; until cities, towns and villages dot

the whole land ; until science, art, education, morality and religion

bear the world forward to a development far beyond the farthest

ken of the imagination , into that unknown future of the human race

which we cannot prefigure even in our dreams.

How many beautiful traits gather around these homes snatched

from the wilderness ? How many fair women and noble men have

seen the first light of heaven through the chinks of the log-house ?

How many heroes worthy to be embalmed in perpetual history have

grown up in the sturdy independence of the forest and the prairie ?

By the side of such men the denizens of your cities are a dwarfed

race . It needs pure air, pure sunshine, pure food , and the great

stormy winds of heaven to produce the highest types of the human

family, and to give to them that inflexible grain which is the first

constituent of great character.- Speech in Congress, May 7, 1868 .

THE POWER OF GOD. And how much must that ruling, order

ing, controlling Power, parent of every form of motion, every

capacity of sensation, every manifestation of life, transcend all

that we know of the material world ! Weigh all the stars, suns,

planets, nebulæ and comets, and add up the grand total; then esti

mate all the forces of heat, gravity and magnetism in the universe,

and, if the figures of man's arithmetic can express it, reduce the

amount to tons or pounds, and what are they all to the mighty

Power that centers and controls them all ? Matter itself would

seem to be but the outward crystalization of this great Force –its

slave, its expression. From the heart of the earth to the center of

the sun , and beyond, through all space, there is no spot where force

is not perpetually existing and exercised . — The Anti-Monopolist.

LIFE LIKE THE HEAVENS. But life is like the heavens : we

never know what storms and thunderbolts may come out of it ; we

never know how soon the many-tinted cloud-wreaths which adorn,

like picturesque scarfs, the drapery of the dying day, may turn into

black and horribletempests and lay cities low. The Fates that pre

side over the destinies of men seem to love the very grotesqueries of

fortune. Now they lift up the half - fed boy to a throne, and anon they

send forth the king a beggar and a wanderer on the face of the earth.

At one moment they squeeze the heart of splendid success until it

هخسندوجوهبارامناهامنو
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sheds streams of blood ; and anon they make the soulof the unutter

ably miserable to sing aloud for joy. And there is no science of

meteorology that will tell us what is on the way to us out of the

overhanging skies of our lives. We can only bow reverently to the

unseen forces, and take all that comes with a stout heart.-Doctor

Huguet.

FRANCIS BACON .

He believed that God not only was, but was all- powerful, and

all -merciful, and that He had it in His everlasting purposes to lift

up man to a state of perfection and happiness on earth , and that He

had created him-even him , Francis Bacon -as an instrument to

that end, and to accomplish that end he toiled and labored almost

from the cradle to the grave.

He was—in the great senses of the words — a priest and a

prophet of God, filled with the divine impulses of good. If he erred

in his conceptions of truth, who shall stand between the Maker and

His great child , and take either to account ?

We breathe an air rendered sweeter by his genius ; we live in a

world made brighter by his philosophy; his contributions to the

mental as well as to the material happiness of mankind are simply

incalculable . Let us, then, thank God that He sent him to us on

this earth ; let us drąw tenderly the mantle of charity over his

weaknesses, if any such are disclosed by the unpitying hand of his

tory ; let us exult that one has been born among the children of men

who has removed, on every side for a thousand miles, the posts that

experience had set up as the limitations of human capacity.— The

Great Cryptogram .

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY. Each generation found the condi

tion of things more desperate and hopeless ; every year multiplied

the calamities of the world. The fools could not see that a great

cause must continue to operate until checked by some higher power.

And here there was no higher power that desired to check it. As

the domination and arrogance of the ruling class increased , the

capacity of the lower classes to resist , within the limits of law and

constitution, decreased . Every avenue, in fact, was blocked by

corruption. Juries, courts, legislatures, congresses, they were as if

they were not. The people were walled in by impassable barriers.

Nothing was left them but the primal, brute instincts of the animal

1
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man, and upon these they fell back, and the Brotherhood of

Destruction arose. But no words can tell the sufferings that have

been endured by the good men, here and there, who, during the

past century , tried to save mankind . - Cæsar's Column .

PLANT TREES. There is no more important question for our

X people to consider than that of tree -planting. What a noble monu

ment a grove of trees will be for you, good reader, long years after

you have passed away! Not a little piece of white stone in a grave

yard, soon to be trampled , perhaps, under the feet of clowns and

cattle ; but a great, leafy, arboreal monument; a -land -mark for

miles around, and a blessing to every living thing that dwells near

it. The birds will sing and woo and build and brood in a thousand

branchesthrough a hundred generations, among the treesyou planted .

Don't pass away until you have provided such a monument for your

self. It is but a little thing to drop a seed or set a cutting in the

earth , and God's infinite goodness does the rest ; your work is but a.

suggestion to the Almighty ; a hint to His great forces of sun and

wind and rain and fertile earth to do their best.--- The Anti-Monopo

list.

A LITTLE THING . An increased pressure of the hundredth

part of an ounce of blood upon a microscopic portion of the brain

may pervert the best judgment and change the whole course of a

man's life. How easy is it, then , for external spiritual forces to con

trol the destiny of men and mankind . — Journal, 1883.

THE AGE OF PEACE . What a glorious sight it was here to -day,

when, on that platform , we saw the representatives of North and

South , under the waving banners of the greatest republic and the

greatest government on God's earth , shake hands across the bloody

chasm , and renew the memories of Bunker Hill and Yorktown .

Never has there been witnessed such a scene of grand enthusiasm

as that which then presented itself.

The was is over. The feelings which accompanied it must die

with it. This whole land must address itself to the great economic

questions; the people must address themselves to the problem , how

can we take the plunderer from our throat ? How can we lift up

the downtrodden and the dejected ? How can we strike down these

continental evils which oppress us ?- Speech before Cincinnati Con

vention , May 20th , 1891.
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SUNSET.

Red embers of the daylight! Through thy flush

Gleam the white ashes of the smoldering day.

-The Mourner's Vision , 1850 .

“ BILL KING .” There he sits, with his tail over his back,

wrapped in the unapproachable atmosphere of his own unparal

leled reputation . — Journal, 1880 .

DANIEL O'CONNELL. Daniel O'Connell is a type of what his

countrymen should be -- of what they are at their best. With an

eloquence unequaled in this century for brilliancy, depth and

breadth ; with a magnetic fire, a mighty passion , that shook vast

audiences as the whirlwind shakes the forest, he combined a per

fect balance and equipoise of mind which was never disturbed from

its true center even by his own enthusiasm . While be aroused a

most passionate people to tempests of excitement, he beld them in

check with a master band. Conscious of the disparity in numbers

of his race as compared with the nation which ruled them , he saw

that an appeal to force was vain, and he threw all his powerful en

ergies into the arena of legislation. He brought all the numbers,

the moral influence, the enthusiasm of the Irish people to bear upon

the same object ; be battered down the solid walls of ancient big

otry and prejudice, until at length England yielded to the fury and

persistence of his attacks, and honored herself by granting univer

sal religious toleration . - Speech, 1875.

SEMITIZING THE WORLD. The task wbich Hannibal attempted,

so disastrously, to subject the Latin and mixed Gothic races of

Europe to the domination of the Semitic blood , as represented in

the merchant city of Carthage, has been successfully accomplisheil

in these latter days by the cousins of the Phænicians, the Israelites.

The nomadic children of Abraham have fought and schemed their

way, through infinite depths of persecution , from their tents on the

plains of Palestine to a power higher than the thrones of Europe.

The world is to-day Semitized . The children of Japbet lie prostrato

slaves at the feet of the children of Shem ; and the sons of Ham

bow humbly before their august dominion . - Cæsar's Column.

A POLITICAL FOSSIL . “ Violate the chastity of the good old

Democratic party ! " Why, we should as soon think of violating
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the Judge's chastity. He is a much more tempting morsel. The

Judge in his youth played with themegatherium and gamboled with

the ichthyosaurus; and in middle age he road the resolutions of

'98 from the poop of the ark , when Ham and Shem were fishing for

gudgeons with a spoon hook . He struck out for Meeker County as

soon as the flood subsided, and has been running for office in that

vicinity ever since. - The Anti -Monopolist.

SITTING DOWN WITH THE DEAD. The old man's death set me

to thinking what a strange, temporary world this is. Death is

always busy around us, and his darts fly thicker than the sunbeams.

Try to recall the faces of those you have known, who have crossed

the dark river, and what an innumerable caravan recollection sum

mons up ! What a banquet we would have if we sat down with the

dead !-Doctor Huguet.

THE REPUBLICAN BULL-FIGHT.

They have an entertainment in Spain called the bull - fight. They

form a large ring, the people sitting around on the outside, looking

down upon it. They lead a bull into the ring, torture andmadden him

by arts with which they are familiar, and, when he is in a proper

state of rage, a horseman enters the ring and begins touching him

up with a spear. The bull becomes excited, and charges after the

horseman, who retreats and circles around , and so the sport goes on ,

to the great entertainment of the populace. But occasionally it .

happens that the bull is too fast or too furious, and he lunges at

the horseman so that his life is in danger, and when that crisis is

reached there are a lot of light - limbed fellows sitting around on the

fence surrounding the inclosure, whose busitzess it is to rush into

the ring and shake red rags in the face of the bull, thus diverting

bim from the object of his pursuit. And when the audience have

been sufficiently entertained , the matador gives the final stroke,

and ends the sport and the bull together.

Now, that is the kind of bull -fighting we have had in America

these many years. The American bull, tortured by poverty, weighed

down by injustice, and agonized by suffering, makes a fierce lunge

at his enemy; but just as he is about to transfix him , the light-limbed

politicians, who sit upon the fences of the inclosure, jump into the

ring and shake “ the bloody shirt” before his face. And when the
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sport is over, the bull is dead . - Speech before the Cincinnati Conven

tion , May 20, 1891.

A POLITICAL TRUTH. It is impossible to make a statesman out

of the tool of a corporation. Omnipotence itself couldn't do it. The

virtues of a servant are not the virtues of a master. Mediocrity is

of no value in a hurricane. Journal, 1890.

SMILES AND STEALS. There is nothing like calling a spade a

spade, and a scoundrel a scoundrel. Our cold - blooded, villainous

age has no earnestness in anything. It simply smiles and steals.

The Anti-Monopolist.

A RUINED COUNTRY. America is not an old country. It is a

new country, with millions of acres of fertile land awaiting settle

ment. But it is a shockingls misgoverned country. It is being

ruined by bankers, money -lenders, bondholders and bullionists, who

will finally involve themselves in the common destruction. On its

gravestone will be written these words : “ Died of old - world theories

applied , in the interest of capital, against the rights of the people."

-The Anti-Monopolist.

CHANGING ONE'S MIND. Senator H - found fault with sen

ators who had changed their minds on the subject (referring to Don

nelly) , and said that he himself was of an obstinate race and did

not believe in changing his mind .

Donnelly arose in his might and proceeded to annihilate " the

senator from This was the way he put it :

“ The senator is probably striking at me. He is proud of coming

of a race noted for its obstinacy; but I do not know that that is

anything to be proud of, for I believe the most obstinate animal in

the created world is a jackass. The jackass is the only creature that

never changes his mind, and if he were given a seat on the floor of

this Senate he would probably boast of this quality. "

Mr. Donnelly claimed to be open to conviction, and went on to

state his position as favoring the present law . - Newspaper Report

ofa Debate in the Minnesota Senate, 1890 .

PHILADELPHIA. We found Philadelphia the same beautiful,

prosy, hospitable city, with its everlasting uniformity of new brick

houses and its narrow streets, which look as if a Western man could

readily jump across from curb to curb . The weather is damp and

»
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mucky, sloppy and raining. Every Philadelphian is born with an

umbrella in his hand, and his great anxiety in after life is not to

lose it . — The Anti-Monopolist.

MRS. Hog. You may clothe the hog in broadcloth , but he is

a hog still. You may put a silk hat on his head and a gold chain

about his neck, but he is nothing but a hog, and the bristles pro

trude through the jewelry . And Mrs. Hog ! Clothe her in satin ;

hang her ears with diamonds ; cover her mammary glands with

Valenciennes lace, and yet she is nothing but a bog ; and when she

speaks you can hear between the syllables the guttural grunts that

remind you of gorging and guzzling at the royal swill-tube. - Speech

to the State Alliance, Dec., 1890 .

A GENTLEMAN THREE HUNDRED YEARS AGO. In this coup

try every well -dressed , well-behaved man is a gentleman . But in

England in the sixteenth century it meant a great deal more . It

signified a man of gentle blood. A great and impassable gulf lay

between “the quality, ” “the gentry , " the hereditary upper class,

and the common berd who toiled for a living. It required all the

powers of Christianity to faintly enforce the idea that they were

made by the same God and were of one flesh . The distinction, in

the England of 1596, between the yeoman and the gentleman, was

almost as wide as the difference to -day in America between the

white man and the black man ; and the mulatto who would try to

pass himself off as a white man , and would support his claim by

lies and forgeries, will give us some conception of the nature of this

attempt made by William Shakspere in 1596. — The Great Crypto

gram .

THE CHEMIST OF THE SYSTEM . We should treat the stomach

as our discriminating friend and chemist,-not use it as a slush

cart . - Journal, 1891.

JUDGES. You put a small -minded man on the bench, and he

loses sight of justice and right, and proceeds to help enlarge the

already vast system of technicalities found in the books. He ram

bles away into wire-drawn distinctions as practical as those of the

old monks when they debated how many devils could dance on the

point of a needle . - Journal, 1886 .

THE CHINESE CURE FOR CORPULENCY . There was a rich man
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in San Francisco, who was very corpulent and troubled with a pen

dulous stomach. He consulted a Chinese doctor. The disciple of

Confucius shaved his head, put a plaster on it, stood him in a cor

ner, and told him to stand there until the plaster drew his belly up.

I don't know but he is standing there yet. The old political parties

in this country bave had the people in a corner for twenty years

past; drawing up their bellies with the plaster of fair promises.

The belly shrinks, but it does not rise. When the victim complains

the doctor changes the plaster. He takes off the Republican plaster

and puts on a Democratic plaster. And still it draws, and still the

victim waits— for both plasters are made out of the same materials,

and bought in the same shop— the old shop of Monopoly.

Speech to State Alliance, Dec., 1890 .

THE PIONEER - PRESS OF ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA . It contains

two hundred lies to the square inch. If a man reads it for an hour,

he rises with a strong desire to steal something. In the name of

honesty it defends the thieves ; in the name of morality it attacks

religion ; it combines politic bigotry with the opinions ofBob Ingersoll.

Its highestideal of journalism is continuous and systematic misrepre

sentation. It has never failed to defend a rascality which paid , or

to attack a righteous cause which did not pay. The devil might

paper the walls of hell with its editorial columns, and in his leisure

hours chuckle over the ghastly exhibitions of human weakness and

wickedness which they contain . - Speech , 1880 .

THE JUDGMENT. DAY. I drew a picture of death -not the

judgment day of flame, but the momentous act of taking rank

in the invisible world, clad in the atmosphere of our deeds on earth .

The segregating of the good from the bad ; the repulsive crowd

ing together of the evil with the evil ; and then the beginning

of new careers. of work and influence upon the minds of those yet

dwelling in the flesh, for blessing or for ban . - Doctor Huguet.

ON THE THRESHOLD. We are but beginning to understand

the past : one hundred years ago the world knew nothing of Pom

peii or Herculaneum ; nothing of the lingual tie that binds together

the Indo -European nations ; nothing of the significance of the vast

volume of inscriptions upon the tombs and temples of Egypt ; noth

ing of the meaning of the arrow - beaded inscriptions of Babylon ;
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nothing of the marvelous civilization revealed in the remains of

Yucatan, Mexico and Peru . We are on the threshold . Scientific

investigation is advancing with giant strides. Who shall say that

one hundred years from now the great museums of the world may

not be adorned with gems, statues, arms and implements from

Atlantis, while the libraries of the world shall contain translations

of its inscriptions, throwing new light upon all the past history of

the human race, and all the great problems which now perplex the

thinkers of our day ?-Atlantis.

GOD LIFTING UP THE WORLD. And what greater guarantee

of the future can we have than Evolution ? If God has led life from

the rudest beginnings, whose fossils are engraved ( blurred and ob

scured) on the many pages of the vast geological volume, up to

this intellectual, charitable, merciful, powerful world of to -day, who

can doubt that the same hand will guide our posterity to even higher

levels of development ? —Ragnarok.

THE IMAGINATION. The basis of Bacon's mind was the imag

ination. This is the eye of the soul. By it the spirit sees into the

relations of things. This it is gives penetration , for it surveys

objects as the eagle does - from above. And this is Bacon's meta

phor. He says : “ Some writings have more of the eagle in them

than others. ”

It was this descending sight, commanding the whole landscape,

that enabled him to make all knowledge his province, and out of

this vast scope of view grew his philosophy. It was but a higher

poetry. Montaigne says : “ Philosophy is no other than a falsified

poesie. Plato is but a poet unripened . All superhuman

sciences make use of the poetic style. ” — The Great Cryptogram .

A STRONG COMPARISON . If you, the producing classes, attempt

to defend your interests against the vermin that prey upon you , the

vermin declare that you want to tear down the pillars which sus

tain civilization ,” etc. , etc. You can scarcely kill a bedbug now -a

days that he does not protest that you are striking a fatal blow at

society.-- The Anti -Monopolist.

OUR FLAG .

Fling forth the flag that meets the stars with stars,

Light seeking light, and glory raised toward God . - 1851.

-
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BILL W—. And there, in the background , stands Bill W-!

Faint, dim, uncertain, attenuated ; a thing of shreds, patches and

saw - dust.

“ They brought one Pinch, a hungry , lean -faced villain,

A mere anatomy, a mountebank ,

A living dead -man . "

Stat nominis umbra ,- a suit of clothes and a name. His noblest

intellectual capacity, to steal. His highest conception of patriot

ism , to corrupt. - Speech, 1880 .

THE “ AURA " OF OUR THOUGHTS. And then my thoughts

drifted to the people about me, and I could not help but think that

each one dwelt in his or her own world of reflections, filled with its

own memories and thoughts of men and women, and deeds and

things, each one totally differing from his neighbor. And it occurred

to me, if the aura of every man's thoughts was made visible, what a

sight it would be, -extending far beyond the narrow limits of the

railroad car, overlapping each other, and reaching, in some instances,

to theend of the earth . Each individual carries his world of thoughts

around him like a great atmosphere. In one case it is pure and bright

and tenanted by angels ; in another it is dark and gloomy, thick with

scowling crimes and threatening demons. The raiment of these

people touched as they sat together ; they exchanged the

little civilities of speech ; and yet heaven and hell were not farther

apart than the realms in which their souls dwelt . - Doctor Huguet.

JOB.

Now , when we take this description , with all that has preceded

it, it seems to me beyond question that this was one of the crooked

serpents with which God adorned the heavens ; this was the mon

ster, with blazing head, casting out jets of light, breathing vol

umes of smoke, molten , shining, brilliant, irresistible, against

whom men hurl their weapons in vain ; for destruction goes be

fore him : he casts down stones and pointed things upon the mire,

the clay ; the sea boils with his excessive heat ; he threatens heaven

itself; the angels tremble, and he beholds all high places . This is

he whose rain of fire killed Job's sheep and shepherds; whose chaotic

winds killed Job's children ; whose wrath fell upon and consumed

the rich men at their tables ; who made the habitations of kings

.
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“ desolate places ; " who spared only in part “ the island of the iu

nocent, " where the remnant of humanity, descending by ropes, hid

themselves in deep, narrow -mouthed caves in the mountains. This

is he who dried up the rivers and absorbed or evaporated a great

part of the water of the ocean , to subsequently cast it down in great

floods of snow and rain , to cover the north with ice ; while the

darkened world rolled on for a long night of blackness underneath

its dense canopy of clouds.

If this be not the true interpretation ofJob, who, let me ask , can

explain all these allusions so as to harmonize with the established

order of nature ? And if this interpretation be the true one, then

have we indeed penetrated back through all the ages, through

mighty lapses of time, until, on the plain of some most ancient civil

ized land , we listen , perchance at some temple-door, to this grand

justification of the ways of God to man ; this religious drama, this

poetical sermon , wrought out of the traditions of the people and

priests , touching the greatest calamity which ever tried the hearts

and tested the faith of man.

And if this interpretation be true, with how'much reverential

care should we consider these ancient records embraced in the

Bible ! - Ragnarok.

MINNEAPOLIS. A city of churches, dominated by Bill King and

Bill Washburne. God help us !-Speech , 1880 .

TO A PICTURE .

There lie a thousand pleasures

Within those deep blue eyes,

And on those lips the treasures

Of a thousand kind replies. — 1855.

THE SCALP OF A BALD -HEADED MAN . An Eastern paper says

we took S- S — ' s scalp last fall. We modestly demur. We

abstained from taking it, because, as a trophy, it would have been

of no value. The world could not have told from what part of his

person it had been removed . — The Anti-Monopolist.

AGES THAT MAKE NO HISTORY. It is the pitiable spectacle

of the soul of man drowned in the glories of the flesh ; of a nation

perishing of too much prosperity ; of the dead, iat waste of ages that

make no history. Genius lights, with its crooked talons, upon the
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mountain peaks of world-shaking convulsions. It finds no resting

place upon the desolate plains of a money -worshiping, characterless,

materialistic age. - Doctor Huguet..

THE IOWA HOTEL . Cheap transportation doesn't mean robbing

or ruining the railroads, but that intelligent policy, born of broad

minds, which looks to a decrease of rates and an increase of trade ;

not to a decrease of trade and an increase of rates, like that Iowa

landlord who kept hotel a year without a single customer, and then

insisted , revolver in band, on collecting his whole expenses for the

year off the first poor devil who stayed over night with him .The

Anti-Monopolist.

THE EFFECTS OF MISGOVERNMENT.

Misgovernment has gone on in this land , supplementing the

oppression which exists in the old world , through kings, emperors

and aristocracies, until great numbers of our people are already re

duced to misery , discontent and turbulence. To break down the price

of labor at home, the enemies ofmankind have filled the country with

importations of hordes of foreign laborers from the most oppressed

portions of Europe ; and these men , taught all their lives to regard

government of any kind as tyranny, and all property as robbery, have

broken out in bloody insurrections, which have shocked and alarmed

the whole country . For the first timo in free America, a consider

able part of our population is, to -day, held in subjection only by the

rifle and cannon. The men who have, by their insatiable rapacity,

brought about this state of things, are now clamoring for a “strong

government;" that is to say , a despotism. The farmer should

never forget that in all despotisms the tiller of the soil is a serf, in

fact, if not in name. Our agricultural class has, therefore, the high

est interest in preserving the liberties of the whole country. Our

foreign -born farmers cannot desire to see this land go back to the

conditions of Europe ; and he is indeed blind who does not perceive

that the whole drift of the current is in that direction . - Address of

State Farmers' Alliance, 1886 .

THE POWER OF THE PRESS. There is a mystery and a miracle

to this day about that art of printing. The editor might stand and

utter bis opinions upon the street corners and no man would regard

him ; they would answer him with taunts and laughter; but let the
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same opinions be set up in cold type and printed on paper, and some

occult power of civilization seems to attach to them ; the coward

cringes before them ; the sneerer takes off his hat to them ; and

even the wise man scratches his head and says : There must be

something in that. " — Speech to the Editors of Wisconsin , 1889 .

THE WRATH OF A LITTLE MAN WITH A BIG HAT. Irving

Todd , in reply to some mild statement of ours, dangles his legs

down out of his hat, kicks them about wildly in the air, like the

antennæ of a June bug, and fiercely shrieks, “ It's a lie!" If Irving's

size held any proportion to his viciousness the seat of Goliah's pants

would not make him a night -cap . - The Anti-Monopolist.

HYPNOTISM . We have reached the limit of physical explora

tions. The Colons and Cabots are no longer needed. Our future

voyages must be made by the soul of man , not his body. Out of

this " Hypnotism ” will be developed, in the future, the power to

send the entranced and subjugated spirit on voyages of discovery

to the planets, yes, to the uttermost limits of the universe ; and all

that is shall be known to man . - Journal, 1890.

GREAT CITIES. They are , indeed, what Tom Jefferson called

them , “ great sores." They are the mouths of graveyards. Last

year 29,211 deaths occurred in New York City , an average of eighty

each day. The number of births reported durivg the same time

was 23,744 , which is greatly at variance with the generally accepted

theories regarding the relative proportions of births and deaths.

Morally and physically great cities degenerate the people. If it

were not for the fresh blood from the rural districts annually poured

into their insatiate maws they would destroy themselves.

thank God for country homes and country breeding. They are

the safety of our race and the salvation of our Republic. — The Anti

Monopolist.

A DISTINCTION . If a man attempts to serve the people he is a

demagogue! If he serves their masters he is a gentleman, a

scholar, and a patriot . " - Speech to Grangers, 1873.

FATE .

Unequal fortune, misproportioned fate,

On acts and thoughts and circumstances wait . — 18.52 .

Let us

,
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THE INDIGENOUS CIVILIZATION OF AMERICA.

It may be safely said the Spaniards encountered in Mexico and

Peru an indigenous civilization in many respects higher than their

Own .

The conquerors of Peru found that country covering a narrow

tract of land along the sea coast, four thousand miles in length and

three hundred miles in width, and containing a population of thirty

millions, -nearly equal to the entire population of the United

States.

The civilization of the Peruvians was not of sudden growth . It

had extended through many centuries. The people were agricultur

ists, and the pursuit had been carried to a degree of refinement un

known at that time in Europe. To this day the curious traveler finds

upon the tops of themountain ranges, in some cases thirteen thousand

feet above the level of the sea, and amid the haunts of the eagle, the

crumbling walls and vast monuments which bespeak the civilization

of the ancient people.

Nor was this civilization rude and immature. Of its kind it was

perfect. Almost every foot of their vast territory was brought under

subjugation to the labor of man. So dense was the population and

so energetic the efforts of industry, that the soil of the valleys was

carried up on the backs of the peasants to the elevated sides of the

mountains, and crops raised as high as the limits of vegetation.

Of this unfortunate people nine -tenths have wasted away before

the white man . The valley of Santa , for instance, which once main

tained seven hundred thousand inhabitants, does not now contain

twelve thousand . The city of Cuzco, which at the time of the con

quest was larger than Chicago, does not now number twenty thou

sand souls .

When we turn to the Mexicans we find still more striking evi

dences of the indigenous development of the Indian mind.

That interesting people possessed at the time of their conquest

a perfectly organized form of government. The monarch was

elected from the royal family by the votes of the nobles. A regular

administration of justice prevailed. For each great city there

was a supreme court, with a single judge ; and below these, in each

province , an inferior court of three members ; and below these

again the local magistracy elected by the people. A right of appeal
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lay from one court to another, but the decision of the supreme court

was final, and the judges were independent of the crown . The

laws were registered and exhibited to the people in their bieroglyph

ical character. “ The rites of marriage,” says Prescott,“ were cele

brated with as much formality as in any Christian country, and the

institution was held in such reverence that a tribunal was instituted

for the sole purpose of determining questions relating to it. " Tax

gatherers were distributed tbroughout the empire. The tributes

consisted of " cotton dresses; mantles of feather - work ; ornamented

armor ; vases and plates of gold ; gold dust, bands and bracelets;

crystal, gilt and varnished jars and goblets ; bells, arms, and uten

sils of copper ; reams of paper ; grain , fruit, copal , amber, cochineal,

cocoa, timber and lime.” Hospitals were established in the prin

cipal cities , for the cure of the sick and the permanent refuge of the

disabled soldiers, and surgeons placed over them , “ who were so far

better than those in Europe," says an old chronicler, “ that they

did not protract the cure in order to increase the pay. " - Speech in

Congress, Feb. 7, 1865 .

PLEASING EVERY ONE. A Western paper says : " Wanted, at

this office, an editor who can please every one." The editor of the

Anti -Monopolist will fill the bill exactly. Democrats take our paper

to see us rap the Republicans, and Republicans take it to see us

give it to the Democrats, while the Independents are delighted

because we denounce them both; and we are happy because our sub

scription list is growing . - The Anti- Monopolist.

INTOLERANT RELIGIOUS CONTROVERSY . That Serbonian bog,

whose dense waters “ skylark never warbled o’er, " whose borders

have never been reached by mortal man , over whose quicksands no

compass or chronometer has ever established latitude or longitude,

whose Mara - like depths plummet has never sounded, whose rotting

bosom exhales only decay and death . - Journal, 1880.

WAS IT A COMET ?

What, now, are the elements of the problem to be solved ?

First, we are to find something that instantaneously increased to

a vast extent the heat of our planet, vaporized the seas, and fur

pished material for deluges of rain , and great storms of snow , and
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accumulations of ice north and south of the equator and in high

mountains.

Secondly, we are to find something that, coming from above,

smashed , pounded and crushed “as with a maul,” and rooted up

as with a plow, the gigantic rocks of the surface, and scattered

them for hundreds of miles from their original position .

Thirdly we are to find something which brought to the planet

vast, incalculable masses of clay and gravel, which did not contain

any of the earth's fossils ; which, like the witches of Macbeth,

“ Look not like th ' inhábitants of earth,

And yet are on it ; "

which are marked after a fashion which can not be found anywhere

else on earth ; produced in a laboratory which has not yet been dis

covered on the planet.

Fourthly, we are tofind something that would produce cyclonic

convulsion upon a scale for which the ordinary operations of nature

furnish us no parallel.

Fiftbly, we are to find some external force so mighty that it

would crack the crust of the globe like an eggshell, lining its sur

face with great rents and seams, through which the molten interior

boiledup to the light.

Would a comet meet all these prerequisites ?

I think it would.Ragnarok.

A PERSONAL DEVIL. It is not to be wondered at that a large

part of mankind believe in a personal devil , since there is so much

malignity and hatred of all goodness in a considerable part of the

population of the world . The doctrine of demoniacal possession ,

despite the doctors, would seem to have some ground and founda

tion of experience and reason to stand upon. We so often see evil

done which neither profits the doer nor any one else, that one is

constrained to look for its source in extra -mundane influences, and

to see in the unreasonable and unprofitable wickedness of man the

impish instincts of some grinning demon behind the scenes ,-Doctar

Huguet.

THE GREENBACKS. “ The Treasury has just burned $152,000 in

greenbacks under the action of the resumption act. ” — Exchange.

What offense had those $ 152,000 of greenbacks committed ? Did
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the people ask for their destruction ? Did the people ever have a

better or more satisfactory currency than those very greenbacks ?

The people had the use of those $ 152,000 of currency free of cost.

Now they have , in lieu of them, $ 121,600 of national bank notes,

on which they will pay, in taxes, for interest on bonds, over $ 6,000

per annum , forever, in gold. ' And this is the result of one day's

work ! -The Anti-Monopolist.

THE BEGINNING OF THE NEWSPAPER IN ENGLAND. Here we

have the very beginning of the system which has culminated in the

London Times and New York World . How strangely do Cymball's

two rooms, his few clerks, his manuscript letters, filled with the

gossip of barbers, tailors, porters and watermen , compare with the

gigantic system of Reuter in Europe and the Associated Press Com

pany in America, with telegraph lines under all the oceans, and to

all the towns and cities of the continents and islands, and with a

vast army of news - gatherers and correspondents over all the world .

And think of those few clerks making written copies of Cymball's

weekly letters, to be sent out to a score or so of subscribers through

out the kingdom, and compare them with one of Hoe's gigantic

lightning presses, which from a web of paper four miles long can

print 25,000 copies of an eight- page newspaper in an hour. When

we consider Cymball's two rooms and then look around upon the

world we live in , one feels like sending up a shout of praise to God

that He cast our lot in such a perfected and tremendous era. We

can not help a feeling of pity for all who lived in those little, mean,

dwarfed , helpless ages of the world's history. If Brown -Sequard's

discovery is a reality, and he can , to paraphrase Burns, “mak auld

men maist as good as new ," we will stay here and enjoy this mag

nificent world , where all things are conjoining for man's happiness,

until the over-crowded younger generation get up a rebellion against

the old folks and drive them into the sea . - Speech before the Editors

of Wisconsin , 1889.

TRUE STATESMANSHIP. “ The Senate bill extending the time

for redemption of land sold for taxes in the counties of Dakota and

Sibley passed the House on the 12th. Another specimen of Donnel

ly's statesmanship ." -- Hastings Gazette.

Yes ; the statesmanship which takes more account of one poor
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man, struggling against adverse circumstances, than of a hundred

tax-sharks, in shiny hats, with their pockets full of greenbacks.

Anti-Monopolist.

THE EAGLE . Flat- headed , grim , far-peering into space—with

cold, cruel, carnal, unsympathetic eyes.-Journal, 1889.

A VOICE comes rolling like an ocean wave

Up the cold shores of silence.— 1850.

THE PRODUCT OF THE “ BUSINESS ERA . " “ Gentlemen , " said

he, “ I am ashamed of this creature ; I am ashamed of him as a

Northern man . The North is a land of heroes – the war proved

that. I want you to understand that it produces very few such

scoundrels as this. They are the latest fruit of our commercial

age ; ' of the business era, ' proudly so called, which now dominates

politics , religion and everything else ; in which , if a man steals

enough and keeps out of the penitentiary, he becomes an aristocrat.

God help the country where such Dead Sea apples grow on the tree

of knowledge. " - Doctor Huguet.

THE STOMACH.. A man's whole career in life may depend on

whether his stomach is acid or alkaline. And yet there are fools who

think they are the architects of their own fortunes. — Journal, 1891.

MONARCHIAL OPPOSITION TO REPUBLICS.

Some such measureas this, Mr. Speaker, is necessary, not alone

to define the rights of American citizens abroad , native - born and

naturalized, but to arrest and resist the arrogant pretensions of the

monarchial governments of Europe upon this question . There is no

doubt that it has always been the disposition of those nations

to treat republican governments, and especially our own country ,

with coutempt. And in this connection I desire to quote from the

London Times of the date of the 20th of May, 1814, an extract

which is significant as demonstrating the real ulterior purposes for

which the war of 1812-14 was waged against this country. This

was published within three days after the conclusion of peace be

tween France and England :

“ The British negotiators will not, we hope, discuss the impudent

nonsense called an American doctrine about impressmentand pative

allegiance, but will demand the safe and undivided possession of

the great lakes, the abandonment of the Newfoundland fisheries,

in diesem
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and the restoration of Louisiana and the usurped Territory of
Florida . "

The British Government sent out its armies and pavy to enforce

the doctrines and purposes of which wehave here the key-note, and

but for the disasters which overtook the British tleet on Lake Cham

plain from the gups of Commodore McDonough ; but for the defeat

of the British forces at New Orleans shortly afterward by the heroic .

Jackson ; but for the power which this nation then developed, that

doctrine in all its atrocity would have been enforced by the British

nation . And, sir, to -day every right we possess and exercise as a

republican people is exercised in the face of the contempt of these

monarchial governments ; is possessed and exercised only by virtue

of our power as the greatest nation on the earth . - Speech in Con

gress, Jan. 30th, 1868.

A TERRIBLE QUESTION.

I hope the question will never come in this shape: Is it better

that the rich should be made poor, or that the poor should starve ?

And mankind will make answer : We are not, any of us, entitled to

wealth ; but we are , all of us, entitled to life. Better that the pal

aces of the great should be dismantled than that the living temples

of God should lose their tenants.

But only the vast, cruel, unreasonable stupidity of the upper

classes will ever permit the dreadful question to reach that shape.--

Journal, 1886 .

THE GREAT CONFLAGRATION ON THE EARTH .

Let us reason together :

The ice, say the glacialists, caused the Drift. What caused the

ice ? Great rains and snows, they say, falling on the face of the

land. Granted . What is rain in the first instance ? Vapor, clouds.

Whence are the clouds derived From the waters of the earth,

principally from the oceans. How is the water transferred to the

clouds from the oceans ? By evaporation . What is necessary to

evaporation Heat.

Here, then , is the sequence :

If there is no beat, there is no evaporation ; nó evaporation, no .

clouds ; do clouds, no rain ; no rain, no ice ; po ice, no Drift.

But, as the Glacial age meant, they tell us, ice on a stupendous
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And you

scale, then it must have been preceded by heat on a stupendous

scale . - Ragnarok.

A COMPARISON . On the same ground Judas Iscariot might have

passed resolutions denouncing his own little Credit Mobilier busi

ness, his little increase of salary to the amount of thirty pieces of

silver, and thenceforth have claimed the right as a purified Christian

to elbow Peter and Paul aside and lead the now dispensation.

Speech to Grangers, 1873.

THE RAFT OF LIFE. Indeed, it has sometimes seerned to me

that we are all voyaging together over a rough sea, on a loosely

constructed raft, full of holes. You turn to speak with a friend ,

and, lo ! he is gone, in the twinkling of an eye- not a bubble left of

him. You turn to another, and, as you converse with him , he drops

out of sight, into the great deep, before your very eyes. You begin

to realize that this wonderful structure, called Life, is made, not to

carry its passengers, but to drown them ; and that, but for the new

souls which constantly clamber painfully up its rickety sides, it

would soon be sailing tenantless over the dark waves.

commence to study the loose, shifting planks beneath your feet,

half submerged in the water, and to watch , with intense interest,

every tremor in the fabric . The wonder is , you think, that the pre

carious structure does not altogether dissolve and sink in the billows

of time, leaving only lifeless fragments in the midst of a dead

universe. — Doctor Huguet.

SOCIETY DIVIDED. There are but two classes in the world :

those who create wealth , and those who appropriate it . — Journal,

1888 .

ONE OF OUR DANGERS. We boast, in this country, that phys

ical labor is honorable, and yet the children of the land are taught

to avoid it as a curse . We have left the labor of the country to be

performed by foreigners, until the character of American youth , -

especially in our Eastern cities, has degenerated into a shiftlessness,

idleness and incapacity. for honest work that must in the long run

have the worst effects upon the national character . — The Anti

Monopolist.

God's INTENTION . God never set the abundant table of this

world with intent that the gluttons should gorge to sickness, while
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thousands starved in the ante -room . - Speech to State Alliance,

Dec., 1890 .

ENGLISHMEN AND AMERICANS. The Englishman celebrates

every important event with a feast, the American with a speech ;

which shows the superiority of our race, for, while our brethren

across the sea appeal to the stomach , we appeal to the mind, and

hence it has come to pass that the English upper class are recog

nized as the best-fed people in the world, while thewhole American

population are the most intellectual on the face of the earth . We

are willing to concede this much to the Englishmen— and to our

selves ! --Address to the Editors of Wisconsin , 1889.

THE flap of the great eagle's wing,

Sun -wakened on the mountain . — 1850 .

THE EXALTATIONS OF GENIUS. Neither can we judge what

great things genius can do in the blessed moments of its highest ex

altation by the beggarly dregs of daily life . Lord Byron said , in a

letter to Tom Moore :

“ A man's poetry has no more to do with the everyday individ

ual than bad inspiration with the Pythoness when removed from the

tripod .” — The Great Cryptogram .

THE SETTLEMENT OF EUROPE AND AMERICA . In fact, kindred

races, with the same arts, and speaking the same tongue in an early

age of the world, separated in Atlantis and wept east and west -

the one to repeat the civilization of the mother -country along the

shores of the Mediterranean Sea, which, like a great river, may be

said to flow out from the Black Sea, with the Nile as one of its trib

utaries, and along the shores of the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf;

while the other emigration advanced up the Amazon, and created

mighty nations upon its head -waters in the valleys of the Andes and

on theshores of the Pacific . - Atlantis.

MEMORY IN THE NEXT WORLD. One old man, who had been

a faithful scholar at seventy years of age, had died during my

absence, but his widow and his children were all there. I had ob

served the old man's eagerness for knowledge, tottering as he was

on the very brink of the grave, and I asked myselfwhether our men

tal acquisitions in this world are carried away with us into the

next. Why not ? It must be the thinking-principle that is immor

tal, and memory is surely part of the thought apparatus. In fact,
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without memory there cannot be self - consciousness. We either

retain our knowledge, or we live not.-Doctor Huguet.

A WISE DECISION. Wbile Mr. Donnelly, as Lieutenant Gover

nor of Minnesota , was President of the State Senate, a dispute arose

between the fireman and the messenger boys as to whose duty it

was to bring the drinking -water for the use of the Senators. Both

sides appealed to the President to settle the dispute, and he did so

with Solomonic wisdom. He said : “ It is the duty of the fireman to

bring all the water used by him in kindling his fires ; the rest the

messenger -boys will bring . "

.

THE IRON BAND OF A METALLIC CURRENCY.

“ Take a child a few years old ; let a blacksmith weld around his

waist an iron band . At first it causes bim little inconvenience .

He plays. As he grows older it becomes tighter; it causes him pain ;

he scarcely knows what ails him. He still grows. All his internal

organs are cramped and displaced. He grows still larger ; he has

the head, shoulders and limbs of a man and the waist of a child.

He is a monstrosity . He dies. This is a picture of the world of

to -day, bound' in' the silly superstition of some prehistoric nation.

But this is not all. Every decrease in the quantity , actual or rel

ative, of gold and silver increases the purchasing- power of the

dollars made out of them ; and the dollar becomes the equivalent

for a larger amount of the labor of man and his productions. This

makes the rich man richer and the poor man poorer. The iron

band is displacing the organs of life. As the dollar rises in value,

man sinks. Hence the decrease of wages ; the increase in the

power of wealth ; the luxury of the few ; the misery of the many. " .

“ How would you help it ? ” he asked.

“ I would call the civilized nations together in council, and

devise an international paper money, to be issued by the different

nations, but to be receivable as legal tender for all debts in all

countries. It should hold a fixed ratio to population, never to be

exceeded ; and it should be secured on all the property of the civil

ized world, and acceptable in payment of all taxes, national, state

and municipal, everywhere. I should declare gold and silver legal

tender only for debts of five dollars or less: An international

greenback that was good in New York, London, Berlin , Melbourne,
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Paris and Amsterdam , would be good anywhere. The world, re

leased from its iron band , would leap forward to marvelous pros

perity ; there would be no financial panics, for there could be no

contraction ; there would be no more torpid middle ages, dead for

lack of currency , for the money of the nation would expand, pari

passu , side by side with the growth of its population . ” — Cæsar's

Column .

A VOICE.

Let not thy life— e'en as thy voice is not

Be marred by one false note or pauseful spot.

A voice more sweet floats not, on wildering wing,

Where by the great white throne the angels sing ;

A voice more sweet, e'en among Eden's bowers,

Ne'er tranced the senses of the listening flowers,

Nor ever hung o'er the despairing ear

A tone so heaven -touched , so low, so clear.-- 1855 .

A CONUNDRUM . What is the use of shutting out the goods

• made by the pauper labor of Europe, if you admit free the pauper

labor. that made the goods ?- Speech at Glencoe, 1884 .

USURY.

Money in itself is valueless. It becomes valuable only by use

by exchange for things needful for life or comfort.

could not be loaned, it would have to be put out by the owner

of it in business enterprises, which would employ labor ; and as the

enterprise would not then have to support a double burden, to -wit,

the man engaged in it and the usurer who sits securely upon his

back, but would have to maintain only the former usurer, that is,

the present employer, its success would be more certain ; the gen

eral prosperity of the community would be increased thereby, and

there would be, therefore, more enterprises, more demand for labor,

and consequently higher wages. Usury kills off the enterprising

members of a community by bankrupting them , and leaves only the

very rich and the very poor, for every dollar the employers of labor

pay to the lenders of money has to come eventually out of the pock

ets of the laborers. Usury is, therefore, the cause of the first aristoc

racy, and out of this grow all the other aristocracies. Inquire where

the money came from that now oppresses mankind, in the shapeof

If money
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great corporations, combinations, etc. , and in nine cases out of ten

you will trace it back to the fountain of interest on money loaned.

The coral island is built out of the bodies of dead coral insects ; large

fortunes are usually the accumulations of wreckage, and every dollar

represents disaster. - Cæsar's Column.

PEARLS. Great thougbts are like pearls. One must dive deep

into the great sea of suffering to bring them up . — Journal, 1886 .

THE ANGLOMANIACS . I would advise that the Anglomaniacs be

put in petticoats, if it were pot for the injustice it would do the

women . — Journal, 1890 .

THE UNLOVED . O Love ! thou art the medicine of the soul!

Life without love is half -death . Woe unto him whom notbing

loves ! Better were it for him that he were in his grave . — Doctor

'Huguet.

THE PROSPERITY OF THE UNITED STATES NOT DUE TO ITS

TARIFF LAWS. What has the tariff got to do with it ? Imagine

a man who would say “ Forty years ago I was worth but $ 10,000, and

my yearly income was but $600 ; now I am worth $ 100,000, and my

income is $ 6,000 ; then I wore a blue coat, now I wear a black coat,

ergo , my increased income is due to my black coat." This is gener

alizing with a vengeance.

It reminds me of the doctor who bad an Englishman for a pa

tient, sick with typhoid fever. The Englishman had an unnatural

craving for pickled oysters. “ Well,” says the doctor to his friends,

“he is going to die anybow, so you might as well gratify him . by

giving him the oysters.” The Englishman ate the oysters and re

covered. The doctor forthwith made the following entry in his note

book : “ Mem . Pickled oysters are a sure cure for typhoid fever. "

The next day he had another patient afflicted with the same disease,

a Frenchman . “ Give bim pickled oysters," said the confident doc

tor. They did so , and the Frenchman died . Then the doctor went

home and made this further entry in his note book : “ Mem . Pickled

oysters are a sure for typhoid fever in an Englishman , but are

certain death to a Frenchman ." - Speech at Glencoe, Minnesota,

1884 .
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EDITORS. Editors have no business in this world if they do not

strive to make men better and wiser. — The Anti- Monopolist.

AN ILLINOIS POMPETI. There is a Pompeii, a Herculaneum ,

somewhere underneath Central and Northwestern Illinois or Ten

nessee, of the most marvelous character ; not of Egypt, Assyria, or

the Roman Empire, things of yesterday, but belonging to an incon

ceivable antiquity ; to pre- glacial times; to a period ages before

the flood of Noah - a civilization which was drowned and deluged

out of sight under the immeasurable clay - flood of the comet.

Ragnarok .

AN APHORISM . Every political party has its helpless infancy,

its gallant and chivalrous youth, and its corrupt and selfish old

age . - Speech to Grangers, 1873.

A GREAT Man. A great man is like a pair of boots. He con

centrates our attention twice : First, when he is new and we ad

mire him ; and , secondly, when he is old and we lament the holes

which time has made in him . - Journal, 1879 .

THE CAT.

I leaned down and petted a great cat, slumbering in a chair, and

I said to it :

“ My poor brother, you are wrapped up in your environment of

limitations as I am in mine. You cannot fathom my thoughts, nor

I yours. But we are both pieces of the same fabric , cut from the

same roll of cloth ; we are both children of the same great Designer,

who cares for us and yet cares for us not.”

And the cat turned over on its back , as if to say :

“ I would rather have my belly scratched than listen to your

philosophy. "

And the cat illustrated the difference between physics and meta

physics .-- Journal, 1890.

A GOOD WORD FOR THE JEWS.

We are reminded of these generalizations by a dispute which

took place in Hastings the other day between two merchants, wherein

onc denounced the other in the newspapers as a Jew . "

It never occurred to the worthy man whoflung out that ferocious

eipithet that the Jews were a civilized race, worshiping the One

...ܝܚܘܝܚܢ.
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Living God, when his ancestors were savages, bowing down to stocks

and stones. It never occurred to him that Christianity was simply

an amplified Judaism ; that Christ himself was a Jew, and that for

a long time it was a grave question in the early, church whether any

one could be a Christian who was not a Jew.

This worthy merchant probably did not know that the Semitic

race, of which the Jews are a branch , originated the three great re

ligions of the world : Judaism , Christianity and Mohammedanism ;

and that alone of all the races of antiquity they proclaimed , in the

midst of polytheism , the great truth : “ There is but one God.” Our

white race of Western Europe never originated either a religion or a

civilization ; it borrowed the first from the Jews and copied the last

from the Romans.

The Jewish race has been for a thousand years a race of outcasts

and outlaws; hunted, proscribed , persecuted, plundered ; fenced in

in the corners of towns lik a pestilence ; ostracised from society

and despised of all men. Yet to-day England, majestic Protestant

England, is ruled by a Jew— the Prime Minister D’Israeli. In art,

in literature, in music, the Jewish race has been illustrated by ma

jestic names, such as Mendelssohn , Niebuhr, Auerbach , etc. In

finance what name will compare with that of Rothschild ?

Give the Jews a chance . This is their country as well as ours,

and they have a right to make all out of themselves that they are

capable of without having “ Jow, Jew ," shouted after them .

A great nation, like a magnificent piece of mosaic work, has room

in it for all the race elements of the world . There is room here for

Goth and Celt and Basque and African and Jew— yes, even for the

Indians, if they can survive civilization. The Anti -Monopolist.

IMITATING THE CREATOR. We should work as the Divine

Creator works : in non - essentials diversity ; in essentials identity.

In the vertebrata there is endless variety , but there is only one

scheme of back -bone. — Journal, 1890 .

THE EAST. Oysters, heat, moisture and dense population sen

sualize the race. Their literature runs to murders, their art to legs,

their politics to place -hunting. and their statesmanship to sectional

plunder. If the nation is to be saved , it must be by the dwellers

on the great elevated, inter - continental plains. - Journal, 1880.

یلمتاقافتانیاابیلو.هشادنیاهدعهسده(۱لاه-
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THE WORLD'S GREAT MEN. The Creator's greatest gift to maii

is the world's moral heroes. Great cities sink into dust-heaps; the

mines of Golconda are exhausted ; the plains of the ancient empires

are desert places; but the work of the great men who strove to

benefit humanity remains a perpetual force in nature, bearing new

fruits century after century . Empires have passed away, dynasties

have perished, nations and languages have become extinct, since the

barefooted Socrates proached on the street corners of Athens, but his

work and his thoughts remain a potent force to -day, even, in our

modern civilization . - Speech on Daniel O'Connell, 1875 .

AN ARGUMENT FOR THE BIRDS. The grasshopper infliction is

simply a disarrangement of the great balance of nature. They

come from a region where there are no trees, consequently no insec

tivorous birds. In the great battle of life the withdrawal of a single

element of destruction giv an undue advantagewhich is manifested

at once. It is believed that a single plant, if its enemies and com

petitors were withdrawn, would in a few years cover the whole

world . Look at it ! The progeny of a single female grasshopper,

increasing fifteenfold , would in eight years produce five billion grass

hoppers !

That beats a frontier money - lender's rates of interest ! And

nothing else can .

If, then , a prairie chicken gobbles a grasshopper, he gobbles the

great-grandmother of five billion little red - legged possibilities.

And when said prairie chicken lives off grasshoppers for a month or

two, he nips in the bud more grasshoppers than the office -holders

have stolen dollars.— The Anti-Monopolist.

“ DARWINISM PLUS GOD ." I explained to them , as well as I

could , the doctrine of Evolution : how, under a divine impulse , the

higher rose out of the lower ; the great out of the less ; the complex

out of the simple ; the noble out of the ignoble ; the pure out of the

impure ; the civilized man out of the savage ; the Christian out of

the brute . I showed them that Darwinism plus God was the true

philosophy of the new age. - Doctor Huguet.

THE BALLOT -Box. What is a despotism ? It is a country where

reforms can only be achieved by the bayonet. What is a republic ?

It is a country where the people are absolute masters, with the right
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and power to effect all needed resdrms peaceably at the ballot -box.

In a free country nothing counts but ballots. Parties, resolutions,

platforms, public opinion, are only steps to the ballot-box ; and if

they do not reach there they end in empty air. - Speech to Grangers,

1873.

BURNS. Burns' drunkenness was simply the protest of his spirit

against the cruelty of his environment. — Journal, 1890 .

A PHILOSOPHICAL REFLECTION. How little thinks the reticent

and unsocial oyster, while it is quietly adding layer after layer of

lime to its shell from the briny waters, that it is simply toiling to

furnish some poor man the means of plastering the walls of his

humble home.-Journal, 1879 .

THE WONDERS OF EGYPT.

Look at the record of Egyptian greatness as preserved in her

works : The pyramids still , in their ruins, are the marvel of man

kind. The river Nile was diverted from its course by monstrous

embankments to make a place for the city of Memphis. The arti

ficial lake of Moris was created as a reservoir for the waters of the

Nile ; it was four hundred and fifty miles in circumference and three

hundred and fifty feet deep, with subterranean channels, flood

gates, locks and dams, by which the wilderness was redeemed from

sterility. Look at the magnificent masonwork of this ancient peo

ple ! Mr. Kenrick, speaking of the casing of the Great Pyramid ,

says : “ The joints are scarcely perceptible, and not wider than the

thickness of silver - paper, and the cement so tenacious that fragments

of the casing - stones still remain in their original position , notwith

standing the lapse of so many centuries, and the violence by which

they were detached .” Look at the ruins of the Labyrinth, which

aroused the astonishment of Herodotus ; it had three thousand

chambers, half of them above ground and half below - a combina

tion of courts, chambers, colonnades, statues and pyramids. Look

at the Temple of Karnac, covering a square each side of which is

eighteen hundred feet. Says a recent writer : “ Travelers, one and

all, appear to have been unable to find words to express the feelings

with which these sublime remains inspired them. They have been

astounded and overcome by the magnificence and the prodigality of

workmanship to be admired . Courts, balls, gateways, pillars,
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obelisks, monolithic figures, sculptures , rows of sphinxes, are massed

in such profusion that the sight is too much for modern comprehen

sion . " Denon says : “ It is hardly possible to believe, after having

seen it , in the reality of the existence of so many buildings collected

on a single point- in their dimensions, in the resolute perseverance

which their construction required, and in the incalculable expense

of so much magnificence .” ; And again : “ It is necessary that the

reader should fancy wbat is before him to be a dream , as he who

views the objects themselves occasionally yields to the doubt

whether be be perfectly awake.” There were lakes and mountains

within the periphery of the sanctuary. “ The cathedral of Notre

Dame at Paris could be set inside one of the halls of Karnac, and not

touch the walls ! ... The whole valley and delta of the Nile, from

the Catacombs to the sea , was covered with temples, palaces, tombs,

pyramids and pillars.” Every stone was covered with inscriptions.

-Atlantis.

WHY If the powers of government have been used to enrich

the few , why should they not be used to enrich the many ? Have

the many less rights than the few ! If so, why? --Journal, 1890 .

RECONSTRUCTION. Now, then , comes the question to each of us,

by what rule shall we reconstruct the prostrated and well- nigh deso

lated States ? Shall it be by the august rule of the Declaration of

Independence, or shall we bend our energies to perpetuate injustice,

cruelty and oppression, and make of this fair government a mon

strosity, with golden words of promise upon its banners, a fair seem

ing upon its surface, but a hideous and inhuman despotism within it ;

the Christianity and civilization of the nineteenth century crystal

ized into a nation , with Dahomey and Timbuctoo in its bowels ? A

living lie, a rotten pretense, a mockery and a sham , with death in

its heart ! --- Speech in Congress, Jan. 18 , 1867.

THE BOVINE PROCESSION. And I could not help but think how

kindly we should feel toward these good, serviceable ministers to

man ; for I remembered how many millions of our race had been

nurtured through childhood and maturity upon their generous

largess. I could see, in my imagination, the great bovine proces

sion , lowing and moving, with their bleating calves trotting by their

sides, stretching away backward , farther and farther, through all
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the historic period ; through all the conquests and bloody, earth

staining battles, and all the sin and suffering of the race ; and far

beyond, even into the dim , pre -historic age, when the Aryan ances

tors of all the European nations dwelt together under the same

tents, and the blond -haired maidens took their name of " daugh

ters (the very word we now use ) from their function of milk.

maidens. And it seemed to me that we should love a creature so

intimately blended with the history of our race, and which had done

so much, indirectly, to give us the foundation on which to build

'civilization . — Cæsar's Column ..

WASHBURNE IN HEAVEN . Why, Mr. Speaker, if all this be

true, I tremble for my country. What if God, in a moment of en

thusiasm at one of the gentleman's speeches, were to pluck him to

his bosom and leave this wretched nation staggering on in darkness

to ruin ! I do not wonder that the gentleman's family manifest such

an intense desire to get into Congress. I fancy the gentleman

for what would be our loss would be heaven's gain- I fancy the

gentleman haranguing the assembled hosts of heaven- the cheru

bim and the seraphim - the angels and the archangels ! How he

would sail into them ! How he would rout them - horse , foot and

dragoons ! How he would attack their motives and fling insinua

tions at their honesty ! And how he would declare for economy,

and urge that the wheels of the universe be stopped because they

consumed too much axle -grease . - Speech in Congress, 1868.

WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN. But let us be merciful and philo

sophical in our judgments. Man is' the creature of circumstances.

If the leaders of the North had dwelt in the South they would have

been secessionists ; if the leaders of the South had dwelt in the North

they would have been abolitionists. : Stonewall Jackson, if born iu

Vermont, might have been rotten-egged in Boston as an abolitionist ,

and Lloyd Garrison, born in Georgia, have aided Toombs to fire

the Southern heart." If Abraham Lincoln's parents had moved

southward into the Carolinas instead of northward into Illinois, who

can tell what part he might have played in the great struggle ; and

if Ben Butler had been born in Mississippi instead of Massachusetts,

he might to -day be sitting alongside Jeff. Davis, looking out over

the blue waters of the Gulf, and, like the Danbury man's goat,
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scratching bis beard and trying to recall how it all happened .

Memorial Address, 1884 .

KNOWLEDGE. Knowledge is the accumulation of interesting

facts. That which does not interest humanity is not worth remem

bering. Youmust widen the brows of men by forcing new ideas into

their brains. Thought is the food of the mind, and it grows with .

what it feeds on . It longs for learning as the eye longs for light

it is the sustenance of the soul . - Doctor Huguet.

BOSH . Let us be conservative.. Let us not ignore the sacred ,

claims and prescriptive rights of Bosh ! - Journal, 1890.

DR. JOHNSON AND OSSIAN . We are reminded of that intel

lectual old brute, Dr. Samuel Johnson, trampling poor Macpherson

under foot, like an enraged elephant, for daring to say that he had

collected from the mountaineers of wild Scotland the poems of

Ossian , and that they had been transmitted , from mouth to mouth ,

through ages. But the great epic of the son of Fingal will survive,

part of the widening heritage of humanity, while Johnson is re

membered only as a coarse- souled , ill -mannered incident in the

development of the great English people. - Ragnarok.

THE LIGHTNING .

Thou hast swept out the darkness at a dash ;

Amid thy blaze the startled heavens grow white ;

And the dark face of storm , lit with thy flash,

Lies with its horrid features wrought in light.— 1853 .

THE BARREN FIG TREE . Talk is necessary ; but talk that does

not fructify into deeds is like the barren fig tree, fit only to be cut

down and cast into the fire.- Speech to State Alliance, Dec., 1890 .

TIE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE. The editorial function is the high

est known to civilization . Its business is to acquire facts and dissemi

nate information . Facts are the bricks, the stones, the masonry out

of which the temple of knowledge is constructed. The newspaper ·

is based on the great primal instinct of man the desire to know .

The business commenced when Eve ate of the tree of knowledge. If

she could have subscribed , at that time, for a first- class newspaper,

she would have learned all about good and evil; and the apple might

have rotted on the tree for all she would have cared for it. And
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think of the consequences! think of a Wisconsin or Minnesota legis

lature that knew no guile, wandering around Madison or St. Paul

next winter, with the thermometer at forty degrees below zero, clad

in a bland smile and a fig - leaf. Speech to Editorial Convention of

Wisconsin , 1889.

FRANCIS BACON'S AIMS. No man ever lived upon earth who

possessed nobler aims than Francis Bacon . He stands at the portal

of the opening civilization of modern times, a sublime figure ; his

heart full of love for man, his busy brain teeming with devices for

the benefit of man , with uplifted hands praying God to bless his

work, the most far- extending human work ever set afoot on the

planet .-- The Great Cryptogram .

AN APHORISM . There can be no birth without a groaning. -

Journal, 1890.

READY -MADE -CLOTHING STYLE OF MEN.

In the age of Queen Elizabeth there were but five million people

who spoke the English language ; now there are , in all the world,

one hundred and twenty millions; but what one name, of this gen

eration, have we to set up against the immortal galaxy that adorned

that wonderful era . Not one ! We erect great fortunes ; but we

do not build great men.

“ Ye have the Pyrrhic dance as yet-

Where is the Pyrrhic phalanx gone ?

Of two such lessons, why forget

The nobler and the manlier one ? "

The individual lessens as the race greatens; independent thought

becomes an offense, and strength of character a crime. Society is a

great shop, where the millions are turned out after the same pat

tern— like ready-made clothing. As Pope says, in the Dunciad :

" With the same cement, ever sure to bind,

We bring to one dead level every mind ;

Then take him to develop, if you can .

And hew the block off and get out the man ."

' It is the age of pointless uniformity and immensely prosperous

dullness. And all this prosperity is but dust blown in the eyes of

Apollo:-Doctor Huguet.

SHAKSPERE AND STRATFORD. It would, indeed , be a miracle

if out of this vulgar, dirty, illiterate family came the greatest genius,
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the profoundest thinker, the broadest scholar that has adorned the

annals of the human race . It is possible . It is scarcely proba

ble. And it is to this social state, to this squalid village, that

the great thinker of the human race, after association , as we are

told , with courts and wits and scholars and princes, returned in

middle life. He left intellectual London, which was then the center

of mental activity, and the seat of whatever learning and refinement

were to be found in England, not to seek the peace of rural land

scapes and breathe the sweet perfumes of gardens and hedge -rows,

but to sit down contentedly in the midst of pig -sties, and to inhale

the malarial odors from reeking streets and stinking ditches . — The

Great Cryptogram .

OUR NEW CIVILIZATION . It is the new creed that whatever is

lawful is honorable. In the old time many things were lawful that

were most dishonorable . — Journal, 1890 .

THE RIGHTS OF A WRONG . A wrong has no rights except the

right to die -- and die at once. Its existence is a reproach to the in

telligence of mankind. Away with it ! Plow it up and sow the

ground with salt. You cannot compound with the devil.-- Speech to

State Alliance, Dec., 1890.

MIXED BY HIS EARLY TRAINING . One day last week , when

the income-tax bill was under consideration , Donnelly got up and

spoke in favor of it, saying that it was part of the great revolution

which was inaugurated last fall, and which rolled up 60,000 dollars

for Owen. Of course, he meant votes, and some of the Republicans,

who are ever ready to laugh at the Sage, enjoyed themselves at bis

expense. But Donnelly caught on , and in that peculiar way of his

said : “ I mean votes ; my early training as a Republican caused me

to forget the votes and remember only the dollars." Then the

laugh was on the other side, and it was a good, long and loud one,

too . - From the Henderson (Minn .) Independent.

THE SOIL THAT GROWS NO POISONS. " You are right, ” I re

plied ; " there is nothing that will insure permanent peace but uni

versal justice : that is the only soil that grows no poisons. Univer:

sal justice means equal opportunities for all men , and a repression

by law of those gigantic abnormal selfishnesses which ruin millions

for the benefit of thousands. ” _ Cæsar's Column .
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GRANT AND WASHBURNE DELINEATED.

What is the meaning of this attack , Mr. Speaker ? - because

there must be some meaning to it . There was nothing in my letter

to Mr. Folsom to provoke such a terrible outpouring of bile. What

is the meaning of it ? Why, it means this : As you know, Mr.

Speaker, the gentleman has for a long time cracked his whip over

the shoulders of the members of this House. He has been the nat

ural successor here of those old slave-lords who used to crack their

whips here.

But his vaulting ambition has at last overleaped itself. Not

satisfied to assail us here , to vituperate us here , he is going to mold

the next Congress ; and he is going out into our districts to tell the

people of the United States whom they shall select and whom they

shall not select. Why, my friend from Iowa [Mr. Price ] , as he tells

me, meets in the newspapers of his district the assaults of the gen

tleman here.

He is ranging the whole vast amphitheater. Why does he do

this ? Why does he do it , Mr. Speaker ? There is a very simple

explanation which has come out in my district, and which is one of

the great arguments why they should send to this House the brother

of the distinguished gentleman. It is that he owns General Grant;

that he carries Ulysses Grant in his breeches pocket.

Why, sir, the gentleman already feels upon his shoulders the

cares of empire. He is already forecasting cabinets, dispensing for

eign missions, setting men up and putting men down. We can

apply to him the language that Cleopatra used of Mark Antony:

“ In his livery

Walk'd crowns and crownets ; realms and islands were

As plates dropp'd from his pocket."

Why, Mr. Speaker, has he not lived in the same town with Gen

eral Grant ? And should be not, therefore, perforce, be the War

wick , the king -maker, the power behind the throne ? I never could

account, Mr. Speaker, for the singular fact that the gentleman did

live in the same town with General Grant except by reference to

that great doctrine of compensation which runs throughout the

created world . The town of Galena baving for so many years en

dured the gentleman , God' Almighty felt that notbing less than

Ulysses S. Grant could balance the account. Josh Billings beauti
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fully illustrates this doctrine of compensation when he says that it

is a question whether the satisfaction of scratching will not pay a

man for the pain of having the itch . I leave the gentleman's con

stituents to apply the.parable.

Mr. Speaker, I bow humbly before the genius of Ulysses S. Grant.

I recognize him as the greatest, broadest, wisest intellect of this

generation. I cannot believe that he will degenerate into a puppet

to be pulled by wires held in the hands of the gentleman from Illi

nois ; that he will degenerate into a kind of hand -organ to be tosted

around on the back of the gentleman from Illinois, while his whole

family sit on the top of the machine gripning and catching pennies

like a troop of monkeys. — Speech in Congress, 1868.

THE SOUL AND BODY. As we feel, in perfect health, a total un

consciousness of the body, its wants and its limitations, so we can

realize how pure, lofty, powerful, serene, the mind must be, divested

of the body . - Journal, 1886 .

THE FOOL NEEDS A STRONG CONSTITUTION . The .fool needs

a strong constitution -for all the burdens of life are piled on him ,

and he grins and is tickled. He feels that God intended him to

husk the corn for another, and live on the husks. He is bappy.

He is a conservative. He is opposed to all radicals. He don't be

lieve in the Farmers' Alliance. To him the rich man is a visible

god in breeches. Nothing else ever was so completely happy as a

fool. Omnipotence, that made the universe, can do nothing with a

fool - except kill him. And God so pities him that He lets him

live for the amusement of the angels ; and all heaven holds its sides

and roars with laughter over the antics of the fool.-- Speech to State

Alliance, Dec., 1890 .

HAPPINESS. As happy as a dog in the house of a childless

woman . — Journal, 1890 .

A MATERIALISTIC AGE. It is hard to tell, I thought, how far

a man is fortunate or unfortunate in his generation . In many

respects this is the greatest age the rld has ever known. Never

before did humanity possess such vast powers over nature; never

before did such huge populations dwell in such a golden atmos

phere of peace and enlightenment. And yet all these things

· may be accompanied by such a denial of spiritual life ; by such
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shallow , dust-grubbing materialism ; by such a dead-rot of servility

and heartlessness and wealth -grabbing and Mammon -worship , in

society, that the fair form of Progress becomes rotten and worm

caten ; and that which we mistake for the pulsations of breathing

life may be but the convulsive struggles of the filthy, swarming

vermin beneath the iufected skin . - Doctor Huguet.

THE PRIDE OF THE NORTH IN THE COURAGE OF THE SOUTH .

And that demand is just and right; and why should it be refused ?

Why should it be denied us by invoking the memories of the war ? I

am an old Republican, a Northern man, from the extreme Northern

tier of States ; but I say this, my friends: while we think the South

was wrong in invoking the goddess of civil war in this land , yet we

see clearly that it was po merely criminal outbreak that made this

rebellion. It was made by, men who believed, from the standpoint

of their education, that they were right; and they brought to the

defense of their principles a courage, a heroism, a chivalry, such as

the world has hardly ever seen before. For all those noble qualities

the people of this North can be proud. It would be a disgrace to us

if one-e - half the territory of this country had been inhabited by a caitiſ

race . Their courage and heroism is part of the heritage of Ameri

can glory ; and the heart of America - I say it as a Northerner and

as an old Republican — the heart of America is big enough and

generous enough to enshrine in the recesses of its tenderest mem

ories, not only the names of Grant and Lincoln , but the names of

Robert E. Lee and Stonewall Jackson. And as we pass away from

that dark and terrible time, clearer and clearer will the American

people perceive that we must give up the recriminations of the past,

and become in fact, as we are in name, one people . - Speech at the

Cincinnati Convention , May 20 , 1891.

THE MEN TO BLAME. Pomeroy's Democrat remarks :

“ Three men in Waterford, Pa., were indicted at Erie for tarring

and feathering a woman of doubtful character, and after trial were

found guilty and sentenced from one to ten years each in the peni

tentiary.

It would have been much better to have tarred and feather - d

the men who visited the woman . But the world has not yet out

grown the sentiment of the middle ages, that woman is the enemy

and temptress of man , a sort of she - Satan. When Adlam put the

blame of the apple upon Eve, he would probably have tarred and
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feathered her also, if he had had the materials handy. — The Anti

Monopolist.

LIFE.

I stand like him who, in the days gone by,

From Darien's rocks looked o'er an unknown sea ;

Below the rising waves are mounting high ,

And passion's gales sigh out in prophecy.

I feel within what may make good or ill ,

( Man's heart the heaven whence clouds or sunshine come) ;

But shall the strong tides of the flooding will

My lone bark bear, or bury it in foam !

Dark ocean,- life , – the night is on thy breast,

And fortune urges where I may not rest. — 1849 .

POPULAR MYTAS.

In primitive races mind repeats mind for thousands of years. If

a tale is told at a million hearth - fires, the probabilities are small,

indeed , that any innovation at one hcarth - fire, however ingenious,

will work its way into and modify the narration at all the rest.

There is no printing - press to make the thoughts of one man the

thoughts of thousands . While the innovator is modifying the tale,

to his own satisfaction , to his immediate circle of hearers, the nar

rative is being repeated in its unchanged form at all the rest. The

doctrine of chances is against innovation . The majority rules.

When, however, a marvelous tale is told to the new generation

—to the little ones sitting around with open eyes and gaping

mouths— they naturally ask, " Where did all this occur q ” The

narrator must satisfy this curiosity , and so he replies, " On yonder

mountain - top, " or " In yonder cave.”

The story has come down without its geography, and a new

geography is given it.

Again , an ancient word or namemay have a signification in the

language in which the story is told different from thatwhich it pos

sessed in the original dialect, and, in the effort to make the old fact

and the new language harmonize, the story - teller is forced , gradu

ally, to modify the narrative; and, as this lingual difficulty occurs

at every fireside, at every telling, an ingenious explanation comes

at last to be generally accepted, and the ancient myth remains

dressed in a new suit of linguistic clothes. - Ragnarok.

!
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RELIGION. With many, religion is simply a big scare.-- Journal,

1886 .

SOWING GREATNESS TO POSTERITY. And was not Bacon, in these

appeals to national heroism , “ sowing greatness to posterity , ” and

.. helping to create or maintain that warlike “ breed ” which hassince

carried the banners of conquest orer a great part of the earth's sur

face One can imagine how the eyes of those swarming audiences

at the Fortune and the Curtain must have snapped with delight, at

the pictures of English . valor on the field of Agincourt, as depicted

in Henry V., or at the representation of that tremendous soldier

Talbot, in Henry VI., dying like a lion at bay, with his noble boy by

his side. How the prentices must hare roared ! How the mob must

have raved ! How even the gentlemen must have drawn deep

breaths of patriotic inspiration from such scenes ! ImaginetheLon

don of to -day going wild over the work of some great genius de

picting, in the midst of splendid poetry, Wellington and Nelson !

The Great Cryptogram .

A DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLE. Every effort of the laboring

classes to increase the sum of their comforts and enjoyments should

meet with the approval of all good men.- The Anti-Monopolist.

LAW. A thing they call law, which is five -tenths trick , four

tenths precedent, and one- tenth justice .-- Journal, 1886.

COLLECTING DEBTS IN THE NEXT WORLD. What a pity there is

no way to take a transcript of a judgment and enter it up in the

next world ! The spiritual medium who will devise that will earn a

monument at the hands of Wall Street. Wouldn't it be jolly to see

a spiritual sheriff hunting around in heaven for the maker of one of

those old Minnesota five per cent. per month notes, and threatening

to sell the wings offhis back if he didn't pay up ! -- The Anti-Monopo

list.

HISTORY. History is simply his - story, and depends on who tells

it.- Journal, 1890 .

LIBERTY. Wherever man is oppressed the laws are at fault.

Either they have omitted to strike down some subtle form of injust

ice or they have maintained it. Civilization and liberty will get

turn the blizzard - swept plains of the Saskatchewan into gardens of

plenty and beauty . Oppression and injustice have for centuries cov
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ered the fairest regions of the old world with wretchedness and

misery, more appalling and destructire than the snow-thickened

tornadoes of the north. Educate the mind of man and unshackle

his hands, and there is little in nature which he cannot subdue. The

earth is made for man and his handmaid – liberty . — Memorial

Address, 1884 .

GOD AND THE HUMAN MIND. And I said to them that so vast,

so wonderful, so adorable was this Being that He alone was worthy .

of study and contemplation by the thoughtful miud ; and that nature,

man and all things that are within the universe are entitled to con

sideration simply because they are part of the outflow of this divine

power. I said to them that God was invisible, even as our own

minds are invisible ; that He had no shape, even as our own minds

are without shape ; that He was recognized by His works, even as

our own minds are known to one another by their influence on mat

ter. That he who helped to make free the mind of man released

a part of God from the trammels and thraldom of matter, and gave

thought spiritual wings upon which it could traverse the universe.

Doctor Huguet.

WHAT THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE MEANS. There

was a time when emperors rode in ox -carts with solid log wheels and

fed like wild beasts. If any one had told Charlemagne that in a few

centuries the yeomanry, the traders, the leeches, the lawyers,

would enjoy a hundred - fold more of the comforts and luxuries of

life than he did, the great king would have chopped his head off as

a false prophet or have chained him as a lunatic. The Declaration

of Independence means that, eventually , every toiler in the world

shall enjoy all the education, all the comforts and luxuries; now pos

sessed by the middle classes. That is the direction in which God is

moving. It was for that He reserved this continent. And who

· will be hurt by it ? Is the king any worse off because the bourgeoisie

are intelligent, happy and cultivated ? Is the security of society

decreased ? Will the republic be less powerful and permanent when

every industrious man in it has a comfortable home, a plentiful

larder, and an educated mind; when every peasant, as Henry IV.

said , “ has a chicken in the pot” ? Can a republic endure if the

majority are wretched, ignorant and discontented ! -- Memorial

Address, 1884.
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THE DOMINANT CASTE. Und I cried out aloud : " () my white

brethren ! Little do you appreciate what a glory it is to belong to

the dominant caste ; what a hell it is to fall into the subject caste !

Little do you appreciate your race - advantages, to be the beauty of

the world, the paragon of animals ,' the perfection of your species .

Little do you think what a boundless debt of gratitude you owe to

the good God, for his mercies , to be expressed in boundless tender

ness and generosity to your unfortunate brethren . " - Doctor Huguet.

AMBITION.

The mind that takes an eagle's aim

Will find an eagle's wings ;

And sun-like soul shall set its claim

Above earth's little things. — 1853.

CIVILIZATION AND BARBARISM .

Civilization is not communicable to all ; many savage tribes aro

incapable of it. There are two great divisions of mankind, the civ.

ilized and the savage ; and , as we shall show, every civilized race in

the world has had something of civilization from the earliest ages;

and as “ all roads lead to Rome," so all the converging lines of civ

ilization lead to Atlantis. The abyss between the civilized man and

the savage is simply incalculable ; it represents not alone a differ

ence in arts and methods of life, but in the mental constitution , the

instincts, and the predisposition of the soul. The child of the civ.

ilized races, in bis sports, manufactures water-wheels, wagons, and

houses of cobs ; the savage boy amuses himself with bows and

arrows. The one belongs to a building and creating race ; the other

to a wild, hunting stock. This abyss between savagery and civili

zation has never been passed by any nation , through its own original

force, and without external influences, during the Historic Period :

those who were savages at the dawn of history are savages still .

Barbarian slaves may have been taught something of the arts of

their masters, and conquered races have shared some of the advan

tages possessed by their conquerors ; but we will seek in vain for

any example of a savage people developing civilization of and

among themselves. I may be . reminded of the Gauls, Goths and

'Britons; but these were not savages ; they possessed written lan

guages, poetry, oratory and history ; they were controlled by relig
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ious ideas; they believed in God and the immortality of the soul,

and in a state of rewards and punishments after death . Wherever

the Romans came in contact with Gauls, or Britons. or German

tribes, they found them armed with weapons of iron. The Scots,

according to Tacitus, used chariots and iron swords in the battle of

the Grampians– enormes gladii sine mucrone. The Celts of

Gaul are stated by Diodorus Siculus to have used iron - headed

spears and coats -of-mail, and the Gauls who encountered the Ro

man arms, in B.C. 222, were armed with soft iron swords, as well as

at the time when Cæsar conquered their country . Among the

Gauls men would lend money to be repaid in the next world , and

we need not add that no Christian people has yet reached that sub

lime height of faith ; they cultivated the ground, built houses and

walled towns, wove cloth , and employed wheeled vehicles; they

possessed nearly all the cereals and domestic animals we have, and

they wrought in iron, bronze and steel. The Gauls had even in

vented a machine on wheels to cut their grain , thus anticipating

our reapers and mowers by two thousand years. The difference

between the civilization of the Romans under Julius Cæsar and the

Gauls under Vercingetorix was a difference in degree and not in

kind. The Roman civilization was simply a development and per

fection of the civilization possessed by all the European populations;

it was drawn from the common fountain of Atlantis . - Atlantis.

THE SEA-BOY..

As the sad sea - boy, o'er the evening main ,

Sends the long sorrow of some home-taught strain ;

Now on the wild - gushed sea -wind softly sighing;

Now with the waves' fall lingeringly dying ;

While rocks the mast above the swaying sea ,

And white the wave the scattered foam is flinging,

And from the upfurled shrouds, all mournfully,

That sad, sweet voice is singing. — 1856 .

FALSTAFF'S HALF -PENNYWORTH OF BREAD. There is a misap

prehension about the convention . It was started ostensibly as a

conference of producers. I see here a galaxy of potable business

men and lawyers. I stand almost alone here as the representative

of the great producing class. When Falstaff fell asleep behind the

arras, Prince Hal searched his pockets, and found nothing in them
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but a tavern bill , for a large quantity of liquor and a very small

amount of bread. “ O monstrous! " said Prince Hal; “ butone-half

pennyworth of bread to this intolerable deal of sack .” Gentlemen,

in this convention I represent the bread. [Great laughter and ap

plause.]-Speech in Northwestern Waterways Convention , 1885.

GOD'S CARE OF HIS WORLD. If I am right, despite these incalcu

lable tons of matter piled on the earth , despite heat and cyclones

and darkness and ice and floods, not even a tender tropical plant fit

to adorn or sustain man's life was blotted out ; not an animal valu

able for domestication was exterminated ; and not even the great

inventions to which man had attained during the Tertiary Age were

lost. Nothing died but that wbich stood in the pathway of man's

development, – the monstrous animals, the Neanderthal races, the

half -human creatures intermediate between man and the brute . The

great centers of human activity to - day in Europe and America are

upon the Drift-deposits; the richest soils are compounded of the

so - called glacial clays. Doubtless, too, the human brain was forced

during the Drift Age to bigher reaches of development under the

terrible ordeals of the hour. - Ragnarok.

THE ONLY POLITICS WORTH STUDYING . The only politics

worth studying is the amelioration of the condition of the great

masses of mankind. -Memorial Address, 1884 .

THE DETAILS OF HUMAN DESTINY PART OF THE MECHANISM

OF THE UNIVERSE . Is it possible that the great and perfectmechan

ism of the universe, which has endured for so many billions of years,

does not extend to the details of men's lives ? Is not God building

up His splendid civilization , on this planet, with our life -works, even

as He fattens the productive soil with the death of plants and ani

mals ? Who can ask the purpose of his own being, unless he can

comprehend the whole scheme of Divinity, broad enough to inclose

the fathomless depths of the stars, and enduring enough to reach

throughout eternity ? Can the plant- root, as it reaches down into

the earth and eliminates organic matter for its sustenance, ask

what living thing died, centuries ago, to furnish it with that store

house of food? Can the artist tell at what point, in the long line of

his peasant ancestors, there was imported into their blood that

touch of genius which has flowered out, in himself, in beauty and
:
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glory, for the pleasure of man and the up-building of society ?

-Doctor Huguet.

INTEREST ON MONEY. “ But what would you do, my good Ga

"briel," said Maximilian, smiling, “ if the reformation of the world

were placed in your hands ? Every man lias an Utopia in his head.

Give mesome idea of yours.”

First, ” I said, “ I should do away with all interest on

money. Interest on money is the root and ground of the world's

troubles. It puts one man in a position of safety, while another is

in a condition of insecurity, and thereby it at once creates a radical

distinction in human society .” — Cæsar's Column.

NO NECESSITY FOR APPARITIONS.

The mind within the skull is as vast as all nature outside of it ;

for the universe can float in the conception of a great mind, like a

boat in the ocean .

Why should God paint pictures of ghosts on the external pano

rama of nature, when He has the mind of man as an universal

theater, on whose stage He can present His infinite phantas

magoria ?

Do you suppose that He who made this brain, with its gorges and

valleys of gray matter, and its network of interlacing threads, can

not mold it to any shape and direct it to any purpose He sees fit ?

And, if this is true of one man , why not of one million And

he is indeed shallow who does not eel in the operations of the

mind the fingers of the Deity. God's especial temple is, not on the

mountain tops or in the groves, but in the soul of man .-Journal,

1886 .

THEE.

All sense, all fear, all grief, all earth , all sin ,

Forgot shall be ;

Knit unto each , - to each kith , kind and kin ,

Life, like these rhyming verses, shall begin

And end in- thee.- Cæsar's Column.

THE UNIVERSAL MIND.

Ralph Waldo Emerson grasped the whole answer to this question

when he said : “ The true poet and the true philosopher are one."

The complete mind (and we are reminded of Ulysses' application of
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the word to Achilles, “ thou great and complete man” ) enfolds in its

orb all the realm of thought; it perceives not alone the nature of

things, but the subtle light of beauty which irradiates them ; it is

able not only to trace the roots of facts into the dead , dull , material

earth , but to follow the plant as it rises in the air and find in the

flower thoughts too deep for tears. The purpose of things, the

wherefore of things and the glory of things are all one to the God

who made them , and to the great broad brain to which He has given

power enough to comprehend them. But such minds are råre .

Science tells us that the capacity of memory underlies those por

tions of the brain that perceive, but only a small share of each , and

that if you excise a part of the brain , but not all of any particular

department, the surrounding territory, wbich theretofore lay dor

mant, will now develop the faculty which was formerly exercisedby

the part removed . So it would seem that in all brains there is the

capacity for universal intelligence, but there is lacking some power

which forces it into action . The intellect lies liko a mass of coals,

heated, alive, but dormant; it needs the blow - pipe of genius to oxy

genate and bring it to white heat ; and it rarely happens, in the

history of mankind, that the whole brain is equally active, and the

whole broad temple of the soul lighted up in every part. The world

is full of men whose minds glow in spots. The hereditary blood

force, or power of nutrition, or purpose of God, or whatever it may

be, is directed to a section of the intelligence, and it blazes forth in

music, or poetry, or painting, or philosophy, or action , or oratory .

And the world, as it cannot always behold the full orb of the sun ,

is delighted to look upou these stars, points of intense brilliancy ,

glorious with a fraction of the universal fire. — The Great Cryptogram .

THE GRAVES OF THE DEAD SOLDIERS. In this sweet spring

time, this revival of nature, this resurrection of the year, this

emblem of God's perennial goodness and the immortality of his

works ; even now, when into the cold and silent corpse of winter be

breathes life and warmth and motion , dissolving the snow -wreaths

into blossoms, and the white shroud into a garment of glorious ver

dure, even now let us meet and cast the choicest children of the

spring upon the graves of those to whom we owe so much.

Memorial Address, 1884.
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GOVERNMENT LOANS TO THE PEOPLE.

“ But , as you had abolished interest on money, there could be no

mortgages, and the poor men would starve to death before they

could raise a crop .”

Then,” I replied, “ I should invoke the power of the nation, as

was done in that great civil war of 1861 , and issue paper money ,

receivable for all taxes and secured by the guarantee of the faith

and power of five hundred million people; and make advances to

carry these ruined peasants beyond the first years of distress—that

money to be a loan to them, without interest, and to be repaid as a

tax on their land. Government is only a machine to insure justice

and help the people, and we have not yet developed half its powers.

And we are under no more necessity to limit ourselves to the

governmental precedents of our ancestors than we are to confine

ourselves to the narrow boundaries of their knowledge , or their

inventive skill, or their theological beliefs. The trouble is that so

many seem to regard government as a divine something which has

fallen down upon us out of heaven, and , therefore, ·not to be

improved upon or even criticised ; while the truth is, it is simply a

human device to secure human happiness, and, in itself, has no more

sacredness than a wheelbarrow or a cooking -pot. The end of

everything earthly is the good of man ; and there is nothing sacred

on earth but man, because he alone shares the Divine conscience.”

Cæsar's Column .

PROVIDENCE. Surely, then, we can afford to leave God's planets

in God's hands. Not a particle of dust is whirled in the funnel of

the cyclone but God identifies it, and has marked its path.

Ragnarok .

PARTY SLAVERY. Party slavery is one of the most threatening

of the dangers which now surround free institutions. What we

want is an outcrop of individual judgment.-- The Anti-Monopolist.

THE WORLD LOOKED AT FROM BELOW. The world is a

wretched-looking object viewed from below, but grand and gaudy

as stage scenery to him who can contemplate it from above. The

highest test of a true gentleman is gentleness to servants and

courtesy to the unfortunate . The man who can address a beggar

with the same tones of voice which he will use toward a prince is
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one of nature's noblemen-yea, a species of demi-god, and fit to be

worshiped by common humanity.- Doctor Huguet.

THE FAMOUS BRAND. But he says I am “ an office -beggar ! ”

“ An office- beggar! ” And that from a gentleman bearing the name

(Washburn ) which he does ! Et tu, Brute ! “ An office-beggar! ”

Why, Mr. Speaker, when I entered the State of Minnesota it was

Democratic. When I entered the county in which I reside it was

two to one Democratic. I asked no office ; I expected none. But,

Mr. Speaker, the charge comes from such a quarter I cannot fail to

notice it . Why, sir, the gentleman's family are chronic “ office -beg

gars. " They are nothing if not in office. Out of office they are

miserable , wretched, God -forsaken—as uncomfortable as that

famous stump -tailed bull in fly time. (Laughter. ] This' whole

trouble arises from the persistent determination of one of the gen

tleman's family to sit in this body. Why, Mr. Speaker, every young

male of the gentleman's family is born into this world with “ M. C.”

franked across his broadest part. (Great laughter and applause.] –

Speech in Congress, 1868.

RESOLUTION . I should be a very weak creature if I could be

turned back from asserting what I believe to be true, through fear

of the laughter of a whole generation of fools.- Journal, 1891.

MODERN CIVILIZATION. To -morrow we will go out together,

and I shall show you the fruits of our modern civilization. I shall

take you, not upon the upper deck of society , where the fla

fying, the breeze blowing, and the music playing, but down into

the dark and stuffy depths of the hold of the great vessel, where the

sweating gnomes, in the glare of the furnace heat, furnish the

power which drives the mighty ship resplendent through the seas of

time. We will visit the Under -World.— Cæsar's Column.

are

ATLANTIS THE LAND OF NOAH.

Let us briefly.consider this record .

It shows, taken in connection with the opening chapters of

Genesis :

1. That the land destroyed by water was the country in which

the civilization of the human race originated. Adam was at first

naked (Gen. , chap. iii . , 7) ; then he clothed himself in leaves ; then

in the skins of animals (chap . iii . , 21 ) ; he was the first thật tilled
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the earth, having emerged from a more primitive condition in which

he lived upon the fruits of the forest (chap. ii . , 16) ; his son Abel

was the first of those that kept flocks of sheep ( chap. iv. , 2) ; his son

Cain was thebuilder of the first city (chap. iv. , 17) ; his descendant,

Tubal-cain , was the first metallurgist (chap. iv. , 22 ); Jabal was the

first that erected tents and kept cattle (chap. iv . , 20 ); Jubal was

the first that made musical instruments. We have here the succes

sive steps by which a savage race advances to civilization . We will

see hereafter that the Atlanteans passed through precisely similar

stages of development.

2. The Bible agrees with Plato in the statementthat these An

tediluvians had reached great populousness and wickedness, and

that it was on account of their wickedness God resolved to destroy

them .

3. In both cases the inhabitants of the doomed land were de

stroyed in a great catastrophe by the agency of water : they were

drowned.

4. The Bible tells us that in an earlier age, before their destruc

tion, mankind had dwelt in a happy, peaceful, sivless condition in a

Garden of Eden . Plato tells us the same thing of the earlier ages.

of the Atlanteaps.

5. In both the Bible history and Plato's story the destruction

of the people was largely caused by the intermarriage of the superior

or divine race , “ the sons of God ,” with an inferior stock, “ the

children of men ,” whereby they were degraded and rendered

wicked .

It is now conceded by scholars that the genealogical table given

in the Bible (Gen., chap. x. ) is not intended to include the truenegro

races, or the Chinese , the Japanese, the Finns or Lapps, the Aus

tralians, or the American red men. It refers altogether to theMedi

terranean races, the Aryans, the Cushites, the Phænicians, the

Hebrews and the Egyptians. " The sons of Ham ” were not true

negroes, but the dark -brown races . (See Wincbell's Preadamites,

chap. vii.)

If these races ( the Chinese, Australians, Americans, etc. ) are not

descended from Noah , they could not have been included in the

Deluge. If neither China, Japan, America, Africa , Northern Europe

por Australia were depopulated by the Deluge, the Deluge could not

.
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have been universal. But as it is alleged that it did destroy a

country, and drowned all the people thereof except Noah and his

family, the country so destroyed could not have been Europe, Asia,

Africa , America, or Australia, for there has been no universal de

struction of the people of those regions; or, if there had been, how

can we account for the existence to -day of people, on all of those

continents, whose descent Genesis does not trace back to Noab, and ,

in fact, about whom the writer of Genesis seems to have known

nothing

We are thus driven to one of two alternative conclusions: either

the Deluge record of the Bible is altogether fabulous, or it relates to

some land other than Europe, Asia, Africa or Australia, some land

that was destroyed by water. It is not fabulous ; and the land it

refers to is not Europe, Asia, Africa or Australia- but Atlantis.

No other land is known to history or tradition that was overthrown

in a great catastrophe by the agency of water ; that was civilized,

populous, powerful, and given over to wickedness.— Atlantis.

HOPE. And joy sat in my heart; and Hope stood, with a fair face

and bright torch, the eternal angel of human life, pointing forward

to sweet and flowery paths of peace and love ; and my poor bruised

and battered soul, scarred with wounds and trampled under the feet

of Fate, glowed and expanded and shone like a great star- a world

of happiness.- Doctor Huguet.

LOVE. A piece of cheesebrowned for the rat-trap. An egregious

trick of nature, to make fools breed more fools.- Essay, 1851.

THE CARE OF THE MIND. As the train moved on I indulged in

many sad and some amusing reflections. Life is a wonderful pano

rama, and far surpasses in interest, to the appreciative spirit, any

thing that can be shown on the mimic stage. As we grow

older, the brain, when not poisoned by the use of intrusive and

destructive stimulants and narcotics, acquires all the sensitive

ness of a photographic plate, and receives impressions of char

acter of marvelous distinctness and variety of color. Youth

is the period of ferment, heat and passion , and the intellectual

apparatus does not reach its perfect work until middle life . The

receptivity and fecundity of the brain are then at their best. There

is no higher material study than the perfection of the conditions of

the mind . It is such a subtle potency that it is a grave crime to

det
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injuriously affect it by putting into the mouth anything that will

lessen its harmonious and exquisite action . The mind responds, like

a delicately constructed instrument, to every influence acting upon

the body; and the body must be neither underfed nor clogged with

indulgence, if we would have the god-like harp respond to the finest

touches of the angels of the soul. - Doctor Huguet.

THE SURVIVAL OF THE FIGHTEST. We should supplement Dar

win's “ Survival of the Fittest ” with the survival of the fightest. It

is pluck that tells. The man that is eaten is the moral and mental

superior of the tiger that eats him — but the tiger survives. The

great races are the 'conquering races. Who ever depicted the

virtues and the glories of the subjugated ? The first thought that

should be impressed on a child is to stand up for hisrights. No

nation would dare to trespass on a race so trained . — Journal, 1886 .

SAINT JUDAS. Oh, Judas, Judas! Why did you hang yourself ?

Why did you not boldly charge the betrayal on Peter ? You would

have divided public opinion, and been to -day St. Judas to balf the

Christian world . Nothing is so bad as a confession . — The Anti

Monopolist.

A TERRIBLE THOUGHT.

What conclusion is forced upon us ?

That, written in the rocky pages of the great volume ofthe planet,

are the records of repeated visitations from the comets which then

rushed through the heavens.

No trace is left of their destructive powers, save the huge, upstrat

ified, unfossiliferous deposits of clay and stones and bowlders, locked

away between great layers of the sedimentary rocks.

Can it be that there wanders through immeasurable space , upon

an orbit of such size that millions of years are required to complete,

it , some monstrous luminary, so vast that when it returns to us it

fills a large part of the orbit which the earth describes around the

sun , and showers down upon us déluges of debris, while it fills the

world with fame ? And are these recurring strata of stones and

clay and bowlders, written upon these widely -separated pages of

the geologic volume, the record of its oft and regularly recurring

vir tations -Ragnarok.
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THE IRISH AND SLAVERY.

No men should love liberty more than the Irish , sinco none have

suffered more from oppression. For centuries their religion was

proscribed, their literature trampled under foot, their language

almost exterminated, their soil confiscated , and millions of their

best and bravest driven into exile. Let these things be remembered ,

not in bitterness and wrath , for many of them were the natural out

come of a rude, barbarous age; but let them be to Irishmen everywhere

an incentive to love liberty and sympathize with the oppressed .

For the sake of O'Connell, let the Irishman treat with kindness

everywhere the poor black men of America . Theirs is indeed a

hard lot to bear. When the Irishman shakes the dust of Ireland

from his feet, he steps at once into a land of equal opportunity. For

him and his children every path of preferment, every avenue of

social distinction , stands open. But the black man carries in the

color of his skin a perpetual appeal to prejudice. Let not the

countrymen of O'Connell add a single pang to his sufferings, or a

single obstruction to his progress. Over the grave of the great Lib

erator let all bigotries be buried . As no race in the world believes

more profoundly than the Irish that Christ died for all men, black

and white, let no race excel them in generosity, liberality and tol

eration .

It was in Ireland that slavery was first abolished . Far back in

the past, in the twelfth century , when England's serfs yet wore their

iron collars, when the peasant of Gaul was esteemed of less value

and had fewer rights than a red deer, the synod of Armagh pro

claimed the freedom of every slave in Ireland, and since then

slavery has never polluted the soil of the green island with its pres

ence . Speech on O'Connell, 1875 .

MORNING .

Lonely the towering light goes up the hills,

Up ʼmid the silent mountains ; while afar

The sheetod glow the opening orient Alls,

O'erflooding star by star .- 1851.

BACON'S DOUBLE CHARACTER. These descriptions fit Bacon's

case precisely. His ambition drags him into the midst of the activ

ities of the court ; his natural predisposition carries him away to St.

Albans or Twickenham Park , to indulge in his secret “ contemplit

was control

6
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tions,” and to compose the “ works of bis recreation ” and “ the

works of the alphabet. " He was, as it were, two men bound in

one. He aspired to rule England and to give a new pbilosophy to

mankind. He would rival Cecil and Aristotle at the same time.

The Great Cryptogram .

NATURE . “Nature ,” he continued, “ is as merciless as she is

prolific. Let us consider the humblest little creature that lives

we will say the field -mouse. Think what an exquisite compendium

it is ofbones, muscles, nerves, veins, arteries — all sheathed in such

a delicate, flexible and glossy covering of skin . Observe the innum

erable and beautiful adjustments in the little animal; the bright,

pumping, bounding blood ; the brilliant eyes, with their marvelous

powers .” — Cæsar's Column.

THE CIVIL WAR .

Only God can weigh the hearts of men ; He alone can add up the

great account of praise and blame, and cast the true balance. And

doubtless the lessons of history as recorded in His books would shock

and stun mankind if revealed to them ; even as it may be true that

oftentimes, as Eliza Sproat Turner says,

Satan langhs to greet the trooping souls

Of those who had denied him on the earth,

And thought themselves secure of seats in heaven . ”

The great civil.war was a contest between rival modes of educa

tion , rival traditions, rival systems of law and labor, rival beliefs,

intensified by climatic differences. It was a battle between the

forty -second degree of north latitude and the thirty -second ; between

the lands of snow and the lands of sun . The roots of the conflict

reached back to the time when the savage first made a slave of his

prisoner, giving him his life in exchange for his service . Liberty

and slavery were the twing of one mother, antiquity ; and they grew

side by side until a continent was not great enough to hold them ,

and one or the other bad to perish . And who grieves for slavery

to -day ? No living soul in all the world . The nation bas shaken it

off ; it has girded up its loins ; it goes forward to new conquests and

new glories. — Memorial Address, 1884.

LET EACH MAN DO HIS DUTY . It is the duty oferery one to

do his utmost in the sphere of action assigned to him . The bricks

in the foundation -wall are necessary to the glorious statue which

66
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they uphold. They are not the statue, but the statue cannot stand

without them. If William Burness, the poor gardener of Ayr, had

not done his whole duty , in the midst of grinding poverty and

wretchedness, we should have lost the sweetest lyrics in the lan

guage, written by his immortal son . It is the black mud that feeds

the lily. It is from the refuse that the sweetest odors, freighting

thezephyrs, are distilled . — Doctor Huguet.

A DISTINCTION . Success makes more men great than greatness

makes successful. - 1857.

PROOFS OF GOD. ' The tropical bird needs feathers no more than

the elephant and the Chinese dog need hair. Why is it not a naked ,

ghastly, bat-like thing ? Whose sense of beauty required it to be

covered with this gorgeous but hot plumage ? There must be a

cultured intelligence that contemplates these things even in the

manless wilderness.Journal, 1883.

SONG OF THE SUMMER WIND.

Off to the mountains at thought with the sun ,

Whisper them kindly and kiss them — and on !

On, where the silence is haughty and high ,

With a smile to the sea and a glance to the sky.

Wheel thee, and turn thee, and twine thee in play ;

From the earth with thy wings flap the silence.away ;

Plague the dull shade in the leaf-sheltered bowers,

And splash the red sunshine adown on the flowers.

Summer - gale , -Summer -gale , -soft as the sigh

That heaves when the foot of the lover is nigh ;

Summer -gale , -Summer -gale ,-wild as the tone

That the sea -eagle shrieks to the silence alone.

Summer - gale ,-Summer -gale , -light be thy way,

Over earth , as a leaf on a streamlet astray ,

That trembles in ripple, in shadow is gone,

Now lit by the streamlet, now lit by the sun .

Summer -gale ,-Summer -gale ,-witching and wild,

With the clasp of a true -love, the laugh of a child ;

Silkenly sweeping ,-ah ! Beauty unfurled

Thce to play like a smile on the face of the world.

– The Mourner's Vision , 1850 .
-
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THE TRUE ORDER OF PROGRESS. Progress must commencewith

education ; thence it proceeds to the ballot-box ; thence to the

statute-book ; and thence it flowers forth in abundance, content

ment, fair -play and virtue. The political reformer who seeks to im

prove the legislation of a people strikes at the roots of vice, while

the parson simply prunes the limbs of that vine whose sap flows

from the fat, rich soil of misgovernment. — The Anti- Monopolist.

UNDERFEEDING . For the vices of man are like his diseases.

While it is true that there are a few physical diseases which can be

traced to high - living, the great multitude of them spring from de

bility consequent upon under -feeding. So with moral diseases.

Dirt and want generate sins as naturally as they breed vermin .-- The

Anti-Monopolist.

THE CIVILIZABILITY OF THE NEGRO. There are three things

which testify to the inherent civilizability of the negro race : First,

their desire for learning ; second, their strong religious instincts;

and third , their desire to be respectable and to imitate the best ex

amples given them by the whites. It does not seem to me that the

red men manifest any of these traits ; hence I argue that the negro

will rise upon the breast of civilization , while the Indian is very apt

to disappear before it . - Doctor Huguet.

MORNING .

There on the mountain's crest the morning unds,

Her rosy palms turned peace-wise to the west;

The timid morn , mirth - lipped and beautiful.

Mark how the night, like an uncoiling snake,

Steals slow and silent off. — The Mourner's Vision , 1850 .

THE PHENICIANS. The extent of country covered by the com

merce of the Phænicians represents, to some degree, the area of the

old Atlantean Empire. Their colonies and trading- posts extended

east and west from the shores of the Black Sea, through the Medi

terranean to the west coast of Africa and of Spain , and around to

Ireland and England ; while from north to south they ranged from

the Baltic to the Persian Gulf. They touched every point where civil

ization in later ages made its appearance . Strabo estimated that they

had three hundred cities along the west coast ofAfrica. When Col

umbus sailed to discover a new world , or re - discover an old one, he
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took his departure from a Phænician seaport, founded by that great

race two thousand five hundred years previously. This Atlantean

sailor, with his Phænician features, sailing from an Atlantean port,

simply re-opened the path of commerce and colonization which had

been closed when Plato's island sank in the sea . And it is a curi

ous fact that Columbus had the antediluvian world in his mind's

eye even then, for when he reached the mouth of the Orinoco he

thought it was the river Gihon that flowed out of Paradise, and he

wrote home to Spain, “ There are here great indications suggesting

the proximity of the earthly Paradise, for not only does it correspond

in mathematical position with the opinions of the holy and learned

theologians, but all other signs concur to make it probable . ".

Atlantis.

MILLIONAIRES. The most utterly useless, destructive and

damnable crop a country can grow is — millionaires. If a commu

nity were to send to India and import a lot of man -eating tigers,

and turn them loose on the streets, to prey on men, women and

children, they would not intlict a tithe of the misery that is caused

by a like number of millionaires. And there would be this further

disadvantage : the inhabitants of the city could turn out and kill the

tigers, but the human destroyers are protected by the benevolent

laws of the very people they are immolating on the altars of wretch

edness and vice . - Cesar's Column .

THE LARK .

There rings the waked lark's song ,

Wavering in echoes, as a quivering sword

Shakes off the long bright flashes . — 1850 .

ELIHU WASHBURNE ARRAIGNED .

One word in conclusion . The gentleman has assailed me, and it

is but right that I should put his own character in the balance.

What great measure, in his sixteen years of legislation, has the

gentleman ever originated ? What liberal measure has ever met

with his support ? What original sentiment has he ever uttered ?

What thought of his has ever risen above the dead level of the

dreariest platitudes ? If he lay dead to -morrow in this chamber,

what heart in this body would experience one sincere pang of sor

row ?
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Who is there in this House he has not assailed I

He told the gentleman from Vermont (Mr. Woodbridge ), the

other day, that every corrupt and profligate measure that was pressed

in this body met his support ; and when the gentleman from Ver

mont rose upon him he cringed out of it like a whipped spaniel !

Did he not say to my friend from Philadelphia (Mr. O'Neill ] the

other day, that he would not say — for that is the gentleman's way

of making an insinuation — that he would not say that the gentle

man was one of a ring to swindle this country ? Has he not attacked

my friend from Iowa (Mr. Price] and aspersed his motives in his

legislation in this body ! He has sought to build himself up upon our

dishonor, to glorify himself in our disgrace, to pollute and befoul

and traduce the very body of which he is a member. Why, sir, his

harangues are the staple of the newspapers of the Opposition . We

meet his charges on the stump. By his wholesale reckless assaults

upon the honor and integrity of members he has lowered the stand

ard of this body. He has furnished argument for the wit of Dan

Rice . He has furnished substance for the slanderers of the pot

house.

Mr. Speaker, I need enter into no defense of the Fortieth Con

gress. In point of intellect, of devotion to the public welfare, of

integrity , of personal character, it will compare favorablywith any

Congress that ever sat since the foundation of our Goverument. It

is illustrated by names that would do honor to any nation in any age

of the world.— Speech in Congress.

HERCULES. In fact civilization itself is, in one sense , simply the

power of human intelligence to overcome the antagonistic forces of

nature. Hence the myth of Hercules overcoming dragons and lions,

and navigating oceans, is simply the dim remembrance of the aggre

gate triumphs of an ancient race, typified as a man, just as wecall the

United States “ Uncle Sam ; ” and afterwards deified as a God , just

as the Romans worshiped the dead Cæsars.— The Anti -Monopolist.

TEMPER. It is well to keep your wrath behind your thought,

not in front of it ; let it infuse itself into what you to say, - not fill

your mouth to spluttering.- Journal, 1886.

THE IGNORANT ALWAYS SLAVES. Then I told them that

without education they could not be a free people ; for freedom and

ignorance were an incongruous pair, who bred two twin monsters,
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anarchy and despotism , and one of these was sure to devour the other.

An ignorant people were only fit to be slaves, and sooner or later

they were sure to become slaves—slaves to superstition , slaves to the

crafty, slaves to the powerful. They were the prey of every man

who knew more than they did. They must either learn to think or

remain beasts of burden through all generations. And they could

‘not think wisely without knowledge ; and they could not acquire

knowledge unless through the alphabet ; by this means the treasures

of the learning of all time were open for their use. Those queer,

crooked little marks lay at the base of civilization . They were the

keys of gold that would unlock the store-houses of the world's

accumulated wealth . — Doctor Huguet.

TRUE GREATNESS. And remember, we have gotten into a way

of thinking as if numbers and wealth were everything. It is better

for a nation to contain thirty million people, prosperous, happy and

patriotic, than one hundred millions, ignorant, wretched and longing

for an opportunity to overtbrow all government. - Cæsar's Column.

THE AMPLITUDE OF ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS. The

newspapers say I was 6 sat down upon , as the phrase goes, in

this convention. That is true. I tried to get in a good word for

the producing classes, and the representatives of St. Paul and

Minneapolis (united in nothing else) combined to “ sit down upon

In an intellectual contest I should not fear any of them ; but

when it cames to the “ sitting down " process I graut you they have

· an amplitude that covers everything. [Great laughter and applause .]

-Speech in the Northwestern Waterways Convention , 1885 .

OUR SOLDIERS.

The great poet tells us that there are :

“ Tongues in the trees, books in the running brooks,

Sermons in stones, and good in everything,"

and the graves of our dead soldiers preach to us many lessons.

The first is gratitude.

We look abroad to -day in this noble and beautiful land : no

hostile flag blots our sunshine ; no boom of an enemy's canuon dis

turbs the placid scene ; no marching troops are hurrying forward to

battle and to death . From the Atlantic's waters to the Pacific coast,

from the lakes to the gulf, we are one united , contented and happy

me.
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people ; our flag honored, feared, respected and beloved in all lands;

the pride of our own people, the harbinger of hope for the world.

All this we owe to the men, living and dead, who, in the hour of

terror and agony, were ready to give their lives that we to -day

might enjoy the countless blessings of nationality, liberty and peace .

Their bodies were the sea -wall which then encircled us, when the

flood of insurrection rose lip-high , turbid and dark , ragged with

wrecks, and lashed , torn and frenzied by the tempests of gigantic

passions. - Memorial Address, 1884 .

• OTHELLO." Turn to Othello . What is the text here ? The

evils of jealousy and the power for wrong of one altogether iniquitous ;

the overthrow of a noble nature by falsehood ; the destruction of a

pure and gentle woman to satisfy the motiveless bate of a villain .

And there is a lesser moral. The play is a grand plea for temperance,

with jewels of thought set in arabesques of speech.— The Great

Cryptogram .

ADVICE TO THE IRISH IN AMERICA . But while we rejoice that

God has cast our lives in these pleasant places, let us remember that

injustice and despotism lie in waiting in the texture of human

government , as disease lies lurking in the physical system , ever

ready to break forth and turn this fair and charming prospect, this

garden of God , into a pest-house of oppression , such as that from

which you fled . Watch, then , afar off, the first coming of danger,

although the cloud be no bigger than a man's hand . Infuse into

the minds of your children the traditions of the republic, and the

teachings of O'Connell . Do this, and centuries from now, wben the

muse of bistory comes to write the mighty record of America, she

will record that the blood of Grattan and Flood, of Curran and

O'Connell, of Charles Carroll and Andrew Jackson, everywhere, on

the battle - field, in the council chamber, in public and in private life,

proved itself true to the great cause of human justice, and honored

itself by advancing the welfare and the greatness of.mankind.

Speech on O'Connell, 1875 .

SINBAD'S OLD MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN . In his speech at Glen

coe , Minnesota, on August 19th , 1884, Mr. Donnelly thus good

naturedly referred to his competitor, Major Strait :

“ One is reminded of the old man whom Sinbad the sailor, in the
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Arabian tale, met on the desert island on which he was ship

wrecked. He asked Sinbad to carry bim across a brook ; the oblig

ing Arabian took him on his shoulders ; he wound his legs around

Sinbad's neck and utterly refused , ever after, to leave his perch ,

forcing the poor fellow , by whippings and kickings, to carry him

whither he would, and feed him on the best fruits of his industry.

The story goes that Sinbad got clear of him at last by brewing some

wine of wild grapes , making him drunk, and then mashing his head

with a rock .

“ Little did the Republicans of the Third Congressional. District

think, in 1872, when they first shouldered the Major to carry him

across one nomination , that his legs would be dangling around their

necks in 1884. The boys and girls who were children at school then

are fathers and mothers now, but the Major is still on deck ; and if

he can have his way, he will ride the necks of their great grand

children - grizzled and gaunt, it may be, but as hungry as ever

kicking his heels in their reluctant ribs, and whooped on by a troop

of office -holders, the grandsons, probably, of the present incum

bents.

“ The afflicted people can not even have recourse to Sinbad's ex

pedient, for theMajor is too well seasoned for anything of that kind. ”

STATE RIGHTS. The nearer we can bring the government to the

people the better for liberty. In our fierce devotion to the idea of

nationality, assailed by domestic insurrection , we were ready to for

get the rights of the States ; but we begin to perceive that the ene

mies of mankind may take possession of the central government,

and that the States may become the last intrenchments of human

rights. - Speech in Senate ofMinnesota , 1891.

A CREATURE SEVENTY INCHES LONG. Consider, Job, the little

ness of man , the greatness of the universe ; and what righthave you

to ask Him who made all this the reasons for His actions ? And

this is a sufficient answer : A creature seventy inches long prying

into the purposes of an Awful Something, whose power ranges so

far that blazing suns are seen only as mist- specks ! —Ragnarok.

MAN . Man : a something dependent upon everything. Holding

position, intelligence, life, happiness upon the uncertain tenure of a

thousand contingencies. An idiot, dragged through the streets by a

swarming rabble of passions, necessities and circumstances, haling

beiden
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him bither and thither, while, with hair on evd and his coat torn , he

makes a stump-speech about “ free -will. " - Essay, 1853.

THE SERMON IN “ MACBETH ."

All this is revealed in Macbeth . We see the seed of ambition tak .

ing root ; we see it “ disclose itself ; " we see self-loveand the sense

of right warring with each other. We see his fiendish wife driving

him forward to crime, against the promptings of his better nature.

It depicts with unexampled dramatic power a cruel and treacher

ous murder. Then it shows us how crime begets the necessity for

crime.

" To be thus is nothing,

But to be safely thus. "

It shows one horror treading fast upon another's heels ; the

usurpertroubled with the horrible dreams that shake him nightly ; "

the mind of the ambitious woman giving way under the strain her

terrible will had put upon it, until we see her at last seeking

peace in suicide ; while Macbeth falls overthrown and slaughtered.

Have all the pulpits of all the preachers given out a more terrible

exposition and arraignment of evil ambition Think of the uncount

able millions who, in the past three hundred years, have witnessed

this play ! Think of the illimitable numbers who will behold it dur

ing the next thousand years !

What an awful picture of the workings of a guilty conscience is

that exhibited when Macbeth sees, at the festal board , the blood

boltered Banquo rising up and regarding him with glaring and soul

less eyes.

-

Call the roll of all your pulpit orators ! Where is there one that

has ever preached such a sermon as that ? Where is there one that

ever had such an audience such an unending succession of million

large audiences as this man who “in a despised weed sought the

good of all men ” ?

And remember that it was not the virtuous alone, the church

goers, the elect, who came to hear this marvelous sermon , but the

high , the low, the educated, the ignorant, the young, the old , the

good, the vicious, the titled lord, the poor prentice, the high- born

dame, the wretched waste and wreck of womankind . - The Great

Cryptogram .
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These corpo

THE WEST AND SOUTH. ' In this great contest the brains and

muscles of the South and West must unite, for self-defense, against

the profound cunning and the insolent aggression of the Northeast

ern part of the Union . - Speech, 1874 .

A GOOD WOMAN . When she prays the angels gather around her

lips like humming- birds around honeysuckles. — Journal, 1880 .

THEPOWER OF CORPORATIONS. Look at it now.

rations, with unlimited credit abroad and complete control of all

business at home, are able to bribe the newspapers, corrupt the leg

islature and even control the courts. They can crush out their ene

mies and build up their friends. The highest powers of the human

mind become their servitors ; genius, talent, eloquence, cunning, are

their tools . The bewildered people will eventually be driven to re

sist them by force, even as the starved artisans and peasants of

France rose up against the devilish arts of that aristocracy which

had combined all Europe against their liberties. The ignorant

Frenchman found that the guillotine was the only match for the su

perb cunning of his enemies. Every man must deplore such a re

sult ; yet it seems to be advancing with the certainty of doom.

The Anti-Monopolist, 1874 ..

LOGICAL DEDUCTIONS AS TO THE DRIFT.

But there is still another reason which ought to satisfy us, once for

all, that the drift-deposits were not due to the pressure of a great

continental ice -sheet. It is this :

If the presence of the Drift proves that the country in which it

is found was once covered with a body of ice thick andheavy enough,

by its pressure and weight, to grind up the surface - rocks into clay,

sand, gravel and bowlders, then the tropical regions of the world

must have been covered with such a great ice-sheet upon the very

equator ; for Agassiz found in Brazil a vast sheet of “ ferruginous

clay with pebbles,” which covers the whole country, a sheet of

drift,” says Agassiz, “ consisting of the same homogeneous, unstrat

fied paste, and containing se materials of all sorts and sizes, ”

deep red in color, and distributed , as in the north, in uneven hills,

while sometimes it is reduced to a thin deposit. It is recent in time,

"although overlying rocks ancient geologically . Agassiz had no doubt

whatever that it was of glacial origin .

Horten
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Professor Hartt, who accompanied Professor Agassiz in his South

American travels, and published a valuable work called The Geol

ogy of Brazil, describes drift-deposits as covering the province

of Pará, Brazil, upon the equator itself.

If there are no drift- deposits except where the great ice -sheet

ground them out of the rocks, then a shroud of death once wrapped

the entire globe, and all life ceased .

But we know that all life—vegetable, animal and human -- is de

rived from pre - glacial sources ; therefore, animal, vegetable and hu

man life did not perish in the Drift age ; therefore an ice -sheet did

not wrap the world in its death -pall; therefore the drift -deposits of

the tropics were not due to an ice -sheet; therefore the drift -deposits

of the rest of the world were not due to ice - sheets ; therefore we

must look elsewhere for their origin .

There is no escaping these conclusions. Agassiz himself says, de

scribing the Glacial age :

“ All the springs were dried up ; the rivers ceased to flow . To

the movements of a numerous and animated creation succeeded the

silence of death . "

If the verdure was covered with ice a mile in thickness, all ani

mals that lived on vegetation of any kind must have perished ; con

sequently , all carnivores which lived on these must have ceased to

exist ; and man himself, without animal or vegetable food , must

have disappeared forever. - Ragnarok.

A GOOD WORD FOR WOMAN .

" As father Adam first was fooled,

(A case that's still too common ),

Here lies a man a woman ruléd ;

The devil ruled the woman.

The same old story. Always the blame thrown on the woman .

There have been a thousand women ruined by men where one man

has been ruined by a woman . Woman is man's angel. Whatever is

good in human nature is best in woman . There is no woman , not

insane, who is incapable of goodness. Whatever is beastly in wom

an is man's work . That great master of human nature, Shakespeare,

when he painted the worst woman , Lady Macbeth , did not fail to

show her eventually crazed by the stings of conscience, and dying

of remorse. Her partner in guilt, Macbeth , fought it out to the last,

bold and defiant . — The Anti-Monopolist.

77
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WHAT THE PEOPLE NEED. I would simply mislead the people

by confirming them in their prejudices; and, while they praised me

now, they would curse me hereafter. The people need prophets, not

panders— bold -hearted men, ready to fight the surging torrents of

popular error, rather than mealy -mouthed, empty -hearted dem

agogues, who will float, like rotten drift-wood, along the ill -smelling,

turbid current of the world's popular delusions. — Doctor Huguet.

SERVILITY TO WEALTH . And then the inexpressible servility

of those below them ! The fools would not recognize Socrates if

they fell over him in the street ; but they can perceive Creesus a

mile off; they can smell him a block away ; and they will dislocate

their vertebræ abasing themselves before him. It reminds one of

the time of Louis XIV. in France, when millions of people were in

the extremest misery ,-even unto starvation , — while great grandees

thought it the acme of earthly bliss and honor to help put the

king to bed, or take off his dirty socks. And if a common man, by

any chance, caught a glimpse of royalty changing its shirt, he felt

as if he had looked into heaven and beheld Divinity creating

worlds. Oh, it is enough to make a man loathe his species . - Cæsar's

Column.

CONSCIENCE AND THE ANGELS. · There are threads that con

nect the conscience of the humblest with the great White Throne of

Heaven , and when any man murders his sense of right all the

legions of angels are disturbed in their serenity . - Doctor Huguet.

THE ANTEDILUVIANS.

Science has but commenced its work of reconstructing the past

and rehabilitating the ancient peoples, and surely there is no study

which appeals more strongly to the imagination than that of this

drowned nation , the true antediluvians. They were the founders

of nearly all our arts and sciences ; they were the parents of our

fundamental beliefs ; they were the first civilizers, the first navi

gators, the first merchants, the first colonizers of the earth ; their

civilization was old when Egypt was young, and they had passed

away thousands of years before Babylon, Rome and London were:

dreamed of. This lost people were our ancestors ; their blood flows

in our veins ; the words we use every day were heard, in their prim
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itive form , in their cities, courts and temples. Every line of race

and thought, of blood and belief, leads back to them .

Nor is it impossible that the nations of the earth may yet employ

their idle navies in bringing to the light of day some of the relics of

this buried people. Portions of th island lie but a few hundred

fathoms beneath the sea ; and if expeditions bare been sent out

from time to time, in the past, to resurrect from the depths of the

ocean zunken treasure- ships, with a few thousand doubloons hidden

in their cabins, why should not an attempt be made to reach the

buried wonders of Atlantis ! A single engraved tablet dredged up

from Plato's island would be worth more to science, would more

strike the imagination of mankind than all the gold of Peru, al]

the monuments of Egypt, and all the terra -cotta fragments gathered

from the great libraries of Chaldea . - Atlantis.

THE POWER OF TRUTH. One man, Mabommed said, with God

on his side, is a majority ; and one man, with truth on his side, must

become a majority.-- Ragnarok.

IGNORANCE . Ignorance in the individual is dreadful, suicidal.

But when it overspreads a nation in a black, fierce tempest of folly,

bigotry and passion, it is worse than the doom of destruction fore

told in the Apocalypse. — Journal, 1890 .

PERSEVERANCE.

Go slowly on with patient brow :

The gradual is God's law ;

And struggling rose the names that now

Hold rivalry in awe. - 1853.

THE VALUE OF FOREIGN IMMIGRATION. If our age , Mr. Chair

man, possesses any peculiar and distinctive significance, any distin

guishing trait wbich marks. it as a new era in the development of

the human race, it is to be found in its breaking -down of old prej

udices and illiberalities; in its opening to allmen , of all races and

colors, equal opportunities for advancement; in its scattering over

new and virgin lands the pent - up and oppressed populations of the

elder nations; and, in a word, in its softening the asperities and

broadening the generosities of mankind. Permit meto remark ,

· Mr. Chairman, that that party which shall aspire to continuously

rule the destinies of our nation must take this lussou deeply to
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heart, or it will find itself unworthy its high mission . The focal

point of the age, “the half -brother of the world ,” as an English

poot bas called our country , those who would lead us must rise to

the sublime height of justice to the entire human family ; not only

to that portion, whatever may be their color, born on our own soil,

but to those vast populations of the Old World, joint heritors with

ourselves of the billion acres of land still unclaimed and uninhab

ited . - Speech in Congress, Feb. 27, 1864.

How News TRAVELS. There is a sort of freemasonry among

the negroes, whereby the servants of one house communicate the

occurrences which happen in it to the servants of all the other

houses ; and thus the news will spread , with almost telegraphic

rapidity, throughout a wbole neighborhood . It is said that the In

dians have the same system . We are told, for instance, that themas

sacre of General Custer and his troops was known to the red men , five

hundred miles from the scene of the disaster, long before the whites

had heard of it by the electric wires. I suppose that our own race,

before the days of newspapers, used the same means of disseminat

ing information, and any startling news passed from mouth to

mouth with wonderful rapidity .-- Doctor Huguet.

" Not PROVEN. " The shallower the mind, the more positive it

is usually upon every subject. The deepest thinkers adopt the

Scotch verdict, “ Not proven ,” as to many of the great problems

of life . - The Anti-Monopolist.

A SMILE . That bland, mechanical, Now . England smile, which

does not in the slightest degree interfere with the shrewdness, cun

ning and observation working away beneath it. A piece of hered

itary facial carving, derived from generations of worldly-minded

ancestors, who found that a smiling expression was a great help in

business, and cost them nothing-an important consideration to

an economical race . - Journal, 1886 .

THE AGE OF TRUSTS. “ The undertakers met in St. Paul,

Sept.9th, 1890, and formed a trust. Every large town in Minnesota
and the two Dakotas was represented.”

What are we coming to ? When the morning of the Resurrection

dawns and the poor fools are turning over and asking, half -awake,

“ Where's Gabriel ?” some newspaper reporter will tell them that
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a Trust has bought bis trumpet, and that there won't be a single

“ toot” without spot cash._Journal, 1890 .

THE MISSION OF ISRAEL .

The vital conviction which , during thousands of years, at all times

pressed home upon the Israelites, was that they were a chosen

people ,” selected out of the multitudes of the earth , to perpetuate

the great truth that there was but one God - an illimitable, omni

potent, paternal spirit, who rewarded the good and punished the

wicked— in contradistinction from the multifarious, subordinate,

animal and bestial demi-gods of the other nations of the earth .

This sublime monotheism could only have been the outgrowth of a

high civilization , for man's first religion is necessarily a worship of

" stocks and stones,” and history teaches us that the gods decrease

in number as man increases in intelligence . It was probably in

Atlantis that monotheism was first preached. The proverbs of

“ Ptah -hotep , ” the oldest book of the Egyptians, show that this

most ancient colony from Atlantis received the pure faith from the

mother -land at the very dawn of history ; this book preached the

doctrine of one God , “ the rewarder of the good and the punisher

of the wicked ." “ In the early days the Egyptians worshiped one

only God, the maker of all things, without beginning and without

end. To the last the priests preserved this doctrine , and taught it

privately to a select few . " The Jows took up this great truth

where the Egyptians dropped it, an over the heads and over the

ruins of Egypt, Chaldea, Phænicia, Greece, Rome and India this

handful of poor shepherds - ignorant, debased and despised---have

carried down to our own times a conception which could only have

originated in the highest possible state of human society.

And even skepticism must pause before the miracle of the con

tinued existence of this strange people, wading through the ages,

bearing on their shoulders the burden of their great trust, and

pressing forward , under the force of a perpetual and irresistible-im

pulse. The speech that may be heard to -day in the synagogues of

Chicago and Melbourne resounded two thousand years ago in the

streets of Rome; and, at a still earlier period; it could be heard in

the palaces of Babylon and the shops of Thebes --- in Tyre, in Sidon ,

in Gades, in Palmyra, in Nineveh. How many nations have perished,

how many languages have ceased to exist, how many splendid civil
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izations have crumbled into ruin, how many temples and towers and

towns have gone down to dust since the sublime frenzy of mono

theism first seized this extraordinary people ! All their kindred

nomadic tribes are gone; their land of promise is in the hands of

strangers; but Judaism , with its offspring, Christianity, is taking

possession of the habitable world ; and the continuous life of one

people - one poor, obscure and wretched people -- spans the tre

mendous gulf between “ Ptab-hotep ” and this nineteenth century.

If the Spirit of which the universe is but an expression -of

whose frame the stars are the infinite molecules-- can be supposed

ever to interfere with the laws of matter and reach down into the

doings of men, would it not be to save from the wreck and waste

of time the most sublime fruit of the civilization of the drowned

Atlantis—a belief in the one, only, just God, the father of all life,

the imposer of all moral obligations ? --Atlantis.

THE HELL OF THE PROSCRIBED . This is my punishment. This

is my living death. I sit in the midst of my sorrows as in a tomb.

I cannot die . I cannot fly into the unknown world out of which

have come such visions. I know nothing, I can surmise nothing

of the much that must be there. This is what terrifies me- the

unknown, the inmeasurable ! I have no fear of hell. This is hell.

The proud mind that dwells in a proscribed body lives in hell.

Coals and fames are nothing to the anguish of a tortured spirit. It

is the soul that feels the burning, not the dead matter of the body.

-Doctor Huguet.

BOB INGERSOLL AND FRANCIS BACON. I should as soon at

tempt to sound the depths of the Atlantic Ocean with a champagne

cork, as to measure the intellect of the philosopher of Verulam by

the mind of this rhapsodist. - Speech, 1891.

DESIRE. There is no logician so subtle as Desire. It has a

thousand arguments. It can recall ten thousand facts. It casts its

glittering and deceptive light over unprepossessing reality. It warms

us with a fire before which the cold figure of Judgment is seen to

dissolve and melt away in silence, like the wax image of the king

under the spell of the witches.— 1853.

THE EASTERN NEWSPAPER CRITICS. Shallow creatures, who

measure a man's intellect by bis distance from tide -water.- Journal,

1890.
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BACON AND THE PRESENT AGE . And why should be acknowl

edge them ? He left his fame and good name to his “ own countrymen

after some time be past ; ” he believed the cipher, which he had so

laboriously inserted in the Plays, would be found out. He would

obtain all the glory for his name in that distant future when he would

not hear the re aches of caste ; when às a pure spirit he might

look down from space, and see the winged goodness he had created,

passing, on pinions of persistent purpose, through all the world ,

through all the ages, from generation to generation. In that age ,

when his body was dust ; when cousins and kin were ashes ; when

Shakspere had moldered into nothingness beneath the protection of

his own barbaric curse ; when not a trace could be found of the bones

of Elizabeth or James, or even the stones of the Curtain or the Black- .

friars : then, in a new world , a brighter world , a greater world , a

better world – to which his own age would be but a faint and per

turbed remembrance-he would be married anew to his immortal

works. He would live again , triumphant, pver Burleigh and Cecil ,

over Coke and Buckingham , over parasites and courtiers, over trick

sters and panders— the magnificent victory of genius over power,

of mind over time ; -and, so living, he would live forever.- The

Great Cryptogram .

INJUSTICE THE MOTHER OF REVOLUTIONS. Injustice is the

mother of revolutions. In no case has rebellion raised its head in

the midst of equal laws ; for what more can a man ask than equality ?

But.I challenge the historian to point to a single community where

unjust laws have not sooner or later given birth to revolutions; to

the efforts of one class to perpetuate and of the other to resist in

justice . - Speech in Congress, February 1, 1866 .

THE AUTOMATIC NATURE OF THE MIND. If What is the mind

of man who is it that thinks because he intends to think Who

is it can anticipate his own thoughts ? Where do they come from ?

The mind is like a great, shoreless pool, and thoughts arise to its

surface as mermaids project their shining shoulders above the quiet

But from what unsoundable depths do they arise ? How far

down toward the central everlasting purposes do those waters

reach ? Do they not rest upon the Will of the universe ? And

are not these apparently self -actipg intellects of ours part of the

great automatic mechanism we call Nature ? Is there not a rhythm

sea .
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in the music of the spheres ? Are not all things weigbed , measured

and counted ? Can there be an accident in a world that contains

a God ? And if this be so , are not iny sufferings fore -doomed and

necessary ? Are they not part of the universal scheme ? And, if

this be so , are not 'my very miseries dignities ? " - Doctor Huguet.

IN ALL THINGS GENTLENESS. I do not think it is necessary ,

for the triumph of truth , that it should lacerate the feelings even of

the humblest. It should come, like Quetzalcoatl, with shining,

smiling face, its hands full of fruits and flowers, bringing only bless

ings and kindliness to the multitude.-Ragnarok.

THE MOUNTAINS TURNED INTO BREAD. The time may come

when the slow processes of agriculture will be largely discarded,

and the food of man be created out of the chemical elements of

which it is composed , transfused by electricity and magnetism . We

have already done something in that direction in the way of syn

thetic chemistry . Our mountain ranges may, in after ages, be

leveled down and turned into bread for the support of the most

enlightened , cultured , and, in its highest sense , religious people that

ever dwelt on the globe. All this is possible if civilization is pre

served from the destructive power of tbe ignorant and brutal Plu

tocracy, who now threaten the safety of mankind. They are like

the slave - owners of 1860 : they blindly and imperiously insist on

their own destruction ; they strike at the very hands that would

save them . - Cæsar's Column.

MENTAL PHILOSOPHY. There are men without any capacity

for original thought, who, like a phonograph , simply repeat what is

talked into them . - Letter to the Dramatic Mirror.

AMERICA'S SUPERIORITY.

Irishmen , you are right to love the beautiful land of your birth ;

that western island, nearest to America, and green with the showers

borne by the gulf-stream from the shores of America. You do right

to reverence your native land , to cherish its memory, to pity its sor

ws, to preserve its distinctive literature , to be proud of the virtuo

and the genius to which it has given birth . But what is Ireland

yes, I may say, what is all Europe —compared with this great

theater of human activity of wbich we are inheritors ; this conti

nental nation ; this free republic ! Rejoice and be exceeding glad
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that God has cast your lot in this goodly land. All that O'Connell

labored , struggled and fought for we have here, completed and per

fected. No king sits on his throne to dictate to us ; no aristocracy

grinds us into the earth ; no established church wrings tribute from

unwilling consciences ; no dominant caste flaunts insults in your

faces. The earth beneath our feet holds in its bosom incalculable

fertility; the air that blows upon us is free as our own thoughts ;

the government that rules us is ourselves. Here every temple

points its spire to God undisturbed by man ; here each religion

strives with its fellows to establish the greatest claims upon the

respect and confidence of mankind ; while over all universal educa

tion, broad and generous as God's blessed sunlight, brightens and

warms the nation with its beams. — Speech on Daniel O'Connell, 1875 .

LIFE .

why this great flight, this shadowy flight of time ?

Passing and hurried flit the phantoms by.

Have they no aim , no end, no mark sublime,

In all this labor, but to be and die ?

Is this their sum and total, and for this

Do they discard , dishonor or deprave

All that is given them , and all that is,

Perverting life and darkening the grave ?-1851.

DEATH AND THE HEREAFTER . But that doom was, to one of

my training, worse than death and the grave. For in death all are

equal; and the grave turns us at last into flowers,– bright flowers,

things of beauty, that fill the atr with perfume. In the dust of

the grave there are no stirrings of ambition ; no unsatisfied long

ings ; no jealousies ; no pride ; no wounded sensibilities ; no great

passionate bursts of the hearts that are trampled under the feet of

men ; nothing but peace and sleep. Ay, profound and dreamless

sleep — sleep that takes no note of night or day, or time or season ;

of the wind's wild scream or the song -bird's melody ; of the grow

ing grass or the falling leaves ; of sunshine or rain ; -sleep that

merges the individual into the universal nature, as a drop of water

is lost in the interminable ocean. And if from this dissolving clod

the extricated spirit is carried by the great Purpose into other

realms of being, will not God be there too ? Will not that region

be part of God's world, wherever it may be ? Can not the soul

ܐܳܪܳܗ݁ܒ
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trust itself with safety to Him who made it ! Will the Creator,

Saturn-like, devour His children ! It cannot be. — Doctor Huguet.

A NEW IDEA. Whyshould twenty thousand people in a county

be taxed to pay the expense of allowing a few fools to squabble over

petty law -suits ? If A has a claim against B, why should C, D, E,

F and all the rest of the alphabet have to pay A the expense of

collecting that claim ? What have they to do with it ? If A found

that he had to pay the piper himself he would hesitate about rush

ing into law ; he would compromise with B, or he would agree to

arbitrate his dispute .; and thus the taxpayers of the county would

save thousands of dollars annually . — The Anti -Monopolist.

OUR OLD SOLDIERS. But gratitude does not end with the dead.

They may not hear or see us. The delighied spirit, with a universe

in which to wander, may take small heed of the things of this little

earth. But we have many of the living soldiers of the war still

among us ; their courage, their toils, their trials, were little less

than those of the fallen . They have reached middle life, some of

them old age ; and some to age have added poverty ; and though none

of them , I trust,

Beg bitter bread through realms their valor won,"

still there are many who will be glad to feel that the communities in

which they dwell remember gratefully the part they took in the pre

servation of the great republic, and are ready to hold out to them,

not the cold hand of charity , but the warm grasp of friendship.

While, then , you adorn the graves of the dead, try to brighten the

homes of the living. Kindness, gentleness, brotherly love are fairer

flowers than any that bloom on the fields of earth ; they are divine

blossoms showered by the hand of God upon the heart of man.

Memorial Address, 1884 .

THAT'S CERTAIN . If we find the devil on one side of a con

troversy we know that God must be on the other. - Journal, 1889.

66

A PRE -GLACIAL COIN .

This is indeed an extraordinary revelation . Here we have a

copper medal, very much like a coin , inscribed with alphabetical or

hieroglyphical signs, which, when placed under the microscope, in

the hands of a skeptical investigator, satisfies him that it is not re
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cent , and that it passed through a rolling -mill and was cut by i

machine.

If it is not recent, if the tooth of time is plainly seen on it, it is

not a modern fraud ; if it is not a modern fraud, then it is really the

coin of some pre -Columbian people. The Indians possessed no cur

rency or alphabet, so that it dates back of the red men . Nothing

similar bas been found in the hundreds of American mounds that

have been opened, so that it dates back of the Mound -builders.

It comes from a depth of not less than eighty feet in glacial clay ;

therefore it is profoundly ancient.

It is engraved after a method utterly unknown to any civilized

nation on earth, within the range of recorded history. IT IS EN

GRAVED WITH ACID !

It belongs, therefore, to a civilization unlike any we know of. If

it had been derived from any other human civilization, the makers,

at the same time they borrowed the round , metallic form of the

coin, would have borrowed also the mold or the stamp. But they

did not ; and yet they possessed a rolling -mill and a machine to cut

out the coin.

What do we infer ? That there is a relationship between our

civilization and this, but it is a relationship in which this represents

the parent; and the round metallic coins of historical antiquity

were derived from it, but without the art of engraving by the use of

acid.

It does not stand alone, but at great depths in the same clay im

plements of copper and of IRON arefound.

What does all this indicate ?

That far below the present level of the State of Ilinois, in the

depths of the glacial clays, about one hundred or one hundred and

twenty feet below the present surface of the land, there are found

the evidences of a high civilization . For a coin with an inscription

upon it implies a high civilization : -it implies an alphabet, a litera

ture, a government, commercial relations, organized society, regu

lated agriculture, which could alone sustain all these ; and some

implement like a plow, without which extensive agriculture is not

possible ; and this in turn implies domesticated animals to draw the

plow . The presence of the coin, avd of implements of copper and

iron, proves that mankind had passed far beyond the Stone Age.

veidotas
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And these views are confirmed by the pavements and ci ;terns of

brick found seventy feet below the surface in the lower Mississippi

Valley . - Ragnarok.

MAN. That bag of fluids and divine and demoniacal influences

called — man . - Journal, 1889.

THE GLORY OF WEALTH . “ And thus, under the stimulus of

shallow vanity, ” I continued, “ a rivalry of barouches and bon

nets— an emulation of waste and extravagance— all the powers of

the minds of men are turned – not to lift up the world, but to de

grade it. A crowd of little creatures— men and women -are dis

played upon a high platform , in the face of mankind, parading and

strutting about, with their noses in the air, as tickled as a monkey

with a string of beads, and covered with a glory which is not their

own, but which they have been able to purchase ; crying aloud :

* Behold what I have got ! ' not, ‘ Behold what I am ! ' ” — Cæsar's

Column.

THE CONSCIENCE. And something, away within me, sneered at

me and reviled me— yea, spat at me . And in my heart of hearts

I stood at the altar of my soul , with downcast head and shamed

face, sore and sorry , humiliated and wretched. It seemed to me

that I was an outcast from myself— that my conscience spurned me

out of its doors into the wilderness.— Doctor Huguet.

NATURALNESS. Nothing can be great that is not natural. Great

ness is but nature elevated . Man cannot invent anything that will

accord better with nature than herself. There is no grimace can

exceed in beauty the ordinary and reposeful face of woman . And if

one were to assemble all the sounds of nature and mingle them at

will, from the bellow of the bison to the lamentation of the nightin

gale, he could form no scale for the expression of emotion superior

to the transitions of the human voice . — Essay, 1852 .

MAN . A creature that thinks— imported into a material world

incapable of thought. An exotic - a foreigner.-Journal, 1889.

WHAT THE FARMER IS AND SHOULD BE. As Ralph Waldo

Emerson beautifully puts it in one of his essays: “ The glory of the

farmer is that, in the division of labor, it is bis part to create. All

the trades rest at last on his primitive authority. He stands close

to nature ; be obtains from earth the bread ; and the food which

&
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was not, he causes to be. The first farmer was the first gentleman ,

and all historic nobility rests on the possession and use of land.”

That's the way it should be ; but in this country the owner of

the land is simply a bondman whose duty it is to support usurers

and officeholders. He goes clothed in rags, and half -fed on the

coarsest fare, while those who live off him “ wear purple and fine

linen and fare sumptuously every day. " The ownership of the

land in other countries makes a man a gentleman ; here it simply

enables him to sweat and pay taxes . — The Anti- Monopolist.

THE VISION.

As I gazed intently upon this spot, to my extreme astonishment

I perceived that the light was slowly taking upon itself the outlines

of a human head and face ; vaguely at first, but gradually growing

more and more plain , until at last the lines of the countenance

glowed with great distinctness. It was a face painted in light - I

might almost say in fire. A marvelous face ! A face never to be for

gotten . A face I had never seen before. I had often thought how

much of diverse character and meaning could be implanted on the

few square inches of the human countenance ; but here was a face

that transcended my highest dream of all such possibilities.

It was a massive head. The forehead was broad - very broad

high and serene. Beneath it glowed wonderful orbs that looked as

if they had sounded all depths of thought and feeling - even to the

dreadful verge of despair. There was in them infinite power , sor

row , kindliness and compassion ; and yet it was a strong face ; the

mouth mobile, but the chin square. The face was very fair ; the

hair bright golden, falling in masses to the shoulders, and from it

radiated luminous beams, pulsating and ever moving. It seemed to

be the source of the light that illuminated the whole room .

I had never beheld, anywhere, any picture of this countenance,

and yet something within me whispered :

This is THE CHRIST ! ” - Doctor Huguet.

TRUTH FITS INTO TRUTH. We sometimes call, in law , an in

strument between two parties an indenture. Why ? Because it

was once the custom to write a deed or contract in duplicate, on a

long sheet of paper or parchment, and then cut them apart upon an

irregular or indented line. If, thereafter, any dispute arose as to

whether one was the equivalent of the other, the edges, where they
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were divided, were put together to see if they precisely matched. If

they did not, it followed tltat some fraud had somewhere been prac

ticed: Truth, in like manner, is serrated, and its indentations fit into

all other truth . If two alleged truths do not thus dovetail into each

other, along the line where they approximate, then one of them is

not the truth , but an error or a fraud . — The Great Cryptogram .

THE WORD'S RULERS. There was about Prince Cabano that

air of confidence and command which usually accompanies great

wealth or success of any kind . Extraordinary power produces

always the same type of countenance. You see it in the high -nosed

mummied kings of ancient Egypt. There is about them an aristo

cratic hauteur which even the shrinking of the dry skin for four

thousand years has not been able to quite subdue. We feel like

taking off our hats even to the parched hides. You see it in the

cross -legged monuments of the old crusaders, in the venerable

churches of Europe; a splendid breed of ferocious barbarians they

were, who struck ten blows for conquest and plunder where they

struck one for Christ. And you can see the same type of counte

nance in the present rulers of the world — the great bankers, the

railroad presidents, the gigantic speculators, the uncrowned mon

archs of commerce, whose golden chariots drive recklessly over the

prostrate bodies of the people . — Cæsar's Column .

THE MOUNTAINS.

Where the soft vales lie lulled like dimpled smiles ;

Where rocks stand thick, like high, thought- darkened brows;

Where wandering rivers linger ' round lone isles,

Kissing the wet leaves of their trailing boughs.

But most thy dark woods love I to behold ,

Piled thick on steeps, and massy with close leaves,

Where 'mid the topmost branches, brownly old ,

The troublous wind continually grieves. - 1851.

HISTORY. Man crawled timidly backward into the history of the

past over his little limit of six thousand years ; and at the farther

end of his tether he found the perfect civilization of early Egypt.

He rises to his feet and looks still backward, and the vista of his

tory spreads and spreads to antediluvian times. Here at last he

has reached the beginning of things: here man first domesticated

was the bestonline
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the animals ; here he first worked in copper and iron ; here he pos

sessed for the first time an alphabet, a government, commerce,

and coinage. And, lol from the bottom of well-holes in Ilinois,

one hundred and fourteen feet deep, the buckets of the artesian

well augur bring up copper rings and iron hatchets and engraved

coins - engraved by a means unknown to historical mankind - and

we stand face to face with a civilization so old that man will not

willingly dare to put it into figures.

Here we are in the presence of that great, buit possibly brutal

and sensual development of man's powers, " the sword -ages, the

ax -ages , the murder -ages of the Goths, ” of which God cleared the

earth when he buried the mastodon under the Drift forever. - Rag

narok .

SUNSET.

The gold -shod evening through the dark’ning west

Slips like a fugitive . — 1851.

IRELAND AND THE SOUTH . Love and loyalty are flowers that

spring unbidden at the touch of the gentle hand of justice; they

can never be coerced out of the hearts of men by cruelty and op

pression.— Speech at banquet to the Earl ofAberdeen , St. Paul, 1887.

THE SEA.

And sink at last, when my song is past,

Like silence on the sea ;

Beautiful, solemn sea,

Thou art the world to me,

The whole wide world to me.

Never a strand or shore,

Never the wave of trees,

But ever the same stern roar,

The same continuous breeze.

Ever the same wide waste,

With its sullen fall and rise,

The shadowy billows. faced

With the everlasting skies.— 1851.

CONSIDER THE WRETCHED.

Speak to Dives of liftingup the plane of all the under -fed , under

paid , benighted millions of the earth—his fellow -men— to higher
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levels of comfort, and joy, and intelligence — not tearing down any,

but building up all— and Dives can not understand you.

Ah, Dives ! consider, if there is no other life than this, the fate

of these uncounted millions of your race ! What does existence give

to them ? What do they get out of all this abundant and beautiful

world ?

To look down the vista of such a life as theirs is like gazing into

one of the corridors of theCatacombs : an alley filled with reeking

bones of dead men ; while from the cross - arches, waiting for the

poor man's coming on , ghastly shapes look out : -sickness and want

and sin and grim despair and red - eyed suicide.

Put yourself in his placo, Dives, locked up in such a cavern as

that, and the key thrown away ! -Ragnarok.

THE UNIVERSEIS THOUGHT. A something within me seemed

to cry out : “Fool ! fool ! thinkest thou that thy capacity for thought

is but an orphan accident in the midst of a barren universe ? No,

no ; the universe is thought. Thy mind is but a fragment thipped off

and dropped to earth from the illimitable soul of things, bearing

upon it the stamp of its divinity in its sense of right, its imperial

conscience. Death is but the opening of the door. The room is

empty , but the tenant has wandered elsewhere.- Doctor Huguet.

RED PAINT. The finishing touches of the portrait of Reform

are too often given with red paint. - Journal, 1889 .

A CHARACTER .

A countenance that looks as if it had been cut out of lignum

vitæ , by some humorous demon, with a broad -axe ; an evil face,

where God hath set the bar -sinister of his unqualified disapproval.

A mixture of fool and knave in most exact and judicious propor

tions. He would be a fool absolute if his cunning did not restrain

him ; he would be a scoundrel unmitigated if the cup of his folly

did not overflow the saucer of his judgment.

A monstrosity ; an absurdity ; an awful mixture of wickedness

and weakness. It is as if a Bengal tiger had begotten a foal on the

body of an unadulterated ass ; and the product was an abnormal and

incongruous combination of claws, hoofs, stripes and ears ; the ap

palling roar trailing out into a ridiculous bray ; the belly fitted

neither for blood nor thistles.
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When he goes to hell — as he will — for he naturally belongs

there— the devils will alternately shrink back and leave a vacuum

around him , and then gather to roar with laughter over his antics

and absurdities. - Speech, 1884 .

DINNER BELLS.

(AFTER POE A LONG DISTANCE .)

Hear the glorious dinner bells ;

Sympathetic dinner bells ;

Tinkling, tingling, silver bells ;

What a world of satisfaction

Their melody foretells !

With the pudding from the pot,

(The dark , ambrosial pot ) ,

And the turkey smoking hot,

Filled with filling till it swells ;

And it smells !

Oh, it smells !

As if an angel dwells

In the circumambient air ;

And, from iridescent wings,

O'er the group assembled flings

Paradisial odors rare ;

Rich and rare ;

Filling, thrilling all the air !

While it smells ! -Oh, it smells ! -

Smells ! - smells ! - 'smells !

Smells ! — smells ! - smells !

As if the saints forgiven ,

Through the open gates of heaven,

Flung the beaming, gleaming, streaming

Breath of Edenrare,

Rich and rare ;

Through the circumambient air,

Everywhere ! - Christmas, 1870 ..

THE COMET. Do not count too much , Dives, on your lands and

houses and parchments ; your guns and cannon and laws; your in

surance companies and your governments. There may be even now

C
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one coming from beyond Arcturus, or Aldebaran , or Coma Berenices,

with glowing countenance and horrid hair, and millions of tons of

debris, to overwhelm you and your possessions, and your corpora

tions, and all the ant -like devices of man in one common ruin .

Ragnarok .

A KNAVE . A dishonest knave who would turn around on

one-tenth of his own diameter . - Journal, 1889.

THE POOR OF THE OLD WORLD. And how pitiful, Mr. Speaker,

is the condition of those populations ? They lie at the base of a col

umn of injustices heaped high above them. How desolate is the cry

which their wretchedness, their misery, their very sinfulness, sends

up to heaven ! How pale, how bloodless are their poor faces as they

gatherin the fetid alleys of the great cities of the Old World , or sit

down patiently to their insufficient food in miserable cabins ! The

whole past of the human family seems to rest crushingly upon

them. Conquests a thousand years old yet press upon their should

The distinctions of race and caste and religion, and all the

million forms of injustice growing out of these , yet hold them under

their feet. They look to the laws, and they are against them ; they

look to the land, and it is occupied ; they can only hope by the most

cruel and unceasing toil to snatch a living more scant, more preca

rious than that which the gaunt wolf gathers in the depths of the

forest . - Speech in Congress, May 7, 1868 .

THE MIND GOD - LIKE. But what a sense of exaltation came

over me ! Out of the very wells and caverns of humiliation I had

climbed to the light. I had risen upon the wings of my own soul.

I had found that there is that in the mind of man that can survive

the wreck of matter and the crush of worlds.” Only the cowardly

fall. The brave man dares all the bolts of fate. Death simply

releases him from unfortunate conditions. The mind is god - like–

it is God . I would make this black hide as glorious as the crippled

figure of the slave Æsop, or the satyr-like features of the persecuted

Sócrates.-Doctor Huguet.

CÆSAR LOMELLINI. I turned to the president. Such a man I

had never seen before . He was, I should think , not less than six

feet six inches high , and broad in proportion . His great arms hung

down until the monstrous hands almost touched the knees. His
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skin was quite dark , almost negroid, and a thick, close mat of curly

black hair covered his huge head like a thatch . His face was mus

cular, ligamentous; with great bars, ridges and whelks of flesh,

especially about the jaws and on the forehead . But the eyes fasci

nated me. They were the eyes of a wild beast, deep -set, sullen and

glaring ; they seemed to shine like those of the 'cat-tribe, with a

luminosity of their own. This, then— said to myself-must be

Cæsar, the commander of the dreaded Brotherhood.- Cæsar's

Column.

NATIONAL PROGRESS. The progress of a people is like the

progress of a ship at sea. The air is agitated for a thousand miles

around the vessel; there is a great bluster in the rigging ; a great

rattling of cordage; and out of the whole tumult the sails have

caught a few caps full of wind, and the ship is . advanced a mile or two

upon its course. God has to blow hard down the centuries and over

the universe to move a nation forward a foot's space . — 1855.

THE ABSURDITY OF THE ICE THEORY.

Again, where did the clay, which is deposited in such gigantic

masses, hundreds of feet thick , over the continent, come from ? We

have seen that, according to Mr. Dawkins, no such clay has been

proved to have been formed , either in the Arctic regions, whence the

ice- sheet has retreated , or in the districts forsaken by the glaciers."

If the Arctic ice -sheet does not create such a clay now , why did

it create it centuries ago on the plains of England or Illinois ?

The other day I traveled from Minnesota to Cape May, on the

shore of the Atlantic, a distance of about fifteen hundred miles. At

scarcely any point was I out of sight of the red clay and gravel of

the Drift ; it loomed up amid the beach -sands of New Jersey ; it

was laid bare by railroad - cuts in the plains of New York and

Pennsylvania ; it covered the highest tops of the Alleghanies at

Altoona ; the farmers of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin were

raising crops upon it ; it was everywhere. If one had laid down a

handful of the Wisconsin drift alongside of a handful of the New

Jersey deposit, he could scarcely have perceived any difference

between them .

Here, then , is a geological formation , almost identical in character,

fifteen hundred miles long from east to west, and reaching through
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the whole length of North and South America, from the Arctic

Circle to Patagonia .

Did ice grind this out of the granite ?

Where did it get the granite ? The granite reaches the surface

only in limited areas ; as a rule it is buried many miles in depth un

der the sedimentary rocks.

How did the ice pick out its materials so as to grind nothing but

granite !

This deposit overlies limestone and sandstone. The ice sheet

rested upon them. Why were they not ground up with the granite ?

Did the ice intelligently pick out a particular kind of rock, and that

the hardest of them all ?

But here is another marvel— this clay is red . The red is due to

the grinding up of mica and hornblende. Granite is composed of

quartz, feldspar and mica . In syenitic granite the materials are

quartz, feldspar and hornblende. Mica and hornblende contain

considerable oxide of iron , while feldspar has none. When mica

and hornblende are ground up, the result is blue or red clays, as the

oxidation of the iron turns the clay red ; while the clay made of

feldspar is light yellow or white.

Now , then , not only did the ice sheet select for grinding the gran

ite rock , and refuse to touch the others, but it put the granite itself

through some mysterious process by which it separated the feldspar

from the mica and hornblende, and manufactured a white or yellow

clay out of the one, which it deposited in great sheets by itself, as

west of the Mississippi ; while it ground up the mica and hornblende

and made blue or red clays, which it laid down elsewhere, as the

red clays are spread over that great stretch of fifteen hundred miles

to which I have referred.— Ragnarok .

THE WATERS OF HUMILIATION. Talk about drinking the

waters of humiliation. I have drained them to the very dregs ; I

have swallowed them by the quart, the gallon , the bucket- full, the

barrel-full ; I have been plunged into an ocean of them ; I have been

soaked in them , for years at a time, until every fiber of my being

has sbrieked out its protest against injustice and degradation.

Journal, 1888 .

A MARRIAGE FOR MONEY . Can high walls, rich lawns, wide

fields and spļendid trappings compensate the spirit, which, return .

دننادیمنیهوتنانخس
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no man

ing from its wanderings, finds no rest , no comfort, no repose ; but

circles ever in restless flutterings around the empty image of a

home ? – Essay, 1853.

MEANER THAN THE MONKEYS. It is an axiom that “

can be safely left in the unrestrained power of any other man. It

was on this principle that we abolished slavery. To say that a

dozen men in Minneapolis, by the ticking of a telegraph, shall fix

every year and every day the value of the productions of a hundred

thousand farmers, and the resulting prosperity of all the merchants,

professional men, mechanics and working people dependent on them ,

is to say that a gigantic wrong must be inflicted on the people.

There never yet existed the power to oppress that oppression did

not follow . Mankind is meaner than the monkeys and crueler than

the wild beasts. We have only to look back a few hundred years to see

the horrible outrages which uurestrained man inflicted on his fel

lows. In fact, we need only cross the ocean and visit the wretched

cabins of Ireland, or the mines of Siberia, to learn that tigers and

sharks are kinder to their kin than that “ paragon of animals, that

“quintessence of dust,” the human creature . — Speech at Glencoe,

1884.

EDUCATION AND THE NEWSPAPER. Neither did it follow that

because a man was educated he was intelligent. There was a vast

population of the middle class, who had received good educations,

but who did not have any opinion upon any subject, except as they

derived it from their daily newspapers. The rich men owned the

newspapers and the newspapers owned their readers ; so that, prac

tically, the rich men cast all those hundreds of thousands of votes.

If these men had not been able to read and write they would have

talked with one another upon public affairs, and have formed some

correct ideas ; their education simply facilitated their mental subju

gation ; they were chaived to the chariots of the Oligarchy; and

they would never know the truth until they woke up some bright

morning and found it was the Day of Judgment. - Cæsar's Column.

A DOZEN LIVES. I regret that I cannot live a dozen lives at

once, with ten times the industry, for each one, that I am now

capable of. - Journal, 1886 .

THE FIRES OF ATLANTIS STILL BURNING. These facts would

seem to show that the great fires which destroyed Atlantis are still
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smoldering in the depths of the ocean ; that the vast oscillations

which carried Plato's continent beneath the sea inay again bring it ,

with all its buried treasures, to the light; and that even the wild

imagination of Jules Verne, when he described Captain Nemo, in

his diving -armor, looking down upon the temples and towers of the

lost island, lit by the fires of the submarine volcanoes, had some

groundwork of possibility to build upon . — Atlantis.

A STRANGE COMPOUND. He is not even an honest fanatic ; for

all his viperishness and vituperativeness are at the service of the

man who owns, for the time being, the collar upon his neck. He is

that strangest of all compounds, a fanatic plugged with a post- office ;

and hence he combines the docility of the water -spaniel with the

ferocity of the rat- terrier . — The Anti- Monopolist.

THE ILLUMINATION OF INTELLECT.

As when the Chinese shade's raised figures stand ,

Wrought almost perfect by the artist's hand,

And yet uneven , callous, cold and dull,

Til the lit taper fills them , clear and full ;

So woman's face, molded by skill divine,

Graced with angelic beauty in each line,

But meaningless and soulless meets the sight

Till intellect comes freshening it with light ;

And then , ah ! then, each feature teems with grace,

Mind, softened mind, looks saint - like from the face ;

In each sweet, dimpled smile the light lies caught,

And in the deep eyes dwell whole worlds of thought. — 1855.

THE WHITE MANHOOD. " Smite me with sudden death, O Lord

God ! " I cried aloud ; cuver me with leprosy ; rot me with con

sumption ; infect me with all tho racking pains that flesh inherits ;

plunge me in poverty to the very lips ; overwhelm me with shame

and dishonor ; but give me back my body,myrace, my white skin

that loftiest symbol of dignity and greatness throughout all the

habitable world . Let me stand, if you will, O God ! at some street

corner, lame and blind, and sick and sore, with outstretched hand,

living upon the pitiful and contemptuous bounty of my kind ; but

give me back my white manhood .! Spare me this awful, this in

comprehensible, this unprecedented afiliction . And, o Christ! have

8
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your pitying eyes no glance of mercy for me ? You died on the

cross, but you died a white man ? This is a living cross, a life -long

crucifixion , compared with which the nails and the spear were

merciful. - Doctor Huguet:

INDIVIDUAL OWNERSHIP OF LAND .

Now , what is the root of all this ? It is the pioneer driving his

plow for the first time into the surface of the wilderness. The whole

structure rests upon the occupancy and ownership of the land by

the individual. Hence follow independence, self -respect, and all the

incentives to labor ; hence industry, intelligence, schools, society,

development- not the hot-house development of the towns, but

sturdy, healthy development, which has its roots in the earth ,

which expands in the family circle, and which brings strength and

power to the best traits of human nature.

We cannot overrate the importance of the subdivision of the land

among the people. Being the original parent ofall wealth, its bless

ing should be wide-spread and should reach as many as possible ;

otherwise it will concentrate in a few hands, and then will follow

plethora for the few and pauperism for the many, until at last we

realize the pitiful and lamentable condition of Europe, where the

blood and tears and sweat of the afflicted cry from the earth like

the blood of Abel .

Now, Mr. Speaker, we owe to every man who desires to possess

it a reasonable portion of the unoccupied land of the nation . The

right inheres in him and it inheres in the great mass of his fellow

men , because he and they are alike to be benefited --he directly,

they indirectly . That right the homestead law recognizes and pro

tects . - Speech in Congress, May 7, 1868 .

AN ESSAY ON A DOG .

What curious sympathy is this that binds Jack’s intelligence

to mine ?

I start out to take a walk . I may have lounged around, and in

and out of the garden for hours, and wise old Jack never stirs; but

now he sees the purpose in my walk or bearing, and he is up and

away, gamboling with delight .

He has been at liberty at any time to stroll off into the woods by

himself; but the woods are nothing without companionship- nay,
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they are nothing without human companionship , for even a fellow

dog, who speaks his own language, does not appear to afford him

the society which his master does. And yet what a vast interval of

development separates Jack and me ! He comes of a wild , remote,

barbarian stock that would originally have eaten me ; and I of a

wild, remote, barbarian stock that would , with equal delight, hare

eaten Jack . And yet Jack is happy only in my approval . He will

not stray far away from me ; and if a nimble rabbit or impertinent

squirrel tempts him aside he soon returns ; and if he takes the

wrong path , how quickly he seeks me out, and is happy only in my

presence. He is enjoying the walk and my society ; that is most

evident.

Observe the expression of Jack's eyes under different circum

stances. Now he rolls and tumbles with another dog in play. See

how his eyes sparkle. See how tenderly they grasp each other's

limbs with their sharp teeth, conscious that they must not hurt one

another in their mimic strife. Observe how the bigger dog tumbles

Jack on his back and then rolls him backward and forward , as I

have myself rolled and tumbled a romping youngster. Who says

there is not in all this joviality, “ fun ," kindness, fellowship and the

sense of humor ; all Christian virtues, as we understand them ?

I have seen Jack apologize with his eyes, as plainly as if he said

in words: “ I am exceedingly sorry for my misdemeanor; I humble

myself before you as I would before my God .”

And , in fact, as some one has well observed , we stand to dogs in

the relation of gods . We hold in our hands, for them, the issues of

life and death ; we are, to them , the dispensers of perpetual

bounty ; our houses, our implements, our arms, must strike them

with an awe similar to that with which the Indian regards the man

ifestations of the Thunder -God .

The ancients were not without some show of probability when

they supposed that the souls of the dead revisited the earth in the

bodies of animals. If there is a spiritual life outside of this material

life, as we are taught to believe, who shall say what forms and

modes of being it assumes ? May not that conscious entity, the

soul, pass during countless ages, from planet to planet, through all

thoso multitudinous systems which unroll themselves , night after

night, in magnificent pageantry before our gaze ?
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Jack here, with his apologetic eyes, and his strong love of human

companionship, may have been a philosopher on one of the planets

of Aldebaran. Or he may have been an editor on one of those

remote dots of light which go to make up that creamy, curdy

streak which we call “ the Milky Way. ” Or, perchance, coming

nearer home, he was a money -lender under Rameses, and exacted

his shent per shent and ground the greasy faces of the garlic - eating

Egyptian poor. Or he may have been a Roman soldier and carried

his eagle before Cæsar. If so , I do not wonder he is ashamed of his

present degenerate state, tail and all, and apologizes for it out of

bis brown eyes.

But whatever Jack is, wherever he came from , or wherever he is

going, Jack loves me ; that is self-evident. He experiences spasms

of exquisite pain whenever I scold him ; he goes into paroxysms of

delight if I deign to notice him . There are lines of sympathy wbich

link the contents of his poor little imperfect brain - pan with my

educated intelligence. He can neither read nor write nor vote ; and

yet he has, to a large degree, the same emotions and affections that

I have; he loves and he bates ; he enjoys and be suffers; he hung

ers and he thirsts ; he has his friends and his enemies; he is fond of

his home and even of his companion of the kennel ; he is capable

of rage, terror, gratitude, shame, modesty, reverence , merriment,

humor and sorrow . He is even superstitious, and has a savage's

horror of anything white shining out at bim from the dark . And as

superstition is simply a barbarous religion, he may even bave some

rudimentary dog - creed of his own, holding the same relation to a

properly organized theology that his few rude tones of voice, where

with he expresses his emotions, hold to a cultivated language.

Who knows what thoughts are in that hair -covered little cranium ;

or what conceptions of his Creator are granted to him , vouchsafed

out of the illimitable charity of God , but incommunicable to man ?

How little we know of that Mighty Power of which both Jack

and I are simply expressions! This, at least, we can learn, that

these humble creatures were built up out of the samedust, by the

same great Architect ; and that our first duty is to be kind to them .

In some broad, pleasant, planet- embracing sense, we are their

brethren ; and we should make their poor, brief lives pleasantand

comfortable. As we are gods in their eyes because of our power, we

Startsida
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should be gods to them in our mercy and beneficence . - The Anti

Monopolist.

THE SPIRIT OF ROMANCE .

O orient charm , that o'er dull commonplace

Throws all our life can know of light or grace,

Bring thou from out the mossèd cells of age

Remembrance fair of learning's storied page ;

Give antique thought new life in beauty's brain,

And bid young hearts make old love young again . — 1854.

THE USE OF TOBACCO. We are sometimes inclined to think that

the injurious consequences resulting from the use of tobacco are as

great as those from alcohol. ' To be sure , tobacco doesnotdrive men

to murder and suicide and thus shock society, but it gradually un

dermines the system , and prepares it for the use of whisky, by

creating a demand for the use of a more powerful stimulant. — The

Anti-Monopolist.

SUMMER.

Shade is gemmed and worked in light,

Rills of crystal flash to sight,

And the song-bird's dappled breast

Quivers o'er its sun - touched nest. — 1854.

KINGS. The world has got no further use for that breed of

beasts they call kings. When I think of the billions of human

beings they have sent to death on the gallows, the block, the battle

field , and at the stake, I feel like wringing the neck of every last one

of them. —Journal, 1890 .

THE INTELLECT ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE HEAD . My intellect,

my modes of thought, my acquired knowledge, my disposition , my

feelings, my affections, everything, belonged to Doctor Huguet. It

seemed to me that all these should shine through the apparel of the

flesh , like a lightthrough a porcelain shade . But no ; the world saw

no further than the skin ; men judged their fellows by their appear

The convolutions of the brain are covered by the osseous

plate of the impervious skull. And then I thought, why did not God

place the character and mold of the mind on the outside of the

head, so that men could recognize the intellects of their fellows, when

they passed them in the street, as they now recognize the shape of

their noses or chins ? How many lovely forms inclose a mental

ance.

دعبامامیمهفب
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vacuum ! How many grand souls look out through distortcu ,

Socratic features ! But the human spirit dwells, unhappily for itsell,

bebind a mask— an impenetrable mask . , Doctor Huguet.

THE COMET STRIKING THE EARTH .

Let us try to conceive the effects of the fall of the material of

the comet upon the earth.

We have seen terrible rain -storms, bail -storms, snow -storms;

but fancy a storm of stones and gravel and elay-dust ! Not a mere

shower either, but falling in black masses, darkeping the heavens,

vast enough to cover the world , in many places, hundreds of feet in

thickness ; leveling valleys, tearing away and grinding down hills,

changing the whole aspect of the habitable globe. Without and

above it roars the earthquaking voice of the terrible explosions;

through the drifts of debris glimpses are caught of the glaring and

burning monster ; while through all and over all is an unearthly

heat, under which rivers, ponds, lakes, springs, disappear as if by

magic.

Now, reader, try to grasp the meaning of all this description .

Do not merely read the words. To read aright, upon any subject,

you must read below the words, above the words, and take in all

the relations that surround the words. So read this record.

Look out at the scene around you. Here are trees fifty feet

high. Imagine an instantaneous descent of granite -sand and

gravel sufficient to smash and crush these trees to the ground, to

bury their trunks, and to cover the earth one hundred to five

hundred feet. higher than the elevation to which their tops now

reach ! And this is not alone here in your garden, or over your

farm , or over your township, or over your county, or over your

State ; but over the whole contineut in which you dwell — in short,

over the greater part of the habitable world !

Are there any words that can draw, even faintly, such a picture,

its terror, its immensity , its horrors, its destructiveness, its surpas

sal of all earthly experience and imagination ? And this human

ant- hill, the world , how insignificant would it be in the grasp of

such a catastrophe ! Its laws, its temples, its libraries, its religions,

its armies, its mighty nations, would be but as the veriest stubble

dried grass, leaves, rubbish- crushed, smashed , buried , under this

beaven-rain of horrors.
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But, lo ! through the darkness, the wretches not beaten down

and whelmed in the debris, but scurrying to mountain - caves for

refuge, have a new terror : the cry passes from lip to lip , “ The

world is on fire ! "

The head of the comet sheds down fire. Its gases have fallen in

great volumes on the earth ; they ignite; amid the whirling and rush

ing of the debris, caught in cyclones, rises the glare of a Titanic

conflagration . The winds beat the rocks against the rocks ; they

pick up sand heaps, peat beds and bowlders, and whirl them madly

in the air. The heat increases. The rivers, the lakes, the ocean it

self, evaporate.

And poor humanity ! Burned, bruised, wild, crazed, stumbling,

blown about like feathers in the hurricanes, smitten bymighty rocks,

they perish by the million ; a few only reach the shelter of the cav

erns, and thence, glaring backward , look out over the ruins of a

destroyed world .

And not humanity alone has fled to these hiding - places; the ter

rified denizens of the forest, the domesticated animals of the fields,

with the instinct which in great tempests has driven them into the

houses of men , follow the refugees into the caverns. We shall see

all this depictedin the legends.

The first effect of the great heat is vaporization of the waters

of the earth ; but this is arrested long before it has completed its

work .

Still the heat is intense – how long it lasts, who shall tell ! An

Arabian legend indicates years.

The stones having ceased to fall, the few who Lave escaped-

and they are few indeed, for many are shut up forever by the clay

dust and gravel in their hiding -places, and on many others the con

vulsions of the earth have shaken down the rocky roofs of the caves

the few survivors come out, or dig their way out, to look upon a

changed and blasted world . No cloud is in the sky, no rivers or lakes

are on the earth ; only the deep springs of the caverns are left ; the

sun , a ball of fire, glares in the bronze heavens.— Ragnarok.

CITIES. No great intellectual work was ever accomplished in a

city. Time is consumed in frivolities. A thousand petty tempta

tions beckon away every moment of leisure.-- Journal, 1886.
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ONE OF THE NATION'S RUNNING SORES. We clip from the

Pioneer - Press the following standing advertisement :

“ Divorces legally obtained for incompatibility, etc.; residence

unnecessary ; fee after decree. Address P. O. Box 1037, Chicago,
11). »

That " etc. ” covers erything “ Residence unnecessary. ”

That is to say , a citizen of St. Paul or Crow Wing who has tired of

his wife, or fancies a younger or more buxom lass, can , without leav

ing home , for an “ etc." obtain a divorce, without notice to his wife,

and turn the partner of his bosom out of doors, perhaps onto the

town, to make a living by adding to the maelstrom of vice which

threatens to swallow society. Surely any belief as to the next

world which preserves virtue and morality in this world , is better

than this worship of the god Priapus which is now taking possession

of the world , and turning society into a prolonged Roman saturnalia .

And any friend of his country and his kind would cry God -speed

to all the churches of the land, that are working together for

good , and seek to unite them in a livelier sense of Christian brother

hood , as Moody and Sankey and other members of the “ Broad

Church "
are doing to - day, instead of reviving the passions, hatreds

and bigotries of a by -gone age . — The Anti-Monopolist.

TO THE SKY-LARK, SINGING IN THE DAWN.

Go, voice of earth !

Go to the listening and ethereal forms

That, in the dim light, bend above the world,

Waiting sweet message from the waking earth,

And tell delightful stories of the flowers ;

The dew -besprinkled grass ; the shadowy.woods;

The long, sweet paths, hedge-bordered ; and the homes

Brimming with hope and love.

And, 'mid the faint wreaths of the fading mist,

Through the last tracings of the dying night,

Let them bear heavenward the golden tale, –

That earth, anew, takes up the tasks of God,

And bears them on in joy . - 1858.

FAIR PLAY FOR THE SOUTH. If the nation is to live it must

not be with one section fastened like a wolf on the vitals of the rest.

Nothing endures in this world but justice. - Speech to Grangers, 1873 .
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A SUB -KINGDOM BY HIMSELF. The Pioneer - Press thus divides

up the Senate:

Republicans . 27

Democrats..

Donnelly 1

13

Republican majority .... 13

Good. We are not ranked in any department of the animals in

the political menagerie but are a variety, species, order and sub

kingdom , by ourself. As Shakespeare says,

“ Take him for all in all,

We ne'er shall look upon his like again . "

- The Anti -Monopolist, 1874.

THE SEA - BIRD .

Like the sea - bird's pinions gray ,

Beating up, in skyward flight,

'Mid the sunset's golden light.

— The Mourner's Vision , 1850 .

THE BROTHERHOOD OF JUSTICE. “ Universal education is

right; it is necessary," I said , “ but it is not all -sufficient. Educa

tion will not stop corruption or misgovernment. No man is fit to be

free unless he possesses a reasonable share of education ; but every

man who possesses that reasonable share of educatiou is not fit to

be free. A man may be able to read and write and yet be a fool or

a knave. What is needed is a society which shall bring to Labor

the aid of thesame keenness, penetration, foresight, and even cun

ning, by which wealth has won its triumphs. Intellect should have

its rewards, but it should not have everything. But this defense of

Labor can only spring from the inspiration of God, for the natural

instinct of man, in these latter days, seems to be to prey on his fel

low . We are sharks that devour the wounded of our own kind.

Cæsar's Column.

THE PEOPLE'S PARTY. Our politics to-day is in a chaotic state ;

but it is the chaos that precedes creation ; out of it the voice of God

will yet be heard crying, “ Let there be light ; ” and we shall see,

clearly arrayed against each other, two well- defined parties, facing

each other like warring lions. The one party representing wealth

as against manhood, the old ideas against the new, the old world
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against the new ; representing sordid greed , grasping injustice,

accumulation and concentration , illiberality and indifference to the

rights of the humble. On the other hand, we shall have a party

laying its foundation deep and wide on the popular heart, filled with

the divine spiritof Him who preached from the Mount charity, jus

tice and brotherhood ; solicitous to preserve liberty because liberty

makes possible all things of good to man ; solicitous to hold together

the nation , because even a continent is too small for the working out

of God's benevolonce to man ; solicitous, by example and sympathy,

to lift up all the oppressed of the earth, and strike down cruelty and

wrong wherever they may show their hideous heads.— Speech at

Glencoe, 1884.

BACON'S MAGNANIMITY . And, still speaking of himself, he

continues with this noble thought:

“ It may be you will do posterity good, if out of the carcass ofdead and rotten

greatness, as out of Samson's lion , there may be honey gathered for the use of fut

ure times."

What a noble, what a splendid image is this ! How the meta

phor is interwoven, Shakespeare -vise, not as a distinct comparison,

but into the entire body of the thought. He is appealing for mercy,

for time to finish his great works ; he is himself already “ dead and

rotten greatness," but withal majestic greatness ; he is Samson's

lion , but in the carcass the bees have made their hive and hoarded

honey for posterity. And what a soul ! That in the hour of ruin

and humiliation , sacrificed , as I believe, to save a dishonest king

and a degraded favorite, could still love humanity and look for

ward to its welfare.— The Great Cryptogram .

THE FOREST SPRING .

A darkling hollow , by the rocks o'ershaded ;

Into whose pooly cup the waters purl ;

Where, when the long-lived summer day hath faded ,

Drink the small forest bird and woodland squirrel.-- 1851.

6. THE DISTINGUISHED EDUCATORS . '' These “ distinguished

educators” are generally afraid to say “ beans," unless some other

“ distinguished educator ” puts their lips in shape, and starts them

on the b .-- The Anti-Monopolist.

W na terenie 4w
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AN OLD LIBRARY.

But an old library is, indeed, a sad object to contemplate. It

represents so much of abandoned errors and disappointed ambitions,

that to examine its shelves is very much like walking through an

old church -yard. And what can be sadder than to look upon the

graves of the dead and consider that houses, lands, furniture, goods,

gold, silver, borses, cattle, books, grief, merriment, love, hate, are

all taken away from the departed, and they are all brought down to

a little , ghastly , erect stone, and a memory that grows fainter and

fainter every day, and at last disappears utterly in the awful abyss

of universal oblivion .

Thus an old library is a sort of intellectual graveyard ; we find

in it hundreds of forgotten books by forgotten men, who sought thus

to drag a fragment of remembrance out of the black waters of Lethe,

and fondly hoped that their works would live and occupy the minds

of mankind for many generations. How marrelously the living

creature shrinks from annihilation ! And yet Time will obliterate

the memory even of Homer. That universal maw spares nothing

that is or was.

“ Time hath , my lord , a wallet at his back ,

Wherein he puts alms for oblivion ;

A great-sized monster of ingratitude :

Those scraps are good deeds past, which are devoured

As fast as they are made, forgot as soon

As done. "

- Doctor Huguet.

" EVERY BAD LAW BUILDS TAVERNS. "

“ In the Public Health Congress convened by the King of Belgium ,

one delegate caught a glimpse of an important truth when he ob

served that, if the general condition of the people were improved,

they would drink less.” — Harper's Weekly.

That's it. The root and ground of all moral reform is just laws.

An oppressed people are always a poor people, and a poor people :

are very apt to be a degraded people. Sin is a kind of moral sweat,

whose fountains are dirt and wretchedness.

To the drunkard intoxication is often a substitute for a thick

coat, a warm fire, a full stomach and a bright home. Give him all

these, and rum has lost its charms. But without these he seeks ob

livion in the lethean waters of strong drink .

مهنمهسدع...دیس،یناهیج
سفن
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If you would reform a people give them prosperity ; and this

comes only by taking from their throats the vampires that suck

away the fruits of their industry.

Every bad law builds taverns. - Anti-Monopolist.

THE NON -EDUCATION OF VOTERS. What a lovely time there

would be inone of those great Northern cities if the wealthier classes

turned out on election day and murdered a few workingmen for try

ing to vote ! How much of that town would be up in the air in the

form of smoke before nightfall ? How many of those intelligent

bankers and brokers, and lawyers, and railroad presidents, would

be ready to adorn a graveyard before supper -time ? But let us go

a step further. Let us suppose that the ruling class not only tried

to keep the workingmen from voting by murdering them , but went

• so far as to shut up the school -houses and deny them education , and

employ the whole power of the civilized state to make them brutes

and savages ? What a hell-upon -earth would they prepare for

themselves ! What a cheerful place that would be for a cultured

gentleman of quiet and refined tastes to reside in, where the vast .

majority of the people around him , male and female, were uncivil

ized monsters, as enlightened as gorillas, and as bloodthirsty as

thugs. — Doctor Huguet.

THE IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL. Who can doubt that there is

another life ? Who, that knows the immortality of matter, its abso

lute indestructibility, can believe that mind, intelligence, soul,

which must be, at the lowest estimate —if they are not something

higher a form ofmatter,- are to perish into nothingness ? If it be

true, as we know it is , that the substance of the poor flesh that robes

your spirits— nay, of the very garments you wear shall exist, un

diminished by the friction of eternity, æons after our planet is blot

ted out of space and our sun forgotten , can you believe that this in

telligence, whereby I command your souls into thought, and com

municate with the unsounded depths of your natures, can be clipped

off into annihilation ? Nay, out of the very bounty and largess of

God I speak unto you ; and that in me which speaks, and that in

you which listens, are alike part and parcel of the eternal Maker of

all things, without whom is nothing made. - Cæsar's Column.

THE GREEN ALTARS OF GOD. Let us take no steps backward.

Our forefathers gave us a republic ; let us preserve and perfect it .
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Let us, upon the graves of our dead soldiers, as upon the green

altars of God, register our vows that the shadow upon the dial of

time shall not be turned back . Let our children learn , by the cere

monies of to -day, the priceless value of their heritage ; let them be

taught how the republic honors those who die for it. So shall they

stand ready, in their day and generation, to spring to the defense of

the national life whenever threatened by internal or external foes ;

and so , from age to age, the flower - covered graves of patriots shall

be the stepping - stones along which humanity shall advance , with

giant strides, to the perfection of its development and the fulfill

ment of its destiny . - Memorial Address, 1884 .

THE MOONLIGHT.

Oh ! mourner o'er a blind yet beauteous world ,

Gray shadow of the daylight. — 1850.

HE NEGROES IN THE CIVIL WAR. “ The negroesare the most

patient and forbearing and gentle people in the world . Imagine a

body of white slaves, during our late civil war, in charge of the

plantations, with the women and children at their mercy, wbile

their masters were at the front fighting to decide whether their

slavery should end or continue forever ! If they had been English

men, or Irishmen , or Germans- or even Scotchmen , Major- the

heavens would have been lurid with midnight flames, and the

Southern soldiers would have had to rush home, to find the calcined

bones of their best beloved shining white in the ashes of their hab

itations. Nor was this from lack of native courage on the part of

the blacks ; for, when armed by the Northern generals and placed

in the field of battle, they fought like demons. No ; it was natural

goodness, and it should make every Southern father and husband

feel more kindly to these poor black creatures, who had everything

at their mercy and refused to shed a drop of white blood, or bring

shame and despair to the face of a single wbite woman. The history

of the human family does not afford another illustration of like for

bearance under like circumstances . ” - Doctor Huguet.

THE COURSE OF HUMAN PROGRESS. The savage man is a

pitiable oreature ; as Menaboshu says, in the Chippeway legends, he

is pursued by a “ perpetual hunger ;" he is exposed unprotected to

the blasts of winter and the heats of summer. A great terror sits

upon his soul; for every manifestation of nature - the storm , the
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wind, the thunder, the lightning, the cold , the heat - all are threat

ening and dangerous demons. The seasons bring him neither seed

time nor harvest; pinched with hunger, appeasing in part the ever

lasting craving of his stomach with seeds, berries and creeping

things, he sees the animals of the forest dash by him , and he has

no means to arrest their flight. He is powerless and miserable in

the midst of plenty. Every step toward civilization is a step of con

quest over nature. The invention of the bow and arrow was, in its

time, a far greater stride forward for the human race than the

steam - engine or the telegraph. The savage could now reach his

game; his insatiable hunger could be satisfied ; the very eagle,

towering in its pride of place, ” was not beyond the reach of this

new and wonderful weapon. The discovery of fire and the art of

cooking was another immense step forward . The savage, having

nothing but wooden vessels in which to cook , covered the wood

with clay ; the clay hardened in the fire . The savage gradually

learned that he could dispense with the wood, and thus pottery was

invented. Then some one ( if we are to believe the Chippeway le

gends on the shores of Lake Superior) found fragments of the pure

copper of that region , beat them into shape, and the art of metal

lurgy was begun ; iron was first worked in the same way by shaping

meteoric iron into spear-heads. — Atlantis.

MANKIND. . Mankind is a phantasmagoria of ghosts clad in

matter.-Journal, 1885.

GRANT AND WASHBURNE COMPARED . Shall the two names

go down in history together ? Grant and Washburne !

combination ! Why, Mr. Speaker, the intellect of Grant is like

some of those ancient warehouses, in the great cities of the older

continent, where floor rises above floor, and cellar descends below

cellar, all packed full to overflowing with the richest merchandise .

The intellect of the gentleman from Illinois is like some of those

establishments we see on Pennsylvania Avenue, where the entire

stock in trade of the merchant is spread out in the front window ,

and over it is a label, “ Anything in this window for one dollar."

[ Laughter.] Why, sir , he is the “ Cheap John " of legislation . (Great

laughter.] -Speech in Congress.

THE TRUE DOCTRINE. In the welfare of the many will be

found the prosperity of each . It is easy to grow rich where all are

What a
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prosperous ; it is not difficult to fall into poverty in the midst of the

poor. Justice and liberty are the parents of boundless and endless

prosperity ; injustice and oppression mean wasteful luxuries for the

few and wretchednoss for the many.-Memorial Address, 1814 .

THE ANCIENT RELIGIONS.

There are many things which indicate that a far- distant, pre

historic race existed in the background of Egyptian and Baby

lopian development, and that from this people, highly civilized

and educated, we have derived the arrangement of the heavens

into constellations, and our divisions of time into days, weeks,

years and centuries. This people stood much nearer the Drift

Age' than we do. They understood it better. Their legends

and religious beliefs were full of it. The gods carved on Hin

doo temples, or painted on the walls of Assyrian, Peruvian or

American . structures, the flying dragons, the winged gods, the

winged animals, Gucumatz, Rama, Siva, Vishnu, Tezcatlipoca, were

painted in the very colors of the clays which came from the disin

tegration of the granite, “ red, white and blue,” the very colors

which distinguished the comet ; and they are all reminiscences of

that great monster. The idols of the pagan world are, in fact, con

gealed history, and will some day be intelligently studied as such .

Doubtless this ancient astronomical, zodiac - building and con

stellation - constructing race taught the people the true doctrine of

comets ; taught that the winding serpent, the lying dragon, the

destructive winged dog, or wolf, or lion , whose spbinx-like images

now frown upon us from ancient walls and doorways, were really

comets ; taught how one of them had actually struck the earth, and

taught that in the lapse of ages another of these multitudinons

wanderers of space would again encounter our globe, and end all

things in one universal conflagration.

And down through the race this belief has come, and down

through the race it will go, to the consummation of time. -Rag

narok .

A DIFFERENCE. Many a man mistakes an overloaded stomach

for an overburdened mind . — Journal, 1883.

TRUE. To the drunk all things are drunk . — Journal, 1884.

w
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FENCING-IN AMERICA.

But we are told that this Protective System will increase the

number of consumers in the United States, and that this “ home

market” will be nearer to us than to the Russians or Hungarians.

What advantage is this, if we do not obtain a higher price than

the world's price ? And what market can be better than the

market of the whole world ? Is a part greater than the whole ?

Why fence ourselves in and' isolate ourselves from the rest of

mankind, in an effort to create a market in New England big

ger and better than that of the habitable globe ? This is on the

principle of the fellow who said that there was more room in his

barn than there was out of doors. Where are the great masses of

.consumers ? In Europe, in those dense hives from which we

swarmed. There, there are nearly 300,000,000 people. Of these

there are 150,000,000 who consume cereals to the amount of one

billion bushels annually. Nature in those densely crowded countries

has Üxed a limit to the growth of food ; all the land is occupied.

The entire Russian export of wheat amounted in 1857 to but

49,000,000 bushels, about twice that of the single State of Min

nesota.

Here in this great West are the grain fields of the world . Why

build a wall between producers and consumers ? Why interpose a

barrier between the wheat-bins and corn - cribs of America and the

stomachs of Europe ? Why turn our backs upon the 150,000,000 of

Europe for the sake of a quarter of a million protected manufac

turers in America ? In Illinois thousands of bushels of corn have

been burned this winter as fuel for lack of purchasers ; in London

hundreds of human beings have perished this winter from “ starva

tion fever . " - Speech to Grangers, 1873 .

THE WORLD AFTER THE GREAT CATASTROPHE .

For the legends show us that when, at last, the stones and clay

had ceased to fall, and the fire had exhausted itself, and the rom

nant of mankind were able to dig their way out, they returned to

an awful wreck of nature.

Instead of the fair face of the world , as they had known it,

bright with sunlight, green with the magnificent foliage of the forest,

or the gentle verdure of the plain , they go forth upon a wasted, an
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unknown' land, covered with oceans of mud and stones ; the very

face of the country changed — lakes, rivers, hills, all swept away

and lost. They wander, breathing a foul and sickening atmosphere ,

under the shadow of an awful darkness ; a darkness whichknows10

morning, no stars, no moon ; a darkness palpable and visible, lighted

only by electrical discharges from the abyss of clouds, with such roars

of thunder as we, in this day of harmonious nature, can form no con

ception of. It is, indeed, “chaos and ancient night.” All the

forces of nature are there, but disorderly, destructive, battling

each other, and multiplied a thousand -fold in power ; the winds are

cyclones, magnetism is gigantic, electricity is appalling.

The world is more desolate than the caves from which they have

escaped. The forests are gone ; the fruit -trees are swept away ;

the beasts of the chase have perished ; the domestic animals, gentle

ministers to man , have disappeared ; the cultivated fields are

buried deep in drifts of mud and gravel; the people stagger in the

darkness against each other ; they fall into the chasms of the earth ;

within them are the two great oppressors of humanity, hunger and

terror; hunger that knows not where to turn ; fear that shrinks

before the whirling blasts, the rolling thunder, the shocks of blind

ing lightning ; that knows not what moment the heavens may

again open and rain fire and stones and dust upon them.

God has withdrawn his face ; his children are deserted ; all the

kindly adjustments of generous nature are gone. God has left man

in the midst of a material world without law ; he is a wreck, a

fragment, a lost particle, in the center of an illimitable and endless

warfare of giants.

Some lie down to die, hopeless, cursing their helpless gods ;

some die by their own hands ; some gather around the fires of vol-'

canoes for warmth and light— stars that attract them from afar off;

some feast on such decaying remnants of the great animals as they

may find projecting above the debris, running to them, as we shall

see, with outcries, and fighting over the fragments.-- Ragnarok .

RATHER FIGHT THAN PAY TAXES. There was a considerable

number of real Irishmen , the unadulterated, simon -pure article , went

out into Western Pennsylvania . They were poor people , but, like all

the race, courageous and warlike. The peaceful Germans and

Qiiakers agreed that if they would fight the Indians and keep them
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off the settlements they should be exempted from taxation, and

there never was an Irishman yet who would not rather fight than

pay taxes. — Saint Patrick's Day Speech, Grand Forks, D. T., 1884.

THE FOREST WATERFALL.

Where the rocks are heaped o’er the tangled glen ,

Where the stream is rained, all mangled and rent,

Where the hemlocks peer 'o'er a sunless den . — 1850.

PRAYER. A good prayer is a charitable purpose ; - or, better,

a charitable act. - Journal, 1884.

RELIGION AND LAW. Human law is but a ' pen -and -ink sketch

of virtue. Law is virtue in the actions of men ; religion is virtue in

the innermost recesses of the soul . No sin is reprehensible by law

until it takes the form of action ; but religion stands at the womb

of thought and apprehends crime in its very conception. It modifies

the ovum when life first touches it. The one is restraint ; the other

goodness. -Essay, 1885 .

KINGS AS DOCTORS. What king of Assyria , or Greece, or Rome,

or even of these modern nations, bas ever devoted himself to the

study of medicine and the writing of medical hooks for the benefit

of mankind ? Their mission has been to kill, not to heal the people.

Yet here , at the very dawn of Mediterranean history, we find the

son of the first king of Egypt recorded “as a physician, and as

having left anatomical books. " — Atlantis.

SOUTHERN KINDLINESS TO THE NEGRO. My friends came often

to see me. Their visits provoked no comment, for there is a great

deal of gentle charity in the South from the white people, especially

the ladies, to the sick and poor among thenegroes. Indeed, strange

as it may appear, in view of the political rivalries and hostilities, the

strongest bonds of love extend from one race to the other. I have

known a struggling white gentleman , with but a small income, set

aside one - fourth of it every month for the support of his “ mammy,”

an ancient and helpless nurse, whose black breasts had fed him in

his ipfancy ; and I have known the dark foster -mother to love her

white charge more tenderly than her own offspring. It is a great

pity that, among such noble and generous natures, political differ

ences should ever arise to array them against each other, when they

should all dwell together in peaceful Christian love and charity. But
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time will sweep away these evils, and leave only good behind ; for

God rules, and His path is toward the betterment of mankind.

Doctor Huguet.

BACON. If Bacon built the causeway over which modern science

has advanced , it was because, mounting on the pinions of his mag

niticent imagination , he saw that poor, struggling mankind needed

such a pathway ; his heart embraced humanity even as his brain

embraced the universe. Theriver, which is a boundary to the rabbit,

is but a landmark to the eagle. Let not the gnawers of the world ,

the rodentia , despise the winged creatures of the upper air.

Ragnarok.

THE OPPRESSION OF THE SOUTH . It is said that we propose to

oppress the people of the South . It would be well if such oppression

could cover the whole surface of the known world ! Ours is an op

pression which makes free ; ours a despotism which builds the school

house and the printing - office ; ours a tryanny which sets the plow

moving in the furrow and covers the lakes and rivers with the white

wings of commerce. God give the world abundance of such oppres

sion.— Speech in Congress, Dec. 2, 1864.

CHRIST, THE GREAT ICONOCLAST. He who drove the money

changers out of the temple, and denounced the aristocrats of hís

country as whited sepulchers, and preached a communism of goods,

would not view to-day with patience or equanimity the dreadful

sufferings of mankind. We have inherited Christianity without

Christ ; we have the painted shell of a religion, and that which rat

tles around within it is not the burning soul of the Great Iconoclast,

but a cold and shriveled and meaningless tradition. Oh ! for the

quick -pulsing, warm-beating, mighty human heart of the man of

Galilee ! Oh ! for his uplifted hand, armed with a whip ofscorpions,

to depopulate the temples of the world, and lash his recreant

preachers into devotion to the cause of his poor, afflicted children.

Cæsar's Column .

THE TRAMP.

“ Among these signs and tokens there is not one, perhaps, muro

significantthan the appearance in the States ofa personagehitherto

almost entirely unknown in the transatlantic economy, il creat!!(

undreamed of by Humboldt, uncontemplated by De Tocqueville,

whose presence on Federal soil was certainly never reckoned upou

اب،اهناتسااهنادندیاهتدم
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by the Fathersof the Republic, Washington, Jeffersonand Adams.

The objectionable and portentous beingto whom we allude is that

old and inveterate scourge of Europe, the “ tramp.'" - London
Standard .

And why the “tramp” ? He is the result of misgovernment,

the sad protest of wretchedness against unjust laws. · Is there not

abundance in God's world for all His children, if the substance of

thousands is not squandered on the few ? And what higher duty

has law or government than to protect the humble many in the enjoy .

ment of life and property ?

We had no tramps until the United States entered on a per

nicious system of legislation. Now they cover the land. And

where is it to end ?— The Anti -Monopolist, 1875.

THE DEAD BEAR NO ARMS. But the graves teach us another

lesson - Charity. They tell us that the war is ended. These dead

have no weapons by their side. They repose, unarmed, in the embrace

of their great Creator. You cannot find the scars in their ashes.

“ From their unpolluted dust shall violets spring .” Infinite Nature,

with her million supple, busy fingers, is carrying away all that is

mortal of them , and transforming it into grass and leaves and flow

ers ; and over

" The low, green tent,

Whose curtain never outward swings,"

in the midst of plenty and of peace, " with an aspect as if she pitied

men, ” mighty Nature preaches the great gospel of Charity .-- Memo

rial Address, 1884.

RELIGION . What we need in religion is a remedy for abuses,

not an anæsthetic.-- Journal, 1885.

POLITICAL TOLERATION. There are a thousand reasons why

we rejoice to -night. We rejoice that we live in the greatest age of

the world's history ; in the greatest nation that has ever dwelt on

God's footstool; under the most benign institutions that have ever

blessed mankind. We rejoice that we have so great and wise and

self - controlled a population that the political government of fifty

millions of people and thousands of millions of wealth can pass from

one great party to another withoutthe shedding of one drop of blood ;

with less disturbance, in fact, than oftentimes accompanies a parlia

mentary struggle in a single shire in England. We rejoice in the

character of our people ; in the moderation and good-nature with
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which , after twenty -four years of power , the dle eated have taken de .

feat. To my mind one of the finest illustrations of Anerica :1 civili

zation was given the other day in Philadelphia, when the great Re

publican club-house, the Union League, illuminated in honor of the

Democratic celebration. This is as it should be. Our contests are

not battles of armies, thirsting for each other's destruction ; but the

clisputations of brothers, as to which possess the best policy for the

happiness of both . - Speech, 1885 .

A FAREWELL TO SULLIVAX COUNTY , PENNSYLVANIA .

No more the bending pole, for me no more

The speckled trout lic ; flapping on the shore.

No more , alas, I creep at early dawn,

Where browse the stalking buck and restless fawn,

In desert clearings—desert long ago-

Where now , all rank, the wild oats only grow .

No more, alone, from the gray mountain peak,

I watch the shadowy morn rise wan and weak,

And see the pale day gathering round the height

While all below still lingers wrapped in night. — 1851.

THE FEVER OF CREATION.

There come bursts of creative force in history, when great

thoughts are born , and then again Brahma, as the Hindoos say, goes

to sleep for ages.

But, when the fever of creation comes, the poet , the inventor or

the philosopher can no more arrest the development of his own

thoughts than the female bird, by her will-power, can stop the

growth of the ova within her, or arrest the fever in the blood which

forces her to incubation .

The man who wrote the Shakespeare plays recognized this in

voluntary operation of even his own transcendent intellect, when he

said :

“ Our poesy is a gum which oozes

From whence ' tis nourished . "

It came as the Arabian tree distilled its “ medicinal gum ;" it

was the mere expression of an internal force, as much beyond his

control as the production of the gum was beyond the control of the

tree.-Ragnarok.

taran
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ADVICÈ TO THE EDITORS. My friends, wbenever you put pen

to paper , feel the full significance of your act. Never write a sylla

ble that tends to make virtue ridiculous or religion contemptible.

Dogmas may perish , but the essential soul of goodness in the heart

of creeds will live on, amid all the mutations of mankind, unless

stamped out by the feet of vice or folly. Never write a word that

tends to make mankind sordid or degraded . In a little while we

shall all be heaps of dust ; but the race will live on, shiving, magni

ficent, inextinctable— the never-ending, the consolidated , the im

mortal man . As the coral insect makes continents, 80 we are build

ing up the race out of our lives. Call the people to the higher levels

of their natures ; summon them forward to all goodness ; put before

them the highest standards of life and action . Defend them in all

their rights, and resist oppression from whatever quarter it may

come. And so, when a greater age writes the history of the present , it .

will point to a noble, an exalted , a heroic people ; and it will say,

“ This was the work of the men who possessed the avenues of pub

lic thought, in the State of Wisconsin , a generation ago. They did

their duty to their age and to posterity . May their memory remain

green through all the ages, in the hearts of the race they bene

fited . ” — Address to the Editors of Wisconsin , 1889 .

THE LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS OF GENIUS. Genius, though its

branches reach to the heavens and cover the continents, yet has its

roots in the earth ; and its leaves, its fruits and flowers, its texture

and its fibers, bespeak the soil in which it was nurtured. Hence in

the writings of every great master we find more or less association

with the scenes in which his youth and manhoodwere passed

flections, as it were , on the camera of the imagination , of those land

scapes with which destiny had surrounded him . - The Great Crypto

gram .

THE PURE SOUL. The purified individual soul we may not

underestimate. These are the swept and garnished habitations

where the angels dwell and look with unpolluted eyes upon the

world . - Cæsar's Column .

THE INVISIBLE WORLD. Wasthere anything in nature more than

we could see ? My brain was whirling; for, on the instant,like a re

volving panorama, it seemed to me that all space flashed, circling

aroundme, densely packed with unknown creatures, with indescriba

-re
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blo forms that flowed into each other, and the universe was full of faces

aud eyes, all centered upon we; faces misty and shadowy, through

which other eyes looked ; faces behind faces, mingling with each

other, as if the illimitable void had not room enough for the intelli

gences with which God had packed and crowded it . — Doctor Huguet.

DIVES' HEAVEN. And Dives has an unexpressed belief that

beaven is only a larger Wall Street, where the millionaires occupy

the front benches, while those who never had a bank account on

earth sing in the chorus .-- Ragnarok.

MINDS AND BURDENS. Minds are like backs : what is a fitting

burden for one will break another._1955 .

NIGHT.

The slow-limbed night, with a halt, laggard pacing,

Has thrust his dark and bronzèd shield before ;

And, like a Spartan warrior, stands facing,

'Mid the rayed sunset, all the brunt of war ;

And where a dart strikes hard there quivering clings a star.

-1851.

GRÈAT THOUGHTS. All great thoughts are inspirations of God .

They are part of the mechanism by which He advances the race ;

they are new varieties created out of old genera. - Ragnarok.

THE RACES OF EUROPE AND AMERICĄ. When science is able

to disabuse itself of the Mortonian theory that the aborigines of

America are all red men and all bolong to one race, we may hope

tbat the confluence upon the continent of widely different races from

different countries way come to be recognized and intelligentiy

studied. There can be no doubt that red, white, black and yellow

men have united to form the original population of America. And

there can be as little doubt that the entire population of Europe and

the south shore of the Mediterranean is a mongrel race a combina

tion , in varying proportions, of a dark -brown or red race with a white

race ; the characteristics of the different nations depending upon the

proportions in which the dark and light races are mingled, for peculiar

mental and moral characteristics go with these complexions. The

red -haired people are a distinct variety of the white stock. There

were once whole tribes and nations with this color of hair ; their

blood is now intermingled with all the races of men from Palestine

t
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to Iceland. Everything in Europe speaks of vast periods of time.

and long -continued and constant interfusion of blood , until there is

not a fair -skinned man on the Continent that has not the blood of

the dark -haired race in his veins, nor scarcely a dark -skinned man

that is not lighter in hue from intermixture with the white stock.

Atlantis.

THE FAILURE OF THE CHURCHES. To make a few virtuous.

while the many are vicious is to place goodness at a disadvantage.

To teach the people patience and innocence in the midst of craft

and.cruelty is to furnish the red -mouthed wolves with wooly, bleat

ing lambs. Hence the grip of the churches on humanity has been

steadily lessening during the past two hundred years. Men perma

nently love only those things that are beneficial to them . The

churches must come to the rescue of the people, or retire from the

field.- Cæsar's Column.

THE FARMERS AND THE RAILROADS. Why is this ? The rail

road men are sharp , and quick , and bold . The farmers are dull ,

and slow , and timid. The railroads are thoroughly organized and

act together. The farmers have not heretofore been organized , and

have divided on a dozen immaterial questions. The railroads buy

up the politicians, and the politicians humbug the farmers. The

railroads act for themselves ; the farmers dare do nothing without

consulting some lawyer, editor or cross- roads wire-puller. The

railroads own the newspapers, and the newspapers lash the farmers

back into the party lines. In short, the corporations are superb

rogues, and the farmers helpless and honest fools. If any man takes

the farmer's part, editors, politicians and corporations raise a how) ,

a regular hue and cry against him , and too often the very farmers

droptheir hoes and scythes and join with a yell in the pursuit. If

any man takes the corporation's part there is no hue and cry ; they

measure him by his capacity for service, and pay him accordingly.

Speech to Grangers, 1873.

As A' rule, simple races repeat ; they do not invent.-- Ragnarok.

THE OLD AND THE NEW CREEDS. Our fathers, when they

founded this nation , planted it upon a new conception that con:

ception was the equality and happiness of mankind ; not of the fav

ored few , but the universal many. In the old world all the forces of
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the goverument are bent to help those who are on top ; here they

are bent to help those who are at the bottom. The old creed was :

“ Take care of the rich, and the rich will take care of the poor. "

The new creed is : “ Take care of the poor , and the rich will take

care of themselves. " The old creed meant : Proscription, privilege,

concentration of wealth, injustice, degradation, aristocracy, mon

archy: The new creed means : Equality , opportunity, universal hap

piness, general wealth , an undying republic, and unexampled

growth. - Speech, 1885.

THE WOODS.

Oh ! din are the woods where the quiet is held,

Like a Titan of old, that had fought against God ;

Oh ! dim are the woods, where the tree -tups of eld

Are barring the light from the leaf-buried sod .

Where under the boughs the shadows are deep ,

Herded and huddled like flocks of sheep,

That nestle them down in their silent sleep,

And slumber and slumber for aye :

While out on the hills, with a searching eye,

The rose - lipped sunbeam is wandering by,

Like a shepherd that looks in the dells to spy

The shades that have stolen astray.

-The Mourner's Vision , 1850 .

THE RESPONSIBILITY. Whenever religion consents to injustice

it consents to all the vices which spring from injustice, and becomes

thereby the very ally of the Devil. – Journal, 1885 .

CHRISTIANITY. And while we may regret the errors of religion ,

in the past or in the present, let us not forget its virtues. Human

in its mechanism , it has been human in its infirmities. In the doc

trine of the brotherhood of man and the fatherhood of God, which

are the essential principles of Christianity, lies the redemption of

mankind.- Cæsar's Column.

WHERE.DID THE GRAVEL COME FROM ? But, says another :

“ The idea of a comet encountering the earth, and covering it with

debris, is so stupendous, so out of the usual course of nature, I refuse

to accept it.” Ah, my friend, you forget that those Drift deposits,

hundreds of feet in thickness, are there. They are out of the usual
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source .

nomepa .

course of nature . It is admitted that they came suddenly froni sowe

If you reject my theory , you do not get clear of the phe

The facts are a good deal more stupendous than the

theory. Go out and look at the first Drift deposit ; dig into it a

hundred feet or more ; follow it for a few hundred miles or more ;

then come back, and scratch your head , and tell me where it all came

from ! Calculate how many cart -loads there are of it, then multiply

this by the area of your own continent, and multiply that again by

the area of two or three more continents, and then again tell me

where it came from ! - Ragnarok .

THE ROADSIDE SPRING . The day was hot. I grew thirsty. I

remembered that by the roadside, a short distance ahead , there was

a woodland spring trickling out of the rocks, and falling into a pool

of crystal clearness and beauty . Many a time, when a boy, hunting

through these forests, had I plunged my face, rosy with youth and

health, into the fountain , and drunk my full of the delightful liquid.

Later in life I bad rested by the refreshing pool, and pbilosophized

upon the goodness of God, whose hand had fashioned these threads

of living waters, creeping among the close-packed rocks, and

through earth and gravel , and bursting forth at last, pellucid and

beautiful, for the good of His creatures. And I could not help but

compare it to a pure human soul , passing through all the pressing

insistance of multitudinous sins, and coming forth at last without

a stain or discoloration upon its brigbt surface — a thing of the

earth , yet earthless.- Doctor Huguet.

THE WESTERN FARMER'S HOME MARKET.

When I sell my wheat to the millers, for seventy - five cents per

bushel, I cannot tell — and they cannot tell—whether the flour that

is manufactured from it goes eventually into the stomachs of Amer

icans, Englishmen , Frenchmen, Germans, Hindoos or Hottentots.

In fact, it don't make a cent's worth of difference to me where it

goes. I would have some faith in your talk about a home-market if

the mills and elevators put up signs like this :

Price of No. 1 wheat, to be eaten by Yankees, one dollar per

bushel.

Price of No. 1 wheat, to be eaten by the blasted Englishmen,

seventy - five cents per bushel .

เอง .๕-๒๕๕๘
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" But don't you see ,” says brother Jonathan, " you are sure that

if the workmen who make your goods live in America they will buy

your wheat, while the Englishmen may buy their wheat elsewhere."

“ What difference,” you reply , “ does that make to me if the

price is the world's price and is fixed by the supply of wheat in the

whole world ! I can get no more than the world's price anyhow ;

and that I will get anyhow . " — Speech at Glencoe, 1984 .

MISERY AND INJUSTICE . If the web of the cloth is knotted in

one place it is because the threads have, in an unmeaning tangle,

been withdrawn from another part. Human misery is the correla

tive and equivalent of injustice somewhere else in society.- Cæsar's

Column.

THE GREAT RAINS OF THE DRIFT AGE.

“ But," says one, “ how long did all this take "

Who shall say ? It may have been days, weeks, months, years,

centuries. The Toltec legends say that their ancestors wandered

for more than a hundred years in the darkness.

The torrent- torn face of the earth ; the vast rearrangement of

the drift materials by rivers, compared with which our own rivers are

rills ; the vast continental regions which were evidently flooded , all

testify to an extraordinary amount of moisture, 'first raised up from

the seas and then cast down on the lands. Given beat enough to

raise this mass, given the cold caused by its evaporation, given the

time necessary for the great battle between this heat and this con

densation , given the time to restore this body of water to the ocean,

not once but many times- for, along the southern border of the

floods, where Muspelheim and Niflheim met, the heat must have

sucked up the water as fast almost as it fell, to fall again , and again

to be lifted up, until the heat -area was driven back and water fell ,

at last, everywhere on the earth's face , and the extraordinary evap

oration ceased-this was a gigantic, long -continued battle.

Ragnarok.

THE BAR SINISTER. Through the trees I watched the slowly

receding figure, with the thoughtful pose of the head, thinking,

thinking of my dreadful story ; and a great pity went out from my

heart toward that fair sufferer; fair and beautiful and yet pro

scribed ; alone, facing a hostile world . And yet, so strong is the
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power of prejudice , I felt, even while I pitied her, that I could not

have married her- no, not if Mary did not exist. Beauty of mind,

beauty of soul , exquisite beauty of body, such as fires the heartsof

men and sets their brains throbbing passionately, all this she had ;

everything to make the life of mansunshine and his home paradise,

and yet across the golden image of all this perfection ran diagonally

that thin, dark bar sinister ; and prejudice stoodup and pointed at it,

and hissed its scorn , and all the furies of society, with blazing eyes,

denounced it. (b , strange, sad world, where a thought of the

mind has such power to undo all the works and merits of nature !

Doctor Huguet.

THE UNIVERSAL ERRORS. The universality of an error proves

nothing, except that the error is universal. The voice of the people

is only the voice of God in the last analysis. We can safely appeal

from Caiaphas and Pilate to Time.- Ragnarok .

THE POWER OF THE RAILROADS. If it is right to buy up all

the mines of coal in a State, and drive all the retail coal merchants

out of business, why would it not be equally right to buy up all the

farms, raise all the wheat, ship it and sell it ? And if railroail

companies can borrow money in Europe with which to purchase all

the coal lands, why may they not in a few years more borrow money

enough to buy up all the wheat lands ? They compelled the owners

of coal mines to sell out to them by discriminating against them in

transportation . Why can they not do the same thing with the

wheat- raisers ? It is true that for a time they may cheapen coal to

the consumer by concentrating in their own hands the profits which

formerly supported hundreds of families and thousands of human

beings. But when they have established a monopoly of the mines,

the transportation and the retail trade, is it not in the nature of

things that they will put up the price ? And what remedy have the

people ? They are powerless in their hands. — The Anti-Monopolist.

THE BROTHERHOOD OF JUSTICE. 66 What the world needs is a

new organization - a great world -wide Brotherhood of Justice. It

should be composed of all men who desire to lift up the oppressed

and save civilization and society. It should work through govern

mental instrumentalities. Its altars should be the schools and the

ballot -boxes. It should combine the good, who are not yet, I hope,

in a minority, against the wicked. It should take one wrong after
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another, concentrate the battle of the world upon them , and wipe

them out of existence. It should be sworn to a perpetual crusade

against every evil. It is not enough to heal the wounds caused by

the talons of the wild beasts of injustice ; it should pursue them to

their bone -huddled dens and slay them . It should labor not alone

to relieve starvation, but to make starvation impossible ; —to kill it

in its causes. - Cæsar's Column.

THE ANTIQUITY OF CIVILIZATION . I hold it to be incontesta

ble that, in some region of the earth , primitive mankind must have

existed during vast spaces of time, and under most favorable cir

cumstances, to create, invent and discover those arts and things

which constitute civilization . When we have it before our eyes that

for six thousand years mankind in Europe, Asia and Africa, even

when led by great nations, and illuminated by marvelous minds, did

not advance one inch beyond the arts ofEgypt, we may conceive what

lapses, what æons of time it must have required to bring savage

man to that condition of refinement and civilization possessed by

Egypt when it first comes within the purview of history . - Atlantis.

WEAKNESS PROVOKES OPPRESSION . There neverwas an ass yet

but there stood one ready to load him . - Journal, 1883.

A HIGH TARIFF EXPLAINED .

Let me suppose the case :

When you have sold a load of wheat that ought to be worth $1

per bushel for 75 cents per bushel, you take your money to buy

necessary articles, such as clothes, tools, nails, glass; lumber, salt,

coal, or anything else you may need . You go to an Englishman, or

a Frenchman , or a German, and he offers you the articles you want

at reasonable prices, and you are about to deal with him , when the

government, your own government which your own vote sustains,

and for which, perhaps, you formerly shed your blood , steps up and

says :

“ Hold on, my friend , you cannot buy these good of this French

man, Englishman or German. As a free American you can only

buy of another free American— these men are fenced out."

“ Well, ” you say, "" that sounds patriotic. I think more of an

American than I do of these foreigners; I love the old flag, ” etc. ,

etc,
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And so you go to the American and you say :

My friend, I prefer to deal with you. I have come to give you

my custom . Let us look over your goods."

You pick out the same kind of articles the foreigner had offered

you , and you lay down the same price he asked you.

Your American brother says :

“ That won't do, my friend ; I want more. That article you offer

me $ 5 for I want $ 7.50 for; that other you offer me $18 for I ask $ 25,

for ; that other you offer me $ 20 for I want $ 40 for. "

6. Whew !” you say, “ what is the meaning of that ? ”

" Why, " replies Brother Jonathan , “ you see I am protected andi

encouraged.”

“ How protected and encouraged P"

“ I am protected against selling my goods.to you at low prices, by

preventing you from buying at low prices from yonder Englishman ,

Frenchman or German ; and I am encouraged at your expense by

compelling you to pay me $ 7.50 for that $ 5 article, $ 25 for that $18

article, and $40 for that $ 20 article . And a very substantial kind of

encouragement you will admit that it is. On the trade you pro

pose, to the amount of $ 33, you will pay me $ 29.50 for the privilege

of living under the freest and best government in the world . "

“ But see here, " you say, “ the millers stole one - quarter of my

crop, and now you propose to steal one -half of what is left ! I am

a patriot, but that is paying too high a price for patriotism . If this

thing keeps on I will land in the poor-house.'

"Very likely, my friend,” replies Brother Jonathan .

no immediate interest in your future condition . American industry

must be encouraged ' and ' protected against the pauper labor of

Europe. ”

“ Blood and thunder !” you reply, “ am not I an Americarf ? Do

I not labor in raising my crops ? And who protects me against the

pauper labor of Europe ? I have to sell my wheat at the world's

price, less the Minneapolis stealage; that price is fixed in Liverpool,

and there my wbeat meets with the competition of the wheat raised

by the poorest peasants in Europe , viz.: the wheat of Russia, Poland

and Hungary ; yes, even with the wheat raised by the half -clad,

dark-skinned natives of India. Who protecţs me ? How am I to

16 I have
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get back that $ 29.50 you propose to now take from me? " - Speech at

Glencoe, 1884.

A SONNET.

To Miss whosefavorite study is Astronomy.

Ah ! soft -haired maiden , with the beaming eye

That plays in wild, that thinks in sober graces ;

Why must thou make the human heart thy sky,

And read men's star -thoughts in their very faces ?

Why, with that truly telescopic smile,

So soft and sad, so witching and so winning,

Dost thou enlarge the nebulæ of guile,

And set the planet -wishes all a - sinning ?

Thou Herschel of sweet womanhood ! when over

The milky way of mankind , fond and fervent,

Thou rang'st thy glass, say, wilt thou pleasediscover

And take a survey of thy “ humble servant " ?

And, be assured, if worth in him thou'lt find,

That heretofore the whole world has been blind.

-January, 1850.

THE VISION OF THE HANDS.

Around the face there seemed to be a dark , moving mass,

in great, and , apparently, endless circles. The pulsating light

from the hair beat over it, but it was some time before I could

discern what it was . To my extreme astonishment I at last

perceived tbat it was made up of millions of dark hands, all

clasped in the attitude of prayer, and all directed toward the

Christ. Something within me told me that they were the sup

plicating hands of negroes. They were all sizes and shades of

darkness, from ebon black to those no browner than the hands

of the peasants of southern Europe. There were the plump hands of

children , the tapering hands of women, the coarse , rude hands of

workmen , seamed and calloused with toil ; the gnarled and knotted

hands of decrepid old men and feeble women . All were bent ap

pealingly toward the central figure, and they moved with a continual

movement, as if they sought to reach and touch Him. The walls of

the room afforded no limit to thọ sight - it was an universe of hands;

shading off into infinity.

دناهدومنراکهبهدادناشنامهبارتساهدشن
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The great, slowly -moving eyes regarded me again with a look of

melancholy reproach, and then swept that vast circle of piteous ap

peal . Two bright tears flowed slowly down the fair face ; the lips

parted, and in a voice sweeter than the sound of rippling waters,

the vision spake : “ THESE, TOO, ARE MY CHILDREN . FOR THEM

ALSO, I DIED ON THE CROSS !” – Doctor Huguet.

GRASS. Grass, the green hair of the earth . — Journal, 1884.

THE BURNING OF MOTHER BINDELL'S.

The besieged have the advantage : they are sheltered and in the

darkness ; while their assailants are almost unprotected , and

exposed , in the white glare of the full moon, to be picked off by the

skilled marksmen , who do not waste a shot. Several of the attack

ing party are killed and many wounded. They are having the

worst of it . But still the fight goes on. A half hour passes— a

half hour of terrible battle.

Dr. Magruder and Berrisford are with those who are keeping

watch over the back part of the building. They are sheltering

themselves behind the old barn and firing as opportunity presents

itself.

And now a singular thing happens. •

The Doctor notices a smell of burning hay. Men's senses are

.acute at such a time. The wall of the old barn is full of cracks

and crevices. He peers through one of them . There is a light

within the barn .

“ Berrisford, ” he said softly , come here. What do you see ? "

“ Hush !” whispered Berrisford, it is white ! ” And a super

stitious thrill ran through him .

“ It is a woman,” saiờ the Doctor ; “ I see her more clearly

now, through the smoke. "

“ What is she doing ? " whispered Berrisford .

" She has kindled a fire in the barn , and now she is tying a rope

around a great mass of hay."

By heavens,” said Berrisford, as the flames flashed up ; “she

has stuck a pitchfork through it , she lights it, she lifts it up , she

rushes toward the door. It is Abigail !

The Doctor sprang forward to save her at the risk of his own life.

He was too late. Out through the open doorway, right toward the

66
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house, across the hell of flying bullets, into the very jaws of death ,

she ran swiftly, bearing the great blazing, roaring mass , high above

her head , like a banner.

“ She means to fire the house,” said Berrisford .

Yes, straight to the back door she ran , and flung down her burn

ing burden against it. And then she started to walk back , as calmly ,

as unconcernedly, as if she had beenupon a quiet country road near

her own home. But she had proceeded but a few paces when the

fire of the defenders of the house, who well understood what she

had done, was concentrated upon her, and she staggered and fell

backward—dead , with a smile of triumph upon her face.

And the door flew open , and a gray -haired woman, with blazing,

eyes and harpy hands, rushed out, and tried to scatter and stamp

the burning hay. A dozen rifles oracked, and she fell headlong

among the roaring flames, which leaped and danced and roared

above her - exulting over her as a thing fit only to be utterly an

nihilated. Door, wall , window , cornice, everything is now aflame,

and the fire demon grasps and goaws and devours, until the whole

house is lashed in its red and mighty arms; and every board

reeking with years of sin and shame-is sucked into the vortex

of the horrible destruction .

And now, dimly through the smoke, begrimed and bloody figures

dart suddenly out, as if to escape. But they cross not the dreadful

circle around the conflagration . Here and there, illy -defined heaps,

casting black shadows in the glare, lie upon the ground , moveless.

Lives they once were, loved by mothers; now they are dust -heaps.

And, like an evil spirit, that exhausts itself and can do no further

harm to man , the conflagration pauses; but it casts down, ere it stops,

walls and timbers, and rafters and roof into the red furnace of the

cellar, where the coals glow portentously- like a veritable bell -

where stood so long that house of hell. - Doctor Huguet.

UNEQUAL DISTRIBUTION . One hundred millions of dollars in

one house represents “ short commons ” in ten thousand houses.

Journal, 1884 .

THE RETORT COURTEOUS. Where is Perrine, who said we

lacked themathematical faculty; and could not tell what two and.

two mąde Perhaps so . But we know that two like himself and

two like Bill Todd would make four of the biggest fools in Christen
10
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dom . How many fools they would make in the due course of nature

we shall not appall the world by attempting to calculate.The

Anti-Monopolist.

THE SUPERSTITION OF METALLIC MONEY . Here, to -day, in

America, men are starving and cutting their throats, and a whole

country is ruined , trying to force the business of the people to ac

commodate itself to the supply of a yellow metal, because Agamem

non and Artaxerxes recognized it as money ; and in the midst of

their tribulations a war breaks out five thousand miles distant, and

presto, your carefully coined gold is shipped out by the million , and

the cutting of throats proceeds. The whole thing is fallacy and folly .

What is wealth ? That which supplies the wants of man , food ,

raiment, tools, weapons, herds, lands, fuel , etc. These wants are

perpetual and universal. Gold and silver are valuable only because,

by law , they are interchangeable for these things ; repeal the law

and the Pioneer - Press admits that they would degenerate into pots

and pans, into vessels of honor and dishonor. ” And yet society

has got itself into such shape that the men who produce those

things which supply the universal wants of man are, as a rule, poor ;

while the fellows who hold the pot-metal are masters of the world .

-The Anti-Monopolist.

THE SPIRIT WORLD. There are creatures in space who look

upon our intelligences, even at their highest, with very much the

same pity with which we contemplate the minds of cows. — Journal,

1891 .

THE WORST SELFISHNESS. “ Selfishness is theone great cause of

political decay. It is an element of destruction wherever it intrudes
itself." - Corning Independent.

And that selfishness which ignores the rights of the great mass

of the people, the laboring classes, is the blindest and most destruct

ive selfishness in the world . The Anti-Monopolist.

HUMAN AUTOMATA . In a primitive people the mind of one

generation precisely repeats the minds of all former generations; the

construction of the intellectual nature raries no more, from age to

age, than the form of the body or the color of the skin ; the gener

ations feel the same emotions, and think the same thoughts, and use

the same expressions. And this is to be expected, for the brain is

::
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as much a part of the inheritable, material organization as the color

of the eyes or the shape of the nose .

The minds of menmoveautomatically; no man thinks because
he intends to think ; he thinks, as he hungers and thirsts, under a

great primal necessity ; his thoughts come out from the inner depths

of his ing as the flower is developed by forces rising through the

roots of the plant.-- Ragnarok .

THE CAUSE OF HARD TIMES.

Now, good reader, we will suppose that you are taken suddenly

and seriously sick , and you send for a quack to prescribe for you.

The first question he asks you is : “ Were you quite well last

week ?” “Very well,” you reply . “ You felt buoyant, happy and .

hearty ? ” he asks. “ Exceedingly so , " you reply . “ Just as I

thought,” says Mr. Quack ; “your good health last week was the

cause of your sickness. There never was a case of sickness yet that

was not preceded by a condition of good health . It is the health

that makes men sick.” And he prescribes a medicine that will keep

you siek.

So the quack of the Journal declares that hard times have in

variably followed periods of abundant, or, as he calls it , inflated ”

currency .. He fails to tell you that those periods of inflated currency

were periods of great growth , development and prosperity, and that

disaster followed when it was attempted to reduce all this growth,

development and prosperity to the meager ineasure of the quantity

of gold and silver in circulation . The Irishman said " it was not the

fall that hurt him, it was stopping so quick." It was not the paper

money that produced collapse ; it was the attempt to make one dol

lar of gold redeem three dollars of paper. “ Specie payment

been the parent of the world's great crises. - Anti-Monopolist.

AN APHORISM . All now recognized truths once rested , solitary

and alone, in some one brain .- Ragnarok.

THE POWER OF THE DOLLAR. The purchasing power of the

dollar has been so increased that it is an equivalent for more wheat.

Hence the cheapness of wheat in the face of a foreign war and short

crops in Europe! The price of wheat shrinks, but the mortgage on

the farın does not. Property of all kinds is worth less ; money is

worth more. We are burning the candle at both ends, and the

" bas
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flames are drawing uncomfortably close to the voter's fingers. Has

the voter sense enough toblow out the candle ? — TheAnti -Monopolist.

THE CAUSES OF INFIDELITY IN THE AGE OF ELIZABETH . The

“ malignity of sects ” drove many men to infidelity. They saw in

religion only monstrous and cruel forces, which lighted horrible fires

in the midst of great cities, and filled the air with the stench of burn

ing flesh and the shrieks of the dying victims. They held religion

accountable for these excesses of fanaticism in a semi-barbarous age,

and they doubted the existence of a God who could permit such hor

rors. They were ready to exclaim with Macduff, when told that

“ the hell-kite,” Macbeth , had killed all his family, “all his pretty

ones," at one fell swoop :

" Did heaven look on,

And would not take their part ?

They came to conceive of God as a cruel monster who relished

the sufferings of his creatures. Shakespeare puts this thought into

the mouth of Lear :

" As flies to wanton boys are we to tho gods ;

They kill us for their sport. "

The Great Cryptogram .

MINNESOTA'S COAT OF ARMS. Dakota County records 492

births and 182 deaths during the year 1876. Compare that with

New York, where the deaths were six thousand more than the

births ! We argued long ago that the coat of arms of Minne

sota ought to be a double -barreled cradle with twins in it . But

perhaps that alarmed Indian who, in our State seal, is rushing

wildly toward the setting sun, is simply getting out of the way

of the on-coming rush of the white man's papooses. — The Anti

Monopolist.

CHOKING THE VOLCANO. There are but two forms of govern

ment in the world : injustice, armed and powerful, and taking

to itself the shape of king or aristocracy ; and , on the other hand,

absolute human justice, resting upon the broad and enduring basis

of equal rights to all. Give this, and gire intelligence and educa

tion to understand it , and you have a structure which will stand

while the world stands. Anything else than this is were repres

sion , the piling of rocks into the mouth of the volcano, which
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sooner or later will fling tbem to the skies. Speech in Congress,

Jan. 18, 1867.

TRUE STATESMANSHIP . A true statesman is one who adapts

righteousness to circumstances, as the Swiss peasant builds his

house, irregularly it may be, but strongly, against the crooked in

equalities of the mountain . He could not erect a symmetrical

Greek temple upon the face of the precipice, but he secures an

humble home, where love and peace may find shelter in the midst

of Alpine tempest . - Doctor Huguet.

MUSIC.

Showering music on the full - eared night,

Until the soul sits listening. — 1850 .

LIVING IN A WELL. “ If you would escape envy , abuse and

taxes,you must live in a deep well, and only come out in the night

time." -Josh Billings.

That wouldn't do in Minnesota. They would have a deputy

treasurer seize you for your personal taxes as soon as you poked

your head out of the well ; they would sell the land under the iron

clad tax -law ; and you would have to join the Anti-Drive -Well Asso

ciation, or pay $10 royalty on the hole . — The Anti-Monopolist.

EVENING .

Sweetest hour of changing heaven ,

Hour of bright and beauteous even ;

When the happy day -god goes

To a conscience - calm repose ;

And the stars like guards are blent

Round the dim night's dusky tent ;

And the moon , a mourner fair,

Guards the heedless sleeper there.

-The Mourner's Vision , 1850 .

WHAT ONE MAN CAN Do. One man can do much . Look at

the history of the anti-slavery movement. In 1783 six obscuro

Quakers met in London -and organized the first society which, in all

the history of mankind, had been created to protest against the

slave trade and labor for its destruction . In the same year there

was a lawsuit in London against certain ship -owners for throw

ing into the sea and drowning one hundred and thirty -two

básica wania
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Africans, by the master of a slave -ship, to defraud the underwriter's.

No penalty was inflicted, because they were slaves! And yet, in

twenty -four years , the movement, inaugurated by the six Quakers,

had grown so strong — in the consciences and souls of men - that a

bill passed Parliament to abolish theslave trade ; in twenty - three

years more every Christian nation in Europe and America had pro

hibited the commerce in human beings, and in thirty - five years

more slavery itself bad ceased to exist in nearly every country on

earth . - Doctor Huguet.

CAVES. Caves were the first shelters of uncivilized men. It

was not necessary to fly to the caves through the rain of falling

debris ; many were doubtless already in them when the great world

storm broke, and others naturally sought their usual dwelling

places.

Man is born of the earth ; he is made of the clay ; like Adam,

created

“ Of good red clay,

Haply from Mount Aornus, beyond sweep

Of the black cagle's wing ."

The cave -temples of India - the oldest temples, probably, on

earth are a reminiscence of this cave -life.

We shall see hereafter that Lot and his daughters “ dwelt in a

cave ; " and we shall find Job hidden away in the “ parrow -mouthed ,

bottomless " pit or cave. —– Ragnarok.

THE FUTURE OF LABOR . Our masters have educated us to

understand that we have no interest in civilization or society. We

are its victims, not its mombers. They depend on repression , on

force alone; on cruelty, starvation, to hold us down until we work

our lives away. Our lives are all we have; it may be all we will

ever have. They are as dear to us as existence is to the millionaire.

-Cæsar's Column.

THE OBJECTS OF THE BOOK “ ATLANTIS. ” If these propo

sitions can be proved, they will solve many problems which now

perplex mankind ; they will confirm in many respects the statements

in the opening chapters of Genesis ; they will widen the area of

human history ; they will explain the remarkable resemblances

which exist between the ancient civilizations found upon the

opposite shores of the Atlantic Ocean, in the old and new worlds ;

.
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aud they will aid us to rebabilitate the fathers of our civilization ,

our blood , and our fundamental ideas - the men who lived, loved

and labored ages before the Aryans descended upon India, or the

Phænician had settled in Syria, or the Goth had reached the shores

of the Baltic . - Atlantis.

LINES

To my dear friend John T. Greble, of Philadelphia, Cadet at West Point, January

15th , 1851.

( Lieutenant Greble was killed at the battle of Big Bethel, Va. , June 10, 1861.

He was the first officer of the regular army who perished in the war for the sup

pression of the rebellion . ” The Secretary of War, Edwin M. Stanton, said : “ His

distinguished character, his gallant conduct on the field where he fell, and his

devoted sacrifice to the cause of his country , will make his name and memory

illustrious." ]

Look forward to the future, for thy heritage is there,

Where our country's starry banner floats alone upon the air ;

Or, through the smoke of battle, its smoke- enveloped form ,

Gleams like a white sail plunging 'mid the tossing of the storm .

Look forward to the future, for our nation's dawn is nigh ,

And her struggling light is glancing where the golden deserts lie.

The sun that peeped above the sea on Plymouth's wintry shore

Now flashes where the billows of the wide Pacific roar ;

And up along the icy north his slanted beams lie white

O'er pallid. lake, and windy plain, and frozen forest height;

And down amid the dim green woods of shadowy Brazil

His golden light shall dazzle where all is dark and still.

Look forward to the future, when worth shall find its own,

And when the mightiest mind shall wield themonarch -might alone,

When nobler deeds and greater thoughts shall light our nation's

homo

Than ever blessed the Spartan's hills or shook the balls of Rome.

Then thou shalt shine, my early friend ; thy dimly rising star

Shall kiss the sunken waves of peace or light the waste of war ;

And we shall stand aside and watch its steady, changoless ray,

Until its light fades faintly out in fame's eternal day.

THE CONTESTS OF RACES. " Remember this is a race conflict,

and the contentions of races with one another are always more bitter

than the battles of rival religions; for every physical Attribute which

.
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separates the combatants accentuates the ferocity of the struggle.

In a battle of the birds and beasts only the bats, hideous,

misshapen creatures, can be indifferent. One must go, right or wrong,

with his class .” — Doctor Huguet.

THE DRIFT NOT DUE TO ICE ACTION.

Here, then, in conclusion, are the evidences that the deposits of

the Drift are not due to continental ice -sheets :

1. The present ice - sheets of the remote north create do such

deposits and make no such markings.

2. A vast continental elevation of land - surfaces at the north

was necessary for the ice to slide down, and this did not exist.

3. The ice-sheet, if it made the Drift markings, must have

scored the rocks going up - hill, while it did not score them going

down-hill .

4. If the cold formed the ice and the ice formed the Drift, why

is there no Drift in the coldest regions of the earth, where there

must have been ice ?

5. Continental ice - belts, reaching to 40 ° of latitude, would have

exterminated all tropical vegetation. It was not exterminated,

therefore such ice -sheets could not have existed .

6. The Drift is found in the equatorial regions of the world . If

it was produced by an ice -sheet in those regions, all pre - glacial

forms of life must have perished ; but they did not perish ; therefore

the ice -sheet could not have covered these regions, and could not

have produced the drift-deposits there found.

In brief, the Drift is not found where ice must have been, and is

found where ice could not bave been; the conclusion , therefore, is

irresistible that the Drift is not due to ice. -- Ragnarok.

A BROTHER OF THE MUD - PUDDLE . We might add a man is what

be thinks. Physiologically he is but a bag of microbe -infested

fluids, held in shape by a skeleton ; and but for the light in his brain

a brother of the mud-puddle. It is the thought faculty that is di

vine . In this he is made in the image of God. When he thinks,

the same processes are at work that made the stars . What higher

function is there than to feed and trim this burning flame of the

soul , and help men to arrive at just conclusions ? · Address to the i

Editors of Wisconsin , 1889.
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FATE . But what are we ? The creatures of fate ; the victims

of circumstances. We look upon the Medusa -head of destiny, with

its serpent curls, and our wills, if not our souls, are turned into

stone. God alone, who knows all , can judge the heart of man.

Cæsar's Column .

DEATH. Death - going down the pitiful steps of depression to

darkness and dust.—Journal, 1883.

THE COMET STRIKING THE EARTH . But suppose two heavenly

bodies, each with its own center of attraction, each holding its own

scattered materials in place by its own force , to meet each other;

then there is no more probability of the stones and dust of the

comet flying to the earth, than there is of the stones and dust of the

earth flying to the comet. And the attractive power of the comet,

great enough to hold its gigantic mass in place through the long

reaches of the fields of space, and even close up to the burning eye

of the awful sun itself, holds its dust and pebbles and bowlders

together until the very moment of impact with the earth . 'In short,

they, the dust and stones, do not continue to follow the comet, be

cause the earth has got in their way and arrested them. It was this

terrific force of the comet's attraction , represented in a fearful rate

of motion, that tore and pounded and scratched and furrowed our

poor earth's face, as shown in the crushed and striated rocks under

the Drift. They would have gone clean through the earth to follow

the comet, if it had been possible.—Ragnarok.

OBSERVATION AND EXPERIMENT. Life, to the wise man , is a

series of observations and experiments to find what will best con

serve the inherited vitality. The small flame, in the hand of in

telligence, carefully shielded, will outlive the tempest which blows

out the uncove
vered , flaring torches of the roysterers . — Journal, 1891.

HALF PROSE AND HALF POETRY. All through the essay it

seems to be more than prose : from beginning to end it is a mass of

imagery ; it is poetry without rhythm . Like a great bird which, as

it starts to fly, runs for a space along the ground, beating the air

with its wings and the earth with its feet, so in this essay we seem

to see the pinions of the poet constantly striving to lift him above

the barren limitations of prose into the blue other of untrammeled

expression .-- The Great Cryptogram .
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HOW CAPITAL CONTROLS THE LABOR VOTE.

“ Do you mean to tell me that this cunning, crafty, long -headed

white race , that has dominated every darker people it has come in

contact with, is unable to control a horde of iguorant black men

without butchering them ? How do they control their own people ?

Look at the vast populations of laboring men in the cities of the

North . They have the ballot; they are united by a sense of real or

fancied wrongs; they enthusiastically resolve every yearto take the

• government into their own hands; they are the vast majority. Did

you ever hear of the bankers and brokers and lawyers shooting

them down at the polls ? Not a bit of it . And yet the professional

classes and the corporations, comparatively insignificant in number,

always rule the cities and the Statos. How do they do it ? They

divide up the laborers. They buy up their leaders. They set them

to battling on other issues. They adopt what the philosophers call

" the expulsive power of a new affection. They bewilder and befud

dle them , and govern them. They establish newspapers among

them to direct them ; and they take possession of them , very much

as the negroes of Africa capture monkeys. They leave beer for

them to drink , and when the quadrumanous little fools are pretty

well overcome by intoxication , a negro steps forward and takes

the leader by the hand . The imitative creatures follow this exam

ple, and all clasp hands in the same way, and the colored gentle

man leads them all off, in a long line, happy and contented, to

captivity. If the South desires to control its labor vote, it should

take example from the astute North , where politics are reduced to a

science . But firing bullets into their lungs and stomachs and

hearts! Pah ! that is brutal and barbarous, and marks an unde

veloped state of society . In fact, force is always the remedy of men

who cannot reason . You kill a man because pature has not given

you brains enough to convince him . " - Doctor Huguet.

THE VALUE OF CIVILIZATION . What is civilization worth

which means happiness for a few thousand men and inexpressible

misery for hundreds of millions I – Cæsar's Column.

“ ANOTHER of Mr. W's manifest derelictions of public duty

was in his failure to include Mr. Donnelly's celebrated project for the

improvement of the navigation of the Zumbro and Cannon rivers,

in his scheme of national water routes.” _ St. Paul Press.
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Easily explained, Joseph. 1st . These rivers are in Minnesota .

2d . There is no steal in them. Improving Minnesota rivers is not

W—'s forte. His best hold is steamship lines to China, with a

twenty years' subsidy of $ 1,000,000 per year. Those are the things

to help Minnesota . Every farmer who wants to ship tea to China

is benefited thereby ; every farmer who proposes to “ diversify his

industry” by raising bamboo poles has an interest in that subsidy.

- Anti -Monopolist.

THE EFFECT OF CIVILIZATION.ON LEGENDS. Legend has one

great foe to its perpetuation — civilization . Civilization brings with

it a contempt for everything which it can not understand ; skepti

cism becomes the synonym for intelligence ; men no longer repeat;

they doubt; they dissect ; they sneer ; they reject ; they invent.

If the myth survives this treatment , the poets take it up and make

it their stock in trade : they decorate it in a masquerade of frip

pery and finery , feathers and furbelows, like a clown dressed for a

fancy ball; and the poor barbarian legend survives at last, if it

survives at all , like the Conflagration in Ovid or King Arthur in

Tennyson– a hippopotamus smothered in flowers, jewels and laces.

Hence we find the legends of the primitive American Indians ad

hering quite closely to the events of the past, while the myths that

' survive at all among the civilized nations of Europe are found in

garbled forms, and only among the peasantry of remote districts.

-Ragnarok.

THE NEW ISSUES. The old issues concerned black men ; the

new issues concern white men. Slavery robbed of the fruits of

their industry a people living a thousand miles away ; the corpora

tions, the manufacturers, the monopolists, are stealing the fruits of

our own industry. In the great war we fought for our brethren ;

now we must fight for ourselves . Then we battled with the cart

ridge -box; now we must fight with the ballot -box.— Speech to

Grangers, 1873 .

THE AMERICAN FLAG. There are stars upon it : they are stars

for the hopes of the world . There are stripes upon it : they are

stripes for the oppressors of mankind . - Speech at the Labor Kir .

mess, Minneapolis, May , 1887.

THE PRODUCERS. “ Our labor creates everything ; we possess

nothing. Yes, we have the scanty supply of food necessary to ena
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ble us to create more. We have ceased to be men we are ma

chines. Did God die for a machine ! Certainly not. " - Cæsar's

Column .

THE MISERIES OF OUR FRONTIER POPULATION .

On the other hand, it is not given to the mind of man to con

ceive, or the tongue of man to utter, the silent, pitiful, awful strug

glesthat are being endured among our frontier population , to ena

ble these creatures to adorn their wretched bodies in the glittering

spoils of Golconda, and revel and riot in wasteful splendor. It is a

silent struggle, for these pioneers belong to strong races; they rep

resent the American, the Irish , the German, the Scandinavian, the

English , the Scotch , the French races ; and, like the Spartan boy,

they will not cry out, but prefer to die and give no sign, even

though the serpent is gnawing at their hearts.

But every now and then we read in the newspapers some little

incident which throws a whole flood of light on the scene, like that,

for instance, of the poor Nelson family, who, last winter, perished

in the Red River valley ; father and two daughters, caught in a

blizzard, carrying hay to Burn , freezing to death between the hay

stack and their wretched, smoke -blackened home. Those stark ,

stiff and half -clad bodies should have been carried into Minneapolis

and laid down, side by side, on the platform of the mills, that the

public eye might be relieved of the monotony of diamonds, and

French bronzes and Louis XIV. clocks, and fast horses, and faster

women.

For one, my friends, I would rather live on a forty - acre farm , on

a diet of water and potatoes, than possess all the luxuries that life

can give, obtained at the cost of so much misery and suffering to

my fellow -men . " It is not and it cannot come to good.” — Speech at

Glencoe, 1884 .

THAT'S THE QUESTION. A poor editor, being asked if he ever

thought what he would do if he had Vanderbilt's income, replied :

“ No ; but I have often wondered what Vanderbilt would do if he

had my income. ” — Journal, 1883.

THE STOMACH . The stomach is your true civilizer . Abundance

of food means density of population ; and this, in turn , means migra

tions, colonizations, inventions, industry, laws, all social regulations
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Napoleou said an army marched on its belly ; - meaning that if it

was not fed it could not fight. And so we may say that civilization

moves on its stomach. -Journal, 1883.

AN APHORISM . It is the old story of brains owning muscles all

the world over . The men who refuse to do their own thinking will

always be the serfs of the men who think for them.— Speech to

Grangers, 1873.

PARTICIPATING IN THE PURPOSES OF GOD.

Granted , Major," I replied ; " granted that the white race is

the masterful race of the globe ; and in the presence of their

tremendous achievements no man- black , brown, red or yellow-

can doubt it. They are the biggest - brained , the boldest -hearted,

the most capable subdivision of mankind that has ever dwelt on the

planet. I grant you all that. But areweto dojustice only to our

superiors, or our equals. If so , it yields us no honor, for our supe

riors and our equals are able to enforce justice from us. Generosity

can only be exercised toward those less fortunate than ourselves.

Power has no attribute grander than the god-like instinct to reach

down and lift up the fallen . If we can plainly perceive in the prog

ress of humanity the movement of a great Benevolence, every

year adding to the comfort and happiness of mankind , why should

we not, to the extent of our little powers, aid Him in His tremeu

dous work ? How divine a thought it is that we are participating

in the purposes and work of the Almighty One ! That, as he has

dragged man up from reptiliau barbarism to this splendid , this

august era of peace and love, we are able to help the flagging foot

steps of the laggards and stragglers who have dropped behind in

God's great march. In such a work we become the very children of

God- fired with his zoal, illuminated by his smile . How base and

brutal it would be if we were willing to be fed with all the countless

fruits of God's beneficence, and, in the midst of our full content ,

commend only poison to the lips of those whose sole offense is that

Heaven has not given them our blessings ! ” – Doctor Huguet.

CIVIL SERVICE REFORM.

It is a sad state of things when the servants of thepeople become

their masters ; when those selected to perform subordinate duties,

for which they are well paid , band together to control the com
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munity, and perpetuate their own lease ofoffice. It produces inthe

country a class of active, intelligent, cunning, selfish and reckless

men, who, while others sleep, are plotting and scheming ; who stand

ready, at all times, for their own base ends, to fan popular passions

to white heat and array the people into two hostile camps, ready

to drop their ballots and seize their rifles, and plunge all things into

the gulf of civil war.

Every man knows that eight years ago we were brought to the

very brink of chaos by the struggles of the office- seekers ; and but

for the patriotism and forbearance of that great statesman, Samuel

J. Tilden , the streets of every city in the land would have run red

with fraternal blood, and the republic have gone down in disgrace

forever.

And four years ago we saw one who was the worst type of the

American office - seeker and professional politician , — Guiteau,

maddened by disappointment, and sharing in the passions of his

faction , send down to darkness and dust, by the bullet of the assassin .

one of the broadest and brightest intellects the new world has ever

produced.- Speech'at Glencoe, 1884.

MASON AND DIXON'S LINE BLOTTED OUT . This is now one

nation . Armies of men perished to make it one nation . The abo

lition of slavery blotted out Mason and Dixon's line. There is no

longer a South . The rebellion exists only in history ; a history that

testifies that the American people, North and South , have no peers

on earth for courage, manhood, persistence and endurance.

Speech, 1885.

MODERN JUSTICE. Justice in the old time was painted blind

fold ; she did not see the contending parties, but simply felt when

the scale was rightly adjusted . Our modern justice is like the

monkey, with his eyes wide open, who divided the cheese found by

the two dogs, and who kept biting a piece alternately offeach frag

ment, to make them balance, until there was notbing left for the

astonished dogs. - Speech at Glencoe, 1884 .

THE PLAY -WRITER IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

The reader can readily conceive that the man must, indeed , be

exceedingly ambitious of fame who would insist on asserting his

title to the authorship of plays acted in such theaters before such

1
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audiences. Imagine that aristocratic young gentleman , Francis

Bacon , born in the palace, York Place ; " put to all the learn .

ing that his time could make him master of;" an attaché of

the English legation at the French court ; the son of a Lord Chan

cellor; the nephew of a Lord Treasurer ; the offspring of the virtu

ous and pious Lady Anne Bacon ; with his head full of great plans

for the reformation of philosophy, law and government, and with

his eyes fixed on the chair his father had occupied for twenty years—

imagine him , I say, insisting that his name should appear on the

play -bills as the poet who wrote Mucedorus, Tamburlane, The

Jew of Malta, Titus Andronicus, Fair Em , Sir John Oldcastle, or

The Merry Devil of Edmonton ! Imagine the drunken , howling mob

of Calibans hunting through Gray's Inn to find the son of the Lord

Chancellor, in the midst of his noble friends, to flog him , or toss

him in a blanket, because, forsooth , his last play had not pleased

their royal fancies!- The Great Cryptogram .

THE GOSPEL OF DESTRUCTION.

“ Oh , my dear friend," I replied , “ do not say so. Destruction !

What is it ? The wiping out of the slow accumulations made by

man's intelligence during thousands of years . A world cataclysm .

A day of judgment. A day of fire and ashes. A world burned

and swept bare of life. All the flowers of art ; the beautiful, gos

samer- like works of glorious literature ; the sweet and lovely crea

tions of the souls of men long since perished, and now the in

estimable heritage of humanity ; all, all crushed , torn , leveled in

the dust. And all that is savage, brutal, cruel, demoniac in man's

nature let loose to ravage the face of the world . Oh ! horrible

most horrible ! The mere thought works in me like a convulsion ;

what must the inexpressible reality be ? To these poor, suffering,

hopeless, degraded toilers ; these cbildren of oppression and the

dust; these chained slaves, anything that will break open the gates

of their prison -house would be welcome, even though it were an

earthquake that destroyed the planet. But you and I , my dear

friend , are educated to higherthoughts. We know the value of the

precious boon of civilization . We know how bare and barren , and

wretched and torpid, and utterly debased is soulless barbarism ."

Cæsar's Column . ,
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THE YEOMANRY. This nation needs more of such men. We.

must cherish the institutions which have produced them . Their

priee is richer than rubies. They are the salt of a nation. Some

one said to Cresus, when he showed him his treasures : “ But if one

should come along with more iron he would take all this gold .

The prosperity of a people rests upon its manhood ; the gold can

only repose upon the iron . Without this a nation is but a con

glomerate of sordidness and sensualitý-- a mixture of clay and brass

which must fall to pieces the moment a strong hand is laid upon it .

-Speech in Congress, May 7, 1868 .

19

THE SONG OF THE ELF-QUEEN .

Hither come from loam and foam ;

From the mountain eagle's nest ;

From the dark wave's curling crest ;

From the softly sleeping valley,

Where the wandering breezes rally ;

From the white clouds hurrying past,

Foam -like, on the streaming blast ;

From the distant deep’ning sky,

Mournful as a mother's eye,

When her dearest droops to die ;

From the surf-wave's shivering shock

On the lonely ocean - rock ,

With the shelving billow falling,

And the sea - birds wailful calling.

Gather, gather, spirits, gather,

To this rocky hillock's heather ;

By the sadly sounding sea,

Moaning everlastingly,

Gather, spirits, unto me. — The Mourner's Vision , 1850.

LIFE ON A SOUTHERN PLANTATION . It was a very bright and - ,

pleasant life— kindly and social and generous. No man was trying

to outwit or plunder his fellow . The discussions of politics—apart

from the natural local prejudices --were all conducted on a high

plane: -- the good of their section . There was, to be sure, a sort :of

half -expressed feeling that the South had been caught in an

eddy of dead -water, full of the drift -wood of old opinions, far
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remote from that great, surging, swollen , rapidly -advancing stream

of the world . And yet they felt, too, that the stream was covered

with the debris of selfishness, and its shores lined with cruel wreck

ers ; and that its waters poured over the drowned caves of abysmal

and multitudinous want ; and that, in comparison with it all , their

lives were honorable and sweet and idyllic.-Doctor Huguet.

JEFFERSON'S DOCTRINE. We need statesmen who, above every

thing else , will love liberty because they love the human family ;

who will resist wrong because it means wretchedness to mankind.

We need a people high enough above prejudice to cordially and

unitedly support such men. And we need ' a powerful political or

ganization , filled with the spirit of that magnificent utterance of

Thomas Jefferson : “ I have sworn undying hostility, on the altar

of my God, to every form of oppression of the bodies or the souls

ofmen ." - Speech at Glencoe, 1884.

THE EXISTENCE OF GOD.

“ Science has increased their knowledge one hundred per cent.

and their vanity one thousand per cent. The more they know of

the material world the less they can perceive the spiritual world

around and within it. The acquisition of a few facts about nature

has closed their eyes to the existence of a God.”

" Ah , " said I, “ that is a dreadful thought ! It seems to me that

the man who possesses his eyesight must bebold a thousand evi

dences of a Creator denied to a blind man ; and in the same way

the man who knows most of the material world should see the

most conclusive evidences of design and a Designer. The humblest

blade of grass-preaches an incontrovertible sermon . What force is

it that brings it up, green and beautiful, out of the black , dead

earth ? Who made it succulent and filled it full of the substances

that will make flesh and blood and bone for millions of gentle, graz

ing animals ? What a gap would it have been in nature if there

had been no such growth , or if, being such , it had been poisonous

or inedible ? Whose persistent purpose is it - whose everlasting

will—that year after year,and age after age, stirs the tender roots

to life and growth , for the sustenance of uncounted generations of

creatures ? Every blade of grass, therefore, points with its tiny

finger upward to heaven , and proclaims an eternal, a benevolent

di circinadinin
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God . It is to me a dreadful thing that men can penetrate farther

and farther into nature with their senses, and leave their reasoning

faculties behind them . Instead of mind recognizing mind, dust

simply perceives dust. This is the suicide of the soul. ” — Cæsar's

Column.

THE PARALLELISM OF LEGENDS. And then grave and able

men - philosophers, scientists—were seen with note -books and

pencils going out into Hindoo villages, into German cottages, into

Highland huts, into Indian tepees, in short, into all lands, taking

down, with the utmost care, accuracy and respect, the fairy - stories,

myths and legends of the people - as repeated by old peasant

women , “ the knitters in the sun , " or by “ gray -haired warriors,

famousèd for fights ." And when they came to put these narratives

in due form , and, as it were, in parallel columns, it became apparent

that they threw great floods of light upon the history of the world ,

and especially upon the question of the unity of the race. They

proved that all the nations were repeating the same stories, in some

cases in almost identical words, just as their ancestors had heard

them , in some most ancient land, in “ the dark background and

abysm of time, ” when the progenitors of the German , Gaul, Gael,

Greek , Roman, Hindoo, Persian, Egyptian, Arabian, and the red

people of America, dwelt together under the same' roof -tree and

used the same language. - Ragnarok.

JUSTICE TO THE RED MAN. Let it not be said that the nation

shall advance in its career of greatness regardless of the destruction

of the red man . There is room enough . in God's world for all the

races he has created to inbabit it . Thirty million white people can

certainly find space, somewhere on this broad continent, for a third

of, a million of those who originally possessed the whole of it. While

we are inviting to our shores the oppressed races of mankind let us,

at least, deal justly by those whose rights here antedate our own by

countless centuries.—Speech in Congress, Feb. 7, 1865.

THE POVERTY OF HUMAN INVENTION.

In the next place, we must remember how impossible it is for

the mind to invent an entirely new thing.

What dramatist or novelist has over yet inade a plot which did not

consist of events that had already transpired somewhere on earth ?
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He might intensify events, concentrate and combine them , or an

plify them ; but that is all . Men in all ages bave suffered from jeal

ousy, like Othello ; have committed murders, like Macbeth ; have

yielded to the sway of morbid minds, like Hamlet ; have stolen , lied

and debauched, like Falstaff; there are Oliver Twists, Bill Sykeses,

Nàncies, Micawbers, Pickwicks and Pecksniffs in every great city.

There is nothing in the mind of man that has not pre-existed in

nature. Can we imagine a person , who never saw or heard of an

elephant, drawing a picture of such a two -tailed creature ? It was

thought at one time that man made the flying-dragon out of his

own imagination ; but we now know that the image of the ptero

(lactyl had simply descended from generation to generation. Sin

bad's great bird, the roc, was considered a flight of the Oriental

fancy, until science revealed the bones of the dinornis. All the

winged beasts breathing fire are simply a recollection of the comet.

In fact, even with the pattern of nature before it, the human

mind has not greatly exaggerated them ; it has never drawn a bird

larger than the dinornis or a beast larger than the mammoth.

Ragnarok.

WINTER DAWN .

The pale -faced dawn, like a shepherd's child ,

Goes out o'er the moorlands bleak and wild ;

Lonely and cold , and half asleep,

And pausing ever to stand and weep.

THE MILLERS CARVING UP THE FARMER . These fellows delib

erately sit down on us and carve us up, and divide our territory among

themselves, saying to one another : “ You take the hindquarter, and

you take these ribs ; I'll take the sirloin steak , and you can havo

this piece of the rump. ” And the people are stripped until the State

looks like a Greely Expedition . There is nothing left but the bones,

and the pleasing consciousness that we are a great, intelligent and

self-governing people !-Speech at Glencoe, 1884.

THE WAR INSTINCT. It was pleasant to sit, in the cool of the

evening, on the piazza , and listen to the war stories of these old

heroes. To the philosophic mind they illustrated what a curious

fighting animal man is, and how singularly , under high excitements

he considers life and limb as of less consequence than insistance

upon his own opinions. It seems to me strange that a man should
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be willing to go out of the world to improve the world, when , after

he goes out of it, the world can be of no more interest to him . The

presence of vast war passions, in great bodies of men, inciting them

to dash themselves to death , is one of the marvels of the world . I

suppose those passions are the survivors of emotions and habits

possessed by our remote and savage ancestors, at a time when every

particle of food a man swallowed had to be fought for, and one man

lived only by another man's death . The human being, as all wars

testify, is, when you take off the crust of social refinement, simply

a ferocious wild beast.-Doctor Huguet.

CIVILIZATION . Civilization is the steadily increasing power of

spirit over matter. In the future men will control all the forces

of the planet. - Journal, 1885 .

SHYLOCK AND USURY.

The purpose of the play was to stigmatize the selfishness mani

fested in the taking of excessive interest; which is, indeed , to the

poor debtor, many a time the cutting out of thevery heart itself.

And hence the mighty genius has, in the name of Shylock , created

a synonym for usurer, and has made in the Jewish money -lender

the most terrible picture of greed, inhumanity and wickedness in

all literature.

Bacon sat the necessity for borrowing and lending, and hence

of moderate compensation for the use of money. But he pointed

out, in his essay Of Usury, the great evils which resulted from the

practice . He contended that, if the owners of money could not lend

it out, they would have to employ it themselves in business ; and

bence , instead of the “ lazy trade of usury, ” there would be enter

prises of all kinds, and employment for labor, and increased reve

nues to the kingdom . And his profound wisdom was shown in this

utterance :

" It (asury] bringeth the treasures of a realm of state into a
few hands; for the usurer being at certainties, and all others at un

certainties, at the end of the game most of the moneywill be in his

box ; and ever a state flourisheth most when wealth is more equally

spread . ” — The Great Cryptogram .

THE COXETS. Man , by an inherited instinct, regards the comet

as a great terror and a great foe; and the heart of humanity sits

uneasily when one blazes in the sky. Even to the scholar and the
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scientist they are a puzzle and a fear ; they are erratic, unusual, an

archical, monstrous -- something let loose , like a tiger of the hear

ens, athwart an orderly, peaceful and harmonious world . They

may be impalpable and harmless attenuations of gas, or they mas

be loaded with death and ruin ; but in any event man cannot con

template them without terror. – Ragnarok .

THE DEATH OF WEBSTER. Our great men may have left us.

One by one, weary with the race of life, they have sought the silent

chambers of the dead. Now, not one bold , uncompromising front

is left to breast back the flood of popular excitement that may sweep

over this open land.

“ E'en Marshfield's giant oak , irhoso stormy brow

Oft turned the ocean -tempest from the west,

Lies on the shore ho guarded long-and now

Our startled caglo knows not where to rest.

Yet bow urgent is the necessity for great men . We are near the

most dangerous era of our country's history. Two hundred years

of unshaken and unweakened existence would render the union of

these States holy ; would hedge it in with sancity, and solicit all the

reverential feelings of man in its behalf. But now, old enough to

expand, but yet too young to fill its destined mold, its energies are .

running wild and purposeless. It hath become already

" A shape that hath no certainty of shape,

A shape that shape has none. ”

-Alumni Address, 1850 .

THE NEGROES NOT APES. “ No, no, gentlemen ," I replied ,

“ do not be unfair to them : a race that could produce a Toussaint

l'Ouverture is not simian . You cannot rank a coal-black negro,

like Toussaint, who compelled the surrender of a French army,

under Brandicourt; took twenty-eight Spanish batteries in four

days ; and, with half their force, compelled the surrender of the

British army, you cannot, I think, rank him with the monkeys. He

brought Napoleon's brother - in - law , Leclerc, to his knees, and was

only overcome at last by treachery. The darkest page in the his

tory of the great Corsican is his treatment of that magnificent ne

gro. He kidnaped him by fraud and left him to die of starvation

and be eaten by the rats in a French prison. If he had treated a

white man in that manner, the whole world would have risen up to

هياهدهيلهنارهاوجنمههبودم
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denounce him ; but Toussaint's dusky skin justified everything."

Doctor Huguet.

THE TYRANNY OF CORPORATIONS.

The men of 1776 did not shake off the tyranny of George III . to

leave their descendants under a worse tyranny-the tyranny of

corporations—the tyranny of money .

“ Shall we who struck the lion down

Pay the wolf homage ? ”

Our ancestors fled from their native lands to escape the despotism

of hereditary lords, whose pretensions were sanctified by the tradi

tions of centuries. Shall we submit to the tyranny of shoddy lords,

petroleum aristocrats, men of yesterday, who from their palace cars

and mills look down upon the multitude as “ bewers of wood and

drawers of water " ?

Our nation was born of a fight about a stamp act and a tea -tax ;

shall it quietly submit to the doctrine that the creations of our own

legislation, the railroad corporations, have “ vested rights” to tax

our industry to the limits of their discretion ; to reduce us if they

will to a peasantry ; to send us back to the era of spinning -wheels and

wooden shoes, and that we have no remedy from this absolute des

potism save revolution or emigration ?-Speech to Grangers, 1873.

THE SPIRIT WORLD. For instance, he added, there might be

right here, in this very hall, the houses and work - shops and mar

kets of a inultitude of beings, who swarmed about us, but of such ex

treme tenuity that they pass through our substance, and we through

theirs, without the slightest disturbance of their continuity. All

that we knew of Nature taught us that she is tireless in the prodi

gality of ber creative force, and boundless in the diversity of her

workmanship ; and we now knew that what the ancients called spirit

is simply an attenuated condition of matter.- Cæsar's Column.

LIBERTY AND EQUALITY . Our nation is based upon the liberty

and equality of all men . What do liberty and equality mean ?

Simply, justice. , Liberty assures us that no higher power shall

oppress us, and so deprive us of our just rights ; equality , that at

the polling - place, in the law court and in the legislative hall we

shall have exactly the same rights as our fellow -men. How little

and how plain a thing is this , and yet it has assured the growth

هبودندملعدارم
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and happiness of a mighty natiou ? did through what seas of bat

tle and blood has mankind waded to reach these few simple prin

ciples ?—Memorial Address, 1884 .

A HUMAN SHARK . This was Lawyer Buryhill. We all have

our instincts, and mine warned me against this man from the very

first . And yet he was not ill-looking. He was a medium-sized

man , of dark complexion , active in his motions and pleasant in his

inanners ; but there was a look out of his furtive, rapidly -rolling

black eyes, as if they would grasp everything they encountered

greedy, cruel look. And his hair stood up, especially upon the mid

dle line of his head , in a way that reminded me unpleasantly of the

bristles I once observed on the back of a hyena in a menagerie.

The suavity of his mouth and the softness of his mellifluous voice

were strongly and promptly contradicted by the hardness and the

greed of his eyes, which, as from a watch-tower, looked out over

the sham of his face, and seemed to say to the observer, “ Do not be

deceived by these wrecker's lights ; here is the real man. Beware

of the rocks.” Indeed , it always seemed to me that he regarded those

abouthim in a sort of rapacious, proprietary way, very like a man

eating tiger who drools a little at the mouth as he contemplates the

group of unconscious Hindoos he is about to spring upon. So when

.Buryhill looked at his fellow -man it was as if his softly working mouth

tasted the pleasant flavor ofproperty . — Doctor Huguet.

THE WINDS.

The bat-like winds,

Dim -winged in desolation.— 1850 .

THE COLOR LINE. There is a general misconception as to the

color of the European and American races. Europe is supposed to

be peopled exclusively by white men ; but in reality every shade

of color is represented on that continent, from the fair complexion

of the fairest of the Swedes to the dark -skinned inbabitants of the

Mediterranean coast, only a shade lighter than the Berbers, or

Moors, on the opposite side of that sea. Tacitus spoke of the

“ Black Celts ,” and the term, so far as complexion goes, might not

inappropriately be applied to some of the Italians, Spaniards and

Portuguese, while the Basques are represented as of a still darker

lue. Tylor says ( Anthropology, p. 67) , “ On the whole , it seems
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that the distinction of color, from the fairest Englishman to the

darkest African , has no hard and fast lines, but varies gradually

from one tint to another. " - Atlantis.

THE CLERGYMEN OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY. The audi

ence were evidently keenly intellectual and highly educated , and

they listened with great attention to this discourse. In fact, I began

to perceive that the office of preacher bas only survived, in this

material age, on condition that the priest shall gather up, during

the week, from the literary and scientific publications of the whole

world, the gems of current thought and information, digest them

carefully, and pour them forth, in attractive form , for their delec

tation on Sunday. As a sort of oratorical and poetical reviewer,

essayist and rhapsodist, the parson and his church had survived

the decadence of religion.— Cæsar's Column.

THE STORY OF THE GRANITE .

And even here we stumble over a still more tremendous fact :

It has been supposed that the primeval granite was the molten

crust of the original glowing ball of the earth , when it first hardened

as it cooled.

But, lo ! the microscope ( 80 Professor Winchell tells us) reveals

that this very granite, this foundation of all our rocks, this ancient

globe - crust, is itself made up of sedimentary rocks, which were

melted, fused and run together in some awful conlagration which

wiped out all life on the planet.

Beyond the granite, then , there were seas and shores, winds and

rains, rivers and sediment gatbered into the waters to form the rocks

melted up in this granite ; there were countless ages; possibly there

were animals and man ; but all melted and consumed together.

Was this, too, the result of a comet visitation ?

Who shall tell,the age of this old earth ? Who shall count the

ebbs and flows of eternity ? Who shall say how often this planet

has been developed up to the highest forms of life, and how often

all this has been obliterated in universal fire ?—Ragnarok.

THE ILLUSIONS OF LOVE. I received a cordial invitation from

the Colonel to visit the Ruddiman mansion ; and I accompanied my

beloved in the stage which bore her to the parental roof. It was a

hot and dusty ride, over a country parched by the excessive heat of

e solicitarea acest
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the season ; but such is the charm ' of love that, as I look back upon

it, it seems to me that I rode through the valleys of the Hesperidés,

fanned by cooling breezes from the Holy Mountains, the whole

landscape ablaze with many -hued flowers and foliage.-Doctor

Huguet.

WHAT WE CALL SHAKESPEARE . Imagine a mighty spirit, such

as he was who wrote these plays. A mighty spirit ! Aye : for

what other name is fitted to stand by that which we call Shake

speare Homer, Sophocles, Euripides, Dante, Molière, Goethe

giants of time they were, but they shrink into mediocrity in this

august presence. All of dramatic power the most wonderful; of

poetry the most resplendent; of art the most subtle ; of philosophy

the most profound ; of loarning the most universal; of genius the

most sublime- this is Shakespeare. Increasing civilization has

simply enlarged our capacity to comprehend these wonderful writ

ings ; they dominate the race ; they are taking possession of the

brain and blood of the whole world .-- Article in North American Re

view , June, 1887.

DIVERSIFYING YOUR INDUSTRIES. Yes ; and when they have

by unwise legislation-by criminal legislation - built up India and

Russia, and ruined wheat -raising in America, they tell the farmers

to “ diversify their industries. " Yes, I say so , too. I would advise

them to raise wheat - and raise oats—and raise barley- and raise

corn — and raise h–. [Great laughter and applause .] - Speech in

the Northwestern Waterways Convention, 1885 .

NUMBERS. What are numbers to God ? A man may have

more microbes in his left leg than there are stars in the universe .

Journal, 1885 .

A WORLD WITHOUT OPPRESSORS.

And how little it costs to make mankind happy !

And what do we miss in all this joyous scene ? Why, where are

the wolves that used to prowl through the towns and cities of the

world that has passed away ! The slinking, sullen, bloody -mouthed

miscreants, who, under one crafty device or another, would spring

upon and tear and destroy the poor, shrieking, innocent people-

where are they ?

Ah ! this is the difference : The government which foșmerly fed

خيهيهوةمهمهنامنیبیکماع
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and housed these monsters, under cunning kennels of perverted .

law, and broke open holes in the palisades of society, that they

might crawl through and devastate the community, now shuts up

every crevice through which they could enter, stops every hole of

opportunity, crushes down every uprising instinct of cruelty and

selfishness. And the wolves have disappeared , and our little world

is a garden of peace and beauty, musical with laughter.

And so mankind moves with linked hands through happy lives

to happy deaths, and God smiles down upon them from His throne

beyond the stars. - Cæsar's Column.

THE WOODS OF SULLIVAN COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA .

We stumbled over the moldering trunks,

Half in the moss and the morass sunk ;

And climbed the rifts in the ragged rocks,

Where the dark green laurels grew ; .

Shielding the while from our rifle -locks

The coldly scattered dew. '

And we passed the white ash, lone and bare,

Standing a smooth, straight column there ;

'Mid the trunks of brown and leaves of green ,

A pillar of startling whiteness seen.

Many a log and branch around

Are broken and mixed on the mossy ground ;

For ages and ages have passed away,

With their silent fall and their slow decay ;

And rarely the foot of man hath been

On the paths obscure of this silent scene.

See how the wilderness roughens; - and here

Is the two-pronged track of the leaping deer ;

And through the brake, on the ridges there,

Goes the broad rough trail of the coward bear.-- 1851.

DELIA BACON. We no longer burn men for their opinions, but

it is still uncomfortable, and sometimes dangerous, to run counter to

the universal belief of the unreasoning multitude. When Delia Bacon

announced her conviction , the result of great study and a life -time

of thought, that Francis Bacon wrote the Shakespeare Plays, all

society rose up in insurrection against her, and she was bounded

هدنامهنب
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and persecuted, ridiculed and misrepresented , until the brain of the

poor woman the best braiu it was in America -gave way under

the inhuman pressure. And tben her tormentors pointed to her

insanity , and have ever since continued to point to it, as conclusive

proof of the folly of her theory. As if there were not thousands of

women in the 'insane asylums who believed that Shakspere wrote

the plays. As if insanity proved anything but physical degen

eration . – Article in North American Review , June, 1887.

THE FATE OF THE OCTOROON. Abigail had many gloomy

moments which her mistress knew well how to interpret. The

seven - eighths of her blood protested against being dragged down

to servile life by the other eighth. She well knew what a dreadful

barrier of prejudice stood in the way of her becoming the wife of any

respectable white man ; while she shrank, with Saxon horror,

against descending still lower in the social scale of marriage with

one of the darker stock. And yet she was fair and graceful and

intelligent , and fitted to make any man happy. But society had

placed gyves on her feet, and manacles on her hands; she could fall,

but she could not arise. The inextinguishable taint of the slave was

upon her ; a taint more dreadful than leprosy ; more fearful than the

mark which the Lord God branded on the brow of the murderer Cain.

High walls of caste were built around her, and she could not see the

sun of hope shining into her prison -house, even at high noon. The

whole world was banded against her - against her, a white woman .

All th : was bright and cultured and beautiful in the world pointed

her downward to the abyss of dishonor, and with jeers and mock

ings told her that her white womanhood was fit only for degrada

tion . - Doctor Huguet.

FRANCIS BACON. Imagine such a mighty genius as this, but

poor and powerless, living in little, dirty London ; in petty England,

with its three million people, dominated by Elizabeth

“ A woman , though the phrase may seem uncivil,

As able and as cruel as the devil. "

Imagine how full such a brain and heart must have been : wrath,

revenge, sorrow , shame, pity, wisdom - and speechless.-- Article in

North American Review , June, 1887.

THE FARMER . A mind well informed , a body well covered, a

-
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stomach well fed; a heart well directed, make a perfect man ; and

this Minnesota of ours can give us all these as perfectly as any part

of the world . The farmer should be the best fed and the best in

formed man on earth . He is too often the meanest fed and the

least intelligent. — The Anti -Monopolist.

ITS DUTY. Religion should improve man's condition - not

merely teach him how to endure it. - Journal, 1885 .

WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE.

I see no reason-in the nature of things—why women should

not vote as well as men .

They pay taxes and are governed by the laws. Why should

they not have a voice in imposing the one and making the other ?

Woman, it is urged, is physically weaker than man . That

proves nothing. The right to vote is not a question of physical

strength . If it were, the pugilist would have more votes than the

philosopher.

But, it is said, women do not want to vote . The best way to

demonstrate that is to give them the right to refuse .

But, it is said , the exercise of the right of suffrage would unsex

a woman. Tbat is the Turk's reason for keeping his wife's head .

tied up in a towel.

The advancement of civilization has not unsexed women by

freeing them from slavery. It has refined and elevated them.

But, it is said, why should vile and degraded women vote ?

Why do vile and degraded men vote ? The good women far out

number the bad , and the pure women are more numerous than the

pure men. The saloons are not maintained by women.

But, says one, would you have women scrainbling at the poll

ing-places, with the men ? Do they not scramble with them in the

street -cars, and at the post -offices ? And why should they not vote,

as they do in Italy, by letter ?

Let every election express the best sense of the whole people,

unbiased, unterrified and unbought; - and especially the best sense

of the best and purest part of the community- the women.

Journal, 1885 .

SPIRITS. Just as there are sea -creatures that have not the

power to abstract the lime from the sea -water to make a shell, but

L04
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remain formless pulp, so there are spiritual existences which cannot

gather matter around them , but remain invisible . And death is,

therefore, simply the arrestment of the power of the spirit to evforce

matter into its service. The error of our modern philosophers is in

studying the shell and not its inhabitant. They pursue a sort of con

chology of the universe. - Journal, 1885.

BACON'S CIPHER. He will give the world not only the greatest

dramatic and poetical compositions it has ever possessed, but he

will make them a cipher -work of incomprehensible industry and

ingenuity, weaving together, as in a majestic loom , fact, fiction ,

history, comedy, poetry, biography, and making thereof a tapestry

fit to adorn the palace of the gods.-- Article in North American Re

view , June, 1887.

RAISING GIRL BABIES. A writer in the Zumbrota Independent

is greatly exercised because some farmer in that town raises barley,

because, says he, the barley makes - beer, and the beer makes the

drunk come. This gentleman must be a descendant of the man:

who was found

Hanging of his cat on Monday,

For killing of a rat on Sunday .”

A great deal of the vice and iniquity of this world is due to aban

doned women-ergo (according to the Zumbrota philosopher ), it is

a criminal thing to raise girl babies. - Anti-Monopolist.

THE EDITORS.

I don't wish to flatter you. You are no better than other men ;

perhaps a little worse ; and yet perchance no worse than others

would be in your position. Mankind in the aggregate is honest - in

detail it is a scamp. There is more pressure put on an editor than

on his fellow - citizens generally. You might, perhaps, paraphrase ",

Falstaff and say: “ As I have more power than another man I have

more frailty.” Frailty is commensurate with temptation . Let no

man boast until he has undergone the pressure. As Burns says :

“ What's done we partly may compute ;

We know not what's resisted . "

You have generally improved of late years. There is a higher

tone among you .

When you are able to praise a political opponent, who deserves
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praise, as fully and freely as you do one of your own party ; when

you are able to condemn one of your own friends, who is false to the

people, as vehemently as you do your enemies, then , indeed, will

the community look to you as absolute guides and leaders, and your

influence for good will be simply incalculable ; for you will speak ,

like Deity, with the voice of absolute justice. - Speech to the Editors

of Wisconsin , 1889.

MARRIAGE. But I do think that the union of man and wife

should be something more than a mere civil contract. Marriage is

not a partnership to sell dry goods— (sometimes, it is true, it is

principally an obligation to buy them) —or to practice medicine or

law together ; it is , or should be, an intimate blending of two souls,

and natures, and lives ; and where the marriage is happy and per

fect there is, undoubtedly, a growing -together , not only of spirit

and character, but even in the physical appearance of man and

wife. Now , as these two souls came — we concede– out of heaven ,

it seems to me that the ceremony which thus destroys their individ

uality , and blends them into one, should have some touch and color

of heaven in it also . — Cæsar's Column.

THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY. But these plays were written in

the sixteenth century, not in the nineteenth ; in the reign of Eliza

beth, not in the reign of Victoria and Grover. They were written

in an age when free thought and free speech led to the scaffold and

the stake ; when the direful odors of the flesh of burning human

beings filled the air, and their shrieks deafened the ears of men ;

when the philosopher Bruno was perishing in the streets of Rome

and the unbeliever Jett was dying in the flames of Smithfield.

Article in North American Review , June, 1887.

LIVING ON CORN COBS. " And now we hail the arrival of boiled

corn - cobs on our humble table ." -Herald .

Apd mighty humble it must be, when you have to live on boiled

corn -cobs. It comes from publishing a Republican paper, Brother

Tyler ; if you had an Anti-Monopoly paper you would have ears of

corn , larger than your own , with corn on them.- Anti -Monopolist.

THE CRIMINAL CLASS. Behind them are dust, confusion , dead

bodies, hammered and beaten out of all semblance of humanity ; ,

and , worse than all, the criminal classes – that wretched and inex :

mawa
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plicable residuum, who have no grievance against the world except

their own existence— the base, the cowardly, the cruel, the sneak

ing, the inhuman, the horrible ! These lock like jackals in the

track of lions. They rob the dead bodies ; they break into houses ;

they kill if they are resisted ; they fill their pockets. Their joy is

unbounded . Elysium has descended upon earth for them this day.

Pickpockets, sneak - thieves, confidence -men , burglars, robbers, as

sassins, the refuse and outpouring of grog- shops and brothels, all

are here . — Cæsar's Column.

BENEVOLENCE . From those to whom God has giveu the humane

spirit he expects much. His most precious gift is a benevolent

beart. - Journal, 1891.

THE AGE OF CIPHERS. The age of ciphers ended when the

age of liberty came. Despotism always begets secretiveness. To

speak is to die.- Article in North American Review , June, 1887 .

THE IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE . In this country the basis

of everything is agriculture. We stepped into a candy shop , in St.

Paul, the other day, to buy some fruit . “ How are times ? ” we

• asked . “ Well,” said the proprietor, casting a wise look , Micawber

like, askance the sky, “ if these rains will only hold up so that the

farmers can save their wheat, we will pull through ." Even the

candy shop rested on agriculture. We could not but think of the

indignation with which, a few years ago, our declaration was re

ceived that the farms of the West were of more importance to this

nation than all the protected manufactures of New England.-- Anti

Monopolist.

FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCES.

“ Well, let us suppose ,” said Maximilian , “ that you were not

immediately murdered by the men whose privileges you had de

stroyed— even as the Gracchi were of old—what would you do

next ? Men differ in every detail. Some have more industry, or

more strength, or more cunning, or more foresight, or more acquis

itiveness than others. How are you to prevent these men from

becoming richer than the rest ?"

“ I should not try to, " I said . “ These differences in men are

fundamental, and not to be abolished by legislation ; neither are the

instincts you speak of in themselves injurious. Civilization , in fact,
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rests upon them. It is only in their excess that they become de

structive. It is right and wise and proper for men to accumulate

sufficient wealth to maintain their age in peace, dignity and plenty,

and to be able to start their children into the arena of life sufficiently

equipped . A thousand men in a community worth $ 10,000, or $50,

000, or even $ 100,000 each , may be a benefit, perhaps a blessing;

but one man worth fifty or one hundred millions, or, as we have

them now-a-days, one thousand millions, is a threat against the

safety and happiness of erery man in the world. — Cæsar's Column .

THE ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY.

At last, on the plains of Judea, in a remote province of the

Roman Empire, holding very much such relation to Rome as New

Mexico does to - day to the United States, there rose up a being

who, in the very heyday and culmination of Roman greatness, sent

forth a wonderful declaration of principles to the world— not of

bloodshed , not of cruelty, not of conquest, but the grand doctrine

of universal charity, universal benevolence and universal justice.

Lo ! what a great light has towered up to enlighten the darkened

world . And the white race, the race called dominant, are but the ·

instruments in the hand of God to carry these glorious principles to

the remotest regions of the world.

But these principles have had one long, dark, terrible struggle

from the day when they found their birth in Judea . First, they en

countered the bard, unprogressive spirit of Hebraism ; then the cruel

and licentious genius of the Roman people ; and then the fierce bar

barians who poured in stormy hordes out of northern Europe. But

everywhere they triumphed over art and bigotry and barbarism and

cruelty, until to -day they possess the hearts of the entire white race

of the world with the doctrines of universal love and the brother

hood of man . - Speech , 1889.

THE SHAKESPEARE WYTH . We are asked to believe that the

mightiest mind with which God ever blessed the race dwelt for

fifty -two years on this planet, in the midst of the busy, bustling age

of Elizabeth and James I. , surrounded by wits, poets, philosophers,

pamphleteers, printers and publishers, and in contact with events

which affected the whole world and all history, and yet touched

these men and events at no point, and left not the slightest impress

testa
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on his age as an individual. It is as if a gigantic spirithad de

scended from another sphere, strode unheeded through the busy

marts of men, dropped behind him carelessly vast and incalcùlable

works, and then , striding on , disappeared suddenly and utterly in

thin air . - Article in North American Review , June, 1887.

THE SCARCITY OF GOOD MEN.. He laughed. all

right,” he said ; “ good and unselfish men are so scarce in this world

that one cannot do too much for them. We must be careful lest ,

like the dodo and the great auk, the breed becomes extinct.”

Cæsar's 'Column .

IMPERFECT LYING . Josh Billings once remarked that " many

a man set up for a rascal who, if he had examined himself carefully,

would have found that God intended him for a fool. " Postmaster

of is a case in point. He lies so glibly that

between breaths he forge the lie he has just told ; and hence

there is not in his statements that artfully constructed continuity

of falsehood which the ingenious rogue always preserves. — The

Anti-Monopolist.

A. T. STEWART.

In 1861 there was a rich merchant in this city, named A. T.

Stewart. Hundreds of thousands of men saw in the war only the

great questions of the Union and the abolition of human bondage,

the freeing of four millions of human beings, and the preservation

of the honor of the flag; and they rushed forward eager for the fray .

They were ready to die that the Nation and Liberty might live.

But while their souls were thus inflamed with great and splendid

emotions, and they forgot home, family, wealth , life, everything,

Stewart, the rich merchant, saw simply the fact that the war would

cut off communication between the North and the cotton-producing

States, and that this would result in a rise in the price of cotton

goods ; and so , amid the wild agitations of patriotism , the beating

of drums and the blaring of trumpets, he sent out his agents and

bought up all the cotton goods he could lay his hands on. He

made a million dollars, it is said, by this little piece of cunning.

But.if all.men. bad thought and acted as Stewart did, we should

have had no Union, no country, and there would be left to -day

neither honor nor manhood in all the world. The nation was saved

رددیاب،دیاهدنبرهردودندادهمادانم
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by those poor fellows who did not consider the price of cotton

goodsin the hour of America's crucial agony. Their dust nowbil

lows the earth of a hundred battle- fields; but their memory will be

kept sweet in the hearts of men forever ! On the other hand , the

fortune of the great merchant, as it did no good during his life, so ,

after his death, it descended upon an alien to his blood ; while

even his wretched carcass was denied, by the irony of fate , rest

under his splendid mausoleum , and may have found its final

sepulchre in the stomachs of dogs ! - Cæsar's Column.

COULD A COMET STRIKE THE EARTH ?

Reader, the evidence I am about to present will satisfy you,

not only that a comet might have struck the earth in the remote

past, but that the marvel is that the earth escapes collision for a

single century , I had almost said for a single year.

How many comets do you suppose there are within the limits of

the solar system (and remember that the solar system occupies but

an insignificant portion of universal space) !

Half a dozen - fifty- a hundred —you will answer.

Let us put the astronomers on the witness -stand :

Kepler affirmed that “ COMETS ARE SCATTERED THROUGH THE

HEAVENS WITH AS MUCH PROFUSION AS FISHES IN THE OCEAN .

Think of that !.

« Three or four telescopic comets are now entered upon astro

nomical records every year. Lalande had a list of seven hundred

comets that had been observed in his time."

Arago estimated that the comets belonging to the solar system ,

within the orbit of Neptune, numbered seventeen million five

hundred thousand !

Lambert regards five hundred millions as a very moderate esti

mate !

But do these comets come anywhere near the orbit of the earth ?

Look at the map on the preceding page, from Amédée Guille

min's great work , The Heavens, and you can answer the ques .

tion for yourself.

Here you see theorbit of the earth overwhelmed in a complica

tion of comet - orbits. The earth , here, is like a lost child in the

midst of a forest full of wild beasts.
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And this diagram represents the orbits of only six comets out of

those seventeen millions or five hundred millions !

It is a celestial game of ten - pins, with the solar system for a

bowling - alley , and the earth waiting for a ten - strike.

In 1832 the earth and Biela's comet, as I will show more particu

larly hereafter, were both making for the same spot, moving with

celestial rapidity, but the comet reached the point of junction one

month before the earth did ; and, as the comet was not polite

enough to wait for us to come up, this generation missed a revela

tion . - Ragncrok.

THE DEMOCRATIC COW -CATCHER .

And we must have in the constitution of human nature a con

servative, an unprogressive, a hold - back party , which performs the

office of the back straps in the harness. This sentiment of conserva

tism in many respects is advantageous, and it grows out of a natural

indisposition of the human mind to go forward. It grows out of the

natural disposition of the human heart to be content with what we

have. It is best illustrated in the case of that Greenlander who,

when the captain of a whale ship was commiserating him upon his

« miserable condition , replied, “ Miserable ! Miserable indeed !

What do you call miserable ? Have I not plenty of train oil , and a

fish bone through my nose ?” And so there is no condition so

wretched but that you will find some one to defend its evils

one to hold fast to the train oil and the fish bones !

In the constitution of mankind, in the very nature of man, there

must be these two parties ; and all I have to complain of in the Dem

ocratic party is that they have been so slow in their movements ; in

fact, they have done nothing else but hold back. They have moved

so slowly that they have been like the trains upon the Hannibal and

St. Jo Railroad , during the war, where they had to put the cow

catcher on the end of the back car to keep the cows from running

over the train .

I say this good -naturedly, simply as an admonition , for the future,

to my Democratic friends. - Speech at St. Paul, Minn ., Jan. 8, 1869.

THE GREAT CATASTROPHE. The Drift marks probably the

most awful convulsion and catastrophe that has ever fallen upon

the globe. The deposit of these continental masses of clay , sand

and gravel was but one of the features of the appalling event. In

- some
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addition to this the earth at the same time was cleft with great

cracks or fissures, which reached down through many miles of the

planet's crust to the central fires and released the boiling rocks im

prisoned in its bosom , and these poured to the surface, as igneous,

intrusive, or trap -rocks. Where the great breaks were not deep

enough to reach the central fires, they left mighty fissures in the sur

face, which, in the Scandinavian regions, are known as fiords, and

which constitute a striking feature of the scenery of these northern

lands ; they are great canals - hewn, as it were, in the rock — with

high walls penetrating from the sea far into the interior of the land .

They are found in Great Britain, Maine, Nova Scotia, Labrador,

Greenland and on the western coast of North America . — Ragnarok .

THE TRUE REMEDY. We regret to note the fact that the dan

ger of labor troubles east and west seems to be on the increase.

This is all wrong. Violence will only be followed by repression,

and turbulence will be an excuse for greater injustice. The ballot

box is the true remedy . - The Anti-Monopolist.

THE WORLD'S PROGRESS.

In our own country we present a spectacle which may well chal

lenge the astonishment and admiration of the nations. Everywhere

growth , increase, industry, commerce, wealth, happiness. Even in

remote India the work of progress extends, and we see where four

thousand miles of railroad have been built at an expense of 440

millions of dollars, advanced in subsidies by the British Government.

Turn to Egypt, which for thousands of years from the time of

Cleopatra- has slept the sleep of death , and even there the awaken

ing spirit of progress is present; and under the very shadow of the

pyramids and in sight of the tombs of the Pharaohs we find steam

plows of American manufacture turning up the sod, propelled by

steam made from coal brought from Manchester and Newcastle.

Aye, my friends, we live in a glorious, in a wonderful age. Our

portion of mankind has always, since the revival of civilization in

Europe, moved forward. At first it progressed slowly and almost

imperceptibly. The movement of society waslike themovement of

the old glaciers on the Alps-those great rivers of ice, where, to

mark the advance, Agassiz had .to drive stakes, one in the adjacent

rock and one in the face of the glacier, and then watch for hours,
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now,

perhaps for days, to determine that any progress had been made.

And even as the glacier in its slow but irresistible movement tore

and wore the breast of the rocks over which it passed, so thismove

ment toward liberty disrupted the very bosom of society. Now the

glacier has melted into the mighty river of human progress, broad

and rapid , gay with streamers, bright with white sails, bearing on

its bosom the wealth , the hopes, the happiness of mankind . This is

the river of modern civilization , moving under the impulse of Chris

tianity . - Speech to the Colored People of St. Paul, 1869 .

THE HEATHEN GODS. Man reasons, at first, from below up

ward ; from god-like men up to man-like gods ; from Cæsar, the

soldier, to Cæsar, the deity . - Ragnarok.

THE PROGENY OF EVIL. As you sow, so must you reap. Evil

has but one child - death ! For hundreds of years you have nursed

and nurtured Evil. Do you complain if her monstrous progeny is

here with sword and torch ? What else did you expect ? Did

you think she would breed angels ?-Coesar's Column.

THE CHARIOT OF PROGRESS. The golden chariot of human

progress moves grandly down the avenue of time. It is laden with

flowers and fruit and laughing children ; it is surrounded by the

revelry of delicious music; it is drawn by the tumultuous hopes of a

happy multitude. But its wheels are red,— red as the wheels of

Juggernaut, — with the blood of the millions who, on a thousand

battle - fields, have vainly sought to stay its advance. - Speech to

Farmers' Alliance, Feb., 1887.

THE POVERTY OF INVENTION. Hearen was, in the beginning,

a heavenly city on earth ; it is transported to the clouds; and there

its golden streets and sparkling palaces await the redeemed. This

is natural ; we can only conceive of the best of the spiritual by the

best we know of the material ; we can imagine no musical instrument

in the hands of the angels superior to a harp ; no weapon better than

a sword for the grasp of Gabriel. This disproves not a spiritual

and superior state ; it simply shows the poverty and paucity of our

poor intellectual apparatus, which, like a mirror, reflects only that

which is around it, and reflects it imperfectly .-- Ragnarok.

CRYSTALIZED. If, then , our form of government is simply

crystalized justice, our duty is to seek out and strike down injustice

Wanitatingto
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wherever it may appear, or however specious and cunning may be

the mask with which it hides its repulsive features. - Memorial

Address, 1884 .

THE AMERICAN FLAG.

On, stripe and star ! -- On, stripe and star !

Pointing the path of the first in war.

Where thou art seen is Victory seen ;

Where thou hast been hath glory been ;

And the mighty stars and the grand blue sea

And the red blood of triumph are met in thee . — 1852.

LEGEND AND HISTORY. One hundred years ago the highest

faith was placed in written history, while the utmost contempt was

felt for all legends. Whatever had beenwritten down was regarded

as certainly true ; whatever had not been written down was neces

sarily false . But as time rolled on it was seen that the greater part

of history was simply recorded legends, while all the rest represented

the passions of factions, the hates of sects, or the servility and

venality of historians. Men perceived that the common belief of

antiquity, as espressed in universal tradition, wasmuch more likely

to be true than the written opinions of a few prejudiced individuals.

-Ragnarok.

THE BAREFOOTED CHRIST. Why did they not listen to me ?

Why did rich and poor alike mock me ? If they had not done so,

this dreadful cup might have been averted from their lips. But it

would seem as if faith and civilization were incompatible. Christ

was only possible in a barefooted world ; and the few who wore

shoes murdered him. What dark perversity was it in the blood of

the race that made it wrap itself in misery, like a garment, while all

nature was happy ? – Cæsar's Column.

GOD'S LAW . God wipes out injustice with suffering ; wrong with

blood ; sin with death . You can no more get beyond the reach of

His hand than you.can escape from the planet. - Cæsar's Column.

THE DESTRUCTION OF MANKIND. And how did mankind come

to be reduced to a handful ? If men grew , in the first instance, out

of bestialforms, mindless and speechless, they would have propa

gated and covered the world as did the bear and the wolf. Butafter

they had passed this stage, and had so far developed as to be human
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in speech and brain , some cause reduced them again to a handful.

What was it ? Something, say these legends, some fiery object,

some blazing beast or serpent, which appearedin the heavens, which

filled the world with conflagrations, and which destroyed the human

race, except a remnant, who saved themselves in caverns or in the

water ; and from this seed, this handful, mankind again replenished

the earth , and spread gradually to all the continents and the islands

of the sea . Ragnarok.

FREEMEN AND SLAVES. The difference between freemen and

slaves is that the first govern themselves ; the last are governed by

some one else. The ballot-box, intelligently used, can alone save

the freemen from becoming slaves. Three - fourths of all the ills men

suffer arise from misgovernment. It follows, as a matter of course,

that whatever class rules the country will rule it for its own advant

age. If the people rule, the people will prosper ; if those who live

on the people rule, they will certainly grow richat the expense of

the rest of the population.— Address of State Farmers' Alliance, 1886 .

POLITICAL EQUALITY NOT SOCIAL EQUALITY. Politicalequality

does not imply social equality, or physical equality, or race equality.

When you go to the ballot-box to vote you find a group assembled. .

of white men, originally of different nationalities—Yankee, French,

German, Irish , Scotch -- of different complexions, conditions, mental

power, education and knowledge. No two are alike ; no two are

equal in any respect, and yet they all peacefully unite in expressing

their political preferences. The right to participate in the govern

ment, in a republic, is like the right to breathe the atmosphere.

No man feels degraded because the air he inhales has already passed

through the lungs of his fellow -man , differing from him in every re

spect and condition . We must all breathe to live, and we must all

vote if the republic is to live. Because a man votes beside me at

the polling - place, it does not follow that I must take him into my

house, or wed him to my daughter, any more than those results fol

low because we breathe the same air.— Doctor Huguet.

THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY. When I say the fall of Vicksburg

what was it ? The opeping of the Mississippi valley. And what is

the Mississippi valley ? The NATION ; for all the rest are mere

suburbs. — Speech at Meeting ofArmy of the Tennessee, Aug. 14, 1884 .
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THE BRAINS TAKE THE CROP. You should , therefore, devote

all your leisure time andthought to the great questions of govern

ment ; that is to say, to the questions which involve your own prơs

perity. Of what avail is it to economize and toil if some cunning

knave, who toils not, is to reap the fruits of your industry ? The

most valuable crop you can raise on the farm is brains. If the

brains are not inside the fence, they will be outside of it, and wher

ever they are the crop goes with them.- Address of State Farmers'

Alliance, 1886 .

THE AMERICAN BEAUTY .

Not the great, gaudy presence and rude charms

That kept, of old , contending camps in arms,

But delicate in figure, face and mind,

Formed to enchant and civilize mankind,

All the fine attributes of soul to move,

And fill the measure of fastidious love.- 1855 .

WHAT THE BIRD THINKS. The female bird says to herself,

“ The time is propitious, and now, of my own free will, and under

the operation of my individual judgment, I will lay a nestful of eggs

and hatch a brood of children . " But it is unconscious that it is

moved by a physical necessity, which has constrained all its ances

tors from the beginning of time, and which will constrain all its pos

terity to the end of time ; that its will is nothing inore than an

expression of age, development, sunlight, food , and “the skyey

influences.” If it were otherwise it would be in the power of a gen

eration to arrest the life of a race . - Ragnarok.

HAPPY NATURE. A whale spouted . Happy nature !. How cun

ningly were the wet, sliding waves accommodated to that smooth

skin and those nerves which rioted in the play of the tumbling

waters. A school of dolphins leaped and gamboled, showing their

curved backs to the sun in sudden glimpses; a vast family; merry ,

social, jocund, abandoned to happiness. The gulls flew about us as

if our ship was indeed a larger bird, and I thought of the poet's

lines wherein be describes -

" The gray gull balanced on its bow - like wings,

Between two black waves , seeking where to dive. "

Cæsar's Column .
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LUNATICS. A little while ago and the Greenbackers were de

nominated “ lunatics,” for demanding the remonetization of silver.

Who are the “ lunatics " now ! Silver is partially remonetized , gold

has fallen , bonds have risen , and some faint glimpses of pros

perity brighten the horizon . — The Anti-Monopolist.

THE TRUE PRINCIPLE OF RECONSTRUCTION . The purpose of

government is the happiness of the people, therefore of the whole

people. A government cannot be half a republic and half a des

potism - a republic just and equable to one class of its citizens, a

despotism cruel and destructive to another class; it must become

either all despotism or all republic . If you make it all republic the

future is plain . All evils will correct themselves. Temporary dis

orders will subside; the path will lie wide open before every man ,

and every step and every bour will take him farther away from error

and darkness. Give the right to vote and you give the right to aid

in making the laws ; the laws, being made by all, will be for the ben

efit of all ; the improvement and advancement of each member of

the community will be the improvement and advancement of the

whole community . - Speech in Congress.

THE WOLFISH NATURES. Every honest man, who perceives

abuses in the world, should be a preacher, in the broad sense of the

word. There are, of course, wolfish natures, whose only instinct is

to sneak and leap and devour. To these men mercy is a mockery,

and humanity but another name for food . They are the cannibals

of civilized life, and live upon their fellows.-- Doctor Huguet.

THE PRAYERS OF THE HEATHEN. Religions may perish ; the

name of the Deity may change with race and time and tongue ; but

He can never despise such noble, exalted, eloquent appeals from the

hearts of millions of men, repeated through thousands of genera

tions, as these Aztec prayers have been . Whether addressed to

Tezcatlipoca, Zeus, Jove, Jehovah or God, they pass alike direct

from the heart of the creature to the heart of the Creator ; they are

of the threads that tie together matter and spirit. — Ragnarok.

STAND BY YOUROWN MEN. There is another point we would urge

upon you : In war they employ sharpshooters to pick off the officers.

If they can kill the generals, the army is half defeated. In politics

it is the same : they fire at the leaders. If any man is faithful to
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you he will be bitterly denounced. If he is corrupt, he will be

praised by those who buy him . The moment he sells out the sharp

sbooters are withdrawn and the fire ceases. Bo suspicious of any of

your own men who are praised by your enemies. - Address of State

Alliance, 1886 .

THE TRUE WOMAN . Why should we not enjoy the sunshine, and

that glorious light , brighter than all sunshine —the love of woman ?

For God alone, who made woman - the true woman - knows the

infinite capacities for good which He inclosed within her soul. And

I don't believe one bit of that orthodox story. I think Eve ate the

apple to obtain knowledge, and Adam devoured the core because be

was hungry . - Cesar's Column.

AN ACCOMMODATING RISE OF LAND. Why should the ice-sheet

move southward ? Because, say the “ glacialists, ” the lands of the

northern parts of Europe and America were then elevated fifteen

hundred feet higher than at present, and this gave the ice a sufi -

cient descent. Butwhatbecame of that elevation afterward ? Why,

it went down again . It bad accommodatingly performed its func

tion , and then resumed its old place ! -- Ragnarok.

A QUESTION OF THE FUTURE LIFE. Does every man , capable

of goodness in this world , continue to do good , with increased force,

forever after ?—Journal, 1885 .

No SUBSTITUTE FOR BRAINS. If a man stands by you, stand by

him. In every county there are those who, by advocatingyour in

terests, have made themselves targets for the arrows of calumpy.

Other things being equal, these are the men for you to send to the

Legislature. Those who bave ably advocated your cause before the

people will best advocate it in the Legislature. You want earnest,

honest men, and no blockheads. It is not sufficient to elect a man .

who will vote right; he must be able to plan right, speak right, fight

right. There is no substitute for brains. Monoy needs tools. The

people want men.-Address of State Farmers' Alliance, 1886 .

PUBLIC HONORS. I havealready said that I am not naturally am

bitious. The scrambles and squabbles of public life have no charms

for me. I have no respect for that kind of honor which belongs not

to the man himself, but to the place he occupies, and which leaves

him as soon as he is sunderéd from the place. It seemsto me to be
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the smallest and the most unsubstantial of all human virtues. Who

can recall the long list of Roman consuls ? And yet they were

mightier than kings in their day– dreaded to the uttermost limits

of the civilized world. But they are gone, while the memory of

Homer, of Plato, of Socrates is still fresh upon the tongues of men,

and they stand out, limned upon the background of the ages, as dis

tinctly as the living men of our own era . - Doctor Huguet.

THE ANTLERED TREE.

The sun , touching with its light

The rough black antlers of one mighty tree,

Uplifted , 'mid green leaves.—1851.

A TESSELLATED PAVEMENT. If we were to find, under the

debris of Pompeii, a grand tessellated pavement, representing one

of the scenes of the Iliad , but shattered by an earthquake, its

fragments dislocated and piled one upon the top of another, it would

be our duty and our pleasure to seek, by following the clew of the

picture, to rearrange the fragments so as to do justice to the great

design of its author ; and to silence, at the same time, the cavils of

those who could see in its shocked and broken form nothing but a

subject for mirth and ridicule . In the same way, following the clew

afforded by the legends of mankind and the revelations of science,

I shall suggest a reconstruction of this venerable and most ancient

work . If the reader does not accept my conclusions, he will, at

least, I trust, appreciate the motives with which I make the attempt.

- Ragnarok .

THE POWER OF GOD.

I looked into the grand depths of the stars above us ; at that

endless procession of shining worlds; at that illimitable expanse of

silence. And I thought of those vast gaps and lapses of manless

time, when all these starry hosts unrolled and marshaled themselves

before the attentive eyes of God, and it had not yet entered into

His heart to create that swarming, writhing, crawling, contentious

mass we call humanity. And I said to myself, “ Why should a God

condescend to such a work as man ? "

And yet, again, I felt that one grateful heart, that darted out

the living line of its love and adoration from this dark and per

turbed earth , up to the shining throne of the Great Intelligence,

www.
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must be of more moment and esteem in the universe tbau millions

of tons of mountains—yea, than a wilderness of stars. For matter

is but the substance with which God works ; while thought, love ,

conscience and consciousness are parts of God himself. We think,

therefore we are divine ; we pray, therefore we are immortal.

Part of God ! The awful, the inexpressible, the incomprehensible

God . His terrible hand swirls, with unresting power, yonder innum

erable congregation of suns in their 'mighty orbits, and yet stoops,

with tender touch, to build up the petals of the anemone, and paint

with rainbow hues the mealy wings of the butterfly.

I could have wept over man, but I remembered that God lives

beyond the stars. - Cæsar's Column.

THE SILVER QUESTION SUMMARIZED .

Resolved, Thať silver coin constitutes one -half the real money

of the world ; that it has been recognized as money since the time

of Abraham ; that it is named in the Constitution of the United

States as legal tender money ; that to abolish it now throughoutthe

world would be to reduce the volume of metallic money one -half,

thereby doubling the purchasing power of gold and decreasing in

like ratio the value of all forms of property, including labor.

Resolved, That we denounce any such attempt as the result of a

vast European conspiracy against human nature ; a scheme to

double the mortgage and halve the farm ; to increase the national

debt and decrease the power of the people to pay it ; to intensify

the struggle for food and life among the swarming millions, that a

few thousands may riot in wasteful abundance ; in short, to build

. up that meanest and cruelest of all aristocracies, a moneyed aris

tocracy , at the expense of the farmer reduced to a peasant, and the

workman reduced to a slave.

Resolved, That we demand of the Congress of the United States .

the coinage of silver on precisely the same terms with gold . - Ad

dress of the State Farmers' Alliance, 1886 .

THE GREAT ISSUE.

The issue upon which all other issues hinge to - day is whether

the condition of wretchedness and poverty to which the great ma

jority of mankind are condemned is or is not irremediable ? Is the

productive capacity of the earth sufficient to give all its children an
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abundance | Do the want, the sorrow and the sin with which the

world now reeks spring from the laws, or are they inevitable under

any form of government ? Can human intelligence, which is gradu

ally converting all the forces of nature into servants, yet solve the

problem , so that every mind will be educated, every stomach filled ,

and every back clothed , in all Christendom ?

We believe these questions will get be answered in the affirma

tive , and that a republic is simply a stepping- stone to these grand

results. That way the march of civilization lies, and that is what

the spirit of Christianity means. The day will come when our pos

terity will regard this age , with its swarming, suffering, struggling,

starving multitudes, as little better than an organized barbarism.

The Anti -Monopolist.

THE PEOPLE'S PARTY. I say that God does not intend that this

august civilization shall go down under the brutal feet of a mub of

plutocrats. The same Divine Power which saved us, in our infancy,

from the overwhelming strength of the mother country, which

brought victory, union, peace and reconciliation out of our terrible

civil war, does not intend that this nation shall be destroyed. He

does not intend that our producing classes shall be reduced to

servitude and the wheels of civilization turned backward , and old

world conditions established here on the face of this new continent .

-Speech to Cincinnati Convention , May 20, 1891.

THE ORIGIN OF THE GRAVEL. Moreover, if the waves made

these great deposits, they must have picked up the material

composing them either from the shores of the sea or the beds of

streams. And when we consider the vastness of the drift-deposits,

extending, as they do, over continents, with a depth of hundreds of

feet, it would puzzle us to tell where were the sea -beaches or rivers

on the globe that could produce such inconceivable quantities of

gravel , sand and clay. The production of gravel is limited to a

small marge of the ocean , not usually more than a mile wide , where

the waves and the rocks meet. If we suppose the whole shore of

the ocean around the northern half of America to be piled up with

gravel five hundred feet thick , it would go but a little way to form .

the immense deposits which stretch from the Arctic Sea to Pata

gonia .-— Ragnarok.
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THE CURSE OF THE AGE. The great curse of tbe whole

system of thought which dominates and afilicts our countryis, that

man is nothing and property everything. In the eye of legislation a

single bank outweighs a county . Nobody thinks it of the slightest

moment that millions suffer for want of sufficient food ; that hundreds

ofthousandsof energetic and worthy merchants are bankrupted ; that

hundreds of thousands of workmen and mechanics are turned out to

tramp country roads like exiles and wild beasts, starving and dan

gerous ; but the cry goes on, Hard money, contraction , specie

payments ,” and other catch -words to tickle the ears of fools.The

Anti-Monopolist.

THE BEAUTY OF THE WORLD . My soul rose up on wings and

swam in the ether like a swallow ; and I thanked God that he had

given us this majestic, this surpassing world, and had placed within

us the delicate sensibility and capability to enjoy it. In the presence

of such things death- annihilation— seemed to me impossible,

and I exclaimed aloud :

" Hast thou not heard

That thine existence , here on carth , is but

The dark and narrow section of a life

Which was with God long ere the sun was lit,

And shall be yet, when all the bold, brightstars

Are dark as death -dust ? "

-Cæsar's Column .

THE WAY IT WORKS. One mau invents a swindle ; he lives

henceforth in ease and idleness ; wbile ten thousand men toil and

moil , in heat and cold , to pay the interest on his capitalized rascal

ity . And when both parties die, the knave transmits his bonds and

stocks to his children , while the honest men leave to their posterits

a legacy of life -long poverty, hardship , suffering and debt. - Ad

dress of State Farmers' Alliance, 1886 .

ICEBERGS DID NOT CAUSE THE DRIFT. It is simply impossible

that the Drift was caused by icebergs. I repeat, when they floated

clear of the rocks, of course they would not mark them ; when the

water was too shallow to permit them to foat at all, and so move

onward, of course they would not mark them . The striations

could occur only when the water was just deep enough to float the

berg, and not deep enough to float the berg clear of the rocks;

and but a small part of the bottom of the sea could fulfill these
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conditions. Moreover, when the waters were six thousand feet deep

in New England, and four thousand feet deep in Scotland , and over

the tops of the Rocky Mountains, where was the rest of the world ,

and the life it contained ! -- Ragnarok.

THE DARK -SKINNED RACES. And yet many an Egyptian

Pharaoh had taken to his breast, and covered with his crown , beau

ties that were many shades darker than the skin I looked upon.

Cæsar, and Cicero, and Pompey, and Cato, had loved and wedded

women more dusky of hue than this fair creature. In the abandon

of our pride over the whiteness of our skin, bleached by thousands

of years of northern storms and ice and snow , we forget that the

greatest part ofmankind, including all the great nations of antiquity,

Egyptians, Hindoos, Assyrians, Greeks and Romans, were much

darker than ourselves; that it is only of late years that the pale -faced

Goth is leading the advance of the world, and that, if we take out

of the accumulations of the past those arts, inventions, works and

thoughts derived from people as shadowy in hue as our own

mulattoes, there would be little left for our civilization to brag of.

Doctor Huguet.

EQUAL RIGHTS. The farmer's dollar is just as good as the rail

road man's dollar, and the farmer, if the Declaration of Independence

amounts to anything, is the political equal of the railroad -builder.

When the farmer's dollar and the railroad man's dollar bear the

same rate of interest, this will really be a country of free and equal

people. Now the farmer's dollar pays little or no interest, while the

railroad -builder collects a high rate of interest on his dollar, and an

equally high rate of interest on two or three other dollars which he

never owned, and the farmer pays it all.- Address of State Farmers'

Alliance, 1886 .

CÆSAR'S HEAD.

“ My God ," said Max, " it is Cæsar's head !”

I looked , and there, sure enough , upon the top of the long pole I

had before noticed , was the head of the redoubtable giant. It

stood out as if it had been painted in gory characters by the light

of the burning house upon that background of darkness. I could

see the glazed and dusty eyes, the protruding tongue, the great

lower jaw hanging down in hideous fashion , and from the thick, bull

like neck were suspended huge gouts of dried and blackened blood.
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“ It is the first instinct of such mobs,” said Max, quietly , “ to

suspect their leaders and slay them . They killed Cæsar, and then

came after me. When they saw the air - ship they were confirmed

in their suspicions; they believe that I am carrying away their

treasure . "

I could not turn my eyes from that ferocious head. It fascinated

me. It waved and reeled with the surging of the mob. It seemed

to me to be executing a hideous dance in mid - air, in the midst of

that terrible scene ; it floated over it like a presiding demon. The

protruding tongue leered at the blazing house and the unspeakable.

horrors ofthat assemblage, lit up, as it was, in all its awful features,

by the towering conflagration . - Cæsar's Column .

course .

THE FALL OF MAN.

How petty, how almost insignificant, how schoolboy- like are

our historians, with their little rolls of parchment under their arms,

containing their lists of English, Roman , Egyptian and Assyrian

kings and queens, in the presence of such stupendous facts as these !

Good reader, your mind shrinks back from such conceptions, of

But can you escape the facts by shrinking back ? Are

they not there ? Are they not all of a piece - Job, Ovid, Rama,

Ragnarok, Genesis, the Aztec legends ; the engraved ivory tablets

of the caves, the pottery, the carved figures of pre- glacial Europe,

the pottery - strata of Louisiana under the Drift, the copper and iron

implements, the brick pavements and cisterns, and this coin , dragged

up from a well-hole in Illinois ?

And what do they affirm ?

That this catastrophe was indeed the fall of man .

Think what a fall !

From comfort to misery, from plowed fields to the thistles and

the stones , from sunny and glorious days in a stormless land to the

awful trials of the Drift Age ; the rains, the cold, the snow ,

theincessant tempests, the darkness, the poverty, the coats of hides,

the cave -life , the cannibalism , the Stone Age.

Here was a fall indeed . - Ragnarok .

SQUEEZING OUT A MAN. Somebody says that Wheelock wrote

those Wilder letters. Shouldn't wonder; they sound like him . If you

were to draw Wheelock between your finger and thumb you would

the ice,
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squeeze out of him just such a pile of slang -whanging adverbs and

adjectives as the foregoing, and there would be nothing left of him

but a small residuum of plunder and an ill - flavored skin . - The

Anti-Monopolist.

LARGE LEGISLATURES. We doubt if true economy deinands the

reduction of the Legislature, especially the House. A small body is

easily bought, and it is bought always at the expense of the people,

who in the passage of one bill may lose enough to pay the expense

of running the Legislature for five years. The New England States

have found it safe to keep the House very large, in some cases five

times as large as our own. It is not so important to pass a multitude

of bills as to prevent the passage of those that plunder the people.

The Anti-Monopolist.

THE CIRCUS PROCESSION . There are really but two parties in

this State to -day—the people and their plunderers. The only issue

is : Shall the people keep the fruits of their own industry, or shall

the thieves carry them away ! The clamors of the contending

political parties are, too often, like the bands and banners of a cir

cus procession , which absorb the attention of the populace, and

draw them to the front windows, while the thieves, who accompany

the show, are robbing the houses from the rear. - Address of State

Farmers' Alliance , 1886 .

THE CONSERVATIVES. God has greatly blessed us and all our

people. There were a few conservatives who strenuously objected

at first to our reforms; but we mildly suggested to them that if they

were not happy, and desired it, we would transfer them to the out

side world , where they could enjoy the fruits of the uphallowed sys

tems they praised so much. They are now the most vigorous sup

'porters of the new order of things. And this is one of the merits of

your true conservative. If you can once get him into the right

course he will cling to it as tenaciously as he formerly clung to the

wrong one. They are not naturally bad men ; their brains are sim

ply incapable of suddenly adjusting themselves to new conceptions.

-Cæsar's Column .

OUR NATIONAL MOTTO. The English have a motto : “ God and

myrights. " The motto of this country promises to become : “ God

and my dollars.” — The Anti- Monopolist,
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THE SUPPLY OF GOLD. “ The amount of gold in the world at

this time is estimated at seven millions. And yet we are having an

awful tussle to get a few millions corralled in our treasury for

resumption purposes. The world's stock of gold is only equal to a

block seventeen feet high, twenty-eight feet wide and fifty - six feet

long. " - Exchange.

Think of the entire business, progress, growth and prosperity of

the whole human family chained to that block of gold , the size of

an ordinary meeting -house ! -- The Anti-Monopulist.

A DIFFICULTY . It too often happens that the honest men are

impractical, and the practical men are rascals.-- Speech , 1884 .

THE INCOME TAX. The old Greeks had a law that whenever

a man's fortune exceeded a given limit, he was obliged to build a

ship, or equip a regiment, or do someotherwork for the state . This

was also the theory that underlay the income tax law, passed during

the war. Men of small fortunes paid nothing, while the tax was

increased in proportion to the individual's income— be tbat had

most paying most . But one of the first steps of the money - power

was to abolish this law, and thus increase the burdens of the poorer ·

and middle classes.-- The Anti-Monopolist.

THE TRUE CONSERVATIVE. The Rev. Sydney Smith once said

that there was a kind of men into whom you could not introduce a

new idea without a.surgical operation. He might have added that

when you had once forced an idea into the head of such a man, you

could not deliver him of it without instruments.- Ragnarok.

A SPASMODIC AND SUSPICIOUS OUTBURST. Sir, I believe it to

be one of the spasmodic outbursts of the gentleman '[Elihu Wash

þurne] which we havo witnessed here, Congress after Congress.

Why, sir, I can look back and recall how , at the opening of almost

every Congress, the gentleman has risen here, and, if the word was

parliamentary, I would say, howled, against the railroad communi

cation betweon New York and this city, and demanded an air-line

railroad, splitting the very heavens with his outcries. Suddenly

there followed a dead calm ,

" And silence, like a poultice, came

To heal the wounds of sound, "

and we heard no more upon the subject until the next Congress met.

-From the Washburne Speech in Congress, May 2, 1868.
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THE CLAWS. The capacity to do evil is rarely united with the

desire to do good . God gives the claws to the beasts. — Speech, 1884 .

THE ARABS. But, after a time, we catch sight of the blue and

laughing waters of the Mediterranean , with its pleasant , bosky

islands. This is gone, and in • a little while the yellow sands of the

great desert stretch beneath us, and extend ahead of us, far as the

eye can reach . We pass a toiling caravan , with its awkward, shuf

Hling, patient camels, and its dark attendants. They hare bcard

nothing, in these solitudes, of the convulsions that rend the world.

They pray to Allah and Mahomet, and are happy. The hot, blue ,

cloudless sky rises in a great dome above their heads; their food is

scant and rude, but in their brains there burn not those wild fevers

of ambition which have driven mankind to such frenzies and hor

rors. They live and die as their ancestors did, ten thousand years

ago - unchangeable as the stars above their heads ; and these are

even as they shone clear and bright when the Chaldean shepherds

first studied the outlines of the constellations and marked the path

ways of the wandering planets. - Cæsar's Column .

THE BOOK OF JOB.

And so, stumbling through these texts, falling over mistransla

tions and misconceptions, pushing aside the accumulated dust of

centuried errors , we lay our hands ' upon a fossil that lived and

breathed when time was new : we are carried back to ages not only

before the flood, but to ages that were old when the flood came upon

the earth .

Here Job lives once more ; the fossil breathes and palpitates

-hidden from the fire of heaven , deep in his cavern . Covered with

bruises and burns from the falling debris of the comet, surrounded

by his trembling fellow -refugees, while chaos rules without and hope

bas fled the earth, we hear Job, bold , defiant, unshrinking, pouring

forth the protest of the human heart against the cruelty of nature ;

appealing from God's awful deed to the sense of God's eternal

justice .

We go out and look at the gravel-heap - worn, rounded, ancient,

but silent, the stones lie before us. They have no voice . We turn

to this volume, and here is their voice, here is their story ; here wo

have the very thoughts men thought - men ļike ourselves, but
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sorely tried-when that gravel was falling upon a desolated world .

And all this buried, unrecognized , in the sacred book of a race

and a religion . - Ragnarok.

THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD - A STATESMAN DESCRIBED.

But he says I voted for this because I held an annnal pass over

the road . Ah ! Mr. Speaker, this is almost too much for human con

tempt to reach . An annual pass upon a road that I have never

seen ; over which I have never traveled a mile ; over which I do not

expect to travel until that great day when a line of railroad commu

nication shall extend unbroken from New York to San Francisco !

On that day, standing on the Pacific coast, in sight of the Golden

Gate, looking back over that mighty work, wedding in everlasting

marriage the mightiest oceans of the globe, spavning the continent

as God's great bow of promise spans the heavens, the glory of our

nation , the marvel of our age, it will then, Mr. Speaker, be a conso

lation to know that that mighty work has been resisted and opposed

by every blatant, loud- voiced, big -chested , small-headed, bitter

hearted demagogue in all this land . The Washburne Speech in

Congress, May 2, 1868.

WHAT A REPUBLIC MEANS.' And what does this form of gov

ernment mean ? This : -- the advancement of mankind ; the lifting

up of the masses; absolute justice in the laws ; and the wiping out

of all impediments that may hinder the progress of the people.

Memorial Address, 1884 .

SOUND ADVICE. If you would lose your friend, make him your

creditor.Journal, 1885.

THE NORTH AND SOUTH COMPARED .

It must be admitted that our people are a big - hearted, hospitable

race, who can never do too much for those they respect or love, or,

I might add , too little for those they dislike. Their loves and hates

partake of the heat of their summer suns ; all their opinions are

convictions ; all their feelings passions. But the strong sense of

personal honor has survived here, while it seems to be dying out

under the blight of the commercial, trading spirit of the North .

Beyond Mason and Dixon's line politics are an individual grab for

profits ; in the South they are devotion to ideas and theories of

statecraft, which may not be correct, but are always respectable
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from their sincerity. One of the most beautiful traits of Southern

character is its fiery devotion to the great men of its section . The

South stands by them with passionate partisanship, exaggerating

their best qualities, and ignoring their weak ones. It honors them

living, and worships them dead. In the North to be a great man is

simply to invite unsympathetic criticism of every detail of the

individual's career and character ; to become the conspicuous target

for limitless abuse and insult while living, and to receive halting,

grudging praise when dead, with the promise of a monument which

is rarely built. The South regards genius with grateful eyes lifted

to heaven ; the North, with its nose in the air, to smell out the faults

of its victim . - Doctor Huguet.

ENGLAND. England, the land where the Gulf- stream empties its

stomach . - Journal, 1882.

MAN'S POWER LIMITED . But, I said to myself, while God

permits man to wreck himself, he denies him the power to destroy

the world. The grass covers the graves ; the flowers grow in the

furrows of the cannon balls ; the graceful foliage festoons with

blossoms the ruins of the prison and the torture - chamber ; and the

corn springs alike, under the foot of the helot or the yeoman.

Cæsar's Column.

AN ADVICE TO THE CLERGYMEN . It would be a great deal

better if these ministers would study the questions of government

and finance which underlie the prosperity of the people and give

sound advice to their people thereon , instead of praying to God to

aid them. It is recorded that, when the wagoner of old found his

wagon stuck in the mud, he besought the god Hercules to help him

out, and Hercules replied by telling him to put his own shoulder

to the wheel. ' “ God helps those who help themselves. ”

lamities of this country were not produced by the Almighty ; they are

the work of knaves, who have absorbed the products of the people's

industry into their own pockets by cunning laws. The remedy is to

suppress the knaves and repeal the laws.-- The Anti-Monopolist.

DR. Ox's HOBBY. Who shall say how often the characteristics

of our atmosphere have been affected by accessions from extra

terrestrial sources, resulting in conflagrations or pestilences, in fail

ures of crops, and in famives ? Who shall say how far great revolu

The ca
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tions and wars and other perturbations of humanity bare been due

to similar modifications ? There is a world of philosophy in that

curious story, “ Dr. Ox's Hobby," wherein we are told how he

changed the mental traits of a village of Hollanders by increasing

the amount of oxygen in the air they breatbed . — Ragnarok.

VICIOUSNESS. You may set two plants side by side in the same

soil-one will draw only bitterness and poison from the earth, while

the other will gather, from the same nurture, nothing but sweetness

and perfume.

“ For virtue, as it never will be moved ,

Though lewdness court it in a shape of heaven ;

So lust, though to a radiant angel linked,

Will sate itself in a celestial bed,

And prey on garbage. ”

Cæsar's Column .

POPULAR INTELLIGENCE. Let the great work go on. Its tasks

are but half completed . Let it go on until ignorance is driven

beyond our remotest borders. This is the noblest of all human la

bors. This will build deep and wide and imperishable the founda

tions of our government; this will raise up a structure that shall

withstand the slow canker of time and the open assaults of violence.

The freedom of the people resting upon the intelligence of the peo

ple ! Who shall destroy a nation founded upon this rock ? - Speech

in Congress, Feb. 1, 1866 .

SPRING .

Like a child's voice amid the deep woodsheard,

When the sun browns the blushing breast of spring,

And the light laugh walks, ʼmid the greeting vales,

Or peoples with its ringing chime the trees,

Or flings its fragment -beauties to the rocks,

Till they grow echoes in the crevices.- 1850 .

ROBBERIES UNDER PATENT LAWS. Take, for instance, the

injustice practiced on us under the patent laws. A sewing -machine

costs for the work and material $12. We pay $ 70 for it . The same

machines are exported to Europe and sold for $ 32, after paying

freight across the Atlantic. I found in the Belfast News of Decem

ber 4, 1872 , an advertisement of the Singer sewing-machine for

£6 108— about $ 32.50 of our money. We pay the difference of
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ne: urly $ 40, under our patent lairs, for being the most patient and

gullible fools that ever pretended to a capacity for self -government.

McCormick gave evidence, in a law -suit recently, that his reapers

cost $ 37 to manufacture. We pay nearly $ 200 for them. The

threshing -machine, for which we pay $ 700, could , I am informed, be

built for $ 150 . And so of all other implements.- Speech to Gran

gers, 1873.

OUR INNER SELF . It is customary with us all to think that our

intellect is our self, and that we are only what we think ; but there

are in the depths of our nature feelings, emotions, qualities of the

soul, with which the mere intelligence has nothing to do ; and

which ,when they rise up, like an enraged elephant from the jungle,

scatter all the conventionalities of our training and all the smooth

and automaton -like operations of our minds to the winds. — Cæsar's

Column.

THE FUNERAL OF AN ANGEL. Her tears burst forth afresh .

I was shocked inexpressibly shocked . True, it was joy to know

she would live ; but to think of that noble instrument of grace and

joy and melody silenced forever ! It was like the funeral of an

angel ! God, in the infinite diversity of His creation , makes so few

such voices —80 few such marvelous adjustments of those vibrating ,

chords to the capabilities of the air and the human sense and the

infinite human soul that dwells behind the sense — and all to be the

spoil of a ruffian's knife ! -- Cesar's Column.

THE TEMPEST. Did you ever observe the distressed look of

the trees assaulted by a tempest ? Their leaves are flattened down

like the ears of a flying rabbit. — Journal, 1884 .

SENSUALITY . And your gospel of Love. What is it but beast

liness Like the old Greeks and Romans, and all undeveloped ar

tiquity, you deify the basest traits of the fleshly organism ; you

exalt an animal incident of life into the end of life. You drive out

of the lofty temples of the soul the noble and pure aspirations, tło

great charities, the divine thoughts, which should float there forever

on the pinions of angels ; and you cover the floor of the temple

with crawling creatures, toads, lizards, vipers — groveling instincts,

base appetites, leprous sensualities, that befoul the walls of the

house with their snail - like markings, and climb, and climb, until

.ܘܗ
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they look out of the very windows of the soul with such repellant

and brutish eyes that real love withers and shrinks at the sight,

and dies like a blasted flower . - Cæsar's Column .

66

THE EDITOR'S LEGS. Hy B - ' s legs are so long that when

ever he approaches a subject he puts his foot in it . — The Anti

Monopolist.

THE NORTHMEN . And I said to myself: " This is the stuff of

which was formed the masterful race which overran the world under

the names of a dozen different peoples. Ice and snow made the

tough fiber, mental and physical, which the hot sun of southern

climes afterward melted into the viciousness of more luxurious na

tions. Man is scourged into greatness by adversity , and loveled into

mediocrity by prosperity. This little fellow , whose groans die be

tween his set teeth , has in him the blood of the Vikings. ” — Cæsar's

Column.

THE CONSERVATISM OF UNTHINKINGNESS. The conservatism

of unthinkingness is one of the potential forces of the world . It

lies athwart the progress of mankind like a colossal mountain -chain ,

chilling the atmosphere on both sides of it for a thousand miles.

The Hannibal who would reach the eternal city of Truth, on the

other side of these Alps, must fight his way over ice and bew his

way through rocks. - Ragnarok.

RAILROAD COMPETITION.

The people have built the railroads of the West by their land

grants, and their traffic sustains them. They recognize the value of

the roads; they are not inimical to them . But they feel that the same

competition should exist between railroads that exists between

blacksmiths, carpenters, grocers and dry -goods merchants. What

would the people of a town think if their merchants held a public

meeting to pool their profits and put up the price of their commodi

ties fifty per cent ? There would be a riot in that town . And yet

we sit patiently by and see, year after year, in our newspapers, ro

ports of great conventions of the railroad men to prevent competi

tion ,to pool earnings, and keep up the cost of transportation of our

productions. The impudence of the thing is as colossal as is the

injustice. Vainly, it has been said , is the spare of the fowler set in
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the sight of the bird ; but here the fowler calls the attention of the

bird to his little game, and the bird is rather pleased with it.

We are entitled to competition . If one railroad can carry cheaper

than another we are entitled to that lower rate, on our wheat, and

corn , and pork, and dry goods, and groceries. It meanshigher prices

for our commodities and lower prices for what we buy ; it means

more money in our pockets; more wealth in our community ; more

prosperity for farmer, merchant and artisan ; more home comfort

and a higher civilization . - Speech at Glencoe, 1887 .

FIRING JACKASSES.

In the Congressional campaign of 1884, Governor Donnelly's

opponents brought a number of efficient speakers into the field

against him , and at last William G. Le Duc “ took the stump," and

denounced Governor Donnelly savagely. Hewas a very poor speaker,

however, and every speech he made helped the man he was attack

ing. When Governor Donnelly came to reply, before an immense

meeting in Hastings, where Le Duc lived, he told this story , and

the effect was such that the opposition withdrew Le Duc from the.

contest. Le Duc never had an opportunity to retaliate until he

took the stand, as a witness in the great libel suit, and revengefully

tried to swear away Governor Donnelly's character .

“ Fellow citizens , ” said Governor Donnelly, “ Major Strait has

got some able advocates in the field, but, not satisfied with these, be

has unlimbered Le Duc, who is now exploding all over this district. I

feel a good deal as the Indian did in one of our frontier wars .

“ A party of our soldiers were traveling through an Indian coun

try. They broke one of the wheels ofthe carriage of a small field - piece.

Not wishing to lose their cannon , the officer in command strapped it

on the back of a mule. While camping at noon, on a little bill, they

were surrounded and attacked by an overwhelming force of Indians.

The issue appeared very doubtful, but they defended themselves

bravely. In the midst of the battle the captain remembered that

the field -piece was loaded , and he undertook to fire it off, at the sav

ages, from the back of the mule ; but the animal was frightened and

restive from the uproar and the flying bullets and the howling Indi

ans, and, just as the gun went off, it wheeled around, and the load

was discharged over the beads of our own men.
But the effect on

the mule was disastrous. It was standing at the time on the edge of a
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steep declivity , and the rebound of the gun sent it flying and rolling

downthe hill , heels over head, toward the Indians. These latter took

to their beels and fled in the wildest panic, and never returned ;

and the little force of soldiers was saved .

“ A year or two afterward , at a treaty -council, the captain of

the squad met the chief who had been in command in that attack ,

and he asked him why they all ran away that day, when they so

greatly outnumbered the whites.

“ The red man drew himself up to his full stature, strack his

naked breast a resounding blow, and said :

“ Injun' heap brave ! Injun heap brave !'

“ Yes, I understand that,' said the captain ; ' but what did you

run away for ? '

' Injun beap brave ! Injun co 'fraid of little guns or big guns,

– but when white man fire whole jackasses at Injun , Injun run ! '

“ Now , fellow -citizens, ” continued Governor Donnelly, that

Indian represents my state of mind exactly. I could stand it as

long as they brought their great orators against me — I was " heap

brave ' , but when it comes to firing Le Duc at me, I feel like with

drawing from the campaign ."

The roars of laughter which followed lasted for several minutes,

and no politician has ever since had the temerity to put Le Duc on

the stump in the State of Minnesota .

A QUESTION OF MOURNERS. “ A. T. Stewart left his widow

the bulk of his immense fortune. His mourners were few , but very

select. It is said he never gave a promissory note. ” — The Citizen .

Do you mean by this that he had few mourners because he gave

no promissory notes ? If that is the rule, we would suggest that

there are some newspaper men in Minnesota who will be more pro

foundly lamented, when they pass in their checks, than George

Washington was. - The Anti -Monopolist.

THE ADJUSTMENT OF VALUES. As a corollary to these prop

ositions, we decree that our Congress shall have the right to fix the

rate of compensation for all forms of labor, so that wages shall never

fall below a rate that will afford the laborer a comfortable living,

with a margin that will enable him to provide for his old age. It is

simply a question of the adjustment of values. This experiment has

been tried before by different countries, but it was always tried in
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the interest of the employers; the laborers had no voice in the mat

ter ; and it was the interest of the upper classes to cheapen labor ;

and hence Muscle became a drug and Cunning invaluable and

masterful; and the process was continued indefinitely until the

catastrophe came. Now labor has its own branch of our Congress,

and can defend its rights and explain its necessities. - Cæsar's

Column .

CHEAP TRANSPORTATION IN 1873.

In 1866 it cost nineteen cents to carry a bushel of wheat from

Chicago to New York .

In 1873 it costs thirty - seven cents—nearly double !

Why ? There are now more railroads to carry the produce and

more produce to be carried than in 1860. The reason is there is more

robbery.

It costs twenty to twenty - five cents to carry a bushel of wheat

from any inland town in Minnesota to Milwaukee, say 250 miles . It

costs the same to carry a bushel of wheat from Milwaukee to Liver

pool - 3,000 miles, as ships go. There it is : 250 miles and 3,000

miles, and the cost oftransportation the same !

In New York in April last there were 2,700,000 bushels of Indian

corn . It was worth at the market rates in New York $ 1,620,000.

How was this divided ?

The men that raised the corn got $ 540,000.

The men that carried the corn got $ 1,080,000.

Yet there are 5,525,000 persons engaged in agriculture in the

United States, and only 200,000 persons engaged in railroading. But

the 200,000 get two dollars where the five millions get one dollar.

The farms of thirteen Western States are worth eleven billions

of dollars. All the railroads in the United States cost two billions,

Yet where the farmer gets one dollar for raising his corn the railroad

gets two dollars for carrying it ! -Speech to Grangers.

HUMAN NATURE . They knew something ofhuman nature when

it was written, in the old time :

“ He that is despised and hath a servant is better than he that

honoreth himself and lacketh bread . ” _ Journal, 1885 .

THE OPPOSITION TO CHEAP SCHOOL BOOKS. And now the gen

tle book agent counts out greenbacks in the corner , and the en

lightened legislator begins to have doubts whether it is constitu
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tional to force a poor man to take a school book for afty conts whon

his soul fairly languishes to pay $ 1.50 for it . - The Anti-Monopolist.

CLIMATIC CHANGES OF THE WHITE RACE.

“ Is it any more strange," I continued, “ than the fact that the

reddish -brown Arabs, according to Burckhardt and others, bare

become black in Africa ? In fact, equatorial Africa has swallowed

up scores of lighter- colored races, the Abyssinians, Mandingoes,

Joloffs, Gallas, etc. , and turned them all black. Why, we see the

same physiological effects even in this country: the people of

malarial regious grow darker in color than those of the colder sec

tions ; already, in a hundred years, there have developed marked

differences between the man of Maine and the man of Louisiana ;

there is no mistaking the one, for the other. You can even observe

an unlikeness between the Canadian and the man of the Ohio

valley. Some argue that the white race is slowly approximating

the characteristics of the red man ; this is the more marked in those

whose ancestors belong to the dark Iberian stock, miscalled Celtic.

The progress toward the Indian type is so rapid in these that one is

often inclined to ask, even in the North, whether a dark -skinned ,

lank - haired , black -eyed , lantern - jawed individual, of supposed pure

European blood, has pot a large contribution of the Indian in his

pedigree. It would almost seem like an ancient type gravitating

rapidly toward its original, when restored to the original habitat.”

- Doctor Huguet.

THE PURPOSES OF GOVERNMENT. We declare in the preamble

to our constitution that “ this government is intended to be merely

a plain and simple instrument to insure to every industrious citizen

not only liberty, but an educated mind , a comfortable home, an

abundant supply of food and clothing, and a pleasant, happy life .”

Are not these the highest objects for which governments can exist ?

And if government, on the old lines, did not yield these results,

should it not have been reformed so as to do so ? -Cesar's Colunin .

A PROPHECY. But the country and its liberties will not perish.

As soon as events are plain and startling enough to overwhelm the

subtle arguments of hired newspapers and politicians, the people

will rise in one mighty revolution , and not only save the govern

ment, but so far reform it as to make such calamities impossible iş
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all the future . Liberty may be quietly manacled, but it will not

perish without a world -shaking convulsion ; and when that convul .

sion comes it will brush away all forms of oppression and injustice,

not only here, but in the old world . — The Anti-Monopolist, 1874.

THE RENEWED EARTH.

All this means that the fragments and remnants of humanity

reassemble on the plain of Ida -- the plain of Vigrid— where the

battle was fought. They possess the works of the old civilization ,

represented by Thor's hammer ; and the day and night once more

return after the long midnight blackness.

And the Vala looks again upon a renewed and rejuvenated

world :

" She sees arise

The second time,

From the sea, the earth ,

Completely green ,

The cascades fall,

The eagle soars,

From lofty mounts

Pursues its prey . "

It is once more the glorious, the sun - lighted world ; the world of

flashing seas, dancing streams, and green leaves; with the eagle,

high above it all,

“ Batting the sunny ceiling of the globe

With his dark wings; "

while

“ The wild cataracts leap in glory ."

What history, what poetry, what beauty , what inestimable pic

tures of an infinite past have lain hidden away in these Sagas—

the despised heritage of all the blue-eyed , light-haired races of

the world ! -Ragnarok.

How THE PATENT LAWS SHOULD BE AMENDED. Moreover,

they should frame an amendment to the patent laws which would

fix a limit of reasonable compensation for the inventor, say $ 100,000 ;

he should keep an account in the Patent Office of every machine sold,

and whenever bis profits amounted to that sum , the invention should

be thrown open to the world . Then we might have manufactories

of all these implements in our towns. Instead of creating a few
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millionaires, as by the present system of robbery, we should improve

the condition of the millions now engaged in agriculture, by reduc

ing, by four - fifths, the cost of their implements. - Speech to Grangers,

1873.

THE EFFECT OF MICROBES ON HUMAN HISTORY.

What region of the earth's surface can be compared to this high

table-land of the continent of America—this water -sbed— includ

ing Wisconsin, Minnesota , Iowa and the two Dakotas? Where is

there such fertility ? The valley of the Nile might be stowed away

in one of our counties. Where is there such an atmosphere ? The

very breath of God, blowing fresh from the centers ofcreation .

The bistorian of the future will show that the great events of the

earth's history, its marches, battles, emigrations, literatures, civil

izations, were all dependent on the presence or absence of those

invisible forms of life, the parents of disease, the bacteria . Rome

fell from malaria. The conquering hordes of the North conquered

because they came from a country too cold to maintain the bacilli.

Cast a bird's- eye view over the world and you will find that the insig

nificance and impotence of man is in exact proportion to the abun

dance of those swarming but invisible forms of life. You read the

secret of the important part that England has played in the history

of the world in the fact that thousands dwell every year in boat

houses upon the Thames River, untouched by malaria .

Their evil influences withdrawn, there was evolved a great.

brained, big - chested , rosy -cheeked race, that has expanded to all

parts of the world ; and that will maintain its supremacy in other

lands until the microbes destroy the results of generations of healthy

living. -Address to the Editors of Wisconsin , 1889.

THE WONDER. When one looks at the shop windows of a great

city, with their displays offood and clothes, money and jewelry, and

nothing but a pane of fragile glass between these treasures and the

hungry, cold, degraded, scowling creatures who pass them by, the

wonder is not that there are thieves, but that there isany security at

all for life and property . — The Anti-Monopolist.

COMPLIMENTARY TO A MONEY SHARK. A long- legged, grasp

ing, grinding fellow named H- , with an ice -house in his belly,

and the devil in his heart, has been pitching into us because we
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thought the rights of debtors should be protected and not abridged

in these trying times. H- lends money for a Connecticut insur

ance company, and he would like a law to enable him to sell the

debtor and his family into slavery if he didn't pay up. He regards

us as a very bad man, and we are— from his standpoint. — The Anti

Monopolist.

THE IMAGINATION .. We are not to despise the imagination.

There never was yet a great thought that had not wings to it : there

never was yet a great mind that did not survey things from above

the mountain -tops . — Ragnarok.

THE ICE GIANTS. There is no doubt that here and then were

developed the rude, powerful, terrible “ ice giants " of the legends,

out of whose ferocity, courage, vigor and irresistible energy have

been evolved the dominant races of the west of Europe- the land

grasping, conquering, colonizing races ; the men of whom it was

said by a Roman poet, in the Viking Age : “ The sea is their school

of war and the storm their friend ; they are sea -wolves that prey on

the pillage of the world .” They are now taking possession of the

globe . - Ragnarok.

PROTECTING CREDITORS. “ The old English system of impris

onment for debt would doubtless be far preferable to our present

[bankrupt] law .” — Chicago Times.

Precisely ; the rights of the creditor must be protected . Would

it not be better to adopt the Chinese system and permit the money

lender to levy on the debtor's family and sell them ? Good -looking

unmarried girls would fetch a high prioe nowadays. — The Anti

Monopolist.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. We abolish all private schools, except

the higher institutions and colleges. We believe it to be essential

to the peace and safety of the commonwealth that the children of

all the people, rich and poor , should, during the period of growth,

associate together. In this way, race , sectarian and caste preju

dices are obliterated , and the whole community grow up together

as brethren . Otherwise, in a generation or two, we shall have the

people split up into hostile factions, fenced in by doctrinal bigotries,

suspicious of one another, and antagonizing one another in politics,

buriness and everything else.--Cesar's Column.

هتسددنوادخهب...هدیسروهتیاپهبنم
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THE DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTIC OF SCIENCE. The Col.

onel possessed a good -sized library, the result of the accumulations

of several generations; and an odd conglomeration of booksit was

romances, histories, narratives of travel, religious works and scien

tific treatises. The latter were a generation or two old, and of little

practical value ; for it is the peculiar and distinguishing character

istic of science that every ten or twenty years its conclusions are all

reversed and set aside, as ridiculous absurdities, and a new set,

brand -new , adopted , to be in turn cast overboard, but to rule with

pope-like infallibility while they are accepted .-- Doctor Huguet.

MAN .

A point, a dot, a little something here,

For every gnawing, driveling, petty spite ;

The center of drawn arrows, and the sphere

Where wrangling passions struggle and unite.

He sleeps. The spark—identity—is gone,

But the eternal restlessness ends not;

The usurer elements reclaim their own

In modes, and forms, and shapes, we know not what.

Who, had he choice, would be a thing like this ?

A speck in the great universe, a mite ;

Nameless and placeless; that is not, yet is ;

A lost, stray spark in a great world of light.-- 1857.

SURPRISES. I have no faith in men , like Vilas, of Wisconsin ,

who are surprises—who start up, without antecedent labor; who

leave a luminous streak upon the darkness of popular astonishment,

and burst at their culmination into showers of evanescent sparks,

leaving nothing behind them but a hollow shell and abad smell.

Journal, 1885.

MISTAKEN THEORIES. “ I have knownvast quantities of non

sense talked about badmen not looking you in the face.Don't
trust that conventional idea. Dishonesty will stare you out of

countenance, anyday in the week . if there is anything to be got by
it . " - Charles Dickens.

Very true, and on the other hand we have known some very

good people shame-faced to the last degree. This theory is a good

deal like that other time -honored delusion that you can master a .
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bull-dog if you can only catch his eye. We knew a man who tried

it once . He caught the dog's eye, and the dog caught theprimary

strata underlying the seat of his pants .. And the dog had the best

of it. - The Anti -Monopolist.

PROTECTING OURSELVES AGAINST OURSELVES. Having taken

all steps necessary to protect ourselves from others, we then began

to devise means by which we might protect ourselvesfrom ourselves;

for the worst enemies of à people are always found in their own

midst, in their passions and vanities. And the most dangerous foes

of a nation do not advance with drums beating and colors flying, but

creep upon it insidiously, with the noiseless feet of a fatal malady.

Cæsar's Column .

THE WORLD ARRAYED AGAINST THE REPUBLIC :
Who can

anticipate the quarter from which the next blow will descend ? It

should never be forgotten that nearly all the nations of the world

are arrayed against us, and that the enemies of liberal principles

are numerous and active everywhere. While we may not fall upon

that " universal war of opinion " foretold by Mr. Seward, neverthe

less we must expect many open and not a few insidious attacks

upon our life . Be assured of this, that if by neglect we leave the

avenues that lead to the national heart unguarded , they will swarm

with our enemies.-Speech in Congress, Feb. 1, 1866.

THE WHEAT RING IN MINNESOTA.

Liberty means property. It means that the uit of a man's in

dustry shall not be taken from him without compensation. When he

is taxed he expects to receive a good government, peace, order and

social safety in exchange. The English revolution was in defense

of the rights of property against the exactions of monarchy. Our

own revolution of 1776 was in defense of the property rights of the

colonists against taxation levied in a parliament in which they had

no voice. Liberty means justice ; justice means the right to your

When the property of a people is taken from them by any

devices, without compensation, government is at fault ; and the

party in power can be justly held responsible for it.

What is our condition ? The price of wheat ju every town in

Minnesota.is daily: fixed by a gentleman. in .Minneapolis , the repre

sentative of a combination of mill-owners of that city. There is no

OWD.
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competition . If oompoting buyers appear they are driven off by

putting up the price far beyond what the wheat is really worth ; and

as soon as the outsiders withdraw the price is lowered again to the

old standard, or even a little lower, to cover the loss incurred in

driving off the competing buyers.

Artemus Ward long ago remarked that “there is a good deal of

human nature in a man after all.” We are all made substantially

after the same pattern. If you, gentlemen, had the power to go

into the mills of Minneapolis and buy their flour at your own price.

would you pay more for it than it was worth ? Would you pay as

much as it was worth ? Why should you give six dollars a barrel

for flour if you could get it for five ? Why five if you could get it

for three ? Would you not feel, after a few days of this kind of

trading, that the miller ought to be very well satisfied if you gave

him anything ?- Speech at Glencoe, 1884 .

HEAVENLY JUSTICE . You were blind. you were callous, you

were indifferent to the sorrows of your kind. The cry of the poor

did not touch you, and every pitiful appeal wrung from human souls,

every groan and sob and shriek of men and women, and the little

starving children -starving in body and starving in brain-rose up

and gathered like a great cloud around the throne of God ; and now,

at last; in the fullness of time, it has burst and come down upon

your wretched heads, a storm of thunderbolts and blood .- Cæsar's

Column.

DIVINE DESTINY. Blessed is the man who can feel tha

has singled him out from among his fellows, and that the divine

hand has shaped his destiny ; and yet such men usually bear on

their hearts and minds a burden of life - long woe . Those whom God

80 honors he agonizes. - Doctor Huguet.

LE Doc's STOCK FARM . The old Grange, in Minnesota, refused

to kave anything to do with politics; it emasculated itself; it re

duced itself to the level of Le Duc's stock farm , which, it was said ,

consisted of a steer, a gelding and an Angora goat. - Speech at Her

man , 1886 .

POLITICAL INDEPENDENCE. “ He hit it, that Le Sueur Sentinel

man ; Donnelly is ‘nobody's child ,' and he seems to enjoy the dis

tidiction . " .-- St. Paul Dispatch.

" The child is father to the man ” in this case .
We rotate upon
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our own axis and are a solar system to ourself. Better be “ nobody's

child ” than somebody's servant. The full - blooded politician walks

with one knee crooked, his cap in his hand and a basket on his arm

for scraps and dog's meat. We thank God that he didn't make us

after that pattern . We would rather storm a redoubt than hang

around the sutler's wagons.— The Anti-Monopolist.

RIZZIO TO MARY, QUEEN OF Scots.

Remember, dear, remember

That one fond, fond heart to thee

Looks with the last long look of hope,

Up from its agony ;

That doubts and fears , and woes and strife,

Now at the shaking gates of life

. Storm fearfully .

Though from the gazer's lifted glass

The night and all its glories pass,

Still, with returning eve, his eye

Seeks confident his star on high,

And smiles to see its twinkling light

Shine to him through the wide, wide night.

So in this dark world of woe,

Of gloom above and grief below ,

My heart looks up , looks up to thee

Looks up and hopes perpetually.

It will not doubt, it cannot fear,

But thou , in light, wilt reappear ;

And as o'er heaven that little star

Comes bright and glorious from afar,

So wilt thou come, my own, my own,

And fill all heaven with thee alone . - 1858.

A SUGGESTION. Cyclones and thunder-storms are simply the

brutal fashion in which the electricity of the atmosphere and earth

is equalized . If balloons ( fed by a current of gas through a flexible

pipe to keep them afoat , with many steel points and conducting

wires ) were raised, say 1,000 feet, and securely anchored by cables,

would they not offer a peaceful and continuous outlet for the streams
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of positive and negative electricity, and thus prevent the convulsions;

of cyclones and thunder - storms which now afilict the world 9

Journal, 1885 .

THE GENESIS OF A COMET.

Now, what is the genesis of a comet? How did it come to be ?

How was it born ?

In the first place, there are many things which seem to connect.

them with our planets.

They belong to the solar system : they revolve around the

sun .

Says Amédée Guillemin :

* Comets form a part of our solar system . Likethe planets, they

revolve about the sun, traversing with very variable velocities ex
tremely elongated orbits."

We shall see reason to believe that they contain the same kinds

of substances of which the planets are composed.

Their orbits seem to be reminiscences of former planetary condi

tions :

“ All the comets having a period not exceeding seven years

travel in the same direction around the sun as the planets. Among

comets with periods less than eighty years long, five - sixths travel in

the same direction as the planets."

It is agreed that this great globe of ours was at first a gaseous

mass ; as it cooled it condensed like cooling steam into a liquid

mass ; it became in time a molten globe of red -hot matter . As it

cooled still further, a crust or shell formed around it, like the shell

formed on an egg , and on this crust we dwell .

' While the crust is still plastic it shrinks as the mass within

grows smaller, by further cooling, and the wrinkles so formed in the

crust are the depths of the ocean and the elevations of the mount

ain - chains.

But as the ages go on and the process of cooling progresses, the

crust reaches a density when it supports itself like a couple of great

arches ; it no longer wrinkles ; it no longer follows downward the

receding molten mass within ; mountains cease to be formed ; and

at length we have a red -hot ball revolving in a shell or crust, with

a space between the two, like the space between the dried and

shrunken kernel of the nut and the nut itself.
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Volcanoes are always found on sea -shores or on islands. Why ?

Through breaks in the earth the sea-water finds its way, occasion

ally, down upon the breast of the moltep mass; it is at once converted

into gas, steam ; and as it expands it blows itself out through the

escape - pipe of the volcano ; precisely as the gas formed by the gun

powder coming in contact with the fire of the percussion -cap drives

the ball out before it, through the same passage by which it had

entered . Hence, some one has said , “ No water, no volcano."

While the amount of water which so enters is small because of

the smallness of the cavity between the shell of the earth and the

molten globe within , this process is carried on upon a comparatively

small scale, and is a safe one for the earth . But suppose the process

of cooling to go on uninterruptedly until a vast space exists between

the crust and the core of the earth , and that some day a convulsion

of the surface creates a great chasm in the crust, and the ocean

rushes in and fills up part of the cavity ; a tremendous quantity of

steam is formed , too great to escape by the aperture through whick

it entered , an explosion takes place, and the crust of the earth is

blown into a million fragments.

The great molten ball within remains intact, though sorely torn ;

in its center is still the force we call gravity ; the fragments of the

crust can not fly off into space; they are constrained to follow the

master -power lodged in the ball, which now becomes the nucleus of

a comet, still blazing and burning, and vomiting flames, and. wear

ing itself away. The catastrophe has disarranged its course , but it

still revolves in a prolonged orbit around the sun , carrying its

broken debris in a long trail behind it.

This debris arranges itself in a regular order : the largest frag

ments are on or nearest the head , the smaller are farther away,

diminishing in regular graduation , until the farthest extremity , the

tail, consists of sand, dust and gases. There is a continual move

ment of the particles of the tail, operated upon by the attraction

and repulsion of the sun . The fragments collide and crash against

each other ; by a natural law each stone places itself so that its

longest. diameter coincides with the direction of the motion of the

comet ; hence, as they scrape against each other they mark each

other with lines or striæ , lengthwise of their longest diameter. The

fine dust ground out by these perpetual collisions does not go off
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into space, or pack around the stones, but, still governed by the

attraction of the head , it falls to the rear and takes its place, like

the small men of a regiment, in the farther part of the tail.

Now , all this agrees with what science tells us of the constitution

of the clay . - Ragnarok.

THE GREAT DECISION, WHICH IS NOW REVERSED . A few years

ago, when we asserted that the State had the right to control and

regulate the railroad companies within its limits, we were denounced

as a lunatic or a communist. We have filled whole columns of this

paper with arguments to prove that either the people must control the

corporations or the corporations must control the people ; and that,

in the nature of things, a free people could not submit their pros

perity , their possessions and their happiness to the unlimited domi

nation of irresponsible railroad companies and common carriers.

That between the two alternatives of leaving the corporations at

the mercy of the people, or the people at the mercy of the corpora

tions, we could not hesitate for an instant. And now comes the

Supreme Court of the United States and affirms our view in every

particular. — The Anti-Monopolist.

WHAT IS A DEMAGOGUE ! That man is the true demagogue

who, finding the people filled with fieree passions and the victims of

general errors, fans those passions and flatters those errors, and

thereby rides into power and wealth . But he who, in the face of

several thousand majority, leads the forlorn hope of a minority, and

talks up - bill against the preconceptions of a people, may be in

error , but he is no demagogue. [Applause.] It is so much easier

to go with the current than to attempt to turn it , that all the drift

wood of life, the mere carcasses of politics, that float by their own

rottedness and shine by their own decay, go with the flood, even

though it take them out to sea . It requires strength and vigor and

an earnest, honest purpose to buffet the tide,

“ Stemming it with heart of controversy ."

The dishonest man does not attempt it. — Speech at Glencoe, 1884 .

STATESMANSHIP . For good purposes and honest instincts we

may trust to the multitude; but for long -sighted thoughts of phi

lanthropy, of statesmanship and statecraft, we must look to a few

superior intellects. It is, however, rarely that the capacity to do
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good and the desire to do good are found united in one man . - Cæsar's

Column .

A COMFORTABLE CREED. Mary devoured everything in this old

library, even to the prosiest sermons of forgotten divines, who had

proved conclusively , to their delighted congregations, that all the

human family, except a favored portion of their own little seg ent

of a creed, were hurrying, at railroad speed , to everlasting damna

tion .-- Doctor Huguet.

GREAT PARTIES. Great parties represent in their •beginnings

great principles; – in their old age great prejudices. Journal, 1883. *

NECESSITY FOR COÖPERATION. All life is a struggle and a

destruction . In human society there are but two classes- the

victors and the victims; those who eat and those who are eaten. If

the sheep would escape the wolves they must upite in measures for

their own defense. It would be madness for them to wait in the

hope that the wolves would meet some day in mass convention

and adopt resolutions of justice, mercy and generosity. — Speech to

Grangers, 1873.

WHO IS FREE ? But gentlemen seem to forget that slavery is

not confined to any precise condition. Every country tolerating

slavery has affixed to it conditions peculiar to itself. The old

Roman slavery was in many essentials different from the Southern

institution ; and modern slavery has presented many different

phases. Slavery consists in a deprivation of natural rights. Aman

may be a slave for a term of years as fully as though he were held

for life ; he may be a slave, when deprived of a portion of the wages

of his labor, as fully as if deprived of all ; he may be held down by

unjust laws to a degraded and defenseless condition as fully as

though his wrists were manacled ; he may be oppressed by a con

vocation of masters, called a legislature, as fully as by a single

master. In short, he who is not entirely free is necessarily a slave.

-Speech in Congress, Feb. 1, 1866 .

MOSTLY FOOLS. “ Douglas Station , on the St. Paul and Pacific

Railroad, is now the city of Donnelly. Woe to the usurer, the wheat

scalper or the grasshopper that tries to pitch his tent therein ."-- St.

Paul Dispatch.

Thanks ! What a paradise we would make of Minnesota if we

had the power. But alas ! - wemay apply to our beloved State the

۔ںیہیہریتیلانبوهمانهویشهب..هب
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language ofCarlyle,in reference to Great Britain : _ “ Great Britain , "

said Carlyle, “ contains twenty -seven million people — mostly fools."

-The Anti-Monopolist.

GOD'S JUDGMENTS . In the race of life God – who sits on the

judges' stand —does not reward those only who make the fastest

time, but all who get as much speed out of their.beasts as they are

capable of. Journal, 1882.

WHAT IS LIBERTY !

We have a mighty stake in the preservation of the republic,

Liberty is not merely a name ; the flag is not simply an ornament.

The destruction of our beautiful, peaceful, equal form of govern

ment means the restoration of old -world conditions. A “ strong

government ” is but another name for a despotism ; an aristocracy

of money is but an untitled nobility. Continue the evolution which

we have witnessed in our Eastern States for fifty years longer, and

the world will behold a ruling class as despotic, as arrogant, as self

ish and as powerful as any in Europe, and a working and farming

class as wretched and poverty - stricken and as desperate as the

poorest peasantry of Ireland or Russia .

What is needed to arrest this development ! A great political

sentiment, representing an intelligent public opinion , thoroughly

devoted to liberty and justice, ( conscious that wben justice dies,

liberty sickens) ; watchful against every invasion of popular rights;

ready to resist every aggression of that blind Sampson, Monopoly,

who, unrestrained , would soon pull down the pillars of the temple

and bury himself in the ruins. - Speech at Glencoe, 1884 .

ESTABLISHING NEW TOWNS. We further decree that when

hereafter any towns or cities or villages are to be established , it

shall only be by the nation itself. Whenever one hundred persons

or more petition the government, expressing their desire to build a

town, the government shall then take possession of a sufficient tract

of land, paying the intrinsic , not the artificial, price therefor. It

sball then lay the land out in lots, and shall give the petitioners and ·

others the right to take the lots at the original cost price, provided

they make their homes upon them. We shut out all speculators.

No towns. started in any other way shall have railroad or mail

facilities.-Cæsar's Column.
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GOOD . “ The residence of Gen. Pillow was sold at bankrupt sale

recentlyat Memphis. There was nocompetition in the bidding, and

the residence, worth probably $8,000, was bought by one gentleman

for twenty - six dollars, and the valuable library by another for eleven

dollars, and both presented to Mrs. Pillow . "

Good ! This shows there is something noble . yet in human

nature. In a whole city there was not to be found a single knave

or sharper who would take advantage of the gallant old soldier's

sorrows and necessities. Things like this make one think better of

our common humanity. - The Anti-Monopolist.

THE CONCEPTION OFGOD . The bigger the mind, themore room

there is in it for the conception of God. You can't get that idea

into crevices of craniums. — Journal, 1882.

IGNORANCE IN PUBLIC MEN . Napoleon said a blunder was

worse than a crime. It may be set down as an axiom that ignor

ance in a public man may be as criminal as corruption, and some

times ten times more destructive. - Speech at Glencoe, 1884.

OUT OF THE RANKS. Yes,” I said , “ that was blood ."

“ There is as good stuff in the ranks,” he replied, “as over came

out of them. The law of heredity is almost as unreliable as the law

of variation . Everything rises out of the mud, and everything goes

back into it. " - Cæsar's Column .

66

THE NECESSITY FOR IMPARTIAL SUFFRAGE.

Sir, all history teaches us that man would be safer in the claws

of wild beasts than in the uncontrolled custody of his fellow -men .

And can any man doubt that he who lives in a community and has

no share in the making of the laws which govern him is in the un

controlled custody of those who make the laws ? The courts simply

interpret the laws, and what will it avail a man to appeal to the

courts if the laws, under every interpretation , are against him ? Set

a man down in the midst of a community, place the mark of Cain

upon his brow, declare him an outlaw , take from him every protec

tion , and you at once invite everything base, sordid and abominable

in human nature to rise up and assail him . Is there any man within

the sound of my voice who thinks so highly of our common humanity

that he would dare trust himself in such a position for a day or for

an hour ? -Speech in Congress, June 7, 1867.
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TRUTH HIBERNATING. “ Ignatius Donnelly is going to assemble

himself in convention again . He does it every year, and the result

is the same - nothing;and yet he never gets discouraged. The

Minnesota people look on and are amused by the harmless exhibi

tion. This year he will meet at Owatonna on March 29, and will

choose delegates to the National Greenback Convention at Indian

apolis. ” — The New York Tribune.

And is it not a cheerful sight in this degenerate age to see one

bold man , year after year, proclaiming the truth , even with no hope

of success or reward ! We are, in an humble sphere, what Horace

Greeley was, an educator of public opinion . Truth is a crop whose

seed sometimes has to hibernate through many winters. But sooner

or later it matures to the harvest. - The Anti-Monopolist.

SIGNIFICANT FACTS. But this is not all. We paid direct and

indirect taxes to the Government of the United States from 1864 to

1872 to the amount of $ 3,402,536,432. Think of it ! Three bill

ions four hundred millions to the nation , one billion and twenty

three millions to the manufacturers ! The total paid in seven years ,

$ 4,426,520,656 ; about twice the amount of our national debt ! In

other words, we raise enough money, by direct and indirect taxes,

to pay the national debt twice over, and yet all we really paid of it

in that time was $ 427,396,541, or one -tenth of what was collected !

Where did it go ! Go look at the palaces down East, and then

come back and look at the mortgages on your own farms ! You

have built up the prodigious fortunes of the nabobs of your country,

as the slaves of the Pharaohs built up the pyramids. The rich soil

of the virgin West has been drained to enrich the barren rocks of

New England. Cunning brain's have reduced honest muscles into

serfdom . - Speech to Grangers, 1873 .

THE TWO WORLDS. Living in one world , of which we know

little, and surrounded by another, of which we know less . - Jour

nal, 1887 .

THE COAL MONOPOLY. And the worst feature of this abomin .

able monopoly is not the enhanced price of coal to consumers, al.

though that is represented in many a pinched and cowering family

around darkened stoves, and in consequent suffering, disease and

death ; but the saddest feature of this reduced production of fuel is

starvation among the miners. These poor men are familiar only
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with their one laborious and melancholy pursuit, which they follow

deep down in the bowels of the earth . Surely they well earn the

miserable pittance which repays their day's toil. But wbat shall be

said of the knaves who step between the labor that produces and

the labor that consumes the coal, and, without adding a dollar to its

value, wring a vast.and impoverishing tribute from both miners and

purchasers 1 — The Anti -Monopolist.

A PRE -GLACIAL POMPEII.

Permit me to close this chapter with a suggestion :

Is there not energy enough among the archæologists of the

United States to make a thorough examination of some part of the

deep clay deposits of Central Illinois, or of those wonderful remains

referred to by Mr. Curtis ?

If one came and proved that at a given point he had found indi

cations of a coal-bed or a gold -mine, he would have no difficulty in

obtaining means enough to dig a shaft and excavate acres . Can

not the greed for information do one -tenth as much as the greed for

profit !

Who can tell what extraordinary revelations wait below the vast

mass of American glacial clay ! For it must be remembered that

the articles already found have been discovered in the narrow holes

bored or dug for wells. How small is the area laid bare, by such

punctures in the earth , compared with the whole area of the coun

try in which they are sunk ! How remarkable that anything should

have been found under such circumstances ! How probable, there

fore, that the remains of man are numerous at a certain depth !

Where a coin is found we might reasonably expect to find other

works of copper, and all those things which would accompany the

civilization of a people working in the metals and using a currency,

such as cities, houses, temples, etc. Of course, such things might

exist, and yet many shafts might be sunk without coming upon

any of them. But is not the attempt worth making ? —Ragnarok.

TO STOP POLITICAL BOLTING. Says a correspondent of the

Ohio Farmer : “ At certain seasons of the year, rams are apt to

develop their combative propensities, and those who keep several

of them togetheroften have troubleon account of their injuring each

other . It is well known that they always " back -up' to get a start to

butt. Stop their backing up and you disconcertthem entirely .. To

do this, take a light stick (à piece of broom -handle will do) about

& wake
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two or tiro and a half feet long. Sharpen one end and lash the other

end securely to his tail; the sharpened end will then draw barm

lessly on the ground behind as long as his majesty goes straight

ahead about his business, but on the attempt to "back-up? he is

astonished to find an effectual brake in the rear.'

If S- S bad bad one of those things fastened to bim last

fall he never,would have gone back " on his party the way he did.

And as he is apt to “develop his propensity ” to run for office soon

again , we would suggest to Major K - that he carefully adjust a

broorn -handle with a sharp point, in his rear, so that when he backs

up to get " a good ready,” his luminous mind may be directed to

another train of thought. — The Anti -Monopolist.

THE CONDITION OF LABOR IN OLD ENGLAND .

From remote antiquity in England the lower classes owned

certain rights of common in tracts of land. Prof. Thorold Rogers

says :

" The arable land of the manor was generally communal, i. e. ,

each of the tenants possessed a certain number of furrows in a com

mon field , the several divisions being separated by balks of un

plowed ground, on which the grasswas suffered to grow. The

system , which was almost universal in the thirteenth century, has

survived in certain districts up to living memory . " .

This able writer shows that the condition of labor steadily im

proved in England up to the reign of Henry VIII.; from that period

it steadily declined with the recent times. He makes this remark

able statement in the preface to his work :

“ I have attempted to show that the pauperism and the degrada

tion of the English laborer were theresult of a series of acts of Par

liament and acts of government, which were designed or adopted

with the express purpose of compelling the laborer to work at the

lowest rate of wages possible, and which succeeded at last in effect

ing their purpose.

Among these acts were those giving the Courts of Quarter Ses

sions the right to fix the wages of laborers ; and hence, as Prof.

Rogers shows, while the inflowing gold and silver of Mexico and

Peru were swelling the ralue of all forms of property in England,

the value of labor did not rise in proportion ; and the common

people fell into that awful era of poverty, wretchedness, degradation ,

crime, and Newgate -hanging by wholesale, which mark the reigns

of Henry VIII. and his children.— The Great Cryptogram .'

internationalenciana
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THE BIGOTRY OF CASTE . But the events which preceded the

great war against the aristocracy in 1640, in England ; the great

revolution of 1789, in France; and the greater civil war of 1861, in

America, all show how impossible it is, by any process of reasoning,

to induce a privileged class to peacefully yield up a single tittle of

its advantages. There is no bigotry so blind or intense as that of

caste ; and long established wrongs are only to be rooted out by fire

and sword . And hence the future looks so black to me. The upper

classes might reform the world , but they will not : the lower classes

would, but they cannot. - Cæsar's Column .

FOREST CULTURE . In the treeless regions every spot of land

which shows a tendency to grow to brush should be carefully pro

tected from fire and cattle. Such a spot is nature's hint- the

prophecy of a forest. Where experiments are made they should be

made upon such lands or those of a kindred quality. The banks of

lakes, streams and marshes should be taken advantage of, for there

the moisture in the earth will compensate in part for the dryness of

the atmosphere, while even the atmosphere itself is modified by the

proximity of any considerable body of water. The farmer should

plant his groves on those sides of his land from which the prevail

ing winds blow , and in such form as will afford the greatest amount

of protection to the growing crops. The sụbject of forest planting

should be taken up by the agricultural journals and farmers' clubs

of the West, and premiums be given to those who do most to de

velop the subject, either by essays or experiments. - Speech in Con

gress, 1868 .

HARD ON THE BACHELORS. “There is no Mrs. Tilden . Conse

quentlythe next President will not have a host of his wife's disrepu

table relations to provide for." - St. Paul Dispatch.

That is a compliment fit for a eunuch . The man who will reach

old age, unmarried, in a land so full of sweet, beautiful, amiable

women as this America , is unfit to hold any office of honor, trust

or profit in the gift of the people.- The Anti-Monopolist.

GOOD ADVICE FOR CHRISTMAS TIME. We trust our readers

will remember at this time rather the blessings they enjoy than

their misfortunes, and will compare their condition with those below

them , rather than with those above them ; and will.thus enter upon

Christmas time with bright and cheery hearts, and with good will
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toward all mankind. Then let them adorn their homes with ever

greens, bring together family and friends, and give free vent to

hospitality and happiness, not forgetting the many in whose darkened

homes the sad specter Want sits waiting. - The Anti-Monopolist.

POLITICAL ABUSE . I trust the time is not far distant when all

ferocity will disappear from our politics, and all abuse of political

opponents from the daily press of our country . As we are the most

warlike people in the world, we can afford, therefore, to be the most

courteous and the most gentle. It is only.the coward that is cruel ;

only the degraded that are abusive. As we march higher up the

slope of civilization the time will come when the antiquarian will

look back upon the fierce slanders of to -day as we now regard the

burning at the stake of 300 years ago a sort of horrible com

mentary upon the imperfectly developed condition of the people.

Speech, 1885 .

WHAT IS EDUCATION ? It is a means to an end — the intelligent

action of the human faculties. He who is opposed to education is

opposed to the enlightenment of the people, and must necessarily be

their enemy; since he seeks to himself some advantage out of their

ignorance, and tries to obscure their judgment that he may the

better mislead them . It is not necessary to demonstrate the im

portance of education. The common sense of mankind approves it ;

the success of our nation attests it ; a million happy homes in our

midst proclaim it. Education has here fused all nations into one ;

it has obliterated prejudices; it has dissolved falsehoods; it has

announced great truths ; it has flung open all doors; and, thank

God, it has at last broken all the shackles in the land ! When the

Englishman described the North as a land where every man had a

newspaper in his pocket,” he touched at once the vital point of our

greatness, and the true secret of our success .Speech in Congress,

Feb. 1, 1866.

MAN AND THE BIRDS.

In our intense egotism we are very apt to forget that there is

anything else in the universe besides ourselves. But we look out

through the open window , and there, amid the green " leaves, the

great drama of life goes on ; and the little winged particles are full

of love, hate, ambition, industry, selfishness, paternal affection and
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a great many more of the emotions that sway our souls. Home is

the same to them that it is to us ; public opinion has its voice among

them as among ourselves , and who can tell what philosopbic specu

lations they may have in their little heads, touching the nature of

things and the causes of the elemental changes ? Does God give,

to all his creatures, some recognition, however imperfect, of Him

self ?-- Journal, 1885 .

ABSORPTION WITHOUT ASSIMILATION . As a physician , I knew

there were diseased conditions of the system when the patient con- . "

sumed very large quantities of food , and remained thin and sickly

in spite of it all, or perhaps because of it all. The appetite was

insatiable, but there was no assimilation of that which was absorbed.

So there are minds that read, and read, and read, and profit

nothing. A mass of information sweeps over the surface of the

brain , but nothing sticks. There are •novel-readers of this kind,

who can remember not one thing of or about the romance they

read a month ago ; who can scarcely keep in their recollection the

names of the characters of the novels which they are perusing. -

Doctor Huguet.

NEWSPAPER ABUSE. You must not be misled by volleys of

newspaper abuse. All that is easily purchased ; and it might

be said of such journals, “ ' Twas mine, 'tis his, and has been

slave to thousands." The longest purse always commands such

Gatling guns of vituperation.--Speech at Glencoe, 1884 .

THE FULL MIND. It is no effort for the fountain to pour itself

out . So is it with the full mind.- Journal, 1883.

A MAXIMUM OF PRQPERTY . I should establish a maximum

beyond which no man could own property. I should not stop his

accumulations when he had reached that point, for with many men

accumulation is an instinct ; but I should require him to invest the

surplus, under the direction of a governmental board of manage

ment, in great works for the benefit of the laboring classes. - Cæsar's

Column.

THE PROFOUNDER RELIGION. I shall not say that as he ad.

vanced in life his views did notchange, and that depth of philosophy

did not, to use his own phrase, “ bring his mind about to religion, ”

even to the belief in the great tenets of Christianity. Certain it is

Got
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that no man ever possessed a profounder realization of the existence

of God in the universe. How sublime, how unanswerable is his

expression :

“ I would rather believe all the fables in the Talmud and the

Koran than that this universal frameis without a mind ! "

Being himself a mighty spirit, he saw through “ the muddy vest

ure of decay ” which darkly hems in ruder minds, and beheld the

tremendous Spirit of which he was himself, with all created things,

but an expression . — The Great Cryptogram .

THE USE OF POLITICAL PARTIES. Parties are well enough in

their way. As agglomerations of men holding the same opinions

and purposes, they are a necessity ; and during periods when the

national safety or any other great interest is at stake the partisan

sentiment should , perhaps, be encouraged. But in periods of peace

the voice of reason should be heard above the clamor of prejudice.

A sensibleman should always hold his mind open to the appeal of

argument. The most igporant man in the world is the one who is

incapable of a new idea, even though he may have all the learning

of the schools . — The Anti-Monopolist.

DIVES .

Be assured of one thing- this world tends now to a deification

ofmatter. Dives says : “ The earth is firm under my feet; I own

my possessions down to the center of the globe and up to the

heavens. If fire sweeps away my houses, the insurance company

reimburses me ; if mobs destroy them, the government pays me ; if

civil war comes, I can convert them into bonds and move away

until the storm is over ; if sickness comes, I have the highest skill at

my call to fight it back ; if death comes, I am again insured, and my

estate makes money. by the transaction ; and if there is another

world than this, still am I insured ; I have taken out a policy in the

church , and pay my premiums semi-annually to the minister."

-Ragnarok.

ANTI-MONOPOLY. The Anti-Monopoly sentiment is as old as

constitutional government. The struggles of the people of England .

against the monopolies of food , clothes, etc., created by the crown ,

paved the way to the Cromwellian revolution, and laid the founda

tions of free government. As long as any man, men or corporations
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grasp and concentrate in themselves rights and privileges at the

expense of many, the Anti-Monopoly sentiment is justifiable, and

an Anti -Monopoly party a necessity. And it is most evident that

during the next century the struggle in this country will be to pre

vent organized capital absorbing the rights of the people. In such

a battle , “ Anti-Monopoly " means everything ; — “ Democracy ” is

a barren generalization . — The Anti-Monopolist, 1875.

MONEY SCARCITY. Scarcity of money strengthens the aristoc

racy at the expense of the common people. Scarcity of money

eventuates in the destruction of free institutions, by degrading the

people below the standard of self - government. Its path is toward

feudalism for the few and barbarism for the many . It is incompati

ble with progressive civilization and human freedom . — The Anti

Monopolist.

WANTS. What the world wants : -Clear heads, full bellies,

warm backs and honest hearts.- Journal, 1884 .

INHERITED IDEAS. There are some thoughts and opinions

which we seem to take by inheritance ; wo imbibe them with our

mother's milk ; they are in our blood ; they are received insensibly

in childhood.- Ragnarok .

JUSTICE AND FAIR PLAY. What do those platforms unite

in demanding | Simply justice and fair play for the farmers,

the workingmen , -for all men. That the chances of success shall

not be rendered greater, by law , for one man than another ;

that one locality shall not, by law , be robbed to enrich another ;

that one man shall not pay double taxes, by law , on his lands, that

another may escape ; that the burdens and benefits of govern

ment shall be, by law , shared equally by all ; that one man's

dollar shall not bear little or no interest, while another man col

lects heavy interest on dollars that never existed ; in short, that

the rights of property shall never rise superior to the rights ofman

kind.- Speech at Caucus of Farmer Members of Legislature, Jan.

• 3 , 1887.

COMPLIMENTARY. “ Nowhere else but in Ireland would they

think of celebrating Daniel O'Connell's birthday on the 5th , 6th and

7th of August . "- Minneapolis Tribune.

It takes several days for a great man, like O'Connell , to enter the

world . The cditor of the Tribune was born in the eighteenth part
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of a second, and his birthday will never be celebrated in time or

eternity. The day of his execution, however, may yet be remem

bered by a grateful people. — The Anti-Monopolist.

THE IRISH . The Irish will compare favorably in point of genius

with any people on the earth . Turn to England and ask her who

was her great general, who saved her from the army of Napoleon ?

Sir Arthur Wellesley, the Duke of Wellington, who was not only

born in Ireland, but his pedigree shows that his blood was largely

Irish . Edmund Burke, another Irishman , and the greatest orator

that ever spoke the English tongue, saved English aristocracy dur

ing the French revolution . Go to England to -day and ask who is

their foremost general? The answer is Wolsey, an Irishman . Re

turn to America and ask them who is the great- general who is to

day commanding the army of the United States, and they will reply

that it is that concentrated little thunderbolt of war, Phil . Sheridan .

I tell you, gentlemen , there never was a little land on earth 80

oppressed , so downtrodden and under such unfortunate circum

stances that has produced such an array of brilliant talent.-- Speech

at Grand Forks, D. T., 1884 .

A MINNESOTA GIRL. The Chicago Times tells the following

story of one of our Minnesota girls: A girlin Fillmore County,

dressed up and went down town the other day. She was in a hurry,

and threw her good clothes on rather carelessly. Her dress got

caught some way so it did not come down behind as far as it should,
leaving about two feet ofwhite skirt exposed. This in itself would

have made the boys smile, but they laughed all over when they

observed some printed letters on the skirt. Itwas madeof some

flour sacks, and the brand hadn't become obliterated. The girl

waltzed around town, advertising herself as " A No. 1 first quality ;
for family use - warranted. "

Well, what of it ? If she was an average Minnesota girl she fully

corresponded with the brand. We have got the brightest,smartest,

healthiest, rosiest and most practical girls in the world ; and we

pity the man who would publicly deny it . - The Anti-Monopolist.

THE SERFDOM OF THE PRODUCERS. It was settled in the great

anti -slavery contest that one individual could not be safely left to

the unlimited control of another. If a few men are allowed to do

termine the degree of the farmers' prosperity, by determining how

much they are to take from him . and how much they are to leave
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him , it is but another form of serfdom . The essence of slavery is

the robbery of the fruits of labor. All slaves are not sold on the

auction block. The negro, dancing his wild dances in the cane

brakes, was a cheerful picture compared with thousands of homes in

this great land , where intelligent, Christian . wbite people sit to-day

eating the bread of bitter poverty , and gnawing at their own hearts

in sorrow , conscious that others are rioting in the fruits of their

toil.—Speech at Caucus of Farmer Members of Legislature, Jan. 3.

1887 .

COMMODORE VANDERBILT. Commodore Vanderbilt has given

nothing by his will for public purposes or for charitable uses. Cold,

heartless, grasping, grinding, he died as he had lived , without a

single benevolent thought. He got a good scare as death ap

proached , and sang hymns to God Almighty to save him ; and talked

about his being “ poor and needy, sad and wounded ; " and yet he

would not leave a dollar to relieve those starving workingmen of

New York , who were almost crying at his door for something to eat.

The voice of mankind ought. to cover such specimens of monu

mental selfishness with universal execration. — The Anti-Monopo

list.

WISE MODERATION . The possession of power makes a just man

conservative, and he is indeed a sorry creature who will use public

place to wreak private revenges. Speech at Caucus of Farmer

Members of Legislature, 1887.

MAN AND THE DOLLAR .

This is another illustration of the fact that all our laws are

made in the interest of the creditor and against the debtor. This

poor woman had invested $ 55 in a sewing -machine, while the com

pany bad but $10 in it ; and yet the law permits the $10 owned by

the creditor to wipe out the $ 55 owned by the debtor. In other

words, one dollar belonging to the machine company outweighs five

dollars belonging to the seamstress .

This is neither fair nor right. It is a part of the old barbarism

of the feudal ages ; the creditor stands to the debtor in the same

relation tbat the baron stood to the serf. The creditor and debtor

should be equally protected. Instead of allowing the machine

· company to swallow up the $ 55 paid by the seamstress they should
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be compelled to sell the machine and pay her back at least. all over

the $10 due to them .

The whole tendency of modern civilization is to exalt the rights

of the dollar above the rights of man . — The Anti-Monopolist.

A WORD.OF ENCOURAGEMENT TO THE REFORMERS. The great

anti -slavery contest has passed into history : it is seen through the

heroic mist of time. Around the fact of emancipation cluster those

noble colossi, — Lincoln , Chase, Seward and Greeley, -to -day

bonored and glorified of all men. But we can remember the dark

and stormy days of misrepresentation, detraction, slander and

hatred in which they lived and labored. But they fought against a

wrong a thousand miles away,– beyond a geographical, sectional

line. We are warring against an injustice right in our own midst,

whose roots penetrate into every part of the body politic. Let us

strive to do our duty in our day and generation , as they did in theirs.

-Speech at Caucus ofFarmer Members of Legislature, 1877.

THE UNITED STATES UNDER GRANT.

Violence, bulldoziogs, wbippings, arson and murder on the one

side ; and cunning, trickery, false -returns, perjury and carpet-bag

gery on the other.

Sixty thousand office -holders ready to plunge the country into

civil war to hold their places ; and one hundred and eighty thou

sand more ready to go to war to get them .

A million people so hard driven to obtain a living that they have

lost all courage to resist ; while millions more are below oven that

grade, and would welcome violence as a refuge from starvation.

While over all sits a silent, grim , dangerous man, with one hand

on the rudder, and the other holding a lighted torch —ready to

beach the ship or blow her up.—The Anti- Monopolist.

LOVE. Love, after all, is simply a primal instinct imposed on hu

manity for the perpetuation of the race. We are all automata . Civil

ized man submits love to the supervision of his judgment, and there

can be no permanent love where the natural physical affinity is not

supplemented by the approval of a trained and cultured intelligence .

-Doctor Huguet.

THE SEDUCTIONS THAT SURROUND LEGISLATORS.

must not forget our constituents — even the poorest and humblest

But we
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of them —and we must labor to execute their wishes, as we under

stood them on election day. Wo must try to be as earnest as they

are. A great city has its seductions and bewilderments, and a few

weeks sometimes creates a gulf between the weak-minded repre

sentative and those who elected him . And when a nabob takes him

by the arm he forgets the scattered hamlets, and feels that he is

himself a nabob . - Speech at Caucus ofFarmer Members of Legisla

ture, 1887.

THE COLORED RACE ON TRIAL .

Remember that there are four millions of colored people in these

United States, surrounded by forty millions of white people. Your

race is on trial in this country. On TRIAL, I say, at the bar of

public judgment. The eyes of the American people are upon you.

Every step you take is marked. You cannot , any of you, degrade

yourselves without degrading your race ? True , there is prejudice

in this world , but there is , also, deep in the heart of man, a some

thing which God has implanted there ; it is the divine sense of

justice. The white people of this country watch you with varied

emotions and ask , what will this people do ? Will they work

out an honorable destiny among the nations of the earth ! I feel

confident you will. I recollect, my friends, that you are the only

race on this earth that ever came in close and intimate contact with

the white race, and did not perish before it. See how the Finnic

race has disappeared from the face of Europe. Once it occupied

the continent ; now it is found only upon the remote capes and

fastnesses of the North— in broken fragments of Lapland, tribes.

As they came in contact with the white race, they disappeared .

Look at the Indian of our own country. As the white man advances

the Indian perishes. He is rapidly becoming like the deer and the

bison, a thing of the past—fast disappearing from the face of the

earth . Why ? Because he has not the civilizable characteristics

ofthe colored man . Speech to the Colored People of St. Paul, Jan.

1 , 1869.

THE CHINESE QUESTION. China has 440,000,000 inhabitants;

the United States have 40,000,000. China could place two or three

workmen alongside of every workman in the United States, and

scarcely miss them from their swarming masses. The American

workman has to live like a civilized human being, educate bis

2542
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children to perform the duties of citizens, and feed and clothe his

family as american republicans should be fed and clothed . The

Chipaman can live on twenty - five cents' worth of rice per week . He

has no wife,no children, no books, no newspapers, no schools. Com

petition with such a laborer is simply impossible. This government

of ours is based on the intelligence, the virtue, the self -respect of

the laboring masses. If these are destroyed , then come anarchy

and despotism ; and individual virtue and intelligence cannot exist

in the midst of idleness and starvation. It is true that this nation

owes hospitality to the poor and oppressed ; but what would be said

of the man who gave the bread of his children to strangers, and

left his own flesh and blood to starve- The Anti -Monopolist.

THE SCANDINAVIAN LEGEND. Rome and Greece can not par

allel this marvelous story .

"The gods convene

On Ida's plains,

And talkof the powerful

Midgard- serpent ,

They call tomind

TheFenris -wolf

And the ancient runes

Of the mighty Odin . "

What else can mankind think of, or dream of, or talk of, for the

next thousand years, but this awful, this unparalleled calamity

through which the race has passed ?

A long-subsequent but most ancient and cultivated people,

whose memory has, for us, almost faded from the earth, will bere

after embalm the great drama in legends, myths, prayers, poems

and sagas, fragments of which are found to -day dispersed through

all literatures in all lands ; some of them , as we shall see, having

found their way even into the very Bible, revered alike of Jew and

Christian .-- Ragnarok.

THE POWER OF THE CORPORATIONS. We must not underrate

the task before us. It is a gigantic one. Legislature after legisla

ture has met the enemy and gone home beaten and baffled . And

as each new tempest of public opinion sent its breakers roaring

into these halls, it was only to waste away in froth and foam upon

the solid shores of corruption and cunning . - Speech at Caucus

ofFarmer Members of Legislature, 1887.

THE FATE OF ATLANTIS . It is not surprising that when this
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mighty nation sank beneath the waves, in the midst of terrible con

vulsions, with all its millions of people, the event left an everlasting

impression upon the imagination of mankind . Let us suppose that

'Great Britain should to -morrow meet with a similar fate . What a

wild consternation would fall upon her colonies and upon the whole

human family ! The world might relapse into barbarism , deep and

almost universal. William the Conqueror, Richard Ceur de Lion,

Alfred the Great, Cromwell and Victoria mightsurvive only as the

gods or demons of later races ; but the memory of the cataclysm in

which the center of a universal empire instantaneously went down

to death would never be forgotten ; it would survive in fragments,

more or less complete, in every land on earth ; it would outlive the

memory of a thousand lesser convulsions of nature ; it would survive

dynasties, nations, creeds and languages ; it would never be forgot

ten while man continued to inhabit the face of the globe. - Atlantis.

A PLEA FOR DARWIN . Why should the religious world shrink

from the theory of evolution ? To know the path by which God has

advanced is not to disparage God . - Ragnarok .

THE TRULY GREAT MEN . It is not the men who drift with the

current and hurrah with the crowd who really serve the cause of

humanity. It is the bold men who are ready to fight the crowd and

turn back the current who alone : make revolution and reformation

possible : - The Anti- Monopolist.

A PROPHECY MADE IN 1874 .

The more thepeople are plundered the more contemptible they

will become; the more successful the corporations are, the more

arrogant they will grow ; they will thus advance step by step, from

point to point, until legislatures become a mockery and newspapers

a farce . A struggle will then come which will either wipe out repub

lican institutions in one -half the nation , or will forever prevent the

existence of a corporation in our midst. The States will take pos

session of the road -beds and allow private parties to run trains

thereon as they now run steamboats on the rivers, paying only such

toll as will cover the interest on original cost .

In uttering these views we must not be understood as desiring

to produce such a convulsion . The man who foretells the approach-,

ing hurricane does not create it. ' But when we see corporations,
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established simply for purposes of transportation , becoming immense

land -owners, reducing a vast population of laborers to the direst

poverty, and at the same time driving hundreds of tradesmen out

of business in a single city ; and then witness their matchless

effrontery on the one hand and the abject submission of the people

on the other, we can see but one termination to such a state of

affairs. - The Anti -Monopolist.

THE CONSERVATISM OF RELIGION .

Nor need it surprise us to find traditions perpetuated for thou

sands upon thousands of years, especially among a people having a

religious priesthood.

The essence of religion is conservatism ; little is invented ; noth

ing perishes ; change comes from without ; and even when one re.

ligion is supplanted by another its gods live on as the demons of the

new faith , or they pass into the folk -lore and fairy stories of the

people . We see Votan, a hero in America , become the god Odin or

Woden in Scandinavia; and when his worship as a god dies out

Odin survives (as Dr. Dasent has proved ) in the Wild Huntsman of

the Hartz, and in the Robin Hood ( Oodin ) of popular legend. The

Hellequin of France becomes the Harlequin of our pantomimes.

William Tell never existed ; he is a myth ; a survival of the sun

god Apollo, Indra, who was worshiped on the altars of Atlantis.
" Nothing here but it doth change

Into something rich and strange ."

The rite of circumcision dates back to the first days of Phænicia,

Egypt, and the Cushites. It, too, was probably an Atlantean cus

tom , invented in the Stone Age. Tens of thousands of years have

passed since the Stone Age ; the ages of copper, bronze and iron

have intervened ; and yet to this day the Hebrew rabbi performs the

ceremony of circumcision with a stone knife.- Atlantis.

THE WRECKS CAUSED BY CORRUPTION. We all know that our

elections have become of late saturnalia of corruption and orgies of

drunkenness. And the man who sells others sells himself, and

when he would wreck others he wrecks himself. All over this great

nation you will find these stranded disasters, cast away upon the

shores of public contempt. Once they walked erect, the hope and

admiration of their fellow -men, but the subtle seducer touched them

with his wand of twisted serpents, and they collapsed and fell by

hieri

-
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the roadside, the rotten corpses of men , filling the air with the

stench of their disintegration . -Speech to Caucus of Farmer Members

of Legislature, 1887.

THE AGE OF ICONOCLASM. " A statute of Queen Eleanor, wife

of Edward I. , has beenplaced upon the extension of the new parish

church of All Saints at Harby, in England . She died in 1290 in the

house of Richard de Weston , close tothe site of the church . Queen

Eleauor is famed in fable for having sucked the poison from her

husband's arm , communicated by the poisoned dagger of an assassin

in the Holy Land. She did nothing of the kind . The wound was

operated upon by cutting, and the lady, who opposed the operation

by her vehementoutcries, was hustled out of the King's tent. "

That's the way it goes. William Tell is proved to be a myth ,

Nero a patriot, Richard the Third a philanthropist, Pocahontas a

strumpet, and now Queen Eleanor, instead of sucking the poisoned

wound, with her eyes rolled up to heaven, goes out bellowing before

her husband's boot-toe. Where is this thing to end ! - The Anti

Monopolist.

THE AGE OF TOLERATION.

However strongly we may be convinced of the great and funda

mental truths of religion, it must be conceded that freedom of con

science and governmental toleration are largely the outgrowth of

unbelief and indifference .

In an age that realized, without doubt or question, that life was

but a tortured hour between two eternities ; a thread of time across

a : boundless abyss ; that hell and heaven lay so close up to this

breathing world that a step would , in an instant, carry us over the

shadowy.line-into an ocean of flame or a paradise of endless de

lights, it followed , as a logical sequence, that it was an act of the

greatest kindness and humanity to force the skeptical, by any tor

ture inflicted upon them during this temporary and wretched exist

ence , to avoid an eternal hell and obtain an eternal heaven. But

80 soon as doubt began to enter the minds of men ; so soon as they

said to one another,"" Perchance these things may not be exactly

as we have been taught; perchance the other world may be but a .

dream of hope ; perchance this existence is all there is of it, ” the

fervor of fanaticism commenced to abate . Not absolutely positive

in their own minds as to spiritual things, they were ready to make

some allowance for the doubts of others. Thus unbelief tamed the

Este se
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fervor even of those who still believed , and modified , in time, public

opinion and public law.

But in Bacon's era every thoughtful soul that loved his fellow

man, and sought to advance his material welfare, would instinct.

ively turn away from a system of belief which produced such holo

causts of martyrs and covered the face of the earth with such cruel

and bloody wars. — The Great Cryptogram .

PHILOSOPHY. No philosophy is true the essence of which can

not be stated in a single sentence.Journal, 1883 .

THE CONNECTION OF OUR CIVILIZATION WITH THE REMOTE

PAST. Our circle of 360 degrees ; the divison of a chord of the cir

cle equal to the radius into 60 equal parts, called degrees; the di

vision of these into 60 minutes, of the minute into 60 seconds, and

the second into 60 thirds ; the division of the day into 24 hours,

each hour into 60 minutes, each minute into 60 seconds ; the division

of the week into seven days, and the very order of the days— all

have come down to us from the Chaldeo - Assyrians; and these things

will probably be perpetuated among our posterity “ to the last syl

lable of recorded time. " - Atlantis.

THE REAL ISSUES.

An age will come to which this era, with its vast monopolies,

grinding oppressions, and impoverished laborers, will be as tho

dark ages.” The republic never will be perfected until not a single

form of injustice remains.

It is to this mighty problem the mind of the age should address

itself; not to a dirty wallowing in the dregs of civil war.

How can the rich man be protected in his just rights ? How can

- thepoor and worthy man be lifted up ? How can industry be made

secure of the fruits of its labor ? How can every home in the land

be made to abound with plenty and shine with intelligence and

virtue

These are the real issues of to -day.-- The Anti -Monopolist.

NATURALLY ENOUGH. H. P. Hall telegraphs from the Demo

cratic convention in St. Louis, “ This is h- -l itself. " And natur

ally enough Hall is in the midst of it .-— The Anti -Monopolist.

THE COURTS AND THE RAILROADS. Hiram T. Gilbert in his

work, The Railroads and the Courts, published in 1885, at Ottawa,

memasaranden Lände orientation
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Ilinois, shoit's that out of a total of seventeen judgments, for acci

dents at crosslugs, rendered by circuit courts against the four lead

ing Illinois railroads, during eleven years, the Supreme Court of the

State of Illinois reversed sixteen and affirmed one, by a divided

court, after the judgment had been twice reversed . Out of a total

of twenty -seven lower court judgments for injuries of all kinds, but

three were affirmed . Out of sixty - three jury judgments against rail

road companies for negligence fifty - three were reversed , and five

of the ten affirmations only came after the third review. In the

same years out of fifty - three criminal cases, in which the corporations

were not interested , the Supreme Court affirmed not less than

thirty -two !-Speech, 1886.

STAND FIRM . Stand firm , my friends. There is something

more of life than to live. We must work together to abolish that

state of things where cunning impoverishes industry and then em

ploys part of the plunder to corrupt the poverty -stricken represent

atives of the people. - Speech to Caucus ofFarmer Members ofLegis

lature, 1887.

EHUE ! When Elihu Washburne received but four votes for

President, in 1876 , in the Republican national convention, con

taining 750 votes, the Anti-Monopolist said : “ Four votes for

Elibu ! Ehue !! Phew !!! Pooh !!!! "

A SOPHISM EXPOSED .

“ Is there any real conflict between labor and capital? None

whatever. "

Now let us see how it will work out. The Helper says :

“What is a capitalist A man who has saved a part of his past

labor and now has it to use. "

Ergo, a rag- picker is a capitalist, for out of his past labor he has

bought a basket and a stick : - " and he now has them to use. " Is

there any danger of such a man as that oppressing the laborers of

this country ? Not the slightest. Cheering reflection ?

Or let us try it again : Is there any real distinction between

light and darkness ? No ; because there is a point called twilight

where darkness and light so merge into each other that you can't

tell where night ends and day begins; and hence (according to the

Patron's Helper ) there is neither day nor night!

Kam Darren
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The veriest loafer in New York owns something, if it is only a

tattered shirt; hence he is in 80 much a capitalist. JayGould ,

works day and night at his great schemes of plunder ; hence he is in

so much a laborer ; - and hence there is no difference between labor

and capital. This is the Patron's Helper's logic.

But it won't hold vater. Between the concentrated capital of

great corporations, engaged in carrying the farmers' products, and ,

the labor which created those products, there is a necessary antago

nism ; - not a necessary hostility - or hate ; but such a diversity of

interest as tends to array the capital in the roads against the labor

on the farms. It is the interest of the road to get as much for carry

ing the wheat as possible ; it is the interest of the farmer to give as

little as possible. If the road compels the farmer to give too much,

it oppresses him. If the condition is reversed the farmer oppresses

the road. Hence there is an antagonism which should be regulated

bylaw so that neither shall oppress the other. — The Anti- Monopolist.

THE GODS OF GREECE THE KINGS OF ATLANTIS.

Here, then, in conclusion, are the proofs of our proposition that

the gods of Greece had been the kings of Atlantis :

1. They were not the makers, but the rulers of the world .

2. They were human in their attributes ; they loved, sinned, and

fought battles, the very sites of which are given ; they founded cities;

and civilized the people of the shores of the Mediterranean .

3. They dwelt upon an island in the Atlantic, " in the remote

west, where the sun shines after it has ceased to shine op

Greece. "

4. Their land was destroyed in a deluge.

5. They were ruled over by Poseidon and Atlas.

6. Their empire extended to Egypt and Italy and the shores of

Africa , precisely as stated by Plato.

7. They existed during the Bronze Age and at the beginning of

the Iron Age.

The entire Greek mythology is the recollection , by a degenerate

race, of a vast, mighty and highly civilized empire which in a

remote past covered large parts of Europe, Asia, Africa and

America: — Atlantis. .

THE REAL STANDARD OF GREATNESS. She told me I must
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shake off my lethargy. I must rouse myself to do justice to my

genius. The South—the new South, th3 unbappy South , darkened

by thp shadows of its great disasters, humbled, by failure, in the eyes

of thỏ unthinking nations, overwhelmned by the numbers, wealth

and intellectual power of the North — needed such men as I, to lift

her up, and guide her to greater and brighter destinies. The stand

ing of a country did not depend, she said , upon mere population , or

the number of bales of cotton it produced , or even upon the splendor

of its cities , or the wealth of its people, but upon the God - given

intellects of which it could boast.-- Doctor Huguet.

A NOTE OF WARNING TO CORRUPTIONISTS. He who defeats

the just hopes of a great community prepares the way for anarchy..

When the courts fail the mob rises ; when the legislatures fail, the

day of the Commune is at hand. - Speech to Caucus of Farmer

Members ofLegislature, 1887.

REVOLUTION . Revolution — God'sgang - plow , which crushes the

weeds and tears up the torpid soil for new harvests.—Journal, 1882.

RICHARD III. In Richard III. we have a horrible monster, a

wild beast; a liar, perjurer, murderer ; a remorseless, bloody, man

eating tiger of the jungles. — The Great Cryptogram .

INTELLIGENCE NOT INCOMPATIBLE WITH RELIGION . The

duty of the patriot and statesman, then , who believes liberty and

equality to be essential to the happiness of the multitude, is tomain

tain the cause of universal secular education against all comers; at

' the same time to lend the aid of his voice, pen and energy to all

those influences which tend to suppress vice and ennoble the moral

nature of man . We cannot be made to believe that intelligence is

incompatible with religion or religion inimical to liberty . — The Anti

Monopolist.

HUMAN LOVE. The very tendrils of our being seemed to be

intertwining and interlacing with each other, like the roots of two

plants growing closely together, in an inseparable, indistinguish

able mass . I realized, for the first time, what the despised passion

called love really meant. I perceived that it was a going out of

one's self- a divine unselfishness a grand necessity imposed on

humanity by Him who made us all a merging together of two

minds, souls, natures ; a lifting up, a glorifying of the whole creature.
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I could realize that God had enforced upon us this passion, for His

own purposes ; He did not vilely enslave us to it, but treated us as

his friends and co -workers, and covered our instincts with splendor

and beauty, in which the hard lines of fact disappeared, buried in

flowers.Doctor Huguet.

DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN . There are two things necessary

to a comprehension of that wbich lies around us – development and

design, evolution and purpose ; God's way and God's intent. Neither

alone will solve the problem. These are the two limbs of the right

angle which meet at the first life -cell found on earth , and lead out

until we find man at one extremity and God at the other. - Ragnarok.

REFORMATION OR REVOLUTION. We need reformation or revo

lution. Why should a man who perhaps does not, and who certainly

need not, own a foot of real property, fasten bimself like a wood

tick on the throat of laborious productive industry, and suck the

life out of it ! - TheAnti-Monopolist.

WHERE THE BLACK AND WHITE MEN CAME FROM . We are

told by Ovid that it was the tremendous heat of the comet-age that

baked the negro black ; in this Ovid doubtless spoke the opinion of

antiquity. Whether or not that period of almost insufferable tem

perature produced any effect upon the color of tbat race I shall not

undertake to say ; nor shall I dare to assert that the white race was

bleached to its present complexion by the long absence of the sun,

during the Age of Darkness.

It is true that Professor Hartt tells us that there is a marked dif .

ference in the complexion of the Botocudo Indians who have lived in

the forests of Brazil and those , of the same tribe, who have dwelt

on its open prairios; and that those who have resided for hundreds,

perhaps thousands, of years in the dense forests of that tropical

land are nearly white in complexion. If this be the case in a merely

leaf -covered tract, what must have been the effect upon a race

dwelling for a long time in the remote north , in the midst of a humid

atmosphere, enveloped in constant clouds, and much of the time in

almost total darkness ? -- Ragnarok.

CHRISTIANITY. Are you blind ? Can you not see that Christiana

ity was intended by God to be something better and nobler, supera

imposed, as an after -birth of time, on the brutality ofthe elder world ?
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Does not the great doctrine of Evolution , in which you believe, preach

this gospel! If man rose from a brute form , then advanced to human

and savage life, yet a robber and a murderer ; then reached civility

and culture and philanthropy, can you not see that the finger -board

of God points forward, unerringly, along the whole track of the

race ; and that it is still pointing forward to stages, in the future,

when man shall approximate the angels ?-Cæsar's Column.

THE GENESIS OF MAN.

The spirtual force wasfirst expanded into multitudinous forms of

spiritual existence, until all space was filled with them.

Then out of the will of the Creator was born matter.

Then God took thought to wed dead matter to living spirit, and

put life into the clods.

By a vast mass of cunning mechanisms— the most curious of

which is the digestive apparatus- he makes it possible for matter

to be converted into appliances for life and thought.

Then he infused into the living clods that sense of right, and

that power to think of God, which had been before the exclusive pos

session of his angels :

Man's existence is a vast, persistent miracle. — Journal, 1890 .

RELIGION AND SCIENCE. Religion and science, nature and spirit,

knowledge of God's works and reverence for God , are brethren who

should stand together with twined arms, singing perpetual praises

to that vast atmosphere, ocean , universe of spirituality, out of which

matter has been born ; of which matter is but a condensation ; that

illimịtable, incomprehensible, awe - full Something, before the concep

tion of which men should go down upon tke very knees of their

hearts in adoration.— Ragnarok.

UNIVERSAL MORAL ROTTENNESS. This nation has nothing to

fear from foreign invasion or domestic insurrection , but its govern

ment threatens to fall a prey to universal moral rottenness . The

very fountain, the people itself, is becoming corrupted. If it were

possible to impress one thought more deeply than all others on the

mind of the people, it should be this : That the man who sells his

vote , and betrays thereby his constituents, is the worst enemy the

republic has. He brings disrepute and distrust on self -government,

and does all that in hịm lies to set back civilization itself ; for when

wa
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liberty falls the world falls, and inexpressible misery must be in

flicted on mankind for untold generations. - Speech to Caucus of

Farmer Members of Legislature, 1887.

THE POWER OF THE CORPORATIONS. A distinguished Repub

lican , and member of the State Sepate, writing from Southern Min

nesota, says : “ I am glad you are re - elected . Why is your life so

burdened with severe conflicts ? It really seems cruel to me that

you, whose public record officially stands above blot or blemish,

should have such severe opposition at every turn .” We thank him

for his kind words; but we cannot answer the question he asks.

We only know that if we were pound -master of the township of Nin

inger, we should have the whole State agitated to drive us out of the

position.— The Anti-Monopolist.

THE MOON .

Say, dost thou look

Where, on the vine - clad hills, the shadows lie,

Like earth - chained giants mocking at the light;

While through the grape -leaves stirs the rising song,

And busy feet tread out each maze in joy ?

Or dost thou glide, fearful, and pale, and cold,

Adown the slanting ice -banks of the North ,

Where chilled life totters like a weary wight,

Slow trembling to the grave ? The whitė bear.comos

Sheeted with spangling spray, and lays him down,

Lapping his broad paws in thy quiet beam ;

The solitary walrus loves thy light,

And eyes thee with a thoughtful, human look ,

While gazing o'er the gently heaving sea .

And in my own clime thou art stealing down,

Weaving thy white arms through the breezy wheat,

And linking blessings 'round the farmer's home.

-The Mourner's Vision, 1850.

ANDREW JOHNSON . Andrew Johnson is dead. However much

we may have differed from him in our political views, we have

always regarded him as a great and honest man . He was a sincere

lover of his country ; a sincere friend of constitutional liberty ; a

man of the most unshaken firmness, and of the most undoubted
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purity of public and private life . His services to the cause of the

Union, during the Civil War, were of inestimable importance .

Time is fatal only to slander and injustice ; all that is noble in

the career of a great man survives oblivion . Andrew Johnson the

partisan and the politician is dead . Andrew Johnson the states .

man and patriot will survive forever.—The Anti-Monopolist.

POLITICAL ABUSE IN AMERICA. I espect that the flood -gates

ofabuse will be let loose on my poor head. In America a man might

just as well take a bath in his own cess -pool as run for any high

office . When I wrote my first book , and the newspapers all over

the country were devoting columns to it, generally of praise, I

held my breath and trembled, and said to myself : “When will the

blackguarding begin ? When will they commence to call me a liar

and a horse-thief? ” And when nothing of the sort happened, I

almost doubted my own identity. I was like the fellow who buried

a scolding wife. Said he to a friend the next day :' “ When I went

to bed last night and did not find Maria thrashing around and rais

ing the devil, I began to think I had moved into a new country . ” —

Speech at Glencoe, 1884 .

GOOD AND EVIL. There are two things which cannot be confined

to the sources which beget them - good and evil . They are like the

expansive gases — they will dilate until reduced to inappreciable

quantities. No limit can confine them, no hands can fetter them.

Hence when you put a man in the way of doing good you benefit all

men around him ; when you confine him to evil he gives off evil in

fluences like a pestilence . — Speech in Congress, May 7, 1868.

A TEMPERANCE LECTURE .

We experienced a twinge of pain when we read the following:

“ Mrs. John Neuffer , proprietress of the Cascade Brewery, at

Rochester, was recently fined $25 and costs, in a justice's court, in

that city, for selling beer to Captain D. H. , an intemperate person ,

contrary to the statute. The costs amounted to $15. ')

Alas and alas ! It reads like an inscription on a headstone,

sacred to the memory of a bright, able, genial, generous, old -time

friend .

God pity us all in our weaknesses.

Friends, rum is an athlete no man ever wrestled with and fung.
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Sooner or later it breaks the back of the stoutest, and leaves him a

limp and helpless wreck, stretched in the mud.

Talk about strength of mind to rosist it ! As if the niind was a

distinct entity , instead of being, in a materialistic sense, at least,

the outcome of the physical system , varying with every alteration of

the stomach or the liver. A colic will derange it ; a pill will putit

to sleep ; a drop of prussic acid on the end of the tongue will -spuff

it out. The mind indeed ! The stomach is a much more respecta

ble organ ; and the mind follows it about " like Mary's little lamb."

Never put that into your abdomen , then, as hakespeare says,

" that will steal away your brains." There are occasions when a

debilitated system can take alcohol with advantage ; as it can some .

times take strychnine, opium and arsenic ; but a sensible man would

just as soon think of making a daily beverage of the one as the

other.

Above all, take care of your health . Nine - tenths of the intem

perance, not created by custom or social habits, results from dys

pepsia. An overworked mind or body reacts on a weak stomach ,

and that delicate and complicated chemical laboratory fails to

extract from the food the elements needed in the mysterious work

shops of life, and then comes the craving for the artificial force of

stimulants . So, friends, treat your stomachs with becoming respect.

They are, for you, life and bappiness. See that the laboratory is

well supplied and has a fair chance to do its work. Don't look upon

your stomach as a mere bag to stuff " grub ” into, like Jack the

Giant -Killer's leather sack , into wbich he poured the giant's gruel.

It is the seat of life ; it is the carpenter, tbe blacksmith, the

machinist, the weaver, the artisan, that renews the machine called

yourself; it patches up the exhausted muscles, it repairs the worn

out nerves, it pours into the brain that incomprehensible force which

comes forth as energy,will , power, conscience; as poetry , pbilosophy,

eloquence and that masterful ability which sways the world .

In the great future the stomach , justead of being regarded as a

mere food -hole, will come to be respected , as it deserves. Men frill

learn that the battlo of temperance reform must be largely fought

out on the tables of the people. Food and modes of cookery will be

studied with a view to their effects on health and longevity.-- The

Anti-Monopolist.
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THE FOOT -BULE OF THE HEAVENS. To creatures like our

selves, measuring our stature by feet and inches, a Drift - deposit

three hundred feet thick is an immense affair , even as a deposit a

foot thick would be to an ant ; but, measured on an astronomical

scale , with the foot -rule of the heavens, and the Drift is no more

than a thin coating of dust, such as accumulates on a traveler's

coat. Eren estimating it upon the scale of our planet, it is a mere

wrapping of tissue - paper tbickness. In short, it must be remem

beréd that we are an infinitely insignificant breed of little creatures,

to whom a cosmical dust -shower is a cataclysm . - Ragnarok .

THE OFFICE VACANT. Referring to a very small man, who

wore a very big hat, and who had been removed from office, the

Anti-Monopolist remarked : “ It is said that Charley's appointment

is due to that bath Toddy took last summer. When Toddy took off

his hat and clothes there was so little lett of him that Bill King de

clared the office vacant. "

OUR TREATMENT OF THE INDIANS. What has been the treat

ment of the Indians by our Government ?

No sadder or more gloomy page prosents itself in all our annals.

Error, neglect and crime are written all over it.

Instead of regarding the Indians as savages— helpless as brutes

and improvident as children, to be cared for and protected as the

courts of law protect idiots and minors - our great nation has de

scended from the eminence of its Christianity and civilization, and

has entered into a struggle to drive the best possible bargains with

the savage for his lands. The sight has been a sad one. On the

one side, one of the great governments of the globe, of unequaled

wisdom , sagacity and power, represented by shrewd and able

agents ; and on the other a parcel of poor untutored savages, scarce

comprehending the transaction in which they are engaged, unable

to read or sign the “ treaty " they make, and living, while they ne

gotiate, upon the bounty of the very government which professes to

meet them on terms of equality. It is needy barbarism , pinched by

a thousand wants, competing with an afiluent and all -powerful

government. What savage virtue can stand up against the allure

ments which are spread before it ? Eren should the tribe bave

judgment enough to resist the terms proposed to them , are not the

chiefs purchasable ? And that wbich blankets and beads, guns and
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horses cannot effect, shall not rum accomplish ? Should the chiefs

sign and the tribe resist, do not the latter become savage outlaws,

and who shall write their history i - Speech in Congress, Feb. 7 ,

1865 .

" Too TRUE. " A friend writes us :

“What a little thing is a drop of water in the ocean! What a :

trivial thing is a moment of time amid the rolling centuries! What

a very little thing is a grainof sand in the great round globe ! What

an unimportant factor is a single individual among forty millions!!!

In the language ofArtemusWard, we reply, “ Too true, too true!” .

And we add : What a little thing is five bushels of wheat to the

acre with which to support all our office -holders. Think of thatand

weep !- The Anti -Monopolist.

THE ORIGINAL BIRTHPLACE OF MANKIND. The original birth

place of the human race who shall tell ? It was possibly in some

region now under the ocean , as Professor Winchell has suggested ;

there he was evolved during the mild, equable, gentle, plentiful,

garden age of the Tertiary ; in the midst of the most favorable con

ditions for increasing the vigor of life and expanding it into new

forms. It showed its influence by developing mammalian life in one

direction into the monstrous forms of the mammoth and the masto

don , the climax of animal growth ; and in the other direction

into the more marvelous expansion of mentality found in man.

Ragnarok.

THE CRIMINAL CLASS. Vice is weakness. T'he criminal class

are the moral and mental cripples. They are unequal to the battle

of life. The demands of civilization are too great for them , and

they fall back into barbarism . The prostitute is a recurrence to

that period which antedated marriage ; the thief belongs to that

era when all property was held in common ; and the ruffian repre

sents an age when it was man's highest glory to kill his fellow man .

The criminal class are the uncivilized class . –The Anti-Monopolist.

THE MONEY - POWER . The truth is that all forms of property lic

prostrate and helpless at the feet of the money -power. That alone

thrives in the general ruin . It is all wrong. The profits on money

should not exceed the average profits of industry. Money is now

the dragon which is devouring men, women and children and whole
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villages . Where is the Hercules who is to restrain the ravages of

this monster ? - The Anti -Monopolist.

WHAT RACE WILL BE THE FINAL INHERITORS OF CIVILIZA

TION ! It is the destiny of the white man to overrun the world ; bl.i

it is as plainly his desting to carry in his train the great forces which

constitute his superiority — civilization and Christianity. We are

exhibiting to -day the unequaled spectacle of a superior race sharing

its noblest privileges with the humblest of mankind, and lifting up

to thecondition of freedom and happiness those who from the dawn

of time have been either barbarians or slaves. One touch of nature

makes the whole world kin . Let us, then , be merciful in our judg

ment of the races of men. We know not to whose hands the torch

of civilization may yet be committed ere the work of God, through

man, is completed on the face of the earth . It was little anticipated

by the great nations of antiquity that the religious mind of the

world would be dominated, for centuries, by the intellect of an ob

scure branch of the Arab race. -Speech in Congress, Feb. 7 , 1865.

MISFORTUNE A TONIC. Misfortune is a tonic to strong natures

and a poison to weak. There is a plant in South America, a plain

looking, knobbed stock , apparently flowerless ; but when the wind

blows fiercely and agitates it, the rough lumps open and the odor

ous blossoms protrude. So there are men the splendor of whose

faculties is never revealed until they are assailed by the cruel winds

of adversity.- The Great Cryptogram .

THE GREAT SOULS OF THE HUMAN RACE. " In every gen

eration there are, it seems to me, but a few great souls, and one

may go through life without meeting with a single one of them. It

has never been my good fortune to encounter any person who stood

much above his fellows. But here, in this library, are all the great

souls of Greece and Rome, and modern Europe and America , down

to the present day. It is as if they sat around this table, ready to

talk to me ; ready to give me their choicest and most select thoughts

the distilled wisdom of their lives. I cannot help but think how

many millions of boobies and envious detractors time has swept

away into oblivion , while it has left this galaxy of greatness undis

turbed . It is the privilege of genius to survive whole generations

of maligners. The contlagration of time, which consumes the mean,

illumines the great." — Doctor Huguet.
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CHRISTIANITY AND THE CHINESE.

The Citizen is glad to bring the Chinaman under Christian influ .

ences, even though the white Christian is thereby starved to death !

Our own labor force may be destroyed, our workmen turned into

tramps and thieves, and their daughters driven to prostitution , in

order to enable few Chinamen' to have a chance at the blessings of

Christianity.

Let the Citizen turn its attention to the swarming alleysand pris

ons of America ; to the seathing sea of crime which threatens to

engulf our civilization ; to the horrible catalogue of murders, burg

laries, suicides, divorces, adulteries, and embezzlements, with

which our daily press teens, before thrusting its doctrinal dogmas

on outside pagans. God has given Christianity charge of the white

race of the world. The perfection of the noral condition of that

race will be the best argument why other races should accept it. If

Christianity fails to keep our own people from barbarism and deg

radation there is no reason why other races should be inoculated

with it.

And when a “ religious " paper coolly admits that a lot of pagans

can live on what an American would starve on ," and that they

will destroy the value of American labor, to wit, the means of life of

the great body of our own people ; and at the same time thinks we

“ ought to be glad to have them come and produce these results,

it exhibits a cruel heartlessness which a decent Buddhist would be

ashamed of.

We think this, our highest race, has the highest religion ; but it

must look to the welfare of its own household , " rather than neg

lect its children to grasp at the stranger.- The Anti- Monopolist.

AMERICAN LAW . In America the law is efficient only against

the miserable.- Journal, 1884.

THE NEW ETHNOLOGY. The tendency of scientific thought in

ethnology is in the direction of giving more and more importance to

the race characteristics, such as height, color of the hair, eyes and

skin, and the formation of the skull and body generally, than to

language. The language possessed by a people may be merely the

result of conquest or migration. For instance, in the United States

to - day, white, black and red men , the descendants of French ,

Spanish, Italians, Mexicans, Irish , Germans, Scandinavians, Africans,

ismini webcam
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all weak the English language, and by the test of language they are

all Euglishmen ; and yet none of them are connected By birth or

descent with the country where that language was developed.

Atlantis .

GENERAL LE DUC AND THE GOATS. The General's first report

will bemainly devoted to goats. The goat is an interesting animal .

It has a manly beard , an imposing strut, strong virile propensities,

and what it lacks in brains it makes up in hair ; and therein it

greatly resembles some men . Le Duc himself has a fine beard . --The

Anti -Monopolist.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS. The public schools have yielded oue magnif

cent result little dwelt upon : they have ameliorated and nearly

destroyed the old, bitter, terrible rage of religious intolerance. li

there are no longer religious riots in this country , such as twenty

five or thirty years ago burned churches and murdered citizens in

the name of God, it is due to the fact that the rising generations, of

all religions, have mingled freely with each other in the public

schools, Jew and Universalist, Catholic and Protestant; and they

liave formed friendships and associations in the years of childhood

which hare softened the asperities of religious intolerance ; so that

each has learned to respect all the good which he found in the others.

To separate the different religions now, into different pens, like wild

beasts in a menggerie, would, in thirty years, breed destructive re

sults to that peace and harmony which should exist among the people

of the country. The old Romans believed that the Christians sacri.

' ficed and devoured cbildren in their secret assemblages. Divide the

people of this country, during the period of youth, into separate

sects, and distrust and bigotry would resume old -world propor

tions.— The Anti-Monopolist.

THAT DEPENDS. The Pioneer - Presssays P- is broad -gauged.

That depends upon which end you contemplate him from . The

Anti-Monopolist.

His POLITICS. ur readers know that we have not professed to

be a Democrat ; and certainly wecannot take rank as a Republican ;

we represent the “ come-outers ” of both parties. We have held

back from the Democracy , simply because we doubted whether they

bad the capacity to grasp the mighty issues of the present and for
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get the settled issues of the past. But names are nothing, and the

man who is governed by prejudice is next door to the savage.

The Anti-Monopolist.

GOD. We do not rid ourselves of the idea of a law.giver when

we recognize the law . The law presupposes the power that im

poses the law . The statute -book presupposes the legislature.

Journal, 1885 .

THE AUTHOR'S THOUGHT. The least part of an author's

thought is that which he writes down . — Journal, 1883. ·

THE MONOPOLIES RULE EVERYTHING . We are reaching a

dangerous pass . We have educated our people so that they are too

intelligent to bear slavery, and then we are .croirding them into

slavery. What will the result be ? Anarchy. The monopolies rule

everything in this country , and even from a convention like this

their hired emissaries are not absent. - Speech in the Northwestern

Waterways Convention , St. Paul, 1885 .

THE RIGHT TO THE SOIL.

The first great right struck at by the barbarism of man is the

right of the individual to a share of the land . Conquest in the old

time meant confiscation of the soil and its absorption into a few

hands; hence serfdom , wretchedness and degradation. Progress

now means simply carrying into effect the plain , simple, benevolent

rules which God meant for his earth . The earth is for man . As

the race cannot exist without the support afforded by the produc

tions of the soil , so the individual man cannot rest with safety upon

any basis save his right to a share in that soil.

The great end of government is the improvement of the condi

tion of the individual ; and what can more tend to his welfare than

a share in the great source of all wealth— the cultivable surface of

the earth ? For, when we consider it closely, civilization itself rests

upon agriculture. The world's wealth has been taken from its

bosom . This prolific mother, never wearied , has been giving of her

strength and richness to her children through uncounted genera

tions. - Speech in Congress, May 7, 1868 .

A REFUSAL. An irreverent friend writes us that he saw a mule

at the St. Louis Fair, and that “ it was a remarkable animal - all
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legs and ears-like H B." But we refuse to publish any

such slanders against one of the clearest- headed and longest-legged

men in the State. — The Anti -Monopolist.

INTERNATIONAL PAPER MONEY.

The human family is increasing at a tremendous rate , and the

business and commerce of the world are increasing in like proportion ;

but all values are fixed by a metal ( gold ) steadily rising in value from

its increasing scarcity, and which by its additional purchasing power

sends all other things in the world on a down grade.

The world is dealing on a constantly falling market ; this arrests

production , enforces idleness, increases discontent and puts a steadily

increasing strain on all forms of government. If the process con

tinues the end of this century will be as stormy and revolutionary as

was thefatal close of the last century.

There is but one remedy— but that the world is not apt to adopt

and that is for the great nations to unite , by treaty, for an issue of

paper currency in each nation, not to exceed a fixed ratio to popula

tion , for which not only the faith of the nation shall be pledged, but

every foot of property in those nations ; this currency to be exclusive

legal tender, not only in the nation that issues it, but in all tho

other great nations party to the contract.

This would be a her ic remedy, but it may be necessary to save

civilization . Certainly this intelligent and warlike age cannot be

forced back into the condition of Europe before the discovery of

America led to the importation of the accumulated gold of Mexico

and Peru hoarded through many centuries.

Given the two elements of the problem , a constantly increasing

population and constantly decreasing basis of currency, and the

results cannot but be disastrous to the peace and safety of mankind.

All the paper money of the world , notes, bills of exchange,

checks, have been simply devices to supply the inadequacy of the

metallic currency . A great civilized world must move forward on

the same line, and establish a currency that will be good throughout,

the whole world, and that can be increased in exact proportion to

the increase of population.

This question of the world's currency lies at the base of civiliza

tion , of progress, of morality , of intellectual growth , of religious
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purity. If the intelligence of the world is not able to solvethe prob

lem , the time is not far distant when it will have to choose between

despotism and anarchy . - Speech at Duluth, Oct. 7 , 1885 .

THE AGE OF MAN . If civilization and population increase for

the next three hundred years as they have for the past one hundred ,

the pressing problem will be how to subsist the greatest number of

people on the smallest space of ground. Everything that does not

serve the purposes of man will be exterminated, and man will cover

the habitable globe. Geologists tell us that there was opce an age

of fish , and afterward an age of reptiles. We are approaching

age of man . " If the progress of the race is arrested, and the race

nearly exterminated, by some gigantic convulsion of nature, such as

another glacial or drift period, thefuture explorer will stand amazed

at the innumerable memorials of the race, even as we survey to -day

with wonder rocks hundreds of feet thick made up altogether of

sea - shells. - The Anti-Monopolist.

SOCIETY. Society ” is the mutual.congratulation of those who,

having battled their way through the breakers, meet to shake hands

on the shore, with much love each for himself, and very little for each

other. The smell of the dead bodies cast up by the waves does not

disturb them .-- Journal, 1835 .

THE VALUE OF INTELLIGENCE IN A REPUBLIC. There is no

danger to society or order so long as intelligence opens the pathway

of opportunity for poverty. The stream of progress foams and thun

ders into cataracts of revolution only when the craft and selfishness

of man erect barriers to arrest its waters. It is intelligence that

has brought us up from savagery. It is intelligence, conjoined with

the sentiment of justice and brotherly love, that must guide us

through the perils that now menace the world . Reform must come

either from above or below . If it comes from above, its work will

be lighted by the peaceful beacons of education and religion. If it

comes from below , the glare of the incendiary's torch will blaze red

and appalling amid the crash of falling institutions. — Speech at Cau

cus ofFarmer Members ofLegislature, Jan. 3, 1887.

AN UNPLEASANT SUGGESTION. Beecher has sold himself to the

devil and the gold - bugs. He preaches no hell and too much money.

He may see the day that he will have no money and too much hell.

He may find bis “hard pan " a frying-pan.- The Anti- Monopolist.

asinis
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THE SPIRIT OF UNBELIEF. Unbelief, therefore, has not arisen

from the public schools; it has descended into them from the adults.

It has not.come from the alphabet and the Arabic numerals, but

from a spirit of skepticism in the age itself, attacking first the

thoughtful and penetrating downward among the multitude. The

remedy, in our judgment,is not the destruction or modification of the

public school system , but a greater vigilance and activity upon the

part of the churches. The school hours do not exceed thirty hours in

the week out of 168. Let the pastors use a portion of the remaining

time to train the moral nature of the young. Above all let them be

prepared to fight Unbelief with logic and enthusiasm.- The Anti

Monopolist.

THE FURNITURE OF THE “ NEW RICH.” The dwellings of the

“ new rich ” look like warehouses of furniture-dealers ; all is spick

and span new, until one is almost tempted, as he wanders through .

the resplendent grandeur, to look around for the salesman and in

quire the price . - Doctor Huguet.

THE UNIVERSAL FEAR OF COMETS. We have seen the folk

lore of the nations, passing through the endless and continuous

generations of children, unchanged from the remotest ages. In the

same way there is an untaught but universal feeling which makes

all mankind regard comets with fear and trembling, and which

unites all races of men in a universal belief that some day the world

will be destroyed by fire. - Ragnarok.

A DISTINCTION IN THIEVES. In the United States there is one

great difference between the rich thieves and the poor ones : - the

former are in “ society ; " the latter in the penitentiary . — Journal,

1884 .

THE LABOR ELEMENT.

It is probable that we may, as farmers, be called upon to co

operate with those members and senators from the great eities who

distinctly represent the great labor element. That element has

been too long. speechless. It is beginning to find a voice : a voice .

that will yet fill the world . I need not urge upon farmers the pro

priety and justice of co -operating with them . I can conceive ofno

demand they can make inconsistent with the interests of the agricult

ural class. They are producers. So are we. We are the two mighty
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wings of civilization. Our enemies are almost identical. In the

swarming workshops we find the market for our productions ; in our

fields they find the ultimate destination of their wares. Interest ,

humanity, justice, link us indissolubly together. If they are down in

the scale of mankind, the more reason why we should try to lift then

up . If they are oppressed , the more cause why we should defend

them . It is to the great honor of the English aristocracy that

they have liberalized their government with every step of advance

taken by the common people . In our own country civilization

must move forward along the lines of justice, or the whole develop

ment of the human race must be arrested . - Speech at Caucus of

Farmer Members of Legislature, Jan. 3, 1887.

A PROPHECY.

“ The inventions of men to gather wealth, through rates of interest

.and dividends on watered stocks, are unlimited in their gathering

power ; and the few have made it a constantwork to befog theminds

of the great mass of producers of wealth , and at the same time invent

ways and means of robbing them of every dollar of wealth they pro

duce .” — Indianapolis Sun.

The slavery which applied the gyres to the limbs and the whip

to the back was seen and known of all men ; but the slavery which

cunningly builds a conduit from the muscles of labor and the brain

of enterprise into the pockets of idle capital is invisible , although its

fruits are palpable as sunlight. If republican institutions fail in

this country, it will be because the stupid many are overn.atched by

the adroit few . It was thought in the aforetime that— as Macaulay

phrases it- “ ten thousand men who had had no breakfast and were

not sure where they would get their dinner would meet at the ballot

box to decide the destiny of a great and wealthy community ; " that

that the overthrow of the republic would come from the

labor force of the country. But events have demonstrated that the

labor force of the country is patient, honest and submissive ; ready

to suffer and fight for the preservation of society and free institu

tions. But, on the other hand, the real danger which threatens

the republic comes from organized and aggressive capital, inter

fering in public affairs, controlling legislation , corrupting the ballot

box and demoralizing society. The time is not far distant when this

country will witness a revolution , not as bloody, but certainly as far

reaching as the old French Revolution ; and if the people come out

is to say,
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of it triumphantly, they will recast the institutions of this nation so

that humau liberty will be forever safe from the dangers which now

threaten it.-- The Anti -Monopolist.

THE NECESSITY. FOR GENERAL PROSPERITY. The perfection

of society can only be reached through prosperity; and prosperity

dependson wise and equal laws, and these again on the intelligence

of the people. And so at last we find the surest cure for vice and

immorality in the school -house and the church ; the school -house to

fit men to know what is for their best interests ; and the church to

develop the moral nature, and save society from those peculiar vices

which are the outcome of superabundant prosperity . — The Anti

Monopolist.

GILDING THE PAGES OF OUR NATIONAL RECORD . A Wash

ington writer to the Minneapolis Tribune says :

“ The Forty -third Congress of our glorious country met for the

opening session on Monday of the past week , and enrolled among

its many new members the name ofWm . S. King, who promises to

be one of the most brilliant and useful of the long list of illustrious

statesmen that gild the pages of our national record. We, of his

constituency , have reason to feeljustly proud of our representative ."

Think of that ! " One of the most brilliant and useful of the

long list of illustrious statesmen that gild the pages of our national

récord !!" And this is not said “ sarkasticul,” as Josh Billings

expresses it, but in sober seriousness. And " we of his constituency

have reason to be proud of our représentative ! ” Great Heavings !

And if we are who has any right to complain ?

All that we have to say is, that if Bill takes a contract to “gild

the pages of our national record , ” he'll steal the gilding and

abstract the record . — The Anti-Monopolist.

THE TRUE SOURCE OF OUR NATIONAL GREATNESS. This is

a continent in process of colonization, with the whole world locking

in to take possession of it. The real cause of high wages is the

general prosperity, the demand for labor, the opportunities for grow

ing rich ; the sparseness of population compared with extent of ter

ritory. If you could run another Mississippi valley of vacant, or

half vacant, land, through the heart of Europe, the rush of settlers

to take possession of those lands would for a generation or two

raise the price of labor over all Europe . - Speech at Glencoe, 1884.
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THE ORIGIN OF SUN WORSHIP . But when we realize the fact

that these ancient religions were built upon the memory of an event

which had really happened -an event of awful significance to the

human race — the difficulty which perplexed Mr. Miller and other

scholars disappears. The sun had, apparently, been slain by an

evil thing ; for a long period it returned not, it was dead ; at length ,

amidthe rejoicings of the world, it arose from the dead, and came

in glory to rule mankind.

And these events, as I have shown, are perpetuated in the sun

worship which still exists in the world in many forms. Even the

Christian peasant of Europe still lifts his hat to the rising sun .

Ragnarok.

THE INDIANS CONSTANTLY ROBBED.

The total number of Indians receiving annuities is 46,365 . If we

estimateeach family to consist of four persons, which is a moderate

calculation, and divide this sum of $ 150,000,000 among the chiefs or

heads of families, we shall find that for each of such chiefs the gov

ernment has expended the sum of $ 13,000.

Where, now, is all this wealth ? Has it reached the Indians?.

Have its accumulations descended from father to son ? Do we find

it represented to -day, among the tribes, by comfortable homes and

overflowing granaries ? No ! Upon our Western prairies are scat

tered this miserable, degraded, impoverished people, an everlasting

reproach to our Christian nation and a disgrace to humanity.

Where, then , are these great sums? They have gone to fill the

coffers of those who stood between the Government and the Indian,

and deceived the one while they robbed the other.

Mr. Chairman, I feel that it is my duty to speak of these things.

The evil results of this pernicious system have descended upon my

own State in fire and blood. An innocent and unoffending popula

tion of white settlers have paid the penalty for years of misgovern

ment with their lives ; and although the scenes of devastation and

ruin and horror have passed away from my State- I trust, forever .

the system still lives, and is already preparing new stores of suf

fering and calamities for other communities When I have looked

upon the humble home of the frontiersman in ashes and beheld the

corpse of its owner lying gashed and bloody beside it , I could not

but trace home the terrible responsibility for all this evil to this
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Capitol and to that system which, taking charge of a savage race ,

retained them in barbarism , made no proper efforts for their civili

zation , and at last turned them loose like wild beasts, to glut their

brutal passions and infuriated rage upon an unsuspecting people.

I assert unhesitatingly and upon mature reflection that not even

our white race could rise from barbarism to civilization against the

pressure of such a system as that under and by means of which it is

proposed to civilize the Indians. — Speech in Congress, Feb. 7, 1865.

THE KANGAROO.

We don't propose to be outdone by The Farmer's Union, and so

we announce that our next illustration will be a Kangaroo.

We consider this a proper illustration for an agricultural paper,

for the self -evident reason that it has no connection with agriculture.

The Kangaroo is a highly interesting animal . It can sit on its

hind legs and balance itself on its tail ; a feat which no agricultural

editor in the United States, excepting Abernethy, has ever yet been

able to successfully accomplish .

The Kangaroo carries its young ones in a pouch, in front, where

they lie completely concealed from view , like Abernethy's breed of

potatoes, which grow altogether under ground, and are thus grass

hopper - proof..

They.young cling to their pouch and suck away like a lot of coun

try editors in the bosom of a Congressman. And wherever the Kan

garoo jumps the editors hang on, singing, “ And whithersoever thou

goest there will I go ; and thy country shall be my country .”

The difference between the young ones after they leave the pouch

and the young ones before they leave it , is precisely the difference

between the Democratic and Republican parties, viz : - one set is

out and the other set is in . That's all .

The fore paws of the Kangaroo are very small compared with his

feet ; and herein it differs from the ordinary politician , whose capac

ity to grab is out of all proportion to the rest of his organization.

Few animals can look so wise with so small a head. In which

respect also it reminds us of Abernethy.

The culture of the Kangaroo should be introduced into Minne

sota . The grasshopper will not eat him,-nor, in fact, will any.

thing else . To those who desire to diversify the crops, we would

cordially recommend the Kangaroo. When the Fox and Wisconsin

destinatie maksimeerimise
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canal comes iuto operation tbe Kangaroo will be invaluable to jump

over the sand -bars, where it is too wet to go afoot and not wet

enough to float a boat. A peck of wheat could be fastened to the

tail of each Kangaroo, and thus that great work of internal com

munication be made a brilliant success. — The Anti -Monopolist.

OUR THEOLOGY. Our theology, even where science has most

ridiculed it , is based on a great, a gigantic truth . Paradise, the

summer land of fruits, the serpent, the fire from heaven, the expul

sion, the waving sword, the “ fall of man ,” the “ darkness on the

face of the deep, ” the age of toil and sweat— all, all, are literal

facts. And could we but penetrate their meaning, the trees of life

and knowledge and the apples of paradise probably represent like

wise great and important facts, or events, in the history of our race .

-Ragnarok.

THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE . We cannot fail to recog

nize the all -fashioning hand of God as clearly in this sublime decla

ration as in the geologic eras, the configuration of the continents or

the creation of man himself. What a world of growth has already

budded and flowered and borne fruit from this seed ! What an

incalculable world of growth is to arise from it in the future ! -

Fourth of July Speech .

BLIGHTED PROSPECTS.

“ The New York Post is ungenerous enough to assert that

Ignatius lly cannot serve his country better than by blighting

his own political prospects. We think, out here, that these · pros

pects ' are pretty effectually blighted .' ” – St. Paul Dispatch .

If it blights a man's political prospects in Minnesota to follow his

convictions of right and duty to the bitter end , ours may be con

sidered as " effectually blighted ."

But we remember that the same Boston which once pelted Will

iam Lloyd Garrison with rotten eggs afterward carried him on its

shoulders, and will carry him in its heart forever.

We believe in doing right and letting the “ political prospects ?

take care of themselves . — The Anti-Monopolist.

THE MỌNOPOLISTS. If Congress bad not interfered youwould

bave placed a Mongolian, who could live on rice and rats, at the

elbow of every American workman, and reduced him to Asiatic

wretchedness. Your devilish arts have filled American laborers

11
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with discontent, despair and communism ; you are undermining the

very foundation of the republic by creating a class who, having no

hope of any improvement in their condition , have come to regard

property and government as their mortal enemies ; and on the slight

cst provocation they will break out into riots, such as those of Pitts

burg and Cincinnati. From such anarchy there is no refuge, if your

policy is to continue, but a strong government, and that means the

end of free government. - Speech at Glencoe, 1884.

THE SEVENTH DAY.

And this process is still going on . Mr. James Geikie says :

“ We are sure of this, that since the deposition of the shelly

clays, and the disappearance of the latest local glaciers, there have

beenno oscillations, but only a gradual amelioration of climate."

The world , like Milton's lion , is still trying to disengage its

hinder limbs from the superincumbent weight of the Drift. Every

snow -storm , every chilling blast that blows from the frozen lips of

the icy North, is but a reminiscence of Ragnarok .

But the great cosmical catastrophe was substantially over with

the close of the sixth day. We are now in the seventh day. The

darkness has gone ; the sun has come back ; the waters hare re

turned to their bounds ; vegetation has resumed its place ; the fish ,

the birds, the animals, men are once more populous in ocean , air,

and on the land ; the comet is gone , and the orderly processes of

nature are around us, and God is “ resting ” from the great task

of restoring his afflicted world . — Ragnarok.

EDUCATION The city swarms with book agents and represent

atives of Eastern publishing houses, all of whom have an eye on the
eminent educators . ” — Pioneer - Press.

Yes ; even as the shark followeth the emigrant ship, so the book

agent followeth the eminent educator; and for the same purpose-

Something to eat ! The other day the book publishers held a meeting

and resolved to sell at low figures to book agents, school teachers,

etc., but to keep up prices to the common people. " O Liberty !

said Madame Roland, as she passed the statue of that goddess, on

ber way to the place of execution, “ how many crimes are committed

in thy name!” O Education !” we echo, “ how many infernal

rascals steal themselves rich in thy name. ” —The Anti -Monopolist.

66
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DOING JUSTICE TO DONNELLY. “ A correspondent asks us to

do justice to Donnelly .' We can't. It isn't possible. Donnelly

will have to wait for justice till he falls into the bands of old Beelze .

bub . ” - Grange Advance.

And whenhe does Beelzebub will exclaim :

“ What ! that great and good man here ! This is another Re .

publican trick . Here, you infernal devils, carry him up tenderly to

heaven , where he belongs. And see— cook ! - broil me Young's

heart on the coals— and give me one of Joe Wheelock's hind legs

to pick my teeth with . " - Anti- Monopolist.

THE NEUTRAL PRESS. A new paper has been started at Reed's

Landing, called the Press. It has for its motto :

“ Pledged to no party's arbitrary sway ,

We follow Truth where'er it leads the way . ”

That sounds pretty, but it generally means to shut both eyes

and sing small. Such papers are too often like the fellow's canoe,

which was so delicately balanced that if he changed his chaw of to

bacco from one side of his mouth to the other it would upset the

precarious craft . — The Anti-Monopolist.

PUBLIC LIFE IN AMERICA : As I said before, I have no ambi

tion to shine, and I look upon public life as discredited , if not dis

honored , by the kind of men who rule it . It appears to me as a

sordid and debased struggle of little creatures for honors that fade

from the memories of men almost as soon as they are won . Out

of the thousands of public characters who have taken part in our

national life, one can count upon the fingers of his two hands the

list of those statesmen who have really left any impress on their

age ; while a still smaller number will be remembered beyond the

termination of the century in which they lived. I turned, therefore,

from the temptations of this shallow and barren life to the quiet of

my own library and communion with the mighty souls of the past

“ Those dead but sceptered sovereigns who still rule

Our spirits from their urns "

as one might tur from the sprawling and contemptible contentions

of dogs to a banquet of the gods. - Doctor Huguet.

MAN CANNOT BE TRUSTED TO THE MERCY OF HIS FELLOW

It is too evident that when you strip a man of all means of

self -defense, either through the courts or the laws, deprive him

MEN .
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of education and leave him to the mercy of his fellow -men, he must

suffer all the pangs which our unworthy human nature is capable

of inflicting. Who is there believes that man can safely intrust

himself solely and alone to the mercy of his fellow -man ? Let such a

man step forward and select his master ! Let him , in the wide circle

of the whole world, choose out that man-pure, just and humane –

upon whose vast, all- embracing charity he can throw the burden of

his life. Alas ! there is no such man.— Speech in Congress, Jan. 17,

1865 .

THE CONFLAGRATION OF SCIENCE . Have not Bacon's anticipa

tions been realized ? Does not the great conflagaration of science,

kindled by his torch, not only burn up the rubbish of many ancient

errors, and enlarge the practical powers of mankind, but is it not

casting great luminous tongues of flame, day by day, farther out into

the darkness with which nature has encompassed us ?—The Great

Cryptogram .

FETCHING IT HOME TO A MAN. If the ' hoppers lay their eggs

again this fall in Watonwan County, next spring will find brother

S-- a first -class Anti -Monopolist. It is extraordinary what a

clear perception of injustice an empty pocket brings. — The Anti

Monopolist.

CHRISTIANITY.

He who follows the gigantic Mississippi upward from the Gulf of

Mexico to its head -waters on the high plateau of Minnesota, will

not scorn even the tiniest rivulet, among the grasses, which helps to

create its first fountain . So he who considers the vastness for good

of this great force, Christianity, which pervades the world , down the

long course of so many ages, aiding, relieving, encouraging, cheering,

purifying, sanctifying humanity, cannot afford to ridicule even

these the petty fountains, the head -waters, the first springs from

which it starts on its world -covering and age - traversing course .

If we will but remember the endless array of asylums, hospitals,

and orphanages; the houses for the poor, the sick , the young , the

old, the unfortunate, the helpless, and the sinful, with which Chris

tianity has literally sprinkled the world ; when we remember the

uncountable millions whom its ministrations have restrained from

bostiality, and have directed to purer lives and holier deaths, he
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indeed is not to be envied who can find it in his heart, with malice

aforethought, to mock or ridicule it.-- Ragnarok.

MANKIND. Battles cease, wars pass away, heroes perish , great

men die, only mankind survives. “Only mankind is the true man ; "

only mankind is fit to toil and labor and die for.-Memorial

Address, 1884.

THE EAGLE .

The eagle flow in upper air ;

Its shadow crawled along the grass.

THE TRUE DOCTRINE.

There is a hearty glow of patriotism in this paragraph from the

Memphis Appeal which is extremely pleasant:

“ Democrats we are, and Tennesseans, and full of love for our

thrice-blessed South -land ; but over all there laps the claim of Union,

with its ureat achievementsand its greater destiny. God bless the

tlag, and God bless the Union, andmay He strengthen all hearts,

both north and south , to labor for an everlasting peace between the
States. " .

That is the true doctrine and the true spirit. God bless every

man who preaches it ! And may every wretch that seeks to rise by

planting hatred in the hearts of fellow -citizens of a common country

perish amid all the calamities whichGod can inflict on the basestof

mankind .

We must have a nation as grand in its moral as its material

features ; held together, not by force of law, but by force of love .

The soil on which love flourishes is justice.

Let us make our flag truly the representative of fairplay, gener

osity and brotherly love, so that if any foreign foe assails it the men

of the South will spring to arms to defend it as readily as the men

of the North . — The Anti -Monopolist, 1874 .

THE PLUNDERINGS OF THE WHEAT RING . But the excuses

do not end here. In addition to these fine discriminations as to

grade we have pretenses of all kinds : -one year the wheat is too

wet; another year it is frozen ; another year it is smutted ; another

year it has too much cockle in it. And t'ien they go into

the question of the genealogy of the wheat: Fellows who have no

pedigree themselves insist that every , kernel of wheat must have

one ; and to sell a load of wheat is equal to proving the title to an
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l -state. If it can be established that a fugitive kernel of “Lost

Nation " has strayed into one of his sacks, the farmer may have to

forfeit the whole profits on his entire crop. He might just as well

trace back his paternity to a man that was hanged, as to have the

buyer feel around in his sack and cry out triumphantly, “ There's

Lost Nation ! " - Speech at Glencoe, 1884 .

TELL THE TRUTH . Tell the truth , Brother H. , if it loosens

your front teeth in the extraordinary effort. - The Anti -Monopolist.

THE ELIZABETHAN PERIOD . To the average man and woman

around us that era -making Elizabethan period was but a name. To

us it was the visible interference of the hand of God in the affairs

of men , through the mediumship of mighty intellects, who have

affected the minds of all subsequent generations, and whose power

will increase with the growth of population and the development of

civilization on the earth . - Doctor Huguet.

INTELLIGENT IGNORANCE. We have always said that the people

of Zumbrota were the most intelligent and at the same time the most

stupid on the continent; for there is a kind of intelligence that is as ·

unprogressive, as intolerant and as conservative as ignorance itself;

it is the intelligence of the man who “ knows it all," and whose

mental constitution is incapable of the reception of a single new

idea . Hence such a man is always the victim of cunning decep

tions. — The Anti -Monopolist, 1877.

CITY AND COUNTRY . A poor man is oftentimes rich in the

country, while a rich man may be poor in the city . Journal, 1883.

THE WORK OF THE Plow. Set the plow moving, and the re

sult is wealth. But the wealth is only valuable as it is able to com

municate and interchange itself with other wealth . Hence the

necessity for roads. Where these roads converge there are towns

and cities, and these give birth to greater roads, increasing like the

veins as you approach the heart of commerce . What next ? Re

lieve the primal animal necessities of man, and his higher nature

comes into play- it begins to dart out and reach at new subjects.

It observes, it inquires, it reflects. New wants arise with new

knowledge, and these again beget other wants. Give a man wealth ,

and civilization comes to him clad in a thousand attractive shapes

andcolors. It is said that the earth taken from the depths of mines,
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where it has slept for thousands of years, if exposed to the sun's räys

will develop all manner of novel and singular plants. So when

civilization beams upon the mind of man , it awakens the seeds of a

multitude of new wants of which he was beforeunconscious. Soci

ety is the interchange of wants. Whenever you afford man the

opportunity to improve his condition you widen the area of civiliza

tion . Every bushel of wheat grown is a contribution to the wealth

of the world, and, therefore, to the comfort of the human family.

Hence we may say that every plow set moving on the plains of the

West is felt in its consequences through all the populations of

Europe.— Speech in Congress, May 7 , 1868 .

AMERICA. What a divine task is this, given to each of us, to help

build up such a nation, on such an arena, and with such principles !

Is it not good to live in such a day, and to take part in such a work ?

-Memorial Address, 1884 .

THE EXISTENCE OF GOD PROVED .

" Indeed !” I said, warming up, for I, too, was conscious of

Mary's presence. “ Indeed ! why, you use the very intelligence

which God has given you to deny that there is an Intelligence in the

universe . You conceive of a great work - shop without a masterme

chanic. You perceive a million delicate adjustments in nature, and

you conclude that those adjustments adjusted themselves. You

would have design, but no designer. Consider it but a moment.

To permit you to deny God, with your thoughts and your tongue,

there have to be ten thousand curious and cunning inventions applied

to your own body, so subtle that science has not yet been able to

apprehend, much less explain, but a few of them . The process of

thought is inexplicable on any physical basis. How can a mass

of pulpy matter, which we call the brain , dart out lines of 'some

thing that shall travel to the remotest borders of the milky way ,

and weigh, as in a grocer's balance, the very planets and suns ? If

you would deny God, you must begin by denying yourself, fór the

power to think that there is or is not a God impliesa thought -power

somewhere in the universe of which your intellect is a fragment or

fraction . It is impossible to conceive a vast creation without a gen

eral intelligence. A creation possessing only spots of unconnected

intelligence, scattered 'here and there, self-born , self-luminous, and

mortal, cannot be. " - Doctor Huguet.
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TWO STORIES

Good old Abraham Lincoln used to tell a story of two drunken

men who got into a fist fignt. Each had an overcoat on. They

“ fit and they fout , ” they rolled and they tumbled, and when they

got through with the battle each man had fought himself out of his

own overcoat and into his opponent's overcoat.

The Minneapolis Tribune is now striving lustily to fight its way

into our overcoat. It is denouncing " plundering railroad combina

tions ” and “ robbers of the people ” as vigorously as ever we have

done. And now, lo ! and behold ! the Pioneer- Press, which, time out

of mind, has denounced all opposition to railroad rings as commu

nism ” of the most red republican stripe, is now trying hard to get

into our capacious overcoat also .

A Spanish cavalier was riding his mule one bright summer day ;

a fly bit the mule's long ear ; he lifted his leg to scratch offtheoffend- |

ing insect, when his foot caught in the stirrup, and, unable to extricate

himsolf, he began to struggle about on three legs. “ Hold on ! ”

cried the astonished cavalier, “ if you are going to get on I will get

off.” We feel very much the same way. If these Republican sheets

are determined to mount our hobby would it not be well for us to

seek another steed —The Anti-Monopolist.

THE MIRACLE OF LIFE. The scientist picks up a fragment of

stone— the fool would fling it away with a laugh — but the philoso

pher sees in it the genesis of a world ; from it he can piece out the

detailed history of ages; he finds in it, perchance, a fossil of the

oldest organism , the first traces of that awful leap from matter to

spirit, from dead earth to endless life ; that marvel of marvels, that

miracle of all miracles, by which dust and water and air live ,

breathe, think, reason , and cast their thoughts abroad through time

and space and eternity .-- Ragnarok.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM . The interest of the public school

system is the interest of the free institutions of this nation. No

blow can be struck at its existence that will not endanger the heart

of the republic. Co - eval in birth , co - equal in life, they will be con

temporary in death .

When the golden sun ceases to shine upon the marble high

schools.of the East, and the log -built schools of the Western clear

ing, it will look its last upon our great and good government. If

.
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once, from the grasp of the poor man, shall be wrested this univer

sal system of education, dearer to him than those liberties which it

interprets or protects; if once the exclusive university or the im

practical college'shall supplant or suppress it, woe to that principle

which declared man equal with man - woe to that declarationwhich

brought down the British eagle flying and raised on high the ban

ner of a free people. They will be neutralized they willbe for

gotten.- AlumniSpeech, 1853.

A VALENTINE TO A LITTLE GIRL .

Winds, blow fleetly to lady mine

This leaf of love from her Valentine.

Tell her I love her as angels love

Their starry harps in the realm above;

Where never sadness and never is sighing,

And never is wail unto wail replying ;

Where thoughts come not that are darksome and dreary ;

Where tasks rise not that are lonesome and weary ;

But all is as bright, in that blessed place,

As the laugh that lives on her sunny face.

Tell her I wait till her womanly bloom

Shall beam like a rose in a bower of gloom ;

And all that is beauty's, and all that is worth's,

Shall mingle and meet in her features of gladness ;

And all that is heaven's, and naught that is earth's,

Shall touch her pure spirit with trouble and sadness.

-1853.

A LAUGH . The fellow laughs as if it hurt him . A pang passes

over his face, but he controls it at once , and once more looks dejected .

-Journal, 1884.

PROOFS OF DEITY . Who regulates the growth of the eye -brows

and eye-lashes ? If they grew like the hair or beard , the savage or

the beast could not see. The beasts have no scissors, and the save

age at first had no cutting instruments. Who is it watches every

hair, and puts his finger on the end of it, and says, “ Thus far shalt

thou go , and no farther. " - Journal, 1890 .

THE LEADERSHIP OF WOMEN . It is an auspicious sign for the

future of the human race when women, who in the olden time were

نمنطودعبهب
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tbe slaves or the playthings of men , prove that their more delicate

nervous organization is not at all incompatible with the greatest

mental labors or the profoundest and most original conceptions.

And if it be a fact – as all creeds believe – that our intelligences

are plastic in the hands of the external spiritual influences, then we

may naturally expect that woman - purer, higher, nobler and more

sensitive than man – will in the future lead the race up many of the

great sun -crowned heights of progress, where thicker - brained man

can only follow in her footsteps. - The Great Cryptogram .

( THE END.)

1
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Hote :

In Memoriam .

During the progress of these pages through the

press, the author, William D. O'Connor, Assistant

General Superintendent of the Life-Saving Service,

passed suddenly away from the conflicts and contro

versies of life . He had suffered for a long time

from partial paralysis. He was regarded as a con

firmed sufferer, and the announcement of his death

at Washington on the morning of May 9, 1887,

came as a sad surprise to a wide circle of admiring

friends. Mr. O'Connor was an enthusiast in the

work in which he was engaged . He was very proud

of his department of the Government service, and

often spoke hopefully of a time when shipwrecks

on the American coast would be almost impossible.

There can be no doubt that if Mr. O'Connor had

devoted himself wholly to literature he would have

made more than a common mark . As it is, he has

left bebind him more than one powerful contribu

tion to the current controversy on the Baconian

authorship of the “ Shakspearean plays ." He took

issue with the late Richard Grant White on this

question, and made most chivalrous appeals in



defense of Delia Bacon and Mrs. Potts. Of “Ham.

let's Note -book , " one of his most effective pieces of

work , a critic says : “ This book — whether one

believes in Bacon as the author of ' Shakspeare's

Plays' or not — is as fine a piece of rhetorical special

pleading as the annals of controversial literature

will show . "

These pages, the last literary effort of his life,

prove how earnestly he could champion a cause ,

how steadfastly he could defend a man whom he

thought to have been unfairly dealt with .

Speaking of Mr. O'Connor's personal qualities,

Mr. Henry Latchford says :

.

“ From time to time, in the afternoon, I called

at his office in the Treasury Building , and helped

him down stairs and to the street cars on Pennsyl.

vania avenue. He always had something delight

fully original tó say on any subject. І

had heard O'Connor spoken of in Dublin , London ,

Paris and Boston as ' & spirit finely touched .' It is

almost impossible to describe the charm of his

presence , his character, his voice, grey eyes, silken

yellow hair and his wonderful conversation. But it

is possible for those of us who knew him to say

that when so much high endeavor, such splendid

intellect, such wide sympathies, and such a gentle

voice have been embodied in one human being, the

death of this rare person means that there has

passed away a glory from the earth .



MR. DONNELLY'S REVIEWERS.

I.

In the opening pages of the little volume on

Bacon -Shakespeare matters, entitled Hamlet's Note

Book, which the present writer published a couple of

years ago, the question was raised whether reviews

are of any real advantage to literature - whether

they are not, on the contrary, a serious detriment,

mainly because they have the power, through the

facile medium of current journals and periodicals, to

give a book a bad name in advance, and, by deterring

readers, either absolutely prevent or greatly delay

its recognition. Just in proportion to the depth or

worth of the book, is this what is likely to hap

pen to it.

The case under consideration at the time was.

that of Mrs. Constance M. Pott's edition of the

Promus, which, until then, had been Lord Bacon's

only unpublished manuscript. As such , it was of

evident value, but it had become doubly so because

Mrs. Pott had illustrated its sixteen hundred sen

tences by parallel passages from the Shakespeare

drama, nearly all of which were plainly in relation,

and a great number actually identical in thought and

terms. As the Promus was a private note-book of

acon's, antedatingmost of the plays, and as the man

William Shakspere, could not possibly have had

access to it, the significance of the coincidences estab

lished by the parallels in such quantities is apparent

7
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to any candid mind, and the book was, therefore, of

exceptional importance. Nevertheless, Mr. Richard

Grant White so reviewed it in the Atlantic Monthly

when it appeared , as to create the conviction, aided

by the journals which follow.ed his lead , that it was a

work of lunacy, and to actually arrest its circu

lation. Atthe time he did this, he himself, as I have

had since the best authority for knowing, had

become a secret convert to the Baconian theory, and

despised and loathed the Stratford burgher with a

sort of rancor . a fact which his papers on the

Anatomization of Shakespeare sufficiently indicate .

The lack of international copyright as an existing

evil, is less to be mourned than the cold -hearted sur

render of literature to the tribe of Jack the Ripper,

involved in cases like these. There are bitter hours

when we could well yearn for the spacious days

when authors had only to get past the official cen

sorship, bad as it was, and face the free judgment of

the public, without the perennial intervention of the

gangs of ignorant and impudent men, self-styled

reviewers. It was that warm , spontaneous, disinter

ested popular judgment that gave welcome to the

works we know as Cervantes and Calderon , Dante

and Rabelais, Moliere and Shakespeare, and saw

them securely lodged in eternal favor, before any

banded guild of detraction could exist to fret their

authors' spirits, check their genius, or lessen them

beforehand in public interest and honor. What

would the modern reviewers have done to them ?

The worthlessness of the critical verdicts of this

century, in which they first began, is measured by

the fame of the works they onoe assailed. It would
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be difficult to name any cardinal book that upon its

appearance was not belittled , censured or condemned

by the literary authorities of the periodicals. Every

one of the great British poets, from Scott to Tenny

son , had to run the gauntlet of abuse and denial, and

received bis meed of praise, after long waiting, only

from the slow justice of the common reader. It is

true that the intelligent critics who disparaged and

reviled the entire galaxy, including Keats, Shelley,

Coleridge, Wordsworth and Byron, closed up with

astonishing unanimity in roaring eulogy on Alex

ander Smith, who certainly was a memorable geyser

of splendid metaphors, but is now almost forgotten.

In France, Victor Hugo, altogether supreme among

the geniuses of modern Europe, an instance almost

unexampled in literature of demiurgic power and

splendor, was so derided and denounced for years by

these men, that at one time, so George Sand tells us,

he nearly resolved in his despair to lay down his per

forever. George Sand herself, the greatest without

exception of all the women that ever wrote, whose

works have changed the tone of the civilized world

in respect to womankind , and who has insensibly

. altered every statute book in Europe and America

in favor of her sex , was for many years, and is even

at times now, seen only through the reviewers' tem

pestuous veiling of mud for darkness and bilge water

for rain . Her great romance, Consuelo, which, were

the image not too small, might be compared for

purity to the loveliest new-blown rose , glittering

with the dew of dawn - a book whose central char

acter is the very essence of noble womanliness,

kindred in art to Murillo's Virgin — was made for
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years the very synonym of infamy. Her exquisite

idyl of village life in France, La petite Fadette, I

saw once in translation here disguised under the

title of Funchon, and the author's name withheld

from the title page - all for the sake of decency ! In

one of her novels, Lelia, she makes her beautiful

heroine, after talking to her lover purely and elo

quently of the celestial nature of love, draw his

head to her bosom and press upon it her sacred

kisses; and I am told that an apparently true born

reviewer, one of her latest French critics, evidently a

moral demon, the academician Caro- refers to this

incident as a sample of what he calls her "sensual

ideality, " and holds it up as something dripping

with offense and stench and horror ! The critical de

traction of the marvelous Balzac delayed his success

until late in life, and the vital and life-giving dra

matic creations of the elder Dumas, with their extra

ordinary and recondite research, their measureless

exuberance of invention, and the unique, jovial

humor they have as a distinct element, were ignored

or mocked by the mandarins long after their quali

ties had made them dear to the whole reading world.

No variety of books has escaped the injury of this

fool system , which sets mediocrity or malignity to

arbitrate over talent or genius. Everyone can

remember the reception given to Buckle's History of

Civilization , a work of diversified and enormous

learning, of fresh and noble views into the life of

nations like the opening of new vistas, and among

its great merits the quality, inestimable in a book,

of breaking up that narcolepsia which even the best

reading will induce, and rousing and holding in

O
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animation the mind of the peruser. The misrepresent

ation and detraction heaped upon it by the critical

prints were profuse and incessant until the appear

ance of the second volume, when its author turned

upon his assailants in a lengthy foot note, and like a

gallant bull gored an Edinburgh reviewer in a way

to make the matadors and picadors alike wary.

Who can forget the foaming assaults of the army of

reviewing boobies and bigots through which Darwin

at length swept in victory to his triumph and his

rest behind the rampart of his proud, immortal tomb

in the old abbey ? On the poetry of Walt Whit

man , in which Spirituality appears as the animating

soul, creating and permeating every word and every

line, as it does every detail, gross or delicate, of the

natural world, and whose simple grandeur has

entered the spirits of all who are greatest in Europe

and this country , the current criticism was long, and

until recently, nothing but a storm of brutal pas

quinades. As one looks back and sees, by the ulti

mate triumph of the sterling books in every

instance, upon what paltry and fictitious pretenses

the indictments upon them must have been made,

it becomes more and more a marvel that such an

abominable order of tribunals should have ever come

into vogue or been so long tolerated .

II.

The latest example in point is the treatment which

Mr. Donnelly's extraordinary work, The Great Cryp

togram , has received from the critics of a number of

our leading journals. So much has already been

said that it is not necessary to more than briefly
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describe the character of this volume. Although

nearly a thousand pages in length , it has, by the

general admission of its readers, an absorbing inter

est. The first half contains a formidable argument,

supported at every point by copious facts, against

Shakspere as the author of the drama affiliated

upon his name, and in favor of Lord Bacon ; and

whatever may be its flaws or defects, every sensible

and unbiased mind will consider it masterly. The

second part is devoted to the exbibition of the nar

rative which Mr. Donnelly asserts was interwoven

by Bacon , word by word , through the text of the

plays. This, so far as the extracts of it given can

show, is to be Bacon's autobiography; comprising the

history of his relation to the actor and manager

Shakspere and to the Shakespeare dramas ; to

the life of the Elizabethan court ; and to the uni

multiplex transactions of his time. Of course ,

though sufficiently ample, a comparatively small

part of the marvelous tale is given , for the reason

that the labor of a number of years, which even

the worst enemies of the book concede to have been

stupendous in patience and diligence, did not enable

Mr. Donnelly to completely decipher more ; and it

was to enable himself to finish the work he had

begun on two interlocking plays that, forced into

print, he decided for prudential reasons connected

with the preservation of his copyright to withhold

the basic or root numbers of the cipher for the

present. With this reservation, the book, perfectly

unanswerable in its main argument, was published,

and at once, and before it could get to the public,

the reviewers of several journals of enormous
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circulation and great popular credit fell upon it pell

mell. The pretext given for its critical demolition

was that the primary numbers of the cipher had

been withheld ; and hence it was assumed or argued

that Mr. Donnelly must be, at least, a victim of

unconscious cerebration or a lunatic, but more prob

bly and reasonably a fraud , a forger, a cheat, a liar,

a swindler and a scoundrel. The singular and strik

ing narrative he had extricated from the text of the

plays was declared to be nothing but a cento ob

tained by picking out the words he wanted and

stringing them together as he chose, without any

logical connection with the figures he paraded . The

brave zealots for the truth who thus exposed him in

all his hideous moral deformity, ignored , what any

merely thoughtful or candid person would have

observed , that, although the basic numbers of the

cipher had been withheld , the working numbers

which remained showed a uniformity and limitation,

which made the idea of imposture not only impossible

but perfectly ridiculous, and at the very least, cre

ated a tremendous presumption in favor of the reality

and validity ofthe cryptogram . But the revilers, in

their prepense determination to reduce to nothingness

the results of years of weary toil, looked out of sight

a still more important consideration. It is manifest

that , after all, a great mathematical problem must

be decided by an adept in mathematics. If doubt

exists in regard to the verity of a complex crypto

graph, none but a skilled cryptologist can resolve it.

In the case under notice this had been done. Im

mediately upon the publication of the book Pro

fessor Colbert, a distinguished mathematician,
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having previously been admitted in confidence to a

complete knowledge of all the la ivs and numbers of

the cipher, disclosed or withheld, came out in a

lengthy article in the Chicago Tribune, a journal of

great distinction and circulation, and roundly certi

fied, without ' any qualification, to the absolute

validity and reality of the cryptogram ! In view of

this decisive scientific judgment, coming from a

source unaccused and inaccusable by even the most

unscrupulous of the anti-Donnelly banditti, how

could any one dare to call the verity and regularity

of the cipher into question ? And how , in view of

the decree of an authority like Professor Colbert,

could even the most unprincipled and reckless of the

patient scholar's abusers, have had the measureless

brass to go the length of covering him with scurril

epithets ? But the case against the dealers in stigma

is even worse than as stated. At about the date of

Professor Colbert's finding, Mr. Donnelly, who was

then in London, consented, at the solicitation of Mr.

Knowles, the editor of the Nineteenth Century

magazine, a disinterested person , to submit the entire

cipher to the judgment of a scientific expert, to be

chosen by Mr. Knowles. The selection fell upon

Mr. George Parker Bidder, a Queen's Counsel,

which is the highest grade of lawyers in Great

Britain, and one of the most eminent mathema

ticians in England. After a careful study, Mr.

Bidder reported that Mr. Donnelly had made a

great and extraordinary discovery, and that, although

the work was not without errors in execution , the

existence of the cipher was undeniable. Here, then ,

was additional and incontestible proof that Mr.

1
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Donnelly's cryptogram was neither a delusion nor a

fraud, but a reality. The finding rested now upon

the perfect knowledge and unquestioned integrity of

two eminent men, widely removed from each other.

Under these circumstances it is nothing but folly or

impudence in any reviewer to deny evidence which

is not based on opinion, buton certainty. The exis

tence of the Baconian cipher in the Shakespeare

text, in view of the decision of persons who are

authorities, is no longer a hypothesis; it is a fact !

Suppose an astronomer should announce, simply by

astronomical calculations based on certain phe

nomena, the existence and locality of a new planet,

as Leverrier did in the case of the planet Neptune,

subsequently found by Dr. Galle's telescope : a host

of people might assert its non -existence, but if

Laplace and Herschel said, “ We have verified the

calculations ; the star is there," doubt and debate

would end, for the experts had spoken. Nothing

after, but to wait until the lens made the discovery.

The confirmations of astronomers as to the exis

tence of an undiscovered planet are no more

decisive than those of cryptographers as to the

existence of an uncompleted cipher.

Subsequent to the decision of Messrs. Colbert and

Bidder, two other eminent authorities, after examin

ation, rendered a similar judgment. One of them

is Sir Joseph Neale McKenna, a distinguished crypt

ologist and member of Parliament; at Dublin, the

other the Count D'Eckstadt, a celebrated Austrian

scholar and diplomat, all his life versed in secret

writing as used in European courts.
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Of the existence of the scientific decision , sup

porting the claims of the cipher, the reviewers were

well aware, for it was widely published prior to

their onslaughts. But what care they for decis

ions ! The purpose of the flippant persifleur or

the literary slasher holds against all oracles. These

men would have denied algebra , and “ reviewed ,"

without mercy , the Arab that devised it.

M.

I do not wish to include Professor Davidson

among them . He was the first to put forth, in two

columns of the New York World (April 29th , '88), an

adverse judgment on the cipher part of Mr. Don .

nelly's book, and this was prior to the verdict of

Professor Colbert and Mr. Bidder. Had he been

aware of it, being one who knows what is due to a

scientific decree, it might bave arrested his action ,

which I am confident he will yet retract and be

sorry for. I withhold an examination of his article,

being content to remark that it is manifestly wholly

based on suppositions and assumptions, as the reader

might have seen , and that these are not borne out

by the facts, as I happen to know. More, however,

to be regretted than any of his badly-taken points is

the haste with which he rushed into print to dis

credit Mr. Donnelly's volume. His article was

dated April 29th, written, of course , at a date still

earlier, and the book was issued on the 2d of May

following. Thus, for at least three days before

publication, he had a clear field with hundreds of

thousands of readers, prejudicing them against the

book, not only by his plausible statements, but by
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his personal distinction as a brilliant and learned

man . The blow came from him with double force

in view of the fact that he, more than anyone else,

had advanced the credit of the cipher by his long

and favorable provisional report, based upon a

partial investigation in a former issue of The World.

His later article had , therefore, all the effect of a

formal retraction or palinode. This virtual change

of front was surely astounding. Some persons have

ascribed it to sheer timidity. It may be so , but I

sincerely hope not. Certainly he showed valiancy

enough when , in his extended report in The World ,

he faced the bitter and silly Shaksperean prejudice,

and threw just and favoring light in advance on

Mr. Donnelly's magnificent discovery. It is said,

however, that Marshal Saxe, queller of armies,

would sink into what De Quincey and his English

call, “ a blue funk , ” and quake with terror if a mouse

appeared in his private chamber ; and it may be

that at last, with the cipher before him not abso

lutely proved, and the mountain of Shakspereolatry

in full throe on the horizon, Professor Davidson

quailed at the prospect of the contemptible small

derision that threatened to enter his cloister.

Another critic who deserves to be noticed no

less mildly than Professor Davidson, if only out of

the respect due to misfortune, is Mr. John J. Jen

nings, who, at that time, on May 6th, occupied nearly

three solid columns of the St. Louis Post-Despatch in

the effort to establish that the Donnelly cipher is only

a simple case of arithmetical progression ; that Mr.

Donnelly is the deluded victim of his own arithmetic ;

that the numerical array of cipher figures is really
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all mirage; and that as for the cipher itself, like the

crater of Vesuvius, according to the blasé Sir

Charles Coldstream , there is nothing in it.” Vol.

taire says of Dante, that his obscurity causes him

to be no longer understood, adding that he has had

commentators, which is perhaps another reason . I

will not insist upon any parallel between Mr. Jen

nings and Dante (the action of the imagination of

these two poets being widely different), further than

to remark that the mathematical exhibit in Mr.

Jennings'article is a decided case of woven darkness;

and, as he has been favorably accepted and com .

mented on by several of the intellectual reviewers

under notice, it may be that their exegesis has

greatly obscured , in my apprehension, the modusoper

andi of his ingenious rebus. Certainly it would

seem , by the terms in which his scholiasts interpret

and approve his demonstrations, that each of their

brains had turned into a pint of small white beans,

a condition to which his composition assuredly tends

to reduce the minds of all his readers. His general

object is to show the utter shallowness and absurd

ity of Mr. Donnelly in attempting to withhold and

conceal his primary or root number, which he

declares is perfectly patent, and then, by a series of

bewildering little computations, proceeds to expose.

The number, he says, is always and everywhere, by

all permutations and in all sorts of ways, simply

222, and to this he conjoins in some mysterious

fashion, perfectly dumbfoundering to me, what he

calls “ a beautiful and buoyant little modifier- the

figure one.” When I read all this, it made me think

of the equally luminous method by which certain
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persons, according to good old Father Rabelais, get

at the ages of the heroic and dæmonic cycle. The

curé of Meudon says in his profuse and jolly manner :

“ As for the demigods, fauns, satyrs, sylvans, hob

goblins, ægipanes, nymphs, heroes and demons,

several men have, from the total sum which is the

result of the divers ages calculated by Hesiod,

reckoned their life to be nine thousand seven hun

dred and twenty years; this sum consisting of four

special numbers, orderly arising from one ; the same

added together and multiplied by four every way,

amounts to forty ; these forties being reduced into

triangles by five times, make up the total of the

aforesaid number." Mr. Jennings' explication of

the Donnelly cipher, conceived in all seriousness,

though tossed with nonchalant and gay assurance

to the public, and culminating in his ubiquitous 222,

“ orderly arising from one, ” would perfectly match

the dumfoozler of Rabelais if it only had some

thing of its sane mockery. When it first appeared ,

there were three or four persons in the country , who,

knowing Mr. Donnelly's real basic number, must

have smiled to the depths of their midriffs at the

spectral unreality of the substitute. Weeks later,

when Mr. Donnelly, yielding to a general desire,

published the root number in question, which was

836, it must have been interesting to see Mr. Jen

nings' face lengthen at the suddenly disclosed dis

crepancy between the true figure, and the one he

had revealed with such dogmatic confidence, together

with its “ buoyant and beautiful little modifier -

the figure one." Perhaps, however, the conscious

ness that his figment bad, in the interim , wrought
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some injury to the circulation of the Donnelly

volume, may have consoled him for the disaster that

had befallen his sapient revelation. That before its

refutation or exposure, any part of the population

could have been deterred by such a baseless fabric

of a vision from reading the book before rejecting

it, would seem to show that we have among us

Captain Cook's Pelew Islanders in all their guileless

innocence.

Still another proof of the Arcadian simplicity of

some readers is afforded by the credit which appears

to have been given to an article in the St. Paul

Pioneer- Press of May 6th, afterward promoted to

the dignity of a pamphlet, and widely circulated,

especially at the West. It is entitled The Little

Cryptogram , and is the work of Mr. J. Gilpin Pyle.

Itsstrain is that of a rather venomous badinage,

and its serious object to destroy the credibility of

the cipher, by showing that under its rules you can

get any narrative you choose. The way the author

illustrates this is to compose an insulting sentence

made up from the text of Hamlet, and lay alongside

its several words the figures of a mock -cipher. Of

course the process differs from Mr. Donnelly's in

being perfectly arbitrary, and equally of course the

performance is sheer travesty. Yet I was credibly

informed by a gentleman who had traveled at the

time through the Northwest that numbers of people

considered this rank and shallow burlesque irresisti

ble in point of humor, and an utter refutation of

the methods of the cryptogram . Messrs. Colbert

and Bidder, witnesses to the science of Mr. Donnelly's

solutions,would hardly think Mr. Pyle's transparent
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buffoonery worth a smile, but they might easily be

led to stare at the spectacle of sensible people giving

it the slightest credence. A similar excursion was

made in the New York Sun of May 6th. The author

of the Cryptogram had deciphered of Ann Hatha

way, “ She hath a fine complexion, with a high

color and long red hair," and the witty editor, paro

dying the cipher method , continued with, “ She

sometimes rode, perforce, a costermonger's white

horse." But as this chimed in with the current fad

that a white horse is always seen in the neighbor

hood of a red -healed girl, one could be merely

amused, and say lightly, “ The Sun is a jolly joker ;

it smiles for all.” Whoever felt in the witticism an

unfair mockery felt also that the injurious intention

was quenched in the fun, and could declare like

Jupiter in Hugo's poem , “ I have laughed, therefore

I pardon .” The effect in Mr. Pyle's squib is differ

ent. He is not witty, and only produces a piece of

sardonic slang, which aims to do harm , and rests

upon naked misrepresentation. The sentence he pre

tends to extract from Hamlet by the cipher method

is this : “ Dou -nill-he, the author, politician and

mountebanke, will work out the secret of this play.

The sage is a daysie.” One might as easily find in

the Midsummer's NightDream by such a cipher

method : “ If Jay -Gil-Pin- Pyle will onlie tie bis ears

orer his heade in a neat bow -knot, and put on his

hatte and keepe it on, no one will readily find out

his resemblance to Nick Bottom . The hoodlum is a

peach -blossom .” But Mr. Pyle might think this

style of cipher rather personal. It certainly is entirely

apocryphal, which is another resemblance. Such
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an attempt at invalidation is really beneath even

contempt, but one can hardly help feeling something

like indignation to think that means like these

should be employed to break down an honest author.

IV .

The foregoing are samples of some outlying varie

ties of ill treatment to which The Great Cryptogram ,

has been subjected. But the full force of hostile

criticisin is not seen until we come to the pure

literary censure, where the small deceit and sinful

games of the professional reviewer have full play.

A writer in the Boston Daily Advertiser having

announced that Mr. Donnelly's book is dead, adds

that it is because " the best judges " have condemned

it . Let us see, therefore, by their judgments, what

manner of men are "the best judges."

First in order of dignity is Mr. Appleton Morgan,

thepresident of the New York ShakespeareSociety.

As Mr. Morgan for some time, long before he could

really know anything about the cipher, for the book

was not then published, had done his best in various

ways to sap and break it down in advance, his public

appearance against it in an elaborate article, nearly

three columns long, close type, in the New York

World of May 6th, was simply logical, though per

haps unexpected. He had been an avowed Baconian,

a still more avowed anti- Shakespearean ; and what

had actuated his private enmity to the Donnelly

book before he had read it, and his subsequent open

attempt to set the myriad readers of The World

against it, is best known to himself.
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It is curious to follow his points. He begins

with the dogmatic assertion, shotted to the muzzle

with insult and dishonor, that Mr. Donnelly has

fabricated a story which is merely a cento — a novel

lette compacted of Shakespeare words; and has

foisted it off by a trick of figures as a cipher nar

rative of Lord Bacon's.

To show that no real cipher exists in the text, he

asserts, with the air of one who was present when

the first folio was printed, and knows all about it,

that four printing houses in London were concerned

in its manufacture, viz.: the establishments of W.

Jaggard, Ed. Blount, I. Southweeke and W. Aspley,

whose names were printed in the colophon as respon

sible for the press-work; and that consequently no

four printing houses, nor one printing house, could

have preserved the particular arrangement of the

words on the page on which, as Mr. Donnelly has

found, the order of the cipher depends. Does not

Mr. Donnelly see this ? he asks, tauntingly. If Mr.

Donnelly sees what I see, he sees that the inflexible

rule of the old printing offices was, “ Follow copy, if
you have to follow it out of the window ! ” and this

disposes at once of Mr. Morgan's idle objection .

Under the orders of the hired proof-reader, or the

master of the establishment, paid to secure compli

ance, the printers would set up with Chinese fidelity

exactly what was put before them, and preserve

intact the arrangement of the words upon the page,

whether they were in four printing houses or forty.

That exactly this was done in the case of the great

folio , we have positive evidence. The folio is gen

erally well, and even carefully gotten up , but there
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are certain places in it — exceptional pages ,' whole

plays, and notably the entire section of the book

called Histories - where the typographical eccentrici

ties and violations are such that they never could

have been made except by printers working mechan

ically in blind obedience to orders. We find false

paging, words improperly hyphenated, words improp

erly bracketed, a preconcerted number of words

forced and strained by uncouth devices into the page

or column, with the manifest intention of having just

so many there, neither less por more - things which

no master printer or proof-reader would overlook or

tolerate in a book unless by design, and which Mr.

Donnelly has found are the conditions of the cipher.

That these peculiarities were intentional is proved

by the following fact : In 1632, nine years after the

publication of the first folio, Bacon and Shakespeare

being both dead , another edition of the folio was

issued . Stereotype did not then exist, and the book

was certainly reset. Here, then, was an opportunity

to correct the typographical errors, ostensibly mon

strous, and impossible to any directing printer, which

deformed the volume. What do we find ? A few

petty errors, mostly typographical, are corrected ,

showing that the book was reset under supervision ,

not mechanically ; but the most notable are spared,

and the section of the folio called Histories — that is,

the historical plays — where the seeming mistakes and

perversions make a thick -crowded jungle of incon

gruity and absurdity, is absolutely duplicated ! The

inference is inevitable that some one survived to com

pel the types to maintain the apparently false order

of nine years before, and preserve intact the wrong
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pagination, the ridiculous hyphenation and bracket

ing, the grotesque word -crowding, and all the other

eccentricities which mark the original folio. Mr.

Morgan says that this typographical anarchy could

not have been deliberately carried out in the first

folio . That it was carried out in the first folio is

decisively proved by the fact that it was carried out

again , without the least variation (exceptions noted ),

in the second folio . It was done in both cases

simply by the printers following copy , as they were

bound to do, and as it was an iron rule to do. Mr.

Morgan can never make any person of sense or fair

ness, who knows these facts, believe that it was done

without design or hy accident, and his attempt to

show that Mr. Donnelly has thus no basis in reason

for his cipher, is obviously a piece of pitiable weak

ness and futility.

His remarks immediately following are not worth

comment. They seem singularly mud -witted and

wandering, and are simply in continuation of his

assertion, already disproved, that Mr. Donnelly has

failed to see that the typographical eccentricities of

the folio are due to mere “ shiftlessness ” on the

part of the printers, and therefore afford no basis

for cipher computations. To establish this, he

descants with ludicrous incoherence on the odd fact

that only one or two pages of the folio version of

Troilus and Cressida are paged , while the rest are

left unnumbered . This he explains on the theory

that the printer did not know where to put the

play. I do not see, nor can anybody see, why this

should have made him fail to complete paging it,

nor do I see how the fact can in any way affect
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injuriously those conclusions of Mr. Donnelly to

which great experts in cryptology have done rever

ence.

Some floundering, however, may be expected

from Mr. Morgan on these unfamiliar grounds, and

his foot is only on his native heath when he comes

upon philology, essaying to show that the cipher

language is that of the nineteenth , and not of the

seventeenth century ; and hence that Mr. Donnelly

is a clumsy forger. To expose the awkward villain

by pure philological tests is now his purpose, and he

begins by citing a sentence from the cipher narra

rative. The italics are mine :

" He [ Shakspere) is the son of a poor peasant, who

yet follows the trade of glove-making in the hole

where he was born and bred - one of the peasant

towns of the West. And there are even rumors that

Will and his brother did themselves follow the trade

for some time before they came here."

To this sentence Mr. Morgan at once applies the

fatal philological pick. “ Yet ” in the sense of

“ still, ” he says, is considerably later than Bacon's

date. The assertion of so eminent an authority

must have been very damaging to Mr. Donnelly in

the minds of the multitudinous readers of The World ,

who doubtless at once thought the cipher fairly

convicted and exposed . As Mr. Morgan, however,

unaccountably mentioned Dr. Abbott's Shakespearean

Grammar in this connection , I at once turned to the

book, and found in the very first instance of the

Elizabethan use of the word , his assertion flatly

contradicted . “ Yet in the sense of still," explains

Dr. Abbott ; and showing that it is not, as Mr.
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Morgan says, “considerably later than Bacon's

date," he quotes :

“ You, Diana,

Under my poor instructions yet must suffer,

Something in my behalf. "

Alls Well That Ends Well, Act IV, Sc. 4.

One might expect a better knowledge of the text

of Shakespeare in the president of the New York

Shakespeare Society. But Mr. Morgan has been a

Baconian, as he avows, and we poor Baconians are

so ignorant !

Here is another instance, not in Dr. Abbott (but

the instances are plentiful), of “ yet ” being used in

the sense of “ still.” It is Portia chiding Brutus:

“ I urged you further; then you scratched your hcad

And too impatiently stamped with your foot :

Yet I insisted , yet you answered not . ”

Julius Cæsar, Act II, Sc. 1.

And here, again , is Brutus in the battle :

“ Yet, countrymen, O yet hold up your beads ! ”

Julius Cæsar, Act V , Sc. 4.

It is noticeable that Mr. Morgan gets away,

with perhaps instinctive brevity, from this perilous

point of cavil, and comes swiftly to his second

instance— “ hole . ” “ The allusion to a country town

as a hole is,” he says, “ a very modern usage.” I am

not at all sure that the word " hole " in the cipher

does not refer to the river valley of Statford on-Avon,

the term then being archaic Saxon or Anglo -Saxon

for dale or valley. I do not assert this, however,

but assume that a town is meant in the cipher. In

this sense it is commonly used contumeliously, in the

vernacular of this country and also of Great Britain ,

though probably rarely in literature. I heard of a
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lively lady saying with much bounce, years ago ,

“ Before I'd live in such a miserable hole as Chelsea,

I'd die ! ” Lately a letter came to me from England

which mentions a village as “ a pretty place enough ,

but a wretched hole.” So in Robert Elsmere (Chap.

XV), where a dilapidated hamlet is described as “ a

God -forsaken hole . ” The truth is tbat this common

unliterary idiom is traditional, dating from time

immemorial, and so prevalent was the term once that

it was eren frequently added to the proper names

oftowns in their.derogation, as in the case of Stan

gate Hole, the village in the inland county of Hunt

ingdonshire, where the frightful murderer Masham

was hanged in the old time ; or Limehouse Hole,

somewhere not far from London ; and in a quantity

of such instances. The use of the word as in Holmes'

Hole, Wood's Hole, (now altered to Holl, quite

needlessly,) or the Hole-in -the-Wall, is different, indi

cating here a sort of running-in place for vessels, a

definition which the lexicographers are much at fault

to make no note of. But apart from these designa

tions are those thrown more formerly than at pres

ent on mean or disliked places ; and Mr. Appleton

Morgan knows very little of “English as she is

spoke " in England, when he ventures to consider

“ hole" in this sense merely modern . Roget in his

profoundly learned Thesaurus, gives it repeatedly as

indicative of a place, a precinct, an abode, an address,

a seat, a habitation, as it always has been . Of

course , everyone knows its antiquity as referring to

a single dwelling. “This worm -eaten hole," says

Shakespeare, fleering at Warkworth castle. Here

we have it as denoting in the words of Dryden, “ a
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mean habitation .” Now , if a whole town or city

was called in the sixteenth century " a mean habita

tion ,” as when King James' Bible termsBabylon " a

habitation of dragons,” I do not see why Mr. Mor

gan should bring into question the antiquity of the

cipher-English which calls such a habitation a hole.

He continues his proof that Mr. Donnelly is a

fraudulent manufacturer of words in their modern

sense for his cipher, by averring that “ eren,” as the

above cited paragraph gives it, would not be used in

Bacon's day. Still further, that it is doubtful

whether it can be found much earlier than Pope,

who says, “ Here all their rage and even their mur

murs cease ” , this being exactly the sense in which

the cipher employs it. He says that Mr. Donnelly

uses it to mean “ likewise," etc., which is obviously

untrue. It is used to carry the meaning of "as you

would not have thought,” or “ as you might not

expect," the same as it does now .

Let us see how “ even was used in Bacon's day.

“ Even that your pity is enough to cureme.”

Shakespeare Sonnets, CXI.

Meaning “even your pity,” says Dr. Abbott. Will

anyone deny that this is the grammatical equivalent

of “ even their murmurs ? ” Then the word does

occur earlier than Pope, does it not, Mr. Morgan ?

Here are other instances :

“ Or use all arts, or haunt all companies,

That may corrupt her, even in his eyes."

Ben Jonson : Underwoods.

“Mine eyes even seeing it.”

I Kings, 1: 48 ,

“ That thy trust may be in the Lord , I have made known

to thee this day, even to thee.
Proverbs, XXII: 19.
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Be it remembered that the translation in which

these texts occur is contemporary with Lord Bacon .

Here are some sentences from Sir Thomas Browne,

a writer, whose youth is contemporary with Bacon's

age, and whose diction is so much like one of the

Verulamian styles that Spedding rejects on internal

eridence, after due cogitation, some of Bacon's

posthumous essays, conjecturally ascribing them to

the author of the Religio Medici, rashly, I think,

for how should any of Sir Thomas Browne's manu

scripts have gotten among Lord Bacon's private

papers ? He says:

“ For when even crows were funerally burnt ."

Urn Burial, Chapter I.

“ Even such as hope to rise again would not be content, " etc.

Urn Burial, Chapter I.

“ But even in times of subjection , ” etc.

Urn Burial, Chapter I.

" And even in Jutland and Cymbrica, in Anglia Sleswick ,

urns with bones were found ," etc.

Urn Burial, Chapter II.

Sir Thomas Browne's writings are full of this

idiom .

To multiply these instances would be easy , but

those given show plainly that the sense in which

" even " is used in the cipher narrative, is no more

modern than the times of Elizabeth and James.

It is the same with the word rumors. " Mr.

Morgan says that the word in the sense given in the

cited paragraph, would not be used in Bacon's day,

when it was always in the possessive, always per

sonified, and never pluralized . Let us see if this

accomplished philologist speaks truly :

“ But I can tell you one thing, my lord, which I hear from

common rumors. " Timon , Act III, Sc. 2 .

66

99
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Here is a clear case , found in Shakespeare, though

not known to the president of the New York

Shakespeare Society, where the word is not in the

possessive, not personified, and is distinctly plural

ized ! And here are other samples, still from Shakes

peare :

“When I came hither to transport the tidings

Which I have heavily borne, there ran a rumor ,

Of many worthy fellows that were out.”

Macbeth , Act IV ., Sc. 3.

" I find the people strangely fantasied ,

Possessed with rumors.”

King John , Act IV . Sc. 2.

For a test to prove the language of the cipher

bogus, great is Mr. Appleton Morgan's philology !

He proceeds to fresh triumphs in this direction by

citing the following sentence, given , he says, “ by

Mr. Donnelly as written by Francis Lord Bacon."

“ I was in the greatest fear that they would say

that the image shown upon the title -leaf of his

volume was but a mask to hide my own face.”

Comment upon his perfectly ridiculous and

utterly groundless philological objection to these

words is rendered unnecessary by the fact that no

such sentence is in the cipher, nor attributed to Lord

Bacon anywhere in the book . False citations like

this are what Montaigne calls “pinching the pig to

make him speak. ” However, “ anything to beat

Grant,” is an axiom still in order. Mr. Donnelly

must be vanquished, and when facts are wanting,

let us have inventions. The sentence, it is true,

occurs in the book, though not in the cipher, but it

is purely suppositive on the part of Mr. Donnelly, and

not ascribed to Lord Bacon at all - an illustration
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of the sentence a reader might form , suspecting

a cipher, when he saw a number of significant

words near each other on a printed page ; and as

Mr. Morgan, no matter what may be his defects in

philological knowledge, knows how to read, no one

was better aware of the fact than he.

He continues the effort to convict Mr. Donnelly

of forgeries by ferreting out a string of alleged

anachronisms, at the character of which the reader

cannot but marvel . They are the merest common

places, such as might have been uttered equally in

the seventeenth or nineteenth century, having no

ear-mark of style or manner to denote the date of

their origin. “ The plays are much admired and draw

great numbers. ” “The subjects are far beyond his

ability .” “ Although I am acquainted with him , I

would not have known him, the transformation was

so great. ” “ His looks prove it.” Well ! As Dr.

McGlynn said of the doctrine of papal infallibility,

“Good Lord ! ” Does Mr. Morgan really expect any

one to identify phrases as ordinary asthese ? I could

bring him fifty such, culled from the greatest Eliza

bethan writers, and defy him to name their century .

The fact is that these citations look very like a

trick on the part of Mr. Morgan, the suggestion as

anachronisms of phrases so featureless that no one

can give them the physiognomy of one time or

another, at the same time leaving his own defama

tory intimation as a quasi-proof of the literary

villany of Mr. Donnelly.

He goes on in this direction by affecting to quote

from the cipher more phrases, which he avers

belong to the language of another age. One of
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these is “ appearance of danger,” and comes from a

passage in the book , decidedly off-cipher, given to

show , roughly, how under the control of different

root-numbers, the same words contribute to three

different narratives. As Mr. Donnelly makes no

pretense to verbal accuracy in this passage, but ex

pressly the contrary, it would seem somewhat high

handed to select a phrase from it as proof of philologi

cal anachronism . But this Mr. Morgan does, citing

" appearance of danger " as unknown to Bacon's

time, and therefore à forgery by Mr. Donnelly.

Yet here is the same idiom in Shakespeare :

“ Appearance of fancy ."

Much Ado, Act III, Sc. 2.

And here it is in King James' Bible :

“ Appearance of fire ."

Numbers: IX , 15 .

Besides, if the word “ appearance ” in the cipher

phrase is to be understood, which is very possible, in

the sense of " probability ” or “ likelihood ,” it is

still a well-known idiom of Shakespeare's time, for

in that sense Bacon uses it when he says, “ There is

that which hath no appearance." Either way , Mr.

Morgan's assertion has no validity.

“ Had fled ” is another phrase he brings up for

the conviction of Mr. Donnelly. Here we are

reminded again of Montaigne's saying, for the

words are not in the cipher, and once more the pig

has been pinched to make him speak. Another

pinch, and we have “ a body of twenty ” , which is

also not in the cipher. Pinch the pig again , and

he gives us to look for " in the sense of to seek
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for, another quotation from an imaginary cipher

text. Mr. Morgan thinks it fair to present these

fictitious phrases as proofs of the ignorance and

wickedness of the man whose work be is pretending

to estimate ! I offer the spectacle as a picture of

the ideal reviewer.

He proceeds with the declaration that the phrase

in which the cipher mentions the failing Shakes

peare, “ He can not last long," is in "an idiom which

certainly can not be fifty years old in the English

language.” On the contrary, the very idiom occurs

repeatedly in the plays and in the other literature of

the time :

“The wonder is Le hath endured so long . "

Lear, Act V, Sc. 3.

" A (dead) man ... he will last you some eight year. "

Hamlet, Act V , Sc. 1.

" And lgst 80 , long enough . "

Timon, Act V , 8c. 2 .

“ Well, I can not last ever . "

IIHenry, IV, Act I, Sc. 2 .

“ To be free minded and cheerfully disposed at hours of

meat, and of sleep, and of exercise, is one of the best precepts

of long lasting . " - Bacon's Essays on Regimen of Health .

Next we are instructed that the phrase "to flatter

himself ” was certainly not to be found in that age,

the allusion being to the cipher sentence “He is

flattering himself with the hope and expectation that

he will get well.” But in Shakespeare we have ;

· Flattering himself with project of a power ."

If Henry IV, Act I, Sc. 3.

And in King James' Bible we have :

" He flattereth himself in his own eyes . "

Psalms XXXVI: 2 .

The idiom in the three cases is precisely the same.

>
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Mr, Morgan's finest feat in the philological line

is perhaps his attempt to trip Mr. Donnelly on the

phrase of the Bishop of Worcester in the cipher con

cerning Shakspere's age— “ Although he is not yet

thirty -three.” Here he lets one see he has him foul !

Nobody in that age, he declares, would say “ thirty

three, " and the sentence is a manifest forgery. “Ask

an Englishman to-day," says this unerring detective,

“ how old a man is of the age indicated in the last

sentence ,and he will tell you — not thirty -three, but

three and thirty ; and I can not trace a time in the

history of English when a contrary rule obtained . ”

Can not, indeed ! What does Mr. Morgan say to

this :

“ Hast thou any grene cloth, said our kynge,

That thou wilt sell nowe to me ?

Ye, for God , sayd Robyn,

Thirty yerdes and three . "

A Lytell Geste of Robyn Hode: Ritson .

It appears that Englishmen did not always say

“three and thirty,” but quite as often “ thirty and

three.” Here is more evidence of similar liberty ,

dating from the fourteenth century.

“ In Jerusalem he reigned thirty-three years and a half."

Sir John Mandeville, Chap. VI.

“ He was thirty -three years and three months old .”

Sir John Mandeville, Chap. VII.

“ Our Lady was conversant with her son thirty -three

years and three months. "

Sir John Mandeville, Chap. X.

Yet Mr. Morgan “ can not trace a time in the

history of English ” when people did not say

and thirty " instead of " thirty -three ! ”

6 three
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If he were as conversant with the plays as one

would naturally expect the Grand Copht of a Shakes

peare society to be, he would know that the great

dramatist himself did not always, or even usually,

put the cart before the horse in these constructions.

For example :

“Whom thou obeyedst thirty and six years ”

3 Henry VI., Act III, Sc. 3.

" Toad that under the cold stone

Days and night hast thirty - one. "

Macbeth , Act IV Sc. 1 .

“ I have years on my back forty - eight.”

Lear, Act I, Sc . 4 .

“ He had before this last expedition, twenty- fire wounds upon

him Now it” twenty -seven .

Coriolanus, Act II, 8c. 1 .

“ I have known thee these twenty -nine years. ”

2 Henry IV, Act II, Sc. 4.

“ Twenty - five years have I but gone in travail . "

Comedy of Errors, Act V , Sc. 3 .

“ Were I but twenty -one,

Your father's image is so hit in you

His very air- that I should call you brother ."

Winter's Tale, Act V , Sc. 2.

“ Methought I did recoil

Twenty -three years. "

Winter's Tale, Act I, Sc. 2.

Of course, Shakespeare, whoeyer he was, might.

have said, and would have properly said, if he had

chosen, six and thirty, one and thirty, eight and

forty, five and twenty, etc. , instead of the locutions

cited , but it was optional with him, as it was with

Englishmen before and after him , and the way he

used his option forms a fatal bar of precedent to the

accusation Mr. Morgan brings against the Donnelly

cipher in this particular.
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His final effort to invalidate the cipher text, and

fix a mean crime on Mr. Donnelly, is probably the

smallest thing he has done in the philological line,

and certainly not the least disastrous to himself as a

critic. Professing to quote from the cipher, he finds

“bitter beer” as one item of the supper at Stratford ,

and asks skeptically, “ was there such a thing as

bitter beer ' ?" As there was beer called “ sweet, "

of course, the other beer was discriminated as “ bit

ter.” The discrimination continues to this day, and in

England, I am told, you constantly hear of “ bitter

beer. ” In one of our popular song-books, years ago,

there was a catch with the doggerel lines :

“ We'll drink Bass and Allsop's

Glorious bitter beer ."

All this, however, is of no consequence beyond

showing how little equipment Mr. Morgan has for

his self-chosen task of defamatory criticism , the true

point being that this is the closing instance of pinch

ing the pig to make himspeak, and arousing squawk

we get from him. The quotation is a sheer manu

facture. There is nothing about bitter beer in the

cipher. The phrase used is “ bottle-ale . "

Later it came out that while Mr. Morgan pro

fessed in his World article to cite from the cipher,

he was really citing from a letter Mr. Donnelly had

written him long before, in which, I presume, no

effort had been made to give the exact cryptic

language. The reader will admire the ingenuous

ness of this proceeding, especially when nice points

of philology were involved , depending upon precise

terms. A month after the book was published, he

appeared in the June Shakespereana, correcting his
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false citation to read “ bottle-ale ," and carelessly ob

serving, as though it were of no consequence, that

he had not obtained it from the book he had been

reviewing. He then charged that Mr. Donnelly had

made an alteration in the cipher since he wrote the

letter, offering not the slightest evidence in support

of this assertion; and further that he had “ laid

one question but opened up another, namely: Was

there any ale in bottles in those days? ” Ale was

home-brewed everywhere, he says, not stowed away ,

nor exported. “ Why should it have been brought

upon Shakespeare's table in bottles ? ” Still harping

on the cipher, you see ! He will not allow the pub

lic to believe that Mr. Donnelly, is, even on one

point, anything but a forger of documents.

Nevertheless, there was “ bottle-ale " in those

days, as people know who are not so silly and ill

read as to raise a question about it. Here is one

reference to it among many :

“ Everyone that can frame a booke in rime, though it be

but in commendation of copper noses or bottle ale, will catch

at the garlande due to poets."

Welibes Discourse of English Poetrie, 1586.

Here again the Presidentofthe New York Shakes

peare society's lack of familiarity with the pages of

the Shakespeare drama, kept from his knowledge

further instances, which would have prevented him

from publicly doubting the existence of Elizabethan

ale in.bottles. As thus:

“ The Myrmidonsare no bottle-ale houses. "

Twelfth Night, Act II, Sc. 3.

And again :

“ What a beard of the general's cut, and a horrid suit of the

camp, will do amongfoaming bottles and ale -washed wits is

wonderful to be thought of.”

Henry V, Act III, Sc. 3,
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And finally, (it is hoped that no indignant Bacon

ian will utter the line with significance,)

“ Away you bottle-ale rascal!"

2 Henry IV, Act II, Sc. 4.

The rain of philological learning with which Mr.

Morgan has been fertilizing the public mind, drib .

bles away here into a few scattering drops. One

is that the cipher sentence, “ His purse is well

lined with the gold he receives from the plays,”

“ does not sound like Baconian or Jacobean English .”

“ Does not sound," indeed . A rare touchstone for

a student of language. To line a coffer, a pocket, a

purse with gold, occurs constantly in seventeenth

century English. “ What if I do line one of their

hands ? ” says Shakespeare. “ I to line my Christmas

coffers, ” says Massinger. “ When thou feelest thy

purse well lined ,” says Ratsei. But one need not

linger on such trivia, which simply show Mr. Mor

gan's remarkable ignorance of his subject. The only

point worth notice in this part of his article is his

muddy -headed effort to catch Mr. Donnelly in an

anachronism showing fraud. It appears by the

cipher that the Bishop of Worcester wrote a letter .

to Cecil, about Shakespeare, in which he reports, “It

is thought he will buy all the land appurtenant to

New Place.” Now this, says Mr. Morgan, could not

possibly have been inserted in cipherin the Henry IV

quartos of 1598–1600, norin the folio of 1623, because

Shakespeare had already bought the land at New

Place a year or two prior to the date of the first

quarto. Hence, Mr. Donnelly has forged thesentence

and is to be held up to public derision . But what was

the date of the Bishop's letter to Cecil ? Oh, no matter !
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Admirable reasoner. Boiled down to a single

allspice, Mr. Morgan's point is just this, Bacon could

not have put the sentence into a cipher in the quartos

of 1598-1600, or the folio of 1623, because the

Bishop of Worcester wrote his letter to Cecil prior

to Shakespeare's making the purchase in 1597.

Peerless logician !

V.

An additional proof that there is really no cipher

in the text, and that the one presented is entirely

spurious and made by Mr. Donnelly, is the fact, says

Mr. Morgan, that it does not resemble any of Lord

Bacon's acknowledged works; and he asks with

crushing force, “ Does the cipher narrative remind

us of the Essays, or of the Novum Organum , or of

the De Augmentis ? ” Why let us see :

“ Atque quemadmodum sectæ conditores . non sumus, ita

nec operum particularium largitories aut promissores. "

- Novum Organum , CXVII.

Certainly the difference between the style of the

cipher and the Novum Organum is obvious, and the

parallel is discouraging; but let us look further:

“ Urbes munitæ plena arınamentaria equorum propagines

gencrose , currus armati, elephanti, machinæ atque tormenta

bellica omnigena, et similia," etc.-De Augmentis.

It appears we fare no better with the De Aug

mentis, and must-in all frankness admit that the sim

ple English of the cipher story does not "remind us”

of Bacon's rolling and resounding Latin . As for the

Essays, their matter is quite matched by their art ;

theyare studiously apothegmic, almost gnomic, in

their construction ; and the reader must concede to

Mr. Morgan that the cipher is not cast in their
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mold . But who but a genius like him would

require that it should be, or demand that an English

style should tally with a Latin ? Had he sought to

bring into the comparison Lord Bacon's Apothegms,

or some of his somewhat stiff and ineloquent private

letters, or even certain paragraphs of his History of

Henry VII., there might be some sense in it, but he

advances the plain tale of the cryptograph, sets it

against the powerful rhetoric, cast for eternity, of

three of Bacon's greatest works, and asks, with

bland simplicity, whether the one “ reminds” us of

the others. This is truly pastoral, and what Mr.

- Morgan wants is a broad hat of plaited straw , blue

ribbons, a crook , and some sheep. One would think

that the fact would have occurred to him that the

cipher story must necessarily have been seriously

cramped by having to move in the shackles of the

outer text, and that this condition alone would have

prevented any great effects of style, or resemblance

to any rhetorical masterpiece. The greatest artist.

in language, set to move in the interior of a grand

play with a cipher narrative, would find that he had

to perform a fetter-dance of singular difficulty. But

Mr. Morgan ' sees nothing of all this, and rolls off

with complacency his shallow guff about the want

of - “ parallel ” between a necessarily restricted and

labored secret text, and the mighty, untrammeled

diction of the Novum Organum .

Whether the manner of the cipher does not

coincide with Lord Bacon's more than the critic .

imagines, is a question which need not be entered

upon . The immediate concern is with Mr. Morgan's

critical exploits, the next of which is quite worthy of
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all that precede it. Keeping in view thedestruction

of Mr. Donnelly's book; he goes on to declare that

the great folio of 1623 is not authentic ! Here

is a book put forward as a magnum opus — the first

collected edition of plays then famous with the pub

lic ; a book which at once mounted to supremacy, and

so kept it that a perfect copy of it to -day is worth

$5,000 ; a book on which we rely for our fullest

knowledge of its author's works, containing, as Mr.

Morgan himself says, several of the plays never

heard of until its publication ; and Mr. Morgan

declares it is not authentic, and gives this as a reason

why Lord Bacon would never have chosen it as a

place of concealment for his cipher narrative ! What

place should he have chosen ? The “stolen and

surreptitious copies ?” The scattered quartos? The

absurdity of this position has never been excelled .

It is obvious that whether the first folio were

" authentic " or not, it would have been a sufficient

depository for Lord Bacon's secret history, if only

because it was unique, famous, and assured of popu

lar permanence, as it has proved to be. Another .

palpable absurdity Mr. Morgan commits, in his zeal

toimpugn Mr. Donnelly's veracity, is to assert that, if

Bacon chose the folio for his cover, he would have

been careful to have the text exact- free from inter

polations, which, he says, it is not. What has the

purity of the text to do with its capacity for enfold

ing a secret reading ? Manifestly nothing. In fact,

it appears that in certain cases the corruption of the

text is caused by the exigencies of the cipher.

Moreover, it is clear enough that some of these

impurities which Mr. Morgan considers “ actors'
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interpolations, ” are so only in his own fancy. For

example, the folio gives in Lear, the following lines :

“ Pray do not mocke me,

I am a very foolish, fond old man ,

Four score and upwards,

Not an hour more or less ;

And to deal plainly,

I fear I am not is my perfect mind."

The line in italics Mr. Morgan thinks an actor's

interpolation, adding that theauthor would never have

put it there, because it is incoherent and makes the

other lines ridiculous by impairing their pathos. But

it is at once a question, with the reader, whether this

incoherence is not in perfect keeping with Lear's

weak and wandering mental condition ; and this is

comfirmed by his immediate misgiving in the next

lines, where he seems to feel that what he has just

said is nonsense , and fears that he is not in his per

fect mind. A stroke of genius like this flickering

lapse from noble pathos to pitiable incongruity, is

not usually characteristic of actors' interpolations.

Nor is it at all clear that the speech of Falstaff in

the Merry Wives, where he prays “God bless me

from that Welsh fairy !" is a bit of actor's burlesque.

Mr. Morgan's misreading here is really amazing.

Falstaff, crouched in the fern around Herne's oak ,

sees the company enter, with their pretty twinkling

tapers, disguised as fairies. Evans, theWelshman,

one of them, speaks his lines, and Falstaff, not recog

nizing him , but hearing his Welsh accent, naturally

in his scared and bewildered condition, thinks him

a Welsh fairy, and delivers himself accordingly.

Could anything be plainer? Yet Mr. Morgan must

find this, like the other, an instance of “ changes

:
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made by players,” spurred against reason, by his

desire to make out that Mr. Donnelly is a cheat

and a liar !

The same motive drives him into the attempt to

establish that the plays must have been written by

an actor, ( Shakespeare ) ; and that therefore Mr.

Donnelly is without his prime basis, because the

histrionic profession arrays itself solidly, by instinct,

against the Baconian theory . Actors themselves,

he declares, are never Baconians. Mr. Morgan is

mistaken . Charlotte Cushman was a Baconian ; and

doubtless, if the matter were looked into, there

would be found others. But Miss Cushman was not

only a great actor - in certain roles of comedy, as

in As You Like It, or the Jealous Wife, never

excelled by anyone — but she was also a woman of

wide culture, and of a strong and scholarly intellect .

This enabled her to study the plays by lights which

the very profession of most actors excludes, and to

which as a class, their whole training and experience

are foreign. What is there in the discipline of

actors, as such, to make them critical umpires of a

vast and difficult literary question, like that of the

origin , purpose and relation of the Shakespeare

plays? Who made them judges? Their business is

strictly and purely personation; to act, and to study

to act, by mastering the means which magnetic elo

cution, delivery and presence offer for the moving of

the mind and soul. It is a great function ; how

great they know best in our generation who have

been transported by Henry Placide or William War

ren in comedy, or electrified by the elder Booth or

Rachel in tragedy. But it is not allied to the
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function of criticism . When I think of some actors I

have seen or known - sterling old John Gilbert, a

great star who has never starred, sound as oak in

sense and judgment; Forrest, matchless in his subtle

comprehension of the meaning of his text; that

majestic elder Booth , just named , whose intuitions

were as broad and bright as tropic lightning ; that

incomparable Rachel, also named, less a woman than

a sibyl in her intelligence; Coquelin, whose writing

alone, notably his recent fine appreciation of the

lyric beauty and grandeur of Victor Hugo's genius,

shows an intellect of no common scope and deli

cacy ; the incomparable William Warren , Hackett,

the two Placides, Burton, Henry Irving—when I

think of them , or their few equals, I could almost

regard them competent to express as wise a judg

ment, by native insight, on the true authorship of the

Shakespeare plays as did their peer , Charlotte Cush

man . Still the trust would be hazardous, for they

would be off their beat, and as actually as though

the problem were one of astronomy. If one would

be warned of what might be expected in such a field

from the ordinary run of actors, let him consult the

article by Lawrence Barrett, Concerning Shakespeare,

in the North American Review , of last December .

Mr. Barrett is an actor of talent, representing a high

average of his profession, and stands eminent in

popular esteem . But no one fairly conversant with

the literature of the Bacon -Shakespeare controversy,

or with literature at all, can read his contribution

without amused disdain . To his apprehension, the

whole enquiry is nothing but an emanation of the

literary skepticism and “ blind irreverence ” of
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which, he says, Huxley, Darwin and Tyndall have

proved the forerunners ! This stroke of judgment

would make a cat laugh, since it is notoriously

known that our fruitful modern criticism began, (at

least since it ceased to be subterranean ), with Vol.

taire and the Encyclopedists ; and continued with the

mighty breed of Germans, like Niebuhr, who revised

the old statements and made them conform to sense

and fact, long before Huxley, Darwin and Tyndall

were born. As for the startling anomaly, the down

right contradiction, between Shakespeare's personal

record and his reputed works, which staggeredGuizot,

Hallam , Schlegel, Coleridge, Emerson and a host of

perfectly orthodox scholars, he appears to be entirely

oblivious of it ; a slight lack , one would think , to any

proper consideration of the question. All through the

article , even from the start, Bacon is for him the

impossible monster Pope invented and the world

never saw : — " the wisest, brightest, meanest ofman

kind ;"? — and to think of himas the author of the plays,

is, to his mind, simply reason gone to seed in folly.

A notable feature is the biographical sketch he

gives of Shakespeare, bald as the head of Martin Van

Buren, and leaving out all the incidents that would

make it graphic, possibly because they would also

make it discreditable. The story of the outrageous

and wanton trespass, which no owner of a country

estate would endure, any more than did Sir Thomas

Lucy ; the traditions and proofs of his coarse amours,

his drunkenness, his greed, his usury ; his parvenu

ambitions ; his attempt to wring from the hard hands

of peasants their poor landed rights ; his impudent

and dishonest efforts to obtain armorial bearings,
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are all omitted . The only salient point is that Mrs.

Shakespeare, who survived her lord , put up the

monument to his memory in Stratford church . (For

a bold bouncer, this takes the cake and bears the

bell.) To the present day, it is an utter mystery who

erected the monument, with the bust on top, which

the great sculptor, Chantrey, thought, by certain

tokens, was carven from a death -mask ; with the two

little cherubs, one blowing a trump of fame, or hold

ing an inverted torch (I forget which), the other

pointing downward with a spade; and with the

tributary inscriptions, one of them in Latin, in which

the poet is compared to Nestor, Socrates and Virgil.

But this oracular actor states that it was Mrs.

Shakespeare that did it - states it,too, with careless .

assurance as something always known. “The facts

am false ", averred the colored orator ; and there are

a great number of positions, assumptions and asser

tions in Mr. Barrett's article, to which the expression

is applicable. He seems quite imbued, rightly

enough, with the idea of Shakespeare's personal illit

eracy or scant education ; but, therefore, in defer

ence to his fetish, he thinks it necessary to assume

the most superçillious attitude toward learning as a

correlative of genius. Scholarship, he thinks, has

never been the concomitant of creative literature,

though he could be safely defied to show a single

poet or author, of the first magnitude, antique or

modern, who was not a scholar also. It is in this

connection that he actually has the fatuity to ad

vance the notion that the mighty Eschylus, and his

almost compeers, Sophocles and Euripides, were less

in attainment than Plato . He tacitly, and even
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more than tacitly, assumes the unlettered condition

of Shakespeare, scornfully saying in this general

relation , “ Colleges do not create poets ; ", and then

glorifies Moliere, who, he seems to imply, was one of

the same kind ; leaving hisreaders with the-impres

sion that, like Shakespeare, he was all genius and no

learning. He forgets that Moliere was thoroughly

educated at Clermont, then one of the finest colleges

in Europe ; was also the special pupil of the great

philosopher Gassendi ; and was afterward for some

years a student of law . He ought to know that

there is no parallel in educational proficiency be

tween this actor and the one of the Globe Theatre,

at whom “Ryc. Quyney , ” in his life-time, spat

the jeering epithets, “ Ilistrio ! mima!” But

the crowning enormity of this grotesque article,

by a flower of the profession, is the unseemly

manner in which its author permits himself to speak

of Lord Bacon . He ignores, if he ever knew with

what adoring ardor, what glowing veneration , Bacon

was regarded by that very Gassendi, the illustrious

master of his revered Moliere, whose old French

eyes would have blazed with noble anger, could he

have heard one he knew to be good and great so

foully vilified . The histrionic reviewer needs to be

told that his censure is as unfitting as unmannerly ,

for, even should the varied infamy charged on Bacon

be proved, as it never has been, he would still remain

a majestic man ; still remain, even then, in the words

of Browning, our " spirit's arbiter, magnificent in

sin ; " and , whatever the disclosures, never would

deserve, as Mr. Barrett says, " immortal contempt as

his portion. ” The tone adopted toward Bacon is as

t
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sophomorical as it is ferocious and diracefsgul, and

shows how ignorant the critic is of his subject, and

of the results of recent investigation . When he

mentions “ that withering denunciation of Lord

Macaulay, which will cling to Bacon when the

Shakespeare myth is forgotten , ” he makes it evident

that he has not got far enough in his knowledge to

know that the denunciations of the unscrupulous

Scotch sophist are not much for clinging, especially

among well-read Americans. He has apparently

never heard of Hepworth Dixon , who, on this sub

ject, laid out both Lord Campbell and Macaulay

uncommonly cold . He seems to have never read

the Evenings with a Reviewer, that work in which

the illustrious Spedding, a pedestrian mind, not

talaria-ankled , not " clinquant, all in gold ,” like

Macaulay, but slow , sure, terrible in thepossession

of his patient research, and in his unflawed veracity

and perfect candor, plods on , like Zisca in the battle

with his scythe, mowing down the host of verbal

tricks and lies arrayed against Bacon, and destroy

ing forever the historic credit of the shameless

defamer of William Penn, who also blackened the

fame of the greatest of Englishmen . If Mr. Barrett

had read these books he would then have been only

in the beginning of knowledge, but he would have

learned enough to know that Bacon was never false

to Essex --that violent and turbulent young man ,

long estranged from his great guide, who sank from

his noble early promise into the life of a dissolute

libertine, broke out at last into a selfish and bloody

treason, and meanly sacrificed , when doomed, the

wretched comrades whom he had led into his bad
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enterprise. He would have learned further that

Bacon never corrupted justice as Chancellor, every

one of his decisions being unrevoked by the very

Parliament that ruined him , and standing intact to

this day ; that he never, not in a single instance,

took bribes, but only the fees and free gifts apper

taining to his office, which he was expected to take;

which stood as make-weight to its petty salary ; and

which Sir Thomas More and every Chancellor took,

unimpeached, before him ; that he never, as Mr.

Barrett declares,-parroting the brilliant knave,

Macaulay, -- favored torture, " but in the very case

of Peacham referred to, opposed it, being simply

present, under protest, as a subordinate member of

the council that examined the poor miscreant ; and

that he never, either by character or action, merited

the vile insolence thrown upon him by this theat

rical popinjay when he calls him the "meanest of

mankind . ” Mr. Barrett's essay , in fine, does not

sustain Mr. Morgan's notion that actors, as such, are

competent to utter judgment on the authorship of

the plays. Its miserable farrago of toadying plati

tudes, sophomoric invective, misstatement, suppres

sion in consequence and ignorance, and can never win

a deeper tribute than a sardonic smile from the

ordinary well-read reader ; - a reader who will close

his perusal with a curling lip, and perchance remem

ber the superb and savage.gibe Junius flung'at the

actor Garrick, “Keep to your pantomimes, you

vagabond ! ”

VI.

* MR. Morgan labors to prove that the dramas

could not have been written by Bacon , because of

their manifest adaptability in action to the stage ;

1

!
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because, in his own words, “ they are too evidently

the work of a practical inventor of plays.” I remem

ber reading an article ten years ago by Julius Ben

edix, a distinguished German authority, the author

of over thirty dramas, so successful that several of

them have been translated into other languages, and

himself the practical manager of several leading

German theaters ; and he demonstrated beyond

cavil that from the point of view of the playwright,

the dramas of Shakespeare violate the requirements

of the stage in every particular. The proof of their

relative unfitness for representation , and of their not,

therefore, having originated in the brain of a dra

matic manager, is found in the fact that some of them

are never acted , and all the others, without excep

tion, exist only for the theatre in a stage edition ,

abridged , altered and excised, often in the most

radical manner . So much for Mr. Morgan's idea

that their structure shows that they must have been

written by an actor. Besides, the argument proves

too much:-nothing less than that all successful

dramas must have had actors for their authors,

which is notoriously untrue. Is there anything

finer than the elder Dumas' Lady of Belle Isle ?

Are not Victor Hugo's plays, Hernani, Ruy Blas

and the others, almost incomparable for stage effect,

as for ideal picturesqueness and beauty ? What

play better keeps the stage for its acting merits,

than Bulwer's Richelieu ? So with a hundred in

stances. But the authors were not actors. The

idea is simple folly.

Such is the kind of article relied on to damage or

destroy Mr. Donnelly's book, and sent out to many
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thousands of readers. Such is one of “ the best

judges.” Do we complain without reason of such

reviewing or reviewers?

Mr. Morgan ends by asserting that Mr. Donnelly

as killed the Baconian theory and buried it “ deeper

than ever plummet sounded." Has he, indeed ?

That is just exactly what we are going to see !

Meanwhile Mr. Morgan personally abjures the

Baconians, of whose Spartan band he was, he says, a

member. Stand fast, brood of Leonidas! You can

spare him ! Ten years ago he published a book, The

Shakespeare Myth. I will not claim that it was

faultless, but it was a strong, and in the main admir

able, brief in the case against Shakespeare ; and it

stands to-day unanswered and unanswerable. Be

fore he takes his leave of the Baconians, I recom

mend him to confute his own volume. To do that

would justify his apostacy, but I tell him plainly

that the task is beyond his powers!

VII.

The next one of “ the best judges” who deserves

attention, is Mr. H. A. Clapp, who appeared by

special editorial announcement, in the Boston Daily

Advertiser of May 18, of which eminent paper he

is understood to be the dramatic critic. He is also

known as a fine lecturer on Shakespeare.

It is simply sorrowful to find him on the wool

sack with Mr. Appleton Morgan, in such a trial .

The Advertiser itself is a comfort among journals,

and its dramatic notices especially have always

seemed to me unexcelled for judiciousness and

charm. Alas ! to find their graceful author alter

nately hooting among “ the best judges" and hopping
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along upon bladders, like a giddy Bassaridé, in a

vindictive chase after Mr. Donnelly !

He has over two columns of unqualified condem

nation, based upon the initial declaration that " no

competent critic will have the patience ” to go

through the Great Cryptogram ; so that the world,

he avers, will never know whether the author's solu

tions are justified . Unless Mr. Clapp owns that he

is not a “competent critic ,” in which case he is only

an ordinary reviewer, and no good except for defa

mation, this is tantamount to saying that he has

never read the book he is going to criticise. His

course is sensible. To read a book, before deciding

on its value, interrupts the flowing freedom of one's

periods in condemning it. Mr. Clapp's article, apart

from its express avowal, shows that this has been

bis method . It is an interesting confession to start

with .

Honest perusal thus given the go -by , for lack of

“ patience, ” his plan is to prance hoppety-skip over

a small part of the volume, flippantly picking out

here and there such phrases as may be used to show

that Mr. Donnelly is a multitudinous ignoramus,

knowing little or nothing of the rules of mathemat

ics or logic, or matters relating to the text of the

plays, and generally incompetent. His aim is to

invalidate the book by a series of minute cavils on

side issues. Nothing like comprehensive or substan

tial treatment is even attempted. A few quibbles

are all the base of objection. It is told of a gay

French editor that, one terribly sultry day, he

plumped down at his desk, seized his editorial pen ,

and shouted, “ I am going to give it to the sun
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good ! ” The Great Cryptogram , too , has now to

catch it, and it appears that this sun is to be judged

by its spots . But, as these are mainly Mr. Clapp's

ink -spots, and not an essential part of the luminary,

I submit that they form no proper basis for its

denunciation.

Here are the assaults, seriatim : Mr. Donnelly

says that authors have a parental love for their

works, citing, as apropos, lines from the Shakespeare

Sonnets, such as those which call a writer's thoughts

" the children of his brain ," or declare them to have

a worth which will make them outlive the monu

ments of princes, etc. “ Clear blunderheadedness,"

Mr. Clapp's retorts, “ he mistakes the author's asser

tion of the enduring worth of his sonnets for an

assertion of the worth of his plays.” Not at all,

and Mr. Clapp here combines essential misrepresen

tation with flippant insult. Mr. Donnelly, manifestly,

cites the sonnet lines to illustrate the general truth

that an author's thoughts are to him as precious

offspring ; just as he might have cited lines from

Spenser or Shelley, and with no less appositeness.

But at any rate it is fine in Mr. Clapp to assume, for

a basis, that an author does not necessarily love the

children of his brain . ” He ought to have known

that “ the contrary opinion of critics, ” and “ the

almost universally accepted belief,” which he as

gratuitously as insolently reproaches Mr. Donnelly

for “ never having heard of,” are mighty poor evi

dence that Shakespeare, whoever he was, did not

cherish his plays ; and also mighty good evidence

that the fool-killer is as sound asleep as Frederick

Barbarossa in his cavern . Meanwhile, how does any
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awkwardness in illustration , even if it existed, or

any possible ignorance of " the opinion of critics, "

or of “ universally accepted (and highly asinine)

beliefs ,' affect the substantial value of the Great

Cryptogram ? Really the non -sequitur here is so

gross as to suggest the non compos !

The reviewer's labors continue with the assertion

that Mr. Donnelly beginning his toils on the cipher

by “picking out words without the help of a con

cordance ," shows what sort of a mind he has. The

information in regard to this piece of oafishness, or

leaden stupidity, is derived from the book, and is

flat misrepresentation . Mr. Donnelly simply says

that when he began, fifteen years ago , to look over

the plays for surface indications of a cipher, he had

no concordance :-naturally enough, being then in a

lonely mansion, in Minnesota, on the banks of the

Mississippi. This petty perversion shows the spirit

in which his critic assails him.

Mr.Clapp next shows that Ford inthe Merry Wives

buffets himself on the forehead, crying “ peere-out, ”

in allusion to the horns of his cuckoldry, and derides

Mr. Donnelly mercilessly for having failed to catch

the meaning of his exclamation, and also for consid

ering it a “ forced ” expedient to get a word for the

second syllable of Shakespeare's name.
Here is

another mountain made out of a mole hill ! At

most the error pointed out is a mere misreading — a

solitary mistake too small formorethan good -natured

correction without comment. But in regard to the

phrase, “ peere-out,” Mr. Donnelly is plainly right,

for while it is well enough, it shows more ingenuity

than felicity, and is certainly sufficiently “ forced ”
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into the text to attract attention by its peculiarity.

Horns do not naturally " peer,” Mr. Clapp, though

eyes do !

{l

Mr. Donnelly is next accused of " ignorance ” or

“ foolishness " for noticing, as a similar peculiarity,

the evident dragging in of a name in the Merry

Wives. The host bombastically bawls to Dr. Caius

_ “ Is he dead, my Ethiopian ? Is he dead,my Fran

cisco ? Ha, bully ! What says my Esculapius ?”

“ As there is no Francisco in the play,” observes Mr.

Donnelly, “ this is all rambling nonsense , and the

word seems dragged in for a purpose.”
* And what

pray,” retorts Mr. Clapp, “ is the quality of the

Host's rhodomontade ? Is not Ethiopian also dragged

in ? ” Softly , good critic ! As the jolly host is spout

ing buffoonery, he may , with artistic propriety, call

Dr. Caius, “ my Ethiopian;" he may also, with even

better cause , call him “ my Esculapius ;" and he

might further call him “ my iguanodon," or " my

trilobite ; ” or “ my right-angled triangle, ” or “ my

cassowary , " or "my jub -jub bird ; ” but the odd rea

son there is in nonsense forbids him to call him my

Francisco ," since it is not in the category of mere

nonsense words, as one would think Mr. Clapp

might see. To a cipher hunter the introduction of

a proper name here is certainly suspicious, being

incongruous and peculiar, and forming, you might

say , a protuberance on the level surface of the text.

Mr. Donnelly, having had the temerity to think it

singular that Falstaff's theiving crew should be men

tioned as “ St. Nicholas' clerks," unless the word

“ Nicholas” was wanted for the cipher, (St.Anthony

being the true scampsman's patron ), is next
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contemptuously told that, “ Reference to any well an

notated edition would have taught him that the

phrases ' St. Nicholas' clerks ' and ' St. Nicholas'

knights' were common slang of the day for thieves

and robbers." Reference to any well annotated

edition would have taught him nothing of the kind ;

see, for example, Howard Staunton, a prince of

Shakespeare editors, whose note on the subject is to

the effect that making St. Nicholas the tutelary

guardian of cut-purses, as two old authors he cites

have improperly done, has never been satisfactorily

explained .

The next charge made against the book is too

trivial and merely nagging to deserve notice. Mr.

Donnelly's point is to show the forced use of lan

guage by which the name of “ Bacon " or " Bacon's

son” is got into the text. The sentence is Falstaff's

chaff of the men he is robbing. “ On, Bacons, on !

What, ye knaves ? ” etc. To call the travelers “Ba

cons” because well-fed , certainly seems a forced use

of language. But Mr. Donnelly is picked out as no

sort of a critic, but rather an inexpressible simple

ton, for remarking that it does not seem a term of

contumely, such as Falstaff would naturally use, and

hence is brought in somewhat arbitrarily for the

sake of getting the word . After all, it is only a mat

ter of opinion, and the point to be settled is whether

“ Bacons, ” used as an epithet, does not denote a con

straint of language, which it surely seems to do. If

it does not, Mr. Donnelly is not, therefore, proved

a fool, as his critic ought to know .

“ These,” says Mr. Clapp, summing up at this point,

“are specimen bricks ' from the edifice of Mr.
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Donnelly's argument.” It is no dearest foe of the

charming critic of the Advertiser — it is himself, per

haps, in this, his own worst enemy, who thus pre

sents him in the character of the comic numbskull

of Aristophanes, who comes in upon the stage, amidst

the laughter of the ages, offering a brick from the

core as a specimen of the marble temple. One would

think so bright a man would never choose to follow

in the footsteps of such an illustrious predecessor as

the farcial old skolastikos. Surely a few of the

minor components of a book, much less its possible

mistakes, can not be justly held to represent the en

tire structure. And what are these " specimen

bricks” from the Donnelly edifice ? Six little errors,

all but one doubtful, and three of them Mr. Clapp's

own! All else of varied and solid excellence abso

lutely ignored.

As if, at this stage of the indictment, he mis

gave himself that his basis for condemnation was too

meager, he proceeds to strengthen it by another

instance of the author's “ ignorance and folly ,”

which he thinks establishes the mental kinship of

Mr. Donnelly to Lord Dundreary. In detailing

how he worked out the cipher, Mr. Donnelly relates,

with a good deal of naiveté, how he discovered ( thus

avoiding being led into a plausible error) that

because the tenth word of a column from the top

is word ten, you can not, therefore, obtain the tenth

word from the bottom of a column by simply sub

tracting ten from the whole number. He speaks of

this as “ a curious fact," which it certainly is in the

sense of the word as he uses it, that is, odd, though,

of course, like everybody else, he knows the very
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simple and obvious rationalè of it. But Mr. Clapp,

intent upon letting loose the theater guffaw upon

him , commences operations by quoting his word

“ curious ” in capitals,-a paltry little trick, which

has the effect of giving to a lightly used term a

solemnity of import which makes its author seem

ridiculous. He then proceeds to establish Mr. Don

nelly's likeness as a reasoner to the stage Dundreary,

who counts five fingers on his right hand, counts

backward the other five from the tenth finger, adds

the numeral six thuş obtained to the five, and asks,

“where's the other finger ? ” This stroke of comic

sophistry, offered as ironical argument, may make

the groundlings laugh, but must make the judicious

grieve. Mr. Clapp, in truth , should have been

ashamed to offer it, for he knows perfectly well that

it establishes, in seriousness, no parallel between the

bright author of Atlantis and the poor softie of the

upper ten ; and that the one taking care against con

founding counting with subtraction is no twin to the

other, puzzling himself with a figment of his own

inanity .

The smart verbiage against the validity of the

cipher which follows is trifling in quantity and

quality, and may be passed over until Mr. Clapp

has swept aside Messrs. Colbert and Bidder, who

are decidedly lions in his way. His whole article,

of over two columns, is composed entirely of the

petty cavils I have cited, and three or four others no

more important. For example, that Mr. Donnelly

can not have found a Baconian cipher, because Bacon

says that a cipher, meaning a cipher in general,

“should be easy and not laborious to write,” whereas
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the insertion of this would have cost the assiduous

labor of months. As if a cipher story containing

the marvelous history of Bacon's life and times, of

which the first installments only are as yet given

were not worth the assiduous labor of months. As,

if the " easy " ciphers mentioned in the De Augmen

tis, precluded difficult ciphers, when a deeper secrecy

became necessary ! As if Bacon did not mention

another class of ciphers so laborious that, as he says,

they “exclude the decipherer ! ” For example again ,

that there could not be a cipher for Mr. Donnelly to

find, because the edition is full of gross errors of all

kinds, this being one of Mr. Appleton Morgan's

quiddities. As if the terribly corrupt state of

Dante's text prevented it from being made the

receptacle of Dante's ciphers, some of which the

elder Rossetti has exposed ! As if Montaigne, in

Bacon's own time, had not said, with, as I think , a

most significant oblique look at some of the plays

wbich make up this very first folio, “ I have known

authors who, by a knack of writing, have got both

title and fortune, yet disown their apprenticeship,

purposely corrupt their style, and affect ignorance of

so vulgar a quality.”

But enough. It can be admitted that Mr. Clapp

has made in his article a poignant omelette, but the

eggs are from a mare's nest. His phillipic is a

palpable absurdity compounded of little absurdities.

The main wonder about it is that any considerable

number of people should have swallowed it, for it

appears that it has been greatly admired , and that

its “ specimen bricks ” were considered to have

quite demolished the Great Cryptogram . In Boston,
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and the many satellite towns which surround that

urban planet, it seems to have divided admiration

with a two -and - a - half column article, small type, in

the Daily Globe of May 27, full of “ specimen

bricks ” to throw at Mr. Donnelly, and much heralded

as the work of Mr. George H. Richardson . I read

this production attentively, and forbear descant on

its elaborate impotence. One of its admirers called

it “ the death -knell. of Donnelly's volume, ” which

made me think of the sonorous bell invented by a

man in Pennsylvania, composed of a sheep's trotter

hung in an old felt hat. The solemn tolling of such

an instrument would be akin to “ the death -knell of

Donnelly's volume ” sounded by this ringing review .

VIII.

ANOTHER of “ the best judges ” is the reviewer of

the New York Herald (May 6,) who occupies five

mortal columns, small type, in deploying the variety

and extent of his misinformation on Bacon

Shakespeare matters in general. The article is appar

ently not written by one of the Herald staff,

a racy tribe , but by some one of the class known

ironically as “ literary fellers.” Nothing more mis

leading has probably been published, and one mar

vels that the magnificent circulation of the Herald

should have been given to the dissemination of such

egregious flubdub. The radical ignorance which

pervades the whole composition like a vicious humor,

and breaks out everywhere in a copious, rash of

sophisms, falsehoods and perversions, is illustrated

by a single rejoinder, which aims to combine serious

fact with withering witticism. Mr. Donnelly had

mentioned the circumstance that the name of
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Shakespeare in the sixteenth century was considered

the quintessence of vulgarity what was called

“ vile ” — just as Snooks, Ramsbottom or Hogsflesh

would be with us, and so much so that it is on record

that a man of that name got it changed to

“ Saunders, " as one more patrician. To which the

Herald reviewer retorts : “ What are we to think of

the name of Bacon , which, if it does not mean Hogs

flesh, has no meaning whatever ?” This is con

sidered a calm and crushing repartee, and its com

placent utterer evidently thinks that the name of

Bacon is synonymous with smoked pork ! The name

of Bacon derives from the beech -tree, “ beechen ,'

as everybody interested in such matters has long

learned . (Consult the old antiquary, Verstagan .) But

what are we to think, at the outset, of the qualifi.

cation of one of “ the best judges,” who knows so

little of the man he is writing about that he does

not even know anything of his illustrious name, and

fancies it idential with “ Hogsflesh ” ?

All the statements he presents are , without

exception, of the same accurate character. One of

his two main reasons, for believing that Bacon could

not have written the plays, is, that to write them

would alone have taken a lifetime; and further that

it was not physically possible for any oneman to have

done the work attributed to these two. The facts

to the contrary are,-first, that for at least thirty

years Bacon had no all-engrossing employment;

secrndly, that so far from occupying the allotted

terni of three-score and ten , the Shakespeare plays

were produced between about 1590 and 1612, thus

being scattered over a period of only twenty -two
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years ; and thirdly, that many an author has per

formed, single-handed, the work of both Bacon and

Shakespeare ; which, by a count liberal to extrava

gance, ( each play and each treatise being considered

a book ), would be no more than fifty volumes, and

very slender ones at that. The count of the plays of

Æschylus is from 90 to 100 ; of Sophocles, certainly

115 ; of Calderon, 185 ; of Lope de Vega, 2,000 ; of

the works of Voltaire, 7+ volumes ; of Balzac, about

97 ; of George Sand, 80 ; and so on. “ So much for

Buckingham ;" but the rest of Colley Cibber's line

can not be rung in here, for the Herald reveiwer

must have already lost his head when he entered

upon such a statement.

His second main reason , for believing that Bacon

could not have written the plays, is found in the

alleged absolute difference in the intellect of the

two men, as shown by their respective works. I

suppose this is the reason why the unfortunate

Shakespereans are kept, as the sailors say, as busy

as the devil in a gale of wind, in trying to refute

the myriad of identities between the two in idea,

thought, expression, vocabulary, point of view, man

ner of surveying a subject, use of words peculiar to

them, particular phrases, and even errors, which the

wicked Baconians are forever showering upon them ;

and which are apparently, (in many cases, indispu

tably ), emanations from a unique mental source .

They are always laboring to suppress or explain

away these striking parallelisms, which would seem

to a plain mind to indicate that there is no essential

difference in the intellect of the two men , but that

they are one and the same ; or as the very knowing
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Montaigne significantly hints, in ihat identical period,

a case of one man who presented himself for

another." But no, they are “accidental resem

blances ; ” they are “ simple plagiarisms; ” they are

“ such parallels as you can find between writers in any

age ;" they are examples, as one bright bird has

recently said, of how you can always find Bacon in

Shakespeare, but never Shakespeare in Bacon ! These

explanations are terribly barred by the fact that the

parallelisms are not occasional, but exist by hun

dreds. Mr. Donnelly's book contains a formidable

array of them, nearly all striking, intimate, palpable

in identity. Mrs. Pott shows in her edition of the

Promus, a multitude of Shakespeare thoughts,

hints, expressions, neologisms, previously existing in

Lord Bacon's private note-book. But better than

even these, powerful as they are, are the series of

analogies, too subtle and interior, and too massive

and comprehensive to be accounted for as acciden

tal, or plagiarized, or imitated . Many of them are

pointed out by some of the great German scholars,

such as Gervinus, or Dr. Kuno Fischer of Heidel

berg. For example, that the natural history of the

human passions, which Bacon severely criticises

Aristotle for not supplying, broadly intimates to be

extant and an integral and necessary part of his

own philosophy, and circumstantially describes, has

been exactly produced in the plays of Shakespeare.

For another example, the lack of intimate intellect

ual sympathy with the Greek mind, and the con

spicuous affinity with the Roman, in both authors.

Again, the theory, peculiar to both, and in both ex

actly the same, that character is the result of natural
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temperament and historical position , and des

tiny the result of character. Further, such a point

as the perception of the central secret of Cæsar's

mental constitution, namely, his blindness through

self-love to danger, contempt for which threw him

at length under the knives of the conspirators ; a

perception perfectly unique and almost iniraculous

in its penetrant subtlety, considering the complexity

of the make-up of the great Roman, and which

Bacon and Shakespeare have in common. And for

another instance, equally striking and original, take

Bacon's mention of Mark Antony, as one of only

two signally great public men who ever yielded to

the “ mad excess of love ; ” together with his saying,

in the same essay, that love is sometimes like a

siren, sometimes like a fury ; " -- the play of Antony

and Cleopatra being written to make both of these

propositions dramatically evident. In a uvord, so

far from there being an apparently absolute differ

ence in the two intellects, the evidences of their

similarity are so conspicuousand numerous, that were

simple ignorance substituted for indurated prepos

session, everyone would readily conclude from them

that Bacon and Shakespeare were only different
names for the same man.

Some glittering generalities the Herald reviewer

sprays the public with in this connection, which make

one suspect that after all, though he makes the antith

esis one of substantial intellect, he means that Bacon

and Shakespeare are radically different in style or

manner. Not as much as he fancies, as witness the

Rev. Mr. Bengough's admirable versifications of some
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of Bacon's paragraphs, giren in last year's August

number of the Bacon Journal. Here is a sample :

“ Who taught the raven in a drought to throw pebbles

into a hollow tree where she spied water, that the water might

rise so that she might come to it ? Who taught the bee to sail

through such a vast sea of air, and to find the way from a field

in flower, a great way off, to her hive ? Who taught the ant to

bite every grain of corn she buries in her bill, lest.it should

take root and grow ?” — Advancement of Learning,

Here is Mr. Bengough's rendering :

“ Who taught the thirsty raven in a drought,

Espying water in a hollow tree,

To throw in pebbles till it reached her beak ?

Who taught the bee to sail through seas of air,

And find her far -off hive from fields in flower ?

Who taught the ant to bite each grain of corn

She buries in her hill, lest it take root?”

No one, not destitute of sense, can fail to see that

only Mr. Bengough's versification was necessary to

bring out the Shakesperean quality of Bacon's lines.

Nevertheless, I will never admit the fairness and

justice, not to say common sense, of exacting an ex

ternal resemblance between the prose of Bacon and

the verse of Shakespeare, until the accomplished

Herald reviewer will show the likeness between even

a man's own work in the two forms :-between Cole

ridge in his prose Aids to Reflection and Coleridge

in his poem Kubla Khan ; or Milton in his enchant

ing Comus, and Milton in his blaring Tetrachordon.

Who that ever read the wonderful letters of Lord

Byron, with their vast gayety and reality, their good

salt savor of the world and life, their infinite and

brilliant diversity, would possibly imagine, if Childe

Harold had been published anonymously, that all

that somber and oceanic grandeur had swept from
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the same mind ? To exact that Bacon's prose shall

show an exterior likeness to the Shakespeare poetry

is supremely ridiculous, though the two will stand

the comparison far better than most, as many a good

scholar knows. But words are vain to express the

utter shallowness and stupidity of insisting on the

parallel. The Shakespereolaters, however, are doing

it constantly. Why don't they pull out the roots of

their hair with tweezers if they want to appear intel

lectual, and not resort to such futile devices as these ?

The Herald reviewer's pudding is full of plums

in the part where he contrasts Bacon with Shakes

peare. One is that Bacon “ pays no homage to the

imagination," a Delphic line which means, I sup

pose , that in him the faculty is subordinate or non

existent. On the contrary, Bacon's imagination is

tremendous. The Novum Organum is the proof of

it - a creation like a world . “ He has thought,”

says Taine, “in the manner of artists and poets, and

he speaks after the manner of prophets and seers.”

In his mind the imagination is the all ; the other

faculties are the spicula, the accessories of it, and

surcharged with its mighty magnetic life.

Another plum is that Shakespeare's genius is

" essentially dramatic, with all the faults and limita

tions of the stage.” How perfectly, how eloquently,

Charles Lamb has smashed this preposterous affirma

tion, in the essay where he shows how impossible of

representation, how infinitely beyond all stage capac

ity and conditions, how absolutely addressed to the

rapt imagination of the private reader, are the great

plays ! No wonder that Herr Benedix can dem

onstrate that they violate or transcend all stage
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requirements ; no wonder that the stage managers

never let the curtain rise on some of them, and cut,

slash , and more or less transmogrify the others. For

they are not “ essentially dramatic,” they are too

vastly ideal ; too subtle and colossal for the theater ;

and, however much the author may be a dramatist,

he is infinitely more a dramatist to the mind. It is

not as a skilled playwright, but as a mighty poet,

that he has his hold upon us.

Among the other plums is the reviewer's assertion

that “ there is nothing in Bacon that might not have

been written by dozens of philosophers since

Aristotle ." One would like to see those philos

ophers : Would thereviewer kindly send us up a dozen

on the half shell? To think ofthe dazzling, stupendous

panegyric piled to the one only memory of Bacon by

the wise and great of every succeeding age and every

land, and then to think of such an estimate and

such reviewing! But it is quite equaled by the

assertion following, that “ there are hundreds of

passages in Shakespeare that no man or demigod be

fore him could have conceived . " This is pure rhodo

montade. Shakespeare is simply one of a limited

number of supreme poets, just as great as he, among

whom are Homer, Æschylus, Lucretius, Juvenal,

the unknown author of Job, Isaiah, Ezekiel and

Dante ; and there are no passages of his superior in

poetic power and beauty to theirs. It is conceded

by all high criticism .

The reviewer has one saving grace : he does not

expressly deny the existence of the cipher story in

the plays, as some of his impudent confreres have

done, though he does not admit it, and aims to flout
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and belittle it, sneering at it as " wretched flimsy

tattle.” So far as deciphered, it is, as before said ,

a series of recitals, which begin, so to speak, in the

middle of events, and tell of Shakespeare's lawless

and dissolute youth ; of his raid upon Sir Thomas

Lucy's estate ; of the subsequent battle between his

party and the gamekeepers, in which he is wounded ;

of his flight to London and employment at the

theater ; of his making a great hit, in due time, by

playing Faistaff, which Bacon conceived on the sug

gestion of his personal appearance ; of his enforced

marriage to Ann Hathaway, who was with child by

him ; of his gross life and maladies ; of Cecil seeing

sedition in the play of Richard II., and writing to

the Queen, denouncing both Marlowe and Shakes

eare as merely covers for Bacon ; of the prosecu

tion of Dr. Heyward as an accomplice and the per

sonal assault upon him by the Queen with her

crutch ; of the occupation of the theater by troops,

the flight of the actors, the danger and despair of

Bacon , the orders for the arrest and torture of

Shakespeare, his escape to France, etc. Now why

this extremely novel, interesting and picturesque

narrative should be described as “ wretched , flimsy

tattle, ” no one can say , but I will engage that if it

told in favor of Shakespeare, instead of against him ,

we should never hear a word to its discredit. And

as the reviewer tacitly accepts, in Mr. Donnelly's

own words, what the remainder is to contain - a

recital of the inner life of kings and queens, the

highest, perhaps the basest of their kind ;" of the

first colonization of the American continent, in

which Bacon and Raleigh were prominent; of "the
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Spanish Armada;” of the war of the Huguenots

under Henry of Navarre against the League, in

which several of the Elizabethan men took part ; of

Bacon's downfall under King James, and the rest ;

it is still more difficult to see how such a tale can be

included under epithets of dishonor like " wretched,

flimsy tattle.”

The character given Cecil, Bacon's deadly and

malicious enemy, is discredited by the reviewer as

ner to history. It is, he says, " as fanciful as lago. ”

It is nothing of the kind . When Cecil died , Bacon ,

without naming him, drew the same character in

his essay On Deformity, and the London reading

public, recognizing the portrait, laughed in scorn at

its felicity. The reviewer represents further, as

against the reality of the cipher, that, supposing

Bacon to have been convicted of sedition and treason ,

the motive to destroy him “in that liberaland whole

some period ,” and the power to do so, were alike

wanting. Then how did Southwell and Campian

come to the rack , and Norfolk and Essex to the

block , and a multitude of others of note suffer bloody

and violent deaths under Elizabeth ? “ That liberal

and wholesome period ! ” God save us !

The reviewer admits with a curiously meek and

helpless irrelevance all the sordid, vulgar, profane

details of Shakespeare's personal life and surround

ings at Stratford, as indeed he must, for they have

been mainly accumulated by the greatest Shakes

peare scholars, men like Halliwell-Phillips, Hor

and Staunton , and others ; and the Baconians have

had nothing to do with gathering them . They are

entirely unrelieved , as those of his later life also
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are, by detail of a higher and purer moral quality;

and it is a nice reviewer that, having to admit them,

thinks he can make them compatible with Shakes

peare's reputed genius and the vast exaltation of

the plays. The anomaly they constitute is solitary

in the history of literature, and has made every

thinker recoil.

A fumbling and nerveless effort is next made to

maintain that learning was as accessible to Shakes

peare as to Chatterton and Burns, and that he had

acquired it. Everyone who knows anything of the

conditions of that time, knows that the difficulties of

such an acquisition were far greater then than now ;

but no man in any time, especially Elizabeth's, could

get learning without leaving a trail. Shakespeare

has left none. From the filthy, savage, bookless

hole of a town where he had passed a rough, wild

youth, he comes to London, and before long produces

an extended poem in the most elegant English of his

time, without a trace of the uncouth Warwickshire

dialect, full of classic reminiscence and allusion, and

redolent of classic grace and charm. How could he

have done it ? It is impossible. He was not the

man . And what have Burns and Chatterton to do

with the case ? We know just what they were

taught, and how, and where. They were not learned

at all; they were only fairly educated ,andtheir attain

ments were no more than commensurate with their

literary achievement. Burns was simply a fine lyric

poet, exquisite in his Ayrshire dialect, commonplace

in English ; his whole merit, apart from his sturdy

manliness, lying in his command of a wild skylark

music — a power of verbal lilt hardly comparable.
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Chatterton was an unearthly boy, with a marvelous

faculty for catching the spirit and tone of antique

poems, which he imitated in forgeries, not quite

skillful enough to escape detection. What parallel is

there between them and the continental Shakes

peare ? What analogy between their known acquire

ment, such as it is, and the unaccountable learning

of the plays, which is prodigious in every direction ;

which , as Miss Bacon nobly says, lies thickly strewn

on the surface of all the earlier plays, and in the

later has disolved and gone into the clear intelli

gence ? Take but a single province: law. Better

than Lord Campbell, Mr. Rushton of Liverpool, has,

if the lapse of years lets me remember rightly,

shown Shakespeare's involved mastery of all the

depths and breadths of English jurisprudence ; and

others, like Armitage Brown, that he eren knew the

local law of French and Italian towns. A marvelof

it, too, is that it is always accurate. He is the only

signal instance of a literary man who has touched

law without blunders. Godwin was a powerful and

highly trained mind, but his novel, Caleb Williams,

is a legal impossibility, with its hero tried again for

a inurder of which he had been once acquitted !

Thackeray, so worldly wise and knowing, makes

property fail of the heir, because the donor in dying

leaves only his clearly attested oral desire as to its

disposition ;—a ruling at which all the wise old owls

of the Bench would hoot in chorus. So with all

English writers, however bright, who have dabbled

in law . Shakespeare alone is unimprachable.

Where did he get this mighty erudition ? Genius,

however great, could not give it to him . It comes
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alone by hard and special study. Where and how

could he make that study without leaving a record ?

And where did he get the learning to enable him to

acquire the learning ? For in that time the law was

all in Norman French, law Latin or barbarous Latin

ized English. The law of the immediate past, as in

the great treatises, such as Glanville and Bracton,

was wholly in law Latin . The year books, or re

ports of cases, from Edward I. to Henry VIII. , a

period of over 200 years, and following them the

reports or commentaries of Coke, Plowden, Dyer,

reaching to the times of Elizabeth and James, were

in NormanFrench. The elaborate and intimate

satire in Hamlet, of the proceedings in the case of

Hales v. Petit, involved a knowledge of the report in

Plowden , where it appears in that language. What

ever else there was of law, outside of the French and

Latin , was in an English so crabbed with Latinized

terms that none but lawyers could understand it.

What trace has the man Shakespeare left, what

trace could he fail to leave, of his struggle to

acquire these tongues! And yet we are told of his

similitude to Chatterton and Burns ! Go in peace,

Herald reviewer ! The man that knew that world

of law, that knew all those other worlds of learning,

was not a Chatterton, nor a Burns ; nor was he by

any discoverable sign or token , the man of Stratford

either.

It is not ingenuous in the reviewer to sneeringly

term , at a later stage of his article, the details of

Shakespeare's early life in London, Mr. Donnelly's

discoveries.” They are not his discoveries at all ,

save in circumstantiality; but substantially the vulgar
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facts collected by all the Shakespeare scholars

from Theobald , Malone and Stevensdownward ; and

all that Mr. Donnelly makes of them is to put them

forward as palpably incongruous with the claims

male for Shakespeare's august genius; though his

critic states, without the least warrant, that they are

brought up as so many slop pails to empty over the

poor young scamp of Stratford. He thinks Shakes

peare could not have been the baddish youth Mr.

Donnelly , together with the students and the facts,

finds him , because when he arrived in London, a

famished runaway, be did not at once become a foot

pad and take the crooked path to the gallows. He

holds him singularly courageous and noble because

he married the woman he had wronged , and

held horses at the theater for a living, instead of

deserting her and making straight for Tyburn.

Although the marriage seems to have been compul

sory , andthe horse-holding as lucrative as necessary ,

his course, as nobody denies, was commendable

enough, though not deserving of the preposterously

fervent eulogies of the reviewer, who even calls his

very ordinary good conduct, “ Shakesperean.” Far

less commendatory, though stoutly defended as by a

true devil's attorney , is his outrageous usury : so

outrageous that it seems to have become a public

scandal at the time, and subjected him to the flings

of his acquaintance, and the biting mockery of the

Ratsei pamphleteer. To this it appears must also

be added skinflint avarice and miserly parsimony.

All of it the reviewer excuses and defends, even ex

tols, as “eminently Shakesperean, " on the ground

that Shakespeare had to make money ; that it was
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his own no matter how gotten, and that he had a

right to be as usurious as he pleased. To complete

the defense other literary men are spattered-Vol.

taire for his perfectly legitimate speculations; Words

worth for nobly requiring his guests to pay for other

food than he had means to give them ; Byron for

wanting money that he had grandly earned, etc.

Therefore are they put into the category of the

Stratford Shylock. In addition, the reviewer, of

course, must include in this rogues' gallery, Bacon,

for taking bribes," a charge which is the stock in

trade of Shakesperean sciolists, and simply an ignor

ant lie . It is fairly in consonance with these gallant

pleas that Shakespeare, when living at the great

New Place, and nuzzling in wealth, should be de

fended for increasing his slender income by using

the fine mansion, which afterward lodged a princess,

for the brewing of malt and its sale to lowly custom

ers. The defense is made to include his furnishing

a clergyman, his guest, with sack and claret and

making the town pay for them. Of course, Mr.

Donnelly only cites these actions, not to object to

them as such, but to put their petty sordor and mean

ness in proper contrast with the lustrous character

accorded to the great poet. The incongruity would

seem apparent. Imagine the magnificent Raleigh

personally brewing and selling malt in Durham

House. Fancy the majestic Verulam trying ' his

hand at it in the kitchens of Gorhambury. And

Shakespeare before the ages has a port no less ideal

and lofty than these. But no, says the Herald re

viewer, there is no incompatibility ; the only ques

tion is : “Was Shakespeare's beer well brewed ;
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was the malt honest, and did he give good measure ? "

And he charges that Shakespeare, -engaged in the

picayune business of brewing, like Burns' Willie, “ a

peck of malt” in his own fine house, and peddling it

out to his poor neighbors , —is actually “ accused (by

Mr. Donnelly ) of engaging in an honest employment

and selling the results of his industry for gain ! " Then ,

to clinch the assertion that picking up pennies, by

making and selling malt in the grand family house,

is an action on the part of the opulent Shakespeare

not at all mean in itself, nor out of keeping with the

grandeur of his genius, we are reminded that the

shining Prince Bismarck ” derives an income from

the making of whisky. If this be true , it is no more

than might be expected from the gelt-loving old

wehr-wolf, who has turned sad Europe into a camp,

and would fain make his bloody ravin on Republics;

but it forms no sort of excuse for the shabby dis

grace of the man Shakespeare.

The attempt to impugn Mr. Donnelly for criticis

ing Shakespeare's dishonest attempt to edge into the

aristocracy by fraudulently obtaining a coat of arms

from the Herald's College, is nothing but a bit of

awkward shuffling with words. Shakespeare is not

accused of seeking social elevation ; he is accused,

and, what is more, convicted, of trying, with the aid

of John Dethick, a rascally Garter King at Arms, to

gət armorial bearingsby fraud and falsehood. The

evidence in the matter is fully given, with fatal

candor, by Halliwell-Phillips, the highest modern

Shakespeare authority, and also in full detail by

Howard Staunton, an equally unimpeachable scholar.

The five columns of calumniation which compose

the review end with something truly beautiful. The
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writer is descanting on the mystery which surrounds

the personality of Shakespeare. We know all about

the other great men of the time. Essex, Bacon ,

Raleigh, Casaubon, Sidney, are, he says, perfect in

dividualities to us . But when we look at Shakes

peare, the figure is dim. We see, what ? “ Only the

light !" This is certainly lovely . I remember that

at the time of Thackeray's death , some charming

rerses, with the same idea , I think by Mr. Stoddard,

appeared in one of the journals. The poet beholds

the laureled ones in their Valhalla : there is Homer,

there is Dante, there are they all, one by one, and

there

“ There little seen but light-

The only Shakespeare is.”

It is a graceful fancy, but as a means of account

ing for the absence of information about a man it

is certainly novel. To the ordinary mind, the

“ light ” about the personal Shakespeare is very much

like the light seen about a bad lobster in a dark

cellar, and, to one conversant with the details of his

unsavory biogr : 1phy, there is a smell also . The talk

about his obscurity is utter fustian. In the first

place, such a man as he could not be obscure. Living

in the midst of a crowded center like London, and

his reputed plays enjoying a great popularity, he

would become at once the object of intense curiosity,

and everything would be known about him that there

was to know. Any person of gumption must feel

that if we have not learned something different in

kind about him, it is because there is no more to

learn. But secondly , it is not true that we are with

out his memoirs; we have an ample biography of
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him, and, if it is perplexing, it is only because it is

misread, or its significance evaded. The labors of

the Shakespeare society, and of numerous scholars

anı! antiquaries, in several countries, have resulted in

a considerable mound of details ; and if much of this

is only traditional, it must be borne in mind that

genuine tradition, as, if I remember rightly, Sir

George Cornewall Lewis has superbly proved,

possesses all the force of history. The only trouble

with the Shakespeare biography is that it is all one

way in kind ; and whenever any new particulars are

brought to light, they are invariably of the same

sort, and leave the biography still all one way. In

a word , the zealous labors of his friends, for two cen

turies, have only shown that personally he was a

perfect vulgarian. There is no getting away from

the fact, and it is as idle to say that we have not

the fullest evidence of it, as it is that we are so

deficient in our knowledge of him as to see nothing

but the light of his reputed works, when we look in

his direction. And to refer the absence of creditable

information respecting him to his personal modesty,

and a desire to keep in the background, is particu

larly fine in the Herald reviewer, fresh from allow

ing and justifying his attempt to render himself ex

ceedingly conspicuous by getting a grant of nobility

from the armorial college ! It is also particularly

fine in the reviewer to assert that the tone in which

“ he was addressed by those who knew him was in

variably that of awe.” Bacon, indeed, as his sour

contemporary Osborne relates of him, " struck all

men with an awful reverence ; " and Ben Jonson

shows him to us at his birthday festival, “ standing
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amidst the smile of the fires, the wine, the men, as

if he did a mystery.” But how many are they , who

knew the man Skakespeare, to speak of him other

than with disrespect and contempt ? “ Stageplayer !

Mummer ! ” – His kinsman, Ryc Quyney, hisses at

him when denied, I believe, a loan. “ An upstart

crow ... in his own conceit the only Shake -scene

in the country,” snarls Greene. “ One who feeds on

men,” the bitter ghost of Ratsei brands him. Mani

festly feigning in his verse , in his prose Ben Jonson

speaks of him only as an actor, ( strange that this

manifest fact has not been noticed ,) patronizes him ,

with marked superciliousness, flouts at him, mocks

at his blundering tongue, says his talk had often to be

“ snuffed out, " excuses his shortcomings with good

natured half -contempt, vents on him praise in

pompous irony. Where is the “ awe?" Sometimes,

it is true, he is mentioned pleasantly. Henry Chettle,

writing very diplomatically and guardedly, as one

who knew of him only or mainly by report, speaks of

him as an excellent actor, as known for “ his

facetious grace in writing,” and in good repute for

fair dealing. But who is he that ever mentioned

him in a tone of “ awe ? ”

Such is the reviewer, who has the advantage of

five columns in a widely spread journal, to injure

Mr. Donnelly's book by specious defamation. The

fact that the greater number of people are not, and

can not be expected to be conversant with the facts

of the matter, and can therefore be misled by the

falsest representations, is the only consideration

which renders the article of the slightest importance.

That a work of sterling excellence and value should
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be subject to the assault, and receive the injury of

such a Jack o ' lantern brigade of lies, is sufficient

comment on the precious system of reviewing.

IX.

ANOTHER of “ the best judges ” is the very nearly

three -column judge of the New York Tribune (May

13). In Anstey's extremely original and amusing

novel, The Fallen Idol, a great effect is produced by

the author insisting on the perpetual diabolic expres

sion of the carven image, which seems to suggest

something sentient, something at once living and

dead, and through all the maze of the story, is ever

present to the mind of the reader. An exactly

similar, supercilious, infernal, immobile sinirk

seems immutably fixed on the physiognomy of this

amiable article. The author appears to aim at

conquering, not by his facts, which, like the darkey's,

are false, nor by his arguments, which are of the

infant school , but by an overbearing smug serenity

of literary deportiment, which is truly insufferable.

He is calm , he is satisfied, he is softly simpering, he

is inexpressibly superior, and he fronts what he

thinks the poor little doggish group of Baconians, as

Memnon fronts the generations. Through all the

monotonous, imperturbable, condesending flow of

his bland babble runs still an under murmur , telling

of their abjectness, their worthlessness, their insan

ity, their blindness ; and yet they have seemed ,

even to some of their antagonists, no inconsiderable

beings. We need not allude to the great number of

intellectual and accomplished men and women in

private life who accept this theory. We need not

eren mention the formal advocates, such as Delia
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Bacon, with her noble clouded ideality, struck

through with such lightnings of insight as seldom

make splendid any brain ; nor Judge Holmes, with

his solid learning and sterling sense, wbose book a

Tribune reviewer had once to brassily falsify before

he could even try to answer ; nor even Mrs. Pott,

whose marvelous power of patient research, equal in

itself to genius, is coupled with the most delicate

and unerring perception. But there is Leconte de

Lisle, incomparable but for Victor Hugo, among the

French poets, who has the dazzling honor of being

the successor to Victor Hugo's chair in the French

Academy, and he has declared unequivocally against

the Shakespereans. There is Dr. Kuno Fischer, of

Heidelberg, illustrious now above the modern Ger

man philosophers, as the expounder of Kant, who,

not long since, was announced to lecture in support

of the Baconian theory. There is James Nasmyth ,

the broad -brained Scotchman, famous as an astrono

mer, the inventor of the steam pile-driver, the steam

hammer, improved ordnance, telescopes, what not,

whose practical mind saw the same truth. There is

Lord Palmerston, the embodiment of the strong

British common sense, and he, too, was a Baconian .

There is Sir Patrick Colquhoun, one of the most

eminent of English publicists, who has added his

name to the Baconian roster by his lecture, a couple

of years since, before the Royal Society of Litera

ture in London . There; as said already, is Charlotte

Cushman, the powerful actress, whom the stage and

the play- goer will long remember. There is General

Butler (O rare Ben Butler !) , whose full mental worth

will not be known until some publisher has the wit
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to urge him to collect into a volume his trenchant

literary essays, such as his cogent defense of the

slandered Byron. And there, to go no further, is

that justice of our Supreme Court, who most in mind

resembles Marshall, and who long since gave in his

adhesion, on judicial grounds, to the cause of Bacon .

But no ; the Tribune reviewer sees them only to

contemn ; he surveys them from aloft, with his

supercilious, Fallen Idol, conceited smirk and stare ;

his style puts on for them the gold -rimmed monocle,

the contumelious single eye -glass; for him they are

“ the Baconians; ” and with unrelenting calm he

breathes out, in his dead -level society voice, that

their minds are “ abnormally constituted , ” that

they are all “ narrowness and triviality ; " above all ,

that they are “ color -blind . ” This withering epithet

he thinks so felicitous that he repeats it no less than

six times in his comparatively short article ; and lest

its natural force be abated, he explains that “ mental

color-blindness consists in inability to distinguish

between strongly opposed literary styles ; between

radically different intellectual expressions.” Thus,

we suppose, that when the “ abnormally consti

tuted ” Baconian notes that Bacon says that

Aristotle thinks young men unfit to hear moral

philosophy, and that Shakespeare also says that

Aristotle thinks youngmen unfit to hear moral philos

ophy, and that the error of using the word

“ moral” instead of “ political” is committed by

both Bacon and Shakespeare, it only shows that he

is “ color-blind ” – that is, unable “to distinguish

between radically different intellectual expressions !

And when the “ narrow and trivial ” Baconian rolls
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up page upon page of twin locutions, epigrams,

metaphors, axioms, proverbs and apothegms from

Bacon and Shakespeare, which are palpably different

modes of the same mind , and just as much alike as

Bacon speaking prose and Bacon intoning verse,

each citation only further shows that he is “ color

blind ” – that is, unable to “distinguish between

strongly opposed literary styles! ” But for a full

rejoinder, it is quite sufficient to think of the shining

list of Baconians I have named - Leconte de Lisle,

Palmerston , Kuno Fischer, Nasmyth, and the rest , —

and to imagine persons, so sane and strong in intel

lect as they, stigmatized as “ abnormally consti

tuted,” full of “ narrowness and triviality,” and so

“ mentally color-blind ” that they can not tell one

thing from another, all by such a little Hindu

eidolon as this Tribune reviewer !

Further on , with the air of one who has invented

and orders up the terrible Zalinski gun , which on

its first trial scooped with a single shot a cavern in

a cliff, he brings in for the demolition of the Bacon

ians, the formidable Dr. Ingleby, whom he calls “ a

ripe Shakesperean scholar.” To wheel up and un

limber such an oracle is truly unfortunate . Of all

the “ ripe Shakesperean scholars, ” Dr. Ingleby isthe

one that has the least force, and is weak even to

silliness. His quality is shown by his most famous

book, the Centurie of Prayse, in which he aims to

show how truly great Shakespeare was ; and , indi

rectly, how certainly he was the author of the

plays, by citing all the references made to him , and

his reputed works, during twenty -three years of his

life, and for seventy -seven years after his death.
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These references he calls “ praise.” Here are speci

mens of some that he includes under this title. His

book not being at hand, I quote from a volume in

which they are collated by one who holds him in

veneration.

“ William Payne, in 1642, says “ Shakespeare's

plays are better printed than most Bibles. ” Praise !

George Peele, in 1607, mentions Venus and

Adonis.' » Praise !

“Thomas Robinson, in 1630, describing the life

of a monk , says ' After supper it is usual for him

to read a little of Venus and Adonis, or some such

scurrilous book .” ” Praise !

“ A manuscript journal of the Duke of Wurtem

berg says, April 30, 1610, “ They play the Moor of

Venice at the Globe. '” More praise !

“ In a funeral song by Sir William Harbert, in

1594, Shakespeare is rebuked for going into foreign

countries for the subjects of his verse. " Still more

praise !

“ In Mercurius Brittanicus some one writes, 1644,

of • Ben Jonson and his uncle Shakespeare.'

Praise unspeakable !

There are a great many more entries of the same

kind. If such tributes do not show Shakespeare's

greatness, and prove that Lord Bacon did not write

the plays, nothing will. Of these references there

are 185. Fifty -seven of them were made during

Shakespeare's lifetime. Of course a number of

them are complimentary, though, in nearly every
in

stance, as conventionally so as stock puffs; and

scarcely any of them — even by hard straining, not

more than a dozen - refer to the man, but only to
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the books ascribed to him. What their collector

thinks he proves by them, and why the merely com

mon-place and derogatory ones are included under

the caption of “ Praise " is a mystery. The book, in

fact, has no earthly merit or significance. It simply

shows the calibre of Dr. Ingleby.

A couple of quotations from this redoubtable

manare considered sufficient to crush the Baconians,

including Mr. Donnelly. One is where he com

pares them to Macadam's sieves, " which retain only

those ingredients unsuited to the end in view . "

This happy simile is perfectly characteristic of Dr.

Ingleby, and it is evident that the Tribune reviewer

aulmires and loves him for its felicity. But “ the end

in view " is to macadamize the road , and does Dr.

Ingleby or the reviewer really think it a fault in the

sieve that it holds back the materials that are not fit

for the purpose ? It is a plain road — "as common

as the way between St. Alban's and London ”

(which it is !) and the Baconians are to make it pass

able; is it cause for censure that, like Macadam's

sieves, they screen out only the proper material for

the end in view ? Less commendable surely are

those sieves, not like Macadam's, wherewith Shakes

pereans accumulate irrelevant and worthless stuff for

their work, like the Centurie of Prayse of Dr. Ingleby.

The other passage which the reviewer quotes,

from this fine satirist, is one in which , to cite it briefly,

he finds Lord Bacon so deficient “ in human sympa

thies,” that he could not possibly portray a woman

like Miranda, Perdita, Cordelia, or any of the others ;

and hence to a “thoroughly sane intelligence, ” mod

estly implied to be the reviewer's own , is separated
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“by an impassable gulf ” from the mind that wrote

the plays. The delicate “ human sympathies ”

shown by Shakespeare in regard to women, from

Ann Hathaway to the wife of the inn -keeper Dave

nant, are attested by the whole tradition about him,

and of course prove his utter qualification for such

portrayals. Strange, however, we may say in pass

ing, that the beautiful passages in the third scene of

the fourth act of the Winter's Tale, where the names

of the flowers, their character, their seasonable order,

and the sequences in which they are mentioned, are

so much the same as in Bacon's essay on Gardens,

that the wondrous parallel deeply impressed even

Spedding, who was no Baconian ; - strange that these

passages are put into the mouth , and make an

integral part of the personality of the exquisite

Perdita, whom Dr. Ingleby and his admirer think

Bacon could not have portrayed.

To re -enforce heavy artillery with small musketry

seems a useless expenditure of ammunition, but this

the reviewer does, by here bringing in Richard Grant

White to corroborate Dr. Ingleby as to Bacon's want

of “human sympathies ; " — a man who, as I have

said, was a secret Baconian, and secret only because

a frank avowal of his disbelief in Shakespeare would

have made his editions waste paper. O these Shakes

pereans! This is the way they can estimate the

man who declared his own nature when he wrote in

his essay on Friendship, “For a crowd is not com

pany, and men's faces are but like pictures in a

gallery, and talk only a tinkling cymbal, where there

is no lore.” Here is their latest fetch— to pronounce

“deficient in human sympathies” that all-compas

sionate Bacon whose paramount interest was in
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humanity; whose deepest intuitions and divinations,

as his Essays show , are when he comes into relation

with his fellows; whose whole life was avowedly and

aulmittedly devoted, in his own sublime words, to

“ the relief of the human estate; " he, the knight

errant, solitary and colossal, of the human adren .

ture ; he, the very Cid Campeador of the vast scien

tific battle, still raging, for the victory of the human

kind ! The world has long agreed with Vanvenar

gues that “ great thoughts come from the heart,” and

to think that there should be men so dull as to

set up that the great thoughts of Bacon-- none

greater - had no heart to come from ! The theme is

too much to handle here, but the student of his life

can not but at once remember some of its salient

points, and marvel that he should be taxed with the

lack of all that makes a man most a man . To think

of his fond and deep rapport with his great brother,

Anthony : - “ my comfort,” he sweetly calls him ; and

later in life, denotes him with rapt feeling as “ my

dear brother, who is now with God." To think of

his unfailing, his tender and, anxious efforts to pro

tect, to succor and save his poor young Catholic

friend, the son of the Bishop of Durham , Sir Tobie

Mathew ; how , when all faces lowered around the

young man in his prison , when even his father and

mother forsook him as “ a pervert,” he would not

cast him out ; how from the jail in which his con

science cast him , he took him to his own house and

cherished him ; how when in gathering danger,

though innocent, from suspicion of complicity with

the frightful plot of Catesby and Guy Fawkes, he

aided his escape abroad ; how he maintained a faithful
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and consoling friendship with the poor outlaw

through all the years of that sorrowful foreign

sojourn ; and how, at length , through loyal and un

tiring endearor, he procured for him permission to

return to bis own England, and eat no more that

bread of exile Dante found so bitter. And at Jast .

when all was ending, to think bow that high heart

turned from the many-passioned pageant of service

and struggle and glory and noble anguish, which had

been his life on earth , from all the airy vision of his

immeasurable coming fame and the hopes of

heaven, to humbly and with touching pathos leave

on record his wish to be buried in the old church at

St. Albans, for “ there ” he says, “ was my mother

buried , " and there he lies close by his mother's grave.

O poor, great man, so wanting in “ human sym

pathies !”

The reviewer contindes his sapercilious but wise

and learned efforts to wreak mischief on Mr. Don

nelly's book, by admitting that it produces“ plenty "

of evidence that the writer of the plays was a lar

yer, (a damaging admission, one would say , for the

case of William Shakespeare ); but thinks this coun

tervailed by the “ curiously bad law in the Merchant

of Venice," “ with which,” he declares “ bír. Apple

ton Morgan has dealt so fully and ably tliat there

is nothing more to be said about it.” The refer

ence is to a long foot note which formed a sad blot

in Vr. Morgan's fine book years ago, and Mr. Mor

gan it appears , continues to treat the point “ fully

and ably ” by recently calling the verdict on Shy

lock a “ most illegal and unrighteous judgment. "

Cnrighteous ! This of the verdict on the vindictive,
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tive, carnivorous, murder-seeking, pound -of-flesh old

Jew ! As for its being “ illegal,” both Mr. Morgan

and the reviewer would do well to inquire whether

it was so by the legal usage of an Italian court of

the sixteenth century. Their contention is that the

court scene in the play shows ignorance of English

law. I read long ago a full account of the trial of

Beatrice Cenci, and such legal proceedings as passed

in that Roman court would certainly seem to the

Tribune reviewer a case of " curiously bad law ,” if

judged by the standards of England, and would in

that country be impossible. In fact, the instance

really is another proof that the writer of the

plays was a master of jurisprudence ; that he knew,

as his critics do not, the legal usage of continental

courts, as well as of English ; and, most significant

of all, that he had visited Southern Europe with the

eye of a lawyer. For an illustration of the differ

ences in procedure, read Mr. J. T. Doyle's admira

ble paper in the Overland Monthly for July, 1866,

giving his curious experience in a Spanish court in

Nicaraugua. For a statement of the legal theory of

the play in which it is shown how law , which is jus

tice, must be tempered with equity , which is mercy

-a demonstration which only a mind as great as

Bacon's in jurisprudence could have undertaken—

read Judge Holmes' masterly exposition in the latest

edition of his book on the Authorship of Shakes

peare .

Having settled with cool nonchalance that the

writer of the plays “ knew very little law , ” the

reviewer, with the same frigid ease, says that as for

his “ medical knowledge, there is no reason why he
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could not have picked that up ! ” Dr. Bucknill, one of

the most eminent of physicians, has written a book

on the greatness of that “ medical knowledge,”

which is rather adverse to this sage suggestion. But

doubtless the calm reviewer could see no reason why

Dr. Bucknill might not have “ picked up ” his

medical knowledge; and , hard , vulgar study not

being necessary to learn the art of medicine, why

should not Galen and Hippocrates, Rabelais and

Sydenham , Abernethy and Astley Cooper, Cabanis

and Brown- Sequard, have “ picked up ” theirs also !

From this serene conclusion it is but an easy step,

and with ea composure is it taken , to censure

Mr. Donnelly for ascribing to Bacon the discovery

that heat is a mode of motion. The truth is, he

says, that “all Bacon knew on this subject he

derived from Plato . " Fulgid Hades ! home of

heat, where cool reviewers go to when they die !

Plato ! If he had only said Aristotle, who really

did have some vague idea, first, perhaps, of any, of

the dynamic nature of heat, though he does not

express it either clearly or boldly ; but Plato ! Is it,

can it be possible, that this oracular reducer of Bacon

to a low denomination, does not know that the doc

trine of heat, as a mode of motion , is derived from

the great crucial illustration of the working of the

Baconian method of discovery in the Novum Orga

num ? For this the new instrument is put in

motion ; at the end of the radiant processes of induc

tion appears this magic flower of flame! See the

proud and silent tribute Tyndall renders to Bacon,

as the annunciator of the idea, when he prints the

glorious Baconian paragraphs at the very outset of

his own noble book on the subject !

i
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?

The antarctic airiness of the highly valuable“ best

judge” of the Tribune is nowhere more destructive

than where he essays to freeze out the Donnelly

array of parallelisms by asserting their non-signifi

cance, as evidences of identity of authorship. It is ,

of course, manifest that parallelisms may be ac

counted for as plagiarisms, but where they occur in

great quantity , as in Bacon and Shakespeare, and

where, as in the works of these two, they are no

more than equal to the remainder of the text in

which they are embedded, such an explanation of

their presence is perfectly untenable. For example,

the elegant poems of Owen Meredith, are really

wonderful for plagiarisın ; he steals right and left

from the British poets, and from the French , Italian

and Slavic poets ; but we know that his parallelisms

are plagiarisms, not only because we find them

in the pages whence he appropriated them , but

because, though his own poetry has merit, the

splendid sentences and phrases he has taken shine

in it like jewels in an ash -pan, and are out of conso

nance with their surroundings. It is not so with

the parallelisms of Bacon and Shakespeare, and here

Mr. Donnelly is plainly right. He might advance

it as an unanswerable reason why he is right, that

the identity of the passages is significant of a single

autborship, not alone because they are identical, but

because they comport in both cases with all of the

context; grow inevitably out of it instead of being

inserted or stuck on ; are never above or below it ;

achieve originality by sheer appositeness ; and, in

short, have, in each composition, a perfect mutuality

of relation to the whole. It is, therefore, far more
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icily superior than irrefragable, in the Tribune re

viewer, to consider Mr. Donnelly's book as “ a study

in morbid psychology," and he himself as one to be

valued only “ for therapeutic purposes,” because he

ranks as evidences the autorial identities he finds.

Nor has the reviewer even any right, in reason , to

push these supercilious and insolent phrases to the

length ofstigmatizing as“ incredible absurdity ” Mr.

Donnelly's suggestion, it is hardly more, and only

voices what several of us have long thought and

some said ), that Bacon is the real author behind

Marlowe, Burton and Montaigne. Scholars who are

not Baconians have for a great while been strangely

stirred by what seemed the vast anticipation of

Shakespeare in Marlowe's pages, shown always in

the large rhythms of the Marlovian plays ; and at

times in striking similarities of thought, cadence,

and imagery. It is not time yet to pronounce abso

lutely, but the learned mind of Bacon is seen pal

pably, though in negligee, in the Anatomy of Melan

choly, a book originally issued anonymously. As

for Montaigne's Essays, the evidences of Bacon's

hand in them are so strong, so numerous, and so for

tified by external circumstances, that I sometimes

wonder anyone can doubt their indication. What

does the great Dutch Scholar, Isaac Gruter, the au

thor of the Inscriptions, writing in a singular veiled

style from The Hague to Dr. Rawley, Bacon's chap

lain, a little while, apparently, after Bacon's death ,

concerning the publication of several of his works in

Holland - what does he refer to when he speaks of

“ the French interpreter who patched together Lord

Bacon's things and tacked that motley piece to him ;"
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and in the next sentence hopes to get leave to pub

lish " apart, that exotic work ” of his lordship's ?

What is Lord Bacon's " exotic ” work , which has " a

motley piece tacked to it ” by “ a French inter

preter ?” Lest the reviewer should lose his beauti

ful, immobile, contumelious smile by a change of

countenance, I recommend him not tobe too positive

that that work is not the so -called Essays of Mon

taigne, for the contrary might be proved on him.

There is nothing else worth remark in his criti

cism , except that he continues for more than a col

umn to the end, the supercilious assumption of cold

superiority which alone gives such speciousness to

bis shallow and impudent platitudes, as enables them

to injure Mr. Donnelly's book with the public. The

value of this final column may be estimated by the

fact that, in a large part of it, his serene thought butts.

about, like a summer beetle in a dim room , trying to

show that the typographical peculiarities of the folio

are not the conditions of a cipher, a point which

distinguished cryptologists have already disposed

of for him. Further on, with the lofty and com

passionate air of one who would set the poor

idiot right, he utters the incredible and self -evident

absurdity that, unless Bacon set up the type with his

own hands and then read the proofs, he could not

hare got a cipher narrative into the folio without

letting “ the whole chapel" into the secret. He

says this, but he knows very well that if his own

paper, the Tribune, accepted for print an article four

columns long, every tenth word in it might make it

a cipher narrative without any one in the office, from

the editors to the press-boys, even suspecting its true
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character. In the case put by Mr. Donnelly, let one

well-paid agent, like Heminge, be charged by Bacon

to faithfully cee that the printers followed copy, and

without his knowing anything whatever of the

secret writing they were putting in type, the thing

would be done. The reviewer's ensuing account of

the capriciousness and complexity of the cipher

method, and his utterly unwarrantable assertion that

the words of the text are selected to fit a precon

ceived story, are plain falsifications, upon which Mr.

Donnelly's subsequent disclosure of the method by
which his basic numbers and their modifiers are

obtained , sets an ineffaceable brand. The same

disclosure brings to utter mockery the crowning

folly of the article, where he impressively parades,

with a sort of veneration, the conclusion reached

by Mr. Jennings in the Post- Despatch ; and declares,

with an indescribable air of finality, that the

cipher has been proved to be delusive nonsense

by that gentleman, with his precious discovery of

the concealed primary number 222, and its “ buoy

ant and beautiful little modifier, the figure one." .

Considering that it has been thoroughly exploded

by the facts, it is really edifying to see the

reviewer's cold and uppish confidence in the bursted

bladder, and his tranquil assumption that it has

already destroyed the Donnelly volume. Why he

should condescend to say any more after this, is not

known,but he does, and actually, for a brief space, gets

very mad at Mr. Donnelly, though still preserving a

horrible immobility in his fury, charging that he has

made of Bacon in the cipher story an archaic

prototype of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde; “ poble,
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magnanimous, lofty -minded ” in the argument, but in

the cipher, “ the basest, meanest, most slanderous,

malevolent and sneaking of backbiters and calumni

ators." Phew ! This touch brings to mind the

scene in the Fallen Idol, where the aboininable little

image, keeping its movelessness of visage, its satur

nine dead smirk, and its general impassibility, actu

ally yowls with rage at the attempt to bury it. The

spurt of epithets, which corresponds in the reviewer

to this dismal cry, is all because the cipher contains

incidentally, in the very spirit of history, some details

of the dissolute life of Shakespeare. But what if

these details are true,- and tradition certainly con

firms them ;-are Suetonius and Tacitus to be set

down as sneaking backbiters and calumniators be

cause they record the faults and follies of some of

their contemporaries ? Further on , the cipher story

is characterized as a " scandalous chronicle," though

it contains nothing either in quality or quantity that

sets it below the immortal memoirs of Sully. Of

course, what it has, of this kind, is but a very small

part of the cipher story given, but the ingenuous

reviewer is careful to suppress this truth , lest it

might seriously qualify the appositeness of his flour

ish about Jekyll and Hyde.

X.

The somewhat extended going -over to which this

one of “ the best judges,” credited with having killed

Mr. Donnelly's book, has been subjected, in common

with several of his fellow “ judges,” is undertaken to

show what kind of men have the reviewer's privilege ;

and what kind of representations they dare to put
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forth in condemnation of the toilsome and valuable

work of a reputable author. If I were in Mr.

Donnelly's place, I would publish these reviews,

without comment, as a supplement to every future

copy of the Great Cryptogram , that the reader rising

from its pages (which he would with at least deep

respect and probably conviction) might see for him

self the glaring mendacity of their account of the

book he had just perused. No comment of mine

could have the force of such a contrast. The articles

referred to here are samples of a number of others,

equally despicable, which have been evoked by this

strong and splendid volume. Most of them are

nearly or quite destitute of even average literary

merit, not to say of any gleam of the point and

grace of manner which often adorn and half redeem

the unscrupulous and shameless reviews frequent in

the periodicals of Europe. They are woven of

misrepresentations, and , at best, succeed only by

blocking up into high relief a few petty flaws and

errors, which are non -significant, and making them

stand for the character of the whole work . By such

tricks, which only the professional reviewer can

practice, they contrive to give the reader, who is

simple enough to pay any attention to them , an

impression of the book such as he would never

receive, even though hostile or prejudiced, from an

independent perusal. This latest instance of the

ability of their writers to make one thing take on

the semblance of another, makes me feel, as I have

been often made to feel, the sober force of Sweden

borg's iron epithet, when he calls the whole tribe

conjurers. False, even to utter worthlessness, as their
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report of an author's work may be, it has the

infernal quality of a glamour, which deceives even

people of fair intelligence, and can often effect

measureless injury. A gentleman who is by no

means a fool, recently writes : “ I was much inter

ested in the Great Cryptogram , and intended to

secure an early copy, but have read a very adverse

review of it in one of the great New York journals

and have therefore concluded not to make the

purchase .” Here is an instance of the practical

operation of the institution. The impressive repre

sentations of an asinine Ananias, masquerading as a

critic, were accepted by him without suspicion ; and

he was deterred from procuring a valuable book ,

wbich undoubtedly would have given him full satis

faction . Multiply the instance by thousands, and

you have an idea of the injustice wrought by the

system of reviewing.

The deprivation to the general reader, and the

pecuniary injury to the author and publisher, are

alike evident. Onedoes not forget Emerson's radiant

first volume, Nature, consigned to the publishers'

shelves, as Theodore Parker said , for twelve years

- bardly a copy of the whole edition sold — owing

to the hocus-pocus of the critical representations.

Who among the readers that have felt the transfig

uration of that volume, - felt its effect upon the soul ,

as of a holy and immeasurable dawn,— would not

rank it as among one of life's losses if he had been

kept.from its sweet influences by having received

the false impressions spread abroad by periodical

criticism ? It is idle to lay the blame upon the

reader, and say that he ought not to be unduly
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affected by what the critic says of a volume.

things are, the best of us are attracted or deterred

by what is plausibly reported of a book by a repu

table critical journal; and can be cheated in two

ways, either unjustly in its favor or unjustly against

it.

As for the publishers, who are business men, I

wonder that on mere business grounds they put up

with the treatment they often receive from these

road -agents. I personally know of one recent in

stance and doubtless the instances are many

where a pile of freshly issued books was made over,

every week, by the managing editor to his salaried

reviewer, with strict instructions not to praise them,

whatever their merit --without special instructions !

Leaving the rights and interests of the author out

of the question, what sort of a chance to do business

has a publisher, subjected to such treatment as this ?

At best, even when the dice are not thus loaded , the

books of whose character the public is to be informed,

are at the mercy of a critic whose temper, qualifica

tions and conditions are, like himself, unknown.

Under our practice, the verdict on an eternal book,

like Don Quixote, Robinson Crusoe, or Les Miserables,

which can only be justly made by “ the great rariety

of readers ,” is confided to a single, often anonymous,

irresponsible man, whose dictum is to be accepted by

thousands. There could be no better premium on

adverse judgments. The critic may be an evil man ,

whose excellent digestion only stimulates his literary

malignity ; or be may be a good man, whose view of

the work before him is poisoned by a dyspepsia

which makes him feel that he has breakfasted daily
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on a fried handsaw , split up the back, and a half

dozen of stewed gimlets. He may be a dunce, a

sciolist, a snarleyyow , a dullard, a persifleur, an ossi

fied intelligence, a born Philistine, a man without

perception or receptivity , generosity or equity ; one

subject to his humors, to moods of resistance or

capriee, to insomnia or east winds. In any of which

cases the fate of the book he is to judge, is in the

hands of a citizen of Lyford or Jedburgh, and gets

hanged first to be tried afterward . Now the pub

lisher of that book has put bis money in it. To him

it is rightfully nothing but a commodity, which he

has to sell in the worldly interest of the author and

his own . Should the obscure manikin , who does the

reviewing, use his unjust and tremendous opportunity

and set the public dead against it, the sales are

blocked, no matter what its merit; the publisher

loses his investment, and the author his reward . It

is a direct injury, base and unwarrantable, to a legiti

mate business interest ; and , as I have said, I wonder

that publishers put up with it. The quality of the

literary commodity they offer is almost wholly a

matter of opinion, and I see no equity in an institu

tion which is arranged to sacrifice, to the mere

opinion of a single writer, often venal and oftener

stupid, the material interests of business men.

Would any other mercantile or trading enterprise

think itself fairly served by such organized raiding

on its rights, or endure the pecuniary loss involved ?

Perhaps, however, logic being logic, this is what we

must come to . To be consistent, we must see that

all merchants who have wares to sell , are subjected to

mendacious " literary criticism ," adorned with such

:
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rhetorical phrases of defamation as glow in the

critical essays on Mr. Donnelly's volume. One emi .

nent journal , with an audience of half a million , will

keep an assassin who will devote twocolumns to the

proposition, fluently and plausibly stated, that a

respectable grocer, through unconscious cerebra

tion ," offers for sale flour which is full of chalk .

Anotherjournal as eminent, and as widely circulated,

will demonstrate in three and a half columns, that

his coffee is wholly made up of roasted beans, and is

“ valuable only for therapeutic purposes. A third

authority, widely in vogue, will have four columns

to assert that being “unable to distinguish between

intellectual colors," he confounds, the substance of

the beach with pure Muscovado, and sands bis sugar.

And a fourth, which reaches nearly all the popula

tion , will have five columns, to prove that after temper

ing the molasses with mucilage and water, he never

goes up to family prayers, and is considerably worse

than Colonel Ingersoll. How will the honest grocer

of the future like such an instituted freedom of the

press, when it thus decries his goods and hurts his.

business ? But the grocers are safe ; it is only the

publishers,-agents for the authors,—for whom the

case is possible. Miserable anarchist ! To think

that books should have the same right to unimpeded

sales as groceries! To claim that a publisher's sales

should not be lessened , nor an author's heart dark

ened, by “independent criticism ! ”

Better that books should never be noticed at all —

better that even fine critics, like Ste. Beuve, like

Emile Montegut or Paul St. Victor, like Mathew

Arnold , like George Saintsbury or Professor Minto,
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should break their pens and close their inkstands

forever -- than let continue a literary usage which

intercepts the reader on his way to the volume, and

turns him from it by shameful defamation. It is a

usage which has become general, and has reached

the dimensions of a serious harm to literature . In

the case of Mr. Donnelly's important production, for

one serious and honest estimate, like the just, tem

perate, kindly and altogether admirable notice Mr.

Medill gave it in the Chicago Tribune, there have

been fifty of the worst character. This is about the

proportion of exception which exists in the infamous

rule. think the needed remedy for such a condi

tion is to suppress the professional functionary of

the critical periodicals, with his dogmatic lying

oracles, and substitute the free champions of the

pro and con . All the reading public wants and

needs in criticism , is to hear what can be said, the

stronger the better, both for and against, the

product of an author's thought or imagination.

The ideal of a critical journal is a publication which

shall be an arena for discussion , in which all that

can be uttered , on every side of a theme, shall be ex

pressed on the single condition of proper literary

ability. A journal governed by such a principle, is,

I believe, demanded by the democratic genius of

this country , and by all interests, including those of

literature. In every domain of our national intel

lectual activity, the one imperative requisite is Light.

To this, in literature, the present institution of

reviewing is a fatal barrier.



THE GREAT CRYPTOGRAM

FRANCIS BACON'S CIPHER IN THE SHAKES

PEARE PLAYS .

BY

IGNATIUS DONNELLY,

Author of “ Atlantis, The Antediluvian World ," and " Ragnarok ,

The Age of Fire and Gravel.”
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lity , and it is not to be wondered at, therefore, that Ignatius

Donnelly's announcement that he had found a cipher in the

Shakespeare Plays should have subjected him to unfair attacks

in the public journals, even though eminent mathematicians,

after thorough examination , had indorsed his claims. In spite of

adverse criticism , however, and onits merits alone, Mr. Donnelly's

great work is steadily gaining in popularity , and eminent men

everywhere ,convinced by his arguments, are gradually creating

a change in popular opinion. The mere fact that Prof. Elias

Colbert, in his character as a mathematician , has indorsed the

cipher, is a sufficient certificate of its validity . The same is true

of Mr. George Parker Bidder, who is as eminent as he is unbiased,

ranking, as he does, the first mathematician of England . The

decisions of these men cannot rightly be regarded as opinions.

They are the decrees of science .

“ NO BOOK of modern times has excited so much interest all over the

civilized world as this volume, and its sale will probably reach

a million copies. " -New York Morning Journal.

“THE MOST startling announcement that has been hurled at mankind

since Galileo proclaimed his theory of the earth's motion . ” — New

York World .

“IT INVOLVES the most interesting literary possibility of our genera

tion . " - Julian Hawthorne.

" I KNOW all about Gov. Donnelly, and I am very sure that he has dis

covered all he claims. I am a firm believer in the Baconian theory . "

-Benjamin F. Butler.

“ I SAY without hesitation that I am obliged to endorse the claim made

by Donnelly that he has found a cipher in some of the Shakespeare

Plays. The cipher is there, as claimed , and he has done

enough to prove its existence to my satisfaction . " - Prof. Elias

Colbcrt, ASTRONOMER AND MATHEMATICIAN .
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CHisextraordinary book has been thesubject of so much discussion,

reviewsandnewspapers would tillseveral volumes. Never has any

book been so heraldedbythecuriosityoftheworld .
Andthisisnotto be wondered at. The author has found in the

ShakespearePlays a cipherstory, curiouslyinfolded in the text, holding
a certain uniform relation to the pagingof the great Folioof 18:23, and

the beginnings and ends of acts, scenes,etc.

This work upon which Governor Donnelly has been engaged for so

many years is now fairly before the worldon its merits. His discovery

isnow , and will continue to be, the chief topic of general discussion

among educated people.

The key to thecipher and the text of the secret narrative disclosed

by it is made public only in "THE GREAT CRYPTOGRAM ." As to the

actuality of the cipher," says GovernorDonnellyin the Preface of his
great work, “ there can be but une conclusion . A long continuous nar

ratve running through many pages , detailing historical events in a per

fectly symmetrical, rhetorical, grammatical manner , and alway growing

out of the same numbers, employed in the sameway, and countingfrom the

same orsimilar starting -prints, cannot be otherwise than aprearranged

arithmetical cipher . Let those who would deny this produce a single

page ofaconnected story, eliminated by anarithmetical rule from any

other work ; infact, let them indfivewords that willcohere, by acci.

dent, indue order, in any publication where they were not first placed

with intent and aforethought. I have never yet been able to find
three such . "

GOVERNOR DONNELLY also says :

" The Key, turned for the first time in the secret wards of the cipher, will yet unlock

a vast history, nearly as great in bulk as the Plays themselves, and tell a mighty story of

one of the greatest and most momentous eras of human history, illuminated by the

most gifted human being that has ever dwelt upon the earth.

" I have no hesitation in saying that the publication of my book will convince the

world that these plays are the most marvelous specimens of ingenuity , and mental

suppleness , and adroitness, to say nothing of genius, power , and attainments, ever put

together by the wit of man . Thero is no parallel for them on earth . There never will be.

No such man can ever again be born. His coming marked an era' in the history of the
world . ”

Apart from the cipher discovery, THE GREAT CRYPTOGRAM would,

by itsfacts and arguments, create arevolution in public opinion as to

theauthorshipoftheShakespeare Plays. It is a profound and exhaust

ive argument,presented in that forcible yet fascinating style for which
the author is noted .

THEGREAT " CRYPTOGRAM " is published in one imperial octavo vol

ume of nearly 1,000 pages. Theillustrations include a steel portrait of Lord

Bacon , from the painting of Van Somer ; portraits of QueenElizabeth,

of the Earl of Essex, and of Ben Jonson , and portraits ofthe leading

" Baconians. " It contains also a fac- simile ofthefamousShakespeare
portraitprinted as a frontispiece to the great Folio of 1623, and fac

similes of the textof that greatwork,engraved by photographic process

from aperfect and authentic copy of the samein the Library of Colum

bia College.

Tbe title and semi-titles are engraved on wood, from original designs,

in antiquestyle,andthe letter-press is from electrotype plates cast from

new type.

The work is printed on an extra quality of calendered paper, and

will be furnishedtosubscribers at the following prices:

Plain Edition . - In extra English cloth, stamped in maroon and

gold , unique design , plain edges.. $ 4 50

Popular Edition.--In extraEnglish cloth , gold and maroon

stamping , full gilt edges .. 6 50

Library Edition.- In halfsealRussia , burnished edges, gold
medallion portraitofLordBacon onside 650

Presentation Edition.- In full seal Russia , full gilt edges.. 8 50

In territory where we have no agent, we will supply THE GREAT

CRYPTOGRAM at 82.50 in Cloth . Address all orders to

R. S. PEALE & CO. , PUBLISHERS,

315-321 WABASH AVENUE , CHICAGO,



RAGNARÖK :

THE AGE OF FIRE AND GRAVEL.

BY

IGNATIUS DONNELLY,

Author of “ Atlantis, the Antediluvian World ,” and “ The Great

Cryptogram : Francis Bacon's Cipher in the

Shakespeare Plays."

With Illustrations, 12mo, Vellum Cloth , $ 2.00.

'HE title of this book is taken from the Scandinavian sagas,

“ Ther liegends,and means the darkness of the gods.The
work consists of a chain of arguments and facts to prove a series

of extraordinary theories, viz.; That the Drift Age, with its vast

deposits of clay and gravel, its decomposed rocks, and its great

rents in the face of the globe, was the result of contact between

the earth and a comet, and that the Drift-material was brought to

the earth by the comet ; that man lived on the earth at that time;

that he was highly civilized ; that all the human family, with the

exception of a few persons who saved themselves in caves, perished

from the same causes which destroyed the mammoth and the

other pre-glacial animals ; that the legends of all the races of the

world preserve references to and descriptions of this catastrophe ;

that following it came a terrible age of ice and snow, of great

floods while the clouds were restoring the waters to the sea, and

an age of darkness while the dense clouds infolded the globe.

These startling ideas are supported by an array of scientific facts,

and by legends drawn from all ages and all regions of the earth . ”

“ RAGNARÖK ” supplies a new theory as to the origin of the

Glacial Age, coherent in all its parts, plausible, not opposed to

any of the teachings of modern science, and curiously supported

by the traditions of mankind. If the theory is true, it will be

productive of far-reaching consequences ; it will teach usto look

to cosmical causes for many things on the earth which we have

heretofore ascribed to telluric causes, and it will revolutionize

the present science of geology.



PRESS OPINIONS

" It is impossible to withhold respect for the ingenious logic and

industrious scholarship which mark its pages . " - Chicago Tribune.

" This theory ..... is set forth with the dexterity and earnestness

with which , in a previous work, the author tried to prove the whilom

existence of the fabled Atlantis, and it is equally certain to rouse the

curiosity and enchain the attention of a large body of readers." - New

York Sun.

“ Whatever may be the judgment concerning the scientific value of

Mr. Donnelly's ' RAGNARÖK,' no one can read it without a thrill of

excited interest. It has a primeval sensationalism ." — Boston Traveler.

" The work is marvelous if true, and almost equally marvelous if not

true. " -- Baltimore Day.

" All is interesting, seemingly plausible, and certainly informing."

Boston Commonwealth .

" Wholly interesting, and in some respects as thrilling and as enter

taining as the most absorbing romances. " - Boston Gazette.

" The book altogether is, perbaps, the most interesting one of the

year. " -- Hartford Times .

" It is as entertaining and fascinating as a novel. " - Christian at

Work .

“ A vast amount of curious information has been gathered into its

pages. " - Cincinnati Gazette.

" No mero summary can do justice to this extraordinary book , which

certainly containsmanystrong arguments against the generally accepted

theory that all the gigantic phenomena of the Drift were due to tbe

action of ice . Whether readers believe Mr. Donnelly or not, they will

find his book intensely interesting . " - The Guardian , Banbury, England.

" It is one of the most powerful and suggestive books of the day , and

deserves respectful attention , not only from the general reader but

from the scientist. " - The Continent.

“ Mr. Donnelly can claim the credit of furnishing a theory which is

consistent with itself, and , as he evidently thinks, with the scientific

requirements of the problem , and also with the teachings of Holy Scrip

ture .... ..... The book is wellworth studying. If it is true, it answers

two very important purposes- the first connected with science, and the

second with prophecy. It gives a reasonable account for the tremendous

changes which the earth has undergonc, and it shows how its dissolution ,

so clearly described in St. Peter's Second Epistle , may be accomplished."

- The Churchman , New York .

"**RAGNARÖK ' is a strong and brilliant literary production , which

will command the interest of general readers, and the admiration and

respect, if not the universal credence, of the conservative and the scien

tific . " - Professor ALEXANDER WINCHELL, in The Dial,

" In a few sharp, short and decisive chapters the author disposes of

the theory that the vast phenomena of the ' Drift ' could have been pro

duced by the action of ice , no matter if the ice swept over the continent.

His facts and their application are certainly impressive. In fact, his

book is very original." - Hartford Times .

“ Mr. Donnelly has presented the scientific world with another nut,

the cracking of which we confess to an anxiety to see the scientific

world attempt. " - Philadelphia Telegram .

Chicago : R. S. PEALE & CO. , 315 Wabash Ave.
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